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GLOSSARY 

"Little liouse"; used to refer to group of individuals close to President 

Habyarimana 

Coalition pour la Difense de la Repuhlique (Coalition for the Defence of 

the Republic) 

J-e Cercle des Ripublicains Progcssislcs (Circle oS Progressive 

Republicans) 

To work; sotnetimes used to rcfcr to killing Tutsi 

"Kill them" in the imperative Sonli 

i\ccoruplicc; RPk synipatl~izcr/accomplice; sometimes used to refer to 

Tutsi 

Those  wlio have the same goal": Name of youth wing of CDR 

RPI: soldier; sometimes used to refer to 'Tutsi 

"Thunder"; Name of youth wing of MDR 

"Those who attack togetl~cr"; Kame of youth wing of MRND 

Cockroach: group of refugees set up in 1959 to overthrow the new rcgimc; 

sympathizer of RPF; sometiincs used to refer to T'LI~SI 

"Awakeii" in the imperative Sonil; Namc of newspaper publislicd in  

Kinyanvanda and Frelicli 

h4ouveriie11t I)6mocratique Republicain (Democratic Republican 

Movement) 

Mouvement RCvolutionnaire Yational pour le Developpement (National 

Revolutionary Movcmcnt for Development) 

Parti Liberal (Liberal Patty) 

Parti Social Democrate (Social Democratic Party) 

Rassemblenient RPpublicain pour la Democratic au Rwanda (Republican 

Assembly for the Democracy of Rwanda) 

Rwandan Paumtrc Front 

Radio Tdevisioii Libre dcs Milles Collines 

Nuhirndci rzyimn,in.slii Majority people. llutii majority or the dc~nocratic majority of Rwanda 

T~~hnt.rri~~bnlsenrbe "Lct's kill them" 
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CHAPTER J 

INTRODUCTION 

1 .  International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda 

1. This Judgement in the case oi' The Prosecutor v. Ferdit~uritl A'uhinzcmu. .Jerm- 
Bosco l?uruyagwizu and IIussun ikeze, Case I'i 0, 1CTR-99-52-T, is rendered by Trial 
Chamber 1 ("the Chamber") of the international Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda ("the 
Tribunal"). composed of Judges Navanethem Pillay. presiding, Erik Mme, and -4soka de 
Zoysa Gunawardana. 

2. The Tribunal was established by United Nations Security Council Resolution 955 
of 8 November 1994' aster it had considered official United Nations reports which 
indicated that genocide and othcr systematic, widespread and flagrant violations of 
international humanitarian law had bcen committed in ~ w a n d a . ~  The Security Council 
determined that this situation constituted a threat to international peace and security, and 
was convinced that the prosecution of persons responsible for serious violations of 
intemational humanitarian law would contribute to the process of national reconciliation 
and to the restoration and maintenance of peace in Rwanda. Accordingly. the Security 
Council established the Tribunal, pusuant to Chapter VII oS the Unitcd Nations Charter. 

3 .  The Tribunal is governed by the Statute annexed to Security Council Resol~rtion 
955 ("thc Statute"), and by the Rulcs of Procedure and Evidence adopted by the Judges 
on 5 July 1995 and subsequcntly amended ("the Rules"). 

4. Pursuant to the provisions of the Statute, the Tribunal has the power to prosecute 
persons responsible for serious violations of intemational humanitarian law committed in 
the territory of Rwanda and Rwandan citizens responsihlc for such violations committed 
in the territory of neighbouring Statcs bctwccn I January 1994 and 3 1 December 1994. 
Individual criminal responsibility, pursuant to Article 6, shall be established for acts 
falling within the Tribunal's material jurisdiction; as provided in Articles 2, 3, and 4. 

2. The Accused 

5. Ferdinand Nahimana was born on 15 June 1950, in Gatondc commune. Ruhengeri 
prefecture, Rwanda. From 1977, he was an assistant lecturer of history at the National 
University of Rwanda, and in 1978, he was elected to be Vice-Dean of' the Faculty of 
Letters. In 1980, hc was elected to be Dean of the faculty and remained in that position 
until 1981. From 1981 to 1982. he held the post oC Prcsidcnt of the Administrativc 

L . N .  Doc. S'RESl955 (1994). 
Preliminary Report of the Commission of Experts Established Pursuant to Seculily Coiuicil Resolution 

935 (1994). Final Report of the Comniission of Expeiis Established Pursuaiil to Security Council 
Resolution 935 (1994) (11.K. Doc. S!1991/1405) and Reports of the Special R;\ppo~leur for Kwnnda of the 
United Kalions Commission oil Human Rights (U.N.  Doc. S:1994/1 157, Annexes 1 and 11). 



Committee of the Ruhengeri campus of thc University. He was Assistant Secretary- 
General for the Ruhengei-i campus of the Lnivcrsity from 1983 to 1984. In 1990, he was 
appointed Director of ORINFOR (Rwandan Office of Information) and remained in that 
post until 1992. In 1992, Nahimana and others founded a conziti d'initiative to set up the 
company known as Radio Td i~ , i s ion  Libre des Mille Collines, S.A. He was a mcmher of 
the party known as nlozrvement Rivolutionnaire ~2rn~ionr~l pour le Diveloppenzent 
( M R N D ) .  

6. Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza was born in 1950 in Mutura commune: Gisenyi 
prefccture. Rwanda. A lawycr by training, he was a founding member of thc Conliiion 
pour lu Difense de la R ip~~hl ique  (CDR) party, which was formed in 1992. He was a 
member of the cornit) drinitinrii:e, which organized the founding of the company Radio 
TPlPvision Libre ~ l e s  ~Ml le  ('ollincs, S.A. During this time. hc also held the post oS 
Director of Political Affairs in the Ministry of Foreigr Affairs. 

7. Hassan Ngeze was born on 25 December 1957 in Rubavu commune, Gisenyi 
prefccture, ~wanda. '  From 1978. he worked as a journalist, and in 1990, he founded the 
newspaper Kang~tra and held the post of Editor-in-Chief. Prior to this, he was the 
distributor of the Kaizp~lin newspaper in Gisenyi. He was a founding member of the 
Codition  our la Difense rle lu Ripuhlique (CDR) party. 

3. The Indictments 

8. Ferdinand Xahimana is charged, pursuant to i l~e  Amended Indictment filed on 15 
November 1999 (ICTR-96-11-I), with seven counts: conspiracy to commit genocide, 
gcnocide, direct and public incitement to commit genocide, complicity in genocide, and 
crimes against humanity (persecution, extermination and murder), pursuant to Artjcles 2 
and 3 of the Statute. He is charged with individual responsibility under Articlc 6(1) of the 
Statutc for thesc crimes, and is additionally charged with superior responsibility under 
Article 6(3) in respect of direct and public inc~tement to commit genocide and crimcs 
against humanity (persecution). He stands charged mainly in relation to the radio station 
called Rurlio TilPvision Libre rles Mile Collincs (RTLM). 

9. Jean-Bosco Barayapviza is charged: pursuant to the Amended Indictment filcd on 
14 April 2000 (ICTR-97-19-T), with nine counts: conspiracy to commit genocide, 
genocidc, direct and public incitement to commit genocide, complicity in genocide, 
crimes against humanity (persecution, extermination and murder), and two counts of 
serious violations of Article 3 common to the Gcneva Conventions and of Additional 
Protocol IT, pursuant to Articles 2, 3 and 4 of the Statute. He is charged with individual 
responsibility under Article G ( 1 )  of thc Statute in respcct of these counts, except the two 
counts relating to serious violations of Article 3 common to the Geneva Conventions and 
of Additional Protocol 11. He is additionally charged with superior responsibility under 
Articlc 6(3) of the Statute in respect of all the counts, except that of conspiracy to commit 
genocide. He stands charged mainly in relation to the radio station called RTLM and thc 
CDR Party. 

' T 24 Mar. 2003, p. 38. 
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10. Hassan Ngeze is charged, pursuant to the Amended lndictment (ICTR-97-27-11 
dated 10 November 1999, with seven counts: conspiracy to commit genocide, genocide, 
direct and public incitement to commit genocide; complicity in genocide; and crimes 
against humanity (persecution, extermination and murder), pursuant to Articles 2 and 3 of 
the ~tatute." He is charged with individual responsibility under .Article 6(1) of the Statutc 
for these crimes, and is additionally charged with superior responsibility under Article 
6(3) in respect of all but one of thc crimes - conspiracy to commit genocide. He stands 
charged mainly in relation to the newspaper Kangurir. 

11. The Indictments are set out in full m Anncx I of this Judgement 

12. Pursuant t o  motions for acquittal filed by all three accused, the Chamber, in a 
decision dated 25 September 2002, acquitted Nahimana and Barayagwira or  crimes 
against humanity (murder). and further acquitted Barayagyiza of the two counts of 
serious violations of Article 3 Common to the Geneva Conventions and of Additional 
Protocol 11. as the Prosecution had conccded that therc was no evidence presented of 
these crimes. 

4. Procedural History 

4.1 Arrest and Transfer 

13. On 27 March 1996, Xahimana was arrested in the Republic of Cameroon. An 
order for his provisional detention and transfer to the Tribunal's Detention Unit was 
issued in Arusha on 17 May 1996 by Judge Lennart Aspegren. The transfer order was 
not immediately implemented and Nahimana remained detained by the Cameroonian 
authorities. On 18 June 1996. Judge Aspegren, upon the application of the Prosecution: 
issued an order for the continued detention on remand of Nahimana, pursuant to Rule 
40bis(D). and a rcqucst t o  the Government of the Republic of Cameroon to effect the 
transfer order datcd 17 May 1996. On 6 January 1997, the President of thc Rcpublic of 
Can~eroon issued Decrcc No. 97'007 authoriling the t r a d e r  of Nahiinana to Arusha. 
Nahimana was transfcrrcd to thc Tribunal's Dctcntion Facility in Arusha on 23 January 
1997. 

1 Barayagwiza was arrested on or about 26 March 1996 and detained in the 
Republic of Cameroon. On 21 February 1997, the Court of Appeal of  Cameroon rejected 
the Rwandan Government's request for extradition and ordered the release of 
Barayagwiza. The same day, the Pvosecution made a request. pursuant to Rule 40, for the 
provisional detention of Barayagwiza, and he was rearrested on 24 February 1997. An 

4 .  fhe Amended Jndictment orig~nally tilcd on 22 November 1999 contnincd tjpographical enws rclatir?g to 
the counts charged, and  a con-ected version o f  the Amended Indicmment was tiled o n  19 November 2002. 
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order for the transfer of Barayagwiza to thc Tribunal's Detention Facility was issued on 3 
March 1997 by Judge Lennart Aspegen. On 2 October 1997, Counsel for Barayagwiza, 
Justry P.L. Nyaberi, filcd a motion seeking a habeas corpus order and his immediate 
release from detention in Cameroon, by reason of his lengthy detention without an 
indictment being brought against him. No further action was taken in respect of the 
motion Barayagwiza was subsequently transfcrred to thc Tribunal on 19 November 
1997. 

15. On 24 February 1998; Counsel for Barayagwiza filed a motion seeking an order to 
rcuiew and/or nulliSy Barayagwiza's arrest and provisional detention, as the arrest and 
detention violated his rights under the Statute and thc Rules. An oral hearing of the 
motion was conducted on 11 September 1998, and on 17 November 1998, Trial Chamber 
11, composed of Judge William H. Sekule, presiding, Judge Yakov Ostrovsky and Judgc 
Tafazzal H. Khan, dismissed thc motion on the grounds that thc Accused's rights were 
not violated by the length of the detention in Cameroon as the .4ccused was not initially 
held at the Prosecutor's request but that of thc Rwandan and Belgian governments, and 
the period during which he was held at the Prosecutor's request did not violate his rights 
under Rule 40; the long delay in his transfer to the Tribunal by Cameroonian authorities 
was not a breach by the Prosecution: and his rights under Rule 40his were not violated as 
the Indictment was confinned before thc Accused was transferred. 

16. Counscl for Barayagwiza tilcd an appeal against thc decision on 11 Decembcr 
1998, submitting that the Chambcr had made errors both in law and in fact. The 
Prosecution responded on 17 Dcccniber 1998 by arguing that the interlocutory appeal had 
no legal basis under the Statute or the Rulcs, and that the notice of appeal was filed out of 
time. At the same time, thc Prosecution filed a motion on 18 December 1998 to reject the 
Defence appeal for the same reasons. By an order dated 5 February 1999, the Appeals 
Chamber held that the appeal was admissible. On 3 November 1999: the Appeals 
Chamber allowed the appeal, ordering the immediate release of the Accused to the 
Cameroonian authorities and the dismissal of the Indictment against the Accused, on the 
grounds that the period of provisional detention was impemissibly lengthy, and his rights 
to be promptly chargcd, and to have an initial appearance without delay upon transfer to 
thc Tribunal, wcrc violated. The Chamber also noted that the Accused was never heard 
on his writ of haheas corplrs tiled on 2 Octobcr 1997. 

17. On 5 November 1999, Counsel for Barayapviza filed a notice of review, 
requesting a stay of the order for 111s release to Cameroon, in order that he might choose 
his final destination upon rclcasc. This notice was withdrawn on 17 November 1999, on 
the basis that the notice was being misused by the Prosecution to seek to change the 
decision of 3 Novembcr 1999 and to prolong the Accused's detention. The Prosecution 
subsequently informed the Appeals Chamber on 19 November 1999 of its intention to file 
a motion to review the dccision of 3 Kovenlber 1999, which motion was filed on 1 
December 1999, arguing that in light of new facts regarding, inter nlicl, the period of 
detention in Cameroon at the Prosecutor's request, the extradition procedures of 
Cameroon and the delay of the Cameroonian authorities in transferring the Accused to 
the Tribunal, the impugned dccision should be vacated and the Indictmcnt reinstated. On 

.ludgement and Sentence 3 December 2003 
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8 December 1999, the President of the Appeals Chamber stayed thc execution oS the 
impugned decision. Counsel for Barayagwiza filed a reply to the Prosecution's motion on 
6 January 2000, arguing that thcre were no new facts as alleged by the Prosecution, and 
questioning the jurisdiction of the ncwly-constituted Appeals Cha1nbe1-, and the 
jurisdiction of the Appeals Chambcr to hear an "appeal" of an Appeal decision.' In its 
dccision dated 31 March 2000, the Appeals Chamber confirmed that the Accused's rights 
had been violatcd but not a s  originally found, and altered the remedy provided i n  t he 
impugned decision, from that of releasing the Accused and dismissing the indictment, to 
monetary compensation if found not guilty, and a reduction in sentence if found guilty. 

18. On 28 July 2000, Co~~nsel  for Barayagwi~a applied for a reconsideration and/or 
review of this decision and a reinstatement of the 3 Novembcr 1999 decision, arguing 
new facts and alleging that the Proseculion used lake documents in its submissions to the 
Appeals Chamber. The Prosecution opposed the motion on 1 September 2000, and the 
motion was dismissed by the Appeals Chamber on 14 September 2000. 

Hassun Ngeze 

9 Ngeze was arrested in Kenya on 18 July 1997 and transferred to thc Tribunal's 
Detention Facility on the same day, pursuant to an order for transfer and provisional 
detention issued by Judge Laity Kama on 16 July 1997. 011 12 August 1997. thc 
Prosecution requested an additional detention period of thirty days, which was granted by 
Judge ICanla on 18 August 1997, pursuant to Rule 40his(F). The Prosccution requested a 
further thirty-day extension of the detention period, pursuant to Rule 40his(G), on 10 
September 1997. Judge Navanethem Pillay, in an oral decision delivcred on 16 
September 1997, granted a final extension of twenty days. to terminate on 6 October 
1997, 

4.2 Proceedings Relating to the Indictments 

20. The Prosecution submitted the initial Indictment in respect of Ferdinand 
Nahimana on 12 July 1996, charging him with four counts: conspiracy to commit 
genocidc, direct and public incitement to commit genocide, complicity in genocidc and 
crimes against humanity (pcrsccution). The Indictment was confirmed on the same day 
by Judge Yakov Ostrovsky. Nahimana made his initial appearance on 19 Fcbruary 1997 
before Trial Chamber I ,  composed of Judge Laity Kama, presiding, Judge William H. 
Sekule and Judge Navanethem Pillay, at which time he pleaded not guilty to all Sour 
counts. Counsel for Kahimana filed a motion on 17 April 1997 requcsting annulment of 
the original Indictnienr and the release of Nahimana based on defects in the manner of 
service and form of the Indictment. On 24 November 1997, Trial Chamber 1, composed 
of Sudge Navanethem Pillay, presiding, Judge LaTty Kama and Judge William H. Sekule, 
ordered the Prosecution to amcnd the Indictment in certain respects by providing specific 

A similar reply was filed by the newly-appointed Counsel for Barayagwiza. Carmelle Marchessault and 
David Danislson, on 17 Fcbruary 2000. 

\ 

' I  
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details of some allegations. Pursuant to the s a ~ d  order, the Prosecution filed an Amended 
Indichment on 19 December 1'197. 

21. In a motion filed on 22 -4pril 1998, Counsel for Nahimana argued that the 
..\mended Indictment was defective in that it did not reflect the amendments ordered by 
the Chamber on 24 Novembet- 1997. Following the Prosecution's response filed on 22 
June 1998 opposing the said motion, Trial Chamber I, composed of Judge Navanethcni 
Pillay, presiding, Judge Laity Kama and Judge Tafazzal H. Khan, issued a decision on 17 
Novenlber 1998 ordering the Prosecution to make amendments to the Amended 
Indictment with respect lo certain aspccts of the allegations of individual criminal 
responsibility under Article 6(1) and 6(3). On 1 December 1998, pursuant to the said 
decision, the Prosecution filed a further amended Indictnxent dated 26 November 1998. 

22. By a motion filed on 8 February 1999, Counsel for Nahimana raised objections to 
the Indictment dated 26 November 1998, which included new allegations and a new 
count of crimes against humanity (extermination). The Prosecution filed its reply on 22 
March 1999, and an oral hearing was held on 28 h4ay 1999 before Trial Chamber i ,  
composed of Judge Navanethem Pillay, presiding, Judge Lai'ty Kama and Judge Pave1 
Dolenc. Prior l o  a decision being rendered, the Pi-osecution filed a request o n  1 9  July 
1999 for leave to file an amended lndictmcnt. The Prosecution sought, inter cdicz, to 
reframe the count of conspiracy to commit genocide and to add two new counts of 
genocide and crimes against humanity (murder). On 10 August 1999, the Chamber issucd 
its decision on the Defence motion of 8 February 1999, ordering the Prosecution to delete 
the new count of crimes against humanity (extermination) and certain paragraphs 
containing new allegations, as no motion had bee11 made by Prosecution to seek leave to 
make such amendments. An amended Indictment dated 3 September 1999 was 
subsequently filed in compliance with the decision. 

23. With respect to the Prosecution motion of 19 July 1999, following the replies Oed 
by Counsel for Nahimana on 15, 18 and 26 October 1999, oral submissions on 19 
October 1999. and the Prosecution's supplementmy brier filed on 30 October 1999. Trial 
Chamber I. composed of Judge A'avanethem Pillay. presiding. Judge Erik M ~ s e  and 
Judge Asoka de Zoysa Gunawardana. rendered its decision on 5 November 1999, 
allowing the addition of the counts of genocide and crimes against humanity (murder and 
extermination), The final Amended Indictment, pursuant to which Nahimana was tricd, 
was filed on 15 Noven~bber 1999. On 25 November 1999, Nahimana pleaded not guilty to 
the three new counts. and his plca of not guilty was confirmed in relation to the amendcd 
count of conspiracy to commit genocide. 

24. On I S  November 1999, Counsel for Nahimana appealed the decision of 5 
Novembel- 1999, submitting, itzzer ctliil, that the indictmcnt contained facts falling outside 
the temporal jurisdiction of the Tribunal. Pending the appeal, Counsel for Nahimana filed 
a motion on 17 May 2000, seeking the u;i!hdrawal of ccrtain paragraphs from the 
Amended Indictment of 15  November 1999, arguing that some were beyond the temporal 
jurisdiction of the Tribunal, others contained amendments not ordered by the Chamber, 
and still others were factually imprecise. The Prosecution opposed the motion on 1 .June 
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2000, and argued against the adniissibility of the appeal by m:ay of its response tiled on 
14 July 2000. The Chamber dismissed the motioii on 12 July 2000, noting with respect to 
the relevant paragraphs that the references in the lndictment to cvents prior to 1993 
constituted an historical context, thc amendments werc not beyond the scope of the 
Chamber's decision, and the imprecision was not such as to render the Indictment 
defective. Counsel for Nahimana appealed this dccision on 18 July 2000. 

25. The Appeals Chamber decidcd this appeal and the appcal of 15 November 1999 
together with an appeal by Counsel for Kahimana on the subject oS joinder filed on 7 
December 1999. A11 three appeals were dismissed in a siiigle Appeals Chamber dccision 
on 5 September 2000, which is discussed in more detail below in paragraphs 100-104. 

26. The initial Indictment in respect of Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza was iiled on 22 
October 1997, charging him with seven counts: genocide. complicity to commit 
genocide, direct and public incitement to commit genocide, conspiracy to commit 
genocide, and crimes against humauity (murder, extennination and pcrsecution), The 
Indictment was confirmed by Judge Lennart Aspegren on 23 October 1997: charging six 
counts, the count of crimes against humanity (extennination) having been withdrawn by 
the Prosccution. Barayagwiza inadc his initial appearance on 23 February 1998 beforc 
Trial Chamber 11: composed of Judge William H. Sekule, presiding, .Judge Yaliov 
Ostrovsky and Judge Tafazzal H. Khan, and pleaded not guilty lo all six counts. 

27. Counsel for Barayagwiza filed a motion immediately thereafter, on 24 February 
1998, seeking to quash the Indict~nent on grounds of deSects i n  the form oS the 
Indictment. The Prosecution filed its response on 7 October 1998, and an oral hearing 
was conducted on 23 October 1998 belore Trial Chamber 11, composed of Judge William 
H. Sckule, presiding, Judge Yakov Ostrovsky and Judge Tafazzal H. Khan. Counsel for 
Barayagwiza filed two additional motions on 6 April 1998 and 24 February 1999, 
respectively sccking disclosure from the Prosccution of evidence, documents and 

a witnesses, and clarification of terms used in the Indictment. Before thesc three motions 
had been ruled upon. thc Prosecution filed a motion on 28 June 1998 requesting leave to 
file an amended Indictment based on new cvidence arising from ongoing investigations. 
The Prosecution sought to add thrce new counts namely, crimes against humanity 
(extcrmination) and two counts of serious violations of Articlc 3 Common to the Geneva 
Conventions and of Additional Protocol 11, and to expand the count of conspiracy to 
commit genocide. Having found that the new counts werc supported by the new [acts, 
Trial Chambcr I, composed of Judge Navanetlmn Pillay, presiding, Judge Erik Mose and 
Judge Asoka de Zoysa Gunawardana, granted the motion on 11 April 2000. The 
Amended Indictment. pursuant lo which Barayagwira w a s  tried. was filed on 14 April 
2000. The same day, 14 April 2000, Trial Chamber I rejected the three Defence motions 
mentioned above on the grounds that the motions had been rcndered moot by the decision 
of 11 April 2000. On 18 April 2000, upon his refusal to plead, pleas of not guilty were 
entered on Barayagwiza's bchalf in repect of the three new counts. 
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28. On 17 April 2000, Counsel for Barayagwiza appealed the 11 April 2000 decision, 
submitting that as the Appeals Chamber had found that the Accuscd's rights had been 
violated (see paragraphs 16 and 17 above), the Indictment was not valid to be amended; 
and further submitting that certain allegations fell outside the temporal jurisdiction of the 
Tribunal. The Prosecution opposed the appeal on 8 June 2000. Prior to the ruling of the 
Appeals Chamber, Counsel for Barayagwiza filed a motion on 15 May 2000 arguing lack 
of jurisdiction as the Indictment was not valid, and seeking a waiver of time limits under 
Rule 72. In  its decision dated 6 June 2000, which also dealt with joinder issues, Trial 
Chamber I denicd the motion for lack of jurisdiction but granted an extension of the 
relcvant time limits. On 12 June 2000, Counsel for Barayagwim appealed this decision, 
based on arguments similar to its appeal of 17 April 2000. The Appeals Chamber issued 
its decision on both appeals on 14 Scptenhr  2000, dismissing both appeals, noting that 
the issue of temporal jurisdiction had been dealt with in its decision dated 5 September 
2000, and further noting that there exists a valid Indictment against the Accused. 

29. The initial Indictment in respect of Hassan Ugeze dated 30 Septcmber 1997 
charged him with four counts: genocide. direct and public incitement to colnnlit genocide 
and crimes against humanity (perscculion and murder). Having considered that there was 
insufficient support for a pvitmr Jack case that the accused comn~itted genocide, thc 
Indictment was confirmed by Judge Lennart Aspegren on 3 October 1997 with the 
remaining three counts. Ngerc made his initial appearance on 20 November 1997 before 
Trial Chamber 1, composcd of Judge Lai'ty ICama, presiding, Judge Tafazzal H. Khan and 
Judge Navanethem Pillay, at which time he plcaded not guilty to all three counts. 

30. On 1 July 1999, the Prosecution sought leave to file an Amended Indictment to 
add foul- new charges, that of conspiracy to commit genocide, genocide, complicity in 
genocide and crimes against humanity (extermination). The Prosecution argued that 
ongoing investigations had produced more information and the amendments sought 
would reflect the totality of the accused's alleged criminal conduct, and further submitted * that no undue delay would be occasioncd. Trial Chamber I, composed of Judge 
Navanethem Pillay, presiding. Judge Erik Mme and Judge Asoka de Zoysa 
Gunawardana, granted leave to amend the Indictment on 5 November 1999. Counsel for 
Ngeze appealed the decision on 13 November 1999, arguing, inlev a h ,  that thc 
Indictment contained allegations beyond the temporal jurisdiction of the Tribunal. Thc 
Prosecution responded on 21 Fcbruary 2000, arguing that the appeal was inadmissible for 
non-compliance with Rule 72. On 15 November 1999, Counsel for Ngeze filed a motion 
with the Appeals Chamber for the suspension of trial proceedings. The Appeals Chamber 
rejected the motion on 25 Kovember 1999, noting that as an Appeals Chamber, it has 
jurisdiction to consider appeals fiom Trial Chamber decisions, not motions. On 5 
September 2000, the Appeals Chambcr rendered its decision on the appeal of 13 
Xovenlber 1999; finding all grounds of appeal inadmissible save that concerning thc 
temporal jurisdiction of the Tribunal. The substance of the decision has been discussed in 
paragraphs 100-1 04. The Amended Indictment dated 10 November 1999 was duly filed 
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on 22 November 1999.~  During a hearing on 25 November 1999, the Chamber entered a 
plea of not guilty on behalf of Xgeze in respect of thc new counts, pursuant to Rule 
62(A)(iii), after he refused to plead to the new counts, stating that the Chamber had no 
jurisdiction whilst the appeal of 13 Novenlber 1999 was pending. 

31. A motion for bill of particulars with respect to the Amended Indictment was filed 
by Counsel for Ngere on 19 January 2000, to which the Prosecution responded on 3 
March 2000, arguing that the motion was not founded in law. The Chamber held, in its 
decision dated 16 March 2000 denying the motion, that the motion was not based on the 
Statute or the Rules and lacked merit. 

32. On 23 March 2000, Counsel for Ngeze filed a motion to dismiss the Indietment it1 
toto as the Tribunal lacked subject matter jurisdiction to try the Accused for the free 
expression of his ideas. This was a contention challenged by the Prosecution in its 
response of 11 April 2000 which argued that the Accused was being tried for his alleged 
acts, not his right to freedom of' expression. The Chamber rejected the motion on 10 May 
2000, holding that there was an important difference between freedom of speech and the 
media on the one hand, and the spreading of messages of hatred or the incitement of 
heinous acts on the other, and further holding that whether the Accused's alleged acts 
were in the former or latter category was a substantive issue going to the merits or  the 
case. Further. the Chamber denied costs ofthe motion on the basis that it was fi-ivolous or 
an abuse of process. 

33. Counsel for Ngeze filed a motion dated 27 April 2000 alleging defects in the form 
of the Amended Indietment, arguing that the addition of certain paragraphs is beyond the 
scope of the decision of 5 Novcniber 1999 and seeking specificity wilh respect to certain 
allegations. The Chamber rendered an oral decision on 26 September 2000, dismissing 
the motion on the basis that the decision of 5 Kovember 1999 to add new counts 
necessarily implied the addition of new allcgations, and that the imprecision complained 
of by Counsel for Ngeze did not prevent the Accused from understanding the charges 
against him, nor from prepaving his defence. The Chamber also noted that the motion 
raised arguments similar to those raised in the Ngeze appeal of 13 November 1999, 
which were found inadmissible by the Appeals Chamber except for that relating to 
temporal jurisdiction. which was dismissed after consideration. 

4.3 Joinder 

34. By a motion dated 1 July 1999, the Prosecution moved for the joint trial of 
Ferdinand Nahimana, Jean-Bosco Barayag-rviza and Hassan Ngeze, claiming that their 
alleged acts formed part of a common scheme. The Proseeution subsequently limited the 
motion to joinder of the eases of Nahimana and Kgeze. Following responses from 
Counsel for Xahimana and N g e ~ e  on 18 November 1999 and oral subinissions on 2 5 
November 1999, the Chamber granted the motion on 30 November 1999, finding that 

"hc Amended lnd~ctmcnt filed on 22 Wovrmber 1999 contained typographical en-ors relating to thc 
counts charged. and a corrected version of the Amcnded Indictment was filed on 19 November 2002 (see 
nlso .sr~pnr note 4). 
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there was sufficient support for the assertion that the two accused's alleged acts were part 
of a common scheme and in the course of the same transaction, and considering that the 
joinder would expedite the trial given the number of Prosecution witnesses common to 
both cases. Counsel for Nahin~ana appealed the decision on 7 December 1999: 
submitting, inter alin, that the Chamber had overstepped the bounds of its temporal 
jurisdiction, and Counsel for Ngeze appealed the decision on 10 Decernbcr 1999, 
submitting the Chamber lacked jurisdiction on various grounds. The Prosecution 
responded on 21 February 2000, contending that the appeal was inadmissible under Rule 
72. The decision of the .4ppeals Chamber, dismissing the appeals, was rendered on 5 
September 2000. The substance or the decision on this issue has been discussed in 
paragraphs 100-1 04. 

35. On 29 April 2000. Counsel for Ngeze filed a motion for separate trials, arguing 
that the joinder of the Nahimana and Ngeze trials violated Rule 48 of the Rules as the 
Accused had not been indicted together, and that therc would be a conflict oS interest as 
their defence strategies differed. The Prosecution filed a response on 22 June 2000, and 
on 12 July 2000, the Chamber issued i ~ s  decision. Noting that Counsel for Ngeze was 
seeking to revisit issues dealt with in the 30 November 1999 decision, the Chamber 
nonetheless considered the motion as it raised new arguments. In denying the motion, the 
Chamber held that the joinder was justified by Rule 48his and that the Defence had not 
shown a conflict of interest. 

36. Pursuant to the joinder decision of 30 November 1999: Counsel for Ngeze filed a 
motion on 23 March 2000 argl~ing that Ngeze should be allowed to adopt and conforni all 
motions filed on behalf of Nahimana in order to lessen the Parties' work and prolect the 
Accused's rights. The Prosecution opposed the motion on 11 April 2000 and on 12 May 
2000 the Chamber denied the motion on the basis that no authority had been invoked in 
its support. 

37. By a motion filed o n  I 0  April 2000, the Prosccution sought the 1 oinder o f  the 
trials of ~ a r a ~ a g w i z a ,  Nahimana and Ngere. Counsel for Barayagviza and Counsel for 
Nahimana opposed the motion on 28 April 2000 and 30 April 2000, respectively. By its 
response o n  14 May 2000, Counsel for Ngeze did not oppose the motion. On 6 June 
2000, the Chamber grantcd the joinder motion on similar 8-ounds as its decision of 30 
November 1999. 

38. Counsel for B arayagwiza filed a motion for severance and separate trial which 
was dismissed by the Chamber on 26 September 2000 in an oral decision, noting that the 
argument of conflict of interest had already been decided by the Chamber previously, and 
that the test for severance had not been met. 

4.4 Documentary Evidence 

39. Counsel for Nahimana filed a motion on 13 January 2000 arguing that the 
Prosecution had not complied with its disclosure obligations under Rules 66, 67 and 68, 
to which the Prosecution responded on 6 and 13 March 2000. The Chamber denied the 
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motion on 29 March 2000 on the grounds, inter d i n ,  that the deadline for disclosure 
under Article 66(A)(ii) had not yet cxpircd. 

40. On I9 January 2000, Counscl for Ngeze filcd a motion to compel the Prosecution 
to produce all evidence against the Accused, to which the Prosecution responded on 3 
March 2000, opposing the motion on the basis that it was premature as the Prosecution 
had complied with its disclosure obligations under thc Rulcs. In its dccision of 16 March 
2000, the Chamber denied the motion on the grounds that there was no spccilic provision 
in the Rules enabling the Defence to request a Trial Chamber to order complete 
discovery. 

41. In an oral decision on 26 September 2000, the Chamber decided motions for h e  
continuance of the trial, for suppression of Prosecution evidence, and for a stay of 
proceedings arising from an abuse of process, liled by Counsel for the three Accused. 

e The Chamber found that the Prosccution had been dilatory in complying with its 
obligations under Rule 66 but that i t  did not amount to an egregious violation? and found 
that the Defence had not demonstrated material prejudice to the Accused. Consequently, 
all thc motions wcre denied, except that of continuancc to a date to be decided at the pre- 
trial conference following the open session. 

42. On 23 March 2000, Counsel for Ngcze filed a mouon requesting that a ~rrbpoerzu 
duces lecurn he mued to the Mmstcr of Just~ce of Rwanda to seek the production of 
certified coutt records and documents relating to the Accused's arrest in Rwanda: for the 
purpose olraising the defence of alibi by showing that thc Accused was in prison at the 
time of the commission of the crimes charged. The Prosecution submitted on 11 April 
2000 that there was no legal basis for a Trial Chamber to issue such a subpoena to the 
Government of Rwanda. Citing with approval a decision of the Appeals Chamber of the 
ICTY holding that the Tribunal did not possess the power to take enforcement measures 
against States and that therefore the term "subpoena" was inapplicable, the Chamber 
denied the motion on 10 May 2000 on the basis that it was beyond the jurisdiction oS thc 
Tribunal. 

@ 43. Counsel for Ngeze filed a motion on 14 May 2000 to unseal United Nations 
documents rcgarding the assassination of the Rwandan and Burundian presidents, arguing 
that part of its strategy was to prove the identity of the person who killed Prcsident 
Habyarimana. On the same day, Counsel for Barayagwiza liled a similar motion 
requesting a report prepared by Michael Hourigan, an ICTR investigator, on the 
assassination of the Rwandan and Burundian presidents. In two separate responses filed 
on 27 June 2000, the Prosecution did not oppose the motions, provided certain 
restrictions wcre applied to the use of the dociunent. In its dccision rendered on 7 July 
2000, the Chamber directed the Registry lo senre a copy of the document on the Defence 
and the Prosccution, and further directed that the document bc used only for the purposes 
of the trial. 

44. I t  was repeatedly submitted by Counsel for Ngeze that it was necessary for the 
Tribunal to translate the 71 Kinyanvanda issues of Karzgurn li-om the original 
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Kinyanvanda into French and English (the working languages of the Tribunal), in order 
for the Accused, who stands charged mainly in rclation to the contents of the newspaper, 
to have a fair trial. This issue was raised by Counsel for Ngeze in thc pre-trial conference 
on 26 Scptember 2000. The Chamber issued a Scheduling Order dated 6 October 2000, 
holding that it would not be necessary to translate all issues of Kungut -a ,  as they were not 
all relevant and such extensive translation would be beyond the capacity of the Tribunal. 
However, extracts o f K n n s ~ r a  relied upon b y  p arties a t  trial w ould b e  translated. The 
Chamber suggested that Counsel seek the co-operation of their clients to have all the 
editions of Kangura read. Counsel for Ngeze sought to have this ruling reconsidered via 
an oral application on 23 October 2000, which was rejected by thc Chamber as it had 
already been dealt with, although the Chamber invited Counsel to sec the Presiding Judge 
to work out alternative mechanisms by which the issue could be resolvcd. Pursuant lo a 
discussion in chambers, an agi-eenicnt was adopted whereby Defence Counsel wcre free 
to enumerate issues that they wished to have translated. Defence Counsel selected * Kangura issue numbers 1: 10, 20, 30 and 40, which translation was done and admitted 
into evidence as Prosecution Exhibit P 13 1.  On 2 November 2000, Counsel for Ngeze 
attempted to reopen the issue in court and was reminded by the Chamber that it had been 
ruled upon. Ngeze raiscd the issue again in court on 19 Fcbruary 2001, citing it as one of 
the reasons he had chosen not to attend at trial. The Chamber notes that the Accused are 
all native Kinyarwanda speakers, that Defence Counsel availed themselves or  the 
opportunity to select issues for translation, and that copies of all issues within the custody 
oS the Proseculion were fun~ishcd years ago to the Defence in hard copy and 
electronically on a CD-ROM. The Chamber further notes that the relevant extracts of 
Kangura rclied upon by both thc Prosecution and the Defence have been read into the 
trial record during the presentation of the Prosecution's and the Defence's cases: 
including simultaneous translations of the same into English and French. Therefore, 
English and French translations of the Knnguru cxtracts relied upon by the partics to 
support their cases have been provided to the Chamber for its consideration. 

45. On 23 November 2001, Counsel for xgeze tiled a motion to compel disclosure of 
Radio Muhabura broadcasts, citing due process of law and fairncss to the Accused. 
Cow~sel for Nahimma had also previously requested the tapes in 1998. The Prosecution 
filed a report regarding this issue on 3 December 2001, stating that no hluhabura tapes 
had been discovered but that the Prosecution was continuing to search for these tapes. 
Given these developments, the Chamber orally declared the motion moot on 6 December 
2001 but instructed the Prosecution to continue the search for the tapes. On 16 September 
2002, the Prosecution disclosed summaries of newscasts of Radio Muhabura, RTLM and 
Radio Rwanda in its possession. 

46. Pursuant to an e.x pczrre application to the Chamber by Counsel for Nahimana 
regarding cooperalion from the Federal Republic of Gennany in searching archives and 
records held there, the Chamber issued to the Federal Republic of Germany a request on 
23 September 2002 for cooperation in obtaining c.ertain specified information. 

47. In the course of the testimony of Prosecution expert \vimess Alison Des Forges, 
she refel-red to microfiche material held in the US State Department. The microfiche 
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material represents the results of a microfilming project undertaken by the US 
Government on behalf of the Tribunal to preserve the files in the possession of the Officc 
of the Prosecutor as of July 1995. Tt includes internal memoranda and notcs of the 
Prosecution, and records of interviews conducted by independent organizations relating 
to the involvement of specific individuals in mass killings. Counsel for Nahimana made 
oral requests for access to the material, and during a status conference held on 27 
Septcmber 2002, Counsel for the three Accused requested access to the same. On 16 
September 2002, Counsel for Nahimana filed a document alleging breaches of the 
Accused's right to a fair trial, arising from his inability to obtain documents from 
Rwanda and USA, including the microfiche material: and seeking thc Chamber's 
assistancc in this matter. The Presidcnt of the Ti-ibunal. Judgc Navanethem Pillay, 
contacted the US Ambassador-at-large for War Crimes regarding access to the material. 
This extensive material, comprising 27,755 pages, was subsequently dispatched to 
Arusha. On 11 October 2 002, the Prosecution filed an e x  purte application to exclude 

8 certain documents from the. dcfcnce inspection of the microfiche material, on the basis 
that some documents were privileged under Rule 70(A), and some documents would 
reveal the identity of witnesses not called in this trial. 011 25 October 2002, the Chamber, 
after an examination of thc matcrial, granted the application in part, having found that it 
contained internal documents as defined by Rule 70(A) and documents rcvcaling thc 
identity of witnesses. However, the Chamber identilied specific documcnts that were not 
internal documents and could be disclosed. Thc Chamber therefore ordered the 
Prosecution to make these available to the Defence for inspection. The material was 
subsequently provided to the Defence on a CD-ROM. On 21 January 2003, Counscl for 
Nahimana made a further oral application for inspection of thc samc material. Thc 
Chamber denied the application on 24 January 2003, noting that the material had already 
been disclosed to the Defence: which was seeking merely to have it in the form of a 
microfiche copy, rathcr than a CD-ROM, and fnrthcr noting thc cfforts madc by the 
Chamber in assisting the Defence to obtain this vast body of material that it currently 
possesses. 

48. Counsel for Nahimana filed a motion on 13 May 2003 seeking a stay of 
proceedings due to breaches of fair trial proceedings, on the basis that the Defence for 
Nahimana had not been able to obtain necessary documcnts and tapes of radio broadcasts 
and speeches, in particular from Rwanda, in order to support its case. The Defence 
alleged that the Rwandan Government was withholding material from them. In its 
decision dated 5 June 2003 denying thc motion, the Chamber noted that the Defence 
could not be certain that these materials still existed, and recalled the Chamber's efforts 
to assist the Defence to obtain documents by way oS a request for State cooperation, 
including the microfiche matcl-ial, and the assistance that had been provided by Rwanda 
LO the Dcfcnce. The Chamber notcs that Nahimana alluded during his testimony to certain 
documents that could prove his vcrsion of events, in particular, records relating to the 
dismissal of ORINFOR cmployees pursuant to a list he had compiled.' The Chamber 
accepts that not all documents, RTLM tapes or othcr material have been made available 
to the Defence, some of which, if still in existence, might have bccn helpful to the 
Accused's casc. However, the Chamber considcrs that this is a question of the weight to 

I T. 23 Sept. 2002, pp. 23-25. 
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be attached to such evidence, to be deliberated upon by the Chamber. 

49, Iu addition, numerous motions and requests were made by all parties during the 
course ofthe trial. which were ruled upon orally by the Trial Chamber and which will not 
be deiailed here. 

4.5 Witnesses 

50. During the trial, the Prosecution called 47 witnesses, and the Defence for the three 
accused c alled a total o f  4 6 witnesses, with 1 3 testifying for  N ahimana (it~cluding 1 he 
Accused), 32 testifying for Ngcze (including the Accused) and one witness called by 
Counsel for Barayagwiza. 

51. On 9 October 2000, Counsel for Ngeze liled a motion seeking to have Hassan 
Ngeze shielded from the view of Prosecution eyewitnesses during their testimony, on the 
basis that they were mistaken as to his identification, until Defence Counsel have elicited 
from the witness a detailed description of him. On 12 October 2000, the Chamber denied 
the motion on the grounds that the Defence would have the opportunity at trial to 
challenge the reliability of the identification. 

52. Pursuant to a molion filed by the Defence [or N g e ~ e  for a medical: psychiatric 
and psychologjcal examination of Ngeze, and after having heard the parties in a closed 
session on 19 February 2001, the Chamber granted the motion in a closed session on 20 
February 2001. The resulting medical report verified that Ngere was competent to stand 
trial. Subsequent to the report's findings, Counsel for Ngeze did not pursue the matter 
any further. 

53 .  Pursuant to oral decisions on 19 March, 13 May, 20 May and 1 July 2002 
delivered after the Chamber heard objections from Counsel for the three Accused. four 
Prosecution witnesses ere qualified as  experts: M athias R uzindana, Marcel Kabanda, 
Alison Des Forges and Jean-Pierre Chretien. By its decisions dated 24 January 2003 and 
25 February 2003 relating to expert witnesses for the Defence, the Chamber permitted 
Counsel for Nahimana to call three witnesses, Counsel for Barayagwira to call one, and 
Counsel for Ngeze to call two, these decisions being subject to a delemination of the 
expert status of the witnesses at a voir dire heariug. On 4 March 2003, Counsel for 
Nahimana appealed the decision of 25 February 2003, arguing that the evidence excluded 
by the Chamber was relevant and the exclusion constituted a violation of the Accused's 
rights to a fair irial. The appeal was deemed itmdmissible and rejected by the Appeals 
Chamber on 28 March 2003. Roger Shuy, a witness called by Counsel for Ngeze, was 
provisionally admitted as an esperl witness during a deposition at The Hague on 28 April 
2003, subject to a n~ling by the full bench of the Chamber. Similarly. on 1 May 2003, 
Femand Goffioul, a witness called by Counsel for Barayagwira, was provisionally 
admitted as an expert witness during a deposition at The t ia~we,  subject to a ruling by the 
full bench of the Chamber. The Chantber has considered the qualifications of both 
witnesses and is satisfied that Roger Shuy qualifies as an expert in socio-linguistics. 
Regarding Fernand Goffioul, the Chamber notes that his report concerns the history of 



Rwanda and the role of the media in the 1990s, which is not his professed area of 
expertise, that of newopsychiatry. Consequently. the Chamber will only consider the 
portions ofhis evidence relating to his Eleld of expertise. By an oral decision delivered on 
5 May 2003 by the Chamber, Helmut Strizek was admitted as an expert witness for the 
Defence of Nahimana. 

I 
54. The Prosecution initially submitted, on 27 June 2000, a list of 97 witnesses it 
would call. Subsequently. the Prosecution was permitted by the Chamber on 26 June 
2001 to vary its initial list of witnesses. A fiuther application to vary the list was denied 
orally on 10 July 2001. Counsel for Nahilnaua submitted its initial list of witnesses on 22 
August 2002. By an oral decision delivered on 2 December 2002, the Chamber granted 
Counscl for Nahimana's application filed on 27 November 2002 to add one additional 
witness. Counsel for Nahimana filed a motion on 1 I December 2002 seeking to add eight 
additional witnesses. In its decision dated 13 December 2002, the Chamber permitted the 
addition of three additional witnesses. Counsel for Ngeze filed a provisional list of 
witnesses on 11 December 2002, and submitted its final list on 20 January 2003. 

5 5 .  Counsel for Nahimana made an oral application on 9 November 2000 requesting 
the Chamber to direct the Prosecution to conduct an investigation into Prosecution 
Witness AEN's testimony for the purpose. of presenting an indictment for false testimony, 
pursuant to Rule 91. The Chamber denied the application on 27 Fehniary 2001, finding 
that no strong grounds had been made out for the Chamber to conclude that the witness 
gave false testimony; on being questioned further, the wilness had provided 
supplenientary details. The Chamber was of the view that the weight to be attached to the 
witness's responses is a ~natter ('or the Chamber's evaluation when assessing the merits of 
the case 

56. By an application on 1 1 June 2001, the Prosecution sought to add Witness X to its 
list and to have protective measures ordered in respect of the witness. The parties' oral 
submissions were heard on 5 and 6 September 2001, during which Counsel for the three 
Accused argued that the addition of Witness X at that stage of proceedings, after a final 
list of Prosecution witnesses had been submitted, was a violation of the Accused's rights 
and of the rules on disclosure, and did not meet the conditions for new evidence under 
Rule 73bis. It was further argued that the Prosecution knew of the witness before the trial 
date had been fixed and knew of exculpatory material from the witness but had not 
complied with its disclosure obligations. After deliberations, the majority of the Chamber 
granted the application to add Witness X and ordered certain protective measures on 14 
September 2001, on the grounds that the witness was a key witncss for the Prosecution, 
and that the Defencc had notice of the evidence to be given by the witness and therefore 
would not be taken by surprise. Further, thc Chamber noted that the witness would 
replace six Prosecution witnesses and i herefore this addition to the list o f  P rosecution 
witnesses would not cause undue delay. Given the witness's particular security concerns 
about appearing in Arusha, the Chamber also ordered that the protective measures be 
explained to the witness to ascertain his willingness to testify in Amsha; it" he still had 
concerns, he could testify by video link in The Hague. Judge Asoka dc Zoysa 
Gunawardana declared a dissenting opinion, finding that as Witness X bad been availablc 
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to the Prosecution to be called even before June 2001, and as the Prosecution had not 
complied with Rule 68 by disclosing exculpatory material, it should not be allowed to 
call Witness X. The witness finally testified by videoconference in The H a g e  from 18 to 
26 February 2002. 

57. Protective measures in respect of Prosecutioll witnesses were ordered on 23 
November 1999 and 2 July 2001, in respect of witnesses for Nahimana on 25 February 
2000, and in respect of witnesses for Ngeze, on 23 September 2002, ensuring that the 
witnesses' identities would be protected, thereby responding to the witnesses' fears for 
their safety if it became known that they had testified at the Tribunal. Certain witnesses 
subsequently elected to give their testinlony using their own names: Proseculion 
witnesses Philippe Dahinden, Colette Braeckma~l and Agn& Murebwayire, and Defence 
witnesses Laurence Nyirabagenzi and Valerie Bemeriki testifying for Nahimana. 

a Prosecution witness GO inadc an oral complaint to the Chamber on 28 May 2001 
regarding contact wilh him by Counsel for Nahimana, in violation of the protection order. 
By its decision rendered on 11 June 2001, the Chamber acccpted Counsel's 
representations that no direct contact had been made with the witness but considered 
Counsel's visit to the "safe house" to have been undertaken in an inappropriate manner 
and directed Counsel not to engage in any activity which would endanger the safety of a 
protected witness. 

58 .  On 20 June 2001, Counsel for Nahimana filed a motion alleging that the 
Prosec~tion had violated the witness protection order. After hearing parties on 28 June 
2001, the Chamber issued a decision on 5 July 2001, denying the motion on the grounds 
that the two Defence witnesses concerned were not notified to the Registry with ihc result 
that they were not covered by the protection order. 

59. On 13 January 2003, the Prosecution filed a motion seeking a restraining order 
against Counsel for Ngeze's further contact with witness RhllO, who at the time was a 
witness under the Prosecution's protection order, although it had not called the witness. * By its decision dated 17 January 2003, the Chamber found Counsel for Ngeze to be in 
violation of the protection order, although it noted Counsel's rcprescntations that it was 
the wilness who had initiated contact with Counsel. As the Prosecution did not call the 
witness, the Chamber removcd the witness from ihe Prosecution's order and placed the 
witness under the Ngeze protection order, and allowed Counsel for Xgeze to contact the 
witness. By a letter dated 6 March 2003, Counsel for Ngeze sought assistance regarding 
security concems with respect lo Dcfencc witnesses Rh.1112, RMI 13 and RM114. In 
response t o  the requcst, the Tribunal's Witnesscs and Victims Support S ection filed a 
confidential report on 14 March 2003 detailing security ar-cangements for the witnesses. 
On 2 4  March 2003, a witness for the Defence for Ngeze, Witness RM117, expressed 
concems in court about her security and claimed she was threatened during her travel to 
Arusha to testify. The Chamber requested the Witnesses and Victims Support Section to 
investigate the matter, the results of which investigation are contained in a confidential 
report dated 23  March 2003. 

60 On 1 March 2001, the Chamber nded that the testnnony of Prosecut~on TVitness 
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FU' relating to Ngez,e would be disregarded by the Chamber as the Accused had not had 
prior notificatiu~l that this witness would be testifying against him since the witness's 
statement made no mention of Kassan Ngeze. A similar issue arose in respect of 
Prosecution Witness ABH based on lack of notice of his testimony against Ngeze. In this 
case, the majority of the Chamber allo\ved the testimony in an oral decision on 13 
November 2001 as Counsel for Ngeze had sufficient notice via a letter dated 13 August 
2001. Judge Asoka de Zoysa Gunawardana considered that there had not been requisite 
notice and dissented on that basis. 

61. Counsel for Xahimana orally requested on 30 August 2001 the disclosure of the 
Prosecution investigators' notes taken during the interviews of Prosecution Witness ABC. 
for purposes of cross-examination. On the same day, the Chamber denied the application, 
noting that discrepancies behveen the testimony and the previous written statements and 
the inferences to be drawn from such discrepancies would be taken into account by the 
Chamber in the evaluation of the witness's evidence. 

62. On 3 September 2001, Counsel for Ngeze sought an order for the judicial records 
of Prosecution Witness LAG and others against whom judicial proceedings had been 
brought in Rwanda. On 4 September 2001, the Chamber directed the Prosecution to 
obtain the records from the Government of Rwanda, including plea agreements, 
confessions, and dates of conviction and sentence. 

63. On 31 January 2002, the Trial Chamber decided the motion by Counsel for 
Barayagwiza, filed on 17 January 2002. objecting to tbe testimony of Prosecution witness 
Georges Ruggiu on the basis that the Chamber had evaluated his testimony during the 
sentencing in his own trial and would therefore not be impartial. The Chamber held that 
Counsel was raising issues already ruled upon by the Chamber in its decision dated 19 
September 2000, and concluded h a t  the motion was Givolous pursuant to Rule 73(E). 
The motion was therefore dismissed and costs withheld. 

64. By a motion filed on 20 August 2002, Counsel for Ngeze sought to have the 
testimony of Prosecution Witness FS stmck from the record, on the grounds that he had 
not returned to Arusha to complete his cross-examination and had not provided the names 
of 11 is family members killed i n  1 994. Counsel for Barayagwiza filed a motion on 12 
Septenlber 2002 submitting that Witness FS's testimony should not be used against 
Barayagwiza as the Accused was not representcd by Counsel during that time. In its 
decision dated 16 September 2002, the Cbanlber denied both applications. It was noted 
that both Counsel for Ngeze had cross-examined the witness for five hours which was 
sufficient for purposive cross-examination: and that at the time, Counsel had agreed that 
the cross-examination was completed save for issues relating to the witness's identity, 
which was for the Chamber's consideration in assessing the credibility of the wih~ess. It 
was further noted that the witness had provided the names of his wife and children during 
his testimony. 

65. The Prosecution filed a mot~on on 11 September 2002 to compel Counsel for the 
three Accused to comply with the rules on disclosure of infonnation relating to witnesses 
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and their anticipated testimony, citing the failure of Counsel for Nahimana to disclose 
such information adequately or in a timely manner. In its decision dated 3 October 2002, 
the Chamber ordered thc Defence to disclose details of the witnesses and their statements 
within a certain time frame 

66. By a motion filed on 20 Xovcmber 2002, Counsel for Ngeze sought the disclosure 
o f t  he statements and supporting materials relating t o  protected witness ZF i n  another 
case, Prosecutor v. Thf?orzeste Bagosor-a, Gralien Kuhiligi, Alovs Ntahakuze and Anutole 
,Vserzgfyurnvu, for the purpose. 01 supporting the Defence theory that the RPF downed the 
presidential plane on 6 April 1 994. The Chamber denied the motion o n  1 2 December 
2002, in view of the opinion of Trial Chamber III which was seized of the case. Trial 
Chamber III declined to lift the protective measures as the witness was particularly 
wlnerable and disclosure of the statements and supporting materials would entail the 

a revelation of sensitive information, placing the witness at risk. 

67. On 8 January 2003, the Prosecution filed a motion to bar Counsel for Ngeze from 
calling Wayne Madsen as a witness. The Prosecution submitted that Wayne Madsen's 
proposed testimony on the events leading up to the genocide was irrelevant and of no 
probative value, and that the issue of responsibility for the shooting down of the 
presidential plane was not part of the Prosecution's case. Counsel for Xgeze opposed the 
motion, stating that. the testimony went to its theory of the case. In its decision dated 23 
January 2003, the Chamber denied the motion in part by limiting the testimony to factual 
information regarding the probable causes of the massacres in Rwanda in 1994 and the 
roles of RTLM and Kangrrra at the time. 

68. Counsel for Ngeze sought to call a witness who previously worked with 
UNAMIR by a motion on I1 February 2003, to testify to Ngeze's prediction of the 
assassination of President Habyarimana. Noting that it was not convinced of the 
probative value of the witness's testimony: and further noting the restrictions placed by 
the UN on the ability of the witness to c o ~ ~ v e y  confidcl~tial information and the \vitness's 

a reluctance to attend to testify, the Chamber denied the motion on 25 February 2003. 
Counsel for Nahimana sought by an ex parte application dated 20 March 2003 to call a 
staff of UNICEF as a witness to testify to certain aspects of the testimony of Agnk 
Murebwayire; however, the proposed witness refused to sign a witness statement. The 
application was consequently denied on 26 March 2003. Counsel sought a 
reconsideration of the decision on 11 April 2003 which was also denied. 

69. By a decision dated 10 April 2001, the Chamber permitted the request of Counsel 
for Kahimana to hear the testimony of Defence Witness Y by deposition in The Hague on 
1 to 2 May 2003, in light of the witness's security concerns. However, due  to delays. 
including the withdrawal by Counsel for Nahimana of the witness from the Defence's 
witness list and his subsequent reinstatement, the witness could not testiSy at The Hague 
as scheduled and Counsel for N ahilnana requested on 7 May 2003 a new date for his 
deposition. In its decision on 3 June 2003 denying the request, the Chamber noted the 
extent to which arrangements had been specially made for Witness Y's deposition, his 
subsequent refusal to testify, and difficulties with the witness's documents arising from 
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I the witness's own acts 

70. On 1 April 2003, Counsel for Ngeze sought to have Defence witness JF-55 testify 
by deposition in The Hague, on the basis that he may havc SARS virus and would need to 
be near a major hospital. The Chamber denied the motion on 7 April 2003, noting the 
communicable nature of the SARS virus and that the Chamber cannot hold a deposition 
in these circumstances. The Chamber also noted the absence of a medical certificate from 
a doctor verifying this information. By a motion on 9 April 2003, Counsel sought a 
reconsideration of the decision, stating that a medical rcport would be provided. The 
Chamber notes that nothing new is alleged in the reconsideration motion. and that 
Counsel has failed to provide the medical rcport and has failed to pursue the matter. 
Consequently. the motion has lapsed. 

71. Prior to giving his testimony, Ngezc informed the Chamber that he would be 
testifying without the assistance of his Counsel, as he had never discussed Kunguru with 
his Counsel and his Counsel do not speak Kinyarwanda, the language in which K u ~ z g ~ r u  
is primarily written. The Chamber noted, however, that Counsel was present to intcnfene 
on Ngeze's behalf during his testin~ony. Ngeze proceeded to give his testimony without 
assistance from his Counsel, who was present throughout and madc interventions on 
Kgezc's behalf. 

72. On 24 and 28 April 2003, the Prosecution submitted two motions requesting leave 
to call eleven rcbuttal witnesses, which was opposed by the Counsel for the three 
Accused on 1 and 5 May 2003. On 9 May 2003, the Trial Chamber rendered its Decision. 
rejecting both motions on the grounds, inter d i n ,  that the Prosecution had prior notice of 
the matters they now sought to rebut and should havc adduced such evidcnce during 
presentation orits own case. Some oSthe proposed rebuttal evidcnce was found to be too 
prejudicial to the Accused. thereby outweighing any unfairness to the Prosecution in not 
being able to rebut the Defence evidencc. 

73. On 15 May 2003, Counsel for Nahimana requested the disclosure of information 
which could show bias on the pavt of a Prosecution expert witness, namely, information 
regarding the partner of the collaborator of Prosecution expert witness Jean-Pierre 
Chretien in the writing of a book. The Prosecution responded on 16 May 2003 by saying 
that it had not violated its disclosure obligations, and that the Defence had exercised the 
opportunity to cross-exanlinc the two persons, Kabanda and Chretien, who prepared the 
expert report. The Chambcr noted that the ethnicity or organizational affiliations of the 
partner of the witness's co-author is not probative of bias on the part 01 the witness, and 
that these were issucs that could have been raised during cross-examination of the 
witness. Thc request was denied on 5 June 2003: and the fees or costs of the motion 
withheld. 

4.6 Motions for Acquittal and Provisional Release 

74. Counsel for the three Accused filed motions for acquittal on 21 August 2002 
(Nahimana), 16 and 23 August 2002 (Barayagwiza)? and 20 and 23 August 2002 (Ngeze). 
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Counsel for Nahimana argued that the allegations had not been proved beyond a 
reasonable doubt or were beyond the temporal jurisdiction of the Tribunal. Counsel for 
Barayagwira submitted that the Prosecntion had failed to prove the allegations against 
Barayagwiza as the witnesses called were irrelevant or not credible. Counsel for Ngeze 
contended that no evidence, or evidence that was tajnted and not capable of belief, had 
been adduced in relation to the charges against Ngeze. A consolidated response to all the 
motions \v as filed b y the Prosecution o n  6 S eptember 2002, i n  which the Prosecution 
argued that issues of credibility of witnesses were outside the scope of Rule %his, and 
outlined the evidence provided by each Prosecution witness. However, the Prosecution 
conceded that no evidence had been adduced in respect of the count of crimes against 
humanity (murder) alleged against Nahimana and Barayagwiza. In addition, the 
Prosecution did not oppose the striking of the two counts of serious violations of Article 
3 common to the Geneva Conventio~ls and of Additional Protocol 11 alleged against 

e Barayagwiza. Oral arguments were heard on 16 Septen~bet- 2002 and an oral decision 
rendeved on 17 September 2002. In its reasoned decision of 25 September 2002, the 
Chamber acquitted Nahimana and Barayagwiza of the count of crimes against humanity 
(murder), and further acquitted Barayagwiza of the two co~mts of serious violations of 
Article 3 common to the Geneva Conventions and of Additional Protocol 11. On the 
remaining cowits, the Chamber held that there was sufficient evidence which, ifbelieved, 
would sustain a conviction for each of the counts, and detailed the Prosecution evidence 
found to be relevant to each charge. Consequently, the motions were denied in respect of 
other charges. 

75. Co~msel for Barayagwiza filed a motion of 4 September 2001 relating to the 
release of Barayagwiza due to the length of Barayagwiza's custody and detention, which 
requested that the Chamber ask the General Assembly to establish a rule regal-ding the 
duration of custody on rcmand. On 27 August 2001, the Chamber orally denied the 
motion as it sought a remedy beyond the powers of the Chamber, and denied the costs of 
the motion. Counsel appealed the decision on 13 September 2001, which was dismissed 
by the Appeals Chamber on I February 2002. The Appeals Chamber ruled that the issues 
raised were not subject to interlocutory appeal, and further held that the appcal was 
frivolous and an abuse of process and consequently ordered ihat fees for the motion be 
~vithheld. 

76. On 12 July 2002, Counsel for Xahimaoa filed a motion seeking the provisional 
release of Nahimana pursuant to Rule 65, arguing that his lengthy detention violated the 
Accused's rights under Arljcle 20. In its decision or  5 September 2002, the Chamber held 
that given t l~e  complexity of the case and the seriousness of the charges against the 
.4ccused, the length of his detention was not irregular, and found that there were no 
exceptional circumstances justifgng the provisional release. Consequently, the motion 
was denied. 

77. Counsel for Barayagwiza also filed a motion for provisional release on 19 July 
2002, arguing that the length of the Accused's detention violated human rights 
instruments. The Chamber denied the motion on 3 September 2002, noting that the text of 
the present motion was largely the same as that of the release motion denied on 27 



August 2 001 and did not  address the test o f  exceptional circumstances required under 
Rule 65.  Costs of the motion were withheld. 

4.7 Judges and Counsel 

78. Counsel for Barayagwiza filed a motion on 18 October 1999 for the 
disqualification of Judges Laity Kama and Navanethem Pillay on the basis of their 
allcged partiality deriving from their involvement in the judgement of Aku~esu,  in which 
certain statements were made about the CDR Party and RTLM, which are issues before 
the Chamber in the instant case. In an oral decision on 19 October 1999, it was held that 
the application was not relevant as the Chamber was sitting in respect of pre-trial and 
procedural motions, not trial proceedings. It was also held that the Chamber had no 
jurisdiction to rule on the disqualification of Judge Kan~a, as he was not part of the 
Chamber. 

79. Counsel for Ngeze filed three motions on 24 Novenlber 1999 for the 
disqualification of Judges Pillay, Mme and Gunawardana respectively, and oral 
arguments were heard on 25 November 1999. The disqualifications wcrc sought on the 
grounds, inter aliu, that the Chamber, in re-introducing the count of genocide into the 
Indictnlent i n  its decision on 5 November 1999. lvould have exanlined the additional 
evidence relating to the count of genocide, whereas a trial judge should not have seen the 
evidence prior to the trial. Counsel also submitted that the impartiality of Judge Pillay 
was in issue as she was a judgc in Prosecutor v. Akuyesu, in which judgement certain 
statements were made about l i a n p m .  On 25 November 1999, the Chamber dismissed 
these motions in an oral decision as it was stated explicitly in the decision of 5 November 
1999 that the Chamber had not re\;iewed the supporting material. With regard to Judge 
Pillay's participation in Akgyesir, it was held that an adjudication by a judge in one case 
did not disqualify ihat judge from assessing the evidence in another case impartially, as 

0 each case is decided on its merits. Counsel ful- Ngeze appealed the oral decision on 2 
December 1999, which appeal was dismissed on 5 September 2000 as it raised issues not 
subject to interlocutory appeal. 

80. On 7 September 2000, Counsel for Barayagwiza filed a letter seeking the recusal 
of Judges Pillay and Mose, submitting ihat their visit to Rwanda and meetings there with 
the President and Prosecutor-Gcncral: in light of the Rwanda Government's involvement 
in the matter of Barayagwiza's case. Icd to an appearance of lack of impartiality. The 
Trial Chambcr disn~issed the motion in an oral decision on 1 1  September 2000, finding 
that the mission had been taken for institutional reasons after a discussion at the plenary 
of judges. namely, the continued cooperation of the Rwanda Government with the 
Tribunal, and had no relation to the timing of the instant case. The Chamber also noted 
that this was not the first visit by judges to Rwanda and stated that no matters pending 
before the Chambers were dscussed, and that the visit was conducted in an open and 
transparent manner. 
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81. Counsel for Nahimana filed a motion on 15 Septembcr 2000 seeking to disqualify 
Judges Pillay and Mose on the basis that there was a danger of bias arising fi-om their 
involvement in the sentencing judgement of Georges Ruggiu (anticipated Prosecution 
witness), and in respect of Judge Pillay alone, her involvement in the judgment of 
Akuyesu wherein certain findings were made pursuant to the evidence of Mathias 
Ruzindana and Alison Des Forges (anticipated Prosccution expert witnesses). In an oral 
decision of 19 Septembcr 2000. the Chamber dismissed the motion, on the grounds that 
an objection could not be sustained merely because a judge had made adverse rulings in a 
previous case, and that the Defence had the opportunity to cross-examine these witnesses 
to test their evidence. 

Counsel 

82. Following a request made by Barayagwiza for the withdrawal of his Counsel 
J.P.L. Nyabcri; citing reasons of lack of competence, honesty, loyalty, diligence and 
interest. the Registrar declined the request on 5 January 2000, which decision was 
confirmed by the President of the Tribunal on 19 January 2000. ,4 review of the decision 
by the Appeals Chamber was sought b y  Barayagwiza o n  2 1 January 2000, and o n  3 1 
January 2000 the Appeals Chamber ordered the withdrawal of his Defence Counsel, 
J.P.L. Nyaberi, and ordered the assignment of new Counsel and Co-counsel for 
Barayagwiza. Carmelle Marchessault and David Danielson were subsequently appointed 
Lead and Co-Counsel for Barayagwiza, respectively. 

83. On 23 October 2000. Counsel for Barayagwiza, Carmelle Marchessault and David 
Danielson, informed the Court that Barayagwi~a would not be attending the trial, and had 
instn~cted Counsel not to represent him at the trial, based on his inability to have a fair 
trial due to  the previous decisions o f t  he Tribunal in relation t o  his  release. However, 
Barayagwiza had n at terminated their mandate and they were t o  continue t o  represent 
him outside the framework of the trial. The Chamber stated that Baraya~i,iza was 
entitled to be present during his trial and had chosen not to do so, and the trial \vould 
proceed nonethcless. The Chamber also stated that he would be free to attend whenever 
be changed his mind. The Chamber ordered Counsel to continue representing 
Barayagwiza. On 25 October 2000, pursuant to information from Counsel that 
Baravagwiza had instructed that they were not to be present in cowt, the Chamber denied 
Counsel leave to be excused from the courtroom. Counsel Lor Barayagwiza filed a motion 
to withdraw on 26 October 2000. given their client's instructions not to represent him at 
trial. The motion was denied on 2 November 2000 on tlie basis that the Chamber had to 
ensure the rights of the accused, in particular access to legal advice. The Chamber noted 
that Barayagwiza's actions were an attempt to obst~uct the proceedings and that 
Counsel's mandate had not been unequivocally terminated. Judge Gunawardana 
delivered a concurring and separate opinion stating that the present Counsel should be 
appointed as standby counsel. On 5 February 2001, Counsel for Barayagwiza informed 
the Chamber that Barayagwiza had unequivocally terminated their mandate. On 6 
February 2001, ihc Chamber took note of this fact and directed the Registrar to withdraw 
their assignment and appoin~ new Counsel for Barayagwiza. Giacomo Barletta-Caldercra 
was appointed new Lead Counsel for Barayagwiza, and was placed on record on 12 
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February 2001. Hc represented Barayagwiza for the duration of the trial. The Chamber 
notes that Barayagwiza did not ha\:e the benefit of legal representation during the interim 
period, in which Witness FS testified, on 7 and 8 February 2001. The Chamber further 
notes that Barayagwiza chose to absent himself from proceedings and to instruct his 
Counsel not to participate in the same. As a result, his Counsel were silent in the 
courtroom and did not conduct any cross-examination of the first four Prosecution 
witnesses. During this time, the Chamber undertook to ask questions of the witnesses 
where the evidence related to Barayagwiza. 

84. According to an investigation report dated 24 August 2000 and prepared by the 
UNDF, Ngeze forged a letter of resignation purporting to be from his Counsel, Patricia 
Mongo, who had denied writing such a letter. During Ngeze's cross-examination on 4 
April 2003, Ngeze denied that he had sent the letter of resignation. 

85. Counsel for Ngeze, Patricia Mongo, filed requests for withdrawal on 17 and 24 
August 2000 citing circumstances which have created a loss of confidence in her 
relations with Ngezc. Counsel was withdrawn by the Registrar on 7 September 2000 and 
replaced by John C. Floyd 111. By a letter dated 17 February 2001, Ngeze sought the 
withdrawal of his Counsel John Floyd and co-counsel R e d  Martel on the basis that he no 
longer had confidence in their competence to represent him. The principal grounds on 
which Ngeze based his motion were that Counsel had failed to hold consultations with 
Idm, and that Lead Counsel had dismissed two investigators and an assistant without 
consultation with the accused. In its decision dated 29 March 2001, the majority of the 
Chamber considered Counsel's consultations with the Accused during trial, noted that the 
assistant's contract was terminated by the Registry and Counsel's reasons for termination 
of the in\:estigators related to honesty and professionalism. It was also noted that Ngeze 
had changed his Counsel four times previously and was now requesting a fifth change. 
The request was consequently denied. Judge Gunawardana filed a separate and dissenting 
opinion stating that there was insufficient evidence to rule upon the issue of consultation 
and noted the Accused's assertion that Counsel were not acting in his best interests. 
Further written requests for the withdrawal of Counsel were made by Ngeze on 31 May 
2002, 25 June 2002, 28 Jui~e 2002, 4 July 2002 and 7 July 2002, and oral requests were 
made during trial proceedings on 20 March 2001, 26 June 2001, 12 September 2001 and 
14 September 2001. These requests were denied and Counsel continued to represent the 
Accused during the trial. 

66. The Accused bad chosen all his own Counsel and was given his first choice of 
Counsel in every instance, including the choices of Patricia Mongo and John Floyd. Tn 
total, Ngeze has changed his Counsel four times, and John Floyd is his fifth Counsel. 
Apart from Patricia Mongo and John Floyd (who still represents Ngeze), all of Ngeze's 
previous Counsel were withdrawm at his request. The Chamber notes that while Ngeze 
was complaining about his Counsel, he was instl-ucting them and consulting with them. 
Regarding Ngeze's investigators, the Chamber notes that the investigators were 
dismissed for dishonesty and further notes that Sgeze had no investigator on his team for 
some time because Ngeze specifically wanted the two investigators who had keen 
dismissed. 
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87. According to an oral decision on 15 May 2001 issued pursuant to a request from 
the Accused, Ngeze ~vould be allowed to conduct the cross-examination of the 
Prosecution witnesses under the careful conk01 of the Chamber and only after his counsel 
had completed his cross-examination. This would be a temporary measure until the issues 
relating to the Accused's Counsel were resolved. Ngeze was allowed to put questions in 
cross-examination to Witnesses EB on 17 May 2001, AH1 on 11 September 2001 and 
Alison Des Forges on 9 July 2002. Ngeze was not allowed to cross-examine JVit~~ess 
Thomas Kamilindi. In respect of Witness Omar Serushago, the Chamber decided on 27 
November 2001 that Ngeze should \?,rite down five questions for the Chamber's 
consideration as to relevancy. With respect to Witness Jean-Pierre Chritjen, Ngeze was 
dire.cted on 4 July 2002 to put his questions through his Counsel. On 3 March 2003, 
Nyeze requested that he be allowed to put ten questions to each Defence witnesses. The 
Cbarnber directed him to consult with his Counsel in this regard. 

4.8 Expedition of Proceedings 

88, In an effort to expedite the proceedings, which were being delayed by 
unnecessarily prolonged examination and cross-examination, the Chamber ~ssued a 
scheduling order on 5 June 2002 allocating the time that would be given to each Counsel 
for the cross-examination of the following six Prosecution witnesses, and stipulated the 
date for the commencenlent of the Defence cases. A scheduling order was also issued on 
26 March 2003 specifying dates for the close of the Defence cases. 

89. The Chamber notes that the delay in the ~ a l  was contxibuted to by the 
Prosecution through its piecemeal disclosure, changes in its team, amendments to the 
indictments and changes to its witness list. As a result, the Chamber issued the 
scheduling order on 5 June 2002 to direct the Prosecution towards closing its case in an 
efficient manner. 

90. The Trial and Appeals Chambers considered that some of the motions or appeals 
filed by Defence Counsel were frivolous or an abuse of process, and in those cases 
ordered the non-payment of fees associated with the application or costs thereof, pursuant 
to Rule 73(E). Some of these applications have been discussed above. 

01. Throughout the case; Counscl repeatedly sought to reverse the rulings of the Trial 
and Appeals Chambers by filing reconsideration motions or motions that put forward the 
same arguments previously r ejected b y  the Chambers, albeit under a different title. In 
addition lo the motions and appeals discussed above, Counsel for Ngeze filed hvo 
reconsideration motions on 1 and 2 April 2003 regarding the sched~iling order dated 26 
March 2003, and a reconsideration motion on 9 April 2003 regarding Witness .IF-55. 
Counsel for Nahimana filed a reconsideration motion on 10 April 2003 regarding 
assistance from Rw:anda. In addition, oral applications were often made during trial 
regarding h e  same issues that had already been determined by the Chamber, leading to 
delays in the progress ofthe trial. 
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92. Through the use of stipulations agreed between Prosecution and Defence Counsel, 
issues were agreed between the parties so as to obviate the need for calling certain 
witnesses to prove those issues." 

93. On I August 2003, Counsel for Nahimana filed a motion for an amendment of the 
Scheduling Order dated 2 6  March 2003, requesting that the Defence have the right of 
rejoinder t o  Prosecution's R e.plv Closing Brief by curtailing the period of time w ithin 
\vhich the Prosecution could file its Reply Brief to all three Defence Closing Briefs to a 
weck. The Chamber dealt w ith the matter b y gi\:ing a n  opportunity t o the Defence to  
respond to the Reply Bnef in Closing Arguments, during which they were permitted the 
right of rejoinder. 

4.9 The Trial 

8 9 The joint trial of Ferdinand Nahimana, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, and Hassan 
Ngere commenced on 23 October 2000 with the Prosecution's opening stiatements. The 
Prosecution closed its case on 12 July 2002 after calling 47 wimesses. The Defence for 
Nahimana opened its case on 18 September 2002 with the testimony of the accused 
Nahimana. After calling 10 additional witnesses, the Defence for Nahimana's case was 
held over on 14 January 2003 until such time as the remaining witnesses could arrive in 
hrusha to testify. On 15 January 2003. the Defence lor Ngeze conmenced the 
presentation of its case, calling 32 witnesses, including the accused Ngeze. It closed its 
case on 29 April 2003. The Defence for Barayagwiza opened its case on 1 May 2003 and 
closed its case the same day after calling one witness. Following the testimony of hvo 
additional w itncsses called b y the Defence for Nahimana. i t  c losed i is case o n  8 May 
2003. The joint trial concluded on 9 May 2003 after 238 trial days. The Prosecution's 
Closing Bnef was filed on 25 June 2003. The Defence for the three accused filed their 
Closing Briefs on 1 August 2003, and the Prosecution filed a Reply Brief on 15 .4ugust 
2003. The Prosecution's Closing Brief was 324 pages long, the Nahimana Defence's 440 
pages, the Barayagwiza Defence's 239 pages, the Ngeze Defence's 226 pages, and the 

e Prosecution's Reply 158 pages. 1 n addition, Ngeze filed his own Closing Brief of 176 
pages. Closing arguments were heard from 18 August to 22 August 2003, wherein 
Counsel for the three accused were given the opportunity to respond to the Prosecution's 
Brief and Closing Arguments, after which the accused Ngeze personally addressed the 
Chan~ber. 

5. Evidentiary Matters 

95. Pursuant to Rule 89(A) oC the Rules, the Chamber is not bound by national rules 
of evidence: but by the Rules of the Tribunal. Where the Rules are silent, the Chamber is 
to apply rulcs of evidence w11ich b ~ s t  favour a fair detel-mination of the matter before it 
and which are consonant with the spirit of the Statute and the general principles of law, as 

' S e e  r g . .  Stipulation of the Parties Regarding What Would be the Testimony of Crystal Kix-Hinds, Denise 
Minor and Gregory Gordon, dated 11 Dccernber 2002; and Stipulation betwceu Prosecution and Ngezc 
Defence Regarding P~oposed Admission of Translations of .4nicles/Exccrpts from Kangura, datcd 19 May 
2003 
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provided in Rule 89(B). Any relevant evidence deemed to have probative value is 
admissible in accordance with Rule 89(C). 

96. The Tribunal's jurisprudence has established general principles concerning the 
assessment of evidence, including those concerning the probative value of evidence; the 
use of witness statements; false testimony; the impact of trauma on the testimony of 
witnesses; problenls of interpretation from Kinyanvanda into French and English; and 
cultural factors affecting the evidence orwi tnesse~.~  

97. The Chamber notes that hearsay evidence is not inadmissible per. se, even when it 
is n at corroborated b y d irect evidence. The Chamber has considered hearsay evidence 
with caution, in accordance with Rule 89. Similarly, pursuant to Rule 89, corroboration, 
of even a single testimony, is not required: the test of admissibility of evidence is 
relewnce, probative value, and the requirements of a fair trial.'' 

98. The Accused Barayagwiza indicated his unwillingness to participate in the trial, 
giving as his reason, in his statement (Chamber Exhibit C U ) ,  his doubts as to his ability 
to have an impartial and fair trial: and therefore absented himself from the trial. The 
Chamber is mindful of the .4'cused's right to remain silent and has not drawn any 
adverse inference from his absencc at his trial. 

99. With respect to alibi, the Chambcr notes that in h-lusemn, it was held that "[iln 
raising the defence of alibi, the Accused not only denies that he committed the crimes for 
wl~ich h e  i s charged but  also asserts that h e  was elsewhere than a t  the scene o l' t hese 
crimes when they were committed. The onus is on the Prosecution to prove beyond a 
reasonable doubt the guilt of the Accused. In establishing its case. when an alibi defence 
is introduced, the Prosecution must prove, beyond any I-easonable doubt, that the Accused 
was present and conunitted thc crimes for which be is charged and thereby discredit the 
alibi defence. The alibi defence does not carry a separate burden orproof. If the defence 
is reasonably possibly true, it ruust be successful"." 

6. Temporal Jurisdiction 

100. In pre-trial proceedings two of the Accused, Ferdinand Nahimana and Hassan 
Ngeze, challenged their indictments on the grounds that they included allegations of 
crimes that fall outside the temporal jurisdiction of the Tribunal, which is limited hy its 
Statute to violations committed betwecn 1 January 1994 and 3 1 December 1994. The 
Trial Chamber noted i n  its decisions, which w ere upheld o n  interlocutory appeal, that 
while many of the events referred to in the indictment precede I January 1994, such 
events "provide a relevant background and a basis for understanding thc accused's 
alleged conduct in relation to the Rwandan genocide of 1994"" and that there "may he 
subsidiary or inten-elated allegations to the principal allegation in issue and thus may 
have probative or evidentiary value."" The Appeals Chamber confimlcd the Trial 

'See, eg. .  Akuyesu ( T C )  paras. 130-1 56. 
10 !Ifusema CTC) par" 43, upheld on appeal (AC) paras. 36-38. 
' '  !lluscma (TC) para. 108; confirmed on appeal (AC) paras. 205-206 
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Chan~ber's decision that an accused could not be beld accountable for crimes committed 
prior to 1994 and that such events would not be referred to "except for historical purposes 
or information."" 

101. A Separate. Opinion of Judge Shahabuddeen concurring with the Appeals 
Chamber decision suggested more specifically that evidence dating to a time prior to 1 
January 1994 can provide a basis from which to draw inferences, for example with regard 
to intent or other required elements or crimes committed within the limits or  the temporal 
jurisdiction of the Tribunal. Moreover, evidcnce of prior crimes can be rclied on to 
establish a "pattern, design or systematic course 01 conduct by the accused." With regard 
to thc charge of conspiracy, wherc the conspiracy agreement might date back to a time 
prior to 1 January 1994, Judge Shahabuddeen expressed the view that so long as the 
parties continue to adhere to the agreement, they may be I-egarded as constantly renewing 
it up t o  the time of the acts contemplated by the conspiracy. Therefore a conspiracy 
agreement made prior to but continuing into the period or  1994 can be considered as 
falling within the jurisdiction of the Tribunal. 

102. A Joint Separate Opinion of Judge Vohrah and Judge Nieto-Nav~a also addressed 
t l ie crimes of direct and public incitement to commit genocide and conspiracy to commit 
genocide, noting, "[w]ith inchoate crimes in pa~licular, it can be difficult to ascertain 
when all of the constituent elenmlts of the offence exist so that a potential problem arises 
if it is intended that a conviction will be based upon not just one defined event occurring 
on a specific date but upon a series of events or acts which took placc over an extended 
period of time"." The opinion questions whether the limitations on thc Tribunal's 
jurisdiction were intended to apply to these crimes in a manner so as to exclude evidence 
of "pre-1994 incitement or conspiracy". Recalling that the Statute does not expressly 
define how its jurisdiction should be interpreted in relation to continuing or inchoate 
officcs such a s  conspiracy o r  incitcmcnt, while at the same time there is n o  provision 
providing an exception to the temporal limitation for offcnccs, the opinion noted that the 
Security Council expressly established the Tribunal's temporal jurisdiction from 1 

0 January 1994, rather than 6 April 1994, "in order to captwe the planning stage of lhc 
crimes".'"he opinion concludes that the Statute should be interpreted "in a restrictive 
fashion in order to fulfill this intention"." 

103. In conside~illg how this framework applies to events, as well as the review of 
broadcasts, publications, and other dissemination of media by the Accused prior to 1994, 

" "Decision on the P1-osecutor's Request for Leave to Amend the Indictment", l h  Prusecufor 1.. Hu.ssun 
R(qeze, Casc Ko. ICTK-97-27-1. 5 Novcmbcr 1999, para. 3. 

"Lkcision on the Prosecutor's Request fox Leave to File an Amended Indictment". The Pro,secucor 1.. 
Feriii~~nnd l~~nhimi~ria.  Case No. IC1.R-96-1 l -T, 5 November 1999: para. 28 
I4 "Decision 0x1 thc lntcrlocuioty Appeals", //asrun Xseze i i r~ l  Ferdinund ,!'ahimunn 1,. The Proxmuror, 5 
September 2000, p. 6. 
I I IhiO.. ".loin1 Separate Opinion of Judge Lal Chand Vohrah and Judge Rafdel Nieto-Navia", para.7. 
16 Opinion; p. 6, citing Report of the Sm.efar)-Genernl P~rmiont f o  Pnrngruph 5 of Securiry Council 
Resolution 955 (1991), S/1995!134. 13 February 1095. para. 14. 
l i  "Joint Separate Opinion of Jodgc La1 Chnnd Vohmh and Judge Rafael Uieto-havia". paras. 17, 18 and 
23. 
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the Trial Chambcr considers that with regard to the commission of crimes in 1994, such 
pre-1994 material may constitute evidence of the intent of the Accused or a pattern of 
conduct by the Accused, or background in reviewing and understanding the general 
manner in which the Accused related to the media at issue. To the extent that such 
material was re-circulated by the Accused in 1994, or the Accused took any action in 
1994 to facilitate its distribution or to bring public attention to it, the Chamber considcrs 
that such material would then fall within the temporal jurisdiction established by its 
Statute. 

104. With regard to the offcnccs of conspiracy and direct and public incitement, the 
Chamber notes that the Security Council dcbate cited by Judge Vohrah and Judge Nieto- 
Navia, in which discussion was held regarding the proposal that the jurisdiction of the 
Tribunal cover acts fi-om October 1990, docs not differentiate between these inchoate 
offences and others ihat are not by nature continuing in time. The Chamber considers, 
thercforc, that the Security Council debate does not provide guidance on the application 
o f t  emporal j urisdiction to these particular offences, which unlike the other crimes set 
foTth in the Statute, occur both in and prior to 1994. The Chamber considers that the 
adoption of 1 January 1994 rather than 6 April 1994 as the Commencement of the 
Tribunal's temporal jurisdiction, expressly lor the purpose of including the planning 
stagc, indicates an intention that is more compatible with the inclusion o r  inchoatc 
offences that culminate in the commission of acts in 1994 than it is with their exclusion. 
It is only the commission o l  acts completed prior to 1994 that is clearly excluded from 
the temporal jurisdiction of the Tribunal. The Chamber adopts the view expressed by 
Judge Shahabuddeen with regard to the continuing nature of a conspiracy agreement until 
he. commission of the acts contemplated by the conspiracy. The Chamber considers this 
concept applicable to the crime of incitement as well, which, similarly, continues to the 
time ofthe conmission of the acts incited. 
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CHAPTER 11 

HISTORY OF RWANDA 

105. The Accused have conveyed to the Chamber, in their testimony and otherwise. the 
importance of understanding the history of Rwanda, and more specifically the history of 
ethnic identity and  inter-ethic relations, in understanding the events that transpired in 
1994 in Rwanda. The Accused Ngeze repeatedly cited and challenged the first sentence 
of the Indictment: 

1.1 The revolution of 1959 marked the beginning of a period of ethnic clashes 
between the Hutu and the Tutsi in Rwanda. causing hundreds of Tutsis to die and 
thousands more. to flee the country in the years irnme.diately following. 

106. The Chamber notes that in the first judgement of this Tribunal. the history of 
Rwanda was examined in detail horn the pre-colonial period. The Chamber accepts the 
importance of this history, particularly in this case, and for this reason sets forth largely 
ill extenso the coinprehensive review of the historical context as described in the .4kaj,esu 
judgement:'" 

80. Prior to and during colonial rule, first, under Germany, fiom about 1897, and 
then under Belgium which. after drivmg out Germany in 1917, was given a 
mandate by the Leaguc of Nations to administer it, Rwanda was a complex and 
an advanced monarchy, The nlonarch ruled the country through his official 
representatives drawn from the 'Tutsi nobility. Thus, there emerged a highly 
sophisticated political culture which enabled the king to communicate with the 
people. 

81. Rwanda then, admittedly, had some eighteen clans deiined primarily along 
lines of kinship. The terms Hutu and Tutsi were already in use but refel~ed to 
individuals rather than to goupc. In those days; the distinction between the Hutu 
and Tutsi was based on lineage rather than etlu~iciry. Indeed, the den~ascation line 
was blu~i-ed: one could move from one status to another, as one. became rich or 
poor. or cven through man-iagc. 

82. Rorh Genimn and Belgian colonial authorities. if only at the outset as far as 
llle latter are concerned, relied on an elite essentially composed of people who 
referred to theinselves as Tursi, a choice which, according to Dr. Alison 
Desforgcs, was born of racial or even racist considerations. In the minds of the 
colonizers; the Tutsi looked more l ~ k e  them. because of their height and colonr, 
and were, therefore, more intelligent and better equipped to govern. 

83. In rhe early 1930s. Belgian authorities introduced a pem1anent distinction by 
dwiding the populalion into thrce groups \ h c h  they called cthnic goups, with 
the Hutu representing about 84% of the population, while the Tutsi (about 15%) 
and Twa (about 1%) accounted for the rest. In line with this dwision, it became 

" Akawsu  (TC) paras. 80-1 l l 
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mandatory for every R wandan t o  carry a n  identiry card m cntioning h is o r  her 
ethnicity. The Chamber notes that the reference to e t h i c  background on identity 
cards was maintained, even after Rwanda's independence and was, at last, 
abolished only after the tragic events the country experienced in 1994. 

84. .4ccording to the testimony of Dr. Alison Desforges, while the Catholic 
C.:llurcb which arrived in the wake of European colonizers gave the monarch, his 
notables and the Tutsi population privileged access to education and training, it 
tried to convert them. Rowever, in the face of some resistance. the ~uuissionaries 
for a awhile undertook to convelt the FIutu instead. Yet, when the Belgians 
included being Christian among the criteria for determining the suitability o r  a 
candidate for employment in the civil service, the Tursil hithex-to opposed to their 
conversion, became more willing to be converted to Christianity, Thus; they 
carried along most Hutu. Quoting a witness from whom slre asked for an 
explanation for the massive co~wersion o f  I-lutu t o  C hr~stianity, Dr. D csfbrges 
testified that the reasons for the conversion were to be found in the cult of' 
obedience to the chiefs which is highly developed in the Rwandan society. 
According to that witness, "you could not remain standing while your superiors 
were on their knees praying". For these reasons, therefore, it can be understood 
why at the time, that is, in the late 1920s and early 1930% the church, like the 
colonizers. supported the Tursi monopoly of power. 

85. From the late 1940s. a t  the dawn of the decolonizalion process, the 'I utsi 
became aware of the benefits tlucy could derive from the privileged status 
conferred on them by the Belgian colonizers and the Catholic church. l h e y  then 
attempted to free themselves sorneliow from Belgian political stewardshrp and to 
emancipate the Rwandan society from the g i p  of the Catholic church. The desire 
for independence shown by the Tutsi elite certainly caused both the Belgians and 
the church t o  shift their alliances from the Tutsi t o  the Hutu, a shift rendered 
more radical hv the chan" in the church's philosophy after the second world war, .. . . 
with the arrival of young priests from a more democratic and egalitarian trend of 
Christianity, who sought to develop political awareness anlong the Tutsi- 
dominated Hutu majot-~ty. 

85. Under pressure from the United Nations Trusteeship Council and following 
the shifi in alliances just mennoned, Belgium changed its policy by granting 
more opportunities to the Hutu to acquire education and to hold senior positions 
in government services. This turn-about particularly angered rhe Tutsi. especially 
because, on the renewal of its nlandate ovel- Rwanda by the United Nations, 
Belgium was requested to establish representative organs in the Trust territory, so 
as to groom the natives for administration and, ultimately, grant independence to 
the country. ThC Tutsi therefore began the move to end B e l ~ i a n  doruination, 
wl~ile the Hutu elite, for tactical reasons: favoured the continuation of the 
domiualion, hoping to make the Hutu masses aware of their political weight in 
Rwanda, in a bid to arrivc at independence, which was unavoidable, at lleast on 
the basis of equality with the Tutsi. Belgium particularly appreciated this attitude 
as it gave it reasou to believe that wit11 the Hutu. independence would not spell a 
severance of ties. 

87. In 1956, in accordance with the directives of the United Nations Trusteeship 
Council, Belgium organized elections on the basis of universal suffrage in order 
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to choose new members of local organs, such as the grassroots representative 
Councils. With the electorate voting on strictly ethnic lines, the Hutu of course 
obtained an ovenvhelming majority and thereby became aware of their political 
strength. The l'utsi, who were hoping to achieve independence wl~ile slill holding 
the reins of power, came to the realization that universal suffrage meant the end 
of their supremacy; hence, confrontation with the Hutu became inevitable. 

88. Around 1957, the first political parties were formed and, as could be 
expected, they were ethnically rather than ideologically based. l'here were four 
politicai parties; namcly the hlouvement democratiquc republicain, Pannehutu 
("MUK Parmehutu"), which cleal-ly defined itself as the Hutu grassroots 
movement; the Llnion Xationale Rwandaise ("UNAR"), the party of Tutsi 
nionarchists; and, between the two extremes, tlie two others, Aprosoma, 
predominantly Butu, and the Kassernblement democratique nvandais 
("RADER"), vvhich brought together moderates from the Tutsi and FIutu elite. 

89. The dreaded political unrest broke out in November 1'359, with increased 
bloody incidents, the first victims of wllich were the I-lutu. In reprisal, the Ilutu 
burnt down and looted Tutsi houses. Thus became embedded a cycle of violence 
which ended with the establishment on 18 October 1960; by the Belgian 
authorities. of an autonornous prov~sional Government headed by Grkgoire 
Kayibanda, Presidcnt of h4DR Parmehutu, following the June 1960 communal 
elections thal gave an ovenvhel~ning majority to Hutu parties. Affer the Tutsi 
monarch fled abroad, the I-Iutn opposition declared the Republic of Gitarania, on 
28 January 1961, and sel up a icgislative assembly. On 6 February 1961, Belgium 
granted self-government to Rwanda. Independence was declared on I July 1962, 
with Gregoire Kayibanda at the helm of the new Statel and. thus. President of tlie 
First Republic, 

90. The victory of Hutu parties increased the departut-e of Tutsi to neighhouring 
countries from where Tutsi ex~les made incursions into Rwatida. The word 
Inyenzi, meaning coclu-oach, came lo be used to refer to these assailants. Each 
attack was followed by reprisals against the Tutsi within the country and in 1063, 

.I such attacks caused the death of at least ten thousand of them, further increasing 
t l~e  number of those who went into exile. Concurrently, at the domestic level, the 
FIutn regiinc seized this opporiunity to allocate to tlie Hum the lands abandoned 
by Tutsi in exile and to redistribute posts within the Government and the civil 
service, in f a ~ ~ o u r  of the tlutu, 011 the basis of a quota system linked to the 
proportion of each ethnic group in the populatjon. 

91. The dissensions that soon surfaced among the rulinz Hutu led the regime to 
strengthell the primacy of the MDR Parmehu~u party over all sectors of public 
life and institutions, thereby making it the dejircto sole party. l'his consolidated 
the authority of President Gregoire Kayibanda as well as the influence of his 
entourage, most of who came from the same region as he, that is the Gitarama 
region in the centre of the counlry. The drift towards ethnic and regional power 
became obvious. From then onwards, a rift took root within the IIutu political 
Establishment, between its key figures from the Cemre and those from the Nonh 
and South who showed great frustration. Increasingly isolated. President 
Kayibanda could not control the ethnic and regional dissensio~is. The 
disagreements within the regirne resulted into anarchy, which enabled General 
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Juvknal Habyarimana, Army Chief of Staff, to scize power through a coup on 5 
July 1973. General Ijabyarin~ana dissolved the First Republic and established the 
Second Republic. Scores of political leaders were imprisoned atd,  later, executed 
01- stawed to death, as was the case with the former President, Grt-goire 
Kayibanda. 

92. Fol1ou;ing a trend then common in Africa, President Habyarimal~a, in 1975, 
instituted the one-party system with the creation of the h4ouvcment 
revolutio~mairc national pour le developpement (MRND), of which elrery 
Rwandan was a member @so fileto, including the newborn. Siiicc the pa ty  
encompassed everyone, there was no room for political pluralism. A law passed 
in 1978 made Rwanda officially a one-party State with the consequence that the 
MRND hecame a "State-party", as it formed one and t he same entity with the 
Government. . . 

93. ... Like his predecessor, Gregoire Kayibanda. Habyarimana strengthened the 
policy of discrimination against the Tutsi by applying the same quota system in 
universit~es and government services. A policy of systematic discrimination was 
pursued even among thc Hutr~ themselves, in favour of Hutu from Habyarimana's 
native region, namely Gisenyi and Ruhengeri in the nortll-west, to the detriment 
of Hutu from other regions. This last aspect of Ilabyarimana's policy, 
considerably weakened his power: I~e~~ccforth, he faced opposition not only from 
the Tutsi but also from the IIutu, \vho felt discriminated against and most of 
~vhorn came from rhe central and southern regions. 111 the face of this situation, 
I-labyarilmna chose to relentlessly pm-sue the same policy hke his predecessor 
who Pavoured his region. Gitarama. Like Kayibanda, he became increasingly 
isolated and the base of' his regime narrowed down to a small intimate circle 
dubbed "Akaru", meaning the "President's household". TlUs further radicalized 
the opposilio~~ whose ranks swelled more and more. On 1 October 1990, an 
attack was launched from Uganda by the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF) whose 
forebear, the Alliance nvartdaise pour l'unite nationale ("NIUN"), was formed in 
1079 by Tutsi exiles based in Uganda. The attack pro\:ided a pretext for the arrest 
of thousands of opposition members in Rwanda considered as supporters of the 
RPF. 

94. Faced wit11 thc worsening internal situation that attracted a growing nunlber 
of Rwandans to the multi-pal-ry system, and pressured by foreign donors 
demanding not only economic but also political reforms in the form of much 
geater participation of the people in the country's management, President 
Habyarimana was compelled to accept the nlulti-party system in principle. On 28 
December 1990, the preliminary draft or a political charter to establish a multi- 
party system was published. On 10 June 1091, the new constitution introducing 
the multi-party system was adopted. follo\r~ed on 18 June by the promulgation of 
the law on political pairties and the formation ofthe first parties, namely: 
- the Mouve~ncut democratiqoe rCpuhhcaitl (MDR): considered to be the biggest 
party in terms of membership and claiming historical links with the MDR- 
Parrnchutu of Gregoire Kayibanda: its power-base was mainly the centre ofthe 
country, around Girarama; 
- rhe Parti social dh~ocra te  (PSD), whose membership included a good number 
of intellectuals, rccruited its members mostly in the South, in Butare: 
-the Parti liberal (PL); and 
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95. At the same time, Tutsi exiles, particularly those in Uganda organized 
themselves not only to launch incursions into Rwandan territory but also ro form 
a political organization, the Rbvandese Patriotic Front (KPF), with a military wing 
called the Kwaudau Patriotic Army (RPA). The first objective of the exiles was 
lo return to Rwanda. But thcy met with objection fi-om the Rwanda11 authorities 
and President Habyarimana, who is alleged to have said that land in Kwanda 
would nor be enough to feed all those who wanted ro return On these grounds, 
the exiles hroadened their objectives to include the ovelihrow of Habyarimana. 

96. The above-mentioned RPF attach on I October 1990 sent shock waves 
throughout Rwanda. Members of the opposition parties formed in 1991, saw this 
as an opportunity to have ail inforu~al alliance with the KPF so as to further 
destabilize an already weakened regime. The regime fulally accepted to share 
power between the MRND and the other political parties and, around March 
1992, the Government and the opposition signed an agreement to set up a 
transitional coalition govcrnmcnt headed by a J'rime Minister from the MDR. 
Out of the ninetecn ministries, the h4KND obtained only nine. Pressured by the 
opposition, the MRND accepted ihat negotiations with the RPF be started. The 
negotiations led to the first cease-fire in July 1992 aud the firm part of the Arusha 
Accords. The July 1992 cease-fire tacitly recognized KPF control over a portion 
of Kwandan territory in the nort11-east. The protocols signed following these 
accords included the October 1992 protocol establishing a transitional 
roverurnent and a transitional assembly and the participation of the RPI: 111 both 
i~istitutions. The political scene was now widened to comprise three blocs: the 
Habyarimana bloc, rhe internal opposition and the RPF. Experience showed that 
President Hahvarinlalm accepted these accords only because he was compelled to 
do so, hut had no intention of co~nplying with what he himself referred to as "un 
chiffon de papicr", meauing a scrap of paper. 

97. Yet, the RPI; did not drop its objective of seizing power. It therefore 
increased its military attacks. The massive attack of 8 February 1993 seriously 
uudenniued the relations beween the RPI' and the Hutu opposition parties, 
making it easy for FIabyarimana supporters to convene an assembly 01 all Hutu. 
1-hus, the bond built on Hutu kinship once again began to pi-evail over political 
differences, The three blocs mentioned earlier gave way to two ethnic-based 
opposing camps: on the one hand, the RPF, the supposed canopy of all Tutsi and. 
on the other hand, the other partles said to he composed essentially ofthe Hutu. 

98. In March 1992, a group of Hutu hard-liners founded a uew radical political 
party, the Coalition pour la defense de la republique (CDR), or Coalirion fol- the 
Defeuce of the Republic, which was mol-c estremist thau Habyarimana himself 
and opposed him on several occasions. 

101. On the political frout, a split was noticed in almost all the opposition parties 
on the issue of the proposed signing of a final peace agrecmenl. This schismatic 
trend began with the MDR party, the main rival of the MRNLI, whose ladical 
faction, later knonn as MDR Power, affiliated withthe CDR and the MRND. 
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102. On 4 August 1993, the Government of Rwanda and the KPF signed the final 
Arusha Accords and ended the war which started on 1 October 1990. l'hc 
Accords provided, inter &a, for the establishment of a transitional govcnment 
to include the RPF, the partial demobilization and integration of the two 
opposing armies (13,000 RPF and 35,000 FAR troops), the creation of a 
demilitarized zone between the RPF-controlled al-ea in the north and the rcst of 
the country, thc stationing of an RPF battalion in the city of Kigali, and the 
deployment, i 11 four phases, of a U N  peace-keeping force, the U nited Nations 
Assistance Mission for Rwanda (UNAMIR): with a two-year mandate. 

103. On 23 October 1993, thc President of Burundi, Melchior Sdadaye, a IIutu; 
was assassulated in the course of an attempted coup by Burundi 1-utsi soldiers.. . 

101. The assassination o f  P resident N dadaye gave P residcnt H abyarimana and 
the CDR the opportunity to denounce, in a joint MRND - CDR statement issued 
at the end of 1993, the Arusha Accords, calling them treason. However, a few 
days later, pursuing his policy of prevarication towards the intcrnational 
conununity, Habyarimana s~gned another part of the peace accords. Indeed, the 
At-usha Accords no longcr existed, except on paper. The President ccrtamly did 
take the oat11 of officc., but the installation of a transitional government was 
delayed, mainly by divisions within the political parties and the ensuing 
infighting 

105. The leaders of the CDR and the PSD were assassinated in February 1994. In 
Kigali, in the days that followed, the Interahamwe and the Impuzamugamhi 
rnassacrcd Tutsi as well as Habyarimana's Hutu opponents.. . 

106. At the end of March 1994, the transitional government was still not set up 
and Rwanda was on the brink of bankruptcy. lnlemational donors and 
neighbouring countries put pressure on the IIabyarimana government to 
implement t he Arusha .4 ccords. 0 n 6 April 1994; President H abyarimana and 
other heads of State of thc region met in Dar-es-Salaam (Tanzania) to discuss the 
implementation of the peace accords. The aircraft carrying President 
Habyarimana and thc Burundian Prcsident. Ntaryamirai, who wcre retruniilg 
from the meeting, crashed around 8:30 pm near Kigali airport All aboard were 
killed. 

107. This histoiy has been affirmed by the evidence adduced at trial, and the Accused 
have introduced much historical background that further elaborates on various aspects 01 
it. Iu particular, the Accused Ngcze introduced into evidence numerous historical works 
that clearly establish the history of ethnic identity and conflict in Rwanda, which h a s  
roots long preceding 1959, contrary to the statement made in paragraph 1.1 of the 
Indictments of  the Accused. 

108. The Chamber notes the emergence of Hutu, Tutsi, and Twa ethnic group identity 
over the course of Rwandan history, and the concomitant ethnic prejudice that resulted 
from the differential distribution of social and political privilege along ethnic lines, 
rostered by and during colonial rule. The history of Rwanda in thc twentieth century has 
been shaped by a complex interplay of political power and ethnic consciousness. The 
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Chamber observes that political forces have geatly contributed to the transformation of 
ethnic consciousness into etluuc hatred. 

109. This b ackdrop t o  the events that transpired i 11 Rwanda i n  1 994 may explain in 
large measure the otherwise alnrost incomprehensible level and intensity of the violence 
that erupted in April 1994 and continued relentlessly for several months. However, the 
Chamber recalls and underscores that this history cannol be used to justify such violence. 
Efforts to do so contribute to the perpetuation of violence. The Chamber recalls that its 
fundamental purpose of holding individuals accountable for their conduct is intended to 
"contribute to the process of national reconciliation and to the restoration and 
maintenance of peace".'9 Justice should serve as the beginning of the end ofthe cycle of 
violence that has taken so many lives; Tutsi and Hutu, in Rwanda. 

I 9  Security Councd Resolution 955, S.'RES;955 (1994). 8 Sovember 1994, 

, 
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CHAPTER 111 

FACTUAL FINDINGS 

1. Violence in Rwanda in 1994 

110. Prosecution Expert Witness Alison Des Forges testified that on 1 October 1990 
the RPF attacked Rwanda. quickly advancing fony miles inside the country. On the night 
oC 4 October 1990, when the RPF was still forty-five miles from Kigali, heavy firing 
shook the capital, and the next day the gove~nment announced that  he city had been 
attacked by RPF infiltrators, who were driven back by the Rwandan army. More than 
11,000 people were subsequently arrested and held without charge, thousands of them for 
many months. Although President Habyarimana stated that there was no question of 

t considering those of an ethnic group responsible for what happened, the Minister of 
Justice declared that the Tulsi were ihyitso, or accomplices, of the invaders. Within 
several weeks. Rwandan hoops had driven the RPF back towards the Ugandan border. As 
govenunent soldiers advanced through the northeastern region of Mutura, they killed 
between 500 and 1,000 civilians, largely Bahima, a people usually identified with the 
Tutsi, who were accused of having aided the RPF. Over the next few years, the RPF and 
the Rwandan Government ensaged in occasional negotiations. However: ceasefires were 
broken as regularly as they were signed. Also over the next few years were a series of 
attacks against the Tutsi. including one in Bugesera in March 1992. Des Forges named 
seventeen such attacks from 1991 to 1993, most of  which took place in northwestern 
~wanda." Des Forges also documented human rigbts abuses conmitted by the RPF." 

11 1.  Des Forges testified that a document was found in the Butare prefectural office, 
witten by a propagandist who based his work on a French book, Psychologie de la 
publicite et de lapropagande. Drawing also on Lcnin and Goebbels, be advocated the use 
of lies, exaggeration, ridicule and innuendo against the adversary a d  suggests that the 

a public must be persuaded that the adversary stands for war, death, slavery, repression, 
injustice and sadistic cruelty. He stressed the importance of linking propaganda to events 
and suggested simply "creating" events, if necessary. He proposed the use ofwhat he 
called "Accusation in a mirror", meaning that one would impute to the adversary one's 
own intentions and plans. "In this way". he wrote, "the party which is using terror will 
accuse the enemy of using terror". Such a tactic could be used to persuade honest people 
that attack by the enemy justifies taking whatever measures arc necessary for legitimate 
defense." 

112. In December 1991, a commission of ten officers prepared a secret report on how 
to defeat the enemy "in the rnilirarq., media and political domains". The rcport identified 
as the principal enemy "the Tutsi inside or outside the country, extremist and nostalgic 
for power; who have ncver recopized and will never recognize the realities of the 1959 
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social revolution and w ho \v ish t o  reconquer power b y all means necessary. including 
arms". The report several times equated the Tutsi with the enemy. saying the Tutsi were 
unified behind a single ideology of Tutsi hegemony. Among those categories of people 
from whom enemy partisans were said to be recruited were Tutsi inside the country, Hutu 
political opponents, and foreigners married to Tutsi wives. In late September or early 
October 1992, the army ordered all units to provide lists of people said to be enemy 
accomp~ices." 

113. The recruitment and training of militia. particularly the Znterahamlve, in the use of 
iireanns and other weapons increased during 1993 and early 1994. The man in the 
Rwandan army responsible for the training in Kigali, where the largest number of recruits 
were trained, estimated in early January 1994 that the 1,700 intertrhairzwv at his 
command, who were organized in groups of forty throughout the city, could kill 1.000 * Tutsi in twenty minutes. By late 1993, thousands of firearms had been distributed through 
to conmunes for self-defence programs or to the comniunal police. After October 1993: 
the pace of distribution increased, and fireans, grenades and machetes were delivered to 
militia and others. Many of the weapons were kept in Kigali, and some were sent to 
outlying areas. As there were insufficient firearms to distribute to everyone, military 
officers involved in the self-defense program encouraged recruits to perfect their skills 
with spcars and bows and arrows. and provided many of them with machetes. From 
January 1993 through March 1994, Rwanda imported more than half a million machetes, 
double the number imported in previous years." 

114. On 6 April, the plane carrying President Habyarilnana was shot down, a crime for 
which responsibility has not been established. Within hours, killings began. Soldiers and 
militia began systematically slaughtering Tutsi. The Presidential Guard, backed by 
militia, murdered government officials and leaders ofthe political opposition. On 7 April 
1994, the RPF renewed combat with government forces. United Nations troops, in 
Rwanda under the terms of the peace accords, tried briefly to keep the peace, then 
withdrew to their posts as 01-dered by UN headquarters in New York. A force of French, 

a Belgian and Italian troops came to evacuate foreigners and thcn departed. Ten Belgian 
soldiers of UNAMIR, the UN peacekeeping forces, were killed, and the Belgian troops 
were withdrawn. On 9 April 1994, an interim government was sworn in, with Jean 
Kambanda as Prime Minister. .4 meeting of prefects took place on 11 April, and on 12 
April the Minister oCDefence appealed through the radio for Hutu unity, saying partisan 
interests must be set aside in the battle against the common enemy. the Tutsi. On 16 
April, the military chief of staff and theprefet best known for opposing the killings wcre 
replaced. This prefet was later executed. Three hou~,pmestres and a number of other 
officials who sought to stop the killings were also killed, in mid-April or shortly arter. In 
the instructions given to the population, killing was known as "work", and machetes and 
firearms were described as "tools". In the first days of killing, assailants sought out and 
killed targeted individuals, Tutsi and Hutu political opponents. Roadblocks were set up 
to catch Tutsi trying to flee. Subsequently a different strategy was implemented: driving 
Tutsi out of their homes to churches, schools, or other public sites where they were then 

" Ibid,pp. 19-20. 35 
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massacred in large-scale operations. In mid-May the strategy tumed to tracking down the 
last surviving Tutsi, who had successfully hidden in ceilings, holes, or the bush, or who 
had been protectcd by their status in the community. Throughout thc killing, Tutsi 
women were orten raped, tortured and mutilated bcfore thcy were killed.25 

115. Prosecution Witness Philippe Dahinden, a Swiss journalist, visited Rwanda from 
1 to 13 May 1994. He went to Butare, Gitarama, and Kigali, passing through hundreds of 
roadblocks -- some military roadblocks, some interahn?i7We roadblocks and some CDR 
roadblocks. He testilied that Butare town was deserted and destroyed and had an air of 
total desolation. A number of buildings had hecn burnt down, and people had becn 
massacred. He heard testimonies and filmed religious people who talked of heaps of dead 
bodies. Away from the main road Dahinden himself saw the dead bodies of  people who 
had b een massacred, mainly Tutsi. H e  said Hutu accused o f  b eing accomplices o f t  he 
enemy or Hutu opposed to the MRND Party were also killed. He interviewed people who 
told him that civilians and military men came to look for Tutsi who were hihng to takc 
them away and kill them. They said some had lists with them. Dahindcn saw people 
bcing taken and killed, and he saw thousands of dead bodies. He filmed dead bodies in 
the river at Kanyaru, counting the bodies as they flowed by and estimated on that basis 
ba t  there were 3.000 to 5,000 dead bodies per day coming down the river.'" 

116. Prosecution Witness X testified to having seen thousands of Tutsi bodies on 7. 8 
and 9 April 1994 on the streets in Kigali, including those of old and young men and 
women, and children. Among these thousands of Tutsi bodies would be a small number 
of Hutu bodies. The witness did not hear any reports of there having been RPF soldiers 
among the dead bodies. In 1994, everyone on his mother's side ol.the family was killed. 
His mother was a ~utsi ."  

117. The Chamber has found the evidence of Philippe Dahinden and Witness X to be 

m credible, as set forth in paragraphs 546 and 547. 

118. The Chamber notes that n~uch of the evidence set forth above is not disputed as a 
matter of fact. What is disputed, vigorously, is the analysis of these facts. The Chamber 
considers it well established and virtually conceded that a widespread and systematic 
attack against the Tutsi population commenced following the shooting down of thc plane 
carrying President Habyarimana and his death on 6 April 1994. This attack took place in 
the contcxt of a war between the RPF and the Rwandan Government. This war began 
when thc RPF attacked Rwanda on 1 October 1990. It continued off and on, amidst 
Sailed peace negotiations and ceasefires throughout the period from 1990 to 1994. During 
these years, a number of attacks directed against Tutsi civilians took place. In her 
evidence Des Forges named seventeen such attacks beh\:een 1990 and 1993, mostly in 
the northwestern part of Rwanda. The Chamber considers that these attacks formed part 

21 /hid.. pp. 36-40. 
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of a larger initiative, beginning in 1990, which systematically targeted the Tutsi 
population as suspect accomplices of the RPF. The Chamber notcs lhat attacks by the 
RPF against civilians during this time have also been docunlented. 

119. In the evidence recounted in this judgeme~~t, a number of incidents are described 
that illustrate ihe personal impact of these events on witnesses who testified. Witness 
AEL, a Tutsi woman who went to great lengths to secure a Hutu identity card in 1979, 
found that in 1994 this Hutu identity card saved her life. Four times she was taken to the 
edge of a hole that had been dug for bodies, some killed and thrown in the hole while 
others were buried alive. When she was about to be killed and thrown in this hole 
herself, her would-be killers looked at her identity card, which stated that she was a Hulu, 
and let her live. Franpis-Xavier Nsanzuwera, the former Prosecutor of Kigali, described 
in his testimony ihe telephone call he received on 7 April 1994 from Charles Shamukiga, 

a a Tutsi businessman. While they were on the telephone, the witness heard soldiers 
breaking into his house and Shamukiga said "This is it, l am going to die". Witness A4J 
described hiding in the ceiling of a milk plant on 7 April I994 when the Irzteuc~humiz~e and 
soldiers threw grenades and shot into the room. He hcard them come in to finish off with 
knives those who were not already dead, cutting open a pregnant woman and removing 
her baby before killing her. Witness FY described the death of Daniel Kabaka on 7 April 
1994. While the rcst of the family fled; his 12 year-old daughter Chine remained with 
him, saying that she wanted to die with her father. We was shot three times in the chest 
and died inuiiediately. She was also shot twice and died a weck later. 

Factual Findings 

120. The Chamber finds that within the context of hostilities between the RPF and the 
Rwandan Government, which began when the RPF attacked Rwanda on 1 October 1990, 
the T utsi population within the country w as systematically targeted, a s  suspected RPF 
accomplices. This target included a number of violent attacks that resulted in the killing 
of Tutsi civilians. The RPF also engaged in attacks on civilians du-ing this period. 

121. Following the shooting of the plane and the death of President Habyarimana on 6 
April 1994, widespread and systematic killing of Tutsi civilians, a genocide, in Rwanda 
commenced. 

2. Kangura 

2.1 Ownership and Control of Kangura 

122. The first issue of K~mgurtr was published in May 1990, the last in 1995. In 1994. 
ihere was a hiatus in publication. Kanguru No. 59 appeared in March 1994, and Kanguru 
No. 60, the next issue, was published in September 1994 outside ~ w a n d a . ~ '  According to 
Prosecution Expert Witness Marcel Kabanda, who has researched tbe print media in 
Rwanda from 1 990 t o  1 995, Ktmgum w as very well known i n the country a s  well a s  
internationally. It was probably the most well known newspaper from Rwanda during 
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that period of time. The newspaper had two versions, one primarily in Kinyarwanda and 
onc primarily in French, referred to as the international ver~ion.~"rosecution Witness 
AHA, a Hutu joumalist who worked for Kung~~rcr, said gencrally between 1,500 and 
3,000 copies were printed, depending on sales and the period."' 

123. Hassan Kgeze was Editor-in-Chief of Kangura from its first to its last issue. He 
testified that he was the owner of Kungrtra and acknowledged that the overall dircction of 
the paper and all authority connected with the newspaper remained in his hands 
tl~roughout a11 o f  its publications." In every issue o f  Kangura from 1991 onwards, i n  
compliance with a requirement imposed on all newspapers by the Kigali Prosecutor. a 
notice was printed on the bottom of the cover page, stating, "The content of the articles 
binds the author and the p~~blisher".~' Wicncss .4HA testified that Ngeze was the founder 
oS Kan,rpi-a and noted that he was the owner and accountant: as well as the Editor-in- 

124. Prosecution Witness Adrien Rangira, a Tutsi joumalist, testified to the 
circumstances that led to the creation oSKarzgzira. He said Ngeze worked as a journalist 
for Kanguka, which he described as an independent newspaper. started in 1987. 
.4ccording to Rangira, Ngeze left Kungirka in May 1990 afier an incident involving an 
attack on the house of Valens Kajeguhakwa, the owner of the paper. Kajeguhalcwa said 
the attack had been directed against him by the govcmment, and an article was published 
in Kangiika describing this version of the incident. Ngcze subsequently said he had done 
his own investigation and that there had been no attack. The story had been fabricated. 
He wanted the newspaper to publish the denial of two colonels whom Kajeguhakwa had 
named as having directed the attack and been present when i t  took place. When Kangztka 
rcfused to publish his article, which stated that the attack as reported had not taken place, 
Ngeze started Kanguva, publishing this article in its first issue. Rangira explained that the 
\vords "Kangurn" and "Kmgz~kir" are similar in meaning, that "Kangukd' means "wake 
up," while "Ka17gur-a" means "wakc others up". The witness suggested that Ngeze chose 
Krrngwu as a name for his paper to confuse readers. He said another factor in Ngeze's 
decision to leave Kangirka was his concern that Kangzka was starting to sabotage the 
government, and pressure from the authorities t o  leave the newspaper for t  his reason. 
Kajcguhakwa, a Tntsi and close friend of President Habyarimana, left the country in July 
1990 and joined the R P F . ~ ~  

125. Ngeze affirmed in his testimony that the report of the attack on Kajeguhakwa 
prompted him to leave K a n g z h  and start Krrizguru. He described Kajeguhakwa as 
someone he had known his whole life and respected as his rather. Kajeguhakwa had 
helped him establish his kiosk in Gisenyi. Ngeie said that in 1989, Kajeguhakwa tried to 
rccrvit him for the RPF. At that time, Ngeze was involved in both Kunguka and Gisenyi 
Information. Ngcze said he had money and was funding Kanguka when ICajeguhakwa put 
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his sons in as shareholders of kirrzgiiku, effectively buying or taking over the newspaper. 
One day, Vincent Rwahukwisi (Ravi), the editor of Kunguku, told Kgeze that they had 
money fro111 Kajeguhakwa and were going to publish RPF news, and he therefore did not 
know how they w ere going to continue to work together. In May 1990, Kajeguhakwa 
called R~vabukwisi and told him that they were going to forge a story to say that 
Kajeguhakwa had been attacked by the Rwandan Anned Forces, in order to provoke the 
international c omrnunity to  attack the g ovemment o f  P resident H abyarimana and p a\:e 
the way for the RPF to come and liberate Kajeguhakwa and the Tutsi inside Rwanda. 
Ngeze undertook his own investigation and found that the attack did not take place. 
Ngeze testified that even Habyarimana believed that Kajeguhakwa had been attacked. 
Kajcguhakwa was a close friend of the President. liabyarimana sent Colonel Anatole 
Nsengiyumva, chief of army intelligence, to tell Egeze to leave Ka-jeguhakwa alone." 
Ngeze cited Kajeguhakwa's book as corroborating his evidence. In his book. 

a Kajeguhakwa referred to the incident, saying that Rwabukwisi refused to publish the text 
written by Ngeze and char-acterizing that text as "deceitfulY3" 

126. Rangira, who after leaving Kunpku started his own nen.spaper. Le Flon~beu~~x,  
testified that considering the resources he had at that time, Ngeze would have required 
financial support for Kungurcr. He learned from friends of Ngeze that funding for 
Kangura was secretly provided by the intelligence agency of the government. Among 
these friends, Rangira mentioned Robert Kajuga, Presidellt of the Znte~nhumwe, who told 
him that a meeting had been organized to find ways oC supporting Kanguru. Noting that 
he often met and spent much time with Ngeze at the printers waiting for their respective 
newspapers, Rangira said that on one such occasion Ngeze told him that he did receive 
funds for the newspaper but did not specify from where. Ngeze said that he was trying to 
iun a business and that even if the ir2kotuiz?~i gave him money he would work with them: 
which to the witness made it clear that he was receiving funds from sources other than or 
in addilion to sales and advertising. 

127. Prosecution Witness AHA, who worked for Korzgurn and during this time lived in 

0 Ngeze's house in Kigali for several years, said he thought Karzgz~ru might have been 
funded by sales, as sales were substantial. He mentioned a bank Ngeze had written to 
about funding and said Ngeze had told him of a Giend who had given him two million 
Rwandan francs to begin with. which came from the head of the intelligence 
Witness AHA also mentioned a Pastor Musave, the general manager of a bank. who 
supported Kungum financially in his personal capacity.'8 On cross-examination, Witness 
AHA testified that he did I J O ~  see any receipts and that the chief of intelligence never 

39 came to the house or office of Ngeze. Witness AGX, a Tutsi man from Gisenyi. 
testified that he used to read Kangura. He knew the newspaper belonged to Ngeze but it 
was said that there were military officers who supported it as members of the MRND and 
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members of the government He thought there was some truth in this as he used to see 
Ngeze roammg around w ~ t h  mihtary officers such as Anatole ~ s e n g ~ ~ m v a . ~ '  

128. Prosecution Witness Franqois Xavier Nsanzuwera, the former Kigali Prosecutor, 
testified that Joseph Nzirorera. the Minister for Public Works and Trade and the 
Executive Secretary of the MRND, was one of those who financed Kcznpri-(I. 
Nsanzuwera met h'gcze in Nzirorera's office, coming out of a meeting as be was going 
in. Nsanzuwera recalled that when Ngeze was arrested in 1990, he had investigated these 
matters and learned that behind Ngeze and his newspaper thcre were politicians close to 
the MRND such as Nzirorera and other senior officers. In a confidential note he wrote 
subsequently to the President, Nsanzuwera mentioned Kzirorera and others he thought 
were involved in funding Kangura. Nzirorera summoned him and was furious. Later, 
when an arrest warrant was issued for Ngeze, his arrest was blocked. Ngeze had secured 

a a note from a higher level ofkicial saying that all matters had been sorted out and judicial 
action should not proceed." 

129. Rangira testified that in the beginning, Ngeze himself wrote the articles for 
Kangurcr, and then advertised for journalists. Tn addition to the editorial staff, political 
personalities such as Casimir Bizimungu wrote for Kangum as did "MRND ~adres".~ '  
Witness AHA testified that he responded to the job advertisement in Kungura for 
jourualists and joined the paper on a permanent basis in 1992." When asked about other 
journalists who wrote for Kurzg~lru, Witness AHA mentioned Noel Hitimana as well as 
Ngeze. Witness AHA had worked with Hitimana at Radio Rwanda, and he said that 
subsequently Hitimana went from Karzgtrtc to RTLM. He also mentioned two students, 
Singisa Ntabinda and Papiyas Robert, as well as himself. Others such as political party 
leaders wrote articles, but as most of them did not sign their articles it would be difficult 
to identify them.'"here were editorial team meetings for each issue of Karzgzrrtc but 
Witness AHA said that Ngeze was "the boss" and always had "the last word". In these 
meetings, which lasted one or two hours, no one ever disagreed over the articles to be 
published. When Ngeze was in prison, while Witness AHA was technically still at Radio 

e Rwanda, Noel Hitimana served as Editor-in-Chief of Kangur-u. According to Witness 
AHA, Hitimana and Ngeze never disagreed or argued.45 

130. Witness AHA testified that Nkubito, the Prosecutor General who was in the 
opposition, often created problems for h'gere, detaining him a ~ ~ d  suspending publication 
of k n g u r a .  Hc recalled that this happened in July 1990. Kangura No. 1 and Kangurzl 
No. 2 were published in June 1990 and then ihere was a hiatus while Ngere was in 
detention until November oSthat year. He noted that between April and July 1994, thcre 
was no publication of Kang~lrcr and said that Ngeze got involved with a militia and was 
moving around. He recalled seeing him in milital-y uniform and said he was no longer a 
journalist at that time. Witness GO said it was true that Ngere was arrested several times 
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by the government, but he did not know why and did not remember when and Tor how 
long." Hasan Ngeze testified that he was detained repeatedly for the publication of 
Krrizguru, calling jail his second home. He said he would finish publishing and the day 
the newspaper went on sale he would pack his clothing bccause he knew the next day he 
would be in jail." 

Credibility of Witnesses 

131. The Chamber has found the testimony of Francois Xavier Nsanzuwera to be 
credible, as set forth in paragaph 545. The credibility of Hassan Ngere's testimony is 
discussed in section 7.5. 

132. Witness AHA was questioned in cross-examination as to the circumstances of his * departure in 1992 from Radio Rwanda, where he had been employed before he worked 
for ~ a r 2 ~ ~ 1 r u . ~ ~  It was put to him that he was fired from Radio Rwanda becausc of a 
drinking problem and that he had a history of alcoholism, which he denied. While 
initially working for Kangurcl, he was still on thc payroll of Radio Rwanda as a full-lime 
employee. Hc suggested that his dismissal was related to his connection with ~ ~ e z e . ~ '  
The witness was asked how he knew that Ngeze had secwed funding for Kangura from 
the head of the intelligence agency. He maintained his testimony that Ngeze had told him 
so, and when asked how the question of funding had come up, he explained that therc 
was lots of equipment around and everyone was wondering where it had come from. 
Witness AH.4 stated that he was paid for his work at Kangupurcr and explained that he lived 
in Ngere's house for several years without paying rent through Ngere's generosity. The 
witness was questioned on the conditions of his current detention in Kigali, where he has 
been awaiting trial. It was put to him that if he testified in a manner that did not please the 
Rwandan government, he might be subject to reprisal, and he was asked whether he fclt 
free to tell thc truth. He replied that he had sworn to tell the He said he had not 
been promised anything or given any money in exchange for his testi~nony." Witness 
.4HA was questioned in detail on prc-trial investigation interviews with the Office of thc * Prosecutor. He was not certain of the order of several meetings but said this was not due 
to a problem with his memory, as suggested by Counsel, but rather that he just did not 
register the precise dates of the meetings. The Chamber considers that the evidence of 
Witness AHA was not effectively challenged by cross-examination and finds his 
testimony to be credible. 

133. Adrien Rangira, a Rwandan Member of Parliament at the time of his testimony, 
was cross-examined on the composition of the current government, both the 
Constitutional Committee and the Parliament. He answered reluctantly. and when asked 
whether the majority of each of these bodies was comprised of Tutsi, he said he did not 
know. He had testified in direct examination that he did not consider etlnicity 
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important. On cross-cxamination, Rangira was confronted with his written statement, in 
which he had described Casmir Bizimunyl as a "Hutu extremist" and summarized the 
philosophy of Hutu extremism as holding that power must be held by the Hutu as they are 
in the majority, and the Tutsi, as they are in the minority, must be prevented from taking 
power. In the ensuing qucstioning on democracy and the concept of majority rule, 
Rangira maintained that the voice of the majority should not he based on ethnic ndes. 
When asked whether the RPF represcnted Tutsi ideology, or was linkcd to the Tulsi 
ethnic group, he stated that he was not a member of the RPF and could not speak for that 
party but that he had not heard the RPF describe itself this way. He rehsed to answer the 
question of whether the current government of Rwanda was dominated by Tutsi, saying 
he did not know the ethnicities of all indi~iduals.'~ When asked whether he supported the 
armed invasion of the RPF, he was evasive, eventually answering that he supported 
political avenues to power rather than military ones. He said he supported some ideas of * the RPF but did not support war. He was cross-examined on his trip to the RPF- 
controlled zone t o  produce a video, which included interviews with Paul Kagame and 
other RPF leaders. When questioned about his access to these leaders and the RPF escort 
he had. Rangira said all journalists. including Hassan Ngez,e, went to the RPF zone. The 
Chamber notes that much of the cross-examination of this witness was politically 
oriented. Although Rangira resisted efforts by Counsel to get him to discuss the ethnic. 
conlposition of the current government, the Chamber does not consider that the witness's 
political views distort his ability to testify truthfully to factual matters. For this reason, 
the Chamber finds the testimony ofAdrien Rangira to be credible. 

Discussion of Evidence 

1 3  That Hassan Ngezc. was the rounder and editor of K(irzgtirtr is not contested. The 
Chamber notes that Ngeze accepted responsibility for and defended the publication in his 
testimony. Others such as Witness AHA: who worked For Kangur-a, confirmed that 
Ngeze was "the boss" and had the last word in editorial meetings. Although some 
evidei~ce was adduced by the Prosecution suggesting that financial support for Kangurrz 

e came from the government, and more specifically from the chief of intelligence services, 
the evidence is insufficient to sustain such a finding by the Chamber. Rangira's evidence 
in this regard is not very specific and i t  is hearsay, as is the evidence of Witness AHA, 
who acknowledged in cross-examination that he had no independent basis of 
confitmation for what Ngeze had told him about funding for Knngccra. Nsanzuwera was 
vague in his testimony on this matter. He did not say how he learned that Nzirorera was 
involved in Kangur-a, and hc did not specify the nature of his involvement. Ksanzuwera's 
evidence suggests that Ngeze had euough influence with high-level government officials 
to thwart an effort to arrest him. This does not establish that the government or 
individuals in the government had a formal role in Kurzguru. 

Factual Findines 

135. Hassan Kgeze \\as the owner, founder and editor of Kang~rm. Hc controlled the 
publication and was respons~blc for its contents. 
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2.2 Content of Kangura 

136. On the cover of each issue of Kurzgura, beginning in February 1991 with the 
publication of Kanglirrr KO. 10, appeared the title ''ljui Rignnzijc Gukang~ira 1% 

Kurerzgev~r Rubanda ,'f),anzu~inshi", or "The Voice that Awakens and Defends the 
Majority People". Transbation of the term "mbcmd(r nyunzwinshi" from Kinyamanda into 
French and English was discussed extensively in the course of the proceedings. The word 
"rubanrla" means "people" and the word "nyarnwinshi" means "majority".j3 Expert 
Witness Marcel Kabanda noted that Kangzira had itself translated "rubat& t z y h ~ i l z s h i "  
into French as 'Bezqde m ajoritai~e". H e  also quoted a passage from Kangura No. 3 3,  
explicitly defining the majority, or the masses, as the ~ n t u . ' ~ c c o r d i n g  lo Witness AHA, 
Ngeze. described Kunglrra as "a voice ofthe ~u tu" . "  

137. The Chamber has examined a number of articles and excerpts fi-om K a n g ~ a .  
focusing primarily on those which addrcssed issues of ethnicity and on those which 
called on readers to take action. 

2.2.1 The Ten Commandments 

138. The Ten Comrnandrnenrs were published in Kungura No. 6, in December 1990, 
within a n  article entitled Appeal t o  the Conscience o f  the Hutu. This article had five 
sections beginning with an introduction. The introduction stated that the attack on 
Rwanda in October 1990 by "Tutsi extremists". who relied on the support of "infiltrators 
within the country and thc complicity of Tulsi within the country", as well as the 
Ugandan army, had been undertaken with the hope "to conquer the countly and establish 
a regime. based on their feudal monarchy". Noting that the attack had been successfully 
repelled, the introduction warned Krnzgura readers and ended with the following rallying 
cry: 

1 ... The enemy is still there, among us, and is biding his time to try again. at a 
more propitious moment; to decimate us. 

Therefore, IIutu, wherever you may be. wake up! Be firm and vigilant. Take all 
necessary measures to deter the enemy from launching a fresh attack. 

139. Thc second part of the al-tick, entitled "The Tutsi ambition". described the Tutsi 
as "bloodthirsty", and referred to their continuing ideology of Tutsi domination over the 
Hutu, and to the "permanent dream of the Tutsi" to restore Tutsi minority rule. The 
ambition of the Tutsi was described as being regional. in conquest of power in Central 
Africa. In Rwanda, I l~e Tutsi were said to be dividing the Hutu to breach their cohesion 
through the exacerbation of regional and ethnic divisions, and fanning of antagonism 
among them. The article referred to a plan of 1962, in which the Tutsi were to resort to 
hvo weapons they thought effective against the Hutu: "money and the Tutsi woman". Thc 

" T. 14 May 2002, pp. 3-10. 
14 1Did.. Exhibit PI 16, Kangura No. 9, Yo. 33 
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third part of the article, on implementatio~r of this plan, stated that the Tulsi used money 
dishonestly to take over Hutu companies or to gain control over State authorities. The 
fourth part of the article, entitled "The Tutsi woman", slated that Tutsi women were sold 
or married to Hutu intellectuals or highly placed Hutu officials, where they could serve as 
spies in influential Hutu circles and arrange government appointments, issue special 
import licenses, and pass secrets to the enemy. The fiflh part of the article, in which The 
Ten Commu~zdments were included, exhorted the Hutu to wake up "now or never" and 
become aware of a new Hutu ideology, with roots in and in defence of the 1959 
revolution. Reference was made to the historical servitude ol'the Hutu, and readers were 
urged to "be prepared to defend themselves against this scourge". The Hutu were urged 
to "cease feeling pity for the Tutsi!" J'he article then set forth The Ten Commandments: 

1. Every Hutu male should know that 'l'utsi women: \srherever they may be. are 
worlung in the pay of their Tutsi ethnic group Consequently, shall be deemed 
a traitor: 
- Any Hutu male who marries a Tutsi woman; 
- Any Hutu malc who kceps a Tutsi concubine; 
-Any  Hutu male who makes a Tutsi woman his secretary or protkgee. 

2. Every IIutu male n~ust know that our I-Iutu daughters are more dignified and 
conscientious in their role of woman, wife and mother. Are they not pretty. 
good secretaries and more honest! 

3. IIutu woman, be vigilant and bring your husbands, brothers and sons back to 
their senses. 

4. Every Hutu male inust h o w  that all Tutsis are dishonest in their business 
dealings. They are only seeking ethnic supremacy. 

Shall be consequently constdered a traitor, auy Hutu male: 

- who enters into a business partnership with Tutsis; 
- who invests his money or State money in a Tutsi company; 
- who lends to, or borrows from, a Tutsi; 
- wlio grants business favours to Tutsis [granting of import licenses. bank 

loans, building plots, public tenders.. .] 

5. Strategic positions in the political, administrative, cconomic, military and 
security domain should, to a large extent, be entrusted to tlutus. 

6. In the Education sectol-. (pupils, students, teachers) must bc in the majority 1Iutu. 

7. The Rwandan Armed Forces should be exclusively Hutu. That is the lesson we 
learned from the October 1990 war. No soldier must marry a Tutsi woman. 

'"ranslated as: "Only he who spent a sleepless night can talk about the ni it ' fl. 
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8. Hutus milst cease having any plty for the ruts1 

9. - The Hutu male, wherever he may be: sliould be united, in solidarity and be 
concerned about the fate of their FIutu brothers. 

- The Hutus at home and abroad must constautly seek friends and allies for the 
Hutu Cause, beginning with their Bantu brothers. 
- They must constantly counteract Tutri propaganda. 
- The Hutu must be fin11 and vigilant towards their common Tutsi enemy. 

10. The 1959 social revolution, the 1961 referendum and the. Hutu ideology must he 
tmglit t o Hutus at  all levels. Every Hutu must propagate r hc present ideology 
widely. Any Hutu \vho persecutes his brother Sor having read, disseminated and 
taught this ideology shall be deemed a traitor. 

0 140. Witness GO, a Hutu who worked at ihe Ministry of Infomation monitoring the 
private press, testified that he had read The Ten Comnzciadrrxnts and that they had been 
broadcast on RTLM. He described the goal of mentioning them as "to ensure that the 
populaiion understood that all the Hutus must become united", that "they should have a 
single fighting goal that they should aim for", and "that they should have no link or 
relationship between Hiltus and Tutsis". He said it was for this reason thal some men 
started killing their Tutsi wives, or children of a mixed marriage killed their own Tutsi 
parents." 

141. Prosecution Witness ABE, a Tutsi, testified that he regularly read Kangum, from 
the time of its first publicatioll in 1990. He particularly recalled reading The Ten 
Comnmndme,zents in Kan,qmi No. 6. He said, "for me that was incitement to hatred. The 
Hutus were being asked to rise up against the Tutsis". He said the. commandments that 
really t ouched him were the ones prohibiting marriage to,  i ntimate relations with, and 
emplo,ment of Tutsi women, whicli he considered to be very serious because the Hutu 
and Tutsi shared the same culture and lived within the same territory. With regard to the 
commandment that the llutu should not take pity on the Tutsi, he understood this to 
mean, "In other words they can even kill then?, adding, "And that is actually what 
happened, and I think this was meant to prepare the killings".is Prosecution Witness 
AHA, a journalist who worked Sor Kmgurn, testified that the effect of the publication of 
The Ten Conznru~td~?tents was that the Hutu started perceiving the 'Iutsi as enemies 
inrtead of secing them as citizens, and the Tutsi also starting seeing the Hutu as a threat." 

142. Prosecution Witness MK, a Tutsi, testified on cross-examination that she 
occasionally read Krmgum, \vhicli her colleagues would b ~ i n g  into the office where she 
worked. She said it was in K[mgura that she had read The Ten Commrmdments, which 
she described as "how the Hutus were supposed to get rid of the ~ u t s i s " . ~ ~  Adrian 
Rangira, a Tutsi jomalis t ,  testified that through the publication of nze Ten 
Commrmdnzents, the mission of Knngzmr became clearer and that, in his view, giving 
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commandments or instruction to Hutus as to bow they should heat Tutsis constituted 
incitement to violence." Prosecution Witness Philippe Dahinden, a Swiss journalist, 
tcstificd that a few weeks before his arrival in Rwanda in January 1991, the Ten 
Commandments, an appeal calling for e th i c  hatred, had appeared in Kung~ira and "sent 
a shock wave among the people" and the whole of Kigali was talking about it." 
According to Prosecution Expert Witness Marcel Kabanda, The Ten Conzmcmdments 
were seen as a "scandal" by both R\vandans and foreigners, as "the expression of racism. 
as a parallel of the racism against Jews in ~ u r o p e " , ~ ~  

143. In Iris defencc, Hassan Ngezc testified that while Kungura did publish The Ten 
Commczndmerzts, it was not the only or even the first publication to do so. He cited 
Masuwera as having published The Ten Corwmcmcltnents before he did, and other 
newspapers in Rwanda including intera and Umrravcf. These werc publications 

e supportive of the RPF that Ngeze said used The Tell Commund~ne~~ts  to defame Hutus. In 
a letter dated 2 February 1995, which he \$Tote to the organization Africa fights 
regal-ding its criticism of Kmgum,  Ngeze obsen~ed that Africa Rights had itself 
published The Tetz Commundmerzts. Witness AHA confirmed in cross-examination that 
The Ten Comnzu~zdments appearcd in many publications other than and prior to Knngrrru, 
specifically mentioning ~ u n ~ u k a . "  Prosecution Expert Witnesses Mathias Ruzindana 
and Marcel Kabanda also confirmed in their testin~ony that 77ze Ten Commnnd~nenls were 
published in other newspapers in Rwanda. Kahanda additionally confirmed that Knnguru 
was not the first to publish these commandn~ents.~~ 

144. Ngeze also invoked his pnblication of the Tutsi I9  Cot?wzandnle~zfs in Kntzgwu 
No. 4, 1990, in an effort to show the even-handedness of Knngztru. The 19 
Commrzndmetzts began with the statement, "We are few if we consider how many wc are 
but Collowing the 1960 polls, we gain power by the way of having recourse to the Bantu 
naivety." The text urged readers to "use all means" to submit the Hutu under "our" 
authority, and i t  referred to R wabugili, the Tutsi king, a s  "our n ational hero". The I9 
Commccnriments were addressed to Tutsi, implicitly, and called on them to get into 

a positions of authority, to get to know others in authority, befriend them, and then replace 
them. TIK fifth commandment said, Tor example, ".4s we can replace all elected Bahutu 
in thcir charges? let us make them friends of ours. Give them some gifts especially some 
becr. This will enable us to achieve this task very easily." There was much in the 
document about thc importance of undermining Hutu confidence, with phrases such as 
"use the educated Bahutu credulity", "show them they are incapable", "ridicule the civil 
sendants under our authority as ignorant Bahutu people", and "do whatever you can to 
keep the Bahutu civil servants in an inferiority complex". Conuixandment 13 told readers 
to "Keep in mind that the Hutu are created to be servant to other", and Commandment 16 
issued a special call to the "youth Tutsi", stating that if "we Sail to achieve our goal, we 
will use violence". 

6 1  'T. 12 M~T.  2001, pp. 119-1 20. 
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145. On cross-examination, Witness AHA testified that the 19 Cbmnmntlinents had 
been in circulation for thirty years, since 1962. He said that although the document that 
had been reprinted in Karzptrrr was not accurate verbatim to thc original text, which he 

66 
said had softer language, nevertheless the meaning was the same. On rc-direct 
examination, the Prosecution highlighted Commandment 19, which ended, "We have a 
lot of money obtained by fraud and 65 million francs should be given the Catholic 
Monitors", and suggested to the witness that the Tutsi would not write such a statement, 
i.e. let it be known that they had participated in fraud, thereby challenging the 
authenticity of the tcxt. Witness AH.4 maintained that the text was different from the 
original "but the ideology of dividing, of hatred, of incitement of an ethnic group against 
the other is the same in both cases". He later added to the comparison he was asked to 
make of the two sets of comnlandments, suggesting that it was most important to look at 
what the reader would retain. He recalled that people had been killed and concluded. 
"But in the two cases one can say that one is less and the other stronger but in any case 
there are people who are dying and there is no death which is lesser than another"."? 

146. Prosecution Expert Witness Alison Des F o r ~ e s  suggested in her testimony that the 
19 Commaiz~lnzlnzts was likely a part of anti-Tutsi propaganda, rather than an authentic 
document produced by the student authors to whom it was attributed. She observed in 
support of this contcntion that as the test was an appeal to the Tutsi to unify across 
national boundaries, coming from Tutsi in the Congo, it was peculiar that the text would 
make reference to Rwabugili as a national hero. As King of Rwanda, he had severely 
punished that part of the Congo where the students wcre said to bc.6s 

147. The preface to the 19 Commawrlments, when it was published in Kungztra, read: 
"The old plan of thosc who re-conquered power is today in fashion, the plan for the 
colonization of the Tutsi in the Kivu rcgion and Lhe Central African region."" Dgeze 
explained that this preface was a comment from K U I Z ~ L L J Z  and he stated that the reason he 
published the 19 Commnizdnzents was to show what the plan was, a plan he considered to 
be active and in progress. Kgezc maintained that the 19 Comn2andments were known as 
the plan for colonization by the Tutsi, and that he published them in the same way as he 
would any other news, in his own words, "so that the political leaders. a s  well a s  the 
religious leaders be made aware of what - all that was happening in the country and so 
that they can denounce it knowing what it was all about". On cross-examination, when 
asked why at a time of ethnic instability he would publish this document [ram 1962, he 
said he did so "to let the public be aware olwhat is happening at that time". 

148. In his testimony, Ngezc condemned both The Ten Commc~ndments and the 19 
Conrmnndnzents, He asserted that publishing a news item was not the same as authoring 
it, and he disavowed both texts saying, "We published them so that the public and the 
officials can see them, get to know them, and denounce them -- or, condemn them." On 
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cross-examination, a letter written by Kgeze in response to an article written by Maric 
France Cross, a journalist from Belgium, criticizing the publication of The Ten 
Commcziz~linenerzls, was put to him. In the letter, published in Kunpru  Issue No. 9 in 
January 1991 with the title "The art of lying of Marie France Cross and complicity of the 
Inkotanyi," Ngeze wrote: 

As a true journalist: how can you dare to declare that you felt an extre~ncly 
oppressive atmosphere tbrou& the infonnarion'? It is true that K(~n@rcl 
published an article on the call made to the conscience of the Rahutu. an al-tide 
that you consider racist. However, your infomlanl could haw given another 
article that appeared in Kon_yurt~ No. 4, an anicle that you consider undoubtedly 
more racist than that of the ten conuuandments of the Hutu.. . Among the 19 
comiiandnents which are included in this articlc, 13"' states, for instance, that a 
tIutu is created to serve.. . Now, an extremist I-lutu, who has no relationship with 
the views of the current government, wrote these commandments in reaction to 
the 19 conunandments that he had just read. This should not scwe as a basis for 
you to attack the governmen1 of Rwanda .... Rcsides, Karzguru is not for 
Rarandans -- it is not a bible, it is not a gospel for Rwandans. They know how to 
judge for themselves. We cud this letter by praying you dear Madam to urgently 
look for Kangurci No. 4 and to objectively criticize the said plan for thc 
colonisation of the ~utsi." 

149. In cross-esamination, a passage from Kung~lra No. 6 was put to Ngeze, in which 
he wrote, "If the Hutus are divided, the dies will be cast for them". suggesting this as 
evidence of support for The Ten Commandments in its call for unity of the Hutus. Nyeze 
denied that this was support for the commandments. Asked whether he did not think it 
was necessary to tell readers that the Tutsi who were their wives and mothers were not 
working with the enemy, Ngeze responded that it was not Tutsi men who married Hutu 
women but the other way around. During cross-examination, he noted that Kmguru KO. 
65 condemned The Ten Comnzuntl~~ze~~ts in his published letter to Africa Riaghts, referred 
to above. In the letter, dated 2 February 1995, Ngeze stated, "So, be it the Bahutu or the 
Rahitsi Commandments, we don't believe partly or wholly in the one or the other. We - ~ 

simply published them so that ihc authorities and citizens would ... condemn those 
writings."" 

150. ,41so put to Ngeze in cross-examination was a passage from Kungziru No. 40, 
published in February 1993, which stated: 

Tutsis have laws governing them. I would also say that Hutus have the Tm 
Comnlandnlents which he should follow or respect in order to defend hiniself, 
that is thc Hutu, w h ~ n  he is accused of being a murdercr. 

151. The article in which this passage appeared was signed by Kunpr-a. Ngeze said 
that it represented the view of one of his journalists and that when this issue was 
published he was in jail." He was also asked about an article published in Kongul-ci ?lo. 
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36 by a Kungur-a reader, saying: "Let those who have Tutsi women divorce them while 
it's still time, otherwise you will face an adverse fate because of these women whom you 
are keeping." In response to the question of whether Ngeze was in this context allowing 
the newspaper to be used to ask Hutu men to divorce Tutsi women, he replied that the 
article was w&en by a reader, and he observed that it did not cite Pie Ten 

73 Cumwrcrrr~lments. 

Discussion of Evidence 

152. The Ten Cornnzandnients, as well as Appeal to the Conscience of the Hz t t~~ ,  the 
article within which it was published in Kangura, are situated in the context of a purely 
ethnic conflict between the Hut~l and the Tutsi. The Tutsi were portrayed as the enerny, as 
evil, dishonest and ambitious. The text conveys contempt and hatred for the Tutsi ethnic * group, and for Tutsi women in particular as enemy agents. The Chamber notes that the 
article targeted all Tutsi, and the Tutsi as a group, without any political or other 
distinction. The Ten Commmdrwnts and the Appeccl to the Conscience of the Fhtu was a 
blanket condemnation of the Tutsi, on the basis of their ethnicity. 

153. The il[~/,eil/ to the Conscience of the Hutzc, the article in Kanguru withiu which 
77ze Ten Commmdnzents were couched, warned readers that the enelny was "still there, 
among us" and waiting "to decimate us". The Chamber notes that the article was entitled 
an "appeal" and that it called on the Hutu to "wake up", to "cease feeling pity for the 
Tutsi", and to "take all necessary measures to deter the enerny from launching a fresh 
attack". They are written in the imperative. The text was an unequivocal call to the Hutu 
to take action against the Tutsi, including the implementation of The Ten 
Commundmcnts. 

154. Ngeze himself condenmed Tile Ten Commanrlmerzts in his testimony and 
distanced himself Crom them, arguing that he had published them so that they could be 
publicly denounced, that he had himself denounced them in his published letters to Marie 

a France Cross and to Africa Rights, and that any support for them published elsewhere in 
Kurzprcl was written by othel-s - one of his journalists in one case and a Kangi~rcl reader 
in another case. In this manner, Ngeze acknowledged that the content of The Ten 
Cortzmandments cannot be defended. 

155. The statement made by Ngere in Krzngur-a No. 6, "If the Hutus are divided, the 
dies will he cast for them", does not constitute evidence of his support for The Ten 
Commatzrlmetzts. It is a general political statement that does not make reference, explicitly 
or implicitly, to The Ten Commandments or the particular ideas set forll~ in The Ten 
Cbmn~an~lmotts. The Chamber has also reviewed the two letters written by Ngeze and 
cited by him in his defence. In his letter to Marie France Cross: although he did refer to 
the author of The Ten Communtlrnenrs as "an extremist Hutu", Ngeze did not condemn 
Tlie Ten Commrrndments. He reCerred to the Kungura article in which they were 
published as one that "you consider racist", "you" referring to Marie France Cross. He 
did not say he agreed with her assessment. Hardly suggesting agreement, in fact, Ngezc 
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asked her in his letter, "how can you darc to declare that you felt an extremely oppressive 
atmosphere through the information?" The main purpose of his letter was to draw her 
attention to the 19 Comma~zrln~ents, as a text she would "consider undoubtedly more 
racist than that of ihe tcn commandments of the Hutu". In contrast, in his letter to Aft-ica 
Rights, published in Krmgura No. 65, Ngeze did distance lrimself from T/ze Ten 
Commcintlmenrs, together with the 19 Comr~zantlments. In this letter he said, "we don't 
believe partly or wholly in the one or the other", and maintained that the two texts were 
published so that they could be condemned by authorities and the public. When 
published, however, The Ten Conzmandn~ents were not contextualized by any critical 
distance. The letter to Africa Rights was written in February 1995. following the events 
of 1994 and the establishment of the ICTR, which might explain the changed views of the 
Accused. For this reason, the letter does not constitute evidence that Ngeze spoke out 
against or in any way distanced himself fiom The Ten Commandments prior to or during 

e 1994. 

156. Desvite his general acceptance of editorial responsibility for the contents of - 
Krrrzgurc~. Ngeze contended that the passages of Knngrrvn cited by the Prosecution as 
supporting The Ten Coinrnanrlrnerzls were written by others. The Chamber notes that the 
editorial in Kunprrr No. 40, published in February 1993, was signed by Kangurtr. It 
explicitly called on the Hutu to follow the Ten Commandments. Whether or not this 
editorial was written by Ngeze, there is no question that it was published by him. within 
the scope of his authority as editor of Krzng~~r-a, and that it represented the views of 
Knrzgur*~. Similarly, the letter published in K a n p m  No. 36 calling on men to divorce 
their Tutsi wives, although signcd by someone other than Ngeze, was published by him. 
The letter did not mention 77ze Ten Commandnzents explicitly, as he noted. but it echocd 
thc content of The Ten Cornnzandntents. For this reason, it canreasonably be held to 
support The Ten Comnandn~eizts. in substance if not in form. 

157. Like The Ten Conzmantln~ents, the I9 Commcrndtnents published in Kangurtr 
conveyed ethnic contempt and hatred, in this case for the Hutu people, and constituted a 
call to the Tutsi to "use all means" to effect the subordillation of Hutu people and the 
reconquest of power lost as a result ofthe 1959 revolution. The preface added to this text 
in Kungro-cl reflected the view of the cditor that although the 19 Coinmnndrmzents were 
written in the early 1960s, in the 1990s they were still operative as a blueprint for 
mobilization of Tutsis against Hutus, fuelled by ethnic hatred. Ngeze conlimled in his 
testimony that tbis was his view and that Kangum published the I9 Comnzandments to 
alert the public to the danger of this mobilization. However, the Chamber notes that 
unlike the Appeal to the Conscience of the Hutu, which was presented by Ka~lgwn as a 
call on the Hutu to respond, there is no suggestion that the publication of the 19 
Com?mndmerzts by Kawgnra was intended as, or could be mistaken as, a call to its 
readers to follow the Tutsi commandments. Rather it was published to expose for 
Krrnguru readers the evil nature of the Tutsi and their intention Lo take power and 
subjugate the Hutu, a message consistcn! with that of The Ten Cornmnizrlments. With 
regard to the suggestion that the 19 Commarzrlments werc a fabrication intended to 
manipulate Hutu fear of Tutsi oppression, although the Prosecution introduced some 
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evidence suggesting that the 19 Commaizdmen.ts was not an authentic text as represented 
in Kanpru,  there is insufficient evidence to make such a finding. 

155. Several witnesses testified to the impact of the publication of The Ten 
Commnndments in Kmzgwa. These witnesses perceived a link between The T'm 
Commcz~zdments and the perpetration of violence against Tutsi. Adrian Rangira 
characterized this link as "incitement to violcnce". Witness ABE characterized it as 
"incitement t o  h atrcd" and added that i t  s erved in effect a s  a I icense t o  kill and "was 
meant to  prepare the killings". Witness M K c haracterized Tlzc Ten Commcindnzents a s  
"how the Hutus were supposed to get rid of the Tutsis", and Witness GO suggested it was 
for this reason men started killing their Tutsi wives, or children their Tutsi parents. 
Having studied the text of The Ten Conzmnnclr.i~ents and the Appeal to the Conscience of: 
the Hutu, the Chamber considers the views of these witnesses to be well-founded and a 
reasonable illustration that an anti-Tutsi message of violencc was effectively conveyed 
and acted upon. 

1 5 The Chamber accepts the evidence that The Ten Commarz~lments werc published 
elsewhere and prior to publication in Kclngwa but notes that this evidence refers only to 
The Ten Commandments and not to the entire text of the Appenl to the Conscience ofthe 
l h f u ,  within which The Ten Commundnzents appeared in Kangura. The Chamber also 
notes that it is the text of the Appeal to the Conscience of the Hutu that called on the 
readers of Kungtlm to "wake up", to "cease feeling pity for the Tutsi", and to "take all 
necessary measures to deter the enemy from launching a fresh attack". It is clear that the 
"enemy" was the Tutsi. 

2.2.2 Cover of Kangura No. 26 

160. Several witnesses referred to the 
cover of Kanpra No. 26, published in 
November 199 1 .  In a black box on the left 
of the cover, the word "SPECIAL" is 
followed by the headline text: "THE 
BATUTST, GOD'S  RACE!"^^ Under this 
title is an image of the former President of 
Rwanda, Grkgoire Kayibanda, in the center 
and occupying most of the cover. Under 
thc picture of President Kayibanda is the 
text: "How about re-launching the 1959 
Bahuzu revolution so that w e can c onquer 
the ~tz~enzi-~rtuts i .~~'~ Just left of the 
picture of Kayibanda is a black box with 
vertical text reading "WHAT WEAPONS 
SHALL WE USE TO CONQUER THE 

BATUTSI - BWOKO BW'IMANA I 

""BATUTSI, BWOKO RU1'IMAK.LZ!," Exhibit P7, Translation P7 bis. 
75 "Lwagarura Revolisiyo y' 1959 y'abahutu kugirango dutsinde inyenzi-Ntutsi." 

/ 7 
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INYENZI ONCE AND FOR  ALL??"^ and just left of this black box is a drawing of a 
machete. To the right of the picture of Kayibanda is the vertical text "We have found out 
why Nzirorera has a problem with the ~utsi"," and to the right of this text are three 
smaller pictures lined vertically on thc right margin, two of armed soldiers and one of a 
vehicle with a cannon on it. 

161. In interpreting the words and pictul-es of this cover, Prosecution Expert Witness 
Mathias Ruzindana noted that n o  written answer was given to the question o f  how t o  
defeat the inyemi-Tutsi. In his view, the answer is in the drawing. The answer is the 
machete, and the reference to the 1959 revolution is a reference to the war by Hutu 
against Tutsi, in which machetes were used to kill the ~uts i . '~ rosecut ion  Witness AHA, 
a Hutu journalist who worked for Kanguru, similarly explained the meaning of the cover 
as a call for a second revolution along the lines of the 1959 revolution when the people 

0 
took up arms to crush the cnemp once and for all. He noted that the pictures on the right 
of the cover indicated other types of weapons apart from the machete and explained this 
as meaning that the atmy had to work with the people to chase the enemy." 

162. Hassan Ngere testified that the cover of K~ngura  No. 26 represented democracy. 
Hc said the Kungzlr-n team was trying to think about how to put an end to the war, and at 
that t ime the RPF was just killing people. The army was also killing people and they 
thought maybe what they really nceded to end the war was den~ocracy. They wanted to 
see if the Haybarimana regime could end the war without fighting. Ngere noted that in 
the three elections held between 1973 and 1990, there was only one party - the MRND - 
and only one candidate, Habyarimana. President Kayibanda was the only one who had 
been properly elected through a truly democratic process. The Kmgura cover showed the 
RPF and President Habyarimana on the right side with wcapons. the machete on the left 
side, and President Kayibanda in the center, representing elections. By the fact that it had 
Kayibanda in the center, the cover conveyed that democracy was the only ~olut ion,~" 
Xgeze said the headline "Tutsis, the Race of God" referred to an article in the issue. The 
article was quoted in part in the proceedings. It said that ethnic groups could co-exist in 
harmony if the Tutsi did not behave in such an arrogant manner. It described the Tutsi as 
people who like to boast and tell lies, as people who are never satisfied and want to have 
everything, as peoplc involved in intrigues, and as hypocrites, thieves and killers. When 
asked whether he was not aware that this would cause ethnic strife in Rwanda, Ngeze 
replied that it did not. He was asked to read from another article in the same issue of 
Kangura, which stated that Tutsi ncver liked sharing power with thc Hutu in peace 
because of their boasting nature and malicious conduct, and suggested they had decidcd 
to infiltrate the country and undermine the republic to reestablish their monarchy. When 
asked why he would say all this in 1991, the Accused replied, "This is a reality". When 
asked again more ~peci l i~al ly why he was telling people about the vicious nature oC the 
Tutsi, he replied that in his country a Tutsi was o k n  described as a snake because he was 

'"'.NI I7,rNE N T W A R O  TUZAKORESH,.\ KKGIRA N G O  D L T S I X D E  INYEVZI  RURUKDU'!?' 
" "Twemenye icyo N Z l R O R E A  apfan'Abdtutsi," 
' 9 . 2 1  Mar. 2002, pp. 126128. 
7" 

T. 2 Nnv. 2000, pp. 148.151. 
" T. I Apr. 2003. pp. 40-42; T. 2 Apr. 2003, p. 86. 
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malicious. The Hutu was referred to as a gorilla, and the Twa was said to be dirty. Ngeze 
said that was their society, maybe it was bad but that was how it was.8' 

163. When cross-examined by Counsel for Ngeze, Ferdinand Nahimana responded that 
the Kangro-cl cover was not a call for peace hut on the contrary showed that the countr): 
was facing difficulties as a result of the presence of different kinds of weapons. He 
suggested that the text in the black box, asking which weapons could be used to 
overcome the Inyenzi once and for all: might raise the question of calling for peace at the 
end of the war. Counsel described the soldiers in the pictures on the right margin as an 
RAF solder and an RPF soldier and suggested that together with the reference to the 1959 
revolution, the question being posed was how to preserve the republic, and that the cover 
represented a call to that cnd. Nahimana agreed with this interpetation, suggesting that 
the question posed by the cover was how to stop the war, by coming back to the 1959 

8 
revolution o r b  y consolidating democracy. He suggested that the picture of Prcsident 
Kayibanda in the center represented democracy.82 

164. Counsel for Ngeze established in his cross-examination of Prosecution Expert 
Witnesses ChrAtien and Des Forges that in their respective publications, which 
rcproduced and discussed the cover of Krrngurn No. 26, the reproduction of the cover was 
incomplete and inaccurate in that it did not include the photographs of soldiers and anns 
on the right margin, and it was incorrectly dated as December 1993 rather than November 
1991, the date of its publication. In his testimony, Chretien voluntcered the fact that the 
reproductio~l o f  t he cover was incorrectly dated i n  his book and said this mistake had 
bcen rectified in his report and would be rectified in the republication of the book. He 
asserted that the mistaken date had not played a fundamental role in the interpretation of 
the contents and affirmed the view expressed in his report that the cover made an 
association between hzyenzi and Tutsi, and answered the question of what arms would be 
used with the drawing of the machete just next to the question. On cross-examination, hc 
further stated that the correct date made this association even stronger as it showed not 
only continuity but the early nature of this propaganda, and he reaffirmed his view that * the drawing of the machete represented the answer to the question next to it, what 

83 weapons were to be used against the Inyeizzl. 

165. With regard to the omitted photographs of soldiers, Chretien noted that these 
photogaphs were separated fi-om the image of Kayibanda by a text that referred to an 
article in the newspaper entitled: "We have found O L I ~  why Nzirorera has a problem with 
the Tutsi." He said that this M e  had nothing to do with what was to the left or right of it 
and that the photographs to the right were not part of what he wanted to il~ustrate.~' In 
cross-examination, Chretien acknowledgcd that in his book the text "The nostalgia of the 
1959 revolution: the times of machete" had bcen added to the reprodnction and did not 
actually appear on the cover page oS Kmnpmr No. 26. This was his title, used to explain 

" T. 2 Apr. 2003, pp. 97-98. 
'' 7 .  25 Scnt. 2002. no. 12-11 ~ -~ 

~ . , .  
"'T. I July 2002. pp. 204.210; T. 4 .luly2002. pp. 78-84, 
'' 1.. I July 2002, pp. 204-210; T,  4 July 2002. p. 72. 

1 
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the drawing in his own words. which he noted was in bold while quotations in his book 
were indicated by italic t y ~ e  and inverted c o ~ m i ~ a s . ~ ~  

166. When asked whether Kayibanda represented democracy, Chrktien replied that in 
Rwandan public opinion he rcpresented the Rwandan revol~ltion, which had an 
undeniable dimension of democratic change but also included other aspects. He fur the^. 
stated that he did not think the image oTKayibanda on the Knrzgurcr cover represented the 
clections of 1961, pointing out that it was not a polling station depicted but rather a 
machete. For this reason he dismissed Xgeze's interpretation as meaningless and again 
pointed out that the modern weapons depicted on the right margin were separated by a 
space and reference to another article.86 

167. Des Forges indicated in her testimony that she had taken the incomplete cover 

a from Chri-tien's publication and credited his publication as her source, although Counsel 
noted that the reproduction itself in her book bore no footnote or other such citation. 
While acknowledging the omission of the photographs, Des Forges maintained that the 
meaning was not thereby distorted. She suggested that the presence of the soldiers on the 
cover reinforced rather than detracted from the interpretation given, as it underlined the 
wartime contest and associated the comments on Tutsi being defeated with that conte~t .~ '  
Des Forges said that President Kayibanda was a symbol of democracy for some in 
Rwanda, but not others. For some people he became rathcr a symbol of incitation to 
violei~ce for the killing of Tutsi in the 1960s, and she said this part of his legacy, rather 
than any other part, would have remained in their mindsgs 

168. Prosecution Witness Franqois-Xavier Nsanruwera, the former Prosecutor of 
Kigali, testified that ihe cover of Kongrtvu No. 26 was distributed free or charge in 
February 1992 and played an imporkant role in the Bugesera killings that took place in 
March 1992. He said that if there had not been wide distribution of this cover, thc 
numbers killed would not have been ~ i~n i f i can t .~ '  Des Forges and Chrktien also testified 
that this Kangzom cover was circulated in Bugesera in the weeks or months shortly before 

0 the Bugesera massacres. Chrktien refen-ed to the cover as a "tract".'?n his testimony, 
Ngeze challenged this assertion stating that the Prosecution had not brought any "so- 
called tract" into evidence. He said that K m g u m  was not a tract, it was a newspaper for 
sale that could he purchased by anyone." 

169. The Chamber notes the errors made by Jean-Pierre Chrktien in his book, which 
were replicated by Alison Des Forges in her book. Having revicwed the full cover of 
Kangura No. 26, however, the Chamber considers that the photographs of soldiers and 

8 5  T. 4 July 2002. pp. 63-70. 
86 /hid.. OD. 70. 75-78. ... , 
8' T. 28 Mav 2002, DD. 110.1 23 , . 
""id.. pp. 123.126. 
89 T. 23 Apr. 2001, pp. i 39. 147.148. 
90 7 .  4 luly 2002. p. 84. 
91 T. 27 Mar. 2003, pp. 96-97. 
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modern weaponry on the right margin are conceptually separate from the image of 
President Kayibanda, the depiction of the machete, and the question "What weapons shall 
we use to conquer the inyenzi once and for all??," by the vertical text "We have found out 
why Nzirorera has a problem with the Tutsi". This vertical text is a promotional 
reference to an article inside the publication. It does not bear any relation to the other 
text or imagery on the cover, nor is one claimed by the Defence. 

170. The Chambcr notes that the text under the picture of President Kayibanda, "How 
about re-launching the 1959 Bahutu revolution so that we can conquer the l~zyenzi- 
!Wutsi", has also been omitted from the reproduction of the cover by the expert witnesses 
in their respective books, presumably representing a judgement by Chrktien that nor is 
this text part of the conceptual collage represented by the other words and images on the 
cover. The Chamber considers this text relevant and integral to the interpretation of the 

a cover. The idea of "re-launching the 1959 Bahutu revolution" with the express purpose 
to "conquer the inyemi-Tutsi" ties directly into the vertical text above, the question 
"What weapons shall we use to conquer the Inyenzzi once and for all?" 

171. Xgere maintained illat the cover posed a choice between arms, on the one hand, 
and democracy, on the other, as the answer to the question "What weapons shall we use 
to conquer the inyec.nsi once and for all?" That the answer was intended to be the machete 
is clear both textually and visually. Thc 1959 revolution is not a reference to the 1961 
election. Moreover, the reference to conquering the inyem-Tutsi is not a reference to 
voting. Conquering is a process more immediately associated with force than with 
democracy. If the intention were to refer to democracy and elections, it would have been 
expressed i n a very difcerent manner. T h e  Chamber considers the i rnage o f  President 
Kayibanda and the reference to thc 1959 revolution to he a reference to the transfer of 
power from Tutsi to Hutu that took place in 1959. The reference to "re-launching" the 
revolution, the stated goal in the vertical text "to conquer the inyenzi once and for all", 
and the question of what "weapons" to use, are all clearly references to the use of 
violence. Visually. the cover design supports this interpretation as both the qucstion 
about weapons and the drawing of the machete are next to each other, both to the left of 
the image of Kayibanda. This physical positioning of the question "What weapons shall 
we use to conquer the inyemi once and for all?" is inconsistent with the interpretation 
suggested by the Defence involving a hamework of military options on the right and left 
and the democratic solution in the middle. The interpretive framework of thc Defence is 
also inconsistent with the apparent lack of connection between the military photos on the 
right and the other images on the cover, as discussed above. The message of the cover of 
Knngrcru No. 26 was that the machete should be used to conquer the Inyen-7~ once and for 
all. 

172. The Chamber notes that the term Inyenzi was specifically equated to ethnicity in 
the cover title "How about re-launching the 1959 Bahutu revolution so that we can 
conquer the l~~,~enzi -~V~z~t .~ i" .  On the same cover also appeared the headline "Tutsis, the 
Race of God", and the title, "We have found out why Nzirorera has a problem with the 
Tutsi". As illustrated by these titles. K a q p r n  effectively equated the Tutsi with the 
enemy throughout its publications. The text of the article "Tutsis, the Race of God"; 



highlighted on the cover of Kanpra  No. 26, described thc Tutsi as hypocrites, thieves 
and killers. Another article in the same issue described the nature of thc Tutsi as markcd 
by malice and dishonesty. Moreover, the Chamber notes that in colmenting on the text 
in his testimony Ngezc did not in any way distance himself from these ethnic 
generalizations. In contrast, he maintained that they were accurate and that he published 
thesc articles because they represented reality. Thc Chamber considers that in this 
context thc reference to hyenzi  on the cover of Kanguro No. 26 would have been clearly 
understood by readers as a reference to the Tutsi, and the Tutsi were portrayed in this 
issue of Kmgur-u as inherently evil. 

173. The testimony regarding circulation of the cover of Kangum No. 25 in Bugesera 
in 1992 was not effectively contested by the Defence. However, little evidence has been 
nresentcd with regard lo the distribution of this cover and any link it may have had to the - 
k~ l l~ngs  that tookplace In Bugesera in 1992. m - 
2.2.3 Editorials and Articles 

174. The Chamber has reviewed a number of other editorials and articles published in 
Kunpzrrn in its consideration of tbe editorial policy of the publication. 

The Triunglc that is Disturbing Peace 

175. Published in Kangut-0 No. 4, in November 1990, this article stated that Rwanda 
was first inhabited by Twa, who wcre hunters and gatherers. Hutu then came to Rwanda, 
and they were farmers. Tutsi were the last group to come, and they were livestock 
breeders, who consumed milk. The article then said thc followjng about the Tutsi: 

People in this ethuic group, which came to Rwanda last, say that the Tutsi ethnic 
moup - the Tntsis live like cats. When you have milk, they will come to you. 
b 

The only thing Illat makes them better than cats - or, rather, their difference with 
cats is tl~at oncc they've alrcady drunk the milk, they'll try to find ways and 
means oftaking the milk away fson1 you or even to harm you or they will also try 
to rule you. So 1% utus got close to the T utsis, welconled them as visitors, but 
instead of sleeping like visitors would do, the bad - his bad - or their bad habits 
got the better o f t  hem. So  the Tutsis ended up bytaking over power. arid the 
Hutus were made subsen-icnt and were used as semants, and Hutus wcre made 
subservient by the people the Hutus had welcomed to their land." 

176. The Chamber notes the generalizations about the Hutu and Tutsi made in 
this passage. Thc Hutu were portrayed a s  generous and nab'e, while the Tutsi 
were portrayed as dcvious and aggressivc. 

177. This editorial, published in Kunguru No. 19, in July 1991, included the following 
statement: 

" Exhihit 1'1 15. Kmgurrr No. 4, p. 15; T .  2 Apr. 2003, pp. 31-32. 
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... We all know that with the exception of a fcw Ilutus such as 
Kanyarengwe and Bizirnungu, the refugees wvlio have become Inyemi-lnkolnnyi 
are all descendants of the Tutsis. We dare say that when they canle, shooting at 
us at the borders, they made no ethnic distinction. Nevertheless, they were 
willing to distinguish between Hutus and Tutsi within the country. 'There were 
indeed numerous I-lutus in the country and army who didn't succumb on the 
battlefield. some of them fell into the trap of worldly women. So far, many have 
fallen into the trap. They iuclude figures of authority, who with them 
even now, although they know perlectly well, aud it has been proven, that when 
it comes to spying, the Inkotunyi enlist the help of their worldly sisters and 
daughters. You find them evenwhere in all the institutions, in the Ministrie, in 
the private sector, in legal and illegal drinking-places, as well as in our o\vn 
houses, which inany of them have managed to infiltrate through marriage. 
Having husbands does not prevent them from being accomplices and extracting 
secrets from people by using their worldly wiles. Hutus do not abuse others they 
are taken advantage of. The Hutus must undersland that they are not all waging 
the war as the Tutsis, because everyone can see that; the Tutsis want to regain the 
power that was taken fro~n them by the Hutus. If you look closely, you will see 
that 85% of the Tntsis who live i n  the couun-y are son~ehow linked P; with the 
refugees from which come the I~y:enzi-lnkotartyi who attack us.. . 

178. The Chamber notcs again from this passage the divide between the wily, devious 
Tutsi and the innocent, vulnerable Hutu, and the association of the Tutsi population with 
the Ir~yenzi-lnkotunyi. It also strondy suggests that Tutsi women intentionally use their 
sexuality to lure Hutu men into liaisons in order to promote the ethnic dominance of the 
Tutsi over the Hutu. The reference to Tutsi women trapping Hutu men through marriage 
echoes the warnings set forth in The Ten Comnznrzdrnerzts about the danger of Tutsi 
women. 

A Cockrouch Cannot Give Bzrfh To A Butterfly 

179. This article, published in February 1993 in Kangzlru No. 40, talked about the 
T u t s ~  as "cockroach", the literal meanmg of the word l q e n z ~ :  

Experts on human genetics infonn us that the demogaphic weakness ol' Tutsis is 
due to the fact that they mamy among thenselves. People from the same family 
many and procreale among then~selves. If they are not carcf'ul, this search for 
purity may lead to their disappearance from the ea17h. If that occurs (and it will 
happen), they will be solely responsible for their demise md no onc else. Will 
people say that Hutus decimaled them? That is the message they spread 
everywhere, that they are few because the Hutus had decimated them with 
machetes.. .We have stated that a cockoach cannot give birth to a butterily. This 
is true. A cockroach gives birth to auother cockroach. If there is someone 
coutesting this fact, I am not the one. Thc history of Rwanda clearly depicts that 
a MaTutsi has remained the same; he has never changed. The history of our 
country has been characterized by their malice and wickedness. When Tutsis 
were still on the throne, they governed with two weapons: women and cows. 
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These two weapons ruled Hutus over 400 years. When the Tutsis were 
overthrown by the people's revolution in 1959, they have never slept again on 
their laurels. They have been doing their utinost to restore the monarchy by using 
their women Bizzmgewzi and money which seems to have replaced cows. In the 
past, cows were symbols of riclmess. 

We are not mistaken in stating that a cockroach can only give billh to anotheter 
cockroach. Who can establish the difl'ereuce between the i~gwizi  who attacked in 
October 1990 and those of the 1960s'? They are all thc same. The former are the 
offspring of the latter. Their wickedness is the same. All these attacks sought to 
restore the monarchy and the feudality [Uhhake]. The abominable crimes 
committed by the present 111yexi against the citizens are a reminder of those 
committed by their peers: killing, looting, raping young girls and women .... The 
fact that in our language, they are referred to as snakes is self-explanatosy. This 
implies much. A Tutsi is someone who has a sweet tongue but whose wickedness 
is indescribable. A Tutsi is someone whose desire for revenge is insatiable; 
someone who is unpredictable. someone who laughs whereas he is suffering. In 
our language, a Tutsi is called cockroach because he takes advantage ofthe night 
to achieve his objectives. The word Inyenzi is a reminder of the redoubtable 
snake whose venom is extremely poisonous, The fact that thc Tutsi chose such 
nanles is very significant to those who want to understand." 

180. In this article, the Tutsi were described as biologically distinct from the Hutu, and 
inherently marked by malice and wickedness. With reference to snakes, the Tutsi were 
portrayed as mean and vengeful, and their weapons were again defined, as in The Ten 
Commandments, to be women and money. 

Ruhengeri And Byun~ha Attucks, nzc Tzrtsis Took "Chnnzpclgne" 

181. In another article also published in Kanguru No. 40, signed b y  Ngeze, the war 
was defined entirely in ethnic terms: 

a When Ruhengeri was attacked, all the Tutsis and, particularly, those who were in 
Kigali became fa~nous for their arrogance and took "champagne" on grounds 
that their kinsmen had returned to the fold. They no longer conceal the fact that 
this war pits the 15utus against the Tutsis.. . ." 

182. A n  article published in Kurzgum No. 46 in July 1993, again promulgated the 
theme of  Tutsi malice and wickedness preying on Hutu innocence and vulnerability, 
using the weapons of women and money: 

We are trying to discovcr the wickedness and malice of Tutsis. When you cure 
the cye o f  a Tntsi, you will be  the first t o  be  glanced a t  with envy. W e  h a ~ e  
sta~ted with this proverb so as to warn and awaken those who are not aware of 
the sadism, wickedness, malice and ingratitude of Tutsis. Tutsis think they are 
more intelligent than whosoe\:er is but after analysis, it 1s discovered that their 
pretentiousness cmccals their wickedness. 

""xhibit P1178 ,  27170; Exhibit P130, K0201.123. 
9 5  . r. 2 Apr. 2003, pp. 110-1 I 1  
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It is with malice or interest that a Tutsi establishes a relation with the majority 
people. When a 'Tutsi is in need of something from a Ilutu, he is ready to 
sacrifice by using all the means including money, his sistex-s or his wife. ... 
Inuncdiately a Tutsi gets wbat he wants from a Hutu, he turns his back and hurts 
him as ifthey have never had anything in common. Anyone who had any relation 
with a Tutsi can recall tlds fact and can support what I am saying.. . In Kiswilhili, 
it is stated that a small snake is a snake. So, MDR cannot convince us that the 
Inyerzzi who have transfo~med into Inkotmyi are ow brothers whereas they have 
come to exterminate us with machetes. The Hutu has been patient and now it is 
time for the situation to be clarified.. . We know that they attacked us so as lo 
exterminate 4.5 million Hutus particularly the literate ones as was the case in 
Burundi but God foi1e.d their plans. This wickedness was obvious during the 
attack of 8 February 1993. They caught a Hutu, cut his getlitals and requested 
the wife to can7 them and at times askcd her to eat thern Their newspapers in 
Kigali claimed that these crimes were conmitred by the national army that 
Inyenzi could not carry out such atrocities. They turn to ignore the fact that 
escapees shall never forgct the scenes of horror which they witnessed.. . .  

96 

183. As well as referencing the snake as a symbol of the Tutsi, this article harked back 
to the Rwandan lore of the Kalinga royal drum. According to Alison Des Forges, in the 
history of Rwanda it was oftell the custom for defeated rulers to he castrated and for their 
genital organs t o  then b e  attached t o  the  royal drum." H assan N geze referred t o  this 
practice several times in his testimony, in an effort to place the ideas oC Kunguriz in the 
context of Rwandan history, to which he attributed them." He recited a poem by 
Singayrnhaga, written in 1870, which included the following verses: 

The monarchy has an origin God raised. 
The creator has chosen you and bas conferred power on yon. 
The Mutus beconling lutsis by climbing from their social class which has no innate right 
Were decimated by the lucky elected few 
And Kalinga> was deprived of his genital organs or spoils.q' 

184. The Chamber notes the historical antecedents to the ethnic characterizations made 
in Karzgura. Tutsi domination and Hutu subordination predated the publication of 
Krrrzg~tuu. Nevertheless, the way in which this history was presented in Ka~lgzlra often 
suggests an intent to inflame e t h i c  resentment, calling on history as an aide in this effort. 

185. This article, published in Knngur-a No. 25 in November 1991, presented and 
questioned ongoing preferent~al treatment of the Tutsi in Rwanda: 

Fifty per cent of staff in government, of the staff core in government is made up 
of Tutsi. In private companies and bodies, they arc more than 70 percent: 

'' P l l ? R ,  27169. 
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whereas in the international orgauizations and in embassies, they are more than 
90 percent and in important positions, where= they do not make up more than 10 
per cent -- whereas in the general population, these people are fewer than 10 
percent."' 

186. The Prosecution has not adduced evidence to challenge the accuracy of the 
statements made in this article. Unlike the article from Kunprr-cr No. 46 cited above, in 
which the discussion of ethnic identity is marked by accusations of Tulsi sadism, 
wickedness, and malice, and with the prospect of Hutu extc~mination by machete, this 
passage from Kany~lra No. 25 represents a straightfo~ward analysis of the distribution of 
privllegc within the society. The Chamber notes that a number of articles in Kangura. 
including articles such as this one, cited by the Prosecution, can be characterized as 
political analysis. Similarly, an article highlighted by the Defence in Kangzirn No. 11, 
published in March 1991, set forth a vision of disparate ethnic identity with peaceful co- 

e existence: 

Kangura dld not conceal its desire to see the birth of a new democratic 
movement, massively supported by thc Bahutu of Rwanda without. howeverl 
excluding members of the other ethnic groups. This great force can constitute an 
overwhelming majority which, with all its goodwill and nebulous intentions, can 
transfom~ Rwanda into a democratic country, proud of its present and sure of its 
future. Knngura is not denying the Tutsis or the Twa the right to form their o\vn 
democralic political parties or associations.. . Kangura does not want to listen to 
those who are saying that when you refer to someone as a Iiutu, or a Tutsi, or a 
Twa, you arc sowing seeds of discord in the country. Miit11 our den~ocratic Hutu 
movement which we wish to be born. wc hopc to hear a new slogan: Long live 
Diversity!!! lo' 

Discussion ofEvirfeence 

187. The Chamber notes that the editorials and articles reviewed above consistently 
portrayed the Tutsi as wicked and ambitious, using women and money against the 

a vulnerable Hutu. These themes ccho the message o f  ihe T h e  T e n  Corwnand~~zenls. In 
some articles, such as the article in Kmgurcz No. 11, "If One Asks Generals Why They're 
Favoring Tutsis", information about Tutsi privilege and Hutu disadvantage was conveyed 
in a manner that appears as though intended to raise consciousness regarding ethnic 
discrimination against the Hutu. In ma3y other articles, however, the intent, as ex~idenced 
by the vitriolic language, was to convey a message of ethnic hatred, and to arouse public 
hostility towards the Tutsi population. In articles such as "A Cockroach Cannot Give 
Bitth to a Butterfly" the Tutsi were portrayed as innately evil. 

188. Thc presentation of Tutsi women as femnzes,fatcrles focused particular attention on 
Tutsi women and the danger they represented to the Hutu. This danger was explicitly 
associated with sexuality. By defining the Tutsi woman as an enemy in this way, 

' "  T. 2 Apr. 2003_ p 101. 
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Kangt~rn articulated a framework that made the sexual attack of Tulsi women a 
foreseeable consequence of the role attributed to them. 

2.2.4 Publication of Lists 

189. Knng~lru published several lists of people whom it named as Inkolanyi. fingurcr 
No. 7 ,  published in December 1990, included an article with several lisls under the 
heading "The inkotclnyi and Their Acco~nplices to be Tried". The article reported a Radio 
Rwanda announcement that the trial of the I~zkotan.yi and their accomplices was 
scheduled to begin on 28 October 1990. The first list of names was introduced as the first 
group of accused. Charges against them were subsequently listed, followed by a smaller 
list of three people, referred to as comprising the other group, and charges against them 
were also listed. Following these lists, the article reported that the accused had requested 
the adjournment of their trial on the ground that they did not have sufficient time to 
prepare their defence, and the hearing had been postponed to 9 January 1991. After this 
text, h~telve names were listed - some full names, some surnames only, and some first 
names only - with the following introduction: 

Wet ake this opportunity to  ask our readers \vho I: ax7e any i nforn:ation on the 
individuals whose names appear below, who are suspected of being Jnkotmyi 
accomplices, to send it to us in order for us to publish the investigations into their 
cases in Kangrm. Please also include all the evidence.'" 

190. Kmyrrr-a was listed with its addresses in Giscnyi and Kigali, following the names, 
as the place to which information should he sent. 

9 Witness EB recalled seeing this list in Kungln-r~ No. 7, which he said qualified the 
persons on it as Tutsi accomplices. Readers \vere asked to find these people and inform 
the Kangur-tr editorial team of their location. He mentioned Rwemalika, Semucyo, 
Tabaro, Dufatanye and Bwanafem as people he knew who were on the list; subsequently 
identifying them on the list of hvelve names. He specifjed that Modcstc, listed only by 

a first name as No. 5 on the list, was Modeste Tabaro. Of all those he named, Witness EB 
said only one, Ferdinand Dufatanye, was still a l i ~ e . ' ~ '  

192. When asked about the inclusion of hlodeste Tabaro's name on this list. Hassan 
N g e ~ e  initially replied that Modeste Tabaro was not in his K a n p r a .  He said it was 
someone named Modeste mentioned in Korzg~wa and suggested there would be many 
people with that name. He then read the text at thc beginning of the document referring to 
the court proceedings, and he said he did not know which Modeste was being referred to 
because this was a court document from a state newspaper, a list of persons appearing in 
court. Asked more specifically by the Chamber about the list at the end of the article: 
which included the name of Modeste, Ngeze said that when he was in jail. these people 
were arrested and put on trial. They told hiru they were innocent, but the government did 
not believe that they were innocent. Bccause he knew them and was with them in jail; 
Ngeze was asking people througk Kizngum if they could provide evidence because 
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innocent people werc dying in jail. Askcd again by the Chamber about this last list of 
twelve in the article, as opposed to the other two lists of people named as being in court 
proceedings, Ngeze again stated that these people on the last list wcre in prison. He said 
they were among those who appeared in court but said they were innocent, and he read 
the passage of the article that talked of a postponenlent in the trial date. Asked how he 
had picked those names among thc thousands he said were in detention, Ngere replied 
that these people were in his ccll with him. When the Chamber suggested to Ngeze that 
he would then know whether the Modeste on the list was Modeste Tabaro, he said i t  was 
Modeste Tabaro. He said the Prosecutor should have asked him whether it was Modeste 
Tabaro and waited for his response.'"4 

193. The Chamber notes that this third list on wbich Modeste Tabaro's name appeared 
is significantly different from the other two lists ofpersons accused and facing charges, * who are the subject of the article. The other two lists, referred to as the first group and the 
other group, include the charges against thc individuals named and in most cases other 
information about the individuals, such as their age and where they were born. The third 
list makes no mention of charges against the individuals named, and it includes no 
infomation other than the name - in some cases not even the full name but only the first 
name or the surname. The manner in which the information in the first two lists is set out 
comports with the format of an official document, whereas the third list of twelve namcs 
bears no resemblance to an official document. From this the Chamber concludes that the 
third list, which has its own introduction cited above, was not related to the first two lists 
of individuals facing charges or the article about those individuals and their proceedings 
in cowt 

194. Ngcre's explanation that he published the list of twelve names in an effort to 
solicit exculpatory evidence on behalr of his cellmates to help them establish their 
innocence, is at odds with the text of the introduction to this list in Kunguru. Readers 
were asked to send int'onnation, and include all the evidence, on the individuals named 
"who are suspected of being I~zhoturyi accomplices". Kungz~m would then publish the 
results of the investigations. Nothing was said about their innocence, or their claim to 
innocence, and the text rather suggests that evidence of their s i l t  was bcing sought by 
Knrzgcrr-a. Witness EB testified that all but one of the people on the list were 
subsequently killed. He did not know the circumstances, however, and \vas not ablc to 
establish a connection betwcen ihc naming of the twelve individuals in Kangu~a and their 
death. 

195. Witness EB also testified that his father's name was mentioned in Kangum No. 9, 
published in January 1991, in an article entitled "Kunguru Continues to Dcnounce Pcople 
to the Intelligence S enrice". T he article said that N gcze h ad l ooked for h im and was 
unable to find him, and that they should ask Valens Kajeguhakwa where he was. The 
witness said at that time his father was hiding in the Congo. having fled in fear. Witness 
EB explained that following October 1990 his father was being sought on account of his 
Tutsi ethnicity. I t  was being said that since hc was a powerful trader, h e  was sending 
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money to the i i ~ko t cm~i . ' "~  On cross-examination, Witness EB ackno~vledged that he had 
not read the entire article in Kanp~rn,  only the passage he was referred to by the 
Prosecution. On request he read the following subsequent passage in the same article: 

We havc no concerns against those persons. However, we include them in this 
letter that we arc sending to you so that it' the concerns about thesc persons 
become - can be provcd true, that you will be able to inform the President of the 
Republic - the prosecutor. 4 n d  if any one person is innocent, inform us of this 
and tell us \*ether the concerns about this person are not - are unfounded. And if 
we are doing this, it is only because we seek to help you because tomorrow, or 
the day after lomorrow, Giseuyi shall be attacked by firearms which can be found 
at Kajeguhakwa's house, and which we have lost all trace of.lo6 

196. Witness EB was asked after reading this passage whether he still considered the 

a list he had talked of in Kangurcr No. 7 to be a death warrant. He affirmed this belief, 
saying once their names were published, these persons died, and only one survived. 11 
was put to him that these twelve people had fled Rwanda and were RPF accomplices. We 
denied this, stating that none of them ever fled, but that they remained in Rwanda where 
they perished.'u7 

197. The Chamber notes that the later passage in this article, highlighted by the 
Defence. clearly stated that the persons named might be innocent, In this case, the 
concerns would be unfounded, according to the article. In effect, though, this also 
constitutes an indication that there was a concern about the persons named. and the 
Chamber recalls that the article was entitled "Kangztrc~ Continues to Denounce People to 
the Intelligence Service". Witness EB's father was named and it was said that Ngezc was 
looking for him but unable to find him, in reference to a possible attack with firearms 
from Kajeguhakwa's house. The Chamber considers that in naming Witness EB's father 
and others in this manner, despite the acknowledgement that they might be innocent, 
Kungura highlighted these individuals as suspects about whom there were concerns. 

a 198. A lisl of 123 names was published in Kangura No. 40, in Febn~ary 1993. The list 
was preceded by an article, signed by Kmzgcrra and entitled "Twagiramungu Makes 
Massive Recruitment of the Youth into the i~~kof~ziz~vi  Ranks", which said the following 
about the list: 

... Following is a list of the children - with their parents' names - who have 
joined the Jnkotnny; at the instigation of TWAGIRPIMUNGU. Pcople or 
Cyangugu; here are the people who are going to use the gun to exterminate you. 
Heed the advice givcn to you by the Prime Minister, to organizc your self 

10s 
defcncc, as thc security services seem to have lost their nerve.. . 

199. Prosecution W~tness AHA testified that this lcst came from Rwandan authorities, 
more spee~fically the hourgomesrres. The ~nuniclpal counc~lors reported to the 
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bou~gemes~es,  who reported to governors, who reported to the Central Intelligence 
Service. He affirmed that the document was an official one, which had merely been 
published by Kangum. The information was classified and for this reason ought not to 
have becn publicized. He said that Kur~ptrii was the only newspaper that had published 
the list of names, and be acknowledged that the list may have served those who 
participated in the massacres. In cross-examination, Witness AHA agreed that 
Twagiramungu was recruiting people for RPF and was a supporter of FWF, but he noted 

10') 
that Twagirmungu did not have an armed wing, saying he was involved politically. 

200. Hassan Nyeze also testified that the list published in Kmgura was an official one. 
He said it had been submitted by theprLifet of Cyangugu. All prijets in Rwanda had been 
asked by a panel of the Minister of Interior, the Minister of Justice and the Minister of 
Defence to provide such lists of people who had joined the RF'F. When he was asked 
whether he did not think that the publication of this list, identifying these persons as well 
as their parents who were left behind, would put them in danger, Ngeze laughed. He said 
other lists had also heen published in Kanpro .  In a country at war, such lists were 
normal, he said. The FWF were recruiting people from inside the country, he recalled, 
citing achowlcdgement that this was happening by Kajeguhak>Tra in his book."" 

201. The list of 123 names published in Kungura No. 40 was clearly established as an 
official list compiled by government officials. which h'geze managed to obtain and 
publish. Prosecution Witness AHA confirmed Ngeze's testimony as to how the list was 
compiled. Those named on the list were accordingly official suspects. The Chamber 
notes, however, that the article in which the list was contained, urged readers of Kanguru, 
after waming them that they were going t o  he exterminated: to organize self-defence. 
This is cited as advice from the Prime Minister, but the article further stated that "the 
security services seem to have lost their nerve". The implication of this language is that 
the list of 123 names was not for inforn~ational purposes only. Rather it was delivered 
with a call to action. 

202. A letter signed by Kigali Prefet Tharcisse Renzaho was published in Knnguru KO. 
7, reading as follows: 

Dear Sir, 

I wish to ask you to kindly institute public proceedings against thc pcrsons 
mentioned in this letter. Indeed, Mr. Prosecutor or the Republic, these pcrsons 
fled the country between 29 September and 4 October 1990, and there is an 
indication which can lead us to bclieve that they participated directly or indirectly 
in the conspiracy against Rwanda. Their flight on the eve of thc hostilities is 
indicative in  this regard. We, therefore, believe ihai they should be liable to face 
sentences provided for, with regard to such crimes against the security of the 
state. It should be indicated also that before their departure most of these persons 
had set aside a good amount of products in their shops and storage areas. 
probably in order to dcstabilise the national market by planning the events whose 
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imminent l~appening lhey had probably become aware. Furthcnnore, we have 
heard of transfer of funds abroad possibly to the addrcsses of the fugitives by 
members of thcir families or by their friends who have remained in the country 
and are running their shops.'" 

203. The Xgeze Indictment alleges in paragraph 6.11 that this letter contained the 
names and addresses of Tutsi merchants who were to be persecuted, as well as members 
ol'their families, as collaborators of the Inyer~zi. Having reviem:ed the text of the letter, 
cited above, the Chamber notes that the persons named were said to have fled the country 
and become involved in the hostilities against Rwanda. Public proceedings against these 
individuals for crimes against the security of the state were called for. It was suggested 
that they had set aside certain goods from their shops in an effort to destabilize the market 
and that those who remained behind and were m n i n g  their shops might possibly transfer 
funds abroad to them. It is not said in the letter that they should be tried because they 

e were Totsi merchants. Rather it was said that their departure from the country just prior to 
the commencement of hostilities was suspect and indicative of their involvement as 
Iyenzi collaborators. 

Discussion o f  Evidence 

204. The Chamber accepts that some o f t  he lists reprinted in Kafzguru were official 
lists of suspects. The first hvo lists ol'names in Kclng~tra No. 7 clearly indicated that the 
persons named were facing charges and awating trial. However, the third list of twelve 
names in Krmpvu No. 7 was a list created by Kanguvu, and Kgeze himself by his own 
admission. Kangurtr readers were asked to send infomlation on the people named, and 
according to Witness EB almost all of the people on the list were subsequently killed. 
The Chamber notes that Kanguru did not explicitly call for the commission of acts of 
violence against these individuals. They were said to he suspect and information about 
them was solicited. Those named in Kcrrzguru No. 9, including Witness EB's father: about 
whom information was sought, were even said to be possibly innocent, although the 
Chamber notes that the title of the article in which they were mentioned itself indicated 

0 that in fact they were being denounced. Many of these people were subsequently killed, 
but the evidence does not establish a link between the publication of their names in 
Ktrngura and their subsequent death. 

205. Similarly, the lettcr by Tharcisse Renraho published in Kangura No. 7 effectively 
named the people listed in it as suspects and called on the government to prosecute them. 
Although they were apparently not people named on an official list, a basis for naming 
them as suspects was articulated, namely that they had left the country shortly before the 
RPF attack. Under these circunislances, the Chamber cannot equate a call for thcir 
prosecution with a call for thcir persecution, as the letter is characterized in the 
Indictment. 
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206. The list of 123 names, in contrast, was published by Kangnra with a call on its 
readers to take action. The message conveyed was that the government, who had named 
these people, was incapable of protecting the population from the threat that they 
represented. Readers were urgcd to organizc self-defence, with the clear implication that 
they should take action against those named, to save tl~emselves from extermination. By 
generating fear, providing names: and advocating this kind of pre-emptive strike, 
tiangiwcr clearly intended to mobilize its readers against the individuals named on the list. 
Witness AHA, who to some extent defended the publication ofthe list as an official one, 
nevertheless acknowledged illat it may have served those who participated in the 
massacres. No evidence was introduced as to the fate of the 123 people named on the 
list. 

2.2.5 Cartoons 

207. A number of cartoons that appeared in Kilnguru were discussed in the 
proceedings. Jou~nalist Adrien Rangira testified that the cartoons primarily targeted thc 
opposition. He mentioned a cartoon showing Agathe Uwilingiyimana, the Prime 
Minister, and Faustin Twagr-amungu, the designated Prime Minister of the transitional 
govcmment, naked in bed together, which he said was intended to defame these hvo 
Prime ~inisters." '  Witness ABE also referred to this cartoon in his testimony, 
identifying Twagiramungu as President of the MDR. He thought the cartoon was 
disgraceful and noted the position of the two and the way they were talking. He said the 
language used was vulgar, citing as an example the word ic),arzu, meaning that the 
woman was a friend to the man. He described this treatment as part of a Kungura strategy 
to encourage hatred and to persecute Tutsi, as well as opposition political parties and 
particularly Agathe Uwilingiyimana, who was in the opposition. Witness ABE mentioned 
another Kaugui-a cartoon in which Uwilingiyimana was caricatured naked: and he said 
she had been denigrated."' If she was criticised in this manncr, he said, it was to 
persecute her, to frighten her and discourage her."' A number or  cartoons depicting 
Agathe Uwilingiyimana naked appeared in tiungurc~ - with other members of the 
government in Kangurcr KO. 36 and on the cover page of Kangnru No. 46, in bed with 
Faustin Twagiramungu in Kangurn No. 5 5 ,  Kungurrz No. 57, and Kungura No. 58. In one 
of these cartoons, she is pictured with snakes coming from her breasts.'" 

208. Asked in cross-examination whether the cartoon of Twagiramungu and 
Uwilingiyimana together in a bed was not making a political point that this businessman 
was in bed with the Prime Minister, Witness ABE noted that Twagiramungu was not a 
businessman but a politician and the President of a political party. Uwilingiyi~nana was a 
niernber of that party and its political bureau. He said the cartoon wanted it to be 
undcrstood that these two were involved in shameful activities during the period where 
the tl-ansitional govemment was to be established. The cartoon was intended to persecute 
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and denigate persons opposed to MRND ideology. Asked whether it was not just 
intended to make people laugh, Witness ABE replied that a cartoon showing things which 
are not true is destabilizing. This was someone marricd and respcctable, and thc cartoon 
accused thc person of adultery. When it was put to him in cross-examination that 
cartoons of heads of state are used by the press around the world and are not 
disrespectful, Rangira noted that a journalist from another newspaper had been sentenced 
to four years for cartooning President ~ab~ar imana . " '  Witness AHA, who worked for 

117 ; 
Kangura, testified that Ngeze did not draw the cartoons, but gave ideas for them. 11 hen 
asked why opposition leaders were caricatured naked, Witness AHA, who himself also 
participated in the crcalion of kirrzguriz cartoons, statcd that the intent was to take away 
their respect, and to convey that they were not good leaders."' 

209. Witness ABE statcd that Kgeze and Kangura played a role in the assassination of 
Uwilingiyimana. Kangut-a was thc newspaper that always criticized her as a bad person 
opposed to the President, and projected a certain image of her. It was put to Witness 
ABE and he acknowledged that President Habyarimana's widow ordered the 
assassination of Uwilingiyimana and that it was carried out by the Presidential Guards."' 

210. Several cartoons published in Kunguru depicted LJNAMIR General Dallaire with 
women. In kirrr'qwa No, 53, he is shown knecling and sucking the breast of a woman, 
who is saying to two other women standing in line behind her, "When 1 would have 
finished, I would also asked you to breast feed D a ~ l a i r e . " ' ~ ~  In Ktmgura KO. 56, he is 
shown with his arms around hvo women, one oS whom is kissing him. The title reads: 
"General Dallaire and his army fell prey to the traps of thefemmesfut~iles.""~ Kabanda 
testified that the cartoon was to show how women had corrupted the UArAMIR head, who 
was there to oversee pcacc and the implementation of the An~sha  Accords. He said this 
and other cartoons in Kung~tr-a portrayed Tutsi women as spies.'" 

Discitssion of Evidence 

211. The Chamber notes that these cartoons targcted public figures and that cartoons 
are often used in a political context to mock and critique those depicted. The accuracy of 
the suggestion that Uudingiyimana and Twagiramungu were engaged in an affair is not 
relevant, in the view of the Chamber. Metaphorically, the cartoon could be taken as a 
suggestion that the two politicians were engaged in joint covert activity. It could also 
have bcen intended simply to discredit them, as the evidence suggests. The nature of 
cartoons is such that thcre is not necessarily an expectation of accuracy among readers. 
Political cartoons are more often a form o f  editorial commentary. The suggestion that 
UNAhlIR General Dallaire had a relationship with the Tutsi, exprcsscd in the cartoons as 
one of sexual intimacy, echoes the articles in Kangura accusing Dallaire of favoring the 
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Tutsi. The Chamber notes the way in which the cartoons sexualize the underlying 
political message. 

2.2.6 1994 Issues of Kangura 

212. Five issues of Kungum were published in 1994. The following is a discussion of 
excerpts from these 1994 issues that have been considered by the Chamber. 

Tlte Last ~ i e " ~  

213. An article signed by Hassan Vgeze was published in Kanguuu No. 54 in January 
1994: entitled As a Result of Their Politics of Lies, the Iizkofrrizyi Regret Huving Stalled 
the Wu'uv. In this article, a numbcr of "lies" were set forth - the first that the Inkotuuyi 
were told that there were no soldiers to defend the country, which led them to believe 
they could take Rwanda in three days if they attacked. According to Ngezc's article, this 
first lie "pushed the Inyenzi into committing suicide: into getting themselves exterminated 
because of their belief that the population had been corrupted". 

214. The second "lie" was that the tnyenzi were "really needed in the country and that 
if they came, therc would be no problems, that we would have forgotten our loved ones 
who were mercilessly killed, that there were no Hutus in Rwanda". Ngeze explained in 
the article that having realized it was impossible to capture Rwanda by force, the lnyenzi 
started "a second war against democracy" in which Hutu "collaborators" such as 
Mugenzi and other named politicians were mobilized to defend "the accompliccs" and to 
question the 1959 revolution. He mentioned the PL and the MDR, which he said: 
"worked hand in hand with the Inyeuzi to take power by all possible means". After 
noting that the promises of the Arusha Accords, which "stripped Habyariinana 01 all his 
powers" fell through, Ngeze noted that Mugenzi and others "ret~med to thcir fellow 
Hutus". 

215. The third "lie" was that the Inyenzi would seize power immediately in a coup 
d'ctat. Ngeze noted that in fact they were imprisoned as soon as they arrived in Kigali 
and that "the people in the majority had therefore been able to thwart their coup plans". 
In a section entitled The last lie, Ngeze warned that these prisoners would be eliminatcd. 
He wrote that if the Inyenzi "raise their heads again, it will no longer be necessary to go 
and fight the enemy who remained in the bush but rather, people will start by eliminating 
the enemy who remained in the country", starting with these prisoners. He stated that the 
Itqwzzi accomplices had a list of 1,600 opponents who would be killed during a transition 
period, in order to instill fear and intimidate the population into following the Inyerzzi: a 
plan which he said was referred to as the "Final Plan". The article then stated: 

Let's hope the Iizyenzi will have the courage to understand what is going to 
happcn and realize that if they nnke  a s~nall mistake, they will be exterminated; 
if they make the mistake of attacking again, there will bc nonc of thcm left in 
Rwanda, not even a single accomplice. All the Hutus are united ... 

123 Exhibit P10. 
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216. Asked in cross-examination whether this was not a threat of the coming genocide, 
h'geze replied that he was doing what hc could to stop the war. He was hying to put 
information to the public and tell them, "lf the war resume again, this is the conscquence 
of the war." It was for then1 to decide whether they wanted to kill people, in which casc 
they should make war, or whether they wanted to save people, in which case they should 
not resume the war. He said he was trying to avoid the bloodshed and save the lives of 

123 innocent people. 

217. The Chamber notes that much of the article. The Last Lie, constitutes a drscussion 
of the situation prevailing in Rwanda at the time, including tlic military aggression of the 
RPF forces. In the context of the article, the words inyewzi and Inkottrll~i were used 
interchangeably and apparently referred to the RPF. However, thc term "Invenzi 
accomplices" was used in a more an~biguous manner. The threat that if the Inyenzi 

C , 
attacked again, it would no longer be necessary "to go and fight thc enemy who remained 
in the b u s h  and instead people would "start eliminating the cncmy who remained in the 
country" stated an intent not only to eliminate those "who remained in the hush", a 
reference lo the RPF forces, but also "the enemy who remained in the country", who 
were not specifically defined. Subsequently the term "accomplice" was used and it was 
said of the lnyenzi that "there will be none of them left in Rwanda, not even a single 
accon~plicc". That this term was a reference to the Tutsi, rather than more specifically to 
those aiding the RPF, can be inferred from the sentence immediately following, which 
read, "All the Hutus are united". In his testimony. Ngeze did not claim that this term was 
a reference only to those associated with the RPF. who would be killed. Rather he said 
he was trying to save the lives of innocent people who would be killed if the RPF 
attacked 

218. In this same issue of Kanguru, Ngeze reminded his readers that Kanxuru had been 
calling for Hutu unity, in a section of his editorial entitled The Role of K c m ~ ~ ~ r r z  in the 
Sdvation ofRwrmrlu. He wrotc: 

I 
Before Rwanda was attacked, Kar~pru  revealed the plan. We started urging the 
Hutus to unite. not to listen lo what the enemy was asking them to do. especially 
as the enemy was the cause of the war amongst them. From that time, the truth 
preached by KANGUR.4 has played a remarkable role in the reconcihation of 
Wutus and the return of those who had been misled. Today, Hutus from different 
patties meet, discuss and shai-c a drink. The irrefi~tahle proof of this is the speech 
Justin hEGENZI delivered during the MRND meethg the day before yesterday 
in Nyamirainbo. Who could have thought that MUGENZI will one day become 
an Interahomn,e'? Kangrm:r rolc will be studied in the history of Rwanda and 
that of the rrgion we live in >vhere a lot of Tutsis reside; Besides, Kanguru has 
revealed to the coming generation who the Tutsi is.12" 

219. In 1993, Kungurtr lauded its role in having raised awareness among thc Huh) of 
the inherent nature of the Tutsi, captured simply in the phrase "who the Tulsi is". Thc 



passage clearly conveys that the Tutsr a a s  the enemy against xhom the Hutu wcre bemg 
urged to unite 

Who Will Survive the War of March? 

220. This article was published in Kungurn No. 55 in January 1994.''' Signed by 
K n n p r n ,  it warned those who believed that because of the Arusha Accords the war was 
over, noting that the war had two facades, a military one and a political one. The articlc 
said that while the actual fighting had stopped, the political battle was "far from over", 
noting that the military front followed from the political front. The article was critical of 
the United Nations, suggesting that while the role of UNAMIR soldiers was to ensure 
security and the implementation of the peace agreement, in fact they were supporting the 
RPF: * Presently, these soldiers behave as if they have been sent lo help the RPF to take 

power by force. The situation needs some clarifications. If the Idiotarzyi have 
decided to Inassacre usl the killing should be mutually done. This boil must be 
burst. The present situatiou warrants that we should bc vigilant because they are 
difficult. The presence of U.N. forces will not prevent the Inkufnr?yi to start the 
war (...). These happenings are possible in Rwanda, too. When the I,zku"ornyi 
must have su~~ounded the capital of Kigali, they will appeal to those of Mulindi 
and their accomplices within the country, and the rest will follow. It will be 
necessary for the majority people and its arnly to defend itself . . . 011 that day. 
blood will be spilled. On that day, nluch blood musl have been spilled. Romeo 
Dallaire and his UNAMIR, whatever they do, must take into account this 
reality,'i" 

221. Asked who Kungui-(I was referring to as the accomplices of the enemy, based on 
his review of Kunguru in its entirety, Prosecution Expert Witness Kabanda replied that 
Knrzgwn was identifying an external enemy, which was the RPF, but also an enemy 
within the country, being mainly the Tutsi and Hutu who were sympathetic to their ideas. 
This was the enemy of the r-uhtmrh nyumwinshi, the majority people, and an enemy of 
the country. Kabanda said that while the enemy outside definitely was waging war and 
had accomplices inside, no t  all the Tutsi were necessarily accomplices. He mentioned 
Twagiran~ungu and Uwingilimana. older women and younger people, and Tutsi who 

127 
were not waging war as persons \vho were not accomplices. 

222. Ngeze commented on this passage, noting that from January 1994, they had 
evidence that the RPF had managed to infiltrate more than 3,000 soldiers inside Kigali. 
fuurther to those based in the CND, referring to the 600 soldiers provided for in the Arusha 
Accords. He said the other soldic~-s were hiding and waiting for the signal for war, and 
hc read the next paragraph of the article: 

Evidence that war is imminent in Kigali is that the lnkotanyi are already carrying 
out provocative acts. They have started carrying out sporadic attacks in 

'" Exhibit P117B, pp. 27163-64. 
"' lbid, See also T. 15 May 2002. pp. 42-43. 
'I' 7 .  I 5  May 2002, pp. 43-44. 1 
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neishbouring sccrcurs which are close to CND, where they are encamped. 
Durinz the last two attacks carried out by the Inkotunyi in the Remera area, more 
tlran two people were killed and there were other people who were wounded. The 
Inkutanyi are killing innoccnt people and, afiel- which, they return lo their 11c\?: 

base which has been given to them by the Arusha Peace Accords. What is 
worrying is that thesc provocations and killings are being perpetrated in frout of 
the United Wations peacekeeping forces which arc with the LWAMIR 
contingent."" 

223. The Chamber notes that much of this article constitutes a political discussion of 
the situation prevailing in Rwanda 111 the time, including the potential for military 
aggression by RPF fol-ces with a focus on the role of the United Nations and UNAMIR 
forces. In the military context of a stated fear of attack, the sentence, "If the Inkotnnyi 
have decided to massacre us. the killing should be mutually done", is a clear reference to 

0 
tlic Ilzkotcznyi as the forces of the RPF. The RPF was named in an almost immediately 
preceding sentence. Accordingly, this sentence can he understood in the context of 
military defence or civil defence. The subsequent reference to "accomplices", however, is 
not so clear. The sense of the text is that the Inkotanyi would undertake military 
aggression and appeal to accomplices within the country, which would lead to bloodshed 
as the majority people and its army would act to defend themselves. The "majority 
people" as the term was used and understood in Ktmngiml, referred to the Hutu 
population, suggesting that the reference to the "acconlplices within the country" was a 
reference to the Tutsi population. 

224. While this text can well be taken as threatening, the last sentence cited in the first 
passage above, which urgcd the United Nations to take this reality into account; can also 
suggest that the intent of the at-licle was to convcy concern over UNAMIR's support for 
the RPF and to indicate that this support could lead t o  much b loodshed."%midst its 
expression of concern over unauthorized nditary presence of the RPF inside Rwanda and 
the p erceived political bias o f  U NAMIR, Knngiim conveycd to  its rcadcrs t hrougl~ its 
vague reference to "accomplices" against whom the "majority people" must defend itself, 

a that all Tutsi were RPF accomplices and that their bloodshed would be a reaction 
provoked by the RPF in the event of an attack. 

How Will ilte UN Troops Perislz? 

225. This question was the title of a section appealing in an editorial signed by Ngeze 
and published in Kangurrz No. 56 in February 1991. The editorial predicted thc failure of 
the Arusha Accords f o r  not addressing the problem in Rwanda, which the editorial 

r. 130 dcfincd to be ethnic: "a problem between Hutus and Tutsis . Thc section of the 
editorial read as follows: 

I 2 8  7'. 1 Apr. 2003, pp. 45-48. 
"'I The Chamber notes that this sentence, translated in the course of Kabanda's testimony, was omitted 
from the translation of this excerpt i n  Chl-&lien's report. 
"' Exhibit P11566-A. K0151337. 
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As happened in Somalia where about two hundred UN soldiers were k~lled 
because of their partisan stance, in Rwanda; the government will soon be 
fonned and those who will be left out will fight against it, and so will thosc 
participating in the government but without recognizing it. The country will be 
teeming with opponents. The United Nations troops u:ill continue suppofling thc 
Aruslia Accords because they justify their presence hcre. Those who reject the 
Accords will take it out on thosc soldiers and will massacre them; thcy will throw 
grenades at them and they will die each day. A time will come when those 
soldiers would grow \veary and lea1.e. And it is afler their departure that blood 
will really flow. All the Tutsis and the cowardly Hutus will be exterminated. Ibe  
Iizyenzi would once more enlist MIJSEVENI's support in attacking the Hutus, 
who will be tortured to death. The tragedy would be as a result of the ill- 
conccivcd accords."' 

226. This text contains a clear and explicit reference to the Tutsi and their Hutu 

0 supporters, and foretells their extermination. The editorial's conclusion stated that these 
were predictions of Knngura about what would happen, that people would bc killed in the 
next few days. The Chamber notes the inflammatory language used. Rather than simply 
stating that Lw soldiers would be killed, the article stated that they would be "massacred 
and then elaborated further that they would be  targeted by grenades and die every day. 
The passage warned readers that the blood ~ u u l d  "really flow". While the content is in 
the form of a political discussion, the descriptive and dispassionate tenor of jouinalism is 
notably absent from the text, which consequently has a threatening tone rather than an 
analytical one. 

One Would Say That Tutsis Do Not Bleed, That Their Blood Does Not Flow. 

227. This article, signed b y  K m g u r n  and published in Kcmgc~ra No. 5 6 i n  February 
1994, recounted a prcss conference attended by Ngeze at which Tito Rutaremara, an RPF 
representative, spoke. Kung~wn reported: 

What Kanyarengwe did to them must be true what was said of the Tutsis, that 
thcy are like childrcn. thal tl~ey are childish. During the prcss conference that the 
Inkotnnyi rcceutly gave at Nrjtel Diplor,zate, they stated things. which were 
surprising to the people in attendawe. Tito Kutarernara said, 'I took arms to fight 
against the dictatorship. I will once again take up those arms to light against thc 
dictatorship, the same dictatorship.' h d  there was applause, there was sustained 
applause. 'The Tutsis who acclaimed Rutarcn~ara, do they remember that they 
themselves can havc the11 bloodshed'! The war that was tlireatcned by 
Rutaremara, it is obvious that he will be the first victim instead of those related to 
him. That question should be put to him."' 

228. In cross-examination, Ngeze was asked about this article and why he did not 
distinguish between the Tutsi and the RPF. Wc replied that when one went to a CDR 
press conference the majority present were Hutu, and when one went to a RPF press 

" ' l b i d .  KO1 51336. 
"' T. 3 Apr. 2003, pp. 33-34 
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concerence the majority present were T utsi. At the press conference he said the Tutsi 
applauded. "j 

229. In the excerpt cited above, Tito Rutaremara was quoted as saying that he had 
taken up arms to fight dictatorship. With regard to those who applauded this statement, 
the article questioned whether they realized that in taking up arms they were risking their 
own lives. In the context of armed uprising, such a question - clearly intended to deter 
support for an anned uprising - is a reasonable one. Military activities by the opposition 
would provoke a military response that could fall within the scope of national or civil 
defence. The reference to the Tutsi made was not a reference to the Tutsi in general, but 
rather to "the Tutsis who acclaimed Rutaremara". or as Ngeze stated in his testimony, the 
Tutsi who applauded at the meeting indicating their support for armed insurrection. 

Discrrssinn of Evidence 

a 
230. Kungunz issues published in 1994 are not notably distinct from issues of Knrzg~~ru 
published prior to 1994. In the articlcs reviewed, there is more focus on the military 
threat of the Inkotccnyi and repeated warnings that an attack by the RPF would provoke 
the killing not only of lnkotunvi but of those inside the country, loosely called 
"acconlplices" but clearly intended to refer to the Tutsi population. Kungur-a described 
these futurc victims as "innocent" and several times defined or referred to the 
accomplices as those other than the Hutu. K a i z p ~ a  also foretold the killing of UNAMIR 
personnel, suggesting that UNAMIR was supporting the RPF, that UNAMTR was a silent 
witness to RPF killings, and that UNARfJR forces would lea\:e the country if some of 
them were killed. 

231. The clear message conveyed by the articles published in Kunprcr in the first three 
months of 1994 was that an RPF attack would provoke the slaughter of innocent Tutsi 
within the country and that the RPF would be responsible for having kiggered this 
killing. h'geze maintained that this message was a prediction or a warning, but the 
Chamber considers that it was a threat, particularly in light of thc strong, violent language a uscd in convcying the message. The message of Kan,pr.u issues in 1994 threatened the 
massacre of Tutsi within the country as a consquenee of inkortmnyi aggression, cquating 
Inkotunyi accomplices with the Tutsi population inside thc country. 

Witness Evidence on Kungura 

232. A number of Prosecution witnesses testified to their general impression of 
Kanpra. how the newspaper was seen by others and what they themselves thought of it. 
The Chamber considers their cvidence critical to an assessment of the impact of Kmgitiz 
on its readership, and the population at large. 

233. Having read Kurzgura in its entirety, Prosecution Expert Witness Marcel Kabanda 
was asked to identify particular themes espoused by the newspaper. He enumerated four: 
anti-Tutsi ethnic hatred; the need for self-defense by the majority, which was threatened 

' 3 3  Ihid., pp. 36-38. 
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by the minority; the struggle against the Hutu who did not tow the line; and the 
mobilization of the Hutu population to fight this dangcr. Kabanda testified that in 
Kangur-u the enemy was well defined as those threatening the majority population, the 
Tutsi-lnyenii. While the newspaper differentiated Tutsi in and outside the country, it 
underscored the fact that the two groups were in solidarity and working together to 
exterminate the Ilutu and regain power, enslaving Hutu who swvived.'j4 in describing an 
ever prcsent obsession i n K anguru with the danger represented b y the Tutsi, K abanda 
cited a cartoon published in January 1992 in Rwanda Ruslgm, an opposition nempaper, 
together with an article entitled The Kungurn S,;ndrorne. Tn the cartoon, a patient on a 
couch looking like Hassan Ngeze says, "Doctor, I'm sick". The doctor asks, "What's your 
problem?" and the patient answers, "Tutsis, Tutsis, Tutsis". The accompanying article 
described Kcnzgwa as having a role in promoting ideology saying, "In this manner, 
Kunguru thereforc considers itself as a journal of struggle, as a newspaper of combat,'"35 

a 234. Witness AHI, a Hutu taxi driver from Giscnyi and long-time associate of Ngcze, 
testified that he used to work for Kgcze selling Kungura newspapers. He said he used to 
read Kungura and when asked whether he remembered the issues he had read, he recalled 
one issue in which Ngeze spoke about the ethnic groups of the Rwandan population. He 
had added a fourth group to the Hutu, the Tutsi and the Twa, which was composed of 
persons born to Hutu fathers and Tutsi mothcrs. Ngeze referred to this ethnic group as the 
Hutsi. He said such people should not he counted among Hutu families, as they belonged 
to Tutsi families. Witness AHT said he himself could be referred to in this way, and there 
were many other examples. In 1994, he said people belonging to this fou~th ethnic group 
were killed and he named Mama Bruki, a neighhour orNgeze's father, who was killed by 
CDR members of the hnpzczumgmzbi while her husband's life was spared. Her husband 
Muzamiru was taken to a bar for a drink and told, "Do not worry, we are going to find 
another wife; a Hutu for you." Amongst the killers he named was Ngeze's bodyguard, 
and Witness AH1 said it was Ngezc who was buying drinks for ~uzamiru.""  

235. Witness GO, a Hutu civil servant who worked for the Ministry of Itifol-ination, 
testified that from September to November 1993, he was responsible for monitoring all 

e private press, including Kmgzrru. which he described as "the most extremist paper". On 
cross-examination, when it was suggested to him that Kung~ira was humorous, Witness 
GO replied, 'TJothing of what I saw in Kangura made me laugh. However, it did frighten 
me." When it was put to him that little more than 30% of thc adult population was 
literate, Witness GO replied that i n  societies where people do not  know how to read, 
there is oral tradition. Infomiation is transmitted by word of mouth from those who know 
how to read to those who do not. Bccause Kangz~i-a was extremist in naturc. everyone 
spoke of it. in buses and evcrywhcre. He said, "thus, the news would spread like fire; it 
was sensational news.""' 

!,A 1'. I4 May 2002, pp. 14-16, 
1 3 '  . 16 May2002, pp.15-16, 123-1241 Exhihit PI22 
"6 .I.. 4 Sept. 2001, pp. 76-80. 
"'T.6June2001,pp. 105-106, 116117, 120, 124. 
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236. Witness ABE described Kungtwu as "the most strident of all the newspapers . 
When it was put to him that the literacy rate of adults in Rwanda in the early 1990s was 
less than 30%, he answered that literate people would explain to others who were not 
literate what they had read in Kanglru. He said not only was this possible but in fact it is 
how it happened."' The witness testified that he started reading Kangur-a when i t  was 
established in 1990. He described the policy of the newspaper as uniting the Hutu to fight 
against the Tutsi and all thc others, the Hutu who did not speak the same language as they 
did.'" On cross-examination, Witness ABE acknowledged that it was possible even iv 
Kcmprcl to find divergent opinions but he said the person said to have written the article 
would be tbllowing a particular political line. When asked about viol en^ anti-Hutu covers 
of Kungura, the witness said if there w x e  such articles, given what he knew of Kungim 
policy, they were meant to shake up the Hutu and encourage them to follow the extremist 
line of Kanguru, to fight the Tutsi and moderate Hutu. Whilc acknowledging that there 
were some anti-Hutu articles, he noted that Twagiramungu was a Hutu and that Agathe 

@ Uwilingimana and Gatabazi, who were. Hutu, were killed. He said they werc all Hutu but 
they did not follow the samc political policy as MRND and its newspaper ~ u n ~ ~ r n . ' ~ ~  

217. Franqois-Xavicr Nsanzuwera, the former Prosecutor of Kigali, testified that from 
its inception Knngura was a newspaper seeking to spread a racial, ethnic-based message, 
targeting individuals. The ncwspaper said itself that it was seeking to make the Hutu 
aware of the dangers they might have to face. By inkotanyi and their accomplices, they 
meant Tutsi and Hutu opponents. Nsanzuwera called Kangura "the bell of death", 
becausc if one were targeted in Kungum, if a minister, he could be sure lo lose his 
position during the next cabinet reshuffle and if a simple citizen he could be sure that he 
would be arrested. If an olficial, one could lose his function or employment. In 1990 and 
1991, when there were massive arrests, all those who were mentioned in Kuirgwa were 
arrested and thrown into prison. He said Anatole Nscngiyumva, the man responsible for 
army intelligence services, was the first one to pick up Kangww from the printer.'42 

238. Witness ABE said that there were issues of Karzgurn in which people were 
criticized and would then lose their jobs or their lives.'43 When asked in cross- 

@ eltamination to elaborate on this statement, Witness ABE recalled an article in 1990 on 
theprbfet of Gisenyi, Francois Nshunjuyinka, who was accused in the article of being an 
lnkofanyi accomplice because h e had suspended a s ous-pr@ who had supervised the 
killing of Tutsi. Nshunjukinka lost his employnent about a month after the article was 
published and left Gisenyi immediately. His children were killed during the course of the 
genocide. If Nshunjukinka had been found, he would have been killed too. When asked 
how he knew there was a connection between the article and loss of employment, 
Witness ABE replied that he saw this happen sevcral times. Other cases he mentioned 
included the case of Kajeguhakwa, who was considered an ir~kolurz~.i and who would 
have been killed had he not fled. He also mentioned politicians who werc killed including 

' ' 1'. 28 Fcb. 2001; p. 32. 
I3'T. 27 Feb. 2001, pp. 48-50. 
"' Exhibit P6. 
14, T. 27 Fcb. 2001, pp. 31-39. 
'" T. 23 Apr. 2001. pp. 126-127 
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Gapyisi and Gatabazi and said there were several others whose names had been 
mentioned in Kanguru. These names were not all published in Kangura at the same time. 
The editor would focus on someone for a period or  time, saying that the person was 
against Habyarimana or against the Hutu, that he was against their political line, and then, 
after a while, that person would be killed. As far as the witness knew, no investigations 
would be conducted, as would normally be the case. He mentioned Felicia Ygago, who 
was said by Knngtircl to have been among those who killed Gatabazi and was killed 
subsequently. He mentioned Agathe Uwilingimana. who was killed, and Twagiramungu. 
who would have been killed if he had been found. Witness ABE acknowledged that 
Kunpra  did not call for these people to be killed. He explained that being referred to as 
an accomplice was enough to be put in danger and eventually lead to being killed later 
on. Witness ABE added that Ngeze himself would say that if he ever wrote about 
someone that person would not live. Ngeze terrorized people, going everywhere with his 
camera and blackmailing ~ e o n 1 e . I ~ ~  -. . a 
239. Witness ABE maintained that Ngeze was the originator of the propaganda 
canmaim. He clarified that he was not saying that the plan for genocide came from . - . - 

Ngeze but rather that Ngeze was assigned an important role within the plan to propagate 
the ideology. Although Witness ABE had said and reaffirmed his statement that Ngeze 
was uneducated, he said this role suited him well, to carry out unscrupulous propaganda 
to contaminate the minds of people, which was the kind of propaganda one did not need 
to be educated to undertake.I4' 

240. Witness AHA distinguished Kangura from other publications at the time. Noling 
that it was a private newspaper, he said its style was quite different from that of state 
newspapers, which he described as boring. In contrast, he talked about "a certain fi-eedom 
of expression" in Kcmgum and "a certain extravagance due probably to the lack of 
knowledge of our profession". He described the paper as sensational, meaning 
exaggerated in expression and in facts, triggering some sort of reaction, not leaving the 
public indifferent.'" Witness AHA noted that Ngeze was characterized a1 some point as 
a prophet or a visionary. He recalled Ngcze saying in an RTLM interview that he was 

(I) not a visionary, that he was able to get top secret information, and based on that 
information he could predict what could happen. For this reason it was not surprising 
that he could make predictions on changes in government ministers and cabinet 

147 appointments. With regard to the tctm "accompliccs", Witness AHA testified that the 
word was used for those \vho collaborated with the enemy and wanted to see a change in 
regime. He noted that some named accomplices now openly admit that they were 
supporting the rebellion.'" When asked about verification of infomution and the 
editorial process used by Ngeze for Kni~gura, Witness AHA replied: "The truth and the 
quest for the truth was not his concern. His concern was this struggle aud it had to be - 
that struggle had to be conducted by all means.. . 3,149 

'" 7'. 28 Feb. 2001, pp. 10-1 8, 25. 32. 
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241. In his testimony, Ngeze outlined his career in journalism, beginning with the 
establishment of a press agency in Giscnyi. He described how he built a network of 
contacts by paying people to bring him news from wbcrever they were. For example, he 
would approach a minister's secretaries and offer to double their salary on the condition 
that they gave him a copy of whatever they typed for the minister. He would do the same 
thing with the person making photocopies, suggesting in his testimony that he had got 
information in this wiy from the Office of the ICTR  rosec cut or.'^" With these 
information links, Ngeze knew what was happening. He was in contact with many 
ambassadors, saying he spoke with the French and US ambassadors on a daily basis 
because they knew that he had information, although h e  did not reveal his sources to 
them or to one another."' Ngezc generally maintained that what he published was 
accurate, and that he foretold rather than caused events such as changes in political office, 
attacks and assassinations. illustrating what happened through the following hypothetical: 

a 1,et me emphasize myselfz let me say, even now I came to know that this water. 
here this water contained poison and I tell the Court, listen, don't drink this water, 
it contains poison. I have evidence, I have proof that the water inside the 
courtroom contains poison, don't drink. Then everybody here ignore what 1 am 
telling the court; what I am telhng people here, then at a later stage you decide to 
drink the water, then you die.'" 

Discussion of Evidence 

242. The evidence of witnesses establishes that Knngura conveyed its message 
effectively. Kangum was seen as an anti-Tutsi publication with much power to affect the 
lives of the individuals mentioned in it. The evidence does not establish a specific link 
between the publication and subsequent events, and yet such a link was clearly perceived 
by many witnesses such as Witness AHI, Witness ABE and Nsanzuwera, suggesting that 
K n n p m  greatly contributed to the climate leading Lo these events, if not causing them 
directly. Witness ABE, for example, acknowledged that Prime Minister Agathe 
Uwilingiyimana was killed by the Presidential Guard on the order of Habyarimana's 

0 widow. But he clearly perceived the way in which Uu-ilingiyimana had been repeatedly 
portrayed in Kangui-n as having made Uwilingiyimana a target, such that the image of her 
projected by Kangzcra led to these subsequent events and resulted in her death. 

243. In contrast, Prosecution Witness AHA repeated what N g e ~ e  had told him and 
what Ngeze himself testified: that he predicted rather than caused these events. Ngeze 
described in detail his method of buying information, and his creation of a powerSu1 
network with a broad range of sources. Ngeze had access to much information, yet 
Witness .4HA also testified that the truth and the quest for the truth were not of concern 
to him. This statement accords with the Tribunal's perception of Ngeze, as evidenced 
even by his own conduct during the proceedings. Ngcze would have the Chamber 
believe that Kangura told people not t o  drink water because they would die from the 
poison in it, that he was warning them rather than himself poisoning them. The ethnic 

' X  Ibid. 
1 5 '  T. 26 Mar. 2003, pp. 75-81. 
'" T. 3 1 Mar. 2003_ pp. 22-23. 
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hatred that permeates Ktcngz~ru had the effect of poison, as evidenced by the testimony of 
the witnesses. At times Kungunr called explicitly on its readers to take action. More 
generally, its message o f  prejudice and fear p aved the way f o r m  assacres o f  thc Tutsi 
population. 

Factual Findings 

244. The Chamber found the testimonies of Witnesses GO, 4BE, MK_ AHA and 
Philippe Dahinden credible in paragraphs 608, 332, 886, 132 aud 546 respectively. 

745. Thc Chamber finds that The Appeal to the Conscience of A e  Hzit~l and The Ten 
Con~nmndmcnts of thc I-htu included within it, published in Kunguvu No. 6 in December 
1990, conveyed contempt and hatred for the Tutsi ethnic group, and for Tutsi women in 
particular as enemy agents. The Appeal lo the Conscience of the Hutu portrayed the Tutsi 
as a ruthless enemy, determined to conquer the Hutu, and called on the Hutu to take all 
necessary measures to stop the enemy. Kunguru published the 19 Coinmnndrnei~ts to alert 
readers to tllc evil nature of the Tutsi and their intention to take power and subjugate the 
Hutu. The Ten Cominandineizts of the Hutu and the 19 Coininaizclnzents of the Tutsi werc 
complementary efforts to ihc same end: the promotion of fear and hatrcd among the Hutu 
population of the Tutsi minority and the mobilization of the Hutu population against 
them. This appeal to the Hutu was visibly sustained in every issue of Kangura from 
February 1 991 to  March 1 994 b y  the title "Thc Voice that Awakens and Defends the 
Majority People". 

246. Other editorials and artides published in Kanguru echoed the contempt and 
hatred for Tutsi found in The Ten Comman(1n~ents. These writings portrayed the Tutsi as 
inherently wicked and ambitious in language clearly intended to fan the flames of 
resentment and anger, directed against the Tutsi population. Thc cover of Karzgz~rcl No. 
26 answcred the. question "What weapons shall we use to conquer the Zrzyenzi once and 
for all?" with thc depiction of a machete. The message conveyed by this cover was a 

I, 
message of violence, that thc machete should be used to conquer the tn.venzi once and for 
all. By Inyenzi, Karzx~iru meant, and was understood to mean, all Rwandans of Tutsi 
ethnicity, who in this issue of Kangurrr were stereotyped as having the inherent 
characteristics of liars. thieves and killers. 

2.3 The 1994 Kangura Competition 

217. In Krrngura No. 58, published in March 1994, a competition was launched. 
consisting of eleven questions, the answers to which were all to be found in past issucs of 
Ki~ngur-cc. The competition was published again in Knngrva No. 59, also in March 1994. 
Various points were allocated to con-ect ansxvcrs, and ten prizes were announced for the 
winners i n  Kangura No. 5 8, including cash, air tickets, electronics, clothing and rood. 
The first prize was 25,000 Frw. Kcnzpru No. 59 mentions additional prizes, which can 
be seen at RTLM? including several series of prizes from corporate sponsors, one of 
whom offers to give any winner who is a member of the CDR a case of beer. To enter 
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the competition, readers were told to detach and submit the original page of Kaizgura (no 
photocopies accepted), together with responses to the questions, to RTLM. 

248. The introduction to the competition states: 

Starting with issue 58 of Kanyrra, the mauagernent of this newspapcr, assisted 
by the benefactors who love this newspaper, is organizing a competition for the 
purpose of scnsitizing the public, who loves the newspaper, to its ideas."' 

249. Virtually all of the eleven questions ask the competition participants to identify 
which issue of Ku~zgrrrr contained a particular text. All of the questions relate to 
Kangur-a in some manner. if not asking for identification of particular issues of the 
publication then asking for infomlation a bout Knngura j ournalists o r  peoplc named in  
Kangurcr. Questions include "In which issuc of K a r z z ~ m  will you find the sentence "We 

a have no more Tutsi because of Kanyarengwe?" and "When did K a q p r u  become the 
voice to wake up the majority people and defend their i n t e r e s t ~ ? " ' ~ ~  Prosecution Expert 
Witness Marcel Kabanda testified that in answering the questions he had identified 
thirteen issues of K m ~ ~ u z ,  but that in order to answcr the questions, he had to read thrce 
times as many issues."' He stated that back issues of Kangura were available, citing a 
reference in the international edition Kungura No. 9 to past issues Kunguru No. 33 and 
Kangurcl No. 8, encouraging readers who missed these issues to contact a magazine 
sel~cr."" 

250. Following the competition questions in both Karzgura No. 58 and K(zizgz~ra No. 59 
157 was a survcy, which Kabanda characterized as part oL' the competition, asking Kclngzua 

readers lo evaluate various RTLM broadcasters including Kantano Habimana, Gaspard 
Gahigi, Noel Hitimana, and Valerie Bemcriki. The introduction to this survey reads: 

Since thc KTLM began broadcasting in Rwanda, 28 July 1993, tell us what you 
lbi~lk of its activities. Tell us \\;hat yo11 u:ould want to change. Tell us wliat you 
consider to be its strong points and its weak points.'5Y 

@ 251. Kabanda testified that the Kuizgura competition was publicizcd on RTLM in 
March 1994, encouraging listeners to participate in the competilion and calling on 
listeners to hurry and buy issues of Kangura so that they could send in their responses. 
The Prosecution introduced the following transcript of an RTLM broadcast of 14 March 
1994: 

Now, I'd like to speak to you about the Krmpra newspaper competition .... 1 
therefore wish to inform you that you mustn't take your pens because the 

"' P1 IS. Kilngum No. 58: p. 7. K.4022076, also i n  P I  19. Translation fi-om French. 
: 54 Ibid.. p. 8, KA022077, Question 7(c) and Question 8 (a). Original Kinyarwanda: Kanprengwe 
atumareho abatuts~ "lbonoko mu yiho Kangrrra"?; Kangura yabayc ijwi rigarnijc gukangure no kurengere 
rubanda nyamwinshi ryari? 
:" 7'. 14 May 2002, pp. 155.160. 
"' T. IS May 2002. pp. 26-27. 
"' T. I4 May 2002, p. 160. 
,is Exhibit P I  15, Kangura No. 58, p. 9, KA022078, also in PI 19. Translation from French 
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questions which I will share with you are in Kuizgiira.. .. You will see them 
toinon-ow in Kangura issuc No. 58;  which will be put out on salc. These are the 
prizes that Kanyra has been able to find for you with the assistance ol'those who 
support it. So these are the prizes.. . I s q  

252. Kabanda testified that this broadcast, which he attributed to Gasper Gahigi, was 
not the only reference on RTLM to the competition and mentioncd another one on the 
same day made by a spcaker who was not identified. In an RTLM broadcast of 2 April 
1994, following the publication of Kilnguru No. 59, Valeric Bemeriki also mentioned the 
competition, saying: 

I'hc Kaugura conipetitiou is in its second phase. \Ire do have many prizes. 
Industrialists have given us many. Buy Kunyuru KO. 59 and send us a paper 
which is inside and on which you have to answer the questions. You havc also to 
tell us what you think about RTLM journalists. Give them grades according to 
how you listen to them. Students who are on holidays should also participate. 
So as to accept your participation you have to send three pages attached together 
and they havc to be from Kangura Nos. 58, 59 and 60.'" 

253. On cross-examination, Ngcze was asked why he chose to run a competition 
asking his readers to go back to all the old issues of Kungiru for the answers. He replied 
that it was common Tor media to run competitions and stated that Kungura had rn many 
competitions from its beginning, citing Kungur-u No. 2, June 1990, page 17. The 
Chamber requested a list of such competitions from ~ g e z e , ' "  which was not provided. 
The Chambcr also asked Kabanda whether there had been previous competitions in 
Kaizgura. He answered affirmatively, recalling one that had appcared in 1992 but was 
unable to provide a reference. He said it was not of the same nature but rather asked very 
specific questions rather than questions relating to what has bccn read in Kangura.'" On 
page 17 of Kunguru No. 2, published in June 1990, there is a survey asking readers to 
comment on the performance of various public officials in Giscnyi. It is not a 
conlpetition, and it does not refer to other information published elsewhere in K n n ~ w u .  

254. When asked about this conlpetition, Nahimana said it was nevcr brought to the 
Cornit6 d'hitiutive, or Steering Committee, of RTLM. These kinds of competitions were 
very common and existed around thc world. He statcd that there was no link between 

103 RTLM and Kangura. In cross-examination, it was suggested to Kabanda that the 
competition was a joint marketing operation, undertaken for commercial purposes. The 
witness agreed that there was a conlmercial benefit of the competition lo both Kunguru 
and RTLM but stated that he could not conclude that the only motivation was 
commercial, citing the significant pedagogical aspect of the c o n ~ ~ e t i t i o n . " ~  

'" T. 14 May 2002, pp. 165-169. 
16' Exhibit P103:190. KOl47064. 
'" T7. 3 A p r  2003, p. 18. 
'"'7'. 1 1  May2002, p. 171. 
163 T. 21 Seot. 2002. on. 101-102. ,.. 
64'1.. 1 l July 2002, p. 190 
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Discussion of Evidence 

255. The Chamber has reviewed the text of the Ka~zgwu competition, carefully 
considering the introduction, the questions. the survey on RTLM broadcasters and othcr 
references to RTLM, as well as the cvidcnce relating to broadcasts on RTLM promoting 
the competition. RTLM publicity for the competition, the fact that the competition entry 
was to be turned in to RTLM, and that the competition prizcs were located at RTLM, as 
well as the survey on RTLM journalists requesting feedback for improvement, all 
indicate that the conlpetition was a joint enterprise of Kungum and RTLM. The Chamber 
notes that such joint enterprises among the media are quite common, and that newspapers 
and radios around the world often undertake such initiatives for commercial or 
programmatic purposes. Nevertheless, the Chamber considers the competition relevant 
evidence, probative of coordinated activity between Kungurn and RTLM. The Chamber 
also notes that there is a prize in the competition for which only CDR members are 

eligible. 

256. The purpose of the competition is stated in the introductory text of the 
competition itself as being an effort intended to sensitize the public to the ideas of 
Knngura. Expert Witness Marcel Kabanda testified that in coming up with the answers 
to the questions, he identified thirteen issues and to do so had to consult three times as 
many issues. It i s  clear t o  the Chamber that to answer questions referring t o  thirteen 
diffcrent issucs, one might well have to consult a large number of thc issues of Kungum, 
which seems to have been thc intent. Many if uot most of the questions in the competition 
are political in nature. In light of its stared purpose, the exercise was in fact designed to 
familiarize readers with past issucs and the ideas ofKangurcz. 

Factual Findings 

257. The Chamber finds that the published twice in March 1994, in 
Krrrzgum issues No. 58 and No. 59, was a joint undertaking of Kung~ra  and RTLM, 
intended to acquaint the readers of Kangwu and the listeners of RTLM with the content e and idcas of Kungur-a as set forth in its past issues. The Chamber finds that the 
competition was designed to direct participants to any and to all of these issues of the 
publication and that in this manner in March 1994 Kungura effectively and purposely 
brought these issues back into circulation. 

3. CDR 

3.1 Creation and Leadership of the CDR 

258. The Coalition for the Defcnce of the Republic (CDR), or h~~uzanrccganzbi 
Zihm-anim Repuhulika in Kinyanvandd, was created by statute in February 1992'" and 
registered in March 1992 as a political party.'66 The preamble to the CDR Statute speaks 

I65 The CDR statute is dated 18 February 1992 (Exhibit 2D9). and the minutes of thc constituent assembly 
indicate that the meeting at which the statute was adopted took place on 22 February 1992 (Exhibit 21112). 
:" T 21 May 2002. p. 55. 
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of "the need to preserve thc gains of the 1959 Social Revolution" and the concern "to 
reinforcc the unity of the popular masses," concluding "The undersigncd have convened 
to create a political party so that their voices are better heard and their ideas defended 
within the different organs of State, with full respect for the Constitution and the laws in 
force".'" The Statute describes the red. black and yellow CDR flag - the colour red 
representing the blood spilled for the 1959 revolution and for the defence of democracy 
and the Republic, the colou black signifying the Republic, continncd by referendum in 
1961 as an irrevocable expression of the will of the people, and the colow ycllow 
signifying the sun, meaning the victory that had risen over feudalism and monarchism, 
with the circle representing the unity of the popular masses. The Statute defined the 
motto of the party to be "Unity and Solidarity" and declared that party membership was 
free and voluntary, and open to all persons of Rwandan nationality over the age of 
majority. The structure of the party was divided geographically, with Communal and 
Regional Assemblies, and a General Assembly that included all members of thc Regional 
Assemblies and an Executive Committee, the President of which was the President of the 
party. Among the fifty-one signatories to the CDR Statute arc Thionestc Nahimana, 
Stanislas Simbizi, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, Martin Bucyana, Noel Hitimana and Hassan 
~ ~ e z e . ' ~ ~  

259. Thc Co~istituent Assembly of CDR met on 22 February 1992 at the Urugwiro 
Hotcl in Kigali. The minutes of the meeting indicate that the Statute was adoptcd at the 
meeting. A provisional Executive Committee of ten were elected, including as members 
Martin Bucyana, Thioneste Nahimana, Antoine Rutegesha Misago, Jean Baptiste 
Mugimba, and Stanislas Simbizi. Martin Bucyana was elected President, Thioneste 
Xahimana as First Vice-President. Antoine Rutegesha Misago as Sccond Vicc-President 
and Jean Baptistc Mugimba as ~ e c r e t a r ~ - ~ e n e r a l . ' ~ ~  in addition to the minutcs, a video 
recording of the CDR Constituent Assembly is in evidence, together with notes 
summarizing the video prepared by Counsel for ~ahirnana."%ccording to these notes, 
after an introduction by Stanislas Simbizi, Barayagwiza explained why the founders had 
created the CDR and enumerated the objectives of the party. He said that for seventeen 
ycars, the MRND had prcached unity hehveen the Hutu and Tutsi, but that concordance rn between these two ethnic groups had not successfully taken root in Rwanda. Unity 
between the Hutu and Tutsi was impossible. Rather, a social contract was needed 
between the Wutu and the Tutsi so that they could live in accord and agree on thc 
mechanisms of government. .4ccording to Barayagwiza, the CDR did not cngagc in 
ethnic discrimination and would never say that someone should dcstroy a Tutsi's home or 
cut him with a machete, and il would combat all those who wanted to create trouble in the 
country, whether they be Hutu, Tutsi or Twa. Barayagwiza said that the Tutsi had their 

: 67 The Chamher notes that in the reprint of the CDR Statute In the Koiiiy'n special issue of 1992, there is 
an additional paragap11 in the preamble rcading as Collows: 'Rccogniring the right of each person to claim 
himself as of one uf the  three cthnicities that comp~ise Rwandan socicty without being sectarian or racist." 
Translation from French. As Exhibit 2D9 is the text of the Slatutc in evidence before the Chamber, and as it 
is a copy oCa signed; notarircd and witnessed document, the Chamber has not taken this additional tcxt into 
its considerallon of the CDR Statute. 
168 Exhibit ZD9. 

L~h ib i t  2D12. 
:"' Exhibit IDh6R. 
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problems and created parties to address those problems; the Hutu also had to have their 
own parties to address the problems of the Hutu, which was why the people present at the 
constituent assembly had decided to create the CDR. After the Statute was signed before 
a notary, Barayagwiza responded to questions concerning the ideology of CDR. Hc then 
introduced the heads of the delegations from each of the prefectures in Rwanda, including 
Martin Bucyana and Stanislas Simbizi among them, and announced that they would 
constitute the national bureau of the CDR, prcsun~ably a reference to the Executive 
Committee as they were named in the minutes of the meeting. Jean-Baptistc Mugimba 
then proclaimed Martin Bucyana as the President of the national bureau 01 the CDR. 
Neither Barayagwiza nor Ngeze was named as a prefecture leader or member of the 
national bureau. 

260. Prosecution Expert Witness Alison Des Forges testified that during the period 
1992 to 1993, there was considerable tension between Bucyana and Barayagwiza. 
Barayagwiza did not wish to assume public leadership of the party but wanted to be the 
decision-maker. This led to a crisis in July 1992 when Bucyana suspended his 
participation in the party, which was an embarrassment that the Executive Committee of 
the party had to try and smooth over. A year later, in August 1993, Barayagwiza went to 
Europe on a mission to represent the CDR without consulting the President or Secretary- 
General, an action criticized by the Executive Committee. From internal documents of 
the CDR, Des Forges learned about these incidents. She cited one letter indicating that 
Bucyana did not feel in contxol of the party and considered the challenge to be coming 

I:? from a northerner, he being a southerner. She suggested that the reference to a 
northerner was a reference to Barayagwiza, whom Bucjana did not feel he could 
n a m ~ . " ~  Des Forges testified that speeches written by Bucyana were subsequently 
corrected by Barayagwiza, based on the analysis of a handwriting expert, who examined 
a typewritten speech prepared for delivery b y Bucyana o n  the occasion of the official 
recognition of the party in 1992. The speech contained numerous handwritten changes 
identified by the expert as having been written by Barayay"viz,a, and subsequently 
incorporated into the final text of the speech.17" 

@ 261. Many witnesses testified that although Barayagwiza was not named as an office- 
holder in the CDR at the Constituent Assembly, he was the real leader of the party. 
Witness X described Barayagwiza as the most powerful member of the CDR. saying 
Martin Bucyana, the CDR President, was actually a straw figure, chosen to show there 
were powerkl people from the south in CDR, as the majority of CDR members were 
from the north.'75 In an article written in October 1995 on the assassination of 
Habyarimana, Colonel Bagosora referred to Barayagwiza as leader of the CDR'~', and in 
his testimony Nahimana referred to Barayag~viza as being among the leaders of the CDR: 
together with Bucyana in front at the podium at a CDR rally.'" Omar Serushago testified 

" '  Exhibit IDGOB. 
I" Exhibit P138: T. 21 Mav2002. oo. 83-89 
'" T. 21 May 2002, pp. 83:89,94:5%. 
' " ~ b i d , p ~ .  101, 107-108; Exhibit P141; 1 .  12 July2002,p. 172. 
'" T. 18 Fcb. 2002, pp. 63-64. 
176 Exhibit P142, p. 26; T. 21 May 2002, pp. 134-135. 
"' T. 19 Sept. 2002, pp. 106-1 10. 
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that it was Barayagwiza who founded the extremist ideology of CDR."' HC said there 
was no one higher up than the Chairman and that person was ~arayagwizd."" Des Forges 
testified that Barayagwiza was ihc most important person involved in the organization of 
the CDR.'" She stated that in a telephone interview, David Rawson. the US Ambassador 
to Rwanda in 1994. told her that when he had dealings with CDR, he would deal with 
~ a r a y a ~ w i r a . ' ~ '  Prosecution Witncss Franpis-Xavier Nsanzuvera, the Kigali Prosccutor 
at the time, testified that Barayagwiza was one o f  the leaders of CDR and that it was 
Barayagwi~.a, in 1993 and 1994, who used to call him in that capacity when the 
Iir~~~~(zczrn~~gumbi militia were arrested for criminal acts, especially killings, to intervene 
on their behalf and ask him t o  rclease them, warning the Prosecutor to remcmber his 
career.I8' In a letter dated 30 December 1993 to Gcneral Dallaire, signed by Bucyana and 
seeking special protection from UNAMIR for CDR Executive Committee members, 
Barayapviza and Ngeze were included at the end of the list.'" N g e ~ e  testified that he had 
askcd Bucyana to include his name in this letter because the UN would only protect 

e political party officials. U NAMIR subsequently requested documentation o 1 the p arty 
leadership and as the documents did not include Ngcze's name, he was not granted 
protection. He said for the same reason Barayagwiza was denied this protection because 
he had not yet bcen clected to office in the CDR.''" 

262. Several witnesses testified that Barayagwiza served in the CDR as second to 
President Martin Bucyana. Prosecution Witness LAG. a Hulu member of the PL party 
from Cyangugu, testified that CDR was among thc political parties active in Cyangngu, 
and that he Lcarncd from the leader of his prefecture that Bucyana was President of CDR 
and t hat Barayagwiza was "number two" i n  the party.'" Prosecution Witness A BC, a 
Hutu man employed in a shop in Kigali rented from Bucyana, who had his officc in the 
same building, said that CDR meetings were held in the building and that Barayagwiza, 
who attended these meetings, was Bucyana's deputy in CDR. They stopped meeting there 
after Bucyana's death in the beginning of 1994. He did not know the others named at the 
Constituent Assembly as CDR office-holders.18' Prosecution Expert Witness Marcel 
Kabanda testified that Barnyagwiza and Ngeze were both advisers for CDR while 
Bucyana was chai~rnan.'~' Witness AFB testified that at a CDR rally in 1993 in 

# Urnuganda stadium, Barayagwiza and Ngeze were introduced as CDR representatives 
and stood up.'" 

263. Ngeze test~fied that hc and Barayagwiza \vcre appointed political adv~sers in 
CDR, smce they had participated in its establishment. Thc term "adv~ser" was given to 

"' T. 20 Kov. 2001. p. 64. 
I 7 ' r .  21 NOY. 2001,pp. 116-117. 
! 8" T. 21 May 2002. pp. 55-56. 
IYI  Ibid.pp. 150-151. 
'" T. 24 Apr. 2001. pp. 5-12. 
l Ci Exhibit P107/37: 7'. 21 ,May 2001, pp. 131-132. 
'" T. 28 Mar. 2003. pp. 35-37. 
'" l'r. 30 Aug. 2001, pp. 44-46, 57. 
'" T. 28 ~ u g .  2001,pp. 5-12. 
'"T. 14 May 2002, pp. 142-145. 
'" T. 6 Mar. 2001, p. 19. 
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those founding members of CDR who had signed the Statute at the inaugural meeting. 
According to Ngeze, due to his position as Director of Foreign Affairs in the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, Barayagwim would sometimes be assigned the lask oS speaking for 
CDR in other countries. As he travelled frequently, CDR used this opportunity to have 
him speak on behalf of the pal-ty wherever he was. However, he would only do so with 
authorization from the party. Ngeze stated that although he had signed the CDR Statute, 
he himself did not become a member of CDR so as to ensure that he would be paid for 
CDR advertisements published in K(mgura, which he would not have been as a 
rnernber.'8%efence Witness B3: a doctor and university lecturer who was a member of 
CDR. affirmed in his testimony that the CDR office-liolders were those named at the 
Constituent Assembly of CDR. He said that Barayagwiza was never Vice-president of 
CDR: but that he was appointed an adviser or conseiller at the national level. Hc lestificd 
that he did not know of Ngeze having been elected or appointed to any position in the 
CDR at the national level.'"' Kangzr~o No. 41, published in March 1993, includes a 
photograph of Barayagwiza, Ngeze and Bucyana, with a caplion indicating that 
Barayagwiza and Ngcze u7ere advisors to the CDR and that Bucyana was its Chairman.'" 

264. Several Prosecution witnesses testified that Barayagwiza was the President of thc 
Gisenyi section of the CDR. Among them was Thomas Kamilindi, who said he was also 
a member of the Executive Committee, and Alison Des Forges, who said that Gisenyi 
was the strongest and most in~portant section.'" Prosecution Experl Witness Jean-Pierrc 
Chrktien described Barayagwiza as a member of the Steering Committee of CDR.]"~  
Prosecution Witness AHI, a Hutu taxi driver currently detained in Gisenyi on charges of 
genocide, testified that Barayagwiza took over from Balthazar as h cad o f t  he CDR in 
Gisenyi, a tier B althazar r es iped  around S eptember t o  November 1 992.Ig4 Prosecution 
Witness EB, a Tutsi teacher f i ~ n i  Gisenyi, described Barayagwiza as the President of the 
CDR at the prefectural ~evcl.~'" Prosecution Witness AFX, a Tutsi civil servant from 
Giscnyi, also testified that Barayagwira was the CDR President at the Gisenyi prefectural 
level, and that his deputy was Hassan Kgeze. He said that Barayagwira organized CDR 

196 meetings i n  Giseny~. P rosecution Witness 0 mar S erushago, a n  inferahamwe 1 eader 
fiom Gisenyi, testified that Barayagwiza was the Chairman of CDRin Gisenyi prefecture 

@ and Ramabe Samvura was Chairman of the CDR youth wing in Gisenyi and chair in 
Gisenyi town. He said Ngeze became a member o f  CDR when i t  was set u p  between 
I992 and 1993 and was Samvura's associate in the youth wing in Gisenyi town. 
Serushago tcstified that Ngeze was coordinator of CDR activities in Kigali and Gisenyi 
and an influential member of CDR, close to ~ a r a ~ a g w i z a . ' " ~  

'"" T. 28 Mar. 2003. p p ,  19-2.1.26-27. 
190 T. 3 D e c  2002, p p .  35-36. 
191 . 1'. 14 May 2002, p. 142. 
'" T, 21 May 2001, pp.  61G2;T. 21 Way 2002, pp.  127. 
"' T.  3 July 2002, pp.  211-212. 
191 T .  4 S e p t .  2001, p .  54. 
195 T. 15 May2001, pp.  151-152. 
I'ih 7'. 3 May 2001, p p .  6-7; T. 7 May 2001, pp.  32-33, 
"' T .  15 Nov. 2001, pp.  77-85. 
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265. Ngeze tcstificd that Barayagwiza replaced Samvura as President of CDR in 
148 

Giscnyi. As the representative from Gisenyi he got on the national committee. 

266. Many Prosecution witnesses, including Witness ABC, Witness LAG, Serushago, 
Kamilindi, ~abanda"' and Dcs ~orges"" testified that after the death of Martin Bucyana 
in February 1994, Barayagwiza succeeded him as President of CDR. Witness ABC said 
that he knew Barayagwiza had become CDR President because it was broadcast on 
RTLM."" Serushago said he heard it on Radio Rwanda, and later confirmed it during a 
meeting with Samvura in Gisenyi town.20' Witness L.4G testified that at the funeral of 
Bucyana, Barayagwiza was interviewed by Rwandan Lelcvision. Hc was the only person 
interviewed and seemed to be the person who represented the party. It was said that 
Barayagwiza succeeded Bucyana as President when he died, although thc witness never 
heard about elections for the appointmcnt.2"3 Witness AHB testified that he had heard 
that Barayagwiza was the chaia~nan of CDR but said he had not witnessed his election to 

0 that post.204 Kamilindi said that Barayagwiza remained also as President of the Gisenyi 
branch of CDR."' In his testimony, Ngeze denied that Barayagwira bccame the leader 
of CDR after Bucyana's death, maintaining that Barayagwiza only bccame the leader of 
the CDR branch in Gisenyi in 1994. In Kangum No. 58, published in March 1994, 
Barayagwiza was reported to have rcplaced Bucyana as head of the CDR after his death. 
Ngcze explained that Barayagwiza had spoken on behalf of CDR at the funeral ceremony 
in C yangugu and therefore p eoplc, including his j oumalist, assumed that B arayagwiza 
had replaced Bucyana as president. Kangum No. 5 9 also stated that B arayagwim had 
replaced Bucyana as head of the CDR. Ngcze stated when asked to comment o n  this 
second reference that KnnLpru was not the Bible or the Koran. He reiterated that 
Barayagwiza nevcr replaced ~uc~ana . ' ""  

267. In his book, Le Sang Hutu est-il I O L I ~ ~ ? ,  Barayagwiza wrote that he was never a 
party leader a t  the national 1 eve1 or President o f t  he C DR, although 11 e acknowledged 
being a founding incmber of the party with pride, and he acknowledged holding the title 
of Adviser to the Executive Comnittec. He said he served as President of the Regional 
Committee in Gisenyi ti-om 5 January 1994. In conformity with the Statute, he said that 

I, on the death of Prcsident Bucyana in February 1994. the First Vice-president 
auto~natically bccame interim  resident.^"' 

268. Nahimana testified that hc did not participate in any way in the establishment of 
CDR or its meetings, other than attending its hrst public rally, which took place in  
Nyamirambo Stadium in Kigali sometime between June and August 1992. He said 

""I' 28 Mar. 2003. p. 22. 
99 '1'. 14May2002: pp. 141-143. 
'" T. 21 May 2002. pp. 55-56. 
'"' T. 28 Aug. 2001, pp. 5-12, 
'" T,  15 Nov. 2001, pp. 77-85. 
"' T. 30 Aug. 2001, pp. 44-46, 57 
'"T. 27 Nov. 2001, p. 139. 
'" T. 21 May 2001, pp. 61-62. 
206 T. 1 Apr. 2003, pp. 73-77. 
'" &hibit 2D35, pp. 230-231 
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Theoneste Nahimana and others left MRND to establish CDR, and Thhoneste Nahimana 
subsequently became Vice-Chaim~an of CDR. Nahimana thought that some Prosecution 
witnesses had confused him with Theoneste ~ a h i m a n a . ~ " ~  Ngeze testified that Nahimana 
was not prescnt at the inauguration of CDR and that he did not know Ferdinand 
Nahimana to be in the CDR.'"' Defence Witness I2 testified that Nahimana was never a 
member of CDR.?"' He, together with Kahimana and others, in 1992 formed an 
association called the Circle of Progressive Republicans (Le Cercle des R4puhlicains 
Progressistes), or CRP, which advocated the reform of MRND and the integration of all 
ethnic groups and parties. Nahimana was Second Vicc-President of CRF, and Witness I2 
stated that people used to confuse CDR and CRP with each other, as both fought for 
republican ~ a l u e s . ~ ' '  Defence Witness B3, a doctor and university professor who was a 
member of CDR, testified that Nahimana was a member of MRVD and never joined 
CDR. Although Witness 6 3  tried to persuade him to join, Nahimana did not want to join 
CDR a s  h c  regarded i t  a s  a n  cthnicist party whereas h e advocated peacc and unity.'" 
Defence Witness D3, a member of MDR who knew Nahimana, also testified that 
Nahimana did not take part in thc setting up of CDR and was nevcr officially, or 
unofficially, a member of CDR.~" Nahimana is not present in the videotape of the 
inaugural ceremony of CDR and is not a signatory to the CDR ~ o n s t i t u t i o n . ~ ' ~  

269. In an excerpt from the book Les Crises Politiques mi Burundi et uu Rwundu 
(1993-1994). by Andre Guicl~aoua~ Xahimana is identified parenthetically as CDR."' 
Kahiniana appcats in a photograph on thc back page of Kungurn No. 35, with a group of 
people, some of whom were wearing CDR T-shirts and caps. Nahinmna was wearing 
neither a CDR T-shirt nor cap. A caption underneath the photograph rcads: "The party of 

,416  the people, CDR7 condemns the government made up of accomplices.. . . Nahimana 
identified himself in the photograph, and said that this rally took place between June and 
August 1992. He testified that the photograph did not show all the participants at the 
rally. For example, Barayagwiza. who was with Bucyana and others in the front at the 
podium, was not shown in the photograph.2" Ngeze testified that the same photograph 
was from a football match and denied that the caption, which hc wrote, was expressing 
their view, as Nahimana was not a CDR member and another person present i n  the 
photograph was an RPF member.*" 

270. Counsel for the Prosecution produced a series ~Tphotographs in which Ngeze was 
wearing CDR colours (P248). He acknowledged the photographs and admitted that hc 

''9, 19 Scpt. 2002, pp. 40-44. 
'"T 8 hpr.  2003. pp. 12-13. 
"@ T. 24 Oct. 2002, pp. 72-73. 
" '  T. 25 Oct. 2002, pp. 15-19, 26. 37; T. 25 Oct. 2002 (Fr.), p. 30; T. 28 Oct. 2002, pp. 129.130. 
"' T. 3 Dec. 2002, pp. 25-27. 
= I 3  T. 13 Jan. 2003, p.  12. 
"'Exhibit IDh6A; Exhibit 2D9. 

Exhibit 1D151. p. 698. 
' I 6   lie original Kinyarwanda reads: "lshyaka Rya Rubanda CDR Kiramagana Guverinoma Lgirwc 
N'lbyitso. Byagarasanye Kun Ministri Ngunnzira Ushinzwe Ububan1.i N'Amahanga. Mu Mezi Abin 
lgomba Kuba Yeguye." 
217 T. 19 Sept. 2002, pp. 106-1 10. 
' I s  r .  3 Apr. 2003. pp. 93-96. 
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was wearing the colours of the CDR party. He also stated that he had attended an RPF 
mceting at Kinihira when hc wore an RPF T-shirt and cap, although he was not a men~bcr 
of RPF.'" Ngezc was also questioned by the Chamber about a photograph on the back 
page of Kangu~w No. 40 of Ngeze wearing a CDR tie. Under the photograph was written: 
"Wc will accept to go to jail, we will accept to allow our own blood to run, but we will 
protect the interests of Bahutu", followed by Ngezc's name."" Ngeze said that this was 
an apology to the Hutu from the south who were killed in large numbers by 
Habyarimana, a s  a way of protecting the interests o f t h e  H ~ t u . ' ~ '  The Chamber asked 
Ngeze \vhy he would be shown with the CDR tie in Kangura. He explained that at the 
time, he had been imprisoned by the Habyarimana regime and his stafl'had done this to 
reassure them that hc was not an ~ n k o t a n > , i . ~ ~ ~  Thc same photograph appears next to the 
editorial in the same issue olNgeze without ille tie. 

Discussiori of Evidence 

271. The credibility of Witnesses AFX, EB, AHB, X, LAG, ABC, AFB, AHI, 
Kamilindi, Serushago, D3, Nahimana and Ngeze are discussed in paragraphs 712, 812, 
724, 547, 333, 331, 815. 775, 683, 816. 334, and sections 5.4 and 7.6 respectively. 

272. The documentary evidence of CDR leadership clearly indicates that Martin 
Bucyana was the first President of CDR: and that neither Barayagwiza nor Ngeze served 
on the Executive Committee named by the CDR Constituent Assembly in February 1992. 
Despite these formal arrangements, the ev~denee also clcarly indicates that Barayagm~za 
played a primary role, if not the primary role, in the crcation and leadership of CDR from 
its beginnings. Documentary evidence to this effect includes the speech to bc delivered 
by Bucyana at the offjcial launch of the party, personally edited by Barayagwiza, and the 
videotape of the meeting. which shows Barayagwiza acting in a leadership role - 
presenting the party and its objcctivcs to the meeting, introducing the delegation heads 
from each prefecture, and answering questions on the ideology of thc CDR. The witness 
testimonies furthcr indicate that Barayagwiza continued to play this leading role in 1993 
and 1994. He was seen by the United States diplomatic corps to represent CDR, and he 
was the voice of CDR to the Prosecutor's Office in Kigali. Barayagwiza was perceived 
by many as the real decision maker behind the scenes, or as the deputy or "number hvo" 
to Bucyana, the President. 

273. Although he was not initially named in 1992 as the Gisenyi CDR President, the 
Chamber finds at some point in time prior to the death of Bucyana in February 1994, 
Barayagwiza had fom~ally assumed this position. Witness AH1 said B arayagwiza look 
over from Balthazar. Ngeze said he replaced Samvura. Many witnesses in addition to 
AH1 and Ngezc, including Witnesses BI, AFX, Scrushago. Kamilindi and Des Forges, all 
testified that Barayagwiza was head of the CDR in Gisenyi. Several witnesses also 

'I' [hid,  pp. 97- 102. 
"' 4 s  translated by Ngeze. The original K inyanvanda reads: "Tuzemera Dufungwe, Twemere Tumene 
Amaraso Yacu Ariko Turengere lnyungu Z'Abahulu"; T. 3 Apr. 2003. p. 26. 
'" T. 3 Apr. 2003. pp. 26-27. 
'" T. 8 Apr. 2003, pp. 46-47. 
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indicated that Barayapviza was a member of the national committee, a reference to the 
Executive Comrnittec. As the head of CDR in the Gisenyi prefecture, Barayagwiza 
appears to have been by virtue of that position a member of the national CDR Executive 
Committee, which is what Ngeze conveyed in his testimony. At the Constituent 
Assembly, the regional CDR delegates named were those who constituted the Executive 
Committee. Although the date on which Barayagwiza formally assumed this office is 
unclear, it was some time bcfore the death of Bucyana in February 1994. The evidence 
clearly indicates that after the death of Martin Bucyana, Barayagwiza assumed the 
position of President of CDR, formalizing his leadership role in the party. Witness ABC 
heard this news announced on RTLM, and Serushago heard it on Radio Rwanda. The 
news was also pllblished twice in Kunguru. Kgere's insistence that Barayagwiza did not 
replace Bucyana lacks credibility, particularly in light oS this written record in his own 
new-spaper. 

a 274. Ngeze in his testimony indicated that he hin~self was not a member of CDR, hut 
he explaincd that the reason he was not a member was to ensure that hc could be paid for 
advertising CDR in Katzguru. Ngeze was present and active at the Constituent Assembly 
and was a signatory to the CDR Constitution. Hc did not hold office in the party, 
although the evidence indicates his active involvement, such that Witness AFX thought 
he was deputy to Barayagwiza. Ngeze acknowledged that he was onc o f  the founding 
members of CDR and that he was named as an adviser to the party. It was clear from his 
testimony that he was supportive of the CDR and a number of photographs of Ngeze, 
including one of him in Kanguru wearing a CDR tie, publicly identified him in 
connection with CDR. The Chamber considers that i t  is clear from the photographs that 
the CDR tie was superimposed onto a pre-existing photograph of Ngeze. Howevcr, thc 
Chamber notes that Ngeze did not later distance himself from thc i~npression crcated by 
this photograph, that hc was a CDR member or sympathized with their policies, when he 
was released from custody, assuming tl~at he was imprisoned at the lime. If he was not a 
card-carrying member oS the CDR; he was nevertheless seen as having been actively 
involved in the party, and was active if on an informal basis. He supported and promoted 
the party. . . 

0 
275. There is no evidence that Nahimana attended the Constituent Assembly of the 
CDR or participated in the establishment of thc party, and there is little evidence that he 
was even a member of the CDR. The Chamber accepts Nahimana's evidence that the 
photograph on thc back page of Kangura No. 35 was a photograph of the CDR rally he 
attcnded, which is consistent with the photograph caption, and notcs that Nahimana was 
not wcaring a CDR cap or T-shirt, as were others in the photograph. The Cllambcr 
considers that Ferdinand Nahimana may well have been confused with Theoneste 
Nahimana, who was a Vice-president of CDR. This confusion may have been further 
compounded by Ferdinand Nahimana's role as Vice-Prcsident of the CRP. 

Factual Findings 

276. The Chambcr finds that Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza was onc of the principal 
founders of CDR and played a leading role in its formation and development. Although 
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initially not a CDR office-holder, Baraya,wiza was seen as, and was, a decision-maker 
for the party, working to some extent behind the scenes, in the shadow of CDR President 
Martin Bucyana, technically as an adviser or counsellor. At some time prior to February 
1994, Barayagwiza became the head of the CDR in Gisen1.i prefecture and a member of 
the national Executive Committee. In February 1994, following the assassination of 
Martin Bucyana, Barayapiza succeeded Bucyana. 

277. The Chamber finds that Hassan Kgeze was a founding member of CDR and 
active in the party, and held the posihon of adviser to the party Thc Chamber finds that 
Ferdinand Nah~mana xx as not a member of CDR. 

3.2 CDR Policy 

278. Prosccution Expert Witness Alison Des Forges testified that the objective of 
CDR, as seen through its press releases, the speeches of its party leaders, Barayagwi~a's 
writings, and the behaviour of CDR members, was to rally all Hutu, regardless of their 
previous party allegiance, behind the defence of the Republic. They interpreted this lo 
mean rallying all Hutu in a common front against the Tutsi, whoin they took to be 
accomplices of the RPF. Although the party programme and Barayapviza's writings 
referrcd to using peaceful means to attain their objectives, CDR writings also contained 
the underlying threat of resort to force.. Des Forges cited in support of this assertion a 
letter written by Barayagwiza to the editor of the Belgian journal La Libre Belgiyue. The 
letter, dated 11 July 1992, was a reply to an article that had appeared in the publication, 
mentioning Barayagwiza in a manner he considered Lo be inaccurate and prejudicial. In it 
he discusscd negotiations between the government and the RPF, staling: 

I am not participating in  these negotiations but I hopc, as any good patriot, that 
they lead to a compromise acceptable to the Rwandan people aud especially to 
the Hutu majority, from whom the Tutsi minority wants to gab power through 
force and violence."' 

0 279. Barayagwiza said in the letter that he did not have any influence over the 
negotiations cither through his functions in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs or through his 
membership in the CDR, noting, "Anyway, my party, the CDR, is not taking part in the 

7,4 
Govcrnment and was not involvcd in the preparation of these negotiations."-- He then 
mentioned the torture and killing of Rwandan citi~ens by the Tnyenzi-Inkotnnyi and his 
surprise that their leader Kaganle would claim that those who denounced these massacres 
were extremists, citing the dictionary definition of extremism and suggesting that those 
who tortured and killed rather than those \I: ho defended the innocent victims were the 
extremists. In closing, Barayagwiza wrote: 

The CDR never resorted to violent nleans in its political struggle and has no 
intention of taking such i-ecourse. You only need to read its Proganune- 
Manifesto to be convinced of this. Can the RPF of Major Kagame say the same'! 
Rut despite the peaccful methods of its political action. the CDR party will 

"' Exhibit P136, translation (original in French) 
22' Ibid. 
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defend by any means, the interests of the Hutu popular majority agaiust the 
hegemoiiic aiid violent aims of the Tutsi mii~ority.~'~ 

280. Jn analyzing this letter: Des Forges noted the ethnic element in the definition ol' 
the conflict (Hutu and Tutsi), the juxtaposition of the Hutu popular majority against the 
Tutsi minority, and the idea that the Tutsi were seeking to achieve hegemony by violent 
means, against all o f  which the CDR was prepared t o  use any means in defence. Des 
Forges asserted that the phrase "any means" at that Lime meant specifically the killing of 
Tutsi. She testified that the CDR party members were to be the greatest defenders or  the 
1959 Revolution and stand in complete opposition to the monarchy. CDR interpreted the 
conflict in Rwanda as essentially an ethnic conflict and therefore sought to unite all Hutu 
against Tutsi. According to Des Forges, Barayagwiza's writings and the party's press 
releases discussed the age-old ethnic conflict as a fact of nature, instead of recognizing 
that the ethnic nature of the conflict was a recent development. They viewed the situation 

a as bipolar in nature, with no position in the middle. One was on one side or the other of 
an ethnically-defined dividing line.""n his book, LE Sang llutu est-il rouge?, 
Barayagwiza stated: 

The CDR Party considers that this war led agaiust the Hutu who allegedly 
"usurped" the Tutsi power, has unfortuuately divided the Rwandan nation into 
two politico-ideological poles corresponding to the two etlmic groups.'" 

28 1 .  In cross-examination, Counsel for Ngeze pointed out to Des Forges that the CDR 
manifesto did not contain threats of externlination or violence. Des Forges suggested that 
a party which openly advocated violence would not have been registered in Rwanda and 
therefore the programme had to be tailored to comply with the registration laws."s The 
CDR manifesto was reprinted in the special issue of Kanguva published in 1992, and the 
Chamber has reviewed the text of the manifesto. It does not contain threats of 
extemiination or violence. After a review of the history of Rwanda and particularly the 
circumstances of the 1959 Social Revolution, presented as the overthrow of centuries of 
feudal oppression by the Tutsi, the manifesto looked to the future and the question of 

a national unity. On this question it states: 

'This issue can be considered without passiou only if oue clearly recogiizcs that 
Rwandan society is composed of three distinct ethic groups, whose numerical 
inrpo~~ance also diffe1-s. It will be difficult to find an adequale solution to this 
question if one continues to practice the policy of an ostrich rather than to take 
the bull by the honis. One must rccognise first of all the autonomous exislence 
of' each ethnic group and its role in society, in accordance with I-ecognized 
democratic principles. 'This is  so necessary because the reinforcement of 
democracy is occurring wheti the representatives of onc of the ethuic goups 
violeiitly fight to recover power. T h ~ s  reality must he taken into account: the 

'" /hid (translation from French original). 
" 9 . 2 1  May 2002, pp. 59-62, 65-67. 
"' Exhibit 2D35, pp. 21 1-212, translation tiom French 
2:s 7. 29 May 2002, pp. 23-27. 
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Tutsi ethnic group recobmizes and imposes its autonomous existence and does not 
779 

hide its detemiination to rccover power..:- 

282. The manifesto asserted that the different ethnic groups of Rwanda could co-exist 
in peace, in accordance with democratic. principles. Before elaborating an economic 
programme including agriculture, population, industrial development and human 
resources, the manifesto concluded its general discussion of the future as follows: 

The three cthnicities must therefore resolve to co-exist in peace, each defending 
its own interest but in the spirit of national interest. National unity does not 
prcsuppose thc symbiosis of the ethnicities but rather collaboration in diversity 
for the development of the nation as a whole.'" 

253. In an undated Special Communiqu6 issued by the CDR on thc protocol signed in 
Arusha betwecn the Govermnent and the RPF on 18 August 1992, similar vicws on 
etlmicity were expressed. After noting in a section on National Unity that unity is not 
synonynous with the symbiosis of ethnic groups, but rather with their honest 
collaboration for the development of thcir country, the conmuniqu6 stated: 

This said, it must be reco~mized that socio-political rclations in Rwanda have 
bcen characterized since the existence of the country by a real antagonism 
between the Hutu and Tutsi ethnic groups, who vie and figbt for power. As a 
result ol' this struggle, the nalional interest has long been ignored in favour of 
ethnic interest. This was the case during the long rcigl of thc Tutsi feudal 
monarchy. The triumph of the Social Rcvolution of 1959 that re-established 
justice and prepared the reign of democracy should have put an end to the inter- 
ethnic struggle to replace it with electoral competition. But this did not take into 
account the stubbornness of the feudal Tutsi lords who ilninediatcly organized, 
internally and externally, the counter-revolution. The war of October is only thc 
extension of this counter-revolution whose aim is for the Tutsi minority to 
rccover power.'3' 

0 
284. The communiqui stated that this fight for power between the Tutsi and Hulu was 
the major obstacle to unity for the national interest and said it should be recognized and 
addressed directly. It expressed support for democracy and said that the RPF, referred to 
as the champion o f  Tutsi ideology, did not want to recognize the existence of the Hutu 
majority. The policy of the CDR was set forth as follows: 

CDR Party certainly condemns any political ideology that substitutes ethnic; 
regional, religious or personal interest roi- the national interest: but it recoglizes 
the right of each individual or group of individuals, including thc ethnic groups, 
the right to defend through democratic means their legilimate interests."' 

"" Spccial issue of Kangura, translation from French. 
"0 ,hid, 

"' Exhibit 2D24 (translation from French). T. 30 hkay 2002, pp. 48-52 
"' lhid. 
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285. The communique staled that when this ideology expressed itself by subterfuge, 
violence and war it should be condemned by all democratic forces, and it questioned thc 
RPF's commitment to democracy as it was engaged in armed combat.'" 

286. In a subsequent Spccial Communique, No. 5, dated 22 September 1992, the CDR 
expressed concern over having learned that "therc are people who continue to betray the 
country by sending their children, members of their families; or those whom they pay, to 
the I~zjlei~zi-Inkota~~~,i, so that they can continuc to commit their misdeeds and shed thc 
blood of the majority population."''4 In this communiqu-4, the CDR accused thc 
Nsengiyaremye Government of having proof but doing nothing because certain party 
members paiticipating in the Government, even certain ministers, were partly 
responsiblc. By way of example, lists of names were published in ihe communiqui, 
including a list of those responsible for recruitment and sending recruits to the inyemi- 
Inkotunyi, a list of those who had sent their childrcn to the Jilyenzi-Inkorunyi, and a list of 

0 those who were working for thc Ifzyenzi-1t1kotunq.i. The lisls included a number oS 
political leaders. MDR President Faustin Twagiramungu, PSD President Fredkric 
Nzamurambaho. and PL President Justin Mugenzi, for example, were all on the list of 
those working for the Jnyenzi-I~zkotanyi. The communique concluded: 

The CDR party urges the population to be more vigilanl because the Government 
111 place is  no1 concerued about this problein, because most of those in the 
Government are cooperating with thcse I~~ )~ez z i - l~ zko ta~~ i .  The population itself 
must be able to control how these people work and live. 

The CDR party again warns the Govenmment and thc Head of State to show 
concern for this problenl and take the necessary measures against all the traitors. 
Othenvise, they should no1 think that the popula1- majority will continue to 
support them. The euemy is the enemy. Whoever supports him is himself an 
eueiny of ~ w a n d a . ~ ' ~  

287. Several CDR cornmuniqu~s introduced into evidence by the Defence set forth the 
party's position on the Arusha Accords in negotiation at the time. In a letter to the Prime 
Minister, signed on behalf of the CDR by Bucyana and dated 29 September 1992, various 
recommendations were made. The Constitution should not be modified or abrogated 
before the Aecoi-ds were signed and a transitional government put in place, and the 
Accords should be ratified by the people through a refcrendum. Thc legislative, 
executive and judicial powers of state were discussed, as was the length of thc transition 
contemplated and the need for elections. The letter called for the reintegration of persons 
displaced as a result of the war, on an equal footing with the repatriation of refugees. It 
also called [or a new delegation of negotiators who were more competent and more 
patriotic. In closing, the letter warned that if the views of the CDR were not taken into 
consideration, the CDR would not adhere to the outcome of the negotiations."" a 
communique dated 10 November 1992, the CDR dcnounced the Accords signed on 30 

. . . . . . , 
'31 Exhibit P145. 
In' Exhibit P145 itramslation from French). 
"" Exlubit 2 ~ 1 6 ; ' ~ .  30 May 2002, pp. 37-39. 
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October 1992 between the Government and the RPF. with regard to the sharing of power 
in the transitional government. The communiqu6 urged all dcmocratic forces to join 
together to ensure the failure of this protocol, acceptance of which was said to be out of 
the question.237 

288. On 16 February 1993, a CDR communique was released condemning the 
violations of thc ceascfjrc by thc RPF and lauding the euccptional couragc of thc 
Rwandan Armed Forces in countering the RPF aggrcssion. Thc CDR appealed to all the 
Rwandan population, especially the youth, to mobilize to dereat this aggression. 
Deploring the massacres and expressing concern over displaced persons, cstirnated as 
having reached one million, in this communiqui the CDR called on the Government and 
the international community to assist these people. It denounced the Government's 
acceptance of the Arusha Accords and called for their revision with regard to power 
sharing in the Interim ~overnment."" CDR communiquk on the Arusha Accords; dated 

a 22 June 1993; warned the Rwandan pcople of the scrious conscqucnccs, if certain 
provisions were not fixed, of the Arusha Accords and their ability to bring about a just 
and lasting peace. In particular. the CDR was critical of the provisions on repatriation of 
refugees and their right to repossess property. The communiqui expressed concern over 
the discrimination in treating these returning refugees better than persons displaced by the 
war. It ended by stating that if these unacceptable provisions were not fixed, the 
signatories would respond to the A CDR communiquk, dated 9 March 1993, 
expressed sadness over the acceptance of the Arusha Accords by President Habyarimana, 
against the interests of the Rwandan people. The communiqui criticized the Prime 
Minister as well for having made promises to the Inkotmyi, and it called on them both to 
resign for their acts oSbetraya.1. I t  concluded. "If they do not do so. the entire population 
will rise as one man, regardless of their political parties, to unseat t l ~ e m . " ~ ~ ~  

289. A CDR communiquk dated 3 September 1993. issued in Brussels by Barayagwiza 
as Councillor of the Executive Committee, stated that the RPF had created a dense 
network of accomplices, especially inside Rwanda. The communiquk also talked of the 
ties between the RPF and opposition political parties, particularly the MDR, PL and PSD, 
and criticized the power sharing cnvisioncd by the Arusha Accords as incquitable and 
anti-den~ocratic.. It suggested that in promising to demobilize, the RPF wanted to hide its 
ultimate goals ~Sdismantling the national amly and creating a hybrid structure that would 
allow RPF elements to integrate the national arnly and consolidate the power of the 
minority. At the end, the CDR communiquk stated that the only way to save the 
democracy and the Republic from danger, was to organize the clcctions a s  quickly as 
possible. The CDR urged all defenders of democracy to mobilize to demand these 
elections. Des Forges noted a clearer focus in this document on defining the enemy as 
Tutsi inside the country. She also noted similarities between this communiquk and 
Barayagwiza's later writings, particularly his book Le Sang I ~ ~ L I ,  and RTLM broadcasts, 
in casting the population at large as a fallback, the ultimate defence and resource given its 

"' Exhibit 2D19; l' 30 May 2002, pp. 41-42. 
"%xhibit 2D22.T. 30 May 2002, pp. 46-4?. 
"I Exhibit 2015; T. 30 May 2002, pp. 3 1-36. 
"uExl~ibit ID122; T. 11 July 2002, pp. 143-144. 
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numbers, should the asmy be required to demobilize or be infiltrated by the RPF. Des 
Forges said with regard to the call for election that later on, increasing pessimism about 
the possibility of elections led to a belief that resort to force was a legitimate alternative 
to the ballot.241 

290. On 23 November 1993, the CDR issued a communiqu~ coudemning the massacre 
of civilians by the RPF in the demilitarized zone in Ruhengeri on 17 and 18 November 
1993. The communiqu~ said the massacres showed clearly that the RPF had rejected the 
Arusha Accords and intended to grab power by force after having decimated the Hutu. 
The CDR supported the decision taken by the RAF to suspend participation in meeting 
with the RE'F, and it called for the resignation of Prime Minister Agathe Uwilingiyimana, 
or failing that her dismissal by President Habyarimana for hcr inability to guarantee the 
security of Rwandan citizens. Otherwise, the President and Prime Minister would have 
clearly proven that they were accomplices of the inkotanyi cutthroats of pregnant women, 
children, the elderly and other defenceless civilians. The cornmuuiquL concluded as 
follows: 

As the current situation in the country is on the verge of explosion at any 
moment, the CDR Party invites the popular majority to remain very vigilant to 
avoid any surprise and to react immediately and energetically to all provocation, 
neutralising its enemies and their accornpliccs by any means. Since the peace 
accord has been rendered void by the actions oS the RPF encouraged by the 
presence of the Belgian contingent in Kigali, the popular majority has no choice 
but to find other ways and means to arrive at a just and lasting peace.242 

291. Des Forges testilied that in her view, this communiqu6 constituted incitement to 
use deadly force against the enemy and its accomplices. She said the "popular majority", 
in Kinyanvanda the ruhanda nyamwinshi, referred to the Hutu. and that the use of the 
tenn coincided with the burgeoning Hutu Power movement and CDR's idcology of an 
ethnic coalition.'"' in an interview on Radio Rwanda intcrvicw, Hassan Ngeze said, 
"when the CDR was founded, we gave it the assignment of defeuding the intcrcsts of the 
majority people by all means possible." When asked in cross-examination whether 
CDR's policy of defending the interests of the rubandu igwmvinshi by all means 
included military means, Ngeze replied that the CDR wanted to discuss ethnic issues in 
Rwanda and "by all means" meant education, feeding people, and giving them a peaceful 
co~nt ry ."~  

292. Des Forges t cstitied that during t lie period from 1 ate 1 993 t o  e arly 1 994, C DR 
changed its position on the Arusha .4ccords. Although initially it opposed the Accords 
and did not sign the requisite declaration of ethics to qualiry for participation in the 
Government, by late 1993 the CDR had decided it wanted a seat in the National 
Assembly. Des Forges said she believed that this change was dictated by the need or 
Habyarimana's bloc to have a third of the votes to block an impeachment vote, and that 

"" Exhibit P107!36; T. 22 May 2002, pp. 15-55 
"%xIiibit PI49 (translation from French). 
'"' T. 22 Mav 2002. nn. 70-75. , , ,  ~ ~ 

"%txhibit P10514H; T. 3 4pr. 2003, pp. 56-57,91-92. 
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this was an arrangement agreed to by MRND and CDR. According to Des Forges, 
Barayagwiza would havc made this decision, and he anticipated being the CDR deputy 
under this arrangement.24' Witness GO, a civil servant who worked in  the Ministry oS 
Insormation, also testilied that while CDR initially refused to sign a statement of support 
of the Arusha Accords, resulting in its inability to participate in the transitional 
government; the party subsequently changed its position.24" 

293. Defence Witness B3 tcstified that he had joined the CDR because it was a party 
that sincerely advocated democratic. principles, that is, that each person had a vote. He 
said that when the majority holds power it protects the minority, whereas when the 
minority has powcr, it protects itself to the detriment of the majority, as was the casc with 
apartheid in South Africa. These were the same principles that struck him upon reading 
CDR's constitution. CDR wanted socio-political changc - essentially il wanted the war to 
stop and this could be achieved with the principle of "onc man one vote". CDR wanted 

e peace and harmony between the tmo ethmc groups while respecting the rights and duties 
of the other group.247 

294. Ngeze tcstified that he read the CDR Statute and realized it was a party that 
wanted to discuss the crisis in Rwanda, especially as pertaining to the issues of ctlmicity, 
which he called "Hutuness" and "Tutsiness". He was convinccd CDR was a good party 
as it wanted to put these issues on the table for discussion with the RPF, before 
discussion of other issues, such as, power-sharing. Ngeze stated that he still supported the 
CDR as the party committed to resolving the ethnic prohlen~ in Rwanda, as set forth in its 
Statute, and he believed that if they had been able to sit down with RPF, this problem 
could have been solved.24s Nahimana testified that the political ideology of CDR, which 
he did not share, was that thc Hutu should defend their interest and the Tutsi theirs, and 
they should come together at the top of the pyramid that was the Rwandan nation.'" 

Discussion of Evidence 

295. Thc credibil~ty of Ngcre and B3 is discussed ln section 7.6 and paragraph 334 
respectively. 

296. The Chamber notes that from its creation, the CDR was expressly committed to 
addressing the qucstion of ethnicity explicitly. From Barayagwiza's introduction at the 
Constituent Assembly of the CDR, and from the party manifesto, it is clear that the party 
stood for ethnic segegation rather than unity, for an acceptance of ethnic division and a 
negotiation of peaceful co-existence on that basis. The RPF was said to represent the 
intcrests of the Tutsi minority, and thc CDR was for~ncd to represent the intercsts of the 
Hutu majority. In the language used, the terms "Tutsi" and "Hutu" rererred to coherent 
political groups as much as ethnic groups, entirely conflating political and ethnic identity. 

"' T. 22 May 2002, pp. 11 1-1 12. 
'" T. 29 Llay 2001. pp. 51-52. 
"' T. 3 Dec. 2002. pp. 50-52. 
"9, 28 Mar. 2003. pp. 19-21; 7 Apr. 2003, p. 58. 
"9. 23 Scpt. 2002, pp. 62-63. 
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Barayagwiza acknowledged this fusion, which he referred to in his writing as "two 
politico-ideological poles corresponding to the two ethnicities". Although by its Statute, 
CDR membership was open to all Rwandans, the Chamber notes that by law it could not 
be othemke, as Des Forges testified. The party motto "Unity and Solidarity" clearly 
referred to unity and solidarity among the Hutu, who were the majority and who had been 
historically disadvantaged by the Tutsi feudal monarchy. Thc symbolism of thc CDR flag 
was defined by the overthrow of this oppression in 1959, and the 1959 Social Revolution 
was considered by thc CDR as a critical turning point in Rwandan history. a moment of 
liberation for the Hutu majority. 

297. The underlying concern of the CDR, apparent throughout its policy statements, 
was that, as Barayagwiza expressed it in his letter of July 1992, "the Tutsi minority wants 
to grab power through force and violence." The policy of the party was driven to a great 
extent by the perccivcd nccd to highlight and oppose the political ambition of the RPF 

a and their determination to realize this ambition through military aggression. But the RPF 
was equated with the Tutsi minority as a matter of coursc, and in the CDR Spccial 
Communique of September 1992, anyone cooperating with the RPF was deemed to be 
"an enemy of Rm:andam. The nature of the list in that cominuniquk, which named virtually 
all the opposition political leadership, is a chilling indication of thc broad scope 
encompassed by the CDR definition of the enemy. The Chamber also notes thc warning 
in the CDR Communique of Septcmber 1993 that the RPF had created a network of 
accomplices inside the country. 

298. The CDR communiqu&s introduced by the Defence set forth the views of the 
party on the Arusha Accords. Of greatest concern to the CDR: it appears, were the 
provisions on power sharing and the provisions relating to the repatriation of rehgees. 
These are precisely the types of issues that political partics would havc differing views 
on. The Chamber notes that the vicws of the CDR on these issues were expressed through 
their communiques without reference to ethnicity. Thc positions of thc CDR wcrc framed 
in referencc to democracy, and the RPF was presented as a force prepared to use violence 
without regard for democracy. The CDR repeatedly denounced the Arusha Accords, each 
timc setting forth the political reasons that justified this denunciation. The warning 
repeatedly given in communiques was that if changes were not made to the agreement, 
thc CDR would not support it and the political leaders responsible for it would be 
answerable to the peoplc. The communiques called on the population to oppose the 
Arusha Accords but did not initially advocate violent means to do so. Even the CDR 
communique naming Government Ministers and others as enemy c.ollaborators, while 
warning the Government to take action, threatened loss of support rather than violence as 
the conscqucnce of inaction. 

299. The lettcr written by Baraya~viza to the editor of La Libre Belgique states that 
the CDR had never taken recourse to violent means in its political struggle and had no 
intention of doing so. He charged the RPF, in contrast, as having done so and continued 
by saying that "despite the peaceful methods of its political action" the CDR party would 
defend Hutu interests from Tutsi violence "by any means". Thc Chamber considers that 
the meaning of thc words "by any means" in the context of this letter, which 
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characterized these means as being despite peaceful methods, clearly referred to violence 
and constituted a threat to violcnce, to counter the violence perpetrated by the RPF. 
Written in a lctter to a newspaper by Barayagwiza, a leader of the CDR, this sentence 
represents a statement of CDR policy, and a justification by Barayagwiza for the use of 
force to defend the Hutu popular majority from the Tutsi minority. 

300. The CDR communique of 9 March 1993 constituted a clear threat to the President 
and Primc Minister, publicly calling on the population to rise up and unseat them if they 
did not resign. The CDR communique of 23 November 1993 referred to the use of force 
through the tern1 "by any means" and called for the use of force, implicitly suggesting 
that there was no other way for the popular majority to protect itself from the enemies 
and their accomplices in the aftermath of the massacres condemned by the communique. 
The Chamber concurs with Des Forges' interpretation of thc "popular majority" as a 
reference to the Hutu, noting that Baraygwiza in his letter to La Libre Belgique spoke 

0 more specifically of the "Hutu popular majority" and that the popular majority was 
frequently referred to in CDR writings as the Hutu. 

Factual Findings 

301. Thc Chamber iinds that the CDR was formed to promote unity and solidarity 
among the Hutu popular majority and to represent its political interests. The CDR 
equated political intcrest with ethnic identity and thcreby equated the RPF with the Tutsi, 
effectivcly defining thc enemy as the Tutsi ethnic group. The CDR also idcntified as the 
enemy prominent political opposition leaders. The formal policy of the CDR, as reflected 
in its political manifesto and public statements, initially condemned ethnic violence and 
called for pcaceful co-existcnce among thc various ethnic groups, maintaining that these 
ethnic groups each had thcir own fixed political interests and that unity among the groups 
was not possible. The CDR considered thc RPF to be thc political representation of Tutsi 
interest, detel-mined to seize power back ibr the Tutsi through force. In an early statement 
of CDR policy, Barayagwiza expressed the view that force could legitimately be used if 
necessary to counter this aggression. In a communiqui issued in March 1993, the CDR 
called on thc population to rise up and unseat the Presidcnt and Prime Minister for thcir 
betrayal of the country by acceptance of the Arusha Accords, and in a communiqu6 
issued in Novcmber 1993, following massacres it attributed to the RPF, the CDR called 
on the Hutu population to "neutralize by all means possible its enemies and their 
accomplices", having dcfined the enemies as the Tutsi ethnic group. 

3.3 CDR Practice 

302. In addition to the constituent documents of the CDR and its statements of policy 
over time, the Chamber has considered the evidence presented of CDR practice. 
including CDR meetings and other activitics undertaken by or related to the party. 
Witness GO, a civil servant in the Ministry of Jnfornlation, stated in his testimony, "you 
know a tree by its fruits." He said that although he had not read the CDR Statute, he knew 
CDR through its activitics, which led him to conclude that it was an extremist party. 
Presented on cross-examination with the provisions of the CDR Statute in support of 
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pluralist democracy, Witness GO said he thought pluralism within a democracy was a 
good thing, but he u:as against people who used pluralism or democracy to sow division 
within the population or to say who can live and who must die.i5%Witness LAG, a Hutu 
member of the power faction of the PL party, said the purpose of CDR was to unite all 
Hutu as one powcr to fight against the ~ u t s i . ' ~ '  

Par@ Membership 

303. According to Des Forges, although the legal documents establishing the CDR 
were free of discriminatory language, the party's practices caused the cabinet and the 
Minister of Justice to seek dissolution oS the party in August 1992.25Z Prosecution Expert 
Witness Mathias Ruzindana testified that the CDR was seen as being anti-Tutsi, as a 
party for the Hutu. He did not know of any Tutsi CDR tnembcrs.2 '~i tness  ABE, a Tutsi 
man from Icigali, testified that the CDR was for Hutu members only and did not accept 

0 membership from those born of parents of two different ethnic groups. He said that the 
CDR propagated ethnic hatred and that its ideology was that the true Hutu, who did not 
havc blood from another cthnic group, should come together to fight the Tutsi enemy. 

304. Witness ABE recalled that he had asked Ngezc once iS he could attend a CDR 
meeting. Ngeze told him it was not possible, because the party was exclusively for one 
cthnic group. He asked Witness ABE to put two of his fingers into one nostril, saying if 
those fingers could enter his nostril, he could be a member. Thereafter, as he was calling 
others to the meeting, Ngeze kept on saying "remember, remember" and would hold up 
hi70 fingers close to his nose. It was his way of saying that the party was exclusively for 
pure-blooded ~ u t u s . ~ ~ ~ i m e s s  ABE recalled seeing in Rwandan newspapers a cartoon 
of a gorilla with two fingers in its nose, and it was said that if someone did not have a 
nose like that he could not participate in the CDR.'~'AS Witness AFB, a Hutu 
businessman explained, "[Pleople werc identified as Hutus by looking at their nose. IS 
someone had a flat nose or a broad nose they were considered as ~ u t  LI...""~ witness MI<, 
a Tutsi civil servant, testified that it was said that in order to be a member of the CDR. 
you had to be to able to stick three fingers into one nostril.25i Witness EB, a Tutsi teacher, 

0 testified that he attended a CDR meeting in 1993 at Umuganda stadium, where among the 
political personalities present were Barayagwiza, who was the President of CDR at thc 
prefectural level, and Ngeze. A huge crowd was there. The first person who spoke at this 
meeting was the hourgnzestre of Rubavu commune, who said: "Dear people, look to the 
left and right, and look at the nose of your neighbour." Witness EB left immediately. He 
testilied. "When I heard those words, I felt targeted. I took [right. And before I was 
seen, I put my hand on my nose, and I tiptoed out, away from the crowd.""' 

2'0 T. 6 Junc 2001, pp. 7-8, 12-16. 
'" 7 . 3 0  Aug. 2001, pp. 59-70; T. 3 Scpt. 2001. pp. 59-64 
"' T. 29 May 2002, pp. 161-164. 
'j3 , I .  I0 July 2002, pp. 97-98. 
"' 7 . 2 8  Feb. 2001, pp. 135-36. 
"' T. 26 Fcb. 2001, pp. 44-51, 
'"' T. 6 Mar. 2001, p. 32. 
'" T. 8 Mar. 2001, p. 40. 
258 T. 15 Way 2001. pp. 151-152. 
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305. Witness AEU testified that she hcard that Ngeze used the method of asking 
anyone suspect to put two fingers in one nostril to distinguish Hutu from Tutsi when hc 
was distributing CDR cards, so that they were sure that it was only Hutu who had them. 
She said even Hutu who had small noses werc denied these cards by him. The wilness, a 
Tutsi who had obtained a Hutu identity card, said she was looking for a CDR card but 
could not get one and joined the MRND.''" Witness AGX, a Tutsi, testified that there 
were no Tutsi members of CDR, that Tutsi were not allowed to join the CDR and that 
identity cards were checked to verify t11at would-be members werc Hutu and ensure that 
they were not Tutsi infiltrators. Thc witness recited a proverb in Kinyamanda: "When 
water will not clean you, the only answer you can give is ' I  am not dirty'." He nevcr tried 
to join CDR as it was a Hutu party. On cross-examination he said he had not veriticd this 
policy with CDR officials because Ygezc had said it himsel1 and what he said was 
final 

e 306. Evidence that the CDR was a party for the Hutu came kom Hutu as well as Tutsi 
witnesses. Wimcss AHI, a Hutu taxi driver, testified that he joined tbc CDR after talking 
to Ngeze, who told him about a party for thc Hutu and recruited him.'" Witness AFB 
tcstiiied that Barayagwiza said that CDR would be a political party that would promote 
thc interests of the Hutu population, and that a pcrson had to be hundred per cent Hutu lo 
be a member of the CDR party.262 Omar Serushago, an I~tler-aharnue leader from Giscnyi, 
testified that CDR did not accept a mix of ethnic groups, and did not welcomc I P Z ~ ~ ~ Z Z S ,  
Inkotrrnyi or ~utsi.'" On cross-examination, Counsel for Barayagwiza suggested to 
Scrushago that his testimony about Hutu exclusivity in CDR membership was 
contradicted by the fact that Barayagwiza himself had a Tutsi wife with whom he had 
children. SCI-ushago replied by saying that in Rwanda, issues regarding the Hutu and 
Tutsi ethnic groups were not clear, and that there were people who had killed their own 
mother or children. He said that CDR was a radical party that promoted killing but at the 
same time most people in authority in Rwanda had Tutsi mistresses."" When askcd 
whether he knew Barayapviza's wife, Sen~shago testified that Barayagwiza had two 
wives and that his principal wifc, the mother of his eldest children, was a Tutsi. He said 

a many people in high authority had Tutsi mistresses, known as the deusieme b u r e u ~ ~  
(second office).'" Several Prosecution witnesses testified that Barayagwiza sent his wife 
away when he found out that she was Tutsi. A member of the Interul~nmwe, Witness X 
testified that Barayagwiza tried to recruit him to the CDR but subsequently told him that 
in hct  he was mixed. having a Tutsi mother and a Hutu father and that the CDR was for 
people who werc one hundred percent ~utu. '" Witness X said he did not think there 
were any Tutsi in the CDR.'"' 

'j9 T .  26 June 2001, pp. 64-65. 
'" O. 14 June 2001, pp. 83-86. 
'" T.  4 Sept. 2001, pp. 50-55, 98. 
'" 'r. 6 Mar. 200 1 .  p. 43. 

T .  19 NOV. 2001, pp. 13,  92;  T .  20 N o v  2001, pp. 58-59, 
'6n T .  22 Nov. 2001, pp. 80-82. 
'" T. 20 Nov. 2001. p i .  64-65. 
'66  T .  18 Feb. 2002, pp. 61-66. 
I"' T .  25 Feb. 2002, p. 95. 
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307. Defence Witness B3, a CDR mernber, testilied that anyone, regardless of 
ethnicity, was welcome to join the CDR, which would fight for the defence of the 
republic. He said that there were Tutsi in thc CDR and that the party did not prohibit 
Tutsi from being members. When asked by Counsel for Ngeze to name some Tutsi 
members of the party, he could not do so.26n Hassan 3geze testified that CDR had Hutu 
and Tutsi members.'" He said there were many Tutsi members in CDR, and there was 
even a Tutsi woman on the Executive ~omnlittee.~'%geze was asked about an interview 
on Radio Rwanda, in which he said that the seed sown by CDR had borne fmit, the seed 
being "inviting the Hutus to unitc to fight the enemy". Ngeze said hc uscd the word 
"Hutu" instead of "Rwandans" because there were only Hutu in the military during 
Habyarimana's regime.27' DeSence Witness BAZ4, a member of the CDR, which he 
described as "a party of Hutus", testified that there were Tutsi in the party and cited the 
example of a boxer named Damas. He denied that Damas had joined as a result of a 
kuhuhoza operation."z Dcfcncc Witness RM117 testified that Ngeze was a member of 
the CDR, which was said to be a Hutu party, although the witness noted that there were 
Tutsi in CDR as well. The witness wrote down four names of Tutsi members of CDR 
from ~iscnyi."' 

CDR Rallies 

308. Prosecution Witness AFB, a Hutu busincssmau, tcstified that hc heard 
Barayagwlza say publicly, at a CDR meeting in 1993 at Umuganda stadium, that CDR 
was a party for the Hutu. On cross-examination, when asked what was wrong with 
promoting a political party as one that would best represent Hutu interests, Witness AFB 
replied that it was a crime to sow discord, and to promote the interest or  one ethnic group 
to the exclusion of another. Witness AHB said he went to the rally because he thought 
they would speak of trying to build thc country but what he heard was that they were 
t~ying t o  promote killings. H e  testified that a t  the meeting, the C DR youth, called thc 
Inzpuzamz~gambi, started threatening people and sang, "we shall exterminate them, we 
shall exterminate them!" He said this term, "tubatsembasenzbe", was the same one that 
Barayagwiza used in his meetings."' Witness AFB said that the concept of 
exterminating Tutsi came with thc birth of the CDR. He regarded them as extremists as 
they called for the externination of Tutsi, the Inyemi and their accomplices. After thc 
meeting, the youth pulled down flags belonging to thc MDR Party and attacked the 
chairmen of other parties in the prefecture. In 1994, they raised a CDR flag and at the cnd 
of the day, people would be forced to stop while the flag was being lowered. Thc 
atmosphere degenerated until thc gcnocide took place, at which time these youth killed 
people: including old people. Witness AFB said that these acts were carried out by 
Impuzanzugumbi and Interahamlze. He did not believe that the CDR's goal was to gather 
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electoral consensus. What he heard at meetmgs was the CDR trying to promote 
kilhngs. 275 

309. Witness AHB, a Hutu farmer, testified that he saw Barayagwiza in 1991, going to 
a CDR meeting in Mutura. He named people he knew, Mbarushirnana, Kanoti and 
Sinanduru, who went to the meeting and told him about it. They werc told to recruit 
members for the CDR and they were told it was important to look for Inkotanyi, meaning 
the Tutsi. After the rally many Tutsi wcre killed and others were taken away. Witness 
AHB did not know where all of them were taken, but his conclusion when people are 
taken away and never come back is that they have been killed. The body of a woman 
callcd Mukera was found. She had been taken from her home by Sinanduru, who passed 
by with the woman where Witness AHB and others were. Later, Sinanduru was arrested 
and confessed that he did this, and was imprisoned. Witness AHB was asked to come to 
thc meeting in 1991 as thcy were recruiting new members for the CDR. He rcfused to 
become a member. Hc maintained on cross-examination that this rally took place in 1991 
and said that even if it did not cxisl elsewhere, CDR cxisted at that lime in his 

310. Witness X testified that in either February o r  March 1 992, h e  attended a CDR 
rally in Nyamirambo stadium, where Nahimana was present, during which Barayagwiza 

1, 277 spoke and used the term "grrtsembatsenzbn", which meant "kill the Tutsi . Nahimana 
testified that contrary to Witness X's testimony, therc was no mention of 
"t~ihatsembatsembe"~~~ during this rally. He said the person responsible would have been 
prosecuted, as was Mugescra. The speakers talked about their political ideologies and 
CDR's programme. Nahimana stayed until the end of the meeting as he was interested to 
know what was attracting people from MRND to join CDR. He said that it was the end of 
1993 t o  January!February 1994 that there were complaints against CDR for singing a 
song using the words "tubatsembatsembe", an accusation CDR d e n i ~ d . ~ ' ~  

311. Defence Witness D3, a banker, testified that the statements made during CDR 
rallies showed an irreparable split between the Hutu and ~ u t s i . ' ~ ~  On cross-examination 
by Counsel for Ngeze, Witness D3 clarified that he had only attended onc CDR rally. Hc 

a could not recall the number of speakers at the rally but said that it lasted four or five 
hours. When asked how many speakers madc comments regarding a split behvccn the 
Hutu and Tutsi, he replied by reciting a proverb he heard at the rally: "The Hutus and 
Tutsis will share wkdt they have to share when the sun that you sec would have gone 
down." After the spcaker said this, the CDR members applauded in approval, which 
convinced Witness D3 that it represented CDR ideology. He said that this statement was 
in line with all that was said at the rally, the speakers at which were CDR members.28' 

2'1 
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312. Prosecution Witness Franqois-Xavier Nsanzuwera, the Kigali Prosecutor in 1994, 
testified that he knew the CDR very well and described it as a political party composed of 
Hutu extremists. He witnessed several CDR demonstrations at the end of 1993 and in 
1994 - some were peaceful and others were not.282 The witness said CDR demonstrations 
targetcd sevcral institutions and individuals. He described some incidents involving CDR 
members. Once, they looted the office of the President of the Constitutional Court. 
Another time they attacked some of Nsanzuwera's oftic.ia1 and broke the windows. Yct 
another time they invaded the building of the Ministry of Justice, threatened the Minister 
of Justice and asked him to dismiss Nsanzuwera. They told the Minister that they had no 
confidence in Nsanzuwera because he was Tutsi and he was not doing his job properly.2s' 
Nsanzuwera testified that he is a ~utu."' 

Acts of Violeizce Perpetrated by CDR Members 

0 313. Several witnesses testified as to acts of violence perpetrated by CDR members. 
Dcs Forges cited a complaint from a priest of Kabarondo church to the local police in 
respect of an attack at the church in early August 1992. The priest was injured and the 
vicar threatened by assailants from the CDR, who came to the church after thcir meeting 
demanding that the priest hand over Tutsi t hcy claimed had taken shelter there.:" On 
cross-examination, when asked how the priest knew the assailants were CDR members, 
Des Forges noted that he said they had come from a CDR meeting. She said she kncw 
this attack had taken place because she had interviewed those involved.286 Des Forges 
gave other examples of violencc perpetrated by the CDR, citing the case of a man called 
Nduwayezu who was attacked in Gisenyi in late January 1993, and identified several of 
his assailants as CDR members. She also mentioned a street demonstration in Kigali in 
late May 1992, which resultcd in five deaths that involved two CDR members, including 
Katumba, a known CDR youth leader in Kigali. Des Forges said that several diplomatic 
representatives examined violence committed against the Tutsi in late 1992 and early 
1993: and they concluded that the CDR was involved in organizing and exccuting these 
massacres. The International Commission of Investigation on Human Rights Violations 
in Rwanda since October 1 1990, which conducted its investigation in January 1993, 

a heard witnesses speak of attacks by militia of the Interahanzwe and the CDR.*" Omar 
Serushago, an Intertdzarnwe leader, testified that in 1992 and 1993 he saw Barayagwiza 
and Ngeze together at CDR meetings in Giscnyi town. Onc of the purposes of these 
meetings was to collect funds for the purchase of w : e a p o n ~ . ~ ~ ~  

314. Des Forges testified that in the latter part of February 1994. after Rucyana was 
killed by a crowd in Butare in retaliation for the killing of Gatabazi, the leader of thc PSD 
party the day before, the interrzhanzwe and the CDR reacted to these assassinations by 
attacking Tutsi and members o f  opposition political patties in  Kigali, killing about 7 0 
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people.2"' Des Forges stated that Rawson, the US Ambassador to Rwanda in 1994, told 
her of a telephone conversation he had with Barayagwiza in the early months of 1994, 
which he described as virtually a shouting match. He had asked Barayagwiza lo restrain 
CDR party members who were engaged in street violence. Barayagwiza said that he was 
doing his best, but it was extremely difficult to restrain party members because they were 
overcome with fear and anger. ")" 

315. Witncss AFX, a Tutsi man from Gisenyi, testilied that the main acti\:ities of CDR 
in Gisenyi in 1994 werc the erection ol'roadblocks and killings. Thc roadblocks were set 
up in 1993 to allow than  to identify Tutsi travelling through these areas, and they were a 
way for the CDR to show its presence, although there were no killings at the roadblocks 
at that time."' He said those at the roadblocks were mostly youth, men and little boys. 
Witness AFX said there was a roadblock two kilon~etres from the witness's home. The 
witness never went to the roadblocks in 1994 but had fi-iends who manned the 
roadblocks, and he said some killings even took place near his home. The killers would 
use machetes. guns, grenades and clubs.'" 

316. Witness ABC, a Hutu shopkeeper, testified that the CDR was an organization that 
purported to exterminate Tutsi and people from Butare and Gitarama. He said hc knew 
this as they acted publicly and openly:" He described three roadblocks placed a1 onc- 
kilometre intervals and said that the roadblocks were manned by the Tmpuzamugambi and 
members of CDR. He said Barayagwiza supervised the roadblocks in that location.2q4 
Witness ABC testified that in April, May and June 1994, hc was forced by the 
Impuzamuganzbi to work at the roadblock near the Canadian Embassy. At the roadblock, 
those bcaring identity cards saying they wcre Tutsi were killed. The htpuzcun~~ganzbi 
wcre am~cd.  If Tutsi were identified, they would be separated and told to sit at a 
designated place until the evening when they would be taken clsewbcre to be 
He mentioned the killing of several children, and a number or  others who were killed. He 
recounted one incident in May, where he heard people being thrown into an emptied 
septic pit, alivc, and covered with stones. The next day h e saw traces o r b  lood i n  the 
compound and the bodies in the septic. tank, covered with earth. Hc had previously seen * eight Tutsi manning the roadblocks but they were no longer there and he realized that 
they had becn killed and thrown into the tank. He was told by thc Imp~~znmu~gnmhi to say 
that they had left to rejoin the ~ & o t a w ~ i . ~ ' ~  

317. Dcfence Witness B3, a CDR member, acknowledged that the CDR had a militia. 
the ~ tn~uzarnu~acnh~.~" :  He testified that he was not proud of the exccsses of CDR, whlch 
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ran counter to human Excesses needed to he corrected and he recognized that 
CDR had a dark side, like other parties, but he remained proud of the positive aspects of 
the party. He defined the excesses as internecine conflicts, and agrced that all fonns of 
hatred and the killing of Tutsi and Hutu would be included within that definition.'"" 
When asked on cross-examination whether the CDR was the best political party to unite 
the Hutu and Tutsi, Witness B3 said that it had been proven not to be so."' 

31 8. Hassan N g e ~ e  testified that he did not see any CDR members at roadblocks and 
did not recall any CDR leaders call for arms to be provided to those at the roadblocks. He 
stated that if they had called on the Government to provide arms to the military and 
others, not to those at the roadblocks, but to protect the country and to stop the RPF, it 
would not have been objectionab~c.~~' On cross-examination, Ngcze was asked what he 
meant by thc reference to "our men at the roadblocks", which he had made during an 
intervicw on Radio Rwanda, whether he was referring to the militia of thc Internhanzwe 
and lmpr~zamugcrmbi. Ngeze denied this reference, stating that he was referring t o  the 
people inside Rwanda who were not for thc RPF. The text of the broadcast does not make 
reference to the militia. Thc term "our men" has no antecedent. '02 

Imnpuzamugambi: The Youth Wing of CDR 

319. A number of Prosecution witnesses testified as to thc existence of a youth wing of 
CDR, which served as a militia for the party. Prosecution Witnesses AHI, AFB, AGX, 
and Sc~ushago all testitied that the CDR had a youth wing called the Inip~~zninlugumhi. as 
ciid Defence Witness ASI.'"' Prosccution Witness A HI, currently in prison in Gisenyi 
accused of genocide, was a member of CDR from 1992. He testified that he was a 
member of the youth wing. the Inzprrzunzuganzbi. Their role was to protect the CDR 
officials at preSec.tura1 levcl. The Impu--rrmugamhi played this role from May 1992 to 
1994. In 1994, however, he said their role was to kill the Tutsi. Witness AH1 saw them, 
and the inter-czhuimi~e, kill with machetes, guns, grenades and iron-studded clubs obtained 
from the military camps and distributed by military officials he Witness AFR 
testified that Barayagwiza and other members of the CDR estdblished the youth wing, or * the In~puztrn~u~qnmhi~ which he knew because they used the term "tubafsen~hatsemhe", a 
term used by Barayagwiza in his meetings. He considered that it was acceptable lo 
establish a political youth wing by inculcating in it the need to wager a political cultural 
war, but hc said the Impuzrrnzugcmn~hi members were taught to kill. 305 

320. On cross-examination. Des Forges countered thc assestion made by Counsel for 
Barayagwiza that the CDR never had a militia. She testified that there was a recogni~ahle 
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group of young people attached to CDR; with an organization and clected officers, and 
they were recognized to exist by tens of thousands or  Rwandans. She cited 
Barayagwiza's book, Le Sang llutu esf-il rouge?, as having said that the youth wing of 
thc CDR conductcd elections in thc carly months of 1994 but Iatcr she corrected herself 
and ackno~vlcdged that the elections mentioncd were for thc CDR party itself. She also 
cited thc identification of Katumba as president of the CDR youth organization in a sector 
of Kigali. In addition, she referred to the meeting notes of the CDR Executive Conunittee 
for Kovember 1993 where it is stated that the youth wing had got out of' hand and were 
interfering in political decisions, and they needed to be reorganized to provide protection 
for the members, not interfere in political decisions. Subsequently, there was an effort to 
restructure thc party youth in early 1994. Des Forges also noted that the namc 
"lmpu~amugambi " was used in CDR press releases and possibly B arayagwiza's book, 
and that people understood it as referring to the youth wing, rather than to the party itsclf. 
As further proof of the existence of a CDR militia, she cited a passage from 
Barayagwiza's book, in which hc wrote, "Our youth wing did not rcceive the same kind 
of' arms until aner early April and our youth wing was just getting ~ r ~ a n i s e d . " ~ ' ~  Several 
other passages of the book were cited, including mention of the Impuzamugumbi fighting 
together with the hztert~/zunzrz~c, highlighted by the Prosecution as a reference to the 
militia but challenged by Counsel for Barayagwiza who noted that the text referred to thc 
Impuzamzrgrrmhi and Inlnterahamive as "youth," not "~nilitia". '~~ The sentence in question, 
and the following sentence, rcad as follows: 

African Rights should !mow how to differentiate between the "militia" that 
fought valiantly against the RPF, its allics and accomplices and the Inrmuhnmwe 
or the Impuzanzugarnhi, youth respectively from the MRhQ and CDR parties. If 
some of these youth took up anns to defend the country, they did not do so as 
members of the youth of these parties but as Rwandan 

Counsel for Barayagwiza highlighted another passage in the book stating that the CDR 
did not have a mi~itia. '~ '  

e 321. Hassan Ngeze stated in his testimony that he did not know if CDR officials had 
encouraged their youth to kill the enemy, the Tutsi, and he did not know if CDR leaders 
had called for arms to be provided to the Interrrhnmive or Impuzanzugarnhi to fight the 

The Relationship Between CDR and ililRWD 

322. Many witnesses testified as to the relationship between the CDR and the MRND. 
Des Forges stated that the interahamwe and thc CDR militia opcrated jointly throughout 
1992 to the end of January 1991. Subsequently. there was a break so severe that 
Barayagwiza wrote in his book, Le Sung Ilutu est il r o u e ? ,  that if ever there u7ere a time 
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when the CDR would have eliminated the President. it would have been in March 1993. 
By August 1993, CDR was moving more into alignment with MRND, which culminated 
in an extremely close cooperation by late October 1993 with the beginning of the Hutu 
Power movement. [Barayagwiza wrote in his book that after 6 April 1994, the militias of 
the parties essentially became fused into one force.]"' 

323. Witness AHA, a friend and colleague of Ngeze who was present at meetings 
between Ngeze and Baryagwiza when CDR was being established, said that there was 
concern that MRND was becoming infiltrated wit11 Tutsi, and CDR was envisioned as a 
party of Hutu that would be safe from infiltration, set up by members of the MRND who 
had left that Witncss ABE also testified that the CDR was a split from the 
MRND, but he described it as MRKD's daughter, adding that the MRND supervised the 
activities o f t h e  CDR."' The CDR was rounded so that i t could say things which the 
MRND could not, as it presented itself as the palty of all Rwandans, such as words 
sowing division o n  the basis o f regional o r ethnic differences. W itness ABE said that 
President Habyarimana and his collaborators were under pressure from donors and 
opposition parties to introduce multipartyism. CDR was the extremist mouthpiece of the 
MRND, which, he concluded, approved of the CDR as it did not act against the party for 
what it was saying, propagating hatred between the ethnic groups."4 He stated in cross- 
examination that the CDR communique of 9 March 1993. calling for Habya~imana's 
resignation: was intended to fool people and that there was no follow up. He said 
Habyarimana fought hard for CDR to be part of the government.'" Witness ABC said 
MRND and CDR were one and the same, organizations that wanted to exterminate Tutsi 
and did not want any Tutsi to remain alive. 316 

324. Witness AAY testified that the Impuzumugrrmhi of CDR and the i~zterczhum~ve of 
MRND worked t~gether .~"  He said the CDR and MRND were the parties that ran the 
country and therefore an Intevrrlzamwe could be more powerful than a so~dier ."~ Witncss 
AHI, a member of the CDR and its lmpuzumugamhi youth wing, was in charge of 
hoisting and lowering the CDR flag in Gisenyi. He was told that only MRND and CDR's 
flags could be hoisted, not flags of other parties. He testified that the Impuiumugamhi had 

m the samc objectives as the youth wing of MRND, the I~~teruhamwe, and they both took 
part in k i ~ l i n g s . ~ ' ~ ~ i t n e s s  AAM, a Tutsi farmer from Gisenyi, testified that between 
1990 and 1994, Tutsi were killed by the CDR and MRND parties for the simple fact that 
they were ~ u t s i . " ~  Witness ABC, a Hutu shopkeeper from Gisenyi, testified that on 7 
April 1994, at about 5 a.m., he heard gunfire as well as bomb and grenade explosions. He 
saw Irzteruhamwe and Impuzam~/gumhi using whistles. At I<imiburura, he saw people 
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carrying machetes and guns pursuing Tutsi in the area. When the Tutsi tried to flee to 
Gikondo. they were killed with machetes and some members of the CDR and 
It&rcrhmzwe were shooting at them with guns. Tutsi were being pursued in other areas as 
well. At roadblocks, manned by CDR members and Impuzamugc~n~bi. Tuui were not 
allowed to pass. There were many dead Tutsi bodies on the road and in the marshes.'" 
He said MRND and CDR were orgmizations that wanted to extenninate Tutsi and did 
not want any Tutsi to remain alive."' 

325. Witness BT testified after she was mentioned on RTLM a stone was thrown into 
her house by two persons wearing CDR berets and another person belonging to the 
Interahamwe. The witness tried twice to inform the police that she had been threatened 
but in vain as the Iinpzrzamugcrmbi and Intertrlzamwe were the tools of those in power. On 
another occasion, the witness was attacked in the street. Some of her attackers were 
wearing CDR uniforms and berets while others were in civilian clothing. On cross- * examination, Witness BT said that the violence in different parts of the country from 
October 1990 to 6 April 1994 was attributable to thc Internhamwe and Impuzumu nnzhi, 
sometimes accompanied by soldiers, and the target of the violence was the Tutsi. 3 2 f  

326. Witness LAG, a detainee in Cyangugu since 1995 for his participation in the 
events of 1994, testified that on 7 April 1994, at 10 a.m., a security meeting for 
Cyangugu prefecture was held and attended by MRYD and CDR leaders. They instructed 
him and others to flush out the Tutsi wherever they are hiding, to set up roadblocks to 
prevent those with vehicles from fleeing and to organize patrols. It was the MRND and 
CDR leaders, in particular, the Interahnmwe and Impuznmugrmzbi, who put Witness LAG 
in charge or  the roadblock. He said the MRND and CDR leaders composed the 
government of the time. They were instructed by these leaders to look for members of 
opposition parties. They were supposed to set their houses and flags on fire. The witness 
confirmed that they did as they were told - Tutsi were arrested, and houses and tlags 
burnt. They set up roadblocks: one of which was manned by Witness LAG with about 
thirty people. They had grenades, machetes: clubs and the witness had a Kalashnikov. 
Their duty was to eliminate Tutsi trying to pass through on their way to Zaire. They 

m received military training in the use of firearms and grenades in the name of civil derence 
but according to Witness LAG that was a term for the benefit of fbreigners. He said, "The 
training was not within the framework of the civil defence, because after that people went 
to kill Tutsis." If civil defence were the objective, he said, these people would not have 
been killed, adding subsequently, "The roadblocks which were set up were not intended 
lor any defcnee whatsoever. The object of these roadblocks was to stop Tutsis from 
fleeing and to inflict ham1 upon them."'24 

327. Omar Serushago testified as to two meetings that took place between January and 
April 1994, within a few days of each other. Members of the CDR and MRND were 
present, including Barayagwiza and Ngeze. The meetings were for businessmen and 

I I  
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intellectuals, and B arnyagwiza spoke at the second meeting, saying there was a single 
enemy, the Tutsi, and they had to light that enemy rapidly. The purpose of this meeting 
was to raise funds to buy weapons such as firearms and machetes. Both Barayagwiza and 
Kgeze contributed money during this meeting."' Serushago also testified that at the time 
of the dcath of Bucyana in February 1994, he saw a fax sent by Barayngwiza when hc 
was in front of Ngeze's kiosk in Gisenyi. The fax was addressed to the Youth Wing of 
the CDR Party and the MRND Party, and it stated that now that the Inxenzi had killed the 
CDR Chairman, all Hutu were requested to be vigilant to closely follow up the Tutsis 
wherever they were hiding. Jt said that even if thcy were in churches, they should be 
pursued and killed. Serushago testified that from April to June 1994, CDR and 
Interahrimwe groups held meetings every evening to report on the number of T ~ ~ t s i  
k i l l e d . ' 2 ~ l ~ e s e  meetings were attended by the leaders, including Barayagwiza and 
Ngeze. The practice for all six groups of Interahamwe and Irnpuzam~~gumbi in Gisenyi 
was to have members of both MRND and CDR in each group.'" The dominant parties in 
Gisenyi were MRND and CDR.'~' Serushago testified that they were like a single party 
and had the same objectives, which Iic characteri~ed as hatred and extrenii~m?~' Another 
member of thc It~teralzamwe, Witness X, testified that the MRND and CDR were closely 
linked and that Inter-ahnmwe would assist at CDR rallics and vice versa. He said he had 
learned from the MRND Executivc Committee that they were about to create a party 
purely for the ~utu.'' ' He described CDR as a radical wing of MRND, the word "radical" 
meaning that it comprised a single ethnic group"' 

328. Nahimana testified that several MRND members left MRND to form CDR 
because they subscribed to its ideology, and he spoke of them as separatc parties.'3z 
Ngeze also spoke of MRND and CDR as separate parties, noting that Kahimana was with 
the MRKD party and had no connection with thc CDR.'~' Defence Witness I2 testified 
that CDR was formed because somc considered MRND not to be adequately firm with 
the RPF, and to have a soft attitude. This was because MRND was thought to have made 
too many concessions in favour of RPF in the negotiations on the Arusha Accords. 
According to Witness 12, CDR believed that as Hutu were in the majority, they should be 
in the majority in the country's institutions. He disagreed as lie thought they should be 

0 defined through a democratic majority, not an ethnic one, but he denied that CDR used 
rorce lo achieve its ohje~tives.'~" 

329. A number of Defence witnesses called by Counscl for Ngeze. including Witnesses 
RM118 and BAZl affirmed in their testimony that the it?zpuznmzrgnnzbi was the youth 
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wing of the CDR."' The  Witness BAZ15 testified that the Tutsi o f  all ages and both 
sexes were in danger in 1994 as they were being killed by Interahanwe and 
~ m ~ ~ r z a m ~ r ~ a r n h i . ~ ' "  The Impuzamugan~hi wore red, ycllow and black uniforms and bercts 
during CDR rallies. He saw the militia take people away, and once he saw them killing 
people. The people manning roadblocks in 1994 wore military uniforms, not political 
party udorms ,  and the witness could not identify the party to which they b e l o i ~ g e d . ~ ~ ~  
Witncss BAZl testified that he saw only the Inter-ahamwe, who wore party colours, and 
nevel. the I~npnztrm~rgt~mbi in ~ i s c n ~ i " '  

CredibiliQ of Witnesses 

330. The Chamber has made findings on the credibility of the testimonies of Witnesses 
GO, LAG, AFB, MK, EB, AEU, AGX. X, AHB, ,4FX, AHA, AAY; AHI, BI, 
Nsanzuwera, Serushago, Nahimana and Ngeze, as set forth in paragraphs 608, 333, 81 5: 

0 886: 812, 814, 813, 547, 724, 712, 132, 774, 775, 465, 545 and 816, and sections 5.4 and 
7 . 6  

331. Witness 4BC was cross-examined on a number of details in his testimony. He 
was asked how he could determine from what he heard that people wcre being attacked 
by machetes rather than other weapons. He replied that when someone was attacked by a 
machete but did not die, he could hear their cries. Witness ARC was questioned on his 
testimony that he was compelled to work with the impz~zunugarnhi. Hc stated that they 
did not put a gun to his head but told him he could not remain in the house while they 
were outside. He said he drank with them, later clarifjlng that it was only once, because 
he thought he was going to be killed. Witness ABC was also questioned on his written 
statement, in which he said he could not read or write, yet he claimed to be able to read 
Kanprtr and had testified that Kabanabake was a writer for Kan,pra. He said he had told 
investigalors that he had not had any schooling, and he explained that he had heard about 
Kabanabake working for Kunpru  on RTLM. He was questioned as to whether he was 
c.onSusing Kahanabake with Kabonabake, another journalist, but he maintained his 
testimony, saying he knew the journalist well. It was put to Witness ABC that hc was 

II) tcstifying to save himself as he was identified with the Zmprtzanrtiganzhi and the 
roadblocks. He maintained that he was testifying under oath to what he had seen. The 
Chamber considers that none of the issues raised on cross-examination effectively 
challenged the credibility of the witness. The Chamber therefore accepts the testimony of 
Witness ABC as credible. 

332. Witness ABE was questioned in  cross-examination on his political vicws 
regarding the war and the position of Rlvandan refugees."' He was also questioned about 
his imprisonment in Rwanda in 199 1 and 1992 on charges of being an RPF accomplice. 
He acknowledged that he was imprisoned on these charges but denied that he was an RPF 

1'. 3 Mar. 2003, p. 38; T. 16 Jan. 2003, pp. 65-66; T. 13 Mar. 2003, p. 84. 
""hid., pp. 37-38. 
33: r. 3 Mar. 2003. nn. 57-58. , .~, 
"9, 27 Jan. 2003, pp. 90-91. 
334 T. 26 Feb. 2001. pp. 100-1 10; T. 27 Feb. 2001, pp. 12-l5,23-24: T. 28 Feb. 2001, pp. 4-9 
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accomplice.'4o Witness ABE was questioned about his organizational affiliations and any 
relationship that he or the organization hc belonged to, Humura, had with the Rwandan 
government. He said that neither he nor the organization had any affiliation with the 

741 government.- When asked about the fact that he testified to an MRND meeting in 1993 
that he had not mentioned in his statement, Witness ABE explained that when he was 
interviewed for his statement, he answered the questions h e  was asked and may have 
rcmeinbered other incidents ~ater. '~' The Chamber considers that the witness's credibility 
was not impaired on cross-examination and accepts his testimony as credible. 

333. Witness LAG was convicted of genocidc as an accomplice and is currently 
serving an 11-year sentence in Rwanda. following his guilty plea and agreement lo 
cooperate with government prosccutors in Rwanda. He was not accused of having 
personally killed anyone. Witness LAG was questioned cxtensivcly on his imprisonment 
and his plca agreement, particularly the negotiation of the agreement. He denied that he 

0 was testifying to help some of his relatives who are detained and facing charges, and he 
denied that he had obtaincd a relatively Low sentencc after agreeing to lestify against 
Barayagwiza and ~ g e z e . ' ~ '  Witness LAG was cross-examined on the circumstances in 
which he heard Barayagwiza and Ngeze speak at Bucyana's funeral, and he affirmed that 
he was able t o  see and hear both of tl~em.~~"e was questioned about details in his 
testimony that seemed contradictory to Counsel, such as whether he saw the houses of 
Tutsi already buming or whether he was there when they started burning. Witness LAG 
consistently provided explanations and clarifications, and the additional detail 
established, i n  the Chamber's view, that t hesc were not in  fact contradictions.'" T he 
Chamber notes that Witness LAG was not forthcoming in his responses in cross- 
examination. Questions often had to be repeated many times before he would provide an 
answcr-. The Chamber considers that this lack of responsiveness, while unhelpful to the 
proceedings. did not affect the veracity of his testimony. For these reasons, the Chamber 
finds the testimony of Witness LAG credible. 

134. Defence Witnesses BAZ1 and FW118 were not cross-examined further about the 
Impz~znmugnmhi. The Chamber considers that their testimony on this matter was not * challenged and finds that their evidence on this matter is credible. Witness BAZ4 was 
not examined further about the CDR. The Chamber considers that his testimony on this 
issue was not challenged and finds that his evidence on this issue is credible. Witness 
RM117 was not cross-examined further about the CDR. The Chamber considers that her 
testimony in this respect was not challenged and finds that her evidence on this issue is 
credible. \Vitness BAZ15 was not cross-examined further about the Irr~puzam~c,yambi. 
The Chamber considers that his testimony in this respect was not challenged and finds 
that his evidence o n  this issue is credible. Witness B3 was clear and forthright in his 
testimony on CDRI even acknowledging that CDR fell short of the democratic principles 

?no T. 26 Feb. 2001, pp. 132-133. 
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to which it aspired. For these reasons, thc Chamber considers that his testimony on CDR 
was credible. Witness D3 was not further cross-examined on CDR. The Chamber 
considers that h e  was not  c hallenged o n  cross-examination o n  this issue and finds his 
evidence on CDR credible. Witness 12's testimony on CDR was not effectively 
challenged and the Chamber considers that h is evidence o n  this issue i s crediblc. The 
witnesses corroboratc one another in their testimony on CDR and the Ir~zpuzamuguinhi. 
Witness AS1 denied that CDR was an extremist party. He had not personally attended 
any CDR  meeting^.^'" His testimony on CDR was limited and the Chamber will not rely 
on his evidence on CDR. 

Discussion of Evidence 

335.  While at a formal level membership in thc CDR was officially open to all 
Rwandans for menhership, although it purported to represent the interests of the Hutu. 
the evidence clcarly indicatcs that in fact the membership of the CDR was cxclusively 
Hutu not only as a matter of practice hut as a matter of policy. The widespread 
perception, reflected in newspaper cartoons, was that thc CDR was one hundred percent 
Hutu, and thc testimony of Witness X suggests that even mixed parentage was a bar to 
CDR membership. Thc description of Witness EB, tip-toeing out of the stadium 
frightened and covering his nose; illustrates the personal impact of the ethnically based 
membership criteria in which public attention was drawn to physical features of those in 
attendance at a CDR meeting. The Chamber notes that the CDR membership policy of 
Hutu exclusivity, affirmed by the testimony of Hutu as well as Tutsi witnesses, was 
conl~nunicated personally to Witness X by Barayagwiza, and to Witness AGX by Ngezc. 
Witness AFB heard Barayagwiza say publicly a t  a CDR meeting that the CDR was a 
party for the Hutu, a statement consistent with thc policy framework of the CDR, based 
on the principle that each ethnic group had its own interests and s hould have its own 
party to reprcsent those interests. Although Witness B3 testified that CDR membership 
was open to all, regardless of ethnicity, he was unable to name any Tutsi members of the 
party. The Chamher did not find Ngeze's testimony that there were many Tutsi members 
in the CDR and a Tutsi woman on the Executive Committee credible, and notes his own 

0 statement. made in an interview on Radio Rwanda, that the seed sown by thc CDR, an 
invitation explicitly directed to  the H utu p opulation t o  unite and fight the c nemy, had 
borne fruit. While there may have been a few Tutsi individuals who attcnded CDR 
meetings or were even referrcd to as CDR members, the Chamber considers, based on the 
evidencc, that such number would be negligible and would not render the 
characterization of the CDR as a Hutu party inaccurate. 

336. Evidencc has been introduced reearding acts of v~olence perpctrated by CDR - 
menlbers. With regard to some individual acts of violence, such as thc attacks on Witness 
51 by persons wearing CDR caps or uniforms, there is no evidence that the attacks were 
organizationally initiated by the CDR. In fact: Wimcss Bl mentioned an RTLM broadcast 
as having prompted the attacks, and her attackers were not only CDR members. With 
regard to the attack on a church in August 1992 by CDR members, the Chamber notes 
that the attackers had come fi-om a CDR meeting and were demanding that Tutsi hiding 

346 T. 4 Nor.  2002, pp. 48 , iZ  
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in the church be handed over to them. While not every incident of violence perpetrated by 
a CDR member can be traced back to a CDR directive, there is evidence that the party 
was promoting this violcnce, and so the occurrence or  it follo\ving a CDR meeting 
suggests that it was related to the message conveycd by the meeting. That message, 
conveyed at meetings according to several witnesses, was not only that CDR was a party 
for the Hutu but also that the Tutsi should be exterminated. "tuhntsembutsemhe" or "let's 
exterminate them", which, according to Witness X, Barayagwiza himself said. Nahimana 
denied that this term was mentioned at the CDR rally he attended, but other witnesses; 
including Witness AFB and Witness X, testified that the term was used. Witness AFB 
testified, more generally, that it was a term Barayagwiza used in his meetings. Even 
Nahimana affirmed in his testimony that there were complaints against CDR in the end of 
1993 and beginning of 1994 for singing a song using the word "t~rhntsenzbutsembe". The 
Chamber notes that a review or  violence committed against the Tutsi in late 1992 and 
early 1993, undertaken by several diplomats, concluded that the CDR was involved in 
organizing and executing massacres. When asked to restrain CDR members from 
violence, Barayagwiza reportedly told the US Ambassador that it was extremely difficult 
to do so because they were overcome by fear and anger. He said he was doing his best, 
but the conversation was described as virtually a shouting match, which suggests that he 
was in fact defending the violence. According to Scrushago, Baryagwiza and Ngeze wcrc 
raising funds, as well as themselves contributing, for the CDR to buy weapons, although 
the Chamber notes that this tcstimony is not corroborated. The witness testimony 
indicates that the violence perpetrated by the CDR was increasingly organized in 1994. 
The testimony of Witness ABC, describing the killing or  Tutsi by Impzrzrm~ugumbi 
manning a roadblock, is clear evidence of a systematic effort by thc Impuzamugurnhi to 
kill Tutsi. 

337. The Defence challenged the evidence prcsentcd by the Prosecution that CDR had 
a youth militia. Although the formal structure of the CDR youth wing does not emerge 
froin the evidence, it is acknowledged by Defence witnesses that the CDR had a youth 
wing, called the impuznmuganihi. The Chamber notes some confusion arising from the 
fact that the word inzpuzumugumhi is also a part of the name for CDR in Kinyanuanda, 

m luzpuz~~nzz~gumhi Zihamnii-a Repuhnlikn. Nevetheless, it is clear from the evidence that 
Inzpuznmugumhi referred to the youth wing of the CDR and was generally understood as 
such. In his book Le Sang Hutu est-il rouge?, Barayagwiza named the Interuhamwe and 
the Inprznmugumhi as the youth from the MRND and CDR parties, respectively. 
However, his words were misrepresented by the Prosecution as an acknowledgement that 
the youth wing was a militia. He clcarly stated in the following sentence that the CDR did 
not have a militia and that if youth among the iinpuzamugatnhi took up arms. they did so 
independently rather that in the capacity of their membership. Yet Defence Witness B3, a 
CDR member, acknowledged that the CDR had a militia and that it was the 
Impuzamugnmhi. He also acknowledged what he referred to as the excesses of the CDR. 
Several Prosecution witnesses, including Witness AHI, himself a member of thc 
Impuzamugumbi, testified that the Inlpuzamugamhi were taught to kill, and that that was 
their role. While some witnesses attributed the killing to the CDR generally and others 
mentioned the Impzrznnzugnnzbi more specifically, the killing was clcarly attributed lo the 
CDR, and their target was clearly the Tutsi population, as Witnesses B1, AAM, ABC, 
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AHI, LAG, and Serushago all testified. Witness AFX testified that the main activities of 
the CDR in Gisenyi in 1994 were the erection of roadblocks and killings, and Serushago, 
an lntertrhamwe leader in Giscnyi, testificd that there were CDR members in each of the 
militia groups in Gisenyi. Ngcze's testimony that be did not see any CDR members at the 
roadblocks is not credible. 

338. The Chamber considers that the link between the CDR and the MRND was a link 
arising from these violent activities, in the sweets and at the roadblocks. and particularly 
between the party youth in the Impuzatnugunlhi and the Inter-uhumive and the leaders 
organii3ng the effort to flush out and attack or kill the Tutsi. The evidence of Witnesses 
AH1 and LAG, and Sernshago, all oS whom were involved in thcse activities, indicatcs 
that thcre was a close collaboralion, which was confirmed by the testimony of other 
witnesses who saw the two goups attacking together. Both Witness LAG and Serushago 
testified that there wcre joint CDRIMRND meetings to coordinate and review action. At 

e the higher organizational level, the evidence of formal association is less conclusive. 
From all the testimony it is clear that thc CDR was founded by those previously 
associated with the MRND. But Nahimana and Kgeze both testified that the parties were 
distinct, and it is clear that Nahimana was an MRND supporter while Ngezc was a CDR 
supporler. Witness ABE suggested that the CDR was founded to act covertly on behalf of 
the MRND, to say what the MRND was unable to say publicly. This testimony is not 
entirely consistent with the testimony of Witness AHA that CDR was founded out of 
dissatisfaction with perceived Tutsi infiltration of MRND, nor is it consistent with the 
testimony of Alison Des Forges that there was a severe break between the parties in the 
first half of 1993. By August 1993, she said the rift was closing, and by October 1993 she 
described an extremely close coopcration. The testimony of wilnesses such as -4RE that 
the two parties werc one and the same appears to reflect a perception of their common 
purpose r ather t han a n  organizational affiliation, a symbiotic relationship i n  which t he 
two parties shared the goal of eliminating the Tutsi population. 

Factual Findings 

339. The Chamber finds that the CDR was a Hutu party and party membership was not 
open to Rwandans of Tutsi ethnicity. This policy was explicitly communicated to 
members and the public by Barayagwiza and Ngcre. 

340. During the year 1994, and in particular, the period 6 April to 17 July 1994, 
Baraya-wiza continued to exercise effective leadership over the CDR Party and its 
members. The killing of Tutsi was promotcd by the CDR, as evidcnced by the chanting 
of "tubrrtsenhatsembe" or "let's exterminate them" by Barayagiwza and by CDR 
members in his prescnce at mass rallies. 

341. The CDR had a youth wing, called the Inzpuztrmugati~bi, which becamc the CDR 
militia. The CDR members and Imnp~m~7rrmzgambi were supervised by Barayagwiza and 
acted under his control in carrying out acts of killing and other acts of violence. 
Roadblocks were crected and manned by Iwpuznmugcunhi, for the purposc ol' identifying 
aud killing Tutsi civilians. Barayagwiza gave orders to the Itizpuzumugatnbi at roadblocks 
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that Tuisi should not be allowed to pass and that they should kill them unless t h y  had 
CDR or MRND cards. Barayagwiza supplied weapons to thc Irnpz~;-nmugarnhi which 
were used for purposes of killing Tutsi. The Inpuzan~ugutnhi, together with the 
Interahamwe, killed large numbers of Tutsi civilians in Gisenyi Prefecture. 

4. RTLM 

4.1 RTLM Broadcasts 

342. Many witnesses testified that radio played a significant role in the lives of 
Rwmndans. Prosecution Expert Witness Alison Des Forges testified that in the 1980% the 
MRND government subsidized the production of radios, which were sold at a reduced 
price or even given away to those in the administrative structure of thc party. Accordmg 
to Des Forges, radio was increasingly important as a source of information as well as 
entertainment and a focus of social RTLM started bmadcasting in July 1993."' 
Prosecution Witness BI testified to the popularity of RTLM when it first came on air, 
noting that young people could always be seen on the strect with a radio listening to 
RTLM and that the broadcasts wcre a common topic of conversation in homes, offices 
and on the street. She said almost everyone had a radio and listened to RTLM.'~' 
Witness FY testified that people listcned to RTLM in bars and at work, and that you 
could hear i t  i n  t axis and a t  the market. H e said it was populal- i n  Kigali, that youth 
especially liked the music and that the programmes were not boring"" 

343. .kccording to Prosecution Witness Francois Xavier Nsanzuwera, who in 1994 was 
Prosecutor in  Kigali, RTLM was 1 istened to  c onstantly, and during the last months o r  
1993 and early 1994 one would find little radios in offices, cafes, bars and other public 
gathering places, even in taxis, where people listened to RTLM. Nsanzuwera testified 
that after 6 April 1994, militia at the roadblocks listened to RTLM. He described crossing 
at least four roadblocks on 10 April: tinding all those manning each of the roadblocks 
listening to RTLM. He obscrved this on many occasions and described radios and 
weapons as the two kcy objects that would be found at roadblocks."' Witness L.4G, who 

a manned a roadblock in Cyangugu, testified that they heard about what was happening in 
the country and their leaders' instructions from RTLM."' Witness ABC, who was also 
manning a roadblock, testified that he only listened to RTLM as that was what the others 
were listening to.'" The Chamber was shown a video of a roadblock with men listening 
to RTLM. 

344. Several hundred tapes of RTLM broadcasts have been introduced in evidence, and 
various particular broadcasts havc been discussed at trial. The Chamber has focused 
largely, though not exclusively, on thosc broadcasts that have been highlighted in the 
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belicf that they represent, in the view of the parties, the most incriminating and the most 
exculpatory evidence. The Chamber has identified several areas of inquiry in its review, 
looking in particular at broadcas~s that raised the issue of cthnicity and broadcasts that 
called on the pop~dation to take action. 

4.1.1 Before 6 April 1994 

345. Some RTLM broadcasts Iocuscd on ethnicity in its histo~ical context, in an 
apparent effort to raise awareness of the political dynamic of Hutu-Tulsi relations. In an 
RTLM broadcast on 12 December 1993, for cxample, Barayagwiza shared his own 
experience as a Hutu with RTLM listeners, to illustrate the rolc of education and culture 
in the development of ethnic consciousness: 

A IIutu child: ... let me take my own example, for I was born a IHutu: my father is 
a H utu, m y  grandfather is a Hutu. m y  great grandfather is a IIutu and a I1 my 
mother's parents are Hutus. 1 call go up the geuealogy of my family back to about 
the ninth generation. They are Hutus. They brought me up as a Hutu, I grew up in 
Hutu culture. I was boru berore the 1959 revolution; my father did forced labor, 
as Charles said. My mother used to weed in the fields of the Tutsis who were in 
power. My grandfather paid tribute-money. I saw all those things, and whcu I 
asked them why they go to cultivate for other peoplc, weed for other peoplc 
when our gardens were uot well maintained, they \vould tell me: "That is how 
things are: we niust work for the Tutsis" 

The l'utsi had to be brought up knowing that he was the chief, that the Hutu child 
was under his authority ... No Hutu would share his meal with a Tutsi; that was 
ibrbidden. It was inculcated in the Tutsis never to eat with kIutus and we were 
told to fear the Tutsis. It was uot because we did not want to eat with them, more 
so wheu they brought delicious food pota toes  baked in palm oil - while for us 
we brought boiled maize grain! How we wished to eat with them (laughs), but all 
in vain, because i t  was forbidden. I know you arc aware that I work with the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs: I have been to many foreig countries arid 1 know 
very well that many Tutsis have kept that culture, especially those who live 
ahr~ad. '~" 

346. Prosecution Expert Witness .4lison Des Forges described this passage as 
communicative of Barayagwiza's "insistence that thc ethnic groups are a fundamental 
reality". S h e  suggested that  while thcre was  nothing wrong \v ill1 taking pride i n  one's  
cthnic origins, in the context o r  a timc when Hutu power was being defined as an 
ideology in opposition lo a minority group, which carried the dueat of violence against 
that g o u p ,  such statements could contribute to the hei&tening of etlnlic tensions. 
Subsequently she clarified that she was not speaking about the very mention of ethnicity 
but about "the reinterpretation of all problems and conflict within Rwandan society in 
ethnic  term^"."^ The Chambcr notes that while Tutsi were a numcrical minority in 
Rwanda, it is their history of political and social dominancc that frames Barayagwiza's 
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statement, which presents thc Hutu, not inaccurately, as politically and socially 
subordinated. The statement does not thcrerore, in thc Chamber's view, constitute a 
reinteryelation. 

347. The same passage was discussed by Prosecution Expert Witness Jean-Pierre 
Chreticn as an example of "a simplistic reduction ofthc Rwandan past in order to create a 
radical opposition between Tutsi and Hutu", and he described il as "an ethnic 

r r  756 presentation of the political situation . This formulation suggests that the situation is a 
fundamentally political one (political in the sense of power-ordered relations). which may 
or may not he presented in an ethnic contest. .4 seemingly faithful recollection ofhis  own 
experience, the Chamber notes that Barayagwiza's statement is consistent with the 
documented historical pattern of ethnic relations in Rwanda. In the broadcast, 
Barayagwiza offered a political analysis of an ethnic situation, that is to say a situation in 
which ethnicity is integral to the dynamic. 

348. Subsequently in the same broadcast, a debate moderated b y  Gaspard Gahigi, 
RTLM Editor-in-Chief, about the sibmificance of Hutu and Tutsi ethnicity, Vincent Ravi 
Rwabukwisi, the ~u tu" '  editor oi'Kcmguka, cxpresscd the view that ethnic identification 
and the education of children as liutu or Tutsi werc the root causc of conflict. Gahigi 
suggested that "people want to conceal the ethnic problem so that the others do not know 
that they are looking for power", then giving the floor to Barayagwim, who agreed and 
elaborated on the point: 

Yes! Notable among them are tlic RPF people who are asking everybody to 
admit that the ethnic groups do not exist. And when one raises the issue. they say 
that such a person is "unpatriotic, an enemy of peace, whose aim is to divide the 
country into two camps. However, it looks like right from the beginning of our 
discussion, we have pro\:cd that rhe ethnic groups do emst, that the elhnic 
pl-oblcm does exist. but that today it is being linked to ... by the way, it is no1 
only today. this dates back a long time ago, it is associated with the quest for 
power. 

The KPF claim that they are representing the Tutsis, but they deny that the Tutsis 
arc in the minority. They arc 9% of the population. The Hutus make up SO%! So, 
their co~iclusion is. "If we accepted that we are Tutsis and accepted the rules of 
democracy, and we went to the polls, the Hutus will always have the upper hand 
and we shall never rule." Look at \\hat happened in Burundi: they also thou& 
like that. Those who sraged the coup d'Etat thought in the same way. Their 
nienlality is like that of the Inyenzi; whose only targel is power, yet they know 
very well that today it is unacceptable to attain power witliout going through the 
democratic process ... They wonder: "How shall we go about acceding to 
power?'and they add: "The best way is to reSbte the existence of ethnic groups, 
so that when we are in power, nobody will say that it is a single ethnic group that 
is in power." That is the problem we are Facing now."' 

"9 1 July 2002, pp 127-129 
''7 T 22 May 2002, pp 179, 182-1 81 
"' CD 66. KO166105-09, 14 
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349. When asked about the apparent openness of debate represented by this broadcast 
featuring the editor of Karzguka, Des Forges acknowledged that from time to time RTLM 
oSfered opposing points of view in its programs. However, she characterized these 
occasions as very few and exceptional, suggesting that they were attributable to an 
immediate perceived political need and did not represent a change in fundamental 
policy.3'" The Chamber notes that the moderator of this debate, Gaspard Gahigi, the 
Editor-in-Chief of RTLM, voiced a position on the issues being debated, suggesting that 
ethnicity was concealed to disguise the political ambition of the Tutsi. The debate 
constitutes, in the view of the Chamber, an inquiry into thc nature of cthnicity in Rwanda 
and its political signiticance. 

350. On 31 October 1993, Landouald Ndasingwa, the Tutsi PL party Vice-Chair and 
Minister of Social AfFairs: was interviewed on RTLM. In the interview Xdasingwa 
commended RTLM: 

e Firstly I wish to thank the RTLM radio for having given me the opportunity to 
react t o  some o S t he s tatcrnents made a bout me b y  pcople with w h o n ~  we a re 
running the business of the Liberal Party. It is cotnnlendable on the part of the 
R'rLM to -- for having aflorded or given the opportunity to all the parties. This is 
in line with the democratic culture on which we have embarked at this point in 
time. My statement will focus on the statement made by Mrs. Ntarnabyariro, and 
Mr. Mugenzi_ statements they made about rnc in the course of' the news 
conference that thcy held last Friday. On the whole, I would say that their 
statement contains one and the same message. In other words, cach time the 
Government in power is Saced with serious problems: it refers to inter-ethnic 
problems. So in order to resolvc its problems and in order to hang on to power: it 
pits one etlmic group against the other. This is an old game beyond which we 
have to move particularly at this time that we have signed an agrcement on peace 
and national reconci~iation.'~~ 

351. In another broadcast portraying RTLM as an open forum, on 5 January 1994, 
Kantano Habimana interviewed an RPF leader, Tito Rutaremara. In his introduction to 
thc interview, Habimana described his encounter with the Inkotanyi: 

The inkotaayi said, "Kantano hates the inkoiarzj~i so much; he hates the Tutsi. We 
really want him. We must get that Kantano oSRT1.M. We must argue with him 
and make him change his mind. He has to become a partisan of the inkoirmyi 
ideology." All the Iikutnnyi \vanted to see that I-lutu \vho "hates the Tutsi." I do 
not hate the 'I'utsi! I do not think it is their real opinon. It is not. Why should I 
hate the Tutsi'? Why should I hate the Inkotonyil The only object of 
misunderstanding was that the inkotanyi bombshelled us. They chased us out of 
our property and conlpelled us to 11ve at a loss on wastelands like Nyacyonga. 
That was the only reason for the misunderstanding. 'There is no reason for hating 
them anymore. They h ave now understood that dialogue is  capital. They 11 ave 
given up their wickedness and handed in their weapons. . . 

. . "' T. 22 May 2002, pp. 186-1 87. 195. 
'"O Exhibit ID3B; T. 1 Nov. 2000, pp. 38-49. 
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Then I met Dr. Rutaremara Tito.. . That tall Tutsil from those species commonly 
called "prototpes", that man eon1 hlurambi is oile of those haughty men who 
would say: "Shehe yewe sha!" [Hey, small Sheikh!]. . . Then he [Rutaremara] 
asked me to share a glass of beer with him. I briefed him on the situation here on 
our side. Their hotel was full of 1dcornn):i [males] and Inliotui~yiknzi [females). . . 
It was a big coming and going crowd of drinking pcople. Most of the people were 
drinking inilk ... [inaudible] Some drauk milk because they simply had some 
nostalgy of it. It is surprising to see someone drinking 2 or 3 liters of Nyabisindu 
or Rubilizi dairy and so forth. Therc should have been a shorlage of milk in the 
dairies. Someone wi-ote to me: "Please; help! They are taking all thc milk out or 
the dairy!" I saw this myself. They hold a very big stock of n~ilk. '~ '  

352. After describing his discussions with Rutaremara and others, KanLano Habimana 
commented, "You can really feel that they want also to get to power. They want it." 
Habimana noted that he was going to broadcast an interview with Rutaremara, 

e remarking: 

He thought that his ideas could not be transmitted on RTLM. I want to prove 
him the contrary. An individual's ideas or an lnko-otru~yi',r ideas can be transmitted 
on RrLM. Yes. They are also Rwandans. Their ideas would at least be know11 by 
other people. If we do not know thcir ideas, M:e will not know them either.362 

353. Following the interview, in which Rutaremara criticized the MRND as a 
dictatorial regime that killed people, I<antano Habimana concluded by saying: 

I hope that he now understood that even the /nliotimyi can speak on our radio. We 
do riot want anybody to be silenced. Even the Inkolanyi can speak on our radio ... 
So, those who think that our radio station sets people at odds with others will he 
amazed. You will find out that you were wrong. At the end, it will prove to be the 
mediator of people. It is that kind of radio that does not keep any rancor. Even its . . . ~ 

journalists do not have any ill feelings. So: the tmth is said in jokes. It is not a 
radio to create tension as it is believed to. Those who believes [sic] that it "heats 
up heads" are those who lost their heads. They cannot keep on telliug lies.'"' 

354. Des Forges testified that she recalled this RTLM broadcast but was not aware of 
any other occasion on which an RPF member was given an opportunity to speak on 
RTLM. She said this interview and the debate cited above with Rwabukwisi, the editor 
of Kmgiika, were the only two times she knew of that RTLM had allowed other voices to 
be heard. She also noted that Rutaremara was ridiculed in the RTLM broadcast as a tall 
milk-drinking Tutsi and explained the association of milk with Tutsi, who were 
historically pastoralists.364 

355. I11 the first passage cited above, Kantano Habimana equated the Irzkotanyi with the 
Tutsi several times, asking, for example, "Why should I hate the Tutsi'? Why should 1 

i h :  Exhibit 1D9, 3354bis-3353bis; CD 44, Kl98097-98; 1 Nov. 2000, p. 72 
'"Exhibit lD9, 3152bis; CD 44, K198100. 
"'Exhibit 1D9, 3347bis; CD 44, K198106. 
'On 7 .22  May 2002, pp. 192- 194. 
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hate the Inkotnnyi?" The Chamber notes the sarcastic tone of the response, that the only 
object of misunderstanding was that the Inliotnnyi had bombed and displaced "us", 
presumably a reference to the Hutu. Habimana mocked the "tall Tutsi", and his extended 
derision of the Inkotcmyi as drinking large quantities of milk, in effect equating the 
Inkotanyi with the Tutsi. Moreover, the Chamber notes that Habimana expxssed his ovm 
view in the course o r t h e  broadcast that one could "really feel that they want also to get to 
power". 

356. Following the interview, in praising RTLM for giving the RPF airtime, Habimana 
made several references to the perception that RTLM "sets peoplc at odds with others", 
that it "creates tension", and that it "heats up heads". While he was dismissive of these 
so-called "lies" the broadcast indicates full awareness of what was being said about 
RTLM at the time and the perception that he, the RTLM jourualist, hated the Tutsi. 

357. In an RTLM interview by Gaspard Gahigi, broadcast on 20  Novcmber 1993, 
Nahimana explained the origins of the term i n y e n 5  and its relation to the RPF as follows: 

There is no difference hehveen the RPF and the Inycnzi because the Inyemi are 
refugees wl~o fled Rwanda afler the mass in@ority Revolution of 1959, the f d l  of 
the monarchy and the establishment of a den~ocratic Republic. Those who 
refused the Republic and the democracy went into self-imposed exilc. Not long 
after, between 1962 and 1967, those refugees tried to replace the new Republic 
by the fonner monarchy. They launched attacks that killed people. However, 
Rwanda had then a national anny, the national guard. Those sons of the lmtion 
did their best and drovc those attacks out and in 1967; the l ~ e n z i  stopped their 
auacks.. . You understand that the RPF that attacked us is made of those people, 
has its origin in those Tutsis who fled in 1959, those who attacked us until 1967. 
So: they got organized and named themselves RPF. At the beginning of the war 
in 1990: we used to say: "The Inyensi have attacked us." The word "lnyenzi" was 
abandoned not long ago when we started negotiating. Kanyarengwe and his 
people said: "We do not want to be called Inyenzi ... Both the Ilzyenzi and tllc 
lnkotanyi are people who attack and kill.'''h5 

358. In a number of RTLM broadcasts, the terms Inyenzi and 1nkotan)i  were explicitly 
associated or equated with the Tutsi population, and the struggle for power was 
characterized in ethnic terms. I11 an RTLM broadcast on 30 November 1993, Noel 
Hitimana reported: 

Earlier you heard an Inko~nnyi woman who telephoned to insult me. You heard 
how she wanicd me, but I cannot stand the atrocities committed by the lnkotanyi. 
They are people like everyone else. We know that most of them are Tutsi and 
that not all 'l'utsis al-e bad. And yet, the latter rather than help us condenin them, 
support them. But I bel~cve that in the end, they will bc discovered and they will 
hc punisl~cd a c c o ~ - d i i ~ ~ I y ' ~ ~  

x' Exhibit C7, CD 64. KTLM. lndex 0099, K0146181-82. 
"'"xhibit C7, CD 104. K0166082. 
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359. Tn an RTLM broadcast on 1 December 1993, Gaspard Gahigi commented, 
"1nkotunj.i is an organization of refugees who left in 1959 and others even following that. 
But it is mainly an ethnic organization."367 

360. Some RTLM broadcasts do not even mention the Inkotan~i  or thc Inyemi, 
referring only lo "the Tutsi" in political terms. In an RTLM broadcast on 4 December. 
1993, Kantano Habimana said: 

So thc Aniericaus with thcir Tutsi aud Belgian fricnds started threatcniug to pull 
their dollars elsewhere if Rwanda refused to give powcr to the Tutsis. Leave 
them alone and we will see wlvat happens. Let the Tutsis go in peace and wc will 
solve our problems ourse~ves.'~' 

361. I11 a broadcast by Kantano Habiinana and Roe1 Hitimana, ou 23 March 1994, the 
RTLM journalists warned listeners of a long-term plan being executed by the RPF, and 

0 their undertaking "to fight anything related t o  'Power,' that i s?  t o  fight any Hutu, any 
Hutu who says: 'Rwanda is mine, I am part of the majority. I decide first, not you."' The 
broadcast concluded as follows: 

All this is part or an existing plan_ as Kagame himself said, even if tlie amiies are 
merged, the lnkotanyi still have the single objective: to take hack the power that 
the Hutus seized from them the Tutsis in 1959; take back pou2er and keep it for as 
long as they want. They tell you that the transitional period should serve as a 
lcisoll to 1,s.369 

362. ChrAtien notes with regard to this broadcast the emphasis on the fear to be felt by 
Hutu who have been subjugated by ~utsi.'"' The Hutu seized power from the Tutsi in 
1959, and the Tutsi were going to take it back. Thc historical political context was 
described entircly in ethnic terms, and the terms "Hutu" and "Tulsi" were used for 
political groups of people struggling for power. In one RTLM broadcast, on 1 February 
1994, Kantano Habimana equated not only the RPF but also the PL, a political party, with 
the Tutsi saying, "you cannot depend on PC party Lando. PL Lando are Tutsis and Tutsis 

a and the RPF arc the same.""' 

363. RTLM broadcasts engaged in ethnic stereotyping in economic terms as well as 
political terms. In an RTLM broadcast on 25 October 1993, Noel Hitimana discussed the 
disproportionate Tutsi ownership of taxis: 

This man told me that the probleri? that exists i s  a known problem that many 
people neglect: it is the IIulu-Tutsi problem. Why cau the Hutu and 'Tutsi not 
agee so that each om ktio\vs who lie is. I arn going to tell you a mere nothing 
which worries people. Someone tclephoned me this morning, by tlie way it was a 
woman. She asked me not to say to our radio RTLM that the Tutsi w11o own 

'" Exhibit C7, CII 104, CYK 95, lndex 0142, KOi66083. 
'6%~hibit C7. CD 4. RTLM 4, Index 0003 at  K0163179-80. 
36'' P36i73B. 
'" T. I July 2002, p. 117. 
'" T. 11 Apr. 2001. p. 79; P36:-14C 
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taxis are 70% of all who own taxis in this country.. I respondcd to her that no 
one can prevent these statistics from being known where they exist in the world. 
The richest in the world are written of in books and the world knows then1 while 
one mentions thc poorest of the world and calls them tramps. This can be found 
in Paris or in Kigali. So I don't see the problem if we say that the people oum 
such riche~.~" 

364. In an RTLM broadcast in December 1993, Kantano Hab~mana talked about the 
wealth of the Tutsi, saying: 

'This reminds mc of Shaniukip. When he heard that over one hundred people had 
met in Meridien Uniubano Hotel to launch Radio RTLM and reportedly raised 
two million [Rwandan Srancs], he said: "This is amazing! Hutus are really 
amazing! As you will see, the day we decide to launch a Tutsis' radio station; I 
will bring five Tutsis together and raise one hundred million." Hein! Do you heal- 

@ 
that! (clapping his tongue against the upper gum). Well, this is true. Alhough 
they werc complaining that they have been treated unfairly, they are the oncs 
who havc all the money. People who glanced at the debtors of the Savings Hank 
found that most oS than werc simply Tutsis. Yes! Or Tutsi women! As for the 
Hutus.. .. the sons of thc Fanners' Father are rcally scatterbrains."' 

365. In her testimony, Des Forges explained the rcference in this broadcast to Charles 
Shamukiga, a Tutsi businessman in Kigali who was involved in human rights activitics. 
Des Forges said that while there were a small number of Tutsi; mostly in business, who 
were wealthy, the great majority of Tutsi lived at the same level of poverty as their Hutu 
neighbours. She noted that RTLM frcquently made the assertion that Tutsi werc wealthy, 
as did Kanguru and Barayagwiza, she thought, in his book. This assertion was sometimes 
associated with the figure of 70% as the percentage of the weallhy people of Rwanda 
who were Tutsi. On cross-examination Dcs Forges described as an inappropriate 
distortion of factual evidence that Tutsi represented 70%) of the wealth in the country. 
She stated her view ihat this attempt to portray the Tutsi as unjustiliably wealthy in a 
country of enormous poverty contributed to hostility against the Tutsi. Des Forges noted 
that the accusation that Jews had an unjustifiable share of the wealth in Germany was 

a fi-equeutly made at the time of  the ~o locaus t . "~  

366. Prosecution Wilness Franqois Xavier Nsanzuwera, former Prosecutor of Kigali, 
was asked whether it was true that the Tutsi were the ones with all the wealth in Rwanda. 
He replied ihat he had no1 researched the issue, but in his personal opinion the majority of 
businessmen who were very rich were Hutu, w l d c  the number of rich T u s i  businessmen 
could be counted on one hand. Nsanzuwera testified that Charles Shamukiga called him 
after this broadcast and told him that he felt threatened by it. Shamnkiga had been 
mentioned often on RTLM in the first few months of 1994 because he was a Tutsi 
businessman known to be a friend of President Habyarimana. On 7 ,4pril 1991, 
Shamukiga called Nsa~izuwera to find out whether it was true that thc Presidenl had been 
assassinated. While they werc o n  thc telephone, soldiers from thc Presidential Guard 

"%sliibit ~ 7 ,  CD 61. K0146471, tlanslat~on from French 
"'Exhibit P36114C. 
"'7.22 May 2002. pp. 197-200: T. 27 May 2002, p. 35. 
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broke domn the door of Shamukiga's house. He told Nsanzuwera "This is it. I am going 
to dic," and he was killed.'" 

367. When questioned about this broadcast i n  cross-examination, Nahimana initially 
omitted reference to the phrase "they are the ones who have all the money", and 
challenged first the translation when this omission was brought to his attention and then 
the meaning of the phrase in context. When pressed on his own views regarding the 
broadcast, he said finally that he would not have used such language but would have 
expressed the same reality in a different way. Nahimana hedged his answers regarding 
the truth of the statement, and when it was put to him that the statement was false and 
was broadcast with the intent of creating a scapegoat and ethnic discord, he said he did 
not know the intent behind thc words of the journalist. When asked whether it would be 
acceptable for a journalist in Nazi Germany to say that Jews were the ones who had all 
the money, Nahimana said he did not have enough information to answer the question.37" * 368 RTLM broadcasts also engaged in e thn~c stereotyping in reference to physical 
characteristics. In an RTLM broadcast on 9 December 1993, Kantano Habirnana 
discussed accusations that RTLM hated the Tutsi. 

Not all Tutsis are wicked; some of them are wicked. Not all Hutus are good, 
some of them are wicked. Of the etlinic groups, there are some wicked Twas.. . 
This shows that 11unml mture rctnains the same anlong all the ethnic groups in 
Rwanda, anlong all the men in Kwanda. But what type of person got it into his 
head tl~at thc RTLM hates the 'Tutsis? What have the Tutsis done to incur our 
hatred? h Tutsi, (he smiles) who.. .and which way are the Tutsis liatcd? The mere 
fact of seeing a Tutsi strolling about forces you to say hc has a beautiful nose, 
that he is tall and slim, and what not. And you grudge him for that'? If he has a 
beautiful, aquiline nose, you also have your own nose that is fat and which allows 
you to breathe enough air to ventilate your lungs. 

Kadio RTLM does not hate the Tutsis. It has no conflict with them. It does not 
feed thcm and they are not under its charge. Who in the RTLM therefore hates 
the 'J'utsis? None or them gave me bed and boal-d. Is there any of them I may 
have fed? ... more especially as we go our separate ways! When 1 go about the 
shopping district in the Mateus ncighbourhood; they surround me and do 
whatever it  is they do, etc. . . . (he smiles). Do 1 say things that they do not like'! 
Possibly so. (Incomprelxmsiblr). That is their business. But I cannot remain quiet 
in the face of the atrocities coinmitted by the Inkotmyi for Fear of squabbles with 
the Tutsis. That is impossible! 1 cannot hide the atrocities committed by the 
Hutus for fear of provoking disputes with them. We must disapprove of all bad 
people. If the world were rnadc up of only bad people, then Rwandan would be 
bad irrespective of their ethnic origin."' 

369 The Chamber notes, despite Habimana's effort to express even-handedness, the 
hostil~ty towards and resentment of Tutsi that IS comeyed m t h ~ s  broadcast, as well as the 

'" T .  23 Apr. 2001, pp. 117-120; T 24 Apr. 2001. pp. 28-37. 
""7'. 16 Oct. 2002, pp. 6-1 8. 
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acknowledgement that some thought that RTLM hated the Tutsi. The denial is 
unconvincing. In another RTLM broadcast, on 1 January 1994, Kantano Habimana again 
mentioned the concern expressed by others that RTLM was promoting ethnic hatred: 

Very small children, Tutsi small children came and said: "Good morning 
Kantano. We like you but do not heat up our heads." 1 split my sidcs with 
laugl~ter and said: "You kids, how do I heat up your heads'?" They said: "You 
see, we are few and when you talk of Tutsis, we feel afraid. We see that CDR 
peoplearegoingtopounceonus. Leavethatanddo not heat upourheads." 
(Laughter.) You are really very young ... That is not what I mean. However, in 
this war, in this hard turn that Hutus and Tutsis are turning together, some 
colliding on others, some cheating others in order to make them fall fighting.. . I 
have to explain and say: "This a11d that ... The cheaters are so-and-so.. ." You 
understand.. . If Tutsis want to seize back the power by tricks.. . Everybody has 
lo say: Wlass, he vigilant.. . Your property is being taken away. What you fought 
for in '59 is being taken away.". . . So kids, do not condemn me. T have nothing 
against l'utsis, or Twas, or Hutus. I am a Hutu but 1 have nothing against Tutsis. 
But in this political situation I have to explain: "Beware, Tutsis want to take 
things from Hutus by force or tricks." So: therc is not any connection in saying 
that and hating the Tutsis. When a situation prevails, it is talked of.'" 

370. Again in this broadcast, there was no reference to inkotnn.~i or Inyenzi. The 
opposing rorces were presented as Hutu and Tutsi. The Tutsi were said to want to seiz,e 
power back through force or trickery, and Habinlam said, again unconvincingly, "I have 
nothing against Tutsis", which was bclied by everything else he said. The Chamber notes 
that Habimana himself recounted splitting his sidcs with laughter at the fear RTLM 
broadcasting had created among very small Tutsi children. The broadcast clearly 
indicates the impact RTLM had on the public: "heating up heads." It is also evidence of 
the fact that this concern was brought to the attention of the radio and dismissed out of 
hand as laughable. 

371. That RTLM broadcasts mtended to "heat up heads" is evidenced by broadcasts * calhng the pubhc to m s .  In an RTLM broadcast on 16 March 1994, Valerie B c m e r ~ k ~  
conveyed the call to "rise up": 

We know the wisdom o1 our anned forces They are careful. They are prudent. 
What we can do is to help them whole-heartedly. A shon while ago, some 
listeners called to confirm it to me saying: 'Wc shall be behind our army and, if 
need bc, we shall take up any weapon. spears, bows. . . .Traditionally, every man 
has one at home, however, we shall also rise up. Our thinking is that the 
Inliotunyi must know that whatever ihcy do. destruction of infrastructure, killing 
of innocent people, they will not be able to seizc power in Rwanda. Let them 
know that it is in~possible. They should know: however, t h t  they are doing harm 
to their children and grand-children because they might one day have to account 
for those  action^.^" 

""xhibit P36:38, pp. 12-13, 
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372. Chretien stated in his discussion of this broadcast that one must understand the 
reference to inkotnn~.i in this passage as a reference to the ~u t s i . ' ~ "  The Chamber notes 
that there is no text in the broadcast to support this interpretation. In the context of other 
broadcasts, however, many 01 which implicitly or explicitly equate the lnkotcrnyi with the 
Tutsi, this refcrence to the Inkotarqi may well have been generally understood as a 
reference to the Tutsi population as a whole. 

373. In a broadcast on 20 March 1993, Kantano Habimana recounted thc following 
incident: 

Among those who h a w  just telephoned.. .Because RTLM radio is always 
conm~unicating with you. We just said that somebody wearing a cap 
looking likc an UN troops' cap was seen passing near the ministries in Kacyiru 
and then, got on a bus. I have just leanled who it was. His name is Nkusi 
Felicien. He came to see m e  wearing that very cap. It is actually a blue cap, 
bearing the writing "Securik." He told me: " I  heard your radio station talking 
about me. I do not want anybody to throw stones at me. h4y name is Nkusi 
Felicien." He produced his work certificate and said: "1 work with a security 
company narncd "Securik," Its staff ineinbcrs wear a blue and white cap." 
Perhaps to a\:oid confusion, they should change their caps and add solnethi~lg to 
thc blue colour, That is not difficult. Yet it should not look like that L N  people' 
cap to avoid any confusion. In any case_ Nkusi Felicien, nobody will throw 
stones at you. However, if your boss is listening to me, tell him: "Modify these 
caps because they look like the UK's." In any case, it is easier to ask your 
security conipany to change caps than lo request che same thing Cram the UN. If 
we told the U N  people to change, wc would get 111 trouble. So. your company 
should change thosc clothes that look like thc U N ' S . ~ ~ '  

374. On cross-cxamination, it was put to Nahitnana that this broadcast, which 
immediately followed the conclusion of an intenricw of him by Gaspard Gahigi, 
demonstrated the power of RTLM, that simply mentioning a person and the cap he was 
wearing might result in stones being thrown at him. Nahimana stated that his interview 

e had been pre-recorded, and he was not aware of the broadcast. He said if he had bcen he 
would have spokcn about it to the Steering Committee, or Comite d'lnitiative, as he had 
done with regard to another broadcast. This kind of mistake was not acceptable, he said, 
and should be punishable."R The Chamber notes that there is no indication of concern in 
the broadcast that RTLM would have provoked the stoning of a UN representative, which 
is implicitly considered acceptable, the goal 01 the broadcast being only to prevent other 
innocent look-alikes from undergoing this treatment. Jn fact, this broadcast illlustrates 
that RTLM was aware that the naming of an individual could have harmful effects on thc 
individual named. 

375. Many of the RTLM broadcasts reviewed by the Chamber publicly named 
individuals as RPF accomplices and called on listeners to be vigilant to the security risk 

'" T. I July 2002, p .  78. 
'" Exhibit 1 DSOD, p. 13. 
3" :, 27 $ , . ept. 2002. pp. 83-84. 
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posed by these individuals. In an RTLM broadcast on 15 March 1994, Noel Hitimana 
reported: 

But in Rilyogo I carried out an investigation, there are some people allied with 
tlie Inkocnnyi; the last tinie, we caught Lt Eric thcre, I say to him that if he wants. 
that lie comes to see where his beret is because there is even his registration, we 
caught him at Nyiranuma's house in Kinyambo. There are othcrs wlio have 
become Inkotnnyi, Marc Z uberi, good day Marc Z uberi (he laughs ironically), 
Marc Zuheri was a banana hauler i n  Kibungo. With money from the Inkotur~yi 
lie has just built himself a huge house there, thercfore he will not be able to 
pretend, only several t irncs he  lies that he  is  Inte~uiznmwe; r o lie that you are 
Interahnmive and when the people come to check you, they discover that you are 
I l c o t i .  This is a problem, it will be like at Ruhengeri whcn tliey (Inkotunyi) 
came down the volcauoes taking the names of the CDR as their own, tlie 
population welcon~cd them with joy believing that it was tlic CDR w i x  had come 
dawn and tliey exterminated them. He also lics that he is 1nterilhanzu.e and yet 
he is Inliotnnyi, it's well-known. How does he lnauage when we catch liis 
colleague :Vkotanyi Tutsi'? Let him express liis grief. 

Let's go to Gitega, I salute tlie council, let them continue to keep watch over the 
people because at Gitega there are many people and cven Ii~kotnnyi. There is 
even an old man who often goes to the CND, he lives very close to h e  people 
from MDR, near Mustafa, not one day passes without him going to the CND, he 
wears a robe, lie has an eye nearly out of its socket, I do not want to say his name 
but the people of Gitega know him He goes therc cvewday and when he conies 
fro~n there he brings news to Bilyogo to his coilcape's house, shall I name 
them? Gatarayiha Seleman's housc, at the house of the man urlio limps 
" ~ d a ~ t a b i " . ' ~ ~  

376. The Chamber notes that the people named in this broadcast were clearly civilians. 
Thc grounds on thc basis of which RTLM cast public suspicion on them were cited in the 
broadcast. They are vague, highly speculative, and have no apparent conncction with 
military activity or anned insurrection. 

377. In an RTLM broadcast on 14 March 1994, Gaspard Gahigi named an Jnkoturz~r 
and listed at the end of the broadcast the names oia l l  his family members: 

At RTLM, we havc decided to remain vigilant. 1 urge you, people of Biryogo, 
who are listening to us, to remain vigilant. Be advised that a weevil has crept into 
your midst. B e  advised that you have beeu infiltrated. that you must he cxtra 
vigilant in order to defend and protect y ourself. You may say: "Galiigi, aren't 
you trying to scare us'?" This is not rneaiit to scare you. I say that people must be 
told the truth. That is useful: a lot better than lying to them. 1 would like to tell 
you, inhabitants of Biryogo, Ilia1 one of your neighbors, namcd Manzi Sudi Fadi, 
alias Bucumi, is no longer among you. He now works as a technician for Radio 
Muhabura. We have seized a letter he wrote to Ismael Hitima~~d, alias Safari,. . . 
lieads a brigade of Inlcotnnyi there thc [sic] in Biryogo a]-ea, a brigade called 

'" Exhib~t C7; CD 126, K0146968-69. Translation from French. 
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AbatigcnzlEn. He is their coordinator. It's a brigade composed of lnkotunyi over 
there in Biryogo. 

Our investigations indicate tliat brigades like this one exist in other parts of 
Kigali. Those living in the other areas of Kigali must also be vigilant. But, for 
those who may be inclined to think that this is not true - nom~ally, I'm not 
supposed to read this letter on RTLM ailwaves, because we respect the 
confidentiality of those documelits b u t  let me tell you that in his letter - 1'11 read 
you a few excerpts j ust t o  prove that the I etter i s  not something I made up - 
Manzi Sudi Fadi, alias Bicumi Iligo, wrote: "The young people within 
Abatiganda brigade, I, once again, salute you, . .  . you the young people wlio 
aspire for change in our couiitry, and who have come together in the Inkotarzyi 
KI'F family, I say to you: 'Love one another, be ambitious and courageous."' He 
asks: "How are you doing in Biryogo?" ... Such is the greeting of TvIanzi Sudi 
Fadi, alias Bicumbi to the young members of the brigadc in Biryogo. 4 s  you can 
see, the brigadc docs exist in tlie Biryogo area. You must know that the nian 
Mmzi Sudi is no longei among you, tliat the brigade is lieadcd by a man named 
Hitimana Isma@l, co-ordiiiator of the Abatigamfa brigade in Biryogo 'fhe Maiizi 
Sud also wrote: "Be strong. I think of you a great deal. Keep your faith in tlie wau 
of liberation, even though there is not much time left. Greetiiigs to Juma, and 
Papa Juma. Greetings also to Esperance, Clarisse, Ciiitre and her younger sister, 
. . . ~ i n u t o n i . " ~ ~ ~  

378. ChrMien noted tliat this broadcast was an accusation of someone by name as 
being an RPF accomplice and the reading of a private letter, including the names of the 
lamily members. He testified that an lCTR investigator had been able to find Manzi Sudi 
Fahdi in Kigali and learned that his whole family, including the children Esperance, 
Clarissc, Cinbd and others, were killed during thc genocide.38i 

379. When asked to comment on this broadcast, and in particular the reading of the 
sisters' names at tlie end of the letter, Nahimana said that the letter proved the existence 
of the RPF brigades. He asked why the RPF was fonning brigades and recruiting people 
at a time when the Arusha Accords \?;ere to be implemented. He said these brigades had * killed civilians and entire families and that the letter should be used to track down its 
members. Asked again whether the RTLhl broadcast would not put the sisters mentioned 
at risk, Nahimana said he could not accept that tlie Prosecutor would say nothing about 
the crimes committed by the RPF. That was the point of the letter to be emphasized: he 
said. When asked again by the Chamber about his views on the broadcast of the sisters' 
names, he said he never liked the practice of airing people's names, especially when it 
might bring about their d e a t l ~ . " ~  while recognizing that the letter does constitute 
evidence of the existence of RPF brigades, nevertheless, the Chamber finds it significant 
that only in the third round of questioning did Nahimana take a clear stand against this 
practice. 

'" P36:14B. 
"' T. 1 J u l y  2002. pp. 165-66. 
'" T. 27 Sept. 2002, pp. 79-82. 
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380. In a n  RTLM broadcast dated sometime b etween t h e  1 a n d  3 April 1 994, N o d  
Hitimana listed in passing a series of names of  people he said were Inkotanyi 
accomplices: 

?'here are thc people that we see collaborating with the Inkofanyi, we have made 
a note of them, here are the people that we sce collaborating with the. Inkotanyi: 
Sebucinganda from Butete ni Kidaho, Laurence the woman from Gakenyeri, the 
named Kura from Rutete. The councillor from Butete also collaborates with the 
Inkotanyis, and Haguma an Inkocnnyi who has an inn in the Kidaho commune in 
the house of the woman from Gakenyen and she who spcaks English with the 
people from UNAMlR to disconcert the population, it's Hagulna who speaks 
English. And the young people of Gitare sector, knoun as Rusizi, and the young 
peoplc of Burambi, it seems that they know each otl~er.~" 

381. Hitimana provided n o  evidence in support of  his contention that these people werc 

a Tn/<otnnyi accomplices. In an RTLM broadcast on 1 April 1994, Xoel Hitimana narrated 
a series o f  events, speculating o n  t h e  ro l e  o f  several doctors  i n  t h e  recent  killing o f  a 
Hutu: 

Let us now talk about the death oS Katumba, which has sparked off a lot o r  
concern ... It is being repo~ted that yestet-day, K i ~ a l i  town came to a stand-still 
because of his death ... Apart from misleading public opinion, was it only 
Katumba who died in this town Kigali? Or wasn't it, on the other hand, because 
of the death of a Tutsi called Maurice? Surely, was it the death of Katumba, a 
IIutu, which caused the stoppage of all activities in Kigali'? Can't such a situation 
be brought about by the death of a Tutsi? Let them not deceive anybody. Are 
Katumba's assassins not the same people who killed Maurice to cause confusion; 
that is to say. in order to give the impression that a Tutsi and a Hutu lost their 
livcs in the same circumstances? We are not stupid. 1,et thcm not spread 
confusion, because from the rurnours I have just received, Dr. Andre 
Nyirabanyiginya, a radiologst at King Fayqal Hospital, the most modern hospital 
i n  tlic country, ... he also works at the CHK on part-time basis,. . .huli.. .people are 
raying: "From what w e  know about h iin. ha!, h e  has never stopped saying,. . . 
even when he was still in Brussels, that he would support the Inkotat~yi. Let us 
assume that those are runlours, but if it is true, let his neighbours telephone us 
again and tell us that the doctor and his family are no longcr in his house. 

Hull.. .Dr. Pierre Iya~nuremye is a native of Cyangugu.  huh.. .his mother is a 
J-lutu and the father is a Tutsi, not so? But tlien (laughter). . . lie works at the EYr' 
(Earl Nose 8r Throat) Department of CIIK (laughter) ... As a result, thc flight of 
peoplc who were in thc habit of talkiny about Katumba, could senre as a clue in 
the I nvestigation t o  find the real assassin. The same inquiry could 11 elp r evcal 
whether the doctors, in case some people can contimi that Katurnba used to 
disturb the doctors i n  their duties - for Katumba was a driver.. .huh.. . in the 
Ministry of Health. If it is revealed that the doctors used to talk of him saying: 
"this CDR bastard who is disturbing us." Therefore, if they indeed ran away 
because of Katumba's death, tlien they are the ones who know the cause of the 
man's death and who did it; huh.. .(laugl~ter). 

3x7 Exhibit C7, CD 91, K0198752. translation born French 
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So, my dear Andre, if you are within the CND'" and are listening to RTLM, you 
should linow that you are to be held responsible for Katumba's deathl because 
you were not on good terms with each other and evelyone at your work place is 
aware of that. If, as a result of that, you fled,. . .but if at all you are at home, ring 
us or come here and ask us to allow you use our radio to clear your name by 
saying that you and K atunba were o n  good t emu and declare personally that 
you, Doctor Andre Iyaniuremye, are physically present. 

I mcant Dr. Ngirabanyiginya. As for Iyamurcmye, his first name is Pierrc. Huh! 
Both of them had personal problems with Katunlba and it seems they are both on 
the run. Theretbre, if they havc lcft, then they have automatically betrayed 
themselves. They have betrayed themselves and as a result, the circumstances 
surrounding Katumba's death seem to be getting cle:ar~r.~" 

382. Des Forges testified that at the end of March 1994, Alphonse Ngabire, a CDR 

a leader known by the nickname Katumba, was killed, a killing RTLM attributed to the 
RPF. She acknowledged that reporting apparent indications of guilt on the part of certain 
persons was conmlon broadcasting practice but maintained that RTLM broadcasts were 
not couched in careful language and that these indications were stated as definite 
conclusions. S h e  stated that such killings wcre generally linked by RTLM to a larger 
killing campaign against the Hutu as a group, stressing ethnicity and intended to heighten 
fear. Des Forges noted that no proof was cited that the doctors named in the broadcast 
were responsible for the killing of ~ a t u m b a . " ~  

383. The Chanlber notes the reference in this broadcast to Dr. Iyamuremye as the son 
o r  a Hutu mother and Tutsi father, thereby being considered a Tutsi, which was presented 
as incriminating. The broadcast clearly indicates that Hitimana had no information about 
those responsible for the killing of Katumba. He suggested that Dr. Ngirabanyiginya was 
responsible because they had not becn on good terms. By their absence, the doctors had 
"automatically betrayed themselves", Hitimana said, with apparent spontaneity adding 
Dr. Iyamuremye at the end as also responsible for the killing. The Chamber notes the 
request that if rumours of Dr. Ngirabanyiginya's support for the Inkotunyi were hue, "let 
his neighbours telephone us again and tell us that the doctor and his family are no longcr 
in his house", a request, in  the Chamber's view, that action be taken against the doctor 
and his ranlily. 

384. In an RTLM broadcast on 3 April 1994, Kantano Habimana highlighted a meetmg 
oTTutsi 111 Cyangugu: 

Habimana: There i s a s ~n'all group in C yangugu; a small group o f T utsk who 
came from all over, some carnc from Bujumbura. Yesterday, 2 April 1994, 
beginning at 10:OO a.m., at the Izuba hotel, 1 said Izuba. I meant thc ltuze hotel, 
an important meeting took place at the Ituze hotcl, it \\:as the venue of an 
important meeting of Tutsis - sonic of whom had come from Bujumbura - under 
thc chairmanship of the Medical Director of the Cyangugu regional health 

'" Thc military bamacks i n  Kigali where RPF troops were IawfuIly houscd. 
'" Exhihit PI 03!189, KO16591 3-1-1. 
190 T. 23 May 2002. pp. 56-59, 68-70. 
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district. He was the one who chaired the meeting, soinetliing he does not deny.. . 
in the company of Emilien, hnim, yes, hc was with Emilien. Emilicn came 
secretly from Bujumbura. . . He should deny that he was not with Venuste, 
Kongo: Kongo. son of Karnuzinzi, and some people claim that he is a IIutu. He 
should come out and say that lie was not with them These pcople were gathered 
to lend their support lo the RPF's objective, hmm. They were with other people, 
many of them, and 1 can name them: Karangwa, the financial coinptrollers and 
tax inspectors. Hnm! These natives oTCyangugu tell me, "Tell those people not 
to tarnish our region. They continue to tarnish our region by organizing meetings. 
They should look for another venue for their meetings: they should go to 
Bujumbura or clsewhcrc, but not Cyangugu.. ." If I name thc pcople who 
informed me about that, there is a danger of setting Cyangugu abia7e. That's not 
good. it's not good but the people are vigilant.39' 

385. In his testimony, Chrkticn provided additional information about the Medical 

a Director of Cyangugu and other individuals who were denounced i n  this broadcast as 
RPF accomplices. He cited a book by Wolfgang Blam, a German doctor in Kibuye at the 
time, who wrote that he knew the honesty of this Medical Director and that the 
accusations made against him were "totally absurd". Blam reported that three days 
following the broadcast, the Mcdical Director was burnt alive in front of his house, and in 
his book he linked the killing with the radio 

386. When asked about this broadcast 011 cross-examination, Nahimana noted that 
RPF brigades existed. He noted that Prosecution Witness DM testified that Modeste 
Tabaro represented the RPF in Giscnyi and held meetings. l i e  said he did not know 
where thc journalist got the inlbrmation but that these lists might have been furnished by 
the authorities. Acknowledging that it was speculation, Nahimana suggested that such a 
meeting was possible and that the intelligence services might have been aware of such a 
meeting through infiltration and passed the information to a journalist. Such things were 
not unique to Rwanda, he said. When it w-as put to him that the broadcast made reference 
to a "small group of Tutsis" and not the RPF, he said in the context it could have been an 
RPF brigade. Nevertheless, if he had bcen the RTLM Editor-in-Chief, Nahimana said he 

0 would not have allowed the piece to be aired because the atmosphere at  he time was 
tense and listeners might have thought these people were preparing an attack, which 
would not have been right.393 

387. The Chamber notes the ethnic reference in this broadcast to a "meeting of Tutsis," 
and to the Medical Director, who was said to have chaired the meeting, as someone who 
was claimed by some to be Hutu. In thc broadcast he was urged several times to deny the 
accusations and to denounce thc othcr pcople named. Other than the ethnic references, 
no indication is given in the broadcast as to the basis [or concluding that the meeting was 
an RPF meeting. 

388. In a broadcast on 3 April 1994, Noel Hitimana forecast an imminent RPF attack: 

"' Exhibit P103!192D. 
'"' T. 1 Ju ly  2002, pp. 139-141, 174, 176-177. 
193 7. 27 Sept. 2002, pp. 74-78. 
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They want to carry out a little something during thc Easter period. In fact, they're 
saynig: "We have the dales hammered out." They have the dales, we know them 
too. They should be careful. we have accomplices among the KPF. . . who 
providc us with infonnation. They tell us, "On the 3", the 4"' and the 5"', 
something will happen in Kigali city." As from today, Easter Sunday. tomorrow; 
the day after tomorrow: a little something is expected to happen in Kigali city; in 
fact also on the 7"' and 8"'. You will therefore hear gunshots or grenade 
explosions. Nonetheless, I hope that thc Rwandan armed k~rccs are vigilant. 
There are Inzirnblt~oha Llearless]: yes. they are divided into several units! The 
Inkotirn~i who were confronted with them know who they are ... As concerns the 
protcclion of Kigali, yes, indccd, we know, we h o w ,  on the 3'" ;he 4"' and the 
5'", a littlc something was supposed to happen in Kigali. And in fact, thcy were 
expected to once again take a rest on the 6"' in order to carry out a little 
something on the 7"' and the 8"' . . . with bullets and grenades. I~Iowever, thcy had 

0 planned a major grenade attack and were thinking: "Afier wrecking h a ~ o c  in the 
city, we shall launch a large-scale attack, then.. ."'" 

389. Chretien suggested that this broadcast gave credibility to the "reign of rumour," 
on the basis of the fear shared by all at the time owing to thc nullification of the Arusha 
~ c c o r d s ? ~  

4.1.2 After 6 April 1994 

390. In the days just after 6 April 1991, Xoe1 Hitimana broadcast that Kanyarengwc 
and Pastor Bizimungu had died, suggesting that they, having desired and provoked 
misfortune, had been struck by it and asking what had prompted them, both Hutu, to sign 
a blood pact with those who would exterminate "us", apparently from the context a 
reference to the ~ u t u . " ~    he broadcast then asked listeners to look for Tnyenzi: 

You the people living in Rugunga, those living over there in Kanogo. those living 
in Kanogo, in fact, those living in Mburabuturo, look in the woods of 
Mburabuturo, look carefully, sec whether there are no Inyenzis insidc. Look * 337 
carefully, check, see whether there are no lny~nzis inside.. . 

3 When confronted on cross-examination with the fact that this was a Sake report of 
the death o f  Kanyarengwe and B i i h u n g u ,  Nahimana sliltcd that Kanyar-engve was head 
of the RPF and Bizimungu its spokesperson. He said he could understand that the 
military might ask journalists to dcmoralize the opponents. "When there is war, therc is 
war: and propaganda is part of it," he said. With regard to looking for people in the 
forest, Nahimana expressed the view that if the people were civilians who had gone to the 
forest in fcar, he would not accept these .n:ords. On the other hand, if military 
intelligence had concluded that they were armed infiltrators of the RPF, he could 
understand an announcement such as the one in the broadcast.'"" 

'" PP13192B 
391 T. I July 2002,pp. 139-141. 
"'9 I031 1228 
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392. RTLM broadcasts continued after 6 April to define the enemy as  t h e  Tutsi, at 
limes explicitly. In a broadcast on  15 May 1994. for example, the RTLM Editor-in-Chiel 
Gaspard Gahigi said: 

Thc war we are waging, especially since its early days in 1990, was said to 
concern people who wanted to institute "democracy" ... We have said time and 
again that it was a lie. . . .  these days, they trumpet, they say the Tutsi are bcing 
exterminated, they are being decimated by ihc Hutu, aud other things. I would 
like to tell you, dear listeners of RTLM, that the war we are waging is actually 
between these two ethnic goups, the Hutu and the ~ u t s i . ' ~ ~  

393. Similarly, in an RTLM broadcast on 29  May  1994 of an exchange between 
residents and soldiers, a resident said: 

.(, 
[Olne who does not have papers should renmin thcre or even leave his (her) head 
there. However, i n  reality, I t hiilk t hat the check should be  ncccssary because 
everybody should have his (her) papers with 111m (her) certify~ng that he (she) is 
really Rwandan and is really a son of "Sebahinzi" that he is not an enemy, or an 
accomplice or an Inkurin~~i.  1 think that all those who remain in this country, we 
know cach other, we are all sons ofthe "same 

394. Using the term "Son o f  Sebahinri", a reference to the H U ~ U ~ ' "  a s  the real 
Rwandans, the broadcast in effect equated "an enemy, or  an accomplice or  an Inkolanyi" 
with anyone who was  not a Hutu. 

395. In an RTLM broadcast o n  30 May 1994, Kantano ~abimana""  equated inkotanyi 
with Tutsi, referring to ihe enemy several times first as lnkotanyi and then as  Tutsi: 

If everybody. if all the 90% of Rwandans, rise like one man and turn on the same 
thing called inkotin~yi. only 011 the thing called inkotanj!i, they will chase it away 
until it disappears aud it will never dream of returning to Rwanda. If they 
continue killing themselves like this, they will disappear. Look, thc day all these 
young people receive guns, in all the cornrnlmev, everyone wants a gun, all of 
them are Hutu, how will thc Tutsi: who makc up 10% or the population, find 
e~iougli young people, even if they called on the I-efugees, to match those who 
form 90% of the population. 

Mow arc the 1nkotuq.i going to carry this war through? If all the IIutu children 
were to stand up like one man and say we do not want any more descendents of 
Gatutsj in this countryl what would they do'! I hope they understand thc advice 
that even forcig~iers are giving them."' 

"'Exhibit P163B, 26782 (translation of Pl03.213) 
'" PI03!14B at K0143702. 
lo 1 T. I July 2002, p. 81 (Testimony of Chrktien). 
402 /bid. Chritietl identifies the broadcaster as Kantano Hab~mana, no1 Gaspard Gahigi as shown in the 
transcript. 
401 lixhihit PlO3!l6B: T. I July 2002, pp. 91-92. 
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396. In an RTLM broadcast on 4 June 1994 Kantano Habimana more graphically 
equated inkofanj~i  with Tutsi, describing the physical characteristics of the ethnic group 
as a guide to selecting targets of violence. He said: 

One hundred thousand young men must be recruited rapidly. They should all 
stand up so that wc kill the Inkotang and extcniiinate them, all the easier thal . . . 
[Tr.] the reason we will exterminate them is that they belong to one ethnic group. 
Look at the person's height and his physical appearance. Just look at his small 
nose and then break it. Then we will go on t o  Kibungo, Kusunm, Ruhengeri, 
Ryuniba, everywhere. We will rest afler liberating our country.4o4 

397. The call for extemiination of the inkotc~nyi was explicitly equated with 
extermination of  the Tutsi in an RTLM broadcast on 13 May 1994 by Kantano 
Habimana: 

* I suspect that anlong those people, those Inkoronyi. there hides a "devil of a bull- 
calf that will exterminate the herd of cattle with which it was horn" [akinnasn 
kubi Kazaca inka kuzivnkm~o]. . . . Someone must have sigied the contract to 
extem~inate the Inkotanyi.. .to make them disappear for good (burundu) ... to wipe 
them from human memory. ..to exterminate the lutsi from the surface of the 

405 earth (ukanlaricha iibnrut.si kwi'isi). . .to make them disappear for good.. . 

398. In other broadcasts, the terms Ii~korun~.i and Inyemi were used for the enemy. In a 
broadcast of  14 May  1994, Kantano Habimana talked of  the relationship between 
lrzkotunyi and Tutsi, saying: 

In Kinyanvanda - although, unforlunately, the inkofanyi do not understand this 
language; indeed, they have bad advisors. Yes, the lnkotunyi [are] obstinate. So 
anyhow, as the Kinyarwanda saying goes, 'a small family fights behind termitc 
nest, where i t  can Irctreat in case things get out of hand.' I believe this saying is 
q~lite clear. Which is the numerically weak family in Rwanda'? 11 is the Inkolanj~i 
farnilv. because for it is a mou~uscule [sic.] which stems from those known as , . - .  . - 
Tutsis. The Tutsis are very feu: in number. They were ilnitially estimated at lo'%> 

a but the war must'""~ave reduced that figure to 8%. Will they really continue to 
commit suicide by locknig horns with people who are by far ~iumcrically supel-ior 
to tl~eiiil~"" 

399. Chreticn suggested in his testimony on this broadcast that the journalist was 
referring to the lnkotaizyi as "the numerically weak family in Rwanda" and used the word 
guteku for small group (translated abovc as "groupuscule"), which h e  said was a word 
used often for ~ u t s i . ' ~ ~  Following the juxtaposition of these words, Habimana said 
explicitly that the Inkofanyi family "stems from" the Tutsi. His citing of statistics clearly 
refers to the Tutsi g o u p  as a whole having been reduced from 10% to 8%, and in asking 

404 Exhibit P95H, 1'. 1 July 2002. pp. 109-1 10 
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whcther "they" will continuc to lock horns with people numerically superior, the 
reference was clearly to the Tutsi group as a \vholc. in this way identifying the Tutsi 
group as a whole with the Inkotanyi. 

400. In a similar RTLM broadcast on the next day, 15 May 1994, by an unidentilied 
speaker, the same statistics were cited, and the equation of Inkotan~.i with Tutsi was 
cxplicit: 

We shall fight them and we will defeat them, that is a truth. If they do not pay 
attention they will all b6 dccimated. I liavc relnarked it, they are in thc minority. 
'Thc Inkotr~n~i form a minority group in Rwanda. Tutsi are very few. Even if we 
used to say that they are 10% may be the war has taken away 2%. They arc now 
8%. Will they go on conunitting suicide'! Won't thcy be exterminated? As I can 
see, I think that one person among I n k o t e ' i  is respoi~sible for their 
extermination. I do not know if it is Kagame alias Kagomc, I do not know if it is 
Rutarcma or Marimpaka or Kanyarengwe, Kanyamurengwe. .4nqu.ay there must 
be a person who has contracted to exterminate the Inkotunyi, to cxtenninate Tutsi 
all over thc world - and in that case people will forget the 'futsi once for all - w e  
do not know himl let him go on, I think that he will see the consequences himself 
and it will be ~atc.'~" 

1 .  Some RTLM broadcasts talked about lnkotunyi andior Inyenzi without explicit 
rcference to the Tutsi population as a whole, or even the Tutsi composition of the RPF. In 
an RTLM broadcast on I July 1994, for example, Kantano Habimana said the following: 

If we fight and finally defeat thc Inkotinlyi, nobody will try us, because we will 
be cousidercd as triun~phant warriors. But if wc are defeatedl rt goes without 
saying that cven iS you hide in the bottom of Lakc Kivu; they will do everytliing 
possible to fish you out aud try you and hang you. . . . I don't h o w  where they 
will hang you: but wl~eli you're a loser, everybody will take swipes at you. . . . as 
the saying goes, when the con: is down, every other cow tries out its horns! Wc 
have no other way of dereating these people who want to discourage us by 
threatening to bring us before the International Tribunal, or whatever . . . We have 
to fight all these people who are trying to demoralize us . . . so as to pursue our set 
objectivc. . . . The objective we have set ourselves is to fight the Inyenzi-lnkolnnyi 
n:ho want to reintroduce the feudal~lnonarchica1 system banished more than thirty 
years ago by our ancestors. . . . We must fight these obstinate people who want to 
restore the nlonarchy to oppress us; crush us, weaken us and hurl us.""l" 

402. There is no mention of Tutsi ethnicity in this broadcast. The encnly was defined 
in political ternis, as those who wanted to restore the monarchy. In other broadcasts, the 
term "Tutsi" was used to describe a political grouping. For exanlple, in an RTLM 
broadcast of 13 April 1994, Kantano Habimana said: 

This never happened anywlierc in the world, that a Sew individuals. a clique of 
individuals (rrgat.siko k'abantu) who want power ... who want power. ..\vho are 
lying that they are defending the interests of a few people ... who, thirsty for 

""'CD 46. K0146211. 
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power .... they should be exterminated. Sucli things have never been seen 
anywhere in the world .... But it has happened in Burundi. The Tutsi minority 
(hake) in Bujumbura wanted to take power and the resull was that a good number 
of Tutsi were exterminated in the countryside. The Iizkutnnyi hand have attracted 
cxaclly the same fate to befall thc Tulsi of'this country."' 

403. In an  RTLM broadcast of  2 July 1994, Kantano Habimana exulted in the 
cxtermination of  the Inkotarzyi: 

So, where did all the Inkotm~yi who used to telcpl~one m e  go_ eh? They must 
have been exterminated. .. . Let us sing: "Come, let us rejoice: the inkotan~i have 
been exterminated! Come dear friends: let us rejoice, thc Good Lord is just." The 
Good Lord is really just, tliesc evildoers, these terrorists; these people with 
suicidal tendencies will end up being cxtcrminated. When I remcinber the 
number of corpses that I saw lying around in Nyamirambo yesterday alone; they 
had come to defend their Major who had just been killcd. Some Inkofiln),i also 
went to lock themselves up in tlie house of Mathias. They stayed there and could 
not find a way to get out, and now thcy are dying of hunger and some have been 
burnt. However, the Inkutmyi are so wicked that even after one of them has been 
burnt and looks like a charred body, he will still try to take position behind his 
gun and shoot in all directions and afterwards he will treat himselr, I don't know 
with what medicine. Many of them had been burnt, but they still managed to pull 
on the trigger with their fcet and shoot. I do not k11ow how they are created. 1 do 
not know. TVhcn you look at them, you wonder what land of people thcy are. In 
any case; let us simply stand firm and exterminate them, so that our childrcn and 
grandcliildren do not hear that word "lnkotnnyi" evel- again."" 

404. In his testimony, Che t i en  suggested that when Kantano Habimana talked about 
Inkolnnyi it was a way of talking about the ~utsi.'" Tlie Chamber notes that the Tutsi 
were not specifically mentioned and rhat there was no reference in the broadcast lo any 
association with ethnicity. In fact, the Inliotnqi wcre described as dying with their guns 
at hand, pulling the trigger cvcn afier they had been burned and looked like charred 
bodies. These references are evocative of combatants, not civilians. For this reason they 
might suggest an association with the RPF rather than with the Tutsi population as a 
whole, although the word "extcm~ination" is one generally associated with civilians 
rather than military operations. 

405. Some broadcasts made the association between the RPF and its largely Tntsi 
composition, without stating that all Tutsi were members of the RPF but rather that all 
members of  the RPF wcre Tutsi. In an RTLM broadcast of 5 June 1994, for example, 
.4nanie Nkurunziza said: 

Our country; the Tutsi clique has plunged it into niouming; however, I think we 
are fast approaching what I would call da~:n  ... dawn, because--for tlie young 
people who may not know-dawn is when the day breaks. Thus when day breaks; 
\vlien that day comes, we wvi.111 be heading for a brighter future. for the day when 
we will be able to say "Therc isn't a single hyenzi left in the country". The tcrm 
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I n j w z i  will then be forever forgoctcn, and disappear for good.. .that will only he 
possible if we continue exterminating thcn~ at the samc pace. As we have told 
you t imc and a gain, i t  would be  u nimasiuable for this clique, which does not 
make up 19.6. to drive us out of the country and rule it."" 

406. Chrctien testified that the juxtaposition of phrases relating to the "Inyenzi" and the 
"Tutsi clique" leads to the conclusion that in this context "lnyenzi" means Tutsi civilians 
and the "clique" means the RPF."' The Chamber does not lind in the text of the 
broadcast clear support for Chretien's interpretation of it. The reference to 1% would not 
bc a reference to the Tutsi population as a whole, which was generally estimated as 10% 
and was referred to as 10% in other broadcasts. The Tutsi cliquc, less than 1'1.6, was said 
to be trying to take over rule of the country. The term Inyenzi could have been a 
reference to the Tutsi population as a whole. but it could also have been a reference to the 
RPF: or the "Tutsi clique" as it was called in the broadcast. 

0 407. The Chamber considers that in reference to the context of what was happening at 
the time, the number of Tutsi civilians who had actually been killed by then, the Inyenzi 
who it was said could be forcver forgotten "if we continue exterminating them at the 
same pace" could well have been understood as a reference to the Tutsi population as a 
whole. This understanding would be based, however, not on any language intrinsic to the 
tcvt but rather a juxtaposition of the phrase referencing the cxtennination of the I n y e m i  to 
the external context, the ract that the Tutsi population was being exterminated, as well as 
the fact that other broadcasts equated the term I i y n z i  with Tutsi. 

408. Some RTLM broadcasts linked the war to what were perceived and portrayed as 
inherent ethnic traits of the Tutsi. In a broadcast on 3 I May 1994, for example, Kantano 
Habimana said: 

The contempt, the arrogance, thc feeling of being unsurpassable havc always 
been the hallmark of the lu t s~s .  They have always considered themselves more 
intelligent and sharper conrpared to the Hutus. It's this arrogance and contempt 
which have caused so nruclr suffer~ng to thc Inymzi-hkotnnyi and their fellow 
Tutsis, who have been decimated. And now the Inymzi-Inliotaizyi arc also being 
dccimated, so much so chat it's difficult to understand how those crazy peoplc 
rea~on."~ 

409. In an interview of a Simbomana by Gaspard Gahigi, broadcast on RTLM on 20 
June 1994, the cunning; predatory nature of the Tutsi and the innocent, vulnerable nature 
of the Hutu were discussed: 

Simbonlai~a: Thus therefore the trickery, you have known for a long time that thc 
Tutsi are very cunning, they are a people who always smile, who always wink. It 
is a smile which delights us. the members of our family, hc smiles at you but is 
thinking of other things. The Hutus, we are innocent people who think that 
everq?hing is good and that no one will do us any harm. As for the Tutsi, if he 
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smiles at you or winks at you it is to achieve a goal. And it is why, their trickery 
made the Hutu unable to see further and to know tliat behind this trickery therc 
was something else that the Tutsi wanted .... The first thing to do, from today, 
and even when we will triumph. is that we know; from today, cvcry Tutsi 
trickery. 

Gahigi: "I would remind our listeners that at preseilt you say that it is the 
wickedness aud the trickely of the Tutsi tliat has con~plicated this war. 'Therefore 
for us to deal with this problem, this trickery and this wickedness must be 
released so that people know it, and tliat it is this trickery which puts thc 
population into confusion. And then that these Tutsi extremists forming thc 
Inyenzi front have lied to thc population. Thcrc are therefore three points, or in 
fact two, that you just said: tlie wickedness, the trickery and this trickery affected 
the population. I would therefore like that we continue and you pass to thc third 
point, you can say what complicated this war and what would allow it to come to 
an end."" 

410. RTLM broadcasts repeatedly warned listeners to be vigilant and to beware the 
deceit of the enemy. In an RTLM broadcast on 20 May  1994, Valerie Bemeriki named 
the enemy as  being several priests she described as involved in armed conflict: warning 
the Hutu as follows: 

Father Ngoga is not alone. And Father Muvaro: Linda and the small meetings 
that took place at her place, does that mean nothing of him? Because normally. 
we know that in God's Place, tliere is a place where the body of Christ is kept, 
which is known as the tabernacle. So'? Could Father Ntagara explain to the 
Rwandan people the reason why Eucharist have been replaced by anmunition? 
And the sacristy? Isn't it tliere tliat good priests t h e  ones we swamp with praise 
- keep their sacrcd vestnlcnts when they go to say mass, and also keep them 
consecrated items'! Therefore, since when have these items been intermingled 
with guns? You, Father Modcstc Mungwararcba, I have seen you ever since you 
were rector of Karubanda Minor Seminary. God looked at you and said: "No. 
W11at belongs to me cannot be inixcd up all these instruments, which are used for 
shedding blood!" Can you therefore tcll us a liltlc bit about the small secrets in 
the sacristy! So all of us Hutus must remain vigilant. You have just hcard what 
happened with thc priests, what the religious people are doing, certain priests . . . 
and in fact, 1 recently heard that the bishops met. In their conmunique, they say 
that certain pricsts arc feared dead, were allegedly murdered, certain nuns too. 
However, I would like to ask them to conduct inquiries first, as there are things 
happening at tlie lower level, things that are not kno\m in the higher spheres. For 
example, we did not know that those Tutsis got together and burned down a 
Tutsi's house. then fled, saying that they were attackcd by Presidential Guard 
soldiers and interflhnnzwe. You can see tliat they have the same discourse as a 
well-known radio station, it's the Itzwnzi discourse. When they begin talking like 
that, the others, without thinking. take to their heck  But whcn they reach another 
hill, the Tutsis stand asidc and arc. joined by tlie ones they round on the hill. And 
suddenly, the Hutus are cut off. When they realise that their number have 
increased, the Tutsis, who usually carry a few effects with them often containing 
weapons. immediately g a b  their weapons and attack the Hutus and FIutu homes. 

41' Exhibit C7, CD 4, RTLM 4, Index 0004 at KO1 14062; 69-70, 79-80, translation from French 



In the end, the Hutus undcrstood. . .  . We could not imagine that a priest would 
ever dare take up a gun, begin to shoot or even distribute guns to people taking 
refugc in the church, the latter then begn launching sporadic attacks in order to 
eliminate the Hutus, and then retreat into the church . . . daring to desecrate God's 
11ouse."l" 

411. Chretien testified that such broadcasts targeted Tutsi who were frightened and 
taking refuge in churchcs as accomplices. He noted the massacres that took place in May 
in the Kibayho church and recalled that Father Xgoga and Father Ntaraga were 
subsequently killed. Father Ngoga initially managed to flee but was killed in Butare 
eleven days after the broadcast. He had been arrested following his denouncement, then 
rcleascd, and he was killed just at the exit oS the pri~on.~'%ahimana tcstificd that hc 
knew Father Muvaro, who had been his student, and that he had included the man's work 
in a book h e published. H c knew Father M uvaro died because 11 e w a s  a Tutsi, which 
saddened him, but he said it would be audacious on his part to say that he died following 

0 the RTLM broadcast."" 

412. In the broadcast Bemeriki suggested that the alleged murder of some priests and 
nuns should be investigated, implying that the allegations were not true. By way of 
cxample she attributcd the burning of a Tutsi's house to other Tutsi, who then blamed the 
attack on Presidential Guard soldiers and the Interuhnmwe. Throughout the broadcast 
Bemeriki talked of Hutu and Tutsi, calling on Hutu to remain vigilant and describing how 
the Tutsi "immediately grab their weapons and attack the Hutus and Hutu homes." 

413. In an RTLM broadcast on 5 June 1994, Kantano Habimana described an 
encounter with an Inkotnrzy~ child: 

Some moments ago, I was late due to a small Tnkotunyi captured i n  Kimisagara. 
It is a minor Inkolanyi aged 14. 1 don't know whether hc is not lcss than that. So 
Inkotnnyi who may be in Gatsata or Gisozi were using this small dirty lnkomly 
wit11 big ears who would come with a jerrican pretending to go to fetch water but 
hc was observing thc guns of' our soldicrs, where roadblocks are set and people 
on roadblocks and signal this after. It is clear therefore: we have been sayng this 
for a long time, that this Irzkotunyi'v tactic to use a child who doesn't know their 
objective making him understand that they will pay him studies; that they will 
buy him a car and make him do for their u2ar activities: carry a~mnunitions on the 
head for them And give him a machine to shoot on the road any passenger while 
they have gone to dig out potatocs. Truly spcahng it is unprecedented 
wickedness to use children dm-ing the war, because you h o w  that a child doesn't 
hmw anything."" 

414. This broadcast linked a small child to espionage without citing any evidence that 
the child was doing anything other than fetching water and looking around. The 
subsequent association with weapons would leave listeners with the impression that any 
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boy fetching water could be a suspect, covertly aiding the cnemy. RTLM promoted the 
idea that accomplices w erc everylvhere. In an RTLM broadcast o n  1 4  June 1 994, a n  
unidentified speaker said: 

Rut are the accomplices only found amongst the population'? That is the question 
which I have always spoken about. Are the accomplices really only fouud 
amongst the population? J s i t  true that there are n o  accomplices amongst the 
Rwandan Armed Forces'? Thc question is so serious because these are the 
accomplices who are in the rniddlc of the amiy. It is those who allow the Injenzi  
to advance on Gitarama, that they are in the process of fighting in ~ u d h a n d a . ' ~ ~  

315. Many RTLM broadcasts used the word "externination"; others acknowledged, as 
several broadcasts cited above, that the reality o f extermination w a s  underway. 0 n 9 
June 1994 in an RTLM broadcast, Kantano Habimana said: 

1 will also tell you about Kivugiza. where I went yesterday and where [TI saw 
Inkotnnji in the Khadafi mosque; over one hundred of them had been killcd. 
However, others arrived. When they reached the place, T went there lo take a look 
and saw that they looked like cattle for the slaughter. I don't k n o ~ :  whether they 
have already been slaughtered today or whethcr they will be slaughtered tonight. 
Hut in fact, whoever cast a spell on these Rwandan children (or foreigners if that 
is the case) went all out ... They are braving the shots fired by the children of 
Rwauda in a suicidal manner. I feel they are going to perish if they are not 
careful.'" 

416. The Chamber notes the striking indiffcrence to these massacres evident in the 
broadcast, and the dehumanization of the victims. Although the text makes no reference 
to cthnicity, in light of the context in which Tutsi were fleeing and taking refuge in places 
of worship, as well as other broadcasts in which the terms Inko tnny i  and Tutsi were 
equated, listeners might well have understood the reference to lnkotnnvi as a rcfcrence to 
Tutsi civilians. Habimana's suggestion that a newly arrivcd group had already been 
slaughtered or was about to be slaughtered accepted, condoned and publicly presented thc 

0 killing of hundreds of people in a mosque as normal. 

417. In an RTLM broadcast on 31 May 1994 an unidentified speaker described the 
clubbing of a Tutsi child: 

They have deceived the Tulsi children, prolnislng them ~mittainable things. Last 
night, I saw a Tutsi child .ivho had been wounded and thrown into a hole 15 
meters deep. He managed lo get out of the hole, after which he was finished with 
a club. Before he died he was interrogated. He answered that the Inkotnnyi had 
promised to pay for his studies up to univcrsity. However, that may be doue 
without riskiug his lil'e and without devastating the country. We do not 
understand the I n k u t i ~ i i ~ i : ~  attitude. They do not have more light or liea\,y 
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weapons than us. We are more numerous than them. I bclieve they will be wiped 
out if they don't withdraw. 

41 8. The Chamber finds no indication in this broadcast that the Tutsi child was armed 
or dangerous. His brutal death was dcscribed dispassionately, the point of the broadcast 
being that the lnkotanyi did not seem to understand that they would be  annihilated. 

419. Several RTLM broadcasts notcd the sensitivity of the international community to 
evidence of massacres and warned the public accordingly. In an RTLM broadcast on 25 
June 1994, for example, Gaspard Gahigi said: 

What I wanted to ask Rwandans, in order to show the French that we back their 
action and that we support peace, is that this business of looking at your 
neighbour and killing him bccausc of the way he looks or behaves, such things 
must stop. That's how. I believe, we can help tlic French. Spending the day 
runnin_c. plundering, all that 1s over ... That must stop. I11 my view, that's how 
we can help the French. and aspire for peace. In my view, if the French come to 
help the country to restore pace,  peace must come from among us. In order for 
peace to bc restored -- as Mr. Jeau Kambanda once said, and rightly so --you 
must know our adversarics, the Inkotanyi. Your neiglibour is not our adversary, 
simply because he is this or that other way. You know our adversaries. No one 
should be victimized on account of his appearance, no onc should be victlm~zed 
because of his height, people should be judged based only for their acts. If 
anyone misbehaves, he should be punished for it and not for his ethnic or 
regional origins. In my view, if misfortune has befallen this country. we should 
strive to extricate ourselves fi-orn it. If the French come to help us, we must make 
our contribution. The killings must stop everywhere. As for us, we must ensure 
that n o  onc is victimized because of his appearance or regonal origin, but rather 
for his acts. That's an idea that I support. And the French arrive_ we must show 
thcm our support, we must show that we want peace. All those wlio are flying 
flags should keep them, the inscriptions at the roadblocks should rcmaln, but 
everything must bc translated into real acts. We must show the French that they 
arc wclcomc, but we must not let them know that there are criminals, even 
though crimes have been committed, 1 personally think it's unfortunate. Where 
there is war, there are also killings; that's how it goes."' 

420. Chretien suggested that these calls for change in behaviour represented 
"politically correct" language, cynically used for the benefit of the French, who were 
going to send troops. The Chanlber agrees, noting that this underlying intent was fairly 
explicit. Gahigi mentioned the French seven times in this short broadcast, saying that 
killing people because of the way they look must stop "in order to show the French that 
we back their action". Later he said. "If the French come to help us. wc must makc our 
contribution. The killings must stop everywhere," suggesting that stopping the killings 
was a contribution that would be made only if, or on the condition that. the French came 
to help. The broadcast recognized and acknowledged the reality of what was happening at 
the time, described as "this business of looking at your neighbour and killing him". 
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4 2  In an RTLM broadcast on 18 May 1994, Kantano Habimana raised the same 
concern, putting the point more bluntly. He sald: 

Here is good news, good news for the Rwandan people. \Ve have startcd 
rccciviug good nc\vs, rcally good ncws, Aftcr thc dccision by the United Nations 
to send 5,500 soldiers rrom Akican countries, France also agreed to send troops. 
Once more_ France provided an amount as assistance, and promised to increase 
it. However, in order for us to continue receiving this kind of good news, they are 
asking that no corpses be seeu by the roadside and tliat no ouc is killed while 
onlookers laugh, instead of handing him over to the a~thorities."~ 

422. The Chamber notes that Habimana asked listeners to ensure that no corpses were 
seen by the roadside, and attributed this to a request from the French, virtually as a 
condition of sending troops. Starting with the good news of French assistance, which 

a was its main focus, the broadcast only mentioned the killing in this contcxt. In thc RTLM 
broadcast, Habimana did not condemn the killings, although the broadcast indicates that 
he was aware of the fact that there were corpses lying b y  the roadside. The point was the 
visibility of the killings, not their occurrence. 

423. Not all such RTLM broadcasts citcd thc conccrn of thc international community 
as a reason to stop indiscriminate killing bascd on cthnicity. In an RTLM broadcast on 
15 May 1994, an unidentified speaker said: 

The enemy who attacked Rwanda is known; he is the RPF-Inkotanyi. Here, I 
want to explain that the W F  is our enemy, no one will say that it is our brother 
wllile it will be fighting. This must be understood like tliat.. . Whenever the RPF 
fights us, we cousidcr him as our cnemy, the enemy of all Rwandans, whencvcr it 
attacks us and fights us we consider him as such and we light him like that. The 
rcason why I say tliat thc enemy is the RPF is to distinguish it with another who 
they call an enemy although he is not really an enemy. You are asked to train and 
explain to thc population to avoid whatever can I ead t hem t o fight each o thcr 
because of their ethnic groups. Some people think that a person of different 
ctliuic groups is your enemy. To be an enemy he must belong to W F . .  .. A Tutsi, 
a Hutu, a Twa who is not a RPF soldier is no1 our clierny we cannot say that the 
oue who is from a different ethnic group is our enemy. the one from auother 
region is our euerny. RPF often uses these elements in order to seek a way to 
infiltrate."?' 

424. According to Des Forges: this broadcast was intended to avert international 
criticisn~. 7 he C ha~nbcr  n otcs that other broadcasts such a s  t lie o n c  c itcd abovc rn ight 
support this interpretation, although the international community was not mentioned in 
this particular broadcast. There was an acknowledgement that "some people think that a 
person of different ethnic groups is your enemy", but the broadcast went on to state, "To 
be an enemy he must belong to RPF", and "we cannot say that onc \?"no is from a 
different ethnic group is our enemy.. ." The Chamber linds that the last line: "RPF often 
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uses these elements in order to seek a way to infiltrate", to some extent undercut thc 
apparent message o r  the broadcast, perhaps intentionally, by suggesting that RPF was 
infiltrating along ethnic lines. The insinuation is subtle, though, and the broadcast. in 
isolation as an excerpt, does not indicate lack of sincerity on the basis of the text itsell', 
with the possible exception of this last linc. It is only when read in the context of other 
contemporaneous broadcasts that a cynical purpose might be inferred. 

425. In contrast: some broadcasts explicitly called for killing of civilians. In an RTLM 
broadcast on 23 May 1994, Kantano Habimana said: 

Let me ctmgratulate thousands aud thousands of young men I'vc sccn this 
~iiorning on the road in Kigali doing their military trailling to fight the 
Irzi~otnnvi.. . At all costs, all inkotanyi have to be exterminated, in all areas of our 
country. Whether they reach at the airport or somcwlicre else, but they should 
leave their lives on the spot. That's the way things should be ... Some 
(passengers) may pretext that they are refugees, others act like patients and other 
like sick-iiurses. Watch them closely, because Inkomnyi's tricks are so many ... 
Does it mean that we have to go in refugee camps to look for people whose 
children j oined the RPA and kill theni') I think we should do it like that. W c  
should also go in refugee camps in the neighbouring coui~tries and lull those m:ho 
sent their children wilhin thc W.4. I think it's not possible to do that. However, i f  
thc Inkotanyi keep on acting like that, we will ask for those whose children 
joined the RPA among thosc who will have come from exile and kill them. 
Because if we have to follow the priiiciple of an eye for a11 eye, we'll react. 11 
can't be othen~:ise.'" 

426. The Chamber notes the call for extermination in this broadcast, and although there 
is some differentiation in the use of the term Tnkotanyi from the Tutsi population. 
ncvcrtheless the broadcast called for killing of those who were not Inko tan~~i ,  the killing 
of those in refugee camps whose children joined the RPA. The broadcast also warned 
listeners to be vigilant at the roadblocks and to bcwarc passengers using the "pretext" that 
they were refugees, in effect calling on the population to attack refugees. 

327 In an RTLM broadcast on 28 May 1994, Kantano Hab~mana made it clear that 
even Hulu whose mothcrs were Tutsi should be k~l led 

Another man called .41oys: Interiihi~mive of Cyahafi, went to the market 
disgnised in military uniform and a gun and arrested a young man callcd 
Yirinvahaiidi Eustachc i11 the market.. . Jn his Identity C u d  it is written that hc is 
a Hutu thou& he acknowledges that his mother is a Tutsi . . . A loys and other 
Intwahmawe of Cyaliafi took Eustache aside aiid made him sign a paper of 
150000 Frw . . .  He is now telling me that they are going to kill hini and he is 
going to borrow this amount of money. He is a h i d  of being killed by these men. 
If YOLI are an 111yenzi~~' you must be killed, you cannot change anything. If you 
are Inlcotanyi, you cannot change anything. No one can say that he has captured 
an Inynzi  aiid the latter gavc him money, as a price for his life. This cannot be 

'"Exhibit C7, CD 93, K0146700-02. 
a29 The translation uses the word "cockroach" for all rcfcrences in the original to "lnjenzi". 
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accepled. If someone has a false identity card, if he is Iiikotarni, a knom 
accoinplice of RPF, don't accept anything in exchange. IIc must be killed."' 

428. From this broadcast it is clear that Yirinvahandi Eustache was perceived to be an 
I~lyenzi and Inkotanyi because lie acknowledged that his mother was a Tutsi. The chilling 
message of the broadcast was that any accomplice of the RPF, implicitly defined to be 
anyone with Tutsi blood. cannot buy his life. He must be killed. 

429. Many RTLM broadcasts named and denounced individuals, identifying them as 
accomplices or threats to security. In an RTLM broadcast on 2 June 1994, Valerie 
Bemeriki said: 

And yet, there will certainly be criticisill re~arding what must be in this 
communc, but I'm not saying . . . There are not many or them; only one person 
named ... a woman named Jeannc. Jeanne is a sixth-form teacher at Mamba, 
Mamba in Muyaga coinmune. Jean is uot doing good things in this school. 
Indeed, it has been noted that she's the cause of the bad atniosphere in the classes 
slic teaches. She had a husband named Gaston. a Tutsi, who took refuge in 
Bumndi. He left, but when he reached the other side, he statred to plot against the 
IIutus of his commune; he arranged their iiinrder tbrough this woman, his wife, 
Jeanne. He is doing everything possible to launch attacks in Muyaga commune, 
through this woman named Jeanne, who is a teaclier at Mamba; in Muyaga 
commune. She did not stop at that, she teaches that to her students; slie urges 
them to hate the Hutus. These cliildren spend the entire day at that, and, indeed, 
thc pcoplc of Muyaga. who arc well known for their courage, should warn her. 
You therefore ]realize that slie is a security threat for the con~mune.'" 

430. According to Chretien, Jeanne's husband, a Tutsi, bad to go into hiding. 
Following the RTLM broadcast Jeanne, a Hutu, complained to the bo~rgmestre that she 
was getting threats. He told her to stay calm, but she did not tmst this advice and went 
into hiding hevseK4" Asked specifically about this broadcast on cross-examination; 
Nahimana said he disapproved of it.473 

431. RTLM also broadcast lists of names of individuals. In an RTLM broadcast on 31 
March 1994, for example, Mbilizi announced among the news headlines "13 students of 
Kyanza who form a brigade that is called Inziraguteba ["persons who are never late"] will 
soon bc cmollcd by the RPF." Shortly thereafter Mbilizi started his report of this news by 
saying that 13 students of Nyanza had just been enrolled by the RPF. He named five 
schools and then read a list of thirteen names of the people he said were in the Brigade 
Inziraguteba. Together with each name was broadcast the young man's post in the 
Brigade, his age, the name of his school, and what his RPF code name would be. The 
agcs - given ranged from 13 to 18 years old. After reading the list of names, Mbilizi said: 

Exhibit C7, CD I I :  KOl43676. 
"I Exhibit P10?!20B. 
"' T. 1 Julv 2002. nn. 184-86. . , 
43, T 27 Sept 2002, p 58 
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So, dear listeners, you have noticed that these students are very young and that 
can be very dangerous. We have to say that this confimts suftic~ently the 
information that was diffused on RTLM saying that the RPF has infiltrated 
schools.4i" 

432 Chrktien testified that RTLM broadcasts also attacked UNAMIR, and particularly 
the Belgians and General ~a l l a i i - c4"  On 31 May 1994, for example, Kantano Hab~mana 
accused Dallaire of favonng the Tutsi: 

I spoke with General Korneo Dallaire on this situation, when I bumped into him 
at Nyabugugo. I was given to understand Dallaire (smile) believes he is one and 
the same as UNAMIR. 11; [sic] he thinks that if he were fired, UNA,?lIK would 
not have its place in Rwanda. He is a pretentious fellow. Simply, I told him that 
his favorite ethnic group, k n o w  as the Igvnzi-Inkotunyi, ~utsis,"'" will 
d~sappcar from the face of the eatth in the end. Wc then had a discussion and a 

C Senegalese soldier who was there separated us; but I told them in no uncertain 
teims that a minority ethnic group, which commits suicide by declaring war on 
the majority ethnic goup will end up by disappearing once and for all, because 
it's conlmitting mass suicide. I don't know whether Dallairc will tell his friends 
about it, but it's ii~evitable.~" 

433. A number of broadcasts are addressed to those manning the roadblocks, in 
support of their activities. In a broadcast between 26 and 28 May, Kantano Habimana 
directly encouraged those guarding the trenches against the In).enzi to take drugs: 

I would like at this time to salute those young people near the slaughtei-house, the 
one near Kimisagara.. . Yesterday I found them dancing zouk. They had even 
killed a sinall pig. 1 would like to tell you that.. . Oh no! The thing you gave me 
to smoke.. . it had a bad effect on me. I took three puffs. It is strong, very strong, 
but it appears to make you quite courageous. So p a r d  the trench well so to 
prevent any cockroach IInymzi] passing there tomorrow. Smoke that little thing, 
and give them h ~ l l . " ~  

Witness Evidence of RTLM Progranzniing 

434. In reviewing RTLM broadcasts, the Chamber has relicd primarily on broadcasts 
highlighted by the Prosecution and the Defence. However, not all RTLM broadcasts arc 
available. In determining the extent to which the broadcasts submitted to thc Chamber are 
representative of RTLM programming as a whole, the Chamber considers the testimony 
of witnesses who listcncd to RTLM regularly, or Collowed RTLM at the timc, a critical 
complement to the evidence of thc broadcasts themselves. 

431 Exhibit C7; CU 148. C.541K 95, KO1 13774. 77-78. 
'" I , .  1 July 2002. pp. 105-106. 
d l < ,  Sahimana objccted to this translation, maintaining that Tutsi was i n  adjectivc furm and the translation 
should be "Tutsi I,~ye~~zi-lnk,>can.vi." T. 1 July 2001. p. 102. 
Is' Exhibit P103!17D (0017e ter). 
42% Exhibit P103!2398. 
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435. Prosecution Witness GO, a civil servant in thc Ministry of  Information whose job 
it was to monitor RTLM before 6 April 1994, described the early programming o f  RTLM 
as follows: 

RT1.M started by endcaring itself to the people by attracting them with music. 
music which is referred to as "hot" and it was mainly Congolese music ... And 
little by little the programmes broadcast - the broadcasts changed and events that 
took - based on events that took place in Burundi in October R'I'LM started 
presenting to the people an issue - i.e., that the Tutsis constituted danger to the 
IIutu majority. But the rnanner of presentation was diluted so as it docs not - so 
that i t  is not seen as a mistake by the authorities, and to get them to sanction the 
RT1.M. And when the i\ruslia peace accords were adopted. RTLM was much 
clearer in its statements by addressing itselfto what it rel'erred to as the "n~asses", 
that henceforth power has been taken from their hands and that they were going 
to - that they were going to be - they were going to be put into a situation of 
servitude. From January, the date on wliich the extended transitional government 
was to be established, this was -this whole message was addressed to the people, 
those they referred to as the "masses". And, iridecd, the people followed the 
messagc like dogs that had been taught to bite. and everywhere there were 
demonstrations of inie~~aii~~rnwe and I r , zpzrz tnnu~hi  The]-e was a lot of 
insccurily. These groups were chanting; "Let us cxtemiinate them, let us 
exterminate them". There was a climate of fear among thc people; and it was 
apparent that the entire population had listened to the teachings of RTLM."?" 

436. Witness GO describcd the gradual build-up o f  effect over time noting: "I 
monitored the RTLM virtually from the day of  its creation to the end of  the genocide, 
and, as a witness o f  facts, I observed that the operation o f  the genocide was not the work 
donc within a day.""' He described the impact of RTLM as  follows: 

[Wlhat RTLM did was alniost to pour petrol t o  spread petrol throughout the 
country little by little, so that one day it would be able to set lire to thc whole 
country."' 

437. The witness gave the following summary o f  what he heard listcning from his 
home after 6 April, where h e  stayed after many others from the Ministry of  Information 
werc killed: 

RTLM was constantly asking people to kill orhcr people, to look for those who 
were in hiding, and to describe the hiding places ofthose who werc described as 
being acconiplices. I also remember RTLM programmcs in which it was obvious 
that thc people who werc speaking we]-e happy to say that there had been massive 
killings of Inycnzi, and they made no difference between Inyenzis and Tutsis. 
And they said that they should continue to search for those peoplc and kill them 
so that the future generations would have to actually ask what lt~yenzis looked 
like, or, ultimately, what Tutsis lookcd like.4d2 

43,i T. I0 Apr. 200 1, pp. 49-50. 
'JnIhid. o. 45. 
44, T. 4 June 2001, p. 33. 
"'T. 10 Apr. 2001. p. 58 
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438. During this time, Witness GO also hcard a broadcast on RTLM of the Ten 
Commandments of the Hutu, which he thought he remembered as having been mentioned 
by Valerie Bemeriki and Kantano Habimana. Witness FW also testified that he heard an 
RTLM broadcast commenting on the Ten ~ o m m a n d m e n t s . ~ ~ ~  Witness GO described thc 
impact of the broadcast as fbllo\vs: 

The goal of mentioning the ten Hutu commandments was to cnsurc that thc 
population understood that all the Hutus must become united. And they must 
have a single fighting goal that they should aim for. And that they sho~~ld have 
no link or no relationship betwccn EIurus and l'utsis. Aud it's for that rcason that 
some men staled killiug thcir wives \rho werc Tutsis. Iu othcr cascs, children 
wl~o, with the result of a mixed marriage, whether they had a Tutsi mother 01- a 
Hutu father, but thought that they were more Hutu than Tutsi, lulled their owu 
mothers. Just that it was explained to Hutu widows, i.e. Hutu women who had 
been married to Tutsi men, and whose husbands had hecn killed aud whosc 
children had been killed, that in fact, it was not a problem. That they had just 
gotten rid of enemies. And that the only persons who had ally link with these 
people were those women. .4nd that is indeed how things happened.44' 

439. Witness AGX, a Tutsi man from Gisenyi, testified that he listened to RTLM in 
1993. Generally speaking, he said the journalists would give news about the war and 
abo~lt the ethnic groups. Hc said Kantano Habimana would often mention ethnicity and 
say that the Tutsi were thc cncmy of the Hutu, that the Tutsi were a n~inority representing 
15% of thc population and were only seeking to obtain power, and that the Tutsi should 
be avoided. According to Witness AGX. his teachings to the people were to raise discord 
between the Hutu and the ~utsi.'" Witness ABE, a Tutsi man from Kigali: tcstitied that 
unlike newspapers that used the telm RPF-Inkotanyi, RTLM always used the tcrm 
Inyenzi-lizkottrrzyi and it was a tenn used to mean that the RPF were enemies and they 
were the ~utsi."?" Witness ABC, a Hutu man from Kigali: testified that he was in 
Rugunga when RTLM radio announced at around 8.00 p.m. that President 
Habyarimana's plane had been shot at. After the announcement, the witness heard gunfire 
and grenade explosions which continued all night. The next morning, RTLM stated that * some people who  were opposed t o  the regime had been killed, n amely, Kavaruganda, 
Agathe Uwilingiyimana and Frcdcric T-kamurambaho. At 5.00 a.m. that morning, RTLM 
said that no one should leave their homes and that the Tutsi had to be sought as they had 
perpetrated the attack on the plane.44' 

440. A number of Prosecution witnesses, including Witness BI and Nsanz~wera. 
mentioned the music of Simon Bikindi, a Hutu whose song ":Vilnga Ba-FIz4tu" or "I Hate 
the Hutu", was rcpeatedly broadcast on RTLM. By all accounts, the tune of this song 
was extremely popular. In the view of Ksanzuwera, the lyrics "broadcast ethnic hatred 
and bccamc a "hlmn" for the massacres."l" In his testimony Nsanzuwera recalled the 

443 T. I \Par. 2001; p. 123. 
T. I 1  APT. 2001. pp. 47-48. 

d l 5  T. 11 Junc  2001, pp. 53-54. 
""' T. 28 Feb. 2001, p. 37. 
147 T. 28 Aug. 2001, pp. 12-1 4. 
148 T. 23 Apr. 2003 p. 95. 
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song describing thc Hutus as imbeciles that have huge stomachs and attacking Hutu 
>> 449 accompliccs as "the Hutus that one buys in order to kill . Thc Chamber noted in the 

RTLM broadcast transcripts numerous references to songs oS Bikindi being played on the 
air. A number of witnesses testified that the music played on RTLM was very popular, 
and that particularly in the bcginning, it was one reason people listened to RTLM. 

4 Prosecution Witness BT, a Hutu human rights activist, testified that within a short 
time afier RTLM first camc on the air, she became concerned. The language of the 
broadcasters changed, and they began a campaig to promote the idea that all Tutsi were 
Inkomzyi and enemies of the nation, and that all Hutus married to Tutsi were nai've and 
enemy a c ~ o i n ~ l i c e s . ~ ~ ~  The conclusion that all Tutsi were Inkotarzyi was mentioned again 
and again on RTLM programs, by Noel Hitirnana, Kantano Habimana and Valerie 
Bemeriki, among others."" Witness BI said she listened to RTLM in her capacity as a 
human I-ights activist, to learn what was bcing planned by the Iinpzmz~nugumhi and the 

a 1nteruhamu.e. RTLM would mention neighbourhoods and individuals by name: and a few 
hours later those neighbourhoods would be ransacked by the militia and thosc individuals 
would be the victims of attack. She recalled mention of the neighbourhood Gatega, whcre 
it was said that the Tutsi womcn thought themselves to be invincible and were making 
the Hutu men lose their heads. Shc said the next morning, a young woman called Kate 
was killed in her house by a grenade. 

412. Witness BI said she herself was mentioned on RTLM in December 1993, as a pcst 
who had decided to work for the enemy. Othcr persons she was said to have brought in 
her wake were also named in the broadcast. When the witness got home, the night 
watchman showed her a large stonc that had been thrown into her compound by young 
militiamen in uniform. Attachcd to the stone was a message that they would catch up 
with her and that thcy were going to kill her by crucifying her, removing her skin, and 
leaving her to be caten by birds, hoping that before she died she would understand that 
shc was a traitor. Witness BI said she was mentioned on RTLM scveral times. The one 
broadcast she heard hersclf was in January or February 1994 by Valerie Bemeriki, who 
said that it was not surprising to see Witness BI working for thc Inkutmyi because her 
mother was a Tutsi who had married a Mutu man to makc him lose his head. After this 
broadcast another stone was thrown into her compound with a sketch of a calabash 
encircled by a snake. The message was that as she listened to her mother, her children 
would listen to her and surfer the same fate. She was told the stone had bcen thrown by 
two men wearing CDR bercts and a man who was an Tnteruhunzwe. In March, she 
recalled that Kantano Habimana spoke of her on RTLM, saying he did not understand 
why such a littlc woman as her could create chaos, and he asked whether there wcre not a 
sufficient number of men to take care of her. Subsequently in her tcstimony she clarified 
that Habmina suggested shc could not be sexually satisficd except by Tutsi men.'52 
Ininicdiately after this broadcast she was chased by three men, who said, "It's her." 
When they reachcd her, one of the men removed his penis from his t ro~sers  and asked 

449 T. 24 Apr. p. 178. 
"'I T. 8 May 200 1, pp. 63-64. 
''I T. 14 May2001, pp. 126-127. 
'."T. 15 May 2001, p. 68; r. 8 May 2001, pp. 93-94 
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her whcther that was not sufficient to shut her up Two days later she was attacked in the 
sheet and her vehicle was stoned and damag~d.~"  

443. Witness BI said that in March 1994, Irztercrhumwe and Inzp~~zumugnnzhi youth in 
their uniforms with the radio to their ear were omnipresent, singing songs very loudly, 
songs of Bikindi and others saying "We shall exterminate the enemics of the country". 
On the morning of 7 April, the witness saw soldiers fiom the Presidential Guard, with a 
list, killing people. At mid-day they came to her house. She was on the telephonc with 
Alison D es Forges w hcn the soldiers started shooting and kicked her door open. S hc 
managed to escape and hid in the bushes, and subsequently in the ceiling of her housc, 
from where she did not move for five days. Thcrcafter she fled, leaving the country on 12 
April 1 9 9 4 . ~ ' ~  

444. A number of Prosecution witnesses testified that individuals referred to in RTLM ., broadcasts were subsequently killed as a result of those broadcasts. Nsanzuwera, the 
Kigali Prosecutor at the time, characterized being named on RTLM as "a death sentence" 
even beforc 7 He statcd that there were a number of killings that rollowed 
RTLM broadcasts, and cited several incidcnts involving peoplc he knew personally, in 
addition to Charles Shamukiga, mentioned abovc. One such incident, which took place 
on 7 or 8 April, was the killing of Desire Nshunguyinka, a friend of President 
Habyarimana, who was killed with his wife, his sister and his brothcr-in-law alter RTLM 
broadcast the license plate of the car they wcrc traveling in. The RTLM broadcast alerted 
the roadblocks in Nyamirambo and said they should be vigilant as a car with that 
identification \vould be passing through, with Inkocunyi. When the car arrived at the 
roadblock almost immediately after the broadcast, these four people were killed by thosc 
manning thc roadblock. Nsanzuwcra said that RTLM broadcasting addressed itself to 
those at the roadblock and that the message was very clear: to keep thc radio nearby as 
RTLM would provide information on the movements of the enemy. Many listened to 
RTLM out of fear because its messages incited ethnic hatred and violence, and 
Nsanzuwera said the station was called "Radio Rutswitsi" by some, which means "to 
burn", referring to ethnic violence. After 6 April it was even called "Radio Machete" by 

0 some.4i6 

445. Prosecution Witness FS: a businessman from Gisenyi, testified that he heard his 
brother's namc. among others, mentioncd on RTLM on 7 April 1994, and that shortly 
thereafter his brother was killed, together with his wifc and seven children. He testified 
that his brother was not the only one, but that several people were killed following radio 
broadcasts.'" 

446. Prosecution Witness FY, a man from Kigali, testified that hc started listening to 
RTLM at thc end of 1993, beginning of 1994. He was in Goma from February to mid- 

4" T. 8 May 2001, pp. 94-95. 
"41birl., pp. 88-97, 106-1 10. 
'" T. 24 Apr. 2003, pp. 94-96. 
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March, during which Lime h e  did not listen to RTLM. Beginning in  mid-March 1994, 
RTLM started lo name and accuse individuals of being lnko/arz?;i or financing the 
Ittkotcznyi. Amongst these names he heard Noel Hitimana broadcast the name of Daniel 
Kabaka, the owner of the house he was renting, who was accused oS making financial 
contributions to the RPF and holding meetings at his house. Kabaka had been named in a 
state sccurity list and arrested in 1990 togcther with others, mainly Tutsi, who were said 
to be Inkofciizyi accomplices. He was detained for six months and came out of prison 
disabled, having been shot in the leg. According to the witness, Kabaka, a Tutsi: did not 
bclong to any political party."' 

447. Witness FY testified that Kabaka was not hiding anyone in the house. After this 
information had been broadcast on the radio, thc place was targeted and aftenvards 
people would think hvice. beforc coming to visit. He said lie considercd moving because 
he was afraid that an attack would follow the broadcast. In the wcck following 7April 
1994, Witness FY heard Kabaka's name again on RTLM, and on the night of 7 o r  8 * April. his residence was attacked with a grenade The ceiling was destroyed. and Kabaka. 
who was already handicapped, broke his leg and was unable to flcc. While the rest of the 
family fled, his 12 year-old daughter Chine remained with him, saying that she wanted to 
die with her father. The witncss said that within a few days members of a crisis 
cornmiltee that had bccn set up to monitor the situation came to the house. Thirty 
minutes Iatcr eight gendarmes arrived and entered the house. They round Kabaka lying 
down and tried to shoot him, but his daughter helped him move out into the courtyard. 
Me was shot three times in the chcst and died immediately. His daughtcr was also shot 
twice, but she. did not dic immediately. She was taken to the Red Cross and died there a 
week later. Witness FY, a Tutsi, was in a crowd of people who witnessed these events 
and went into hiding aftenvards in neighbours' houses.*' 

448. Witness FY recalled the names of other neighbours who had been mentioncd on 
RTLM including a builder, a physician, and a woman who workcd at the Belgian 
embassy. He said he heard these names in March and April 1994, and that in all cases thc 
same language was used. accusing the persons of being accomplices and hiding 

e Inkofnnyi. He said that most of the persons mentioned on RTLM were Tutsi, or they were 
people who did not support the government at that time. Those he knew, the buildcr and 
the doctor, for example, were elderly and not people he thought were in any way 
interested in politics or involved in political activities. Witness FY testified that RTLM 
programming had two phases. In the first phase, popular music was played, and in the 
second phase the programmes were seeking to divide Rwandans and, as he described it, 
"the Hutu was showing thc Rwandans who the enemy was". In response to questioning 
rrom the Chamber, Witness FY testified that there were killings of Tutsi other than 
Kabaka at that time, and that when the crisis committee went from house to house they 
checked identity cards lor the purpose of selectivc killing. He said they had a list of 
names, but he was not close enough to be able to read the names on the list."" 

"9. 9 July 2001, p p .  9-16. 
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449. Prosecution witnesses also described RTLM broadcasts apparently designed to 
manipulate the movement of Tutsis so as to facilitate their killing. An iucident recounted 
by Nsanzuwera involved Professor Charles Kalinjabo, who was killed at a roadblock in 
May 1994 after RTLM broadcast an appeal to all Tutsis who were not Inkottmnyi but 
rather patriots to join their Hutu comrades at the roadblocks. Charles Kalinjabo was 
among those who consequently left his hiding place and went to a roadblock, where he 
was killed after RTLM then broadcast a message telling listeners not to go and search for 
the enemies in thcir houses because they were there at the  roadblock^.'^' Witness FW 
testified that on 11 April 1994, he heard an RTLM broadcast telling all Tutsis who had 
fled their homes that they should return because a search for guns was to be conducted, 
and that the houses of all those who were not home would be destroyed in this search. 
The witness FW said that some people returned home on hearing this broadcast and 
namcd among them Rubayiza Abdallar and another person called Sultan. both Tutsi 
neighbours of his who were killed when they rehirned home on the same day, 11 April. 
Witness FW stated that most of those who returned home following this broadcast were 
killed He did not go home but looked for a hiding place because he did not trust 
RTLM.""? 

450. Witness FW also testified about an incident that took place at the Islan~ic Cultural 
Centre on 13 April 1994. The witness estimated that there wet-e 300 men, 175 women 
and many children, all Tutsis taking refuge there. He described dirc conditions and said 
that some Hutu youth were entering the conlpound and bringing food to those inside. On 
12 April, he saw the RTLM broadcaster Noel Hitimana there, and heard him asking these 
youth why they were bringing food to the Inyenzi in the Islamic Cultural Centre. Witness 
FW testified that he told Hitimana that these people he was calling Inyenzi were his 
neighbours and asked him why he was calling them Inyeizzi. Approximately one hour 
later, Witness FW said he heard Kantano Habimana on RTLM saying that in the Islamic 
Cultural Centre there were armed Inyenzi and that the Rwandan Armed Forces must be 
made aware of this fact. According to the witness, none of the refugees in the compound 
was armed; they were all defenccl& The next morning, on 13 ~ ~ r i l ,  the compound was 
attacked by soldiers and Inter-c~hnmwe, who encircled and killed the refugees. From his * place of hiding, Witness FW was able to see what was happening. He described the 
reluctance of some Interahamwe to kill people in a mosque, which led them to order 
everyone to come out, including elderly women and children. They were then taken to 
nearby houses, and almost everyone was subsequently killed. The next morning the 
witness found six survivors, three of whom were severely woundcd and died 
subsequently. They told him that once the refugees had been put into the houses, 
grenades were thrown into the houses, and that they were the only survivors of the attack. 
Among those killed was Witness FW's cousin, a seven year-old girl."' 

453. Witness FU' testified that in May he heard an RTLM broadcast, which he 
described as one of the "inflammatory programs". Gahigi was interviewing Justin 
Mugenzi who was saying that in 1959 they had sent the Tutsi away but that this time 
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around they were not going to send them away, they were going to kill them, that the 
Hutu should kill all the Tutsi - the children, women and men - and if they had come back 
it is because they werc not killed last time. The same mistake should not be made again, 
they should kill all the Tutsi. Witness FW said this statement made them very scared 
because they realised that their chances of survival werc very slim and that if they were 
alive it would not be for too 1011g.~~~ 

452. Prosecution Witness Thomas Kamilindi, a Rwandan journalist, recalled in his 
testimony that he was threatened by an RTLM broadcast, following an interview he did at 
the Hotel des Mille Collines. During thc interview, hc asserted that militiamen, with help 
from some part or  the army, were responsible for the killings, and that the RAF was 
losing ground to the RPF. The next day RTLM mentioned Thomas Kamilindi being at 
this hotel, which was a sanctuary for lnyenzi. Kantano Ilabimana said on air, "Thomas, 
listen, come back home. Come and work with us. What you're doing is not good. 

a You've gone the wrong way." He said he understood from this that thc militia were being 
told to come and find him. He was told by other refugees that Valerie Bemeriki had said 
on air, "Kamilindi you can say anything you want. You can sell the country as you want, 
but know that the Hotel des Mille Collines is not a bunker." Mr. Kamlindi was told 
subsequently by the hotel manager that the army had decided to bombard thc hotel, and 
he was informed by a captain from UNAMIR that General Dallaire was in contact with 
General Bizimungu in an effort to save the hotel. Three hours after Bemeriki's broadcast, 
a shell was fired into the hotel, which was subsequently declared a U N  site t o  which 
armoured vehicles were sent for protection. When Mr. Kamilindi, amon2 forty refugees. 
was evacuated by UNAMIR, they werc stopped at a roadblock and &nost killed by 
Itztemhumwe militia and soldiers. While negotiations regarding thc convoy were going 
on. Kanlilindi said the I~zteralzunzwe werc shouting his name, saying "Kamilindi, come 
down; we are going to kill you. The others will be saved. ,, 465 

453. Prosecution Witness X, a member of the Internhamwe, testified that he listened 
regularly to RTLM from the time of its creation. In the time prior to 6 April 1994, he said 
he heard information broadcast on RTLM that was false. As an example, he cited a report 
that grenades were thrown, attributing the grenades to the RPF when in fact they were 
thrown by the MRND. He also mentioned a list that RTLM publicized as a list, created 
by the RPF, of people it was going to kill; which was false. MJitness S said he saw this 
list hvo days before it came out in January 1994. He was told by a mutual friend of his 
and Nahimana's that the list was going to be published. It was produced by a group of 
people, which included Nahin~ana as well as ~agosora.'" In cross-examination, Counsel 
for Nahimana noted that Witness X had signed a communique in February 1994 
condemning RPF lists for extermination. indicating that the lists were thought to be 
genuine. Witness X maintained that the list u:as not authentic.467 Counsel for 
Barayagwiza noted that several of the people on the list: including Gatabazi and Bucyana, 
werc in fact killed, suggesting that the inrormation was not false. Witness X insisted that 
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there was no link between the list and these k i l l i ngs . "~e  cited as another example of 
false information an RTLM broadcast in April 1994 naming people as ibyitso. including 
someone called Bomboko, whom RTLM said was masquerading as an Internh~~mwe but 
actually worked for the RPF. An RTLM official who was with Witness X heard this 
broadcast and went to the studio to demand that a correction be made, to say that 
Bomboko was one of them and not ihyitso.4'0 

454. Prosecution Witness Colette Braeckman, a Belgian journalist, testified that aftcr 
the death of President Ndadaye in Burundi, she started to hear about RTLM broadcas~s. 
Journalists and members of the diplomatic corps were saying that RTLM was throwing 
oil on the fire.4" Following the funeral of Ndadaye, in December 1993 she went to 
Kigali, where she met Prime Minister Agathe Uwilingiyimana, who had contacted 
Braeckman to share her concern about RTLM. She said the radio was mounting a 
campaign of ethnic hatred and that dcath threats were being proferred, especially against * herself. UN Belgian troops were being denigrated, as wcre the Arusha Accords and 
members of the opposition. This interview, published in the Belgian newspaper Le Soir, 
quoted the Prime Minister as saying, "Radio Mille Collines, which belongs to the head of 
state, stated that the president and myselr were condemned to die. The chairman of my 
party and myself were condemned to die." In cross-examination, Counsel Sor 
Barayagwiza suggested that RTLM only said they were condemned to die, which did not 
constitutc a threat.472 

455. Other government opposition members attacked by RTLM included Alphonse 
Nkubito, the Prosecutor General, who according to Nsanzuwera was mentioned many 
times on RTLM. hlubito was accused in March 1994 of plotting to kill the President, in 
an RTLM broadcast against which he initiated legal action. Nsanzuwcra testified that on 
3 May 1994, when he was stopped at a roadblock, he was asked "Js it Kkubito or is it 
Nsanzuwera?" He said they always said the same thing and that he and Nkubito were not 
killed bccausc the UN was protecting them. RTLM had said that Nkubito and 
Nsanzuwera were amongst those still living, and the Interahanwe would always ask 
whether it was Nsanzuwera or Nkubito because they had listened to the RTLM broadcast 

0 in which Nkubito was mentioned as plotting the assassination of the president."' 
Witness GO testified that Faustin Rucogoza, the Minister of Information, was often 
mentioned on RTLM and criticized for his efforts to stop RTLM from broadcasting 
messages of ethnic division. On 7 April 1994, the Minister was killed at his residence, 
together with his wifc and cight of their children. Witness GO heard the RTLM broadcast 
of this news, reporting that Rucogoza had been killed with other 

456. At a seminar on the media convened in Rwanda in March 1994 by the Belgian 
embassy, Prosecution Witness Colette Braeckman said thew was a lively debate about 
the role of the media and the diffcrcnce between an activist and an objective approach. 
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She said concern was expressed that the media at that time might promote violence and 
recalled one Rwandan journalist, Franqois Byabyibwanzi, as saying that a certain type of 
press sharpened hatred and could get Rwandans to take up grenades and machetes and to 
kill. He particularly mentioned RTLR?, as did a number of other journalists at the 
meeting. I n the d ehate, N ahimana and G ahigi supported the right o f  o pinion press to 
exist, but others challenged this position saying it was not only opinion but incitement to 
ethnic hatrcd and violence. Nahimana defended opinion press, saying it does not 
necessaiily lead to violence and is protected by frecdoin of exprcssion. Radio Muhabura 
was similarly criticized as broadcasting infonnation that could incitc Rwandans to hatred. 
Radio Muhabura representatives took the floor and defended opinion press but 
differentiated themselves from RTLM and incitement to ethnic hatred. In cross- 
examination, Counsel for Nahimana cited a report of the seminar in the publication 
Dialogue, which did not mention the debate to which Braeckman testified. She said this 
publication printed the written presentations and did not capture the more informal 

a discussions at the meeting, which were the most heated and ac~usa to ry .~ '~  

457. Prosecution Witness Philippc Dahinden, a Swiss journalist who followed RTLM 
from its beginnings, delivered a statement to the Unitcd Nations Human Rights 
Commission on 25 May 1994, calling for the condemnation of the role played by RTLM 
sincc the beginning of the massacres and asking that the UN demand the closing down of 
the radio. I n  his statement he noted, "Even prior to the bloody events of  April 1994, 
RTLM was calling for hatred and violence against the Tutsis and the Hutu opponents. 
Belgian nationals and peacekeepers were also among the targcts and victims of the 'radio 
que tue ' [the killer radio station]." Calling RTLM "the crucial propangada tool" for the 
Iiutu evtrenlists and the militia in thc launching and perpetuating of the massacres, 
Dadinden said that beginning on 6 April 1994, RTLM had "constantly stirred up hatrcd 
and incited violence against the Tutsis and Hutu in the opposition, in other words, against 
those who suppoTtcd the Arusha Peace Accords of August 1993".~"' 

458. Expert Witness Des Forges testified that the message she was getting from the 
vast majority of people shc talked to at the time of the killings was "stop RTLM". She 

e noted that potential victims listened to RTLM as much as they could, from fear, and took 
it seriously, as did assailants who listened to it at the b a n k s ,  on the streets, in bars, and 
even at the direction of authorities. She recounted one report that a ho~crgnlestre had said, 
"Listen to the radio, and take what it says as if it was coming from me". Hcr conclusion 
on the basis of the information she gathered was that RTLM had an enormous impact on 
the situation, encouraging the killing of Tutsis and of those who protected ~ u t s i s . ~ ' ~  

459. When asked generally what hc thought or RTLM programming from July to 
December 1993, Nahimana testified that he was happy with the debates and discussions, 
that ethnicity. power-sharing and the Arusha Accords were being discussed and that no 
subject was considered taboo. Hc said the objectivcs of RTLM highlighted at the first 
shareholders' mceting were political discussion of topical issues; commerc.ialization of 
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the radio, and the need to talk about problems resulting from the war. There was talk at 
the meeting about the need to counter Radio Muhabura, and he noted as unfortunate that 
anything said against the RPF was taken to constitute mobilization of the Hutu. Counsel 
for Nahimana introduced several broadcasts, cited above, to challenge the assertion that 
RTLM was not open to all political parties. Nahimana said that following the 
assassination o f  B urundian President N dadaye i n  0 ctober 1 993, there was a downturn 
and this event was a catalyst for in-depth discussion of the ethnic issue. RTLM was seen 
as an extremist radio station belonging to Hutu Power because it broadcast information 
about killings by the RPF. Nahimana mentioned hearing one hroadcast naming an 
individual as an Inkotcrnyi and said the matter was taken up by the Steering Committee, 
indicating his disapproval of such broadcasts."' 

460. With regard to broadcasts after 6 April 1994, Nahimana testified that he was 
revolted by those which left listeners with the impression that Tutsis generally were to be 

0 killed. He distanced himself from these activities. which he characterized as 
"unacceptable", stating that RTLM had been taken over by extremists. He stated that 
RTLM did incite the population to seek out the enemy. While saying that he did not 
believe that R TLM "systematically c alled for people t o  b e  murdered", he said h e w  as 
shocked to learn in detention that broadcasters were highlighting the physical features of 
Tulsis, whom lie acknowledged might well be killed as a consequence at a roadblock. 
Nahimana hypothesized that had he tried to stop RTLM from broadcasting dctails about 
individuals named as Inkotanyi, he might have been himself made the subject of an 
RTLM broadcast endangering his life. On cross-examination, he specifically condemned 
several broadcasts he was questioned about, and he requested that his condemnalion be 
taken as a global one for all such broadcasts. He condemned all broadcasts that gave the 
impression that people should be killed, that rape should be committed, that looting 
should be done, or any violence perpetrated. When asked why he had not denounced 
these broadcasts earlier, he replied that he had only had a chance to study then1 since his 
detention when he received the recordings and that this was his first opportunity to do 
so. 479 

0 461. In response to questioning Crom the Chamber regarding the RTLM journalists. 
noting that the same journalists were broadcasting before and after 6 April 1994, 
Nahimana attributed their changed conduct to a breakdown in management, which 
allowed a number of radicals to control RTLM. Hc said during his time in detention he 
had become more familiar with the programming of RTLM after 6 April, arid again he 
denounced it, particularly the broadcasts of Kantano Habimana. who he said often took 
drugs, after which he would broadcast unacceptable material. He noted that Habimana 
had lost his leg in the bombing of RTLM in April, and he said some of the anger in his 
programming could be understood, though not justified, by the fact that his entire family 
was killed by RPF forces. Kantano was a trained and good journalist, Nahimana said, 
recalling that he only learned in detention that the journalists were taking drugs; which 
had not happened before 6 
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462. Nahimana firmly rejected thc proposition that the difference behveen RTLM 
broadcasts before and after 6 April 1994 was merely a matter of degree. He said the kind 
of debates aired before were not possible after 6 April. He praised Gaspard Gahigi as 
"the cream of the cream of the cream of the print media"; noting that hc had trained 
journalists in the Great Lakes region. He agreed that mistakes were made but said 
mistakes happen anywhere and he deplored such mistakes, recalling that he had said that 
the person slighted should be given a right of reply. After 6 April, he said some 
journalists were like madmen, either because of drugs or because they were upset about 
what happened to their colleagues. He stated that he never saw any journalist on drugs 
and mentioned Kantano Hahirnana as having joined "the camp of crimina~s"."~' 

463. In his book, Rwanda : Le Scmg Hutu est-il rouge? Virztis cuchies sur les 
tnusstrcres [Rwnndu: Is Ifutu blood red? Hidden tvzrtlzs nhozrt the niussncres]: 
Barayagwim said the following about the role of RTLM: "It is more than probable that 
the RTLM called or appealed to the population to resistance (sic) against the RPF and to 
the struggle against infiltrators and traitors, which in and of itself constitutes legitimate 

t t  482 defence . 

464. The Chamber has found the testimony of Prosecution Witrrcsses Franqois-Xavier 
Nsanzuwera, Thomas Kamilindi, Philippe Dahinden and Colette Braeckman, as well as 
Witnesses GO, X, and ABC credible, as set forth in paragraphs 545, 683, 546, 546, 608, 
547 and 33 1 respectively. 

465. Witness BI was extensively cross-examined on the physical circumstances of hcr 
residence, on her involvement in the investigation or  events in Bugesera, on her first 
several encounters with Nahimana. and on her travel schedule in 1993 and 1994. She 
was also questioned on a statement sllc signed in December 1995, which she said was 
prepared on thc basis of an interview that took place in a hotel hallway under conditions 

a that she described as unprofessional. In her statement, she said that Bemeriki had spoken 
of her on RTLM in August 1993 and February 1994. She said she thought this had 
happened in December 1993 rather than August, and she did not recall saying it had 
happened in August. She noted that February 1994 was mentioned in her statenicnt, 
which was the broadcast she hcrself heard, and she cited the difficult conditions of her 
interview to explain the error. Witness BT's statement indicated that shc had listened to 
RTLM "several times", whereas she testified that she listened regularly to RTLM, a 
claim that Counsel for Nahimana suggested was exaggerated. Witness B I maintained 
that "several" meant more than two, and could mean anything from three to a million as 
she understood thc word. She noted that French was not hcr mother tongue, and while 
acknowledging that she was out of the country often for weeks at a time, shc maintained 
that when she was in Rwanda she listeued to RTLM. On cross-examination, UTilness BT 
acknowledged having visited RPF controlled territory but said she was not a member of 
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the RPF, noting that even the RTLZI broadcast had stated she was a tool of rather than a 
member of the RPF. When asked why she did not mention the death threats she received 
and the stones thrown into her compound, either in interviews she did at the time or in her 
statement, she said that the messages did not have her name on them and that she did not 
want to put her children, who had been referenced, at risk. Witness BI acknowledged that 
she had been criticized by several organizations including African Rights, particularly 
with regard to statements she had made about her family as having been unreliable. 
These statements were reportedly contested by her father, but Witness BI said that 
Afiican Rights had not talked to her father."' The Chamber found the testimony of 
Witness B1 to be clear and consistent and accepts her responses to the questions raised. 
For these reasons, the Chamber finds her testimony to be credible. 

466. On cross-examination, Witness FW was questioned about his November 1995 
statement, in which the RTLM broadcast he heard was recorded as having been addressed 

a to all people who had fled their homes, not to all Tutsi. Witness FW said that what he 
heard on the radio was addressed to Tutsi, and that he had asked that his statement be 
corrected. He did not know why it had not been corrected. He had also asked for a 
corrcclion of the assertion in the statement that RTLM had not talked about ethnicity until 
June, which was incorrect. In fact RTLM had been talking about cthnicity since he started 
listening to it in 1993. O n  the statement by this sentence was a handwritten question 
mark, which Witness FW said was made in his presence by a Canadian ICTR 
investigator, who said the correction would be made."' The Chamber accepts these 
explanations and finds the testimony of Witness FW to be credible. 

467. Witness FY was cross-examined on the dates and the sequence of events relating 
to the attack on Daniel Kabaka's house. He was not certain of the precise dates of this 
attack, the broadcasting of his name on RTLM, and his execution. The witness clarified 
in response to questioning that he heard the name broadcast after the initial attack on the 
house and prior to the killing. He reaffirmed that he heard Kabaka's name on the radio 
prior to 6 April 1994, and that he heard it on RTLM rather than another radio station. 
Questioned as to why Kahaka had been suspected of supporting the RPF and was on the 

a state security list in 1990, Witness FY suggested it was because he was a Tutsi of 
influence in society, unlike himself. and said that Tutsi of social and economic standing. 
influential persons, were put on that list of suspects. He acknowledged that some 
influential Tut.si were not arrested but suggested that they benefited from special 
protection. Counsel for Ngeze suggested that because Kabaka had been on this list and 
previously arrested, he was killed by police who knew him for that reason. Witness FY 
affirmed that Kabaka was killed by police, or gendarmes. He acknowledged that at the 
time of the killing RTLM was not mentioned. Witness FY testified that he was never a 
member of any political party. He said he supported the RPF and any party that worked 
for unity."' The Chamber notes that cross-examination of Witness FY did not establish 
any questions going to the credibility of the witness. For this reason, the Chamber finds 
the testimony of Witness FY to be credible. 
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Discussion of Evidence 

468. The Chamber notes that in the RTLM broadcasts highlighted above, there is a 
complex interplay between ethnic and political dynamics. This interplay was not creatcd 
by RTLM. It is to some degree a reflection of the history of Rwanda. The Chamber 
considers the broadcast by Barayagwjiza on 12 December 1993, to be a classic example of 
an e f fo~ t  t o  raise consciousness regarding a history o f  discrimination against the Hutu 
majority by the privileged Tutsi minority.486 Thc discrimination detailed relates to thc 
inequitable distribution of power in Rwanda, historically. As this distribution of power 
followed lines of ethnicity, it necessarily has an ethnic component. Barayagwiza's 
presentation was a personal one clearly designed to convey a political message: that the 
Hutu had historically been treated as second-class citizens. The Chamber notes the 
underlying concern running through all the RTLM broadcasts that the armcd insurgency 
of the RPF was a threat to thc progrcss made in Rwanda following 1959 to remedy this 
historical inequity. In light of the history of Rwanda, the Chamber accepts that this was a 
valid concern about which a need for public discussion was perceived. 

469. The RPF was widely seen as representing Tutsi interests, and the legacy of a 
political movement started by Tutsi refugees who left the country beginning in 1959. In 
the RTLM broadcast of 20 November 1993, Nahimana equated the RPF or Inkotarzyi with 
the I q m z i  movement of the preceding genera ti or^.^^' This analysis incorporated the idea 
that the Inkotanyi and the Inyenzi had an ethnic as well as a political character. The 
Chamber notcs that this historical reality is reflected oftcn in languagc used to describe 
the history of Rwanda. As noted elsewhere, the first sentence of the Indictments against 
the Accused in this case begins "The revolution of 1959 marked the beginning of a period 
of ethnic clashcs between the Hutu and the Tutsi in Rwanda ..." RTLM broadcasts 
demonstrate that this shorthand can be dangerous and even deadly, but the Chamber 
considers that references to the "Hutu" aad the "Tutsi" in this political sensc can be seen 
as a reflection of historical reality and do not inherently constitute the pronlotion of 
ethnic division. In some cases, such as the broadcasts by Barayapviza and Nahimana, 

@ they can be seen to promote public education on the ethnic dimension of the social and 
political context of the time. In other broadcasts, such as the one cited above referring to 
the power that Hutu seized from the Tutsi in 1959, the terms were used simply to 
describe political niovements by their ethnic make-up, a description that corresponded to 
reality. 

470. In this light, the Chamber has considered the broadcasts that mention the 
disproportionate wealth of the Tutsi population in Rwanda. Some evidence has been put 
forward by the Prosecution to suggcst that this assertion was untrue. However, the 
Chamber is not in a position to make a finding on the distribution of wealth in Rwanda 
and cannot determine, for example, based on the evidence before it, whcther 70% of all 
taxi owners in Rwanda werc ~ u t s i . ~ ~ " f  tmc, the broadcast might be considered an effort 
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to disseminate information to the public on inequities of social concern. If untrue, the 
broadcast might be considered an attempt to manipulate public opinion and generate 
unfounded hostility towards and resentment of the Tutsi population. The Chamber notes 
that in considering the purpose of these broadcasts, the language used is indicative. For 
example, cven iT it were t n e  that Tutsi in Rwanda held a disproportionate share of the 
wealth because of their historical privilege, to say as Kantano Habimana did in an RTLM 
broadcast in December 1993 that "they are the ones who have all the money" could be 
considered inflammatory, i.e. presented for the purpose of promoting ethnic hatred. The 
manner in which this broadcast mentioned Shamukiga, a Tulsi businessman, and talked 
about the Tutsi as a group, claiming that they have "all" the money, conveys something 
beyond inf~rmation."~ It is not surprising that Shamukiga felt threatened by this 
broadcast. 

471. In the Chamber's view, another example of inflammatory language would be the 

e broadcast by Kantano Wabinlana on 5 January 1994 in connection with his interview of 
RPF leader Tito ~utaremara.~"'  Aftcr mentioning six times within eleven consecutive 
sentences the assertion that he "hates" the Tutsi or irzkotaizyi, Habimana commented 
sarcastically that the only reason for the "misunderstanding" was the fact that they had 
engaged in bombings and cvictions. The clear intent conveyed by this language was to 
mobilize anger against the Tutsi, the same anger expressed in the broadcast. His 
subsequent ridiculing of the irzkofnriyi as dl-inking milk in huge quantity denigrated the 
Tutsi people as a whole. Similarly, in the 9 Decenlbcr 1993 broadcast discussing whether 
RTLM hated the Tutsi, Habimana sai-castically described the tall and slim Tutsi, 
"stroll~ng about" with his "beautiful nose". There is no element of political comment in 
these types of descriptions of the Tutsi people. Rather they reflect pure ethnic prejudice, 
which was effectively conveyed despite what were clearly disingenuous protestations to 
the contrary. The Chamber notes that many of the broadcasts cited above indicate a 
patent awareness among the broadcasters that RTLhl was perceived as hating the Tutsi. 

472. A few RTLM broadcasts have been highlighted and presented by the Defence as 
representing open debate on RTLh4 with differing points of view expressed. The 

a interview o f  L andouald Ndasingwa o f t  he P L p arty i s  one such broadcast. The debate 
moderated by Gaspard Gahigi on 12 December 1993 is another. The interview of RPF 
leader Tito Rutaremara is arguably a third example, although as noted above, the 
interview was surrounded by such denigrating anti-Tutsi comments that the extent to 
which it represents openness to opposing views was severely undermined. The Chamber 
notes that even in praising RTLM for allowing the Irzkotanyi to speak, in this broadcast 
Kantano Habimana suggested that Rutaremara thought his ideas could not be transmitted 
on RTLM and commented, "So, those who think that our radio station sets people at odds 
with others will bc amazed", recognizing that the broadcast would be surprising and 
thereby indicating how unusual it was. Prosecution Expert Witness Alison Des Forges 
acknowledged sevcral of these types of RTLhl broadcasts but stated that thcy were very 
exceptional. The Chamber accepts that this was the case. both on the basis of witness 
testimony and on the basis of the sampling of broadcasts it has reviewed, which indicate 
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that RTLM had a well-defined perspective for which it was widely known. RTLM was 
not considered. and was not in fact, an open forum for the expression of divergent points 
of view 

473. Many RTLM broadcasts explicitly identified the enemy as Tutsi, or equated the 
Inkorunyi and the i n ~ e n z i  with the Tutsi people as a whole. Some others implied this 
identification. Although some of the broadcasts referred to the Itzkolanyi or Injwzzi as 
distinct from the Tutsi, thc repeated identification of the enemy as being the Tutsi was 
effectively conveyed to listeners, as is evidenced by the testimony of witnesses. Against 
this backdrop, calls to the public to take up arms against the Inkotanyi or In-venzi were 
interpretcd as calls to take up arms against the Tutsi. Even before 6 April 1994, such 
calls were made on the air, not only in general terms, such as thc broadcast by Valerie 
Bemeriki on 16 March 1994, saying "we shall take up any weapon, spears, bow", but 
also in terms of named individuals. These individuals were said to be RPF Inkotrnzvi. 

a 474. The Chamber notes that in his testimony Wahimana suggested repeatcdly that 
whether these individuals were in fact members of thc WF, or were legitimately thought 
to be members of the RF'F, was a critical factor in judging the broadcasts. The Chamber 
recoyizes that in time of war, the media is often used to warn the population of enemy 
movements, and that it might even be used to solicit civil participation in national 
defense. IIowever, a review of the RTLM broadcasts and other evidence indicates that 
the individuals named were not in fact members of the RF'F, or that RTLM had no basis 
to conclude that they were, but rather targeted them solely on the basis of their cthnicity. 
Thc broadcast by Noel Hitimana on 15 March 1994, for example, targeted a banana 
hauler named Marc Zuberi as an Inkotanyi. Although he was said in the broadcast to have 
"lied" that he was an inter oh am we^ Hitimana stated that because of the huge house he 
had built hc could not get away with this pretense, suggesting that Zuberi's house was the 
basis for RTLM's conclusion that he was an Inkotunyi. Similarly, Hitimana's broadcast 
of 1 April 1994 named several doctors as having killed the CDR leader Katumba, 
apparently on the basis that they knew him &om the hospital and made some offiand 
comments about him. By their absence, if they were even absent, it was said they had 

a "automatically betrayed themselves". Moreover, thc Chamber notes the reference in the 
broadcast to thc etlmicity of one of tbc doctors. 

475. The witness cvidence confirms that RTLM wrongly named innocent civilians as 
Inkotanyi. Witness BI testified that she was was falsely accused in  a broadcast by Valerie 
Bemeriki, in February or March 1994, of working for the Inkotanyi, which led to threats 
and attacks on her person. Witness FY testified that several of his neighbours were 
named on RTLh4 as Inkofunyi accomplices in March and April 1993, including a builder 
and a physician, both of whom he knew to be elderly people not interested in politics or 
involved i n  political activities. He said most of the people named were Tutsi; or they 
were people who did not support the government. Witness X testified that he was with 
an RTLM official in April when an RTLM broadcast accused a man called Bomboko of 
being an RPF accomplice masquerading as an Itzteruhanzwe, prompting the official to go 
to the studio to demand that a retraction be made. Nahimana himself recounted in his 
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testimony an incident in which RTLM broadcast falsc information that a man was 
carrying fnkotanyi in his vehicle. 

476. The evidence includcs examples in which violent action, including killing. 
followed RTLM broadcasts. Witness BI recounted a sexual reference to her broadcast on 
RTLM, after which a man exposed himself to her and made a threatening connncnt 
clearly linked to what was said in the broadcast. The witness also recalled a broadcast 
denigrating Tutsi women in Gatega, and the next morning a woman in Gatega was killed 
by a genadc thrown into her house. In his testimony Chrktien provided information ft-om 
a German doctor that the Medical Director of Cyangugu, named in a broadcast on 3 April 
1994 as having convened a meeting of a small group of Tutsi, was burned to death 
outside his house a few days later. Nahimana suggested in his comments on the 
broadcast that it was possible that this meeting was an RPF brigade meeting, an 
allegation that the German doctor, who knew this Medical Director, dismissed as "totally 

a absurd". Nahimana acknowledged that his suggestion was purely speculative. 

177. Nahimana insisted, with regard to the broadcast on 14 March 1994: by Gaspard 
Gahigi, rcading a letter written by an Inkotanyi, that the letter proved the existence of 
RPF brigades. If authentic, it is true that the letter was written by a self-identified 
member of the RPF, but RTLM broadcast the names of his children, who, according to 
ChrCtien, were subsequently killed. Even Nahimana acknowledged finally in his 
testimony with regard to this broadcast that hc did not like the practice of airing peoples' 
namcs, especially when it might bring about their d eath. The Chamber recognizes the 
frustration expressed by Nahimana over thc lack of attention, or even bare 
acknowledgement, that the letter was written by an RPF member, proving thc existence 
of RPF brigadcs. However, many Prosecution witnesses acknowledged in their testimony 
that these brigades existed: and the Chamber notes that several Prosecution witnesses 
such as Witness AEiT and WD testified that they were themselves mcmbers of the RPF 
insidc Rwanda at the time. In this case, the issuc was not whether thc author of the letter 
was a member of the RPF but that his children were mentioned by name in an RTLM 
broadcast. Nahimana conceded in his testimonv that this was bad practice. 

a 
478. .4mong the Tutsi individuals mentioned specifically by name in RTLM broadcasts 
prior to 6 April 1994 are a number that were subsequently killed. These individuals 
include Charles Shamukiga, a Tutsi businessman killed on 7 April 1994, who had been 
mentioned frequently on air according to Nsanruwera, with whom he had shared his 
concern about these broadcasts. Witness FY testified as to the killing of his Tutsi 
landlord, Daniel Kabaka, after hearing his name broadcast twice on RTLM in late March 
and April 1994. The Defcnce questions the establishment of causation between the 
RTLM broadcasts and these acts of violence. The Chamber has considered this question 
in light of the evidence. Among the Hutu political opposition targeted by RTLM and 
subsequently killed were Prime Minister Agathe Uwilingiyimaua, who shared hcr 
concern with Belgian journalist Colettc Braeckman over death threats by RTLM, 
Minister of Information Faustin Rucogoza, who took a series of steps to stop RTLM from 
broadcasting messages of ethnic hatred, and Prosecutor Gencral Alphonsc Nkubito. who 
initiated 1 egal action against RTLM for accusing him o f  p lotting t o  kill the President. 
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.4lthough he escaped, after 6 April 1994 Nkubito was actively sought by Internhamwe, 
according to Nsanzuwera, who attribntcd this effort to the RTLM broadcasts. Ministcr 
Rucogoza was killed on 7 April 1994, as was Prime h4inister Agathe Lhvilingiyimana. 

479. With regard to Prime Minister Agathe Uwilingiyimana and Minister Faustin 
Rucogora, public and political figurcs, the Chamber considers that the evidence does not 
sustain the establishment of a clear causal link between the broadcasts and the killings. 
While the broadcasts may well have been a factor: the Chamber is unablc to determine 
their significance among the many other intervening factors that led to their assassination. 
With regard to lesser known individuals, thc rolc of RTLM in provoking violence 
targeted against them would inevitably he greater, publicizing their names and 
whereabouts and other information about these people that would not otherwise have 
been publicly available. Daniel Kabaka had been arrested in 1990, but there is no 
evidence that since that time, having been released without trial, he was subjcct to 
suspicion or targeted by anyone prior to the broadcast. The experience o f  Witness BI, 
accosted on the street followins an RTLM broadcast by a person who specifically 
rcferred to the content of the broadcast, clearly cstablishes that the broadcasts motivated 
listeners to take action. 

480. The threat perceived by the individuals named in RTLM broadcasts is another 
indicator of this causal connection. In the 20 March 1993 broadcast regarding N h s i  
Felicien, a man wearing a blue cap described in the broadcast as similar to a UN cap, fear 
of being stoned as a result of the broadcast led the man to go personally to the station in 
an effort to clear his name. In the broadcast itself, Kantano Habimana accepted that 
listeners might throw stones at Nkusi Felicien as a result of the broadcast, advising him to 
change the color of his cap to prevent this from happening. Even Nahimana in his 
testimony acknowledged the causation of violent acts by RTLM broadcasting, saying that 
if he had tried to stop RTLM from broadcasting details about individuals named as 
Inkotmyi he might have himself becn made the subject of an RTLM broadcast putting his 
lifc at risk. 

a 481. After 6 April 1994. the h y  and intensity of RTLM broadcasting increased, 
particularly with regard to calls on the population to take action against the enemy. 
RTLM continued to define the Inkotunyi and the inyenzi as the Tutsi in the same manner 
as prior to 6 April. This docs not mean that all RTLM broadcasts made this equation but 
many did and the ovcrall impression conveyed to listeners was clearly, as cvidenced by 
witness testimony, (hat the definition of the enemy encompassed the Tutsi civilian 
population. Nahimana again asserted in the context of a particular broadcast just after 6 
April that the question of whether the enemy whom listcners were told to seek out was in 
fact the RPF was a critical factor in judging the broadcasts. The Chamber notes that this 
particular broadcast c alled o n  the public t o  look carefully for inyenzi i n  the woods o f  
Mburabuturo. In the context of other broadcasts that explicitly equated the Inyenzi with 
the Tutsi population. and without any reference in this broadcast to the i~7yenzi carrying 
arms or in some way being clearly identificd as combatants, the Chamber finds that a call 
such as this might well have becn taken by listeners as a call to seek out Tulsi refugees 
who had fled to the forest. The 23 May 1994 RTLM broadcast by Kantano Habimana 
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suggested that Inkotanyi were pretending to be refugees, directing listcners that even if 
thcse people reached the airport, presumably to flee, "they should leave their lives on the 
spot". Habimana's 5 June 1994 RTLM broadcast called attention to a young boy fetching 
water as an enemy suspect, without any indication as to why he would have been suspect. 
In the 15 May 1994 broadcast, Gaspard Gahigi, the RTLM Editor-in-Chief, told his 
audience "the war we are waging is actually between these two ethnic groups, the Hutu 
and the Tulsi." In the 29 May 1994 RTLM broadcast, a resident described checking 
identity papers to diflercntiate between the Hutu and the Inkotanyi accomplices, and in 
the 4 Junc 1994 RTLM broadcast, Kantano Habimana advised listeners to identify the 
enemy by his height and physical appearance. "Just look at his small nose and then break 
it", he said on air. 

482. Many of the individuals specifically named in RTLM broadcasts after 6 April 
I994 were subsequently killed. In the 20 May 1994 RTLM broadcast, Valeric Bemeriki 
named several priests including Father Ngoga, Father Ntagara, and Father Muvaro, all of 
whom w ere subsequently killed. N ahimana acknowledged i n  his testimony that Father 
Muvaro, whom hc knew, had died because he was a Tutsi. Nsanzuwera testificd that 
Desire Nshunguyinka was killed with his wife, sister and brothcr-in-law at a roadblock 
after RTLM broadcast the license plate of his car. Witness FS testified that his brother's 
name was mentioned on RTLM on 7 April 1994 and shortly thereafter his brother was 
killed t ogcther with his  wife and seven children. H e  testified that several people w ere 
killed following such radio broadcasts. On a larger scale, several RTLM broadcasts were 
apparently designed to manipulate the movement and thereby facilitatc the killing of 
Tutsi in numbers. Nsanzuwera testified that Charles Kalinjabo was killed at a roadblock 
after he left his hiding place on account of an RTLM broadcast calling on Tutsi patriots to 
join their Hutu comrades at the roadblocks. Subsequently RTLM broadcast a call to its 
listeners to look for the enemy at the roadblocks. Similarly, Witness FW testified that 
after an RTLM broadcast directing Tutsi who had fled to return home to prevent the 
destruction of their houses, most of the Tutsi who returned home bccause of this 
broadcast, including several of his neighbours, were killed on the same day. While the 
extent of causation by RTLM broadcasts in these killings may have varied somewhat. 

(b depending on the circumstances of these killings, the Chamber finds that a causal 
connection has been established by the evidence, noting the widesprcad perception of this 
link among witnesscs, best represented by all the urgent telephone calls Des Forges 
reccived at the time from pcople in Rwanda, desperately seeking to "stop that radio". 

383. Many of the RTLM broadcasts explicitly called for extermination. In the 13 May 
1994 RTLM broadcast, Kantano Habimana spoke of exterminating the Inkotanvi so as 
"to wipe them from human memory", and exterminating the Tutsi "from the surface of 
the earth ... to make them disappear for good". In the 4 June 1994 RTLM broadcast, 
Habimana again talked of exterminating the Inkotanyi, adding "the reason we will 
exterminate them is that they bclong to one ethnic group". I n  the 5 June 1994 RTLM 
broadcast, Ananie Nkurunziza acknowledged that this extermination was underway and 
expressed the hope that "we continue exterminating them at the same pace". On the basis 
of all the programming he listened to after 6 April 1994, Witness GO testified that RTLM 
was constantly asking people to kill other people, that no distinction was made between 
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the In jmz i  and thc Tutsi, and that listeners were encouraged to continuc killing them so 
that futurc generations would have to ask what Inyenzi or Tutsi looked like. 

484. The Chamber has considered the extent t o  which RTLM broadcasts calling on 
listeners to take action against the Tutsi enemy rcpresented a pattern of progranming. 
While a few of thc broadcasts highlighted asked listeners not to kill indiscriminately and 
made an apparent effort to differentiate the enemy from all Tutsi pcoplc, most of these 
broadcasts were made in the context of concern about the perception of the international 
community and the consequent need to conceal evidence of killing, which is explicitly 
relerred to in almost all of them. The extensive witness testimony on RTLM 
progrannning confirms the sense conveyed by the totality of RTLM broadcasts available 
to the Chamber, that these few broadcasts represented isolated deviations from a well- 
established pattern in which RTLM actively promoted the killing of the enemy, explicitly 
or implicitly defined to be the Tutsi population. 

0 
485. The Chamber has also considered the progression of RTLM programming over 
time - the amplification of ethnic hostility and the acceleration of calls for violence 
against the Tutsi population. In light of the evidence discussed above, the Chamber finds 
this progression to be a continuum that began with the creation of RTLM radio to discuss 
issues of ethnicity and padually turned into a seemingly non-stop call for the 
extemiination of the Tutsi. Ccrtain events, such as the assassination of President 
Kdadaye in Burundi in October 1993, had an impact by all accounts on the programming 
or  RTLM, and there is no question that the evcnts of 6 April 1994 marked a sharp and 
immediate impact on RTLM programming. Thesc were not turning points, however. 
Rather they were moments of intensification, broadcast by the same journalists and 
following the same patterns of programming previously established but dramatically 
raising the level of danger and destruction. 

Factual Findings 

486. The Chambcr finds that RTLM broadcasts engaged in ethnic stereotyping in a 
manner that promoted contempt and hatred for the Tutsi population. RTLM broadcasts 
called on listeners to seek out and take up arms against the enemy. The enemy was 
identified as the RPF, the Inkotanyi, the Inyenzi, and their accomplices, all of whom were 
effectively cquatcd with the Tutsi ethnic group by the broadcasts. After 6 April 1994, the 
virulence and the intensity of RTLM broadcasts propagating ethnic hatred and calling for 
violence increased. These broadcasts called explicitly for the extel-nunation of the Tutsi 
ethnic group. 

487. Both before and after 6 April 1994, RTLM broadcast the names of Tutsi 
individuals and their families, as wcll as Hutu political opponents. In some cases, thesc 
pcople were subsequently killed. and the Chamber finds that to varying degrees their 
deaths were causally linked to the broadcast of their names. RTLM also broadcast 
messages encouraging Tutsi civilians to come out of hiding and to return home or to go Lo 
the roadblocks, where they were subsequently killed in accordance with the direction of 
subsequent RTLhl broadcasts tracking their movement. 
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488. Radio was the medium 01 mass communication with the broadest reach in 
Rwanda. Many people owned radios and listencd lo RTLM - at homc, in bars, on thc 
streets, and at the roadblocks. The Chamber finds that RTLM broadcasts exploited the 
history of Tutsi privilege and Hutu disadvantage, and the fear of armed insurrection; to 
mobilize the p opulation, I?; hipping them into a frenzy o f h atred and violence that w as 
directed largely against the Tutsi ethnic group. The Iizteuuharnwe and other militia 
listencd Lo RTLM and acted on the information that was broadcast by RTLM. RLTM 
actively encouraged them to kill, relentlessly sending the message that the Tutsi wcre the 
cnemy and had to be eliminated once and for all. 

4.2 Ownership and Control of RTLM 

Before 6 April 1994 

489. A number of Prosecution witnesses testified as to the creation, ownership and 
management or  RTLM: and the role of two of the Accused, Nahimana and Barayagwiza, 
in RTLM. Nahimana himself also testified extensively as to the corporate structure of 
RTLM and his own role in the company RTLM S.A. and its first venture, the radio 
station RTLM. The Chamber bcgins its consideration of these issues with the cvidence 
of the Accused, as it is extremcly detailed and comprehensive. 

490. Nahimana testified that the idea for RTLM was first communicated to him in 
September or October of 1992 by two former colleagues who became his friends, Joseph 
Serugendo and VCnuste Nshimiyimana. They wanted to create a radio station to countcr 
Radio Muhabura, which was broadcasting propaganda for the RPF. Nahimana found the 
idea interesting. He said that at that time Radio Rwanda was in the hands of the MDR 
and listeners, including himself, felt that government opposition was not getting coverage 
on the national radio. Nahimana was interested in ensuring that the voice of his party. the 
MRND, was heard, but he said the primary reason for the creation of RTLM was Radio 
~uhabura."' 

6 4 1 .  Serugendo and Nshimiyimana told Nahimana that they had come to him because 
of his history with ORINFOR and his extensive contacts. Thcy needcd funding and were 
hoping that Nahimana would approach people he knew in the MRND, as he was in the 
prefectural committee of MRND and committed to the party. That same evening, in their 
presence, Nahimana called Felicien Kabuga, a businessman he knew The next day thcy 
met with Kabuga and asked him to contact his friends and colleagues. They started to 
meet regularly, on Friday evenings. By thc second Friday mecting, there were ah-cady 
fifteen people, and they set up a small structure, thc Cornit& cl'inifiative or Steering 
Committee, which remained operational until 6 April 1994. Kabuga was appointed as 
Chair and Ignacc Temahagari as Secretary. Responsibilities were assigned to prepare for 
the establishment of a company. h'ahimana and Serugendo formed the committee to 
handle technical and programming aspects, which was chaired by Nahimana. Nahimana 

49, T. 21 Sept. 2002. pp. 54. 59-60. 
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said h e  was chosen to do this because ofh is  previous role as Dlrcctor of ORINFOR 
Barayagwiza cha~red the legal committee appointed to draw up ar tdes  of 

492. According t o  N ahimana, the Steering Committee was comprised o f s ix people. 
Both Nahimana and Barayagwiza were members oS the Steering Committee, which met 
at least once every fortnight on Friday afternoons until the establishment of the company 
in April 1993. In describing his o\m role during this period, Nahimana said that he had 
decided that the priority for the company was the creation of the radio station, and that 
once this priority was discussed and adopted by the Steering Committee, the next step 
was the selection of technical equipment. He contacted suppliers in Germany and 
Belgium and was ready by 8 April 1993 with the technical file, as Barayabviza was with 
the legal documents. By that time a list of potential shareholders had also been 
compiled.?" 

a 493. The constituent assembly of RTLM was held on 8 April 1993, at the Urugwigo 
Hotel. Journalists from the private media and from ORNFOR were invitcd, and the 
assembly was chaired by Kabuga, Chairman of the Steering Committee. There wcrc 
about fifty founding members in attendance who signed the articles of incorporation tbr 
the company, RTLM S.A. or RTLM Limited. The meeting also approved the structures 
that had been established, specifically the Steering Committee, which was charged with 
preparation of the first general assembly of RTLM shareho~ders.~'" 

494. When asked to describe these fifty rounding members of RTLM, Nahimana went 
through the list and counted thirty-ninc MRND members, tcvo CDR members, and nine 
others whose party affiliation he was not able to idcntily. He also identified six of the 
founders as leaders of the itlterczhumwe, including Georges Rutaganda and Joseph 
Serugendo, explaining their interest in RTLM as members of the MRND like himself. 
Nahimana acknowledged as "undeniable" that although the company was not an MRND 
company, from its inception it was in the hands of members of the MRND at the political 
levcl. H e c larificd, h owever, that these people c ontributcd a s  individuals and that the 
RTLM never considered itself as an MRND He could recall two founding 

e members who did not belong to the MRND. With respect to Barayagwiza, who was a 
member of the CDR, Nahimana said he was given the chairmanship of the Legal 
Committee because he was a well-known jurist in Rwanda. He was also known by thc 
government and had many contacts, which could be helpful in bringing in shareholders 
for the company."'" The other person on the list whom Nahimana named as not being 
from the MRND was Stanislas Simbizi, a founding member oSCDR. The Chamber noles 
that Slanislas Simbizi was idcntilied in an RTLM broadcast in January 1994 as a member 
of the CDR central committee. Hc was identified by Witness X as a national level CDR 
official."' 
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495. Nahimana testified that between 8 April and 11 July 1993, the Steering 
Committee rented a building and did everything to procure and install the equipment for 
the radio station, as well as creating an administrative and financial infrastructure, 
including the recruitment of an accountant and support staff. The Steering Committee 
dclegatcd authority to three of its members - Kabuga, Barayagwiza and Nahimana - to 
sign cheques on behalf of the company. This delegation of authority was documented by 
an extract of minutes from a committee meeting on 21 May 1993.'" The Steering 
Committee also employed Gaspard Gahigi, who became Editor-in-Chief of RTLM, to 
prepare the programming of the future radio station. Nahimana testified that Gahigi 
proposed to the Steering Committee the recruitment of Kantano Habimana and Noel 
Hitimana, his former colleagues at Radio Rwanda, to assist him. Gahigi camc to the 
meeting, at which Nahimana was present, to defend this proposal, which the c.ommittce 
endorsed. Kabuga in his capacity as Chairman authorized this re~rui tment .~ '~ 

C 496. The RTLM articles of association provide for thc appointment of a Director 
Gcneral to \vhom the Board of Directors would delegate general powers of management. 
Nahimana explained that the appointment of the Director General was the prcrogative of 
the Board of Directors, who wcre to be elected by the General Assembly of sharcholders. 
Although no General Assembly of' shareholders had taken placc and no Board of 
Directors had been elected, Nahimana testified that as the company needed a person 
capable of managing it. the Steering Committee, in particular Kabuga, initiated contacts 
with people who were known to have managcd big companies and at a committee 
meeting shortly before the end of June: Kabuga proposed Phocas ~abimana."" 

497. Nahimana testified that he himself was very active during the period between 
April and July 1993. His Technical and Programme Committee had to show compliance 
with the requirements of the government regarding specifications of the programme grid 
and the equipment. The Defence produced a letter sent to the Minister of Information on 
17 June 1993, together with an annex entitled "Program and cquipment oI 'RTLM. The 
annex includes an elaboration of the kinds of programmes envisioned for thc radio 
station, which Nahimana described in his testimony as direction for the Editor-in-Chief 

r) and his colleagues, so that they would know that the company wanted the broadcasting to 
reflect. The list of programmes included news, dcbates, interviews, music, and 
educational broadcasts. Subjects listed in the annex included politics, democracy, 
cultural heritage, human rights and development.501 Nahimana said that he also signed 
several cheques, particularly for the payment of the equipment and all that was required 
to establish the cornpany inf i -as t ruc t~re .~~~ 

398. Nahimana stated that at the time of the first General Assembly, held on 11 July 
1993, RTLM Limited had more than one hundred sharcholders. Among the largest 
shareholders were President Habyarimana and Joseph Nzirorera. The meeting took placc 
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at the Amahoro Hotel in Kigali, chaired by Kabuga. On the agenda was the 
establishment of the statutory organs of the company, but according to Nahimana a 
debate arose at the meeting over whether each shareholder should have one vote, or 
whether voting should be weighted by the number of shares held. The legal documents 
did not provide for the mode of election, instead making reference to the by-laws as 
governing such matters, but the bylaws had not yet been drawn. For this reason, no 
election took place for the Board of Directors. The terms of reference of the Steering 
Committee were extended, on the condition that by December 1993 they would have 
prepared by-laws to address the legal questions left open by the articles of association. 
According to Nahimana. Kabuga mentioned Phocas Habimana: who was present at the 
meeting as a shareholder, and asked the General Assembly whether he could play a role 
as provisional director of the company. Habimana took the floor and stated that he was 
ready to manage the company. The General Assembly agreed to this for day-to-day 
management b i t  maintained that the Steering Comrnittec had to continue with all that had 

e becn previously assigned to it.''' 

499. Following the meeting on 11 July 1993, Nahimana testified that a new Finance 
Committee was set up under the Steering Committee: chaired by a Silas Mucunkinko. 
According to Nahimana, the day-today management had under its authority 
administration and finance, a s  \v ell a s  broadcasting. A s  the c ompany was increasingly 
faced w:ith a shortagc of manpower, the Steering Committee, which he referred to as the 
"provisional board of directors", in the last few weeks of 1991 gave the company 
manager a green 1 ight t o  proceed \v it11 r ecruitment. N ahimana said 11 e attended all the 
meetings of the Steering Committee, w-hich met once or twice a month: and he chaired 
the meetings of the technical and program committee. He also continued to exercise the 
delegation of authority to sign cheques on behalf of the company. While Phocas 
Habimana during this period dealt with the day to day running of the company as any 
manager would, authority to sign cheques was not transferred to Habimana because he 
was provisional in his capacity as director. Nahimana said this issue was discussed at one 
of the meetings, and Epluem Nkezabera, a banker appointed to the Steering Committee 
on 21 May 1993, said that a bank could not accept a delegation of authority to someone 
in a temporary p osition. N ahimana testified that P hocas H abimana regularly attended 
committee meetings and prepared tinancial information Tor Kabuga, such as the salary 
requirements for employees, based on which cash was drawn or cheques pre.pared."'4 

500. Nahimana testified that Gahigi, as Editor-in-Chief. organized the work of the 
journalists during this time. The lirst level of disciplinary control over personnel was the 
head of section, and the next level was the Editor-in-ChieS. Above the Editor-in-Chief 
was Phocas Habimana, who served as the Director from July 1993. In relation to editorial 
policy Nahimana said he had no influence over the Editor-in-Chief or the journalists, or 
even Phocas Habimana, and that he never intervened to influence the editorial policy of' 
RTLM. Nahimana listened to RTLM with great interest but that he was busy with his 

"Ii Ibid . pp 86-91 
'"' lhld , pp 94-102 
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duties as a full-t~mc lecturer at the Nat~onal University of Rwanda. For thls reason, he 
505  mostly l~stcncd to RTLM programs on Sundays or m the cvenlngs. 

501. In his testimony. Nahimana recounted one incident where the Steering Committee 
took action following a broadcast in February or March 1994 reporting that a man who 
had left Kigali for Cyangugu had Inkoraizyi in his vehicle. This broadcast was heard by at 
least three members of the Steering Committee, and Kabuga insisted that Kantano 
Habimana and Noel Hitimana, as well a s  Gaspard Gahigi and Phocas Habmimana, be 
present to discuss this matter at a Corninittee meeting. Nahimana said thc Committee 
mandated that this kind of broadcast, especially during a time of political instability and 
the possibility of an attack: should not be accepted. He said that the Steering Committee 
directed Habimana and Gahigi to ensure that the person mentioned in that broadcast be 
found. He learned later that a written complaint had bcen made about the broadcast and 
that the man in question had been given the right of reply.50% number of concerns 

a related to RTLM programming were raised by the Ministry of Information during this 
time, and as detailed below in section 4.3, Xahimana and Barayagwiza represented 
RTLM in meetings convened by the Ministry to discuss these conccrns. 

502. On cross-examination, it was suggested to Nahimana that the broadcasting 
incident he described in his testimony was an example of control over programming 
exercised by the Steering Committee. He explained that he had recounted the incident as 
an example to show the position taken by the Committee, which he again referred to as a 
"board". Hc said it showed that the board did not intervene directly at the level of the 
journalists, as Kabuga had called Gaspard Gahigi and Phocas Habilnana and told them 
that it was not acceptable to label people as RPF accomplices and that thc program must 
be rectified by giving a right of reply to those people. Nahimana was asked to give other 
examples of disciplinary measures taken by him and the others responsible for RTLM. 
He answered that thel-e were several examples but again stated that such measures would 
have been the responsibility of Gahigi as Editor-in-Chief, and the Director, Phocas 
Habimana. Nahimana knew of some sanctions that were taken, notably against Hitimana 
because h e was absent from work, o r  for other mistakes, b ut that h c w ould not really 
know because he was not in charge of the day-to-day running of the radio ~tdtion."~ 

503. Nahimana testified that an assembly of shareholdcrs was intended to take place in 
the last week of December 1993 but that the security situation, particularly in Kigali, was 
such that the Steering Committee was unable to call the meeting. They had decided to 
wait until after the institutions envisioned by the Arusha Accords were established, 
hoping that this would provide the calm necessary to allow an assembly of more than one 
thousand people to be held in ~ i g a l i . " ~  In his testimony, Nahimana pointedly used the 
corporate name RTLM, S.A. or RTLM Company Limitcd, drawing a distinction between 
the company and the radio.'" Hc stated repeatedly in his testimony that his mandate to 

'Os Ibid,  pp. 103-1 06. 
"' lb id ,  p. 109. 
507 T. 26 Sept. 2002, pp.11-14. 
' O S  T. 23 Sept. 2002, pp. 102.103. 
109 Ibid, p. 66. 
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s i g  cheques on behalf of RTLM was very limited and for management purposes only. 
He maintained that he was not dealing with the management of the radio but with RTLM 
Limited and said that the two should be kept separate."' 

504. On cross-examination, Nahimana was asked to comment on a video broadcast 
recorded when he was serving as director of ORINFOR, in which he said the following: 

It is not acceptable even outside the national radio, cven for anyone who will set 
up his own radio because the owner of the radio, whether an individual or a 
corporation, may acquire their own radio or their own newspapers, and when 
these are set up, the owners should never allow them to publish something which 
goes against the line defined by them, the owners."' 

505. Nahimana acknowledged having made this statement but recalled again that 
RTLM radio was owncd by the company RTLM Limited and that the members of the a Board did not determine the exact programming. He maintained that the scheduling and 
editorial policy of any prcss organ is determined by the Editor-in-Chief. Nahimana 
accepted that the owner of any press organ must cnsure that programming does not go 
against the established policy, and said that at the lcvel of the Steering Committee, they 
ensured that this did not occur. They had agreed with the Minister of Information about 
certain complaints made, he recalled, and these complaints were forw-arded to the 
management with a request that measures be taken. Nahimana said that other mistakes 
that had been made by journalists did not contradict what he was saying or his thoughts 
on the matter. He further clarified that while the Director and Editor-in-Chief are the ones 
responsible, the owner must also intervene to ensure that the goals of the company are 
respected and said it was at that levcl that he saw thc responsibility of the board. When 
questioned by the Chamber as to whether the programming of RTLM did not violate the 
principles of broadcasting, Nahimana said that not all RTLM broadcasts violated those 
principles, that somc did: and that when the Board became aware of this, they stood up 
against it and spoke directly to the management."2 

506. The Prosecution tendered in evidence a number of documents to substantiate the 
role played by Nahimana and Barayagwiza in RTLM. These docnmcnts include bank 
deposit forms signed by Barayagviza in April, May, June: July, and November 1993 and 
deposit receipts for RTLM shares signed in Junc, July and October 1993,'" as well as 
bank deposit forms and deposit receipts for RLTM shares signed by Nahimana in May, 
Junc, July and December 1993."~ There are several RTLM payment orders and several 
large deposit receipts for RTLM shares signed jointly by Nahimana and Barayagwiza in 
July 1993, and RTLM cheques signed jointly by them in December 1993, January and 
February 1994."' A letter dated 11 May 1993, addressed "To whom it may concern" and 
authorizing two Belgian RTLM representatives to manage an RTLM account in Brussels, 

"O T. I5 Oct. 2002, p. 10. 
i l l  Ibid, p. 15. 
' I 2  Bid, pp. 29-34. 
' I 3  Exhibit Pl0715, K0035784-86, 593, 797, 803; Exhibit P107'4, pp. 14, 25. 67, 78, 86; Exhibit P104i4. p. 
86. 
"%xhibit 1'107!4, pp. 36, 50, 89, l l I ;  Exhibit P107!5, K0035791-2. 
"' Exhibit P107!6; Exhibit P107!4, pp. 128-29; Exhibit 107'1 pp. 20-21 
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has the typed name of Felicien Kabuga as signatory on behalf of the Steering Committee. 
but the letter is in fact signed by Barayagwiza, who handwrote his own name next to his 
signature, under Kabuga's name.516 A letter dated 5 August 1993 to Bacar bank 
authorizing an accountant access to information to follow the account is sioned jointly by 

"517 
Nahimana and Barayagwiza, as is a similar letter dared 7 February 1994. An RTLM 
circular dated 15 May 1993 lists account infomlation in Belgium and Rwanda for 
purchase o f  RTLM shares. T wo individuals are listed on the circular a s  coordination 
contacts for RTLM in Belgium, and the circular names Nahimana as the person in 
Rwanda from whom all infonration regarding RTLM can bc ~bta ined ."~  A letter from 
the RTLM-Belgium Coordinator, dated 27 August 1993, invites RTLM sharcholders to a 
meeting on 5 September 1993 with Barayagwiza for an update on Radio Mille Collines in 
particular and on the company in general. In the letter Barayagwiza i s  identified as a 
member of the Steering Committee "who set up RTLM SA and continues to preside over 
its destiny"."" 

e 507. A document entitled "Organization and Structul-e of the Broader initiative 
[Steering] Committee" was introduced into evidence, which states in a prcamble that 
pending the General Assembly scheduled for December 1993 to set up the organs of the 
company, the General Assembly had requested the Steering Committee to proceed and to 
broaden its membership. The membership of the existing Steering Committee is listed 
with eight names, Kabuga heading the list as Chairman and Nahimana and Barayapviza 
following second and third, respectively. Twenty-hvo names are listed as persons invited 
to join the Steering Committee, including Stanislas Simhizi."" The document also lists 
four conlmittees including the committee responsible for the preparation of the general 
assembly, headed by Barayagwiza, and the committee responsible for technical matters 
and programs, headed by Xahimana. The duties of each committee are described, with 
seven functions ascribed to the technical and program committee. Among these functions 
are included "review and possibly improve RTLM program policy", "design the grid for 
pilot programming from 1 August to 31 December 1993", and "design a proposed grid 
for radio and TV programming to be submitted to the official organs of the general 
assembly". Below this list of functions it is noted that the Editor-in-Chief of RTLM 

0 participates in the activities of this ~ommittee.'~' 

508. Two lists of RTLM shareholders were introduced into evidence, one a 
handwritten list of 218 shareholders, which Prosecution Witness Francois Xavier 
Nsanzuwera testified he compiled in 1994, and the other a typewritten series of lists of 
shareholders from various Rwandan banks, obtained from a Belgian investigation and 
totaling 1,177 in number. Virtually all of the names on Nsanzuwera's list are on the bank 
lists, and in both of the lists the address for a number of shareholders is in care oC 
Nahimana. The more extensive bank lists begin wirh Nahimana, who is listed as holding 
10 shares in the amount of 50,000 francs. The lists indicate the largest shareholder as 

"' Exhibit PI07115. 
"'Exhibit P107/1, pp. 6-7. 
i ' % ~ h i b i t ~ 1 0 7 / 1 6 .  
519  Exhibit P107:17; translation from Frcnch. 
"'Exhibit P53_ p. I .  
"' Exhibit P53. p. 4. Translation From Rench. 
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Juvenal Habyarimana (President), with 200 sharcs (1,000,000 francs). Among the other 
large shareholders listed are Felicien Kabuga with 100 shares (500,000 francs), Joseph 
N~irorera with 100 shares (500,000 francs), and Colonel Thhoneste B agosora with 5 0  
shares (250,000 francs). BarayagwizdSerugendo are listed together for 15 shares 
(75,000 francs). Kangura is listed as holding one share (5,000  franc^).^" 

509. Witness X, an RTLM shareholder and one of its fifty founding menlbers, testified 
that he first met Nahimana when he was Director of ORINFOR and that they used to 
meet occasionally for a drink after work. He said that in the end of 1992 or in 1993, 
Nahimana asked him to participate in RTLM as a shareholder. Nahimana told him that 
RTLM was going to enable the MRND, which had lost its radio station, to continue to 
transmit messages, and that i t  was going to be a commercial station with advertisin 8. 
Witness X purchased shares and received a payment receipt signed by ~ara~agwiza.'- '  
He said ofthe people he knew among the RTLM founding members, none was Tutsi. He 

e identified two, Barayagwiza and Stanislas Simbizi, as being CDR members."' Witness 
X said he knew that the person responsible for establishing the radio station was 
Nahimana fi-om the General Assembly of shareholders that took place at the Amahoro 
Hotel in the first quarter of 1993. Approximately one thousand people attended the 
meeting, which was presided over by a group seated at a podium in front including 
Nal~irnana and Barayagwiza, as well as Ephrem Nkezabera, Joseph Serugendo, Phocas 
Habimana and F elicien K abuga. Witness X said the meeting was opened by Kabuga, 
who was the largest shareholder. Kabuga thanked Nahimana for having thought to set up 
RTLM and said that Nahimana was an experienced person, and that he had been the 
Director o f  ORINFOR. Witness X said Nahimana took the floor and talked about the 
functioning of the radio station. its objectives and future prospects. Phocas Hahimana, 
whom Witness X described as the coordinator of the radio station, also took the floor and 
introduced the other members at the podium. Habimana described Nahimana as the 
"leader of the promoters of the RTLM radio station" and introduced Barayagwiza as the 
person responsible for public relations.525 Kabuga asked the meeting to allow the 
committee on the podium to continue the management of the radio station, and the 
General Assembly accepted this proposal. Witness X said that another meeting of 

8 shareholders was scheduled for April 1994 but did not take place. He testified that the 
staff of RTLM were recruited by Nahimana, that Serugendo was in charge of technical 
matters and ordered the equipment, which Xahimana was involved in receiving, and he 
recalled that Serugendo and Nahimana had traveled to Germany in connection with the 

526 equipment. On cross-examination Witness X confirmed that Nahimana had not been 
introduced with a title at the meeting of shareholders, and in describing his visit to RTLM 
in April 1994, he referred to Phocas Habimana as the RTLM ~irec tor . '~ '  

510. Prosecution Witness Thomas Kamilindi, a Rwandan journalist who worked from 
1984 to 1994 for Radio Rwanda, testified that he considered buying two sharcs oSRTLM 

"' Exhibit P39, Exhibit PIOi2:  T. 23 A p r .  2001, pp .  101-103. T. 13 Mar. 2002, p p .  73-79 
"3  T .  18 Feb. 2002. p. ?6_ p p .  78-79, 
"'T. 19 Feb. 2002. p. 51 (closed session). 
5257' .  18 Fcb. 2002, p. 102. 
5'6 [hid., p p .  98-107. 
521 T. 25 Fcb. 2002, p. 12 (closed session). 
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when it started because he liked the idea of commercial broadcasting and breaking the 
state monopoly on media. He went to see Gaspard Gahigi, whom he described as a good 
journalist and one who had trained him in journalism, to find out more about the 
rounders. Gahigi told him that Nahimana was the "main brain" behind the project, or its 
"leader", assisted by Gahigi on editorial matters and by Serugendo on technical matters. 
Gahigi also mentioned Kabuga as having purchased the most shares, and he mentioned 
Barayabyiza and Stanislas Simbizi. Kamilindi decided not to buy shares because he 
considered these people to be Hutu extremists. He said he spoke to Gahigi about RTLM 
three tirncs - the first time because he was interested in buying shares and wanted lo learn 
more, and the second and third time because Gahigi was trying to recruit him to work for 
RTLM. On cross-examination, Kamilindi acknowledged saying, when he was 
interviewed in October 1995. that Nahimana had no official function at RTLM but 
recalled that he did at that time characterize Naliin~ana as the "brain behind the 
operation". Kamilindi had described Barayapviza as an adviser, Phocas Habi~nana as * Director-General, and Kabuga as the principal shareholder, all oS which he reaffirmed. 
stating again that H abimana was Director and that although they did not have official 
positions in the company, Nahimana and Barayagwiza were both considered "the real 
ideologists behind RTLM". On re-direct examination, Kamilindi mentioned that there 
had been no general assembly to establish the statutory organs and said it was therefore 
true that Nahimana, in particular, had no official position in the provisional structure. 
Kamilindi repeated that Nahimana was the real ideologue and the brains behind the 
project, saying this "made him the boss who gave orders, orders that could not be 

r r  528 countered . 

51 I .  Prosecution Witness Philippe Dahinden, a Swiss journalist, testified that he 
visited RTLM just a few weeks after it started broadcasting, in August 1993. He looked 
for Nahimana, whom he had met before, but did not find him immediately. He saw 
Gaspard Gahigi, the Editor-in-Chief, and spoke with him. He asked Gahigi who had 
taken the initiative to stall the radio. Gahigi told him that it was Nahimana. together with 
his friends Barayagwiza and Kabuga. When be asked about funding, Gahigi referred him 
to Nahimana and organized an appointment for him with Nahimana. When they mct, * Nahimana told him that he was behind the whole organisation in terms of promoting and 
establishing the radio? which was private and connnercial. Dahinden asked Nahimana 
whether it had a political affiliation, and he said no but that among the shareholders were 
people who belonged to MRND and CDR, which was corroborated by ~ a h i g i . " ~  A video 
recording made by Dahinden of his discussions with Gahigi and Nahimana was 
introduced in evidence. In it Gahigi refers to Nahimana as "the top man" and to 
Barayagwiza as "number two"."' Gahigi also says that while the founders came mainly 
from two parties, the MRND and CDR, it would he difticult for RTLM to reflect any 
given policy as it is a commercial venture, and that if a party wanted to broadcast a 
statement it would be broadcast and signed by the person making the statement."' 

526 T. 22 .May 2001, pp. 53-63, 123-125; T. 23 May 2001, pp. 27,58-59 
'19 T. 24 Ocr. 2000. pp. 69-70. 
"'T. 31 Oct. 2000, p. 141. Exhibit P3. 
531 Ihid., pp. 153.156. 
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512. Prosecution Witness Colette Braeckman, a B elgian journalist, testified that she 
saw Nahimana at a seminar on the media organized by the Belgian embassy in Rwanda, 
in March 1994. h'ahimana was introduced as the Director of RTLM and spoke at the 
meeting. Much attention was paid to what he said, and he was treated with respect. 
Braeckrnan testified that the people in the hall knew him as the Director of RTLR4 and as 
a person of great authority5" On cross-examination regarding the certainty of her 
memory, Braeckman said she could not be 100 percent sure that Nahimana identified 
himself as Director o f  RTLM but that she was sure that everyone knew him as such, 
either because the moderator introduced him that way or he introduced himself that way. 
She said thcre was no doubt in the hall that he was speaking in that capacity.53' In his 
testimony, Nahimana affirmed his attendance at this seminar, but as a spectator and not 
an invited guest. He did not remember how he was introduced but said that in Rwanda 
nobody called him the Director of RTLM. He maintained that he was not introduced or 
referred to as such on that occa~ion."~ 

0 513. Witness GO, the civil servant in the Ministry of Information tasked with 
monitoring RTLM broadcasts, testified that it was commonly understood that Nahimana 
was responsible for RTLM, stating: 

1,et mc repeat that kom the onset we knew that Nahimana was the director of 
KTLM. And in the discussions that took place within the ministry, reference was 
made to tllc responsibility of Ferdinand Nal~imana as the person in charge of the 
daily administration of RTLM 

514. As described in more detail below, Witness GO said that at the hvo meetings he 
attended between RTLM and the Ministry oS Information, Nahimana was introduced as 
the Director of RTLM."~ 

515. In a writtcn report prepared by the Bclgian Intelligence Senicc on the state of 
security in Rwanda, dated 2 February 1994 and tendered in evidence by the Prosecution, 
Nahimana is identilied as the Director of RTLM. '~~  In his book published in 1994, 
Helmut Strizek, an expert witness for the Nahimana defence, referred to Nahimana as 
"Rwandan historian, 1993, ideologist-in-chief of RTLM." The expert witness noted in 
his testimony that this characterization in his hook was in quotation marks, indicating that 
it was how Nahimana was characterized by other people. He said he did not know 
whether Nahirnana was the chief ideologist of R T L ~ I . ~ ~ '  

5 16. Prosecution Witness Fran~ois-Xavier Nsanzuwera, a Rwandan prosecutor kom 
1990 to 1994, testified that in an RTLM broadcast in March 1994, Kantano Hahimana 
named Alphonse Nkubito, the General Prosecutor, as being part of a plot to kill thc 

'> 'T 29 Nor .  2001, pp. 19, 111-112. 
"'T. 30Nov. 2001, pp. 113-1 13. 
134 T. 27 Sept. 2002, pp. 7-8. 
"' T. 10 hpr.  2001, p. 149. 
530  lbid,pp. 146-148. 
53: Enhihit P153, p. 13. 
'.'". 6 May 2001. p. 77; T. 7 May 2003, p.  3 
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President, for which he would receive a large financial sum. Nkubito asked Nsanzuwera 
to summon Kantano Habimana. A dccision had becn made by the Prosecutor's officc to 
take the media to court only if complaints were filed. Although RTLM was broadcasting 
messages of ethnic hatrcd and violence. Nsanzuwera said people were afraid to filc 
complaints. When Nkubito tiled this first and only complaint, Nsanzuwera took the 
opporlumity to summon Noel Hitimana, as well as Kantano Habimana, to ask questions 
about other broadcasts in which RTLM was calling on Hutu to massacre Tutsi. 
Nsanzuwera testified that the broadcast naming N kubito i n a plot t o  kill the President 
could have been charged as defamation but h a t  he was also interested in  Article 166 of 
the Criminal Code, which prohibited the incitement of citizens against each other."' 

517. When Nsanzuwera called Kantano Habimana to inform him of the summons, 
initially he refused to come, hut when Nsanzuwera told him he would then have to send 
gendarmes lo get him, Kantano Habimana agreed to come. The summons for both * Kantano Habimana and Noel Hitimana was sent, and Ysanzuwera testified that they both 
came on the same day. Kantano Habimana told him that all he had done was to read a 
telegram given to him by his supervisor. Ferdinand Nahimana. He told Xsanzuwera that 
RTLM jou~~ialists were "small fish" and that with regard to some editorials, Nahimma 
was the one to write them and the journalists only read them. Nsanzuwera reported this 
conversation t o  Nkubito, who told him that i f  Nahimana was behind i t  that meant t he 
Akazu was behind RTLM and that Ksanzuwera should just dl-op it, otherwise they would 
get themselves killed.i4" 

518. On cross-examination, Nsanzuwcra aftinned his testimony that Kantano 
Habimana and Koel Hitimana had come on the same day the summons was issued. He 
said they were interrogated by a deputy prosecutor and that the only one he spoke to in 
his oflice was Kantano Habimana. On the air: Kantano Habimana informed his listcners 
t h a ~  hc had been summoned to thc Oftice of the Prosecutor and said they should "remain 
vigilant". In a subsequent broadcasl, Kantano told listeners that the mceting had not been 

r .  541 serious, describing the discussion as "women's gossip . Counsel for Nahimana 
challenged Nsanzuwera's recollection that Habimana and Hilimana had come to the 
Prosecutor's office on the same day, introducing into evidence an RTLM broadcast of 30 
March 1994, which starts with Noel Hitimana saying "I am b a c k  in rerercnce to the visit 
he had just made to the Prosecutor's ~ff ice. '~ '  In the broadcast? Hitimana describes his 
interview with a deputy prosecutor whom be quotes as having said that both Noel and 
Kantano should have reportcd togcther on the fifteenth, when Kantano 

519. In the 30 March RTLM broadcast, Noel Hitimana and Kantano Habimana discuss 
Hititnana's i ntervicuv with t hc deputy prosecutor and H itimana reports having told t he 
prosecutor to write down that hc works for RTLhl but that he is not RTLM> that he is an 
employee who has an assigned job and that "Whoever feels wronged should write to the 

'" 9. 23 APT. 2001, pp. 43-49. 
54" rbid 
'': 1'. 25 Apr. 2001, pp. 66-70. 
'" Ihid,p. 85; Exhibit 1D40B. 
"' Exhibit IDIOB. KO1 80800-803 
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RTLM Director", that they should take him to court. Hitimana says that if they want to 
complain about him they should write to the managcrnent which has authority over him. 
Kantano Habimana agrees with Hitimana, saying "Concerning the mistakes made a1 the 
level of the press, we i n  fact work for RTLM; we have leaders and authorities. The 

,, 5 4 1  RTLM, rather than the individuals, should be held accountable . 

520. Prosecution w itness G eorgcs Ruggiu, a B elgian national, worked for R TLM in 
1994. On 15 May 2000, facing criminal charges before the Tribunal of direct and public 
incitement to commit genocide and crime against humanity (persecution): Ruggiu 
changed his plea of not guilty to guilty. He entered a plea agreement, admitting inter crliu 
that "RTLM broadcasters, including himself, together with RTLM managerial and 
cdilorial staff incur full responsibility for the 1994 massacre of Tutsis and Rwandan Hutu 

,, 545 opposition party members . On 1 June 2000, Ruggiu was convicted and sentcnced to 
twelve years' inlprisonment, which hc is currently serving.'" Ruggiu testified that he 
decided to change his plea because he realized the scope and extent of what hc had got 
involved in, that what he had participated in was not spontaneous killing but a planned 
genocide. He said pleading guilty was the only way he could try to make up for thc faults 
and crinles he ~ommitted.~" 

521. Ruggiu testified that he was hired by Nahimana in December 1993 through the 
intervention of President Habyarimana, who called Nahimana and secured a job for him 
at RTLM. He was employed on 31 December 1993 and started working on 6 January 
1994. He received a letter of employment from Nahimana: who had signed the letter as 
Director, and after a probationary period provided for in t he letter, in late January he 
received anothcr letter of employmcnt signed by Phocas Habimana as Director General of 
RTLM. Ruggin said that he lost the letter signed by Nahimana during his evacuation 
fromKigali. The lettcr signcd by Habimana, datcd 6 January 1994, is in  evidence. I t  
makes reference neither to probation, nor to an earlier letter. According to Ruggiu, all 
those employed by RTLM around that same time, including Nkomati, Rucogoza and 
Bemeriki, were employed by Nahimana although their letters of employment were signed 
bv ~ a b i m a n a . " ~  

a 
522. On cross-examination, Ruggiu said that vvhether he first mct Nahimana at RTLM 
on the same day that he saw the President, as he testified, or whether his meeting with the 
President was rather followed by a conversation with Jean Hategekimana, as his 1997 
interview indicates, or whether he was summoned by Nahimana to RTLM the day after 
he met the President, as his plea agreement indicates, was all a question of detail."" He 
said these inconsistencies were not intentional lies or wilful omissions but simply errors 
that he did not catch. He was also asked to explain a number of inconsistencies in his 
accounts of the letter of cmployment from Nahimana. In a statement made in August 
1999, Ruggiu said the date of Nahin~ana's letter was 6 January, which is the date of 

'"' hid .  
541 Parapaph 21 2 of the Plea Agreement, cited in T. 28 February 2002, p. 135. 
'16 Pnxeclitor v. Riiggiu, Case KO. ICTR-97.32-1, Judgement, 1 June 2000. 
'" T, 28 Feb. 2002. pp. 133-136. 
"JX~l?ibit I D39. 
'" T. 27 Feb. 2002, pp. 9-17, 
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Habimana's letter, rather than 31 December. He said in his testimony that he did not have 
any particular answer for this. In an August 1999 statement, Ruggill said that Nahin~ana 
signed the letter as a member o f  the Steering Committee, and in a s tatemcnt made in 
November 1999, he said that Nahimana signed the letter as an official of RTLM. When 
asked about the inconsistency of these statements with his testimony that Nahimana 
signcd as RTLM Director, Ruggiu acknowledged that he had given three versions of 
Nahimana's title but maintained that his testimony was accurate. Several other variations 
among the statements and iestimony on the letters of employment from Nahimana and 
Habimana were raised i n  cross-examination, including R uggiu's statement of 2 6 April 
1999 to an Italian magistrate of a Commission Rogutoire that Nahimana was not the 
Director of RTLM, which was why he needed a second letter from Habimana, who was 

5511 . the Director. S~milarly, ~nultiplc inconsistencies between Ruggiu's testimony and 
various other accounts of his regarding the RTLM interview and recruitment process 
were cn~unerated on cross-examination. 

523. Ruggiu testified that the pcrson a t  the top of RTLM managemcnl was F dicien 
Kabuga, below whomwas the Steering Committee that had established RTLhl, below 
which was a de fucto management board consisting of Kahimana, Barayagwi~a and 
Serugendo. Below this board was Phocas Habimana, the managing director."' 
According to Ruggiu, Phocas Habimana became Managing Director as of January 1994 
but he thought Nahimana was still director after that time as he did not resign or leave. 
He said Nahimana told him in January 1994 that as a named minister to the hhlre 
government, he had been asked to be less visible at RTLM. Even when Habimana was 
there, Ruggiu said journalists went Lo Nahimina, mainly on questions of salary. and that if 
Nahin~ana was not there, they would go to Barayagwiza. Nahimana camc more 
frequently and regularly than Barayagwiza to RTLM, estimating that Barayagwiza came 
approximately fiftcen times between January and April 1994. He said there was a weekly 
meeting lo discuss editorial policy between Gahigi and Habimana, joined by Nahimana 
and Barayagwiza whenever they were present, and that there was a daily morning 
meeting of Gahigi with the journalists, to give them  instruction^.'^^ 

524. Ruggiu testified that he had made incriminating statements to the Prosccution 
against Phocas Habimana and Gaspard Gahigi because as far as he knew. they were no 
longer alive and so hc could "lay blame on the dead". Counsel Sor Nahimana suggested 
that Ruggiu changed his plea two years after entering it only because he kncw the 
Prosecution was planning to amend the indictment, adding four counts including 
genocide, whicli h ad not previously been charged, and that h e  agreed t o  t estilji in  the 
media trial in cxchange for the Prosecution dropping the amendments. Ruggiu denied that 
any such agreement had been made or that the possible amendment of lhe indictment had 
played any role in his decision. He said the decision to plead guilty came aster two ycars 
of in-depth reflection.'" 

T. 4 Mar. 2002, pp. 56-83. 
551  T. 27 Feb. 2002, pp. 25-27. 
'I' Ihid., pp. 51-55,63-69. 
" T. 28 Feb. 2002, p. 131; 1 Mar. 2002, pp. 17-26; 4 Mar. 2002, p. 37 
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525. Defence Witness Valerie Bemeriki, a detainee in Rwanda facing criminal charges 
of incitement to killing through broadcasts on RTLM, testified that she was hired as a 
journalist at RTLM in January 1994. She applied for a vacancy advertised on RTLM and 
took a test at the radio station, togethcr with hvelve to fifteen other candidates. Among 
those who took the test with her and passed she named Ruggiu. The test examiners were 
Gaspard Gahigi, Kantano Habimana and N oel H itimana, under the auspices of Phocas 
Habimana, the Director. Bemeriki could not specify the date but said that it was at the 
very beginning of January. They received the results of the test on the same day from 
Phocas Habimana by telephone, and they wcre hired that same week. Bemeriki testified 
that she and the others were given a letter of appointment and an employment contract Tor 
a trial period, signed by Phocas Habimana, as Director, and given to her by him in his 
office.'s4 

526. In her testimony, Bemeriki listed those working on the premises of RTLM, * including Phocas Habimana as Director. He had a separate office, as did Gaspard Gahigi, 
the Editor-in-Chief, and Kantano Habimana, the Deputy Editor-in-Chief. She described 
the hierarchical structure of the radio beginning with Phocas Habimana as Director and 
said he supervised all the employees, evaluated thcir work and paid thcir salaries. Me 
was the one who gave the orders but if he needed any particular information with rcgard 
to the work of the journalists he had to go to the Editor-in-Chicf. She said Habiinana was 
responsible Tor discipline and described him as an authoritative person, very severe and 
stem but at the same time gentle and fair. As Editor-in-Chief, Gahigi drew up the 
schedule on the basis of weekly meetings with all the journalists. Bemeriki testified that 
the work was assigned to journalists by Phocas Habimana, in collaboration with Gahigi. 
There were weekly mcetings of all the journalists with Gahigi and Habimana, and daily 
meetings of the journalists with ~ahigi."" 

527. Bemeriki testified that no outside persons attended thc staff meetings. She had 
never h eard o f  N ahimana attending m cetings with G ahigi and H abimana. The salaries 
were paid to journalists by Habimana in cash. Bemeriki said that from the time she was 
hired in January to 6 April 1994, she only saw Xahimana at RTLM on two occasions. * She could not say what they were because even if he did come, he usually went to the 
office of thc Director, Phocas Habimana. She was not awal-e of any telephone calls 
bctween Nahimana and the radio station, or any occasion on which Nahimana spoke on 
the air. She said she never interviewed him. All she knew was that Nahimana was a 
founding member of the radio station and a member of the Steering Committee. She had 
met four members of this Committee, naming Kabuga, Nahimana, Habimana and 
Barayagwiza, at a meeting between RTLM and the Ministry of Information on 10 
Fcbruary 1994."' 

528. On cross-examination, Bemcriki was asked about her interviews in 1999 with the 
Office of the Prosecutor and with the Rwandan government prosecutor's office, and her 
interview in 2000 with Counscl for Nahimana, and other interviews with journalists. She 

55J T. 8 APT. 2003, pp. 74-78 
''' [hid., pp. 79-82. 
556 Ihiri, pp. 82-83. 
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said she did not tell the whole truth in 1999, that vhat she told the Office of the 
Prosccutor at that time was part truth and part lies. She testified that what she had told 
counsel for Nahimana in 2000 was the truth. While she told some lies in 1999, fiom 
January 2000 to the present she had told only the truth to anyone who interviewed her. 
She repeatedly testified that she had told lies in 1999 to save herself. that she was under 
arrest, and that she had tailored her answers to satisry thc ICTR investigators who were 
questioning her.'" In a statement she made to the ICTR investigators in September 1999, 
purporting to be a dccision at that time to tell the truth in full, Bemeriki said: "When 1 
spokc to the Rwandans I didn't tell them everything, but what I want you to know is, now 
I am fbrtlicoming, now I am telling you everything." On cross-examination when 
presented with this statement, Bemeriki replied that she made the statement she did in 
1999 thinking it was to her advantage to do so and said "but then when I noticed that 
these were lies, I decided to tell the truth".'s8 

e 529. On cross-examination, Bemeriki was confronted with a number of statements she 
made to thc Prosecution in 1999 and asked to clarify which of thcse statements were 
false. With regard to the CDR, a party that she had said in her statement was founded on 
ethnicism and executed the orders of the MRND, Bemeriki said her statement was falsc 
and needed to bc rectified. She testified that the CDR and MRND were two different 
parties having nothing to do with each other, that she was not a member of the CDR or 
familiar with the party, and that she did not know whether it was Coundcd on 
ethnici~m.'~' Bemcriki testified that she did not consider Knngrrr-cl to be an extremist 
publication. When confronted with her 1999 statement that Kungurcz was the most 
extremist newspaper she knew. Bemeriki said this was a false statement that she recalled 
very well because she gave the answer investigators were looking for. Subsequently, shc 
testified that she did not recall making the s tate~nent .~~" Although she had in her 
statement admitted that therc was a genocide of Tutsi, that RTLM had been used as a 
weapon in the massacre of Tutsi, and that people were encouraged to kill Tutsis at 
roadblocks, Bemeriki testified that she did not remember making these statements, that if 
she did they were false, and that she could not discuss them because of the charges 
pending against her in her own case. Berneriki was asked whether she had not said that 
RTLM callcd for thc extermination of Tutsis hiding in churches, suggesting they were 
RPF accomplices. She initially denied having said so and then said she did not know and 
would have to see the statement. When presented with her statement, Bemeriki said it 
was false and that she could not respond because of the charges pending against her,s6' 

530. Bemeriki answered the vast majority of questions on cross-examination in this 
manner, often mechanically repeating in answer to a series of questions that she did not 
know or she did not remember. Presented with the bank lists of RTLM shareholders, she 
was asked to identify any names she recognized from the military and scven names were 
read out to her: Bagasora, Renzabo, Murend, Sagahva, Habyarimana, Mugcngararo, and 

T .  9 A p r .  2003, pp .  8-14, 33. 
5 5 8  T. I0 A p r .  2003, p. 25 -cassette No.  6, KO1 1773 I ,  p. 35 
" 9  T .  9 A p r .  2003, pp.  31-33. 
i d l l  . r. 9 4 p r .  2003; pp .  53, 57; 10 A p r .  2003, p .  53. 
'" T .  9 A p r .  2003, pp .  38-46: 10 4 p r .  2003, p p .  54-60. 
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Hategekimana. Shc said she did not know they were shareholders and whether they were 
in the military except for Bagosora, who was named on the list as a colonel. When asked 
individually about some of these names, Bemeriki testified that she knew hvo men named 
Tharcisse Renzaho: one of w110m was in the military and one 01 whom was not. She said 
she knew many peoplc callcd Juvenal Habyarimana and many called Elie ~ a g a t w a . ~ ~ ~  
Presentcd with the RTLM Statute, Bemeriki was asked about some of thc fifty signatories 
including Dkogratias Ysabimana, who was identified by Witness X as a colonel in the 
armed forces who was on the plane and died with President Habyarimana when the plane 
was shot down on 6 April 1994.'" She said she knew many people with that name and 
could not say which one was the most wel~-kno\~;n.~" When asked whether i t  was truc 
that RTLM taught people how to behave and awakened all Rwandans, even the armed 
forces, she said it was not true. U'hen she was confronted with her own broadcast of these 
words on RTLM in March 1994, she said there was nothing impropcr about this message, 
and that it concemcd the security needs of the population. 

0 Aper 6 April 1994 

531. Ruggiu t cstified that following 6 April 1994, the management board of  RTLM 
continued to cxercise control over the editorial policy of RTLM. During this period, he 
personally had four contacts with Kahimana. He said that Nahimana came to RTLM from 
the French embassy on 8 or 9 April, that Nahimana sent him a letter from Cyangugu in 
the cnd of April or beginning of May, that hc met Nahimana in Gitarania at the end ol 
May. and that Nahimana came to RTLM in early .rune 1994 and mct with Phocas 
Habimana. Ruggiu testified that the letter he received from Nahimana encouraged those 
at RTLM to continue and that Nahimana told him when they met in Gitarama that he was 
happy with the work RTLM was doing. Ruggiu testified that the letter from Nahimana 
got lost and that he had not shared i~ with anyone.s65 

532. On cross-examination, Counsel for Nahimana confronted Ruggiu with a statement 
he made in July 1997 that after the death of Habyarimana, Nahimana only came once to 
Kigali for half a day and did not even visit RTLM. He said in this statemcnt that there 

a were no calls, telegrams or messages from Nahimana during that time and that RTLM 
was run by two people, Phocas Habimana and Gaspard Gahigi. Ruggiu tcstiLied that he 
had been lying to the Prosecutio~l in this interview.'" He said, "I could see what they 
werc looking for, so I didn't give them the t r~th." '~ '  A t  that time, he did not know 
whether he was going to plead guilty or not and did not want to incriminate himself or 
~ahimana.'" Ruggiu testified on cross-examination that after 6 April 1994, Phocas 
Habimana took over more at RTLM. He said Gahigi was not there as much but 

'"' 7'. 9 Apr. 2003, pp. 58-64. 
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continued as Editor-in-Chief until their evacuation in July. He testified that one journalist, 
Nkomati. was dismissed in May 1994 by Phocas ~abimana. '~ '  

533. Ruggiu testified that aftcr 6 April 1994, there was a daily morning briefing of the 
media at the Ministry of Defence. He said they would be given information as well as 
instructions on broadcasts, and "search notices" from the military, which named people 
who should be stopped and gave information about them such as where they had been 
seen, with whom, vehicle license numbers and colors. He said this information was 
broadcast on RTLM. Ruggiu testified that RTLM also received "search notices" from the 
Ir~tert~harnwe and information a bout their activities. Ruggiu said RTLM did not verify 
information received from the Interahamwe beforc broadcasting it. They did not have the 
means as there was inadequate security. In any evcnt, he said, they were not bound to 
verify information; they were bound to air information favourable to the cause of the 
g~vemment."~ Ruggiu stated that from April to .My 1994, the iuterim government paid 

C the salaries of RTLM journalists and provided access to a generator at the neighbouring 
Ministry of Tourism when RTLM was bombed in April 1994. The army placed a 
vehicle, petrol, an escort, and a room at the Hotel Diplomat at his disposal. He said 
several other journalists, including Gahigi and Habimana, received similar support. 
Firearms were requested for all RTLM journalists, but this request was not granted, 
although he requested and was given a fireann. Gahigi carried an Uzi machine gun and 
participated in combat, as did several of thc jouma~ists.'~' 

534. Bemeriki testified that she worked for RTLM through 14 July 1994. Behveen 6 
April and 14 July, the Director Phocas Habimana was still iherc. Hc was the one giving 
instructions and the jou~nalists were answcrable to him. Bemeriki said he exercised 
disciplinary powers, and cited as examples that hc dismissed Nkomati and that he 
deducted tcn thousand Rwandan francs from her salary, following a programme he did 
not like, in which she had crred. He did not explain to her why he did not like the 
progranunc. Bemeriki testified that Hahimana continued to pay salaries and that, 
according to him, the money camc rrom the army staff.572 

a 535. Bemeriki learned about the attack of the President's plane on the evening of 6 
April. She called Phocas Habimana. who came to RTLM and spent the entire night 
drawing up communiquks, which Bemeriki aired on RTLM. Shc said they stayed there 
from 6 to 9 April. On 8 April, Bemeriki went to investigate at the residence of Prinic 
Minister Agathe Uwiringimana. and on 9 April she went to cover the swearing in of the 
Kamhanda Goven~ment. She did not see Nahimana there. Bemeriki lestified that she did 
not see Nahimana between 7 April and 4 July 1994 and she did not know of any contact 
between him and any member of the radio team during that time.'" On cross- 
examination, she said that she saw Barayagwiza in Kigali one time after 6 April but could 
not recall the date, even approuimatcly. She was coming back from Phocas 

'" T. 4 Mar. 2002, pp. 129,132 
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Habyarimana's house when she saw Barayagwiza's younger brother, who stopped them 
on the road and said that Barayagwlza wanted to see them. She said they went lo his 
house. which only took a few minutes, and returned nnmedtate~y. '~~ 

536. According to Bemeriki, the RTLM journalists were armed during the period from 
4 April to 14 July 1994. The weapons came from the army. RTLM was provided with a 
vehicle by the army, as was Phocas Habimana, and that the army provided fuel as wcll, 
free of charge. She said that during this time some or  the journalists, including Ruggiu, 
staycd at the Hotel Diplomat, which was where the Kambanda government was staying. 
Gahigi and Habimana had contact with the Rwandan Armed Forces, Bemeriki said. 
From 7 April 1994 there were daily morning meetings with the military staff, in which 
Gahigi had to participate. Bemeriki said she had received all this information from 
Phocas ~abimana . '~ '  

537. Bemeriki testified that on 3 July 1994, RTLM suspended broadcasting, and 
preparations were made for evacuation from Kigali to Gisenyi. The decision to move to 
Gisenyi had been made by Director Phocas Habimana, together with those in charge of 
the Rwandan Armed Forces. She said from 3 to 14 July, the team of journalists as well as 
Gahigi and Habimana continued to work, and Habimana, who was in charge of the team, 
continued to pay salaries, the money for which came, she thought, from RAF 
headquarters. Programming resumed on or just after 8 July, in accordance with a 
decision madc by Phocas Habimana together with the military chiefs. The programmes 
terminated on 14 July 1994 because they were ge~ting ready to cross thc border to Zaire. 
The arniy took this decision and conveyed it to Habimana. Bemeriki testified that she 
saw Nahimana on 8 July 1994. in Gisenyi, by chance, at the Hotel Palm Beach and 
greeted him. She did not see him again after that date. From 4 to 14 July 1994, Bemeriki 
never received any instructions to end programmes critical of UNAMIR."" 

538. Nahimana testified that after 6 April through the end of July, the Stcering 
Committee no longer cxisted and there was a "total dysfunctioning". He said he was no 
longer i n  contact with the company and d id n ot know o f  any member o f t  he S tcering 

a Committee who was.'" On 8 April 1994, he went to RTLM and saw Phocas Habimana 
there and some journalists, including Ruggiu. He was there for fifteen to twenty minutes 
and he said that he went because he wanted to know what was happening at the radio 
station, recalling that he was a member of the Steering Committee. Nahimana gave no 
instructions while he was there. When he left he told them to have courage. He said he 
did not return to RTLM after this v i ~ i t . " ~  Nahimana testified that RTLM was taken over 
by the army, that it was kidnapped by people who did not have the same objectives as 
those who founded the radio and that they transformed it into a "tool for kil~ing.""~ 

"", 9 Apr. 2003, pp. 89-91, 
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539. On 25 April 1994, Nahinlana was interviewed in Cyangugu on Radio Rwanda. He 
referred to himself as "one of the founders of RTLM" and described an exchange he had 
had with the former Burundian Ambassador to Kigali. The Ambassador greeted him and 
said, "I hope you have not taken along with your damned RTLM radio - 1 regret having 
pronounced even the word RTLM. 1 hope you have not brought RTLM with you". 
Nahimana replied by asking him why he seemed to be afraid oC RTLM, and the 
Ambassador said, "If it were brought to Burundi, I feel that Burundi would disappear the 
following day". Yahimana then told him, "I am very happy because I have understood 
that RTLM is instrumental in awakening the majority people." Kahitnana made reference 
in the broadcast to the fact that "today's wars are not fought using bullets only, it is also a 
war of media, words, newspapers and radio stations". Nahimana said that in Bujumbura 
they could not listen to RTLM. hut in Bukavu they could listen to both Radio Rwanda 
and RTLM. In the 25 April interview he stated, "We were satisfied u:ith both radio 
stations because they informed us on how the population from all comers of the country 

e had stood up and worked together with our armed forces, the armed forces of our country 
with a view to halting the enemy."i8" 

540. Nahimana testified that he was called to meet with President Sindikuhwabo on 25 
or 26 May 1994 in Gitarama. The President asked Nahimana to accompany him to the 
0.4U sunxnit in Tunis in June, which he did.5" According to Prosecution Expert Witness 
Alison Des Forges, Nahimana was appointed Political Advisor or "Conseillcr", to 
President Sindikubwabo, which Nahimana denied. At a hotel in Tunis: Nahimana signed 
an Associated Press reporter's book as "conseiller advisor" to the President, and when 
questioned on cross-examination about this evidence, Nahimana testified that he only 
used that title in order to get an audience with French government officials, maintaining 
that he was not really holding the position in the administrative sense.'** Barayaguiiza 
also accompanied President Sindikubwabo to the OAU summit meeting in ~unis.""j 
According to Des Forges, Barayagwiza had responsibility for answering the one 
telephone that 1 inked the Rwandan government to the international community after 6 
April 1994. During this time he traveled to France, the United States and elsewhere to 
defend the Rwandan Government, even accompanying Foreign Minister Bicamumpaka to 
a meeting of the United Nations Security Council on ~ w a n d a . ' ~ ~  

541. Dahinden testified that around 11 .4pril 1994, he got a call from someone who 
introduced himself as the Manager or Director of RTLM. He did not recognize the voice 
and the caller did not give his name, but Dahinden said he believed it was Phocas 
Habimana. He said he had the impression that the caller had taken the initiative to call 
him because he wanted t o  get a message out, abroad, on behalf of RTLM. Dahinden 
went to Rwanda from 1-13 May 1994, and he learned that Yahimana had taken refuge at 
the French embassy and been evacuated by French troops to ~ u j u m b u r a . ' ~  Dahinden 
returned from liis trip to Rwanda deeply concerned about the role of RTLM in the 
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killings, and on 25 May 1994 he made a statement to the United Nations Human Rights 
Commission entirely focused on RTLM. h this statement, Dahinden named 
Barayagwiza, whom he described as "an official of the extremist CDR party" as among 
the initial sponsors of RTLM, and he described Kahimana a s  "the spiritual leader and 
kingpin of RTLILf", and the "main ideologue behind Hutu extremism". He called for the 
prosecution of all RTLM announcers and promoters mentioning as "notably" among 
these Nahimana, Kabuga, Gahia and others, not including ~arayagwiza. '~" 

542. Dahinden testified that he saw Nahimana twice, on 9 and 15 June, in Geneva. He 
had asked for a meeting with the President of the Interim Government and was told that 
was not possible but that he would be received by Nahimana. They met on 9 June at the 
Noga Hotel and he asked Nahimana whether he knew about the statement Dahinden had 
made, mentioning him, to the UN Human Rights Commission. Nahiinana said he knew 
about it and that he was not in charge of RTLM. They did not spcak further about h e  

a issue. At the second meeting, in the same hotel on 15 June, Nahimana was with 
Barayagwiza. Dahinden had asked for an intewiew with the President. Nahimana told 
him the President was tired and unwell and proposed that they could discuss the situation 
in Rwanda. They spoke for about hvo hours, during which Dahinden asked whetheu 
RTLM was still operating. Nahimana and Barayagwiza told him that RTLM was about 
to be transferred from Kigali to Gisenyi. Barayagwiza said, in a jovial manner, that if 
Dahinden set up a radio station in the region, which he was hoping to do, that it would 
compete with RTLM.'~' 

543. According to the report of Prosecution Expert Witness Des Forges, in early May 
1994 Nahimana was seen entering the Ministry o f  Defence in the company o f  Phocas 
~abimana.'~"er report also states that in late June a French diplomat, Ambassador 
Yannick Gerard, told Nahimana that the RTLM broadcasts were deplorable and n~ust 
stop, particularly those threatening General Dallaire and UNAMIR. Nahimana promised 
to intervene with the journalists and Gbard reported subsequently that the RTLM attacks 
on General Dallaire and LTNAMIR halted promptly thereafter. The source cited for this 
information is a telephone interview on 28 February 2000 with Jean-Christophe Belliard 

a of the French Foreign Ministry, based on a French diplomatic telegram that he was 
reading from. Dcs Forges testified that Belliard was with Girard when be met with 
~ a h i m a n a . ' ~ ~  In his testimony, Nahin~ana denied tbat French officials spoke to him about 
RTLM. He acknowledged meeting with them but said they only talked about Operation 
Turquoise. He insisted that he did not speak to anybody about RTLM. Hc also denied 
going to the Ministry of Defence with Phocas Habimana, testifying that he did not see 
Habimana between April and July 1994 and then correcting himself with mention of one 
meeting that took place between the 8 and 10 July in Gisenyi. He said they met at the 
bank and spoke for a while. Habimana told him about the problems he was having 

'" Euhibit P2B; pp.2-3. 
'" 7'. 24 Oct. 2000, pp. 13 -45 ,  
'" Exhibit P158A, p. 52 (28162). 
58' Ibi i l . ,p.  53 (28161); T .  23 May 2 0 0 2 , p p .  21 1-213. 
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producing programmes, and Nahimana asked h ~ m  how he could do that. They then 
parted ways.S90 

544. In hearings of the French National Assembly on Rwanda, extracts of which were 
introduced in evidence, Operation Turquoise was discussed and Belliard's mcefng with 
Nahimana was mentioned. In the report of the hearings, Nahimana was refci-red to lhrce 
times as the Director of RTLM.'" 

Credibiliiy of Witnesses 

545. In the cross-examination of Nsanzuwera, Counsel for Nahimana reviewed the 
course of his career in Rwanda, and the Chamber notes Nsanzuwera's testimony that he 
was transfenrcd from Gisenyi to Kigali because he refused to comply with a request from 
the Ministry to drop certain cases involving relatives of the President, although it was * established that Nsanzuwera was a supporter and admirer of the President. He said hc 
asked for Lhe transfer because if he acted in the manner requested, he would lose 
authority in Gisenyi. Nsanzuwera testified that he never wanted a political career and 
was not interested in any particular party. He was a founding and active member of 
several human rights associations founded in 1990, which denounced govemment abuses, 
particularly the encroachment by the government on judicial independence. Under cross- 
examination by Counsel for Barayapviza, Nsanzuwera explained his decision to leave 
Rwanda in March 1995, noting interference by the RPF in judicial operations and 
describing the difficulties of having thousands of people crowded in jail, many without 
having been identified and many dying from the extreme conditions of detention. By 
Nsartzuwera's estimate, 20% of Lhe delainees were innocent. His concern over the fate or 

192 The these detainees is indicative of Nsanzuwera's impartial commitment to justice: 
Chamber finds Franqois-Xavier Nsanzuwera to be a credible witness. 

546. The Chamber accepts the testimony of Philippe Dahinden as credible. The 
extensive questioning of the witness on cross-examination regarding the logistics of his 
movements and his positioning with rcspect to the bodics he witnessed flowing down thc 

a river did not cfl'ectively challenge his testimony in any way. Similarly, the questioning of 
the witness on his views regarding relations between Rwandans and Belgians, or his 
views on the meaning of various Kinyanvandan words did not go to the credibility of his 
testimony. A foreigm and non-partisan journalist, Dahinden was present in Rwanda and 
had direct access to key individuals at critical momcnts in time. The Chambcr also 
accepts the testimony of Colette Braeckman as credible. As a foreign and non-partisan 
journalist who had extensive experience in Central Africa, Braeckman evidenced great 
familiarity with the culture and political history of Rwanda in her testimony. She was 
challenged on cross examination with a written record published in the journal Dialogue 
of the March 1994 seminar about which she testified. Defence suggested that the 
remarks made at the conference by Gaspard Gahigi as reflected in this publication 

59" T. 23 Sept.  2002, pp. 51. 65.  
"' T. 23 May2002, pp. 212-220; Exhibit P l j 4 ,  pp. 283-284,288. 
"' T. 25 Apr. 2001. pp. 77.98. 110, 134; T. 2 M a y  2001, pp. 7-10 
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differed from her report of these remarks and made no reference to the remarks made by 
Nahimana at the seminar. Braeckman's explanation, that the publication reflected only 
the formal presentation and not the informal dialogue, in which Nahimana participated 
and in which the discussion was more heated. is a reasonable one. The Dcfencc did not 
effectively challenge her evidence through reference to this publication or otherwise. The 
Chamber also finds Witness GO and Thomas Kamilindi credible, as set forth in 
paragraphs 608 and 683, respectively. 

547. With regard to Witness X, the Chamber notes that the witness testified on 
condition that he receive a letter effcctively guaranteeing him irnmunity from 
prosecution, which he did shortly before his testimony. He maintained that this letter was 
important for his credibility. The Chamber finds it more likely that it was a quidpro quo 
for his testimony. However, his evidence does not lack credibility for this reason. 
Defence counsel suggested that he was paid for his testimony, but the evidence produced 

a indicates that he was paid only for his expenses over the course of many years, and that 
he was granted witness protection services. Witness X, whose mother is Tutsi, testified 
repeatedly on cross-examination that while he was a member of the Interuhannte and his 
friends were members of the Intertrhaniwe, he did not participate in killing. He conceded 
that his friends confessed their parlicipation in killing, and he conceded that he accepted a 
looted crate of beer, but he steadfastly maintained a certain ambivalence about his 
Interuharnwe friends and repeatedly insisted that he could not simply break with them 
because that would have been dangerous for him, and possibly even a risk to his life at 
that time. On cross-examination Witness X was confronted with several inconsistencies 
between his testimony and his prior statements. He was able to explain some of these 
inconsistencies, many of which are relatively minor. The Chamber was satisfied with his 
explanations and finds Witness X to be generally credible. 

548. With regard to Georges Ruggiu: the Chamber notes that Counsel for Defence 
highlighted a striking number of inconsistencies between pre-trial statements and 
Ruggiu's testimony. These inconsistencies are notable both for their magnitude and for 
the failure of the witness to explain them. In several cases, there are many more than two 

e versions of the same incident. The variations are not insignificant, and they are not, in 
the Chamber's view, typical of details that vary in one's memory over time. The 
Chamber notes, for example, that in April 1999, Ruggiu stated that he first met Colonel 
Bagosora in detention at the UNDF and that he had never seen him before. Yet just six 
months latcr, in a November 1999 statement, Ruggiu spoke of meeting Bagosora several 
times between April and July 1994 at the Hotel Diplomat, to get his help in obtaining a 
room, and he recalled meetings that took place behveen Bagosora, Dallaire and 
Iriternlzamwe officials, at which he was present. On cross-examination, Ruggiu insisled 
that his April 1999 statement was not a lie but rather an unintentional error, noting that 
Bagosora was not someone he had seen frequently.'" The naturc of the contact 
described, with such a prominent individual as Colonel Bagosora, leads the Chamber to 
question the veracity of Ruggiu's testimony that his April 1999 statement was made in 
good faith. 

IV' T. 1 Mar. 2002, pp. 45-53; T. 4 Mar. 2002. pp. 12-39 
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549. The Chamber notes additionally that in his testimony Ruggiu acknowledged 
having lied several times in his pre-trial statements and that he has changed his 
recollection of cvents dramatically and in fundamental ways. In such circumstances, the 
Chambcr cannot determine from Ruggiu's testimony where the truth lies - whether he is 
speaking the truth now when he says he was lying earlier or whether he was earlier 
speaking the truth and is lying now. In his testimony, Ruggiu was not forthright in his 
responses and did not make much effort to explain or rcconcile the many inconsistcncies 
he was confronted with on cross-examination. The Chamber notes that both the Defence 
and the Prosecution citc various parts of Ruggiu's evidence to support their case. The 
Chamber is not prepared to rely on his evidence selectively in this manner. As Ruggiu 
was an accomplice to the crimcs for which the Accused are charged, the Chamber must 
considcr his evidence with further caution, in light of the possible motives he had to lie, 
as sct Sorth by the Defence in connection with the plea agreement signed by Ruggiu and 
the Prosecution. For these reasons, the Chamber rejects Ruggiu's evidence in its entirety. 

0 
550. With regard to Valerie Bemeriki, the Chamber has considered her own admission 
that many statements made by her to ICTR investigators in 1999 were false. Thc 
Chamhcr has also considered the statement she made in 1999 to these investigators that 
while many of the statements she had made previously to Rwandan government 
investigators were false: she was telling the whole truth to the ICTR at that timc. Clearly 
this was a lie, and it resembles what Bemeriki said in her testimony before the Chamber, 
that she is now tclling the truth in full. The lies in question concern issues of 
fundarncntal importance to this case. They are not only about particular details but go to 
whether or not Tutsis were deliberately targeted for extermination and if so, what role 
was played by RTLM. Compared to her previous statements, her currcnt testimony is a 
volte-face that accommodates the defence of Nahimana. In light of the fact that she lied 
to ICTR investigators explicitly about her intent to tell the truth, tclling them in 1999, 
when she now says she was lying, that she was telling thcm the whole truth, the Chamber 
considers that whatever Bemeriki says about telling the truth is inherently unrcliablc. 

551. The Chamber recognizes that the criminal charges pending against Bemeriki, 

e which carry the death penalty, limit the extent to which she can answer questions. Hcr 
answers to questions on cross-cxainination, however, were markcd by inore than this 
limitation. She testified repeatedly in response to specific questions that she did not 
know the answer when the answer was clearly o f a nature that she would !mow. Her 
claim, for example, that there are many named Juvenal Habyarimana in Rwanda, without 
acknowledging that one such person was the President of the Republic, does not manifest 
a desire t o  tell the truth i n  full. In contrast, Bemeriki mixed her responses, often i n  
answer to the same question. saying for example that she remembered well her statement 
that Kungurtr was an extremist publication and shortly thereafter saying she did not 
rcmernber making the statement. Bemeriki in her testimony demonstrated the belief that 
the acknowledgcnlent of falsehood in her prior statements would automatically redecm 
her credibility. In her testimony, she lied repeatedly, denying that she made many 
statements, including her own broadcast, until confi-outed with thcm. Evasive to the point 
of squirming, her voice often reaching the feverish pitch of her broadcasts, which have 
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been played in the courtroom, this witness made a deplorable impression on the 
Chamber. For these reasons, the Chamber rejects Benleriki's testimony in its entirety. 

Discussion of Evidence on Control ofRTLMBefore 6 April 1994 

552. The Chamber notes that the evidence presented with regard to the establishment 
oSRTLM, its first meetings, its shareholders, and its corporate and management structure 
is largely consistent and accords with the documentary evidencc presented. It accords 
with much of Nahimana's own evidence on thesc mattcrs. It is not disputed that 
Nahimana and Barayagwiza were members of the Steering Committec that was 
established to create RTLM, that this structurc was approvcd by the constituent assembly 
of RTLM to continue its work, and that it was subsequently delegated by tbc first General 
Assembly of shareholders with a responsibility equivalent to a board of directors. 
Nahimana himself refers to the committee as a provisional board of directors. It is also 

e undisputed that three members of the Steering Committee - Kabuga, Nahimana and 
Barayagwiza -- were authorized to sign cheques on behall'of the company, that Nahimana 
chaired the 7 echnical and Program C ommittec and that B araygwiza chaired the Legal 
Committec. these being two of the four commitlees established by the Steering 
Committee to move the initiativc forward. 

553. Wliat is in dispute, for the period prior to G ,4pril 1994, is the extent of the 
authority and responsibility arising out of the structures crcated. Also in dispute is the 
precise role of' Nahimana, specifically whether or not he was the Director of RTLM. 
Phocas Habimana clearly played some management role at RTLM, by all accounts. Thc 
testimony of Prosecution Witness X and Prosecution Witness Kamilindi corroborate 
Nahimana's account of Phocas Habinlana. Witness X described him as the coordinator of 
the radio station, having spoken and played a role related to management at thc first 
General Assembly of shareholders at the Amahoro Hotel. In subsequent testimony 
Witness X referred to Phocas Habimana as thc Director of RTLM. Kamilindi several 
times in his testimony referred to Phocas Habimana as the Director of RTLM. Yet despitc 
the presence of Phocas Habimana. a number of Prosecution wimcsses including Witness 

a GO, Franqois-Xavier Nsanzuwera, Philippe Dahinden and Colette Braeckman, testified 
variously that h'ahimana was the Director of RTLM, that he was referred to as the 
Director of RTLM, and that he refcrred to himself as the Director of RTLM. The Belgian 
Intelligence Service and the French Kational Assembly also identified him in this way. 

554. In light of the fact that there was no formal appointment of a Dircctor-General for 
RTLM as provided by its constituent documents, which provided for the delegation of 
general powers of management, the Chamber considers the question of titlc to be 
somewhat artificial. Nahimana and Barayagwiza emerge from the evidencc as thc two 
most active members of the Steering Committee. It is Nahimana's name listed in a May 
1993 circular as the solc contact in Rwanda for more information on RTLM. It is 
Barayagwiza, identified as having set up RTLM and continuing to preside over its 
destiny, who met with shareholders i n  Belgium in September 1993 to update them on 
RTLM. In his interview with Dahinden, Gaspard Gahigi referred to Nahimana as "the 
top man" and Barayagwiza as "number two". Kamilindi characterized both Nahimana 
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and Barayagwiza as the "real ideologists bchind RTLM", repeatedly referred to 
Nahimana as the "brain behind thc operation" and said this made him "the boss who gave 
orders". Even Strizek, Nahimana's own cxpert witness, identified Nahimana in his book 
as the "ideologist-in-chief of RTLM.  As members of the Board of Directors, both 
Nahimana and Barayagwiza were managers of RTLM and, as is often the case with 
Sounding board members i n the early s tagcs o f  i ncorporation. they b 0th p layed a very 
active role in the management of RTLM, perfonning oversight and adnlilljstrative 
functions generally played by a chief executive officer. 

5 5 5 .  Although he testified that the idea for RTLM was brought to him by two formcr 
colleagues, Nahimana accepts that he was the founder of RTLM and even identifies 
himself as such, for example, in the Radio Rwanda broadcast of 25 April 1994. By 
Xahimana's own account, he was the one who decided that the first priority for the 
RTLM company was the creation of the radio station and lie brought this priority to the 

(I, Steering Committee, which endorsed it. By his own account, the Steering Committee 
approved recruitment, not only of Gaspard Gahigi and Phocas Habimana but also of 
Kantano Habimana and Noel Hitimana. And by his own account, even aftcr the 
recruitment of Phocas Habimana, Nahimana and Barayagwiza continued to sign cheques, 
make deposits and conduct other financial transactions on behalf of the company. 

556. Nahimana testified that hc did not have any role in the programming of RTLM 
and that even as Chair of the Technical and Program Committee. his work was 
administrative rather than programmatic. Yet the Chamber notes that the docume~~t in 
evidence describing thc various Committees and their respective roles includes among 
the responsibilities of the Technical and Program Committee the review and 
improvement of RTLM program policy, and states that the Editor-in-ChieT shall 
participate in the work of the Committee. No other of the four committees working under 
the Steering Committee have responsibilities relating to RTLM programming. The 
Chamber finds i t  reasonable under these circumstances to infer that this comnlittce, 
chaired bv Nahimana. had delegated authoritv from the board of directors, or its " 
structural equivalenl, to oversee the programming of RTLM. 

0 
557. The Charnber notes the testimonv of Prosecution Witness Nsanzuwera that 
Kantano Habimana told him that Nahin~ana had given him a telegram to read, which 
accused Nkubilo o f  plotting against the President? and that Nahimana wrote editorials 
read by RTLM journalists. Based on this conversation. Nsanzuwera reported to Nkubito 
that Nahimana was behind RTLM, which prompted Nkubito to abandon the complaint he 
had made, in fear of Nahimana's power. Although it does not mention Nahimana by 
name, the 30 March 1994 RTLM broadcast by Kantano Habimana and Noel Hitimana 
confirms in substance what Nsanzuwera says h e  was told, that he should go after the 
Director of RTLM rather than its journalists. The inability of the witness to recollect 
accurately that Hitimana came to the Office of the Prosecutor on a later date rather than 
together with Habimana is unders~andable in light of the fact that Nsanzuwera spoke only 
with Habimana in his office, after he thought they had both been interviewed by a deputy 
prosccutor. 
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558. Nahimana testified that he never intervened t o i nfluencc the editorial policy o f  
RTLM. Yet by his own testimony: the Steering Committee called in Kaniano Habimana 
and Noel Hitimana, as well as Gaspard Gahigi and Phocas Habimana, to discuss an 
RTLM broadcast that caused them concern. Nahimana clearly stated in his testimony 
that the Steering Convnittee prohibited this kind of broadcast and directed Habimana and 
Gahigi to take corrective action. In meetings with the Ministry of Information, Nahimana 
and Baraygwiza playcd a similar role, defending RTLM programming and undcttaking to 
correct mistakes that journalists had made. Nahimana referred to this undertaking in his 
cross-examination, when it was suggested to him that these incidents demonstrated 
control ovcr programming. His response, that the Steering Committee had not intervened 
directly with the journalists but rather through the management of RTLM, does not 
negate the existence of control. It simply channels the expression of it through the 
organizational hierarchy. Structurally, the Steering Comnittee had ultimate 
responsibility for the company and, as demonstrated by these examples, exercised 

s ultimate control over its activities, including programming. 

559. The Chamber finds no significance in the distinction drawn by Nahimana betureen 
the company, RTLM S.A. and the radio station RTLM. The radio was fully owned and 
controlled by the company as a matter of corporate structure. U'hen confronted with the 
public comment hc made in 1992 on the responsibility o l  a media owner lor the policy 
expressed through that media, Nahimana did not deny this responsibility. He testified that 
when the RTLM board became aware of programming that violated accepted principles 
of broadcasting, they stood up and raised these concerns with management. 

560. With regard to the shareholders, Nahimana acknowledges that the great majority 
were MRND members and that RTLM was established in part to give voice to MRND 
ideology. The Chamber notes that while only a few of the founding shareholders were 
from the CDR, they were high-level CDR officials and played a powerful role in RTLM. 
Barayagwiza, "nunlber two" in RTLM, had a similar position in the CDR. Stanislas 
Simbizi, identified as a member of the CDR central committee, was added to the RTLM 
Steering Committee when it expanded following the first shareholders' General 

Assembly. 

Discussiott of Evidence on Control of RTLMAfter 6 April 1994 

561. The Chamber notes that the corporate and management structure of RTLM did 
not change after 6 April 1994. It is not disputed ihat RTLM continued to operate with the 
same on-site personnel, includir~g Phocas Hahimana. In testifjing, Nahimana himself 
mentioned in connection with his visit to RTLM on 8 April that he was a member of the 
Steering Committee, indicating his own sense of responsibility for RTLM. Although 
there is no evidence that the Steering Committee met, nor I S  there evidence that it was 
disbanded. In the view o f t he Chamber, as RTLM continued to  operate, the Steering 
Committee as a corporate entity continued to have de jive governing authority over these 
operations. 
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562. No evidence has bcen introduced relating to the fate or whereabouts of Felicicn 
Kabuga after 6 April 1994. As President of RTLM and Chairman of its Steering 
Committee, he presumably had principle authol-ity to convene the Steering Commiltee. 
Neither the shareholders nor the Steering Committee appears to have adopted by-laws 
that would define and govern thc role of individual members of the board or Steering 
Committee. As the most active menlbcrs of this governing body, howeucr, Nahimana 
and Barayagwiza, whom Gahigi called "the top man" and "number hvo," could have 
within the scope of thcir legal authority taken action on behalrof the Steering Committee, 
in the view of the Chamber. As Chairman of the board committee responsible for 
programming, Nahimana had a particular responsibility to take action, as did 
Barayagwiza in his capacity as Chairman of the legal committee. 

563. There is no evidence that Barayagwiza made any effort to take action with regard 
to RTLM broadcasting after 6 .4pril 1994. There is evidence that Nahimana, at the 
request of French government officials, did take action with regard to RTLM 
broadcasting in late Junc or early July and that his intervention stopped RTLM attacks on 
Gencral Dallaire and UNAMIR. In  early May, according to the report of Prosecution 
Expert Witness Des Forges, Nahimana was seen entering the Ministry of Defence 
together with Phocas Habimana. The Chamber notes that the evidencc of Des Forges is 
not first-hand. As no source is cited and it is therefore unknown who saw Nahimana and 
Habimana and how that information was conveyed to Des Forges, the Chamber will 
disregard this evidence in light of Nahimana's denial. In contrast, Des Forges specifies in 
detail that her source of infornlation about Nahimana's interaction with the French 
government is a diplomat who was hirnself present in mectings between Nahimana and 
French Ambassador Yannick Gbrard, who had a docun~entary record of the interaction in 
the form of a diplomatic telegram. The Chamber considers this infornlation rcliable. 

564. Nahimana testified that when he met Phocas Habimana in July in Gisenyi, he 
asked him how h e could d o  what h e  was doing a t  R TLM. A ccording to N ahimana's 
testimony: RTLM was hijacked and tumed into a "tool for killing". This testimony stands 
in sharp contrast to the other cvidencc of what Kahimana said at thc time. Not a single 

e witness othcr than Nahimana himself testified that Nahimana had concerns about RTLM 
broadcasting between April and July 1994, or expressed such concerns. On 25 April 
1994, in a public broadcast on Radio Rwanda, Nahimana associated himself with RTLM 
as one of its founders and said hc was happy that RTLM had been instrumental in raising 
awareness. He indicated that he had been listening to the radio. He was clearly aware of 
the concem others had, as he quoted the former Burundian Ambassador as having 
expressed this concem. The Chamber notes that RTLM broadcasts were particularly 
vehement in the weeks immediately following 6 April and that Nahimana made reference 
in the broadcast to information on the radio about the population having "worked" with 
the amied forces, "work" being a code word that was used by the radio to refer to killing. 
In .June when he first met Dahinden in Geneva, Nahimana indicated that he was aware of 
the statement Dahinden had made to the United Nations, mentioning him. He said that he 
was not in control of RTLM. He did not indicate to Dahinden that he had tried to stop the 
broadcasts. In fact, he did not even condemn them. At the second meeting. Nahimana 
and Barayagwiza told Dahinden that RTLM was about to be transferred to Gisenyi, 
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indicating that they were in contact with RTLM and familiar with its future plans. Again 
no concem was reportedly expressed, and in fact Dahinden recalled that Barayagwiza 
jovially suggested that the radio station Dahinden wanted to set up would compete with 
RTLM. This comment suggests Barayagwiza's identification with, rather than separation 
from, RTLM. 

565. Nahimana suggests in his testimony that he was helpless and fearful of the danger 
posed by RTLM. This suggestion stands in sharp contrast with the evidence of the role 
Yahimana played at this time in Rwanda. He was Political Adviser to the President. In a 
manner reminiscent of his challenge to the title of RTLM Director, Nahimana challenged 
this title as being less than real. Nahimana clearly used the title, and he was clearly 
playing an important role in the government, as was Barayagwiza. They both travelled to 
Tunis with the President for a meeting of the OAU. The Chamber notes that both 
Nahimana and Barayagwiza were in powerful positions. They had dejure authority over 
RTLM, but there is no evidence that they took any initiative to exercise this authority. * Nahimana claims RTLM was hijacked and that he did not have d e / o n o  authority to stop 
the broadcasts. Yet the one occasion on which hc did intervene, he effectively stopped 
RTLM from broadcasting attacks on Dallaire and LWAMIR. This evidence suggests that 
Nahimana had defucto authority to stop transmission, but he did not exercise it other than 
once. Barayagwiza was in a similar position, but there is no evidence that he ever 
intervened in an effort to stop RTLM. 

Factual Findings 

566. The Chamber finds that RTLM was owned largely b y members o f t h e  MRND 
party, with Juvenal Habyarimana, President of the Republic, as the largest shareholder 
and with a number of signilicant shareholders from the Rwmdan Armed Forces. CDR 
leadership was represented in the top management of RTLM through Barayabwiza as a 
founding member of the Steering Committee and Stanislas Simbizi, who was 
subsequently added to the Steering Committee of RTLM. 

* 567. The Chamber finds that Nahimana and Barayagwiza, through their respective 
roles on the S teering Committee of RTLM, which functioned as a board of directors, 
effectively controlled the management of RTLM from the time of its creation through 6 
April 1994. Nahimana was, and was seen as, the founder and director of the company, 
and Barayagwiza was, and was seeu as, his second in command. Nahimana and 
Barayagwiza represented RTLM externally in an official capcity. Internally, they 
controlled the financial operations of the company and held supervisory responsibility for 
all activities of RTLM, taking remedial action when they considered it necessary to do so. 
Yahimana also played an active role in detennining the content of RTLM broadcasts, 
writing editorials and giving journalists texts to read. 

568. The Chamber finds that after 6 April 1991, Nahitnana and Barayagwiza continued 
to have de jure authority over RTLM. They expressed no concem regarding RTLM 
broadcasts, although they were aware that such concem existed and was expressed by 
others. Nahimana intervened in late June or early July 1994 to stop the broadcasting of 
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attacks on General Dallaire and UNAMIR. The success of his intervention is an indicator 
of the cle jircto control he had but failed to exercise after 6 April 1994. 

4.3 Notice of Violations 

Agreement between RTLM and the ;Ministry of Inforrnatio~z 

569. On 30 September 1993, an Agreement for Establishment and Use of Radio and 
T.V. between the Government of Rwanda and RTLM was signed by Faustin Rucogoza: 
the Minister of Infomnlation, and Felicien Kabuga, President of RTLM. The agreement 
includes an undertaking in Section 5 ,  paragraph 2 by RTLM that it "shall not broadcast 

3, 591 
any programs of a nature to incite hatred, violence or any form of division . Section 6 
of the agrecrnent provides, "The broadcaster must refrain from telling lies or giving out 
information that may mislead the public, especially those people that do not have an 

a analytical mind. A'' 

570. Proseculion Witness GO was a civil servant, a Hutu, who worked at the Ministry 
of Information in 1993 and 1994. His job was to monitor the independent media, both 
newspapers and radio. The only private radio at that time was RTLM, and Witness GO'S 
responsibilities included ensuring compliance with the agreement that had been 
concluded behveen the Rwandan Government and RTLM. To this end, he reported 
regularly to the Minister of Information on RTLM broadcasts. He said it was also part of 
his job to ensure that nothing was said in the media against the Arusha Accords, as these 
had b ecn signed and integrated into the Rwandan Constitution. A t  a c ertajn stage. the 
situation deteriorated and RTLM was seen as inciting Rwandans, which led the Minister 
Lo order the witness to focus all his elforts on RTLM and to listen to its broadcasts every 
day. Witness G O  said 11 e a !so recorded the b roadcasts as evidence that RTLM was in 
violation of the agreement."" 

Letter of 25 October 1993 

e 571. On 25 October 1993, the Minister of Information, Faustin Rucogoza, sent a letter 
addressed to the President of the Cornit$ d 'Initiutive of RTLM, noting that RTLM had 
taken advantage of the coup tl'itnt in Burundi on 21 October "to broadcast statements 
and programmes encouraging violence and undermining the path to national unity and 
reconciliation advocated by the Arnsha Peace Agreements". The letter stated that this 
conduct violated the operating agrecrnent between RTLM and the Rwandan Government, 
specifically Article 5 ,  paragraph 2. The letter concluded as foSlows: 

As a result, the present letter constitutes an injunction because you cannot ignore 
that even if the right to information is widely recognized by the national 
legislation in the field of information, an organ of the press has the duly to be 

" ~ x h i b i t  P30B, Translation from Irench. English (P3OC): "will not broadcast any information that can 
cause di\isions in the community or provoke hatc or dissent". 
595 Exhibit P3OC, p. 2. 
jUh T. 5 Apr. 2001, pp. 78-82. 
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guided by the deontolo~cal principles of responsibility, honesty; objectivityz 
integrity and truth. 

One should therefore keep in mind that the active and concrete acceptancc of the 
right to information is accompanied with limitations dictated by general interest: 
in this case thc limitations of state secret, national unity and publ~c order. 

You have therefore to assess the possible consequences of the progranunes 
broadcast by your 

572. Witness GO testified that he was working in the Ministry of Information when 
this letter was sent. The Minister informed him that he had sent the letter, which was 
stamped "confidential". Witness GO said that at that time RTLM had widely commented 
on events in Burundi. as well as killings in Kirambo and Ruhengeri prefecture, in a 
manner that showed clearly that the radio was seeking t o  promote ethnic division. H e  e recalled hearing Noel Hitimana say on RTLM that the RPF had killed people in Kirambo 
and Ruhengeri, suggesting that what was happening in Burundi was going to happen in 
Rwanda and calling on Hutus to bc vigilant. Witness GO testified that cvery day there 
were RTLM programs on Burundi, drawing these parallels. He said it was reported that a 
Tutsi from Burundi had killed the Hutu President and subsequently mutilated his body, 
calling the killer Barayambwa, which translated literally means "eater of dog".59x 

Meetirq of 26 November 1993 

573. On 26 November 1993, thc Minister oS Information held a meeting with RTLM. 
Witness GO said he was informed of thc meeting the day before and told that the 
President and Directors of RTLM would bc coming to explain why they had continued to 
disregard their agreement with thc Rwandan Government. Witness GO attendcd thc 
meeting. H e  said Felicien Kabuga, Ferdinand Nahimana and Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza 
represented RTLM at the meeting and that Kabuga introduced Nahimana as Director of 
RTLM and Barayagwiza as a founding mcmber. The Ministry was represented by * Minister Faustin Rucogoza, the Office Director Eugkne Ndahayo, the Director-General 
Pie Nzeyimana, the Director of Private Media Jean-Pierre Kagubari, and Jcnette 
Mukasafari, a Political Adviser to the Minister, as well as Witness GO. The Minister 
spoke first at the meeting, which wcnt from 9 a.m. until the afternoon. He said that 
RTLM was sowing division through its programs and asked thcm to stop provoking the 
RPF as  that could c ause the resumption o f  w ar. K abuga replied that R TLM was o illy 
telling the truth and describing the situation as it was, and that it would continue to do so. 
With regard to a comment made by the Minister that RTLM was focusing too much on 
ethnicity, which should not be presented as the only problem in the country, Kabuga 
replied that thc problem existed and had to be mentioned. He said thcy would not be 
quiet when people wcre using ethnicity to look dou:n on others. The Minister said that the 
consequences had to be considered. and Kabuga said that some jourualists mi@ havc 
made mistakes, in which case they would change their behaviour. During the course of 
the meeting Witness GO was asked to retrieve recordings of RTLM broadcasts, which 

59: F.xhibit P27, K0013950. seeT. 5 Apr. 2001, p. 92 in which translation is corrected. 
"?. 5 Apr. 2001. pp. 84-1 1 1 .  
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wcre then played He s a ~ d  they supported the Min~ster's pos~tion and that the RTLM 
officials then acknowledged that RTLMjoumal~sts were at fault '"'' 

574. According to Witness GO, Nahimana spoke at the meeting, also saying that issues 
of ethnicity existed and should he spoken of He charged the Ministry with using their 
agreements to control the independent press and said he had the impression that the 
Ministry had fallen into the enemy's trap, warning that Tutsis were very clever and Hutus 
needed to be vigilant. Witness GO said that the message conveyed was that H u t ~ ~ s  should 
not oppose those who were defending the interests of the majority although Nahimana 
did acknowledge that some journalists might have madc mistakes, and he said he would 
tell them to modify thcir hchav+our. The witness said that Barayagviza also spoke at the 
meeting, and madc similar remarks but that unlike Nahimana, who lcctured them as 
though they were students, Barayagwiza was surprised that there was a difference in 
views and acted as though the Ministry had strayed from the right path and needed to be 

rl), put back on it to defend thc majority of the population, which was understood to be the 
Hutu. Witness GO recalled that Pie Nzeyimana from the Ministry gave the example of 
rcporting that a child's father had died, differentiating that from reporting that a child's 
father would die tomorrow, which he said would raise questions if it then happened. 
Witness GO said this was intended to be a reference to a broadcast of the RPF attacking 
and Tutsis then being exterminated. Witness GO testified that the meeting ended with 
consensus and a decision to have regular meetings to discuss and resolve problems that 
might arise. He described the mood as "posilive" and said his impression was that 
RTLM was going to change. 600 

575. Witness GO served as the secretary for this meeting and was told by the Minister 
to take notes. After the meeting he wrote a report ibr the Minister, having been instructcd 
to leave out of the report offensive language that was used at the meeting, for example 
the fact that representatives of the Ministry had been referred to as accomplices. so as to 
he constructive and find a way to help RTLM change its conduct, without reference to 
confrontation. Witness GO identified a handwritten report, dated 26 November 1993, as 
his iirst draft of this report, a typewritten document with the same title and handwritten 

0 addition as his second draft, and a typewritten document with the same date and title, 
without handwriting, as his final The witness noted Nahimana's request, which 
is also mentioned in the report, that both parties agree on the content of the report 
Accordingly, when the Minister read the typewritten draft he requested the addition of 
signature lines for himself and for an RTLM representative. Witness GO testified that 
the final report was sent to RTLM for signature. The tj~ewritten draft and final report 
both refer in the text to Xahimana as "the Director of RTLM" and to Barayagwiza as 
"one of the founding members of RTLM". 'The two Accused are also identified that way 
on a last, unnumbered page of the typewritten draft report The report is sigwd by 
Witness GO but not by the Minister of Information or the Presidcnt of RTLM. The 
witness explained that it was unsigned because it first had to be approved by RTLM.~ '~  

599 Ihid, pp. 112-128. 
fbid., pp. 128-136. 

6" Exhibit P28 A-F. 
<m2 IhiO., pp. 136-157. 
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576. The report of the meeting drafted by Witness GO recounts the opening statement 
of the Minister, who mentioned the letter he had written to RTLM and his concern that 
RTLM was violating Article 5 ,  paragraph 2 of its agreement with the Government. 
Kabuga is reported as the next speaker, acknowledging that some mistakes had been 
made b y  j oumalists but stating that n o  disrespect t o  the agreement was intended. H e 
denied that RTLM programming encouraged division but said, according to the report, 
that 'people do not catch things the same way like people do not love in the same 
manner", and that "RTLM may please one ethnic group and not the other, therefore it 
may not be able to please all ~wandese"."~ 

577. The report indicates that Nahimana took the floor and defended freedom of the 
press, suggesting that the Government was imposing censorship. According to the report, 
"he advocated that any available news has to be broadcasted, and the one who reels 
persecuted can come to make a denial". Regarding "the issues of Hutu versus Tutsi or 
R.P.F. versus the government", Nahimana said that "the ethnic issue must be dealt with 
the way it is, if a Hutu does a Tutsi wrong or a Tutsi acts the same toward a Hutus, it has 
to be told and this would solve the ~nat te r" .~"~ The govemment officials reportedly 
affirmed the right to information but recalled the principles of journalism and the need to 
filter news to avoid misunderstanding and misinf~rmation.~~' 

578. Barayagwiza also spoke at the meeting, according to the report, and suggested 
that the government was pursuing RTLM because they did not share its views. He 
repeatedly slated that the govemment should not tell them what to do. Barayagwiza also 
said: on the ethnic issue, that it had to be discussed and dealt with in order to be solved. 
Nothing should be hidden except secrets and lies. He also acknowledged that journalists 
made mistakes but said there was a right to reply.6o6 

579. The report records that a request was made by Kabuga for evidcnce that RTLM 
was jeopardizing the peace accords and that examples from recent broadcasts were 
provided. Conclusions of the meeting, as rccorded, included an undertaking that RTLM * programming should avoid triggering war and promoting hatred among Rwandan people, 
that n ews should b c filtered and verified b y j oumalists, and that RTLM programming 
should avoid jeopardizing thc implementation of the peace 

580. On cross-examination, Witness GO stated that all the participants in the meeting 
of 26 November 1993 spoke at the meeting, except for himself. Hc said that he was not 
sure but did not think that his immediate supervisor. Theoneste Rutayisire, was present. 
Confronted with his written statements of 22 November 2000, in which he named 
Rutayisire as having been present, the witness said it was possible that he had referred to 
him as a participant although he was not present at the meeting. He said h e  worked 

bU' Exhibit P2W,  pp. 1-2. 
"04 Exhibit P28F, pp. 2-3.  
'@' fbid., p. 3. 
1106 Ibid., p. 4. 
607 Ibid.. pp. 5 - 6  
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closely with Rutayisire and was in meetings often with him and for this reason might 
have given his name. Witness GO was also confronted with an unsigned, undated 
statement, which the Prosecution had listed as being of 22 November 1996, in which he 
named Phocas Habimana as having been present at the meeting, together with Nahimana 
and Kabuga. The witness said he recalled the statement and thought it was from 1996 but 
he said it might have had mistakes because he was not given an opportunity to corrccl it. 
He affirmcd his testimony that Habimana was not present at the meeting of 26 Kovember 
1993 and said that he must have been wrong becausc he remembered Habimana from 
another meeting on another date. In a signed statement of 4 September 1996, Witness GO 
listed Kabuga, Xahimana, Barayagwiza and Habimana as having been present at the 
meeting on 26 November 1993 and said subsequently in the statement that the same 
delegation attended the later mceting on 10 February 1994. The statement of 22 
November 2000 also says that Phocas Habimana attended the meetings. 608 

t 581. On cross-examination, Witness GO confirmed that he himself had numbered the 
pages of his handwritten draft, and it was noted that the last page was not numbered, and 
that t he third p age w as also \I: ithout a number. H e maintained that the 1 ist of RTLM 
participants on the last page was a continuation of the preceding page, which listed the 
Ministry of Information participants. Counsel for Nahimana pointed out to Witness GO 
that the identification of Nahimana as Director of RTLM and the identification oL' 
Barayagwiza as a founding member of RTLM in the typewritten reports did not appear in 
the handwritten first draft of the report. The witness said he had added these in when he 
corrected the draft so that their titles would appear in the report.""" 

582. Nahimana testified that he attended the meeting with the Minislry of Information 
on 26 November 2003. Kabuga had received an invitation and called thc Comili 
d'lnitimtive. He wanted Barayagwiza to attend the meeting because he thought there 
might be discussion of the agreement with the Ministry. Nahimana attended the meeting 
because he was familiar with the workings of the Ministry of Infonnation. He testified 
that Phocas Habimana was also present at the meeting, in the event that matters 
pertaining to the broadcasts came up so that he would be able to respond and assist the 

@ Cornit6 d' l~it iative represented by Kabuga, Kahimana and Barayagwiza. Nahimana 
denied having been introduced as the Director of RTLM, saying that at that time RTLM 
had already had its own director. Phocas Habimana, for b u r  or five months. Nahimana 
said lie was unaware of the report of the meeting until his detention by the ICTR, but he 
said that generally speaking the contents of the report were faithrul to what he had said at 
the meeting and described it as "a good summary". He denied calling members of the 
Ministry acc.omplices, or saying that they had fallen into the hap of the Inkotcmyi. Hc 
said that such words could not have come from his mouth, particularly in front of a 
~inister."'" 

583. Nahimana confirmed that Witness GO was at the meeting on 26 November 2003, 
subsequently clarifying that he did not recognize the witness when he testified but that he 

"' T. 28 May200l. pp. 19-42. 
"'I Ibid.. pp. 42-83. 
"I0 1'. 23 Sept. 2002, pp. 1 10-1 12. 
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did recall a secretary from the Ministry who was responsible for the ~ninutes having 
attended thc meeting. He confirmed that Kabuga attended the meeting as President but 
insisted that Barayagwiza did not attend the meeting as a founding member of RTLM, 
but rather as the Chairman of the Lcgal Conmlittee. He said he did not attend the 
meeting as or hold himself out as Director, and that he nevcr was the Director of RTLM. 
Hc said he was never referred to as Director in the mceting. Nahimana also noted that the 
list of participants set forth on an unnumbered last page of the draft report was not in the 
final report and suggested that this page was added subsequently. He confirmed scveral 
other names and titles in the report, but stated that it omitted reference to Phocas 
Habimana, who he said spoke several times during the meeting.6'' 

584. Witness GO testified that lollowing the meeting of 26 Novcnlber 1993, he 

0 continued to monitor RTLM and report on a daily basis to the Minister. He said it was 
clear that RTLhl continncd to sow division and incite the Rwandan people. The witness 
said he took every opportunity to express his concern to his supervisors and tell them 
what he was hearing on the radio. RTLM was saying that there were people who 
intended to take power by force and that once again people would be subjected to 
servitude. They were allcging that certain authorities were holding RPF meetings in their 
sectors, and meanwhile, Interahamwe and lmpuzamugambi were singing "Let us 
exterminate them, let us externinate them". Witness GO said people were arraid and 
demorali~ed, especially those Tutsi and Hutu who were being accused of being 
accomplices. He recounted the broadcast of Kantano Habimana, describing his encountel- 
with Tutsi children in Nyamirambo and several other exanlples of broadcasts that caused 
concern."' 

585. Witness GO testified that on 10 February 1994, another meeting was called by the 
Minister of Information with RTLM officials. In addition to Minister Rucogoza, he said 
Eugine Ndahayo, Pie Nzeyimana and Jean-Pierre Kagubari were present from the 
Ministry, a s  well a s  himself. H e said RTLM was represented b y I< abuga, Nahimana, 
Barayagwiza and Phocas Habimana. RTLM journalist Valerie Bemeriki was also there. 
but Witness GO said that she left the meeting before it began. She did not leave of her 
own accord but as a result of a discussion in which the Minister said she had not been 
invited. and that the meeting was for RTLM officials. The RTLM delegation initially 
insisted that Bemeriki remain and had wanted her to take notes, but the Minister ins~sted 
that she leave. Witness GO said there was also a concern that an RTLM journalist would 
broadcast a repori of what was said in the meeting in an effort to arouse people against 
the  ini is try."'" On cross-examination Counsel for Kahimana put to Witness GO that the 
reason Valerie Bemeriki was at the meeting was because of the concern over thc RTLM 
broadcast o n  Gishushu, and she  and Georges Ruggiu had been the two field reporters 
who covered that story for RTLM. Witness GO said that she was introduced as a 
journalist and it was not explained at the meeting why she was there, but he reiterated 

" I  .T. 14 oct. 2002, pp, 57-82 
6 1 '  7 ,  9 Apr. 2001, pp. 14-34. 
' I 3  lbid., pp. 36-60. 
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that she was asked to leave."'? He subsequently reaffirmed that the G~shushu mcident 
was only one of the items on the meeting agenda 

586. After Bemeriki left, Witness GO said that the meeting began with introductions 
and that Nahimana was introduced as the Dircclor of RTLM and Barayagwiza as one of 
its founding members. Phocas H abimana was also i niroduced a s  o n e  o f t  he founding 
members of thc radio. The witness said that all the participants spoke at the meeting, 
which was very tense between the two delegations, and which began with a speech that 
had been prepared and was delivered by the Minister. 

587. A videotape o r  an ORINFOR broadcast inlroduced by the Prosecution documents 
thc opcning of the meeting on 10 February. The footage begins with the reporting 
joumalist summarizing the conflict bchvecn RTLM and the Minister 01 Infomalion as 
follows: 

0 The situat~on is very hot: but for some, it even heats up the heads. Radio RTLM 
is loved, but it is also in trouble during these days. While some still waut its 
proganis to reach them, others arc complaining about it, accusing it of fostering 
division, especially between Ilutus and Tutsis. I11 a recent meeting tliat the 

' ews hlinistcr of Information held with the RTLM bosses, he espressed his 11 

about this radio. He said: Your radio misleads the population and its prograins 
can cause ethnic division. He added: It should cease persuading Rwandans that 
[he Tldsis are at the root o i  the problems that Rwanda is experiencing sincc this 
is not true. It should slop slandering and harassing people. If it is not careful, 
severe measures may be taken against it."6 

588. The tape then includes the opening remarks made at the meeting by the Minister 
of Information, Faustin Rucogoza, w h o  11 arshly criticized RTLM, saying there was  n o  
place in Rwanda for press that scts one ethnic group or one region against another. The 
Minister laid out the following four principles for a journalist: 

1. He should avoid slander. 
7 -. He should avoid pointing ZUI accusing finger \vithout evidence. 
3. He should rcport unaltered facts. 
4. He should avoid reporting lies. 

589. The Minister then said: 

Visibly, RLTM journalists haw uot adhered to these principles, and this is the 
topic that we are going to discuss during this meeting. During our last meeting 
we had agreed that the RTLM programs would bc neutral vis-a-vis political 
parties and ethnic groups. Unfortunately, RTLM continues to show tliat it is a 
political party. that it serves thc MRND and the CDR and that it is a Hutus' 
mouthpiece."' 

614 T. 29 May 2001, p. 27. 
615 T. 4 June 2001, pp. 93-98, 
616 ExhibU 1'177B, p.1. 
611 Ibid, pp. 1-2. 
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590. The Minister noted that this was in violation of the agreement between RTLM 
and the Government and said that if the matters were not redressed action would bc taken 
under the agreement. The broadoast then turns to the response made by Fklicien Kabuga 
to the Minister's comments, defending RTLM as I-eporting incidents that have actually 
happened, so as to enlighten the population. He mentions the Gishushu incident, though 
not by name, as an example of reporting the  fact^.^" 

591. Witness GO testified that Kahimana said at the meeting that he did not want to 
hear anyone say that RTLM was dividing Rwandans or that the Arusha Accords were a 
peace accord. He stated unambiguously that he would continue giving the opportunity to 
anyone on RTLM to testify about the Tutsi trick and Hutu accomplices and addcd that the 
Arusha Accords were a trap intcnded to neutralise the achievements of 1959. He said the 
Ministry still did not understand that they had fallen into that trap. Witness GO testified * that Barayagwiza also spoke during this meeting, in thc samc vein as Nahimana, but with 
much anger and emphasis. Thc Minister said that he was saddened by RTLM's attitude, 
which did not show any intention to change its course. He told them that RTLM should 
stop opposing the Arusha Accords because they were good for the country and the 
majority of people believed in them. The Minister appealed to them to stop broadcasting 
bad proganis and to stop playing songs that contained hate messages. He said it was 
impossible to build peace while you arc preaching hatred. He said the Ministry had not 
taken any positions and was guided only by the law, which should be respected by thc 
RTLM j ~ u r n a l i s t s . ~ ' ~  

592. Witness GO testified that prior to the 10 February 1994 meeting. he prepared a 
working document, which included the subjects for discussion during the mceting. The 
document, introduced into evidence, begins with reference to the meeting of 26 
November 1993, reciting the co~lclusions of that meeting. Tt indicates that the report of 
that meeting is not finished, which thew itness explained was because RTLM bad not 
responded to the report that had been sent by the Ministry of Information within a few 
weeks following that meeting. At the 10 Fcbruary 1994 meeting, according to Wimcss 
GO, the RTLM officials said they had not had time to review the document but would do 
so and respond."' 

593. The Working Document includes a number oL'examples of RTLM broadcasts that 
undermined thc Arusha Accords. Witness GO mentioned one, the broadcast about 
massacres in Gishushu, which RTLM said were perpetrated by the Inzkornnyi. According 
to Witness GO, the truth came out later that there was one person killed, not by inkotrt~zyi 
but by people demonstrating. He said this false description of facts was t-ical and 
created bad feelings. The two other examples, \vhich he said were given for the same 
reason, were a broadcast on 3 February 1994 in which RTLM stated that there had been 
mutinies among RPF soldiers in Nkumba, and a broadcast on 31 January 1994 in which 

"'"[bid.,  p.  2. 
619 T. 29 May 2001, pp. 60-65 
"'O T. 9 Apr. 2001, pp. 65-69, 
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RTLM claimed that two Hutus were killed by UNAMIR and then furtively retracted thc 
report a few moments la~er ."~ 

594. The Working Document sets forth examples of violation of the law on the press. 
including a press release by Hutu members o f  RPF, read on RTLM on 22 November 
1993. saying that the RPF planned. after putting in place the transitional institutions and 
merging the armed forces of the RPF and the govemment, to assassinate the President 
and replace him by a Tutsi. It says that the RPF shared this conspiracy with acco~nplices 
who are members of various parties, the majority of them being Tutsi, and that meetings 
were held to prepare these events. Witness GO testified that the content of the broadcasts 
in these examples was not true, and that they were a way of diverting RTLM listeners and 
imparting divisive ideas to them.62' The Working Document also sets forth as a violation 
of the agreement between the government and RTLM that in its politically oriented 
oroerams. RTLM tends: 

To assimilate all the members of the RPF to the iniquitous Tutsis 
To assimilate the inside political opposition to the RPF. 
To reduce the political problems of Rwanda to the ethnic hatred betwcen Hutu 
and Tutsi. 
To assimilate the Tutsi from the inside to Inkufcm~,i. 
To explain [to] the population that all the evil the counrry suffcrs from is caused 
by the Tutsi."?' 

595. The Working Document gives as an example the RTLM broadcast on events in 
Gishushu, which it says was followed that night by an attack on a Tutsi family in Kichiro. 
in which a group o f  people killed the head of ;he family and wounded his wife and 
~ h i l d . " ~  

596. Witness GO said that the issues mentioned in the Working Document wcre 
discussed at the meeting of 10 February 1994, as were the other points mentioned by the 
Minister in the speech he gave at the beginning of the meeting. According to Witness 
GO, the Minister had sent copies of the Working Document to RTLM with a covering 
letter, to give them a chance to become familiar with it prior to the meeting. He said that 
Nahimana and Kabuga had copies of the document during the meeting, as well as a 
Supplement to the Working Document that he had prepared for the meeting, which 
contained some further examples of RTLM broadcasts said to be insults, slander, or 
violation of the press law. Witness GO testified that the RTLM delegation was angry at 
the meeting and denied the facts put to them. Each member made such a denial. As in the 
previous mceting, Witness GO played back some of !he RTLM broadcasts to provide 
evidence of the violations. Unlike the first meeting, Witness GO said that at the second 
meeting undertakings made by RTLM were not made sincerely. When the Ministry was 

"I Ihid., pp. 69-74, Exhibit P29B, p. I .  
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critical of RTLM during the meeting, RTLM started making threats and challenging ,, 625 
them, saylng "If you think you are suffic~ently strong, then close down the station . 

597. Following the meeting, the Minister asked Witness GO to prepare a report, 
without omitting anything, and to continue his monitoring of the RTLM broadcasts and 
gathering evidence. H e said that appropriate m easures had  t o  b e  taken, and that thcy 
could not tolerate the situation indefinitely. After he prepared his report, Witness Go ' s  
supen~isors directed him to meet wilh Barayagwiza, who was also preparing a report, so 
that they could comc up with an agreed text for a single report of the meeting. Witness 
GO went to see Barayagwiza in his office a week after the meeting. Barayagwiza took his 
report and read it: then threw it in Witness GO'S face, threatening him and wanting to 
attack him. H e  said h e no longer wanled t o  see  a n  1nkotnn);i i n  h is office and i f they 
continued to proceed in that manner thcy would see what would happen. Frightened by 
these threats. Witness GO went to see the Minister, who told him he should continue with 
his work 

598. According to UTitness GO, Minister Rucogoza was often mentioned on RTLM, 
before and after the meeting of 26 November 1993, and that his letter to RTLM was also 
mentioned. The Minister was criticixd, and it was said he did not have the power to shut 
down RTLM and had been unable to do tape of one such broadcast on 18 March 
1994, recorded by Witness GO, is in evidence. In the broadcast, Kantano Habimana talks 
about the Minister as follows: 

We met and he said the following: Kantano, why do you speak of me'? Huh. 
Tell me why you speak of me. Hum. 1 believe that, in fact, people have told me 
that he has become wise. The problem that we used to have was that he wanted 
to close down the people's radio, KTLM. Ha: Ha. Now I think that he has 
ut~derstood that this \vould not be an easy task. He has understood that it would 
be like having to bear a cross. And so he has decided to leave it. He has decidcd 
to leave it. And now he no longer speaks of this. It is true that he is only 
repeating what his supervisors -- or his bosses, rather, ask him to. But he has 
acknowledged that the idea of closiiig down RTLM could cause him problems, 
many problems. And that is why he has decided to forsake this, or abandon this. 
And so I told him, If you leavc us alonc, then wc will leave you alone. There 
will be nothing behveen us. We will lcave you alone. That was our bone of 
contention and thcre would be no other problems between us. There is no hatred 
between us. But Jve cannot put up with people looking down on us or irritating 
us. That's it. We have no problems with anyone. Now that Rucogoza has 
wizcned up, that he has calmed down, if  be leaves us alonc, then there is nothing 
for us to do but to leavc him alone as well.6" 

599. Witness GO testified that in the first week of April, Minister Rucogoza was 
putting together a case on RTLM to present to the Council o r  Ministers for appropriate 
action. On 7 -4priI 1994, he was killed at his residence, together with his wife and eight of 

"' T. 9 Apr. 2001, pp. 1 1  1-142. 
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their children. Witness GO hcard the news on an RTLM broadcast, that Rucogoza had 
been killed with other accomplices."*" 

600. Nahimana t estified that he attended the meeting o f  1 0 February 1 904, together 
with Kabuga, Barayagwiza, Habimana and Bemeriki. When he arrived a t  the Ministry 
they were told that one of thc agenda items was the report on events in Gishushu. A 
number of journalists had been invited as the government wanted to give its official 
position, and Gahigi had been asked to send an RTLM journalist. Bemeriki was there as 
a journalist. According to Nahimana, they were going to leave but the Minister asked 
them to stay and said the journalists would only be present for the beginning of the 
meeting, and called back at the end. The meeting opened in public, with the Minister's 
speech and Kabuga's response. After that, the journalists were asked to leave. Nahimana 
said they asked the Minister if Bemeriki could stay to take notes, as there had becn 
problems with the November meeting. P hocas Habimana said i f  there was a concern 
about Gishushu, he and the others would not be i n  a position to say anything and 
Bemcriki, as shc had been there, should stay as a resource. For these reasons, he said she 
stayed, and Gishushu was discussed at the meeting. Bemeriki gave a minute-by-minute 
account of what happened, and af'tenvards the Minister said the report he had becn given 
was incorrect and that he would contact UNAMIR for an explanation. Nahimana 
testified that the only issue discussed at the meeting of 10 February 1994 was what had 
happened in Gishushu. He said he did not spcak at all in the course of the meeting."' 

601. Valerie Bemcriki testified that she was assigned by Phocas Habimana, the 
Director of RTLM. to cover the proceedings of the meeting at the Ministry of 
Inlbrma~ion on 10 February 1993. She was informed of the meeting on that day: at eight 
o'clock in the morning. With Habimana, she went to the Ministry where she saw 
Kabuga, Nahimana and Barayagwiza. Bemeriki also saw journalists from Radio Rwanda 
but they were only present for the opening statements and were then asked to withdraw. 
Bemenki testified that she was present as a journalist for the opening statements and that 
she stayed for the closed portion of the meeting, acting as a secretary thereto on bchalf of 
RTLM."~' In the videotape report of thc meeting, she is not prescnt at the meeting table 
with the others. 

602. Bemeriki testified that the Minister in his opening statement mentioned the 
excesses of RTLM p r o g a m i n g  and dwelt on the conflict thereby created over ethnic 
differences. According to Bemeriki, he said this was the first time that these problems 
had been brought to their knowledge and that the meeting had been convened as a result 
of the events that occurred in Gishushu. On cross-examination, she was confronted with 
the Minister's statement referring to the prior meeting of November 1993. She said she 
was not aware of any prior meetings."' She said thc Minister did not mention RTLM by 
name but was clearly referring to RTLM and said that if it just broadcast the fact that 
people had been injured by the RPF, it would be considered to have caused the injury. 

6'"T. 10 Apr. 2002, pp. 4-19. 
"".23 Sept. 2002, pp. 121-126. 
630 T. S.4pr. 2003, pp. 83-84. 
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603. Bemeriki reviewed the Minister's videotaped statement and confirmed that it 
corresponded to what she had heard at the meeting. She said that the events in Gishusu 
were the main subject of discussion in the closed meeting. As she described these events; 
there were demonstrations by people in Gishushu. Armed elements of the RPF came out 
of the CND building and orchestrated an atmosphere of insecurity that night in the 
cellule, leading to injuries and deaths. Inhabitants involved in night patrols were fighting 
with the RPF elements and the next day inhabitants of this cellule were attacked. One 
was killed and buried that night. The next day cellule inhabitants demonstrated again, 
blocking the I-oad between CND and UNAMIR headquarters. Bcmeriki said an RPF 
soldier opened fire from a vehicle that had come out of the CND and one of the 
demonstrators was hit in the elbow and taken to the hospital. Bemeriki had arrived before 
the shooting started and interviewed the demonstrators. She went back to the studio and 
was reporting, when she got a call with this update. Bemenki returned and saw blood 
stains. She was told the injured person had been taken to the hospital and went there but 
he was in the operating theatre. Bemeriki went back and broadcast this news, but there 
was a mistake about his name: and she mistakenly broadcast the name of the person who 
had been killed as this one who had been injured. After getting calls from listeners that 
the name she mentioned was of someone who had been killed, she went back to Gishushu 
and got from the demonstrators there the name of the person who had been injured. 
Bemeriki went to the hospital and saw that the name she had been given was different 
hom the name on his bed. so she went back to the station, corrccted her mistake and gave 
the real name of the person who had been injured. At that point, she maintained, they 
could say that the LTNAMIR communique was wrong because they had the name, bed 
number. physician and hospital of the person who was wounded. Bemeriki said the 
Minister said then that UNAMIR had given them infonnation that this had not taken 
place, and that the RPF elements had shot in the air. Bemeriki then explained to him 
what had happened, and she said the Minister was very surprised, accepted what she said 
and apologized to the RTLM officials and to her, thanking them for the 
provided.h3' 

0 604. According to Bemeriki, no RTLM broadcasts were played at the meeting and the 
Ministry of Information was not at any time characterized as I ~ y e n z i  by the RTLM 
delegation. nor were the Arusha Accords characterized as a trap or the Minister 
challenged to close down RTLM. She never heard the Minister say that the meeting was 
a final w aming b efore appropriate action would b c t aken. Bemeriki s aid the meeting 
ended positively. After the meeting she was to draw up a communiqu6 for release 
together with the Ministry Secretary and they worked on it together at the Ministry, but it 
was never signed or published. The Ministry delegation asked for changes that she was 
not autliorizcd to make. She told Pliocas Habimana and he did not agree to the changes, 
so the whole thing was dropped. 

605. On cross-examination, the Prosecution presented Bemeriki with her taped 
interview of 1999 with the Office of the Prosecutor, in which she mentioned the meeting 
at the Ministry of Jnformation but failed to mention that Nahimana was present, listing 
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only Kabuga, B arayagviza and Habimana as having been there. Bemeriki maintained 
that she had always mentioned Nahimana as having been at the mecting and suggested 
that it may not have been written down. After reviewing the transcripl of rhe tape, 
Bemeriki said if she did not mention his name it was not deliberate: that shc did not evcn 
know who he was at that time and that she simply forgot it.''' On re-direct examination, 
this same 1999 interview was recalled to confirm Bemerki's testimony that the meeting 
of 10 February concerned the events in Gishushu. In the interview she stated that the 
Minister of Information had convened the meeting and criticized RTLM in its reporting 
of that event, giving the explanations he had received from UNAMIR. Bemeriki said that 
she told him what had really happened, and h e  apologized. She said that the RTLM 
Steering Committee was present, naming Kabuga, Barayagwiza and Habimana. She also 
said in her interview what she said in her tes~imony about staying on after other 
journalists left to act as secretary to the meeting.634 

0 606. Prosecution witness Franqois-Xavier Nsanzuwera, prosecutor of Kigali at the 
time, testified that he was summoned to a meeting at the Ministry of Information 
sometime in the first hvo weeks of February 1994. He could not remember all the names 
of those present but said that Kahimana was there, together with Andr6 Kameya, the 
director of thc Cabinet of Ministers, the Minister himself' and maybe two other people. 
He said the Minister had called the meeting because he believed RTLM broadcasts and 
articles in newspapers were inciting ethnic hatred and violence. Andre Kameya 
introduced himself as the Editor-in-Chief of Rwanda Rushya, and Nahimana introduced 
himself as the Director of RTLM. The witness said he did not remember the meeting 
well but recalled that the Minster said he could not remain indifferent to this kind of 
media. He had called the meeting in hope of getting reassurance that thesc broadcasts 
and articles would come lo an end. -4ccording to Nsanzuwera, there was an altercation 
between Nahimana and Kanieya at the mceting. Kamcya said that while his newspaper 
was criticizing the regime it was not inciting ethnic hatred, whereas RTLM was 
broadcasting hate messages and he considered RTLM journalists to be criminals. 
Nahimana became angry and replied that Rwanda Rushya was no different from RTLM 
insofar as it was producing RPF propaganda and that Kameya was behaving like an agent 
of the RPF. Nsanzuwera said thc Minister asked him for the position of the Prosecutor's 
Office and he rcplied that it was not necessary to have a policy of media censorship. 
Nahimana interrupted him to say that he hoped the Prosecutor would not continue to 
arrest journalists. Nsanzuwera said they were reviewing the press law and considcring 
the possibility of fining journalists rather than arresting them. The Minister said he did 
not want to close down thc media, but that he wanted adherence to certain ethics and he 
wanted them to stop promoting ethnic hatred and violence. Xsanzuwera said the meeting 
ended with each one promising to respect the commitments they had made, although he 
said that no one accepted that the media were wrong, insisting that they were 
professionals. On cross-examination, Nsanzuwera could not recall how long the meeting 
was but said i t  was more than two hours, as there was much heated exchange. He could 
not remember whether it took place in the morning or the afternoon. He did no1 recall 
seeing a secretary taking notes of the meeting but said he assumed one must have been 
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there. He did not receive minutes of the meeting. Nsanzuwera was presented with a 
written statement he made in 1995, in \vhich he said that Higiro was at the meeting. He 
was unable to confirm that Higiro was at the meeting but affirmed that if he had said so it 
would have been his recollection at the time, when his memory was fresher. H e  was 
unable to say whethcr representatives of private media other than RTLM and Rwanda 
Rushya were at the meeting. He remembered Kanleya's name because he quarreled with 
Nahimana during the meeting.63' 

607. Nsanzuwera testified tbat the Minister had called him before the meeting to ask 
him what he thought of the RTLM broadcasts, and that they spoke after ihe meeting as 
well because RTLM did not stop its broadcasts inciting ethnic hatred and violence. In 
fact the tone rose, he said, as though the meeting had no meaning. At one point, 
Nsanzuwcra said he spoke to the Minister and told him it was time to shut down RTLM, 
and the Minister said that if they closed down the radion station, they would be killed. "" 

e 
Discrrssion of Evidence 

608. The Chambcr has considered the testimony and documentary evidence relating to 
the meetings b ctween RTLM and the Minister of Information. W itness GO i s  a key 
witness to these events; and the Chamber finds him to be credible. His tcstimony was 
clear, coherent, and consistent throughout cross-examination, and it is supported by 
documentary evidence. The Chamber notes that the cross-examination of Witness GO by 
several Derencc Counsel was marked by extendcd discussion with the witness over 
matters of political opinion that do not go to issues of credibility and do not establish 
bias. Witness GO, while characterizing himself as an MDR sympathiser, was not a 
mcmber of any political party. Hc was a civil servant, whose functions in the Ministry of 
Information from September 1993 led him to systematically gather evidence on RTLM 
that is exceptionally relevant to the charges against the Accused. 

609. With regard to the mecting of 26 November 1993, Witncsss GO maintains that 
Phocas Habimana was not at that meeting. This testimony is confirmed by the various 

a dralt reports of the meeting, produced at the time, none of which mention Phocas 
Habimana. Nahimana testified that Habimana was present at the meeting, and he 
suggests that the reports have bcen altered subsequently by the addition of a last; 
unnumbered page setting forth the list of participants. The Chambcr notes that Nahimana 
and B arayagwi~a a re mentioned i n  the text o f  b 0th t ypewritten versions o f t  he report, 
with their titlcs on a numbered page. The Chamber accepts the testimony of Witness GO 
that the titles were added to the handwritten draft, considering that it is not unusual to 
omit titles from a first handwritten draft and add them in later. 

610. With regard to Phocas Habimana, the Chamber observes that the only evidence oT 
his presence at the meeting of 26 November 1993, other than the testimony of Nahimana, 
are the written statements of Witness GO, one of which is unsigned and undated and does 
not mention the presence of Barayagwiza, who clearly attended the meeting. The 
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Chamber notes the uncertainty of Witness GO regarding his statements, not only on 
Habimana but also on the presence of Rutayisira, who was mentioned in a statement as 
having been at the meeting but by all other accounts was not present. The Chamber has 
also taken into account the potential confusion mentioned by the witness between this 
and another meeting at which Habimana was present. The testimony of Witness GO is 
confirmed by the report of the meeting. which Nahimana spoke of as "a good sulnmary", 
only noting in subsequent testimony the absence of any mention in the report of Phocas 
Habimana, whom he claims was not only present but spoke at the meeting. The Chamber 
accepts the testimony of Witness GO that Phocas Habimana was not present at the 
meeting of 26 November 1993. 

61 1. With regard to what was said at the meeting of 26 November 1993, the Chamber 
notes Nahimana's concurrence that Witness GO'S report is a faithful record. The 
heightened level of tension and hostility, described by Witness GO in his testimony as 
having been omitted from the report, does not significantly affect much more than the 
tone of the meeting. It is clear fi-om the report that the concerns of the Minister of 
lnformation were raised with the RTLM officials present, including Nahimana and 
Barayagwiza, and that these concerns related to Article 5 ,  paragraph 2 of the agreement 
between RTLM and the Rwandan Government. Coming after the letter sent previously to 
RTLM by tlie Minister, the meeting of 26 November clearly indicates a growing concern 
on the part of the Ministry, which was communicated to RTLM: that its programming 
was promoting ethnic division in violation of the agreement between RTLM and the 
government. The report of the meeting notably confirms Witness GO's testimony that 
Nahimana and Barayagwiza acknowledged in the meeting that mistakes had been made 
by RTLM journalists, and that when the question of ethnicity was raised, while Kabuga 
denied that RTLM was encouraging division, he did say that RTLM might please one 
ethnic group and not the other, and that it might not be able to please all Rwandans. Both 
Nahimana and Barayagwiza insisted in the meeting that tlie ethnic issue had to be 
addressed. 

612. With regard to the meeting on 10 February 1993, accounts of what happened 

e differ. One version of the meeting focuses on the events at Gishushu. Bemeriki and 
Nahimana state that a review of that incident was the sole purpose of the meeting. They 
maintain that during the course of the meeting, events in Gishushu were clarified and the 
Minister apologized. Witness GO's version of this meeting is a broader one, addressing 
the programming of RTLM as a m%ole and using incidents such as the report on 
Gishushu as examples. The documentary evidence. both the Working Document 
produced by Witness GO and the ORINFOR broadcast of the opening of the meeting. 
both include reference to the Gishushu incident but support the testimony of Witness GO 
that the meeting was broader in scope than this one incident and that it marked a further 
initiative by the Ministry of Infom~ation to address concerns that RTLM broadcasts were 
promoting ethnic division in violation of the agreement between RTLM and the 
government. 

613. While accepting that the mcident of Gishusu was d~scussed in thc meetlng of 10 
February, the Chamber cannot find, in l~ght  of all the e\ idence before it. that it was the 
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only item of discussion and that the meeting ended with reconciliation and an apology 
from the Minister. The tone of the Minister's conccm, and the breadth of his concern, as 
evidenced by the tape of his opening statement, is compatible with Witncss GO'S 
description of the closcd meeting that followed, which delved more deeply into the issues 
previewed publicly. The facts that Valerie Bcmeriki was unable to recall any knowledge 
of the prior meeting between RTLM and the Ministry, although it was mentioned in the 
Minister's opening statement, that her presence as a participant in the meeting is not 
documented by the video broadcast, and that she appears to have concealed in her past 
statements the presence of Nahimana at the meeting, all undermine her credibility as a 
witness to this meeting. Similarly, Nahimana's account of the meeting is inconsistent 
with the evidence on videotape of the meeting itself. The outlinc of thc mccting, 
presented not only by the Minister but also by the response o f  Kabuga, also on tape, 
clearly frames the meeting as a follow up to the discussion of 26 November. There is 
little dispute ovcr the content of that earlier meeting, and the evidence of the videotape, 
corroborating the testimony of Witness GO, clearly indicates both the increasing concern 
expressed by the Minister of lnformation and the increasing defiance of RTLM senior 
management. 

614. The Chamber notes that the RTLM broadcast of Kantano Habimana on 18 March 
1994 corroborates the hostile and threatening tone of the meeting as reported by Witness 
GO. Habimana clearly indicates his own view that the Minister of Information backed 
down from his effort to close RTLM because he understood that this would be too 
difficult and could cause him many problems. There is no suggestion that differences 
were resolved amicably and that the Minister apologized for a misunderstanding that was 
clarified by RTLM at thc mccting. 

615. The evidence of Prosecution Witness Nsanzuwera suggests that the meeting he 
attended in early February 1994 was not the meeting of 10 February but rather another 
meeting of a similar nature but with different participants. Nsanzuwera does not repon 
the presence 01 RTLM representatives other than Nahimana at the meeting, and none of 
the witnesses who testified about the 10 February mccting mention Nsanzuwera as 
having been present. Nevertheless, the testimony o f  Nsanzuwera, whom the Chamber 
considers a credible witness, is further evidence of the concern of the Ministry of 
Information ovcr media promotion of ethnic division, communication of that concern to 
RTLM, and Nahimana's central role in the management of RTLM. According to 
Nsanzuwera, h e  was introduced at the meeting as the Director o f R TLM and was the 
radio's sole representative at the meeting. 

616. The Defcncc suggests that the initiative undertaken by the Ministry of 
Information was politically motivated by Minister Rucogoza, a member of the MDR. 
This contention is not supported by evidence. In fact the evidence clcarly sets forth a 
dialogue b chvecn R TLM and t hc Ministry, focused o n  the written agreement between 
RTLM and the government and specifically Section 5, paragraph 2 of that agreement 
prohibiting incitement of hatred or violence. RTLM was confronted by the Ministry with 
violations of the agreement, and while the cvidcnce indicates some defiance on the part 
of RTLM, it does not establish that the allegations against RTLM were without 
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foundation. Consequently, the Chamber finds no indication of improper political 
motivation in the activities of the Ministry of Tnfonnation to ensure that RTLM 
broadcasting was in compliance with the agreement between RTLM and the government. 

Factual Findings 

617. Concern over RTLM broadcasting was first formally expressed in a letter of 25 
October 1993 from the Minister of lnformation to RTLM. This concern grew, leading to 
a meeting on 26 November 1993. convened by the Minister and attended by Nahimana 
and Barayagwiza, together with Felicien Kabuga. ,4t this meeting. Nahimana and 
Barayagwiza were put on notice of a growing concem, expressed previously in a letter to 
RTLM from the Minister, that RTLM was violating Article 5: paragraph 2 of its 
agreement with the government, that it was promoting ethnic division and opposition to 
theAmshaAccordsandtha t i twasrepor t ingnewsina  manner tha td idnotmeet the  

0 standards of journalism. Nahimana and Barayagwiza both acknowledged that mistakes 
had been made by RTLM journalists. Various undertakings were made at the meeting. 
relating to the program broadcasts of RTLM. Nahimana was referred to as "the Director" 
of RTLM, and Barayagwiza was referred to as "a founding member" of RTLM. They 
were both part of a management team representing RTLM at the meeting, together with 
Felicien Kabuga, and they both actively participated in the meeting, indicating their own 
understanding, as well as the perception conveyed to the Ministry, that they were 
effectively in control of and responsible for RTLM programming. 

618. A second meeting was held on 10 February 1994, in which reference was made to 
the undertakings of the prior meeting, and concem was expressed by the Minister that 
RTLM programming continued to promote ethnic division, in violation of the agreement 
behveen RTLM and the government. The speech made publicly and televised is strong 
and clear, and the response from RTLM. delivered by Kabuga, is equally strong and clear 
in indicating that RTLM would maintain course and defend its programming, in defiance 
of the Ministry of lnformation. RTLM broadcasting, in which the Minister was 
mentioned. as was his letter to RTLM, publicly derided his efforts to raise these concerns * and his inability to stop RTLM. By Witness GO'S account, Barayagwiza threatened the 
Ministry. By Nsanzuwera's account. the Minister was well aware of such threats. 
Nevertheless: he told Witness GO to continue his work, and the Minister pressed forward 
with a case against RTLM he was preparing for the Council of Ministers shortly before 
he and his family were killed on 7 April 1994. 

619. It is evident from the letter of 26 October 1993, the meeting of 26 November 1993 
and the meeting of 10 February 1994, that concerns over RTLM broadcasting of ethnic 
hatred and false propaganda were clearly and repeatedly communicated to RTLM, that 
RTLM was represented in discussions with the government over these concerns by its 
senior management. Nahimana and Barayagwiza participated in both meetings. Each 
acknowledged mistakes that had been made by journalists and undertook to correct them, 
and each also defended the programming of RTLM without any suggestion that they 
were not entirely responsible for the progmmming of RTLM. 
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5. Ferdinand Nahimana 

620. A number of Prosecution witnesses testified to discriminatory practices engaged 
in by Ferdinand Nahimana as a student against fellow Tutsi students, as a professor 
against his Tutsi students, in univel-sity admissions and faculty appointments, and as 
Director of ORINFOR against Tutsi employees. The Defence led a number of witnesses 
to counter these allegations, which in some cases date back to the 1970s. The Chambcr 
considers that these allegations are too remote to the criminal charges against Nahimana. 
For this reason. the Chamber will not make fachial findings with regard to these 
allegations. The Chambcr has considered the allegations regarding Nahimana's role as 
Director of ORINFOR in connection with the killings that took place in Bugesera in 
1992. Although these events fall outside the temporal jurisdiction of thc Tribunal, the 
Chamber considers the conduct of the Accused in this capacity with regard to these 
events relevant to the charges against him and has therefore made factual findings with 
regard to them. 

5.1 Meetings of 29 March and 12 April 1994 

621. The Prosecution alleges that between January and July 1994, Ferdinand 
Nahimana organized meetings with the Interahamwe in Ruhengeri Prefecture. Two such 
meetings are more specifically alleged, one on 29 March 1994 in Busengo sub-prefecture 
at which Kahimnana is said to have given orders for the interrrhanzwe to kill Tutsis ftom 
Kyarutovu conunuue, and one on 12 April 1994 at the communal office in Gatondc, aftcr 
which the killing of Tutsis is said to have started immediately. Thc Prosecution has 
inlroduced only one witness to provide evidence in support of these allegations, Witness 
AEN. The Chamber ~vill tl~erefore consider these t.wo meetings together. 

622. Witness .4EN, a Hutu farmer from Gatonde, testified that he first saw Ferdinand 
Nahimana a t  Nahimana's brother's house in 1985. On cross-examination, the witncss 
clarified that he did not meet Nahimana there but rather saw him enter the house, and that 
he was 13 or 14 years old at the time. Witness AEN said he saw Nahimana again on 29 
March 1994 at a party meeting in the sub-prefecture of Busengo, attended by members of 
the MRND? the Interahamwe, the CDR and the frr~puzrrganzbi. Witness AEN testified 
that Nahimana spoke a t  the meeting and identified the common enemies as Tutsi and 
ft~kota~zpi. He emphasized hatred for the Tutsi and asked the Interulzanzwe in the 
Nyamtovu commune to kill all thc Tutsi and those who did not belong to the 
~hteralzamwe."~ 

623. Witness AEN said there were other speeches along the same lines, calling for 
attacks on the Tutsi, and that Nahimana was present during those speeches as well. He 
said that the Interahamwe sang party songs at the meeting, with the lyrics "Let us 
exterminate them", and he stated that it was the Tutsi who were to be extemlinated. 
Nahimana was present and also s ang, the witness stated. H e acknowledged o n  cross- 
examination that the word "Tutsi" was not in the song, but hc said that the reference was 
clearly to the Tutsi, and that this was said in the meetings. The witness said the meeting 

6'7 7 . 7  Nov. 2000, pp. 132-133; T. 8 Kov. 2000, pp. 63-65 
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lasted two and one-half to three hours and was attended by more than one thousmd 
people. Witness AEN stated that Nahimana was the most important speaker at the 
meeting, and the most mfluent~al person in Gatonde from 1990 to 1994. He testified that 
subsequently Tutsi were killed in Nyaruto~ u, betwecn 8 and 10 Apr~l  

624. Witness AEN next saw Nahimana in Gatonde on 12 April 1994, at the communal 
office. He was holding a meeting and talking about the need to eliminate the Tutsi. CDR 
and MRND leaders were at the meeting, which lasted an hour, and the Interulzumwe and 
hzpuium~cgc~mhi were outside, each in their distinctive party dress. The witness said that 
after the meeting, killings started in Gatonde, on the next day. In cross-exanination, 
Witness AEN clarified that he was not inside but rather outside the room of this meeting, 
about thirteen meters away, and that he was unable to hear what was being said at thc 
meeting. He said that he had infen-ed what had bcen said from the killing of Tutsi and 
Hutu opponents that had inmiediately followed. The witness was unable to give the 

e number of participants at the meeting but said there were about 200 young pcoplc outside 
the hall who seemed to be waiting for orders, and that he heard two men beside him 
saying they would be happy to receive instructions to kill the Tutsi. 

625. Witness AEN testified that Sebastian Kazigima, the secteur party leader of the 
MRNDI was present at both meetings. He said that Kaziginva conducted military 
training of the Interahainwe to implement the plan to eliminate Tutsi and other opponents 
of the party. Witness AEN testified that on 6 July 1994, Kaziginva, carrying a weapon, 
incited the hzteruhamwe to kill acconlplices because the Tutsi had already been 
eliminated. He asked Witness AEN to get up and callcd for him to be killed, naming him 
as an accomplice. The witness testified that he denied being a member of thc RF'F, 
although he was a member, because he was afraid he would otherwise be killed. He was 
not killed because the others believed him. 

626. By his own admission, Witness .4EN joined the RPF in May 1993 after hearing a 
broadcast of Radio Muhabura. He had previously been a member of the MDR bul left 
that party to join the RPF. His task was t o  disseminate the ideology of the party, to * recruit new members, and to report to the RPF on the activities of political parties, 
specificially the MRND. Within eleven months, Witness AEN said he had recruited sixty 
members for the RPF in Gatonde. RPF members in Rwanda would meet ir groups, 
secretly, and that there were 180 RPF members in Gatonde, all unamml civilians and all 
of whom, except for him, were killed. 

627. Ferdinand Nahimana testified that on 29 March 1994 lie was at his home in 
Kigali, sick and bedridden. He said he had been taking treatment for malaria and 
stomach problems since the day before and continued to do so until 7 April, whcn he fled 
to the French embassy. He said that on 29 March he saw his doctor, who had been there 
thc night before. The doctor came at around 11.00 a.m. and returned in thc evening. He 
said he was home all day, that his wife went to work in the morning and returned home at 
12.00 p.m., leaving again at 2.00 p.m. for work. He said his children were in the house, 
on Easter school holidays. When the testimony of W'itncss AEN was put to him, 
Nahimana stated that there were no MRVD rallics in Gatonde commune or Ruhengeri 
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prefecture following the RPF offensive on 8 February 1994. tie stated that he had been 
sick on 29 March and could not have gone to Gatonde, and that he had not gone to thc 
Busengo sub-prefecture at any point in time behveen 23 March and 7 April 1994.'38 

628. Defence Witness Laurence Nyirabagenzi. Nahimana's wife, testified that on 29 
March Nahimana was at home, sick with malaria and gastritis. The doctor had come to 
the house the evening of 28 March, and he retumed on 29 March. At that point 
Nahimana could not swallo\v medication tablets, and so the doctor put him on an 
intravenous drip. The witness was working that day and taking the children to school. 
She was using the car, the only car that they had. Between January and March, 
Nahimana did not travel to Gatonde or Ruhengeri because of security concerns. He had 
been named Minister. there were many roadblocks, and part of the road was controlled by 
the RPF. She also testified that the return trip from Kigali took at least five hours and that 
from 27 March to 7 April: Kahimana was never away from home for five hours. From 7 

a to 12 April: she was at the French embassy with her husband and childreu. On 12 April, 
early in the morning, they were evacuated by the French to ~ujumbura."" 

629. Defence Witness B3, Kahimana's doctor, testified that on 27 March he went to 
Nahimana's house on a social visit and found him ill with malaria and a gastritis crisis. 
He prescribed some tablets and retumed to check on him in the evening of 28 March, 
finding him to be worse. He prescribed an intravenous drip as Nahimana was unable to 
take the medication orally, but when he retumed on 29 March, Nahimana had not taken 
the drip and was still worse, with a high fever, gastritis cl-isis, and vomiting. The witness 
said he al-rived between 7.30 and 8.00 on the morning of 29 March. He put Nahimana on 
Lhc drip, and whcn he came back the movning of 30 March he recommended another drip. 
as Nahimana was still not well. When he retumed the morning of 3 1 March, Nahimana's 
condition had improved, and he removed the drip and put him on the tablets. When he 
next came back, on 4 April, Nahimana was convalescing and the doctor felt the treatment 
had been successful. He saw Kahimana again briefly on 5 April, and his condition was 
improving. The witness testified that the drip treatment, which was a two-part treatment, 
took four hours and required the patient to be in bed for six to eight hours. He said it was 
impossible that Nahimana could have gotten out of bed and driven anywhere.640 

630. Defence Exhibit lD151, an escerpt from the book "L'Afrique de Grands Lacs en 
crise" by Professor Andl-6 Guichaoua, contains a list of persons evacuated by the French 
Embassy on 12 April 1994 to Bujumbura. and Nahimana's name is included in that list. 
Witness F3 testified that he went to the airport in Bujumbura on 12 April 1994 to meet 
Dbogratias Nsabimana's widow, who had been evacuated by plane from Kigali. At the 
airport, he saw Nahimana and his family. He had known Nahimana and his wife Tor a 
very long time and Nahimana recognized the witness and told him whcre Nsabimana's 
wife was. ''" 

"' T. 20 Sept. 2002, pp. 11-12. 
"'9 T. 30 oct. 2002, pp. I 5-24. 
040 T. 3 Dec. 2002, pp. 20-24; T. 4 Dec. 2002, pp. 12-16, 
6*, T. 2 Dec. 2002. pp. 8-15. 
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631. In cross-examination, Witness AEN clarified that he was not inside but rather 
outside the room in the Gatonde conxnunal oftice where the meeting of 12 April took 
place. He did not hear Nahimana speak. In his testimony, he had stated on direct 
cxamination: 

I saw him inside the con~munal office, he was holding a meeting. f k  was talking 
about the objective of eliminating the Tutsis and he was emphasising the fact that 
they ueeded to attend [sic] this objective-- this objective u:hich was declared on 
29th March 1994."" 

632. The clcar implication of this testimony was that Witness AEN heard Nahimana 
speak. Defence Counsel for Nahiinana filed a motion requesting an investigation of the 

a matter for purposes of an indictment for false testimony, which the Chamber denied 
because the witncss did not actually say that he heard Nahimana speak. The witness 
explained that his t estinlony was the result o f an i nfcrence that h e drew b ased on the 
killings subsequent to the meeting and the statements that he had heard Nahimana makc 
at the meeting of 29 March. This inference and the manner in which it was conveyed to 
thc Chamber by Witness AEN in his direct testimony, whilc not giving rise to an action 
for perjury, neverthcless render the evidence of the witness unreliable. For this reason the 
Chamber finds the tcstimony of Witness AEN not crediblc. 

Discussion of Evidence 

633. The Prosecution rehes entirely on the evidence of Witness AEN to support its 
allegations concerning the presence and participation of Nahimana a t  a m  ecting on 29 
March 1994 in Busengo sub-prefecture and at a meeting on 12 April 1994 at the 
comn1unal office in Gatonde. As the Chamber has not found Witness AEN to he credible, 
the Prosecution has not met its burden of proof with regard to thcse allegations. 

5.2 Rwanda: Current Problems and Solutions 

634. In February 1993, Nahimana published an essay entitled Rwanda: Current 
Problems and Solutions, which hc re-circulated on 28 March 1994, with the following 
cover letter, addressed "Dear Friends": 

I fiuished writing these thoughts in February 1993. Some people have rcad lltctrl. 

One ycar after it was written, this paper still appears to be topical, so much so 
that those who have read it have requested me to disseminate it once morc. 

I am tahiig it upon mysell'to send it to you. I would be grateful if you could send 
me your comments and, in particular, if you could usc the paper as an inspiratiou 
to help Rwaulda find a definitive solution to its curreut problems.64' 

'" T. 7 Yo\.. 2000, p. 142. 
'" Exhibit P25R. K0244036. 
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635. The first and longest part of the essay was a discussion of the history of Rwanda 
from 1959, in which Xahimana described the emergence of i) regionalism. the divide 
betwecn people from the South, known as Ndugn, and peoplc from the North, known as 
Kigcz: ii) "collinisme", a cantonal regionalism consisting of favoritism or preference 
based on a pcrson's hill of origin; and iii) etlmicism, which he presented as having been 
cultivated througl~out the history of Rwanda. There was a long discussion on ethnicism, 
which is largely historical and political. Nahimana stated in the essay that ethnicism was 
always "at the centre of the internecine conflicts culminating in the 1959 revolution", and 
that supporters of the monarchy, "the majority of whom were Tulsis", saw the 1959 
revolution as having been "led mostly by Hutus". Thcse supporters, he said, dccidcd to 
fight to regain their traditional supremacy, both in tcrms of political power and in tenns 
of economic and social power,644 

636. In his discussion of ethnicism, Kahimana idenliiied several phases of this struggle 

0 to regain p ower after the 1 959 revolution. T he first phase, from 1 960- 1967. took the 
form of armed attack, carried out by refugees who called themselves Irzyenzi. Each attack 
provokcd a reaction from the population inside the country, which was translated into the 
torching of houses and killing of Tutsis considered accomplices of the aggressors. 
Nahimana described the consequences as follows: 

In Rwanda. inutual resentment developed, preventing the cxistence oS a unity of 
vision for the future of the country. One side sav: the future as an opportuuity to 
regain power and to seek revenge on those people who carried out the revolution, 
whereas the other sidc saw the future as a time to consolidate power in a republic 
led mainly b y Hutus. T his vision of the future becan~e a real preparation for 
inter-ethnic clashes and the very destruction of the republic because one side was 
preparing for revenge while the other was preparing for perpetual domination. In 
short, \\-hat was being prepared by all sides was the institution of radical 
exclusion.h4' 

637. The second phase, from 1968 to 1990, Nahimana described as one which was 
characterized by the undermining of the existing government, a period of organizing both e inside Rwanda and abroad to expand the circle by "recruiting followers, essentially from 
the Tutsi ethnic group", and by lobbying foreign governments and international 
organizations for assistance in removing the government of Rwanda. In this context, thc 
essay first mentioned "a Tutsi league", describing its fornlation as follows: 

Both inside the country and abroad, many Tutsis were led to believe that they had 
been excluded from political, administrative, ecoiiornic and socio-cultural power 
and that the time had come to conquer and to take power, even by force, from 
those who were supposedly holding power exclusively - the Hutus! Since then, 
there has been some sort of a Tutsi league against 1~1utus .~~~ 
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638. As a matter oS strategy, unable to confront all Hutu at the same time, the essay 
suggested that "that league" opted to divide and conquer. At this time, a new form oS 
ethnicism was born, whereby sensitivity was created around the ethnic idcntificatjon of 
Tutsi. Nahimana said in the essay that a Hutu calling a Tutsi a Tutsi would be accused of 
ethnicism. and that through this technique, "the Tutsis were intimidating the Hutus and, 
perceptibly or imperceptibly, the Tutsis succeeded in convincing everyonc (Salsely, 

,1647 however) that they were victims because they belonged to an ethnic minority ... 
Outside Rwanda. the Hutu came in this way to be perceived as perpetually oppressing 
Tutsi and the perception was that "everything had to change in order to save the 
oppressed ethnic group, thc ~utsis"."' 

639. Part of this strategy, Nahimana contended in the essay, was to exploit regionalism 
and collinisme, and he maintained that as early as 1068-1970: "well-elaborated plans" to 
overthrow the republic using these divisions "began circulating among members of the 
Tutsi league". He said that "members of the Tutsi league were the first to call for the 
departure of President Crkgoire Kayibauda, accusing him of refusing to allow Tutsi 
refugees to return to Rwanda and of having placed power in the hands of natives oS 

1,649 Gitarama.. . In this context, "the united front of the popular majority: who had fought 
for the republic, was shattered and replaced by division", the division among Hutus 
between the hkluga and the Kiga The coup d'elat on 5 July 1973, which was seen as a 
takeover by the Kiga to the detriment of the Nduga, completed this division and was 
welcomed by the Tutsi. He stated that this coup "was the springboard from which the 

9, 650 Tutsi league managed to dangerously weaken the Rwandan govcmment 

640. Nahimana suggested in the essay that "members of the Tulsi league" worked to 
foster the division between Nduga and K i p ,  befriending both sides while "sowing 
division and exacerbating tensions". He suggested that there was an implicit alliance 
"hehveen Tutsis and Ndnga Hutus against those from the North", and that "members of 
the Tutsi league linked ethnicism with regionalism whenever regionalism meant hatred 
by the Kiga of the ~Vclugu but not vice versa", using these divisions to isolate the Kiga 
Hutu from the North. Nahimana lamented thesc divisions, saying: . - 

e [l]he republic could not rely on its erstwhile strength, the unity of thc popular 
majority, to survive and hold firm against attacks carried out against it by the 
'Tutsi leaguc whose members had paralysed the united action orthe republic. h 
fact, the repubhc was almost swept away.. . by t he avenging waves of former 
monarchists, their descendauts and follower who have now come together under 
\vl~at they call the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF) ~nkotan~i."' 

641. This exposition, which compriscd morc than half of thc essay, concluded with the 
proposition that the divisions created by regionalism; collinisme and ethnicism were 
conveyed to the new parties created following the introduction of multipartism, and that 

6'7 (hid. 
"' "id., KO244041 
649 Ihiil. 
''' /hid. 
"I Exhibit P25B, K02440-12. 
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the RPF was benefiting from this lack of national cohesion. Nahimana suggested that any 
consideration of the RPF as "the bearer of democracy" in Rwanda was an illusion, that 
the "RPF, which is made up mostly o r  members of the Tutsi league and some recently 
recruited Hutus, uses and even manipulates the parties of people who have chosen to 
work with it by bogging them down in hatred and division against parties which do not 

,, 652 have any relationship with it and by hiding its real political intentions . Its real 
intentions, according to the essay, were to seize power by forcc. 

612. Nahimana introduced the concept of civil defence in the latter part of the essay, 
following this historical overview, first explaining what he saw as the importance of the 
history: 

A bitter overview'! Yes. 

However, these vicws should make even those people most tied to their position 
think. Rwanda which has suffered through two yeas of war must get out of this 
situation It has to overcome the current situation through tthc revival of 
awareness on the part of all its sons and daughters. 111 order to do this; there has 
to be a new inipetus which would bring Rwanda's popular majority and, 
preferably, all Rwandans, to crystallize their attention on a common concern: the 
defence of the country's territorial integrity and its people."' 

643. The essay stated that defence of the country "requires every Rwandan" t o  take 
part or  the responsibility, and subsequently elaborated: "The defence of the country's 
territorial integrity and its people requires the contribution of physical, moral and 
intellectual forces of all Rwandans or, at least o f  the majority of the population." To 
achieve this, attitudes must change and the strength of the people must be recognized. 
Nahimana said, "the Rwandan population, especially the youth" had to be used to defend 
Rwanda. He particularly mentioned the youth in areas that had becn afrected by the RPF 
war and knew the tactics of RPF fighters, and stated that "everyone should do something 
so that those youth are given appropriate military training in counter-insurgency and 
adequate weapons". The role o f  these youth would be to "support regular soldiers by 
providing security to people displaced by the war or in areas liberated by the Rwandan 
armed forces"."' 

644. Calling this "civil defence", Nahimana wrote the following in the essay about the 
need for unity: 

In ordcr for it to succeed. this operation should benefit from the conviction of thc 
entire society which has to stand up as one man against all forms of threat or 
collective aggression. This awareness then autoniatically repudiates hatred and 

055 division hascd on ethnicity and regions of origin.. 

6'2 [bid., K0244043. 
'" Ihid.. KO244044 
'j' Exhibit P25B, KO244044145 
6 5 5  Ibid., K0244045. 
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645. The need to organize quickly was noted, as was a need for "giving advice to 
authoritics in the Ministry of Homc Affairs and the Ministry of Defence, particularly on 
the modalities of thc recruitment and organization of the youth who are to be integrated 
in the civil dcfencem."j" 

646. In the essay, Nahimana called on leaders of political parties to unite and "without 
distinction of political parties" to work for success of the armed forces against "the 
enemy of the country". He named the RF'F as "Rwanda's and democracy's enemy 
number onemh" and mentioned the RPF several times again as "the enemy". Thc essay 
also called on church and religious leaders to organize meetings for unity of action and to 
support the resettlement 01 people displaced by the war, and it called on thc Rwandan 
clite to undo its patterns of exclusion and to come together and "use its talents, 
knowledge. contacts and friendship to show the world who the real aggessor in Rwanda 
is". In the essay, Nahimana asked "What is RPF-Inkotrinyi? Is it an atmcd movement of * guerrillas o r  i s  i t  a political movement o f  refugees?" H e  tasked the elite t o  engage i n  
intensive diplomacy to "put back RPF in its right place and to get rid of the confusion 
that RPF is fostering", and "to make RPF change itself, apologise for its crimes and let 
Rwandan refugees go back to their country (Rwanda) in peace", adding "It is LIP to the 
elite to prepare Rwandans inside the country to agree to the return of rcfugees and to ask 
those refugees to livc in peace with their ne ighb~urs ,"~ '~  

647. The essay concluded: 

These efforts will support the work of the Rwandan armed forces and accompany 
them Lo their final victory against Museveni and his RPF-Inkotcryi 'boys.' 

- United, we will win. 
- Together we will prepare our Suture. 
- 111 the national community with peace and prosperit): wc will live and practice 

genuine democracy."'l 

648. Nahimana testified that when he wrote Rwanda: Current Prohlenzs and Solutions, 
it was in the context of the re-launching of war by the RPF on 8 February 1993, in 
violation of the ceasefire agreement. He said he felt the nation was in danger and that 
dcrnocracy could not survive if an armed group was coming to take over power. He 
called upon all actors to fight the enemy. He insisted lhat the Tutsi league existed, saying 
it was not a group but was rnadc of a number of groups. He described it in ideological 
terms, mentioning several specific groups, publications and individuals coming from the 
Tutsi community and committed to the overthrow of the government. He stated as a firm 
position of his that not all Tutsi were members of the RPF and that all Tutsi could in no 
way be considered enemies of the country.66o 

"'" Ihid. 
"' ihid.. K0244046. 
"jr Exhibit P25B. K0244047. 
"" [bid.. K024048. 
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649. With regard to his proposal for civil defence, Nahimana maintained that his 
intention was to propose something that would be directed, not something wild and out of 
control. Hc noted that many countries, such as Switzerland, had civil defence units and 
said it was necessary to arm the civil defence so that it could be useful in fighting the 
enemy. He said he was not the father of civil defence in Rwanda, that civil defence had 
bccn in place since the war began in 1990, with roadblocks. and that that was part ofwhat 
he was talking about. He said his ideas had been misinterpreted, that he was not thinking 
of the interalzamwe in his essay beeausc civil defence should be in the domain of public 
authority, whereas the intrrrrhmmwe and other such militias were in the domain of 
political parties. He said that he still supported the central ideas in the essay.6h' 

650. On cross-examination, Kahimana was questioned on RTLM and the absence of 
any mention of the media in his essay. He said he was not thinking of RTLM at the time. 
When he wrote thc essay in February 1993, RTLM had not yet bcen creatcd, although he * acknowledged that it had bcen in planning since November 1992. He said that while the 
mcdia was not mentioned i n  t he essay's call for all segments o f  society including the 
youth, religious leaders, and political Icaders to join together in civil defence, he did not 
think there was anything wrong with integrating the media into the activities of the 
population. His main point was that civil defence can only succeed if all Rwandans are 
involved, without distinction. Hc said that the essay was inspired by the war. The 
problem of concern to him was the progressive penetration of the RPF in Rwanda, and 
the solutions he proposed were designed to stop this penetration."* 

651. With regard to the term "Tutsi league", on cross-examination Nahimana repeatcd 
that the Tutsi league was a broad-based coalition that brought in small groups fomlcd 
abroad and was made up of Tutsi. However, he said. the league was not synonymous 
with the Tutsi colnmunity outside Rwanda. In 1993, he said the leaders of this group 
tried to recruit people in Rwanda who would support the idea of overthrowing the 
regime. These recruits inside Rwanda were also members of the Tutsi league. It was put 
to h i m  that the essay claimed that Inmy Tutsi were led to believe that they had been 

a lmana was excluded from social, economic and political power and that in fact Y h. 

@ talking not just about those in the Tutsi league but the situation for all Tutsi. Nahimana 
maintained that just taking the phrase in isolation lost the meaning of what he said in its 
historical context. He said he was not talking about a community but rather an attitude. 
He said the Tutsi leaguc existed and was made up of various groups, and that hc was only 
dcscribing the reality when he wrote of it."' 

652. Asked to comment on Nahimana's essay, Prosecution Expert Witness Alison Des 
Forges noted in her testimony thc references through the essay to the "Tutsi league", 
which she viewed as critical in indicating whom the author regarded as the cnemy. She 
suggested that within the essay there was a movement back and forth between the call Sor 
an end to divisions in the population and the need for unity, on the one hand, and thc 
qualification on the other that if not all Rwandans, at least "the majority of the 
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population" must contribute to the defence of the country, suggesting that perhaps not all 
Rwandans were part of this effort. She suggested it was also significant that in the essay, 
the use of the civil defence force proposcd was not envisioned simply for the frontier but 
also in zones far from combat to ensure internal peace. 

653. Des Forges drew a distinction in her testimony between the circumstances 
prevailing in Rwanda when the essay was first written in February 1993, and the 
circumstanccs prevailing when N ahimana re-circulated the essay i n  March 1 994. S he 
said that in the first instance, the essay was published in the weeks after a major RPF 
advance. which had caused great damagc in the northcrn part of Rwanda and resulted in 
the movement of RPF troops towards Kigali, an advance that was aborted only at the last 
minute under international pressure, particularly from the French government. There was 
great shock throughout the country, and many including the CDR, Kurzguru, and 
President Habyarimana, as well as Nahimana, called at the time for the formation of a e self-defence initiative. In March 1994, however, there was no such immediate past 
experience of rapid military advance and the shock that it caused. Rather, the Arusha 
Accords had been signed and progress was supposedly being made towards their 
implementation. The context was thercfore dramatically different, which led Des Forges 
to question u:hy there should be an cffort at that point in time to enlist support. She said 
that while it was possible to interpret the initial writing of the essay in February 1993 as a 
reaction to a direct and immediate military threat, there would be no such reason to call 
for self-defence in March 1994 unless it was to support the effort, then being organized 
within certain civilian and military circles, to prepare a large-scale mobilization of the 
civilian population to attack Tutsi and members of the Hutu political opposition.664 

654. On cross-exanination, Des Forges was askcd about the call in the essay addressed 
to church authorities: which names the enemy of the people as the RPF, as well as thc 
passage stating that the republic was endangered by the former monarchists, who were 
equated with the RPF, and the passage at the end of the essay calling on the powers in 
support of democracy to bring pressure to bear on Museveni and Uganda to stop 
supplying weapons and personncl to the RPF Inkotuizyi, stating that this was the real a cause of Rwanda's troubles. She was also questioned about the passage indicating that 
civil dcSence activities would support the work of the Rwandan Armed Forces and bring 
them to victory over Museveni and the RPF Irzkotunyi. Asked to confirm that the enemy 
was clearly identified in this text as being the RPF, Des Forges noted that thcre were also 
many references in the essay to "the Tutsi league" and suggested that if the cnemy had 
been clearly identified as the RPF it would be difficult to understand why the term "Tutsi 
league" was used with such frequency in the essay."" While again acknowledging that 
the call in the essay for a civil defence force needed to be understood as resulting partly 
from the sense of military threat at the time of its composition, Des Forges expressed the 
view that the text of the essay did not support a definition of the enemy exclusively as the 
RPF backed by Museveni because of the refercnces in it to "the Tutsi league". Following 
discussion on the meaning of the word "league", she expressed the vicw that the word 
could encompass all or some part of a group, depending on the context. 

66a T. 21 Map 2002, pp. 240-251. 
665 T. 30 May 2002; pp. 203-205. 
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655. Des Forges affirmed that the essay contained a strong condemnation of ethnicism, 
but suggested that a careful reading of it was essential to understanding exactly what was 
meant by the term. Despite the initial impression: which could be that any ethnic 
sentiment is condemned, she said a careful reading laid responsibility for the cause of 
ethnic division on one side and not the other, holding the Tutsi responsible for the ethnic 
problem. When the passage was put to her that begins, "In Rwanda, mutual resentment 

n 666 developed, preventing the existence of a unity of vision for the future of the country , 
as an indication that Eahimana had described shared responsibility for inter-ethnic 
tension, Des Forges agreed hut citcd the preceding paragraphs, which identified the 
Injenzi as the initiators 01 the process. She noted that it was complex when there were 
hvo different kinds of statements in one document but that it was characteristic of many 
publications and broadcasts during that period, making it difficult to sort out the - 
underlying intention. * 
656. In cross-examination, Des Forges acknowledged a passage in the essay that 
mentioned repudiation of hatred and division based on ethnicity as being clear but noted 
that there were other passages indicating a different view and citcd the passage of the 
essay defining "the Tutsi league" and the paragraphs following, in which it was clear that 
this Tutsi league was said to be responsible for ethnic division, as well as for regionalism 
and collinisnle because it had set about dividing the people of Rwanda. Des Forges 
agreed that the RPF emerged from this Tutsi league, according to the essay, but expressed 
concern over the generalization of the link Counsel for Nahimana suggested by naming 
the Tutsi diaspora as the common source of hvo historically distinct movements. She 
said the RPF was distinct in its program and intention from the group that attacked 
Rwanda in the 196O's, that they were two different organizations operating in two 
different historical periods, but she agreed that both groups were constituted by or drew 
support from essentially the same population, refugees outside the country.667 

Discrission of Evidence 

a 657. The Chamber has carefully considered the text of the essay Kwc~ndn: Current 
Problems and Solzrtlons in full. At the core of the essay is a polltical analys~s of the 
history of Rwanda. This analysis was not impartial or objective. It took a clear, reasoned 
position on the issues of contention. Its stated intent was to make people think and to 
make people understand the history and the contemporary political context of Rwanda in 
the samc way as the author did. 

658. In describing ethnicism in Rwanda in the essay, the Chamber notes that initially 
Nahimana identified the forces behind the 1959 revolution as being seen by supporters of 
the monarchy, "the majority of whom were Tutsis" as "an opposition that was led mostly 
by Hutus". He again shortly thereafter rcferred to "a republic led mainly by Hutus" and 
the recruitment of followers by the opposition "essentially from the Tutsi ethnic group". 
These rcferences, all on the fourth page of the essay, evidence a certain care to identify 
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the pcople concerned with referencc to ethnicity but not to define thcm by their ethnicity. 
This care was fleeting, though, as the essay moves forward and adjectives such as 
"many" disappear. From the bottom of the fourth page, the words "Hutu" and "Tutsi" 
were used both to describe ethnicity and political affiliation. "If a Hutu called a Tutsi a 
Tu~si", for example, is a reference to ethnicity, while in the next sentence, "the Tutsis 
succeeded in convincing everyone (falsely, however) that they were victims because thcy 
belonged to an ethnic minolily.. ." presumably does not refer to all Tutsi but rather those 
who, the essay maintains, were manipulating ethnicity for political ends. Ostensibly 
Nahimana decried ethnicism, but he himself cast his analysis in, and perpctuatcd, the 
characterizations of Hutu and Tutsi as a fixed point of political reference. Moreover, as 
Des Forges pointed out in her review of the essay, Nahimana blamed the Tutsi for the 
problems facing Rwanda, portraying the Tutsi as aggressors and the Hutu as victims. 

659. The Prosecution has emphasized the repeated reference in this essay to "a Tutsi * league", and the Chamber has cited above all references to this league. The explanation 
of its formation, that many Tutsi were led to believe that the Hutu had excluded them 
from power. which needed to be reclaimed by force, indicates that a very loose grouping 
was meant by this term - "Since then, there bas been some sort of a Tutsi league against 
Hutus" suggests through the vague language "some sort o f '  that t11e Tutsi league was not 
a formal or specifically identified group but an all-encompassing group identified by 
ethnicity. The essay subsequently referred to plans to exploit regionalism and collinisrne 
as having begun "circulating among members of the Tutsi Icague". It was said that 
"members of thc Tutsi league" were the first to call for the departure of Kayibanda: that 
"members of the league" worked to convince public opinion that Tutsis and Nduga Hutus 
wcre excluded from power, and that "members of the Tutsi league" linked ethnicism with 
regionalism only when it meant hatred by the Kiga of the Nduga and not the other way 
around. There was also a reference to attacks carried out against the "popular majority'' 
by "the Tutsi league whose members had paralyscd the united action of the republic". 
Finally, there was a reference to the RPF "which is made up mostly of members of the 
Tutsi league and some recently recruited Hutus.. . "  

a 660. It is clear that the "members of the Tutsi leagne" referred to in Nahimana's essay 
had a particular political orientation and acted accordingly. It was not explicitly stated 
that this was a reference to all Tutsi, but the implication was that all Tutsi shared this 
orientation and participated in these acts. There was effectively no differentiation made 
between "the Tutsi league" and the Tutsi population as a whole. The Chamber notes that 
the danger lies in this zone of gray meaning, which allowed room for and even 
encouraged readers to conclude that all Tutsi, because they were Tutsi, shared these 
political views and wcre members of this ill-defined league. The Chambcr notes the 
samc reasoning would apply to the many references in the text to "the popular majority", 
which could be understood to refer to the Hutu. In discussing the necd for full 
participation in civil defence, Nahimana several times referred to "Rwanda's popular 
majority and, preferably, all Rwandans", or the forces of "all Rwandans or, at least, of the 
majority of the population". Having so clearly defined the historical contours as relating 
to Tutsi domination and Hutu subordination, which started to shift in 1959, it is difficult 
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to imagine that these undefined references to "the popular majority" would not have been 
understood to be refcrences to the Hutu people of Rwanda. 

661. This conflation of cthnic and political identification is not surprising in light of 
thc history of Rwanda. Because political power had historically been deiincd by 
ethnicity in Rwanda, the political interests of different ethnic groups differed in a manner 
that was related, at least in part, to ethnicity. The Chamber considers that referenccs to 
political groups in ethnic tem~s, when there was in fact a real correlation between 
political interest and cthnic identity, are to be expected. The RPF was in fact made up 
mostly of Tutsis. 

662. However, in light of the context, it was particularly important to be clear and 
avoid the dangers of equating cthnicity with political affiliation. While the cssay clearly 
and repeatedly defined "the enemy" as thc RPF, as pointed out by the Defence, at the 
same time it clearly and repeatedly referred to "the Tutsi league", a reference to a loose 
group of Tutsi that was so vaguely defined it could have been taken, and intended, lo 
mean the entire Tutsi population. Yet it was said to be a group with a particular political 
orientation, defined as supportive of and a pool of recruitment for the RPF. The Chamber 
notes that Nahimana himself described in the historical part of his essay the pattern of 
retaliatory attacks - the torching of houses and killing of Tutsi - carried out by the 
population in response to the armed attacks by thc lnyenzi. Clearly he knew the danger 
inherent in defining "some sort of a Tutsi league against Hutus". 

663. The Prosecution alleges that the essay and its introductory letter of March 1994 
incited the youth to organize self defence groups to fight against the RPF. The Chamber 
notes that neither the introductory letter nor the essay was particularly addressed to young 
pcople. The introductory lctter did not make any reference to youth in its text: and thcre 
is no evidence that it was distributed to young people. In the cssay, Nahimana proposed 
the introduction of civil defence, but the essay did not call directly on the youth to 
organize self defence groups. Rather, it advocated their creation by established 
structures. In this regard, the Chamber notes the reference to advising authorities in the 

@ Ministry of Home Affairs and Ministry of Defence "on the modalities of the recruitment 
and organization of the youth who arc to bc integrated in the civil defence" and the 
statement in the essay that these youth would support the Rwandan Armed Forces. 
Nahimana testified that he was not calling in his essay for the organization of amied 
youth by political parties but rather by the government itself, as an extcnsiou of its 
military capability in facing the armed insurgency of the RPF. 

664. The Chamber considers that this assertion must be evaluated in light of the 
context at the time the article was distributed. Expert Witness Des Forges acknowledged 
that there may well have been a perceived need for civil defence to oppose the advance of 
RPF forces in February 1993, when the essay was first written by Nahimana but says 
there was no such apparent need in March 1993. The Chamber notes, however, that the 
h s h a  Accords brought about dissension and unrest in early 1994, and a growing and 
visible presence of the Interalznmwe and other youth organized by Hutu Power political 
paties MDR, MRND and CDR. These youth were increasingly armed and positioned as a 
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force against the RPF and its accomplices. In this context, the re-circulation of 
Nahimana's essay i n  March 1 994 could have been seen, and intended, to support this 
initiative. Thcre is no indication in Nahimana's March 1994 letter that he opposed thc 
organization of armed youth by political parties. In his essay, though, Nahimana called 
for unity among the political partics and positioned his proposal for civil defence as an 
initiative to be coordinated by the government and the army. In these circumstances, even 
if Nahimana had an ulterior motive to support the organization of armed youth that was 
taking place around him in March 1994; the absence of any indication to this effect in his 
text and the presence of languagc suggesting an alternative vision preclude a finding by 
the Chamber that his reference to armed organization of youth in thc essay was intended 
and understood to support the armed organization of youth as it was actually taking place 
in Rwanda at that time. 

665. The Prosecution also alleges that the introductory letter of March 1994 written by 
Nahimana addressed and called on the population to find a "final solution" to the problem 
of Rwanda. The Chamber notcs that the reference in the text of the introductory letter is 
to a "definitive solution" and not a "final solution". W'hilc this language could be 
intended as a vciled reference to the language of the holocaust, in the same manner as 
"the Tutsi league" was intended to be a veiled reference to the entire Tutsi population, the 
Chambcr cannot makc a finding of this interpretation. The meaning of the languagc 
"definitive solution" is different from "final solution" in that it does not obviously carry 
the meaning of extermination or genocide. The solution proposed in the essay is the 
defeat of the encmy, militarily and definitively. The enemy is explicitly defined to be thc 
RPF and implicitly defined t o  be  the Tutsi population a s  a whole, b y  reference t o  the 
"Tutsi league". However, the essay itself does not lnakc explicit reference to 
extermination or genocide. 

666. The Chamber in its effort to determine the actual meaning intended must review - 
both the text and the circumstance in which it was written with caution. The double 
messaging highlighted by Expert Witness Des Forges is one indicator of actual meaning. 
The context in which the essay was written and circulated is another. The Chamber * rccognizes that the real meaning and intent of the essay may be implicit. Nevertheless* it 
cannot simply ignore the explicit meaning and expressed intent of the language used by 
Nahimana. 

Factual Findines 

667. Rwat~du: Curwnf Problems and Solzrtions was written by Nahimana in February 
1993 and called for the organization of civil defence, consisting of armed youth, to fight 
"the encmy", who were defined explicitly as the RPF and implicitly as "thc Tutsi lcague", 
a veiled reference to the Tutsi population. In March 1994, Nahimana re-circulated this 
essay amidst the ongoing initiative at that time to engage armed youth organizations such 
as the Interuhanzwe in attacks against the Tutsi population as part oT an eflort to defeat 
the RPF. However, the essay stated that such initiative should he coordinated by 
government officials and the army. The introductory letter to the essay, circulated in 
March 1994, was not specifically addressed to the youth population. While it did call on 
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readers to help the country find a "definitive solution" to its problems, this call - as 
reflected in the essay - was directed to various sectors of the population, asking them to 
take various initiatives, which were largely non-violent. While the essay called for defeat 
of "the enemy", it was not a direct call for violence other than a civil defence initiative to 
be coordinated by the Rwandan army. 

5.3 Events in Bugesera 

668. Prosecution Witness Thomas Kamilindi worked as a journalist at Radio Rwanda 
in 1992, when Nahimana was Director of ORR-JFOR. He testified that in March 1992, at 
one editorial meeting, the editor i n  c hief J ean-Baptiste B amwanga brought a fax from 
Nairobi and said they had to decide whether or not to put it on the air. The fax said that 
the enemy I?~yeizzi were preparing to assassinate a certain number of Hutu leaders. The 
plan was to be implemented by the internal branch of the RPF, or the enemy Inyenri, * which was the PL or Liberal Party. He said from 1990, the term "Inyenzi" started to be 
used to mean Tutsi and also opposition, regardless of their ethnic group. A day or two 
earlier the PL had organized a meeting in Bugcsera, in the town of Xyamata, and 
denounced the actions of the then bourg~?~estre, who was from the MRND, the p d y  in 
power at the time. The fax was discussed at length and those at the meeting found that its 
authenticity could not be certified. The organization that had sent the fax was not known, 
nor was the signatory. The editorial section therefore decided not to disseminate the fax. 
A while later, when the editorial section had already started preparing the midday news, 
the editor in chief came with a tape, which he himself had recorded, of an introduction to 
precede the broadcasting of the same fax. The taped introduction said that as public press 
it was their duty to bring this vital information to the public. Kamilindi said there were 
instructions according to which the Director of ORINFOR had ordered the rebroadcast or 
the message that evening and the next morning. They were instructed to play the entire 
tape without any deletion. He said the tape was played at least four times on Radio 
Rwanda, as part of the mid-day news, the evening news, the next morning and mid-day 
the next day. Immediately afterwards, there were massacres in the Bugesera region. 

a targeting Tu t~ i . "~ '  
- 

669. Kamilindi testified that in March 1993, a code of ethics for journalists was 
adopted in Rwanda by the national association of journalists and the Ministry of 
Information. Among the provisions of the code, he cited the following: 

Article 7: To commit themselves to respect the private lives of people, their 
moral iutegrity, their honour and their dignity, to ensure, to the cxtent that this 
principle is compatible with public interests. to avoid anonymous accusations, 
avoid defamation, accusations, injuries, offe~ensive language, insinuat~ons and, 
finally, to respect the discretion aud decency of standards. 

Article 14: To refrain from taking a partisan, political or social position that 
could compromise their capacity to report events with fairness and impartiality. 

608 T. 22 May 2001. pp. 16-43. 
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Article 16: To rigorously refrain from all acts, attitudes or graphic reproduction, 
filmed or spoken, which are of such a nature as to iucite ethnic, racial, religious 
or antagonistic inciten~ent and to xenophobia, aud all forms of exclus~on.~") 

670. Although this code was fonnalized only in 1993, Kamilindi said the spirit of these 
three articles was discussed constantly during the course of his career at the national radio 
station. In the editorial discussion over the fax from Nairobi, he said there was concern 
that its dissemination would contribute to ethnic division. Following this incident 
Nahimana left ORINFOR, and Kamilindi was told that he had been dismissed as a result 
of public pressure, especially from human rights organizations, which said he was the 
instigator of this fax that had triggered the Bugesera massacres. Ka~nilindi acknowledged 
that there had been several acts of terrorism involving land mines in the region and that 
there had been a PL meeting in Nyamata at the beginning of March, at which Justin 
Mugenzi said the bourgrrzestre should be dismissed. He also acknowledged that the 
broadcast did not mention Bugesera but pointed out that it talked of the PL as an internal 
branch of the RPF.~" 

67 1 .  Franqois-Xavier Nsanzuwera, the former Prosecutor of Kigali, testified that Radio 
Rwanda broadcast a communique on 3 March 1992, which was read b y  t h c j  ournalist 
Ramwanga. The communiquC claimed that a fax had arrived from Nairobi, from an 
African Commission of Non-Violence, saying that the RPF was preparing terrorists acts 
against Rwandans. The communiqu6 mentioned politicians and businessmen throughout 
the country who were going to be killed by the RPF and specified that the RPF was going 
to use its internal branch, in other words the PL, or Liberal Party. On the night of 4 
March, the massacre of Tutsi in Bugesera started, and lasted more than a week. 
Nsanzuwera who investigated this massacre, said that at least 300 Tutsi were killed by 
official count. They were not able to count all the victims because some of the bodies had 
been thrown into septic tanks or pit latrines, and others had been thrown into holes. At 
least 513 people were arrested for the killings by the Prosecutor's office, but there was a 
great deal of difficulty. When Nsanzuwera arrived in Bugesera on 6 March, houses were 
still burning. The killings continued until a reinforcement of gendarmes was sent from 
Kigali. Most of those who participated in the killings were not arrested because the 
hourgnzestre ol'the commune decided to send home all the seasonal migrant workers who 
came from outside the region, many of whom had participated in the attacks. 
Consequently, those arrested were mainly from the region itself except a few who had 
been arrested before the boupzestre made this decision. Nsanru\vera said that sanctions 
wcre imposed on the sub-prcfct of Nyamata and the first attorney of the sub-prefectural 
prosecutor's office.671 

672. When asked what role the media played in the Bugesera massacre, Nsanzuwera 
replied that if Radio Rwanda had not disseminated the communique five times and i f  
there had not been wide distribution of the cover of Kangura #26 in the region, the 
numbers of people killed would not have been significant. Hc remembered talking to the 
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elderly who had stayed at home and did not participate in the massacrcs. He was 
accompanied by gendarmes and they thought he was coming to help them, and said it was 
good that he had come in time because the Tutsi were going to kill them. The witness 
said the radio broadcast of the communiqui created a kind of psychosis among the Hutu. 
People thought they were defending themselves because they were told that they were 
going to be massacred. There wcre no Tutsi killings of Hutu civilians in Bugcsera during 
this time but the Hutu who were arrested for their participation in the massacre of Tutsi 
were saying that they did so to avoid being killed. That was the message they had been 
given both by the authorities and by the communiqui that was broadcast. He desciibed 
the state created as one of "intoxication". Human rights organizations and opposition 
parties asked that sanetioils be imposed on Nahimana, who was the Director of 
ORINFOR at the 

673. In cross-examination, Nsanzuwera was asked why he did not mention the role or  
Radio Rwanda in these events in the book he wrote in 1993, n e  R~vcmtlarz Mugistrate 
cznd the Grips of the Executive Power? I n  this book, he cited as thc hvo principal causes 
of the Bugesera massacre the distribution of the cover of Knizguru several weeks before 
and the manipulation of the seasonal u8orkers from outside the region. It was also put to 
him that in his testimony in the Rutaganda trial, he cited as the causes of the Bugesera 
massacres the speeches by local conseille~s to get the population to attack Tutsi, the PL 
meeting, and attacks. He said this was not meant to be an exhaustive list but 
acknowledged that he was speaking of the role of Radio Rwanda in these massacres for 
the first time. He acknowledged that the broadcast did not mention the Tutsi specifically 
and explained that it was said the RPF had an internal base, which was the Liberal Party, 
and that the communiqu6 followed the PL meeting that took place in Nyamata on 1 
March. He noted that it was said that the Liberal Party was the Tutsi party.673 

674. Prosecution W itness Philippe Dahinden, a Swiss j ou~nalist, went to  Rwanda i n  
January 1993 as a member of the International Committee for Investigations that had 
been set up collectively by four human rights organizations, including the International 
Federation of Human Rights and Human Rights Watch. The International Committee 
went to Bugesera and interviewed many victiins and witnesses of events there. Dahinden 
testified that some of those whom he met, who had fled Bugesera and taken refuge in 
Kigali, told him that in thc course of one day there were five broadcasts on Radio 
Rwanda of an editorial referring to acts of violence conlmitted by peoplc who had 
infiltrated the PL party, which was considered by many in Rwanda at that time as being a 
party made up of Tutsi majority. Dahinden described the communiqui, which he said 
was broadcast betwecn 3 and 4 March, as from an organization called the Committee for 
Non-Violence in Rwanda with the Great Lakes Region. The communiqui warned 
Rwandans about an attempt to destabilize the country and terrorist acts that were to be 
committed by people that had infiltrated from abroad and were going to attack the Hutu. 
It included lists of about 21 public figures to he killed in the near future in an effort to 
destabilize the country. Also broadcast on the radio, according to Dahinden, was an 
editorial of ORMFOR signed by Nahimana that repeated thc communiqui to warn the 

672  /bid 
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population about the danger and mentioned the PL as a possible accomplice to this 
t~ansac t~on .~ '~  

675. Dahinden's investigation indicated that the communique came from an 
organization that did not exist. The investigation was able to establish that the same 
typewriter was used for the fax allegedly sent from Nairobi and the comnuniqu6 sent 
from the Rwandan committee referrcd to by Dahinden as "the fictitious recipient" in 
Kigali. Dahindcn said he did not know who had written the comnmuniqu6. He criticized 
Radio Rwanda and its Director for having broadcast a false communique that incited 
people to violence. During the course of the investigation mission, Dahinden did not meet 
Nahimana, but he returned to Rwanda in August 1993 and at that time interviewed him 
on the broadcast of this communiqu6, as well as the establishment of RTLM. He wanted 
Nahimana to explain why he authorised and even ordered the broadcast of this cditorial. 
Nahimana replied that many leaflets were going around at that time and said hc had asked * his journalists to make a commentary on the text. Nahimana told him that he had 
requested an evaluation of the documents. but that as the information had come to him 
within the framework of ORINFOR: as a journalist he had broadcast it. Dahinden asked 
Nahimana if he did not see a link between the dissemination of the communication and 
the events that took place subsequently. Nahimana replied that he rather saw the link to 
the speech made by the leader of the PL party. He said thc broadcast should not have 
triggered thc events that took place a few days later. When Dahinden asked Nahimana 
whether he thought this broadcast was helpful to the public, as it had triggered massacres 
and persecutions, displaced 15,000 people, and burned houses, Nahimana replied that it 
was precisely the role of public service to warn people and that apart from the PL, who 
were responsible for what happened, everyone in Rwanda understood that this was the 
role of the radio. He said that in time of war, the radio should be used to warn people 
where there was danger, in order to save 

676. In cross-examination, Dahinden explained the political backdrop to events in 
Bugesera. He said that the bo~~rgmestre o f  Kanzenze had in October 1991 ordered a 
series of arrests of young Tutsi in the commune, who were accused of crossing over to 
join the RPF. On 11 November 1991 at the Xyamata market in Bugesera, this same 
hourpestre denounced the Tutsi PL representative, Gahima, as an RPF recruiter. In the 
following weeks several mines were exploded in the area. On 1 March 1992, at a 
political meeting held in the Gizensi commune of Bugesera, Gahima criticized this 
hourgmestre, who then violently counter-attacked him, distributing tracts saying he must 
not escape. The communique then arrived and was aired on Radio Rwanda five times on 
3 and 4 March 1992. An RTLM broadcast of 31 October 1993 was introduced by the 
Defence, in which Landouald Ndasingwa, the PL party Vice-Chair. commented on 
statements made about him at a press conference by, among others. Justin Mugenzi, the 
President of the PL party."6 In the interview, Ndasingwa stated that the political rally 
organized by Mugenzi in Bugesera triggered the massacres there. Responding to this 

6'4 T. 24 Oct. 2000, pp. 36-65. 
"" T. 24 Oct. 2000, pp. 36-65; T. 30 Oct. 2000, pp. 121-126; Exhibit P3 
676 Exhibit ID4B. 
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interview, Dahinden noted that the PL had split into factions, the powcr movement of 
Mugenzi and a moderate wing.677 

677. Dahinden testified that following these events in Bugesera there was an outcry in 
Rwanda and in the international community. Many embassies sent emissaries to the 
government in March 1992, and in April when a new government was set up, Nahimana 
left his post. According to Dahinden there was a Presidential Decree that terminated his 
functions. Nahimana told Dahinden that he had talked to the Prime Minister, who 
blamed him and said the radio had been the catalyst that triggered these events. 
Nahimana told Dahinden that the Prime Minister was responsible for law and order and 
he was the one who should have done something. Nahimana maintained that the radio 
had done its duty by broadcasting the com~nuni~ue."~ 

678. Prosecution Expert Witness Alison Des Forges testified that shc was the Co-Chair * of the intcmational delegation that went to Rwanda in 1992 to investigate the killings in 
Bugesera. She described the attack as the first incident in which the radio was uscd as 
part of a propaganda effort to incite people to violence. In thc days immediately beforc 
the attack, Radio Rwanda broadcast a communique later acknowledged to have becn 
rake. The communiqu& alerted listeners to a supposed RPF plot to carry out a series of 
assassinations of Hutu political lcaders as well as other forms of terrorism in Rwanda. 
and linked these particularly to thc Liberal Party. The communique was broadcast 
several times - five times, she thought - during the day, even as the violence was taking 
place. Each broadcast was preceded by a Radio Rwanda commentary. saying that the 
radio had an obligation to be active when it learned of such things. Des Forges said there 
was no reference made to Bugesera in the cornmuniqui. but that the referenccs to the PL 
would have been clear, and there was a contest between PL and MRND at that time. PL 
was presented as the internal framework of the RPF."" 

679. Dcs Forges said that she understood, based on documentation and consultation 
\?it11 government and human rights sources at the time, that Nahimana was forced to 
resign from Radio Rwanda because he was held personally responsible for the use of the 
radio to incite violence in the Bugesera massacres. She said this incident also led 
Germany to refuse to accept Nahimana as Ambassador rrom Rwanda. Des Forges 
indicated that there were five human rights organizations in Rwanda, organizations that 
she c onsidcred to  be serious and reliable, that did a collective report o n  the Bugesera 
massacres. In their report, thesc organisations particularly deplored the role of the false 
communique and other tracts; which they held "co-responsible" for the loss of human lifc 
in ~ u g c s e r a . ~ ~ ~  

680. According to Ferdinand Nahimana. the population in Bugesera was called upon to 
rise up against Franqois Gahima, a Tutsi who was Chailman of the PL. During a rally on 
1 March 1992, led by Justin Mugenzi, who was Chairman of the PLI Gahiina was 

677 T. I Nov. 2000, pp. 12, 18-21,45-52. 
678 T. 24 Oct. 2000, pp. 36-67; 31 Oct. 2000. pp. 165, 170-71 
'" T. 20 May 2002, p. 240. 
"' 7 .  20 May 2001, p. 242. 
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proclaimed bou~gnzestre by the PC for Kanzenze conmmnc. Rwambuka. the lawfully 
appointcd hourgmestre was present.6s1 In cross-examination, Xahimana was asked 
whether the editorial that was read out five times on Radio Rwanda in the following days 
would not add to the tensions and encourage people to attack the most visiblc PL 
stronghold in Bugescra. Nahimana said it was already known by March 1992 that the PL 
was in collaboration with the RPF, which was concretised two months later. He said there 
were acts of sabotage and civil disobedience on a regular basis in these communes and 
the PL party was mentioned in this context. As Radio Rwanda was trying to denounce 
thc destabilization manoeuvres of the enemy and the information showed that the PL was 
conniving with the enemy. they said so. He maintained that even though the PL was a 
registered party in Rwanda it was clear that the party or at lcast some members of it were 
participating in the destabilization of thc country."": 

681. When asked whether h e 11 ad checked o r  asked any j o~unalist t o  check whether 

a there was an inter-African Commission for Non-Violence, or to check on the name of the 
individual who signed the fax from the organization, he replied that they did not attach 
that level of importance to the document. It was forwarded by someone who was known 
in Kigali so he did not have to bothcr himself to find out whcther the signatory existed. 
He said it was not the essential document to them. They got information from interviews 
and fieldwork of thcir journalists. In many communes the hourgmestre or other 
authorities intervened as a result of the work of journalists, so the document was not that 
important. In many places, including Bugesera, there were acts of destabilization. When 
asked how he could say the document was unimportant when he ran the editorial fivc 
times, Kahimana explained that it was the document that was unimportant, not the 
editorial. He recalled that names were never mentioned on the air and said there was no 
inlention to causc massacrcs anywhere with this editorial. He said if massacres occurred 
in Bugesera, there were other undcrlying reasons. Nsanzuwera had invesf gated and thc 
international commission and their report said that the reason for the massacres was a 
misunderstanding between the local authorities, in particular Rwambuka and ~ a h i l n a . ~ ' ~  

682. When asked about Kanlilindi's testimony that there was opposition to doing 
anything with the communiqd and that all the journalists felt as they did not know the 
origins of the document they should not use it, he said the discussion was not whether the 
letter was true or false, it was to know whether it should be used, to be read or not. 
Nahimana said the document was not used; it was not read. In response to questioning 
from the Chamber, Nahimana acknowledged that everybody asked questions about the 
document. He said some thought it was genuine and others thought it was not. Hc again 
noted that the document was not read on air, only the editorial. Nahimana said repeatedly 
that the document itself was not that important and that the editorial was the result of 
many documents. He said the editorial did not incite the people of Bugesera, noting that 
Bugesera was not mentioned once, and nor were the Tutsi mentioned. When the 
massacres broke out in the rcgion, thc PL party. knowing that its representative Gahima 
was in conflict with Rwambuka and that Rwanibuka got the population to rise against 

"9. 23 Sept. 2002, pp. 9-13. 
"9. 26 Sept. 2002, pp. 83-85. 
'" i%iif.. pp. 83-90. 
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Gahima and his supporters, in particular the Tutsi, hurried to be the first to issue a 
communique saying that Bugesera was being burned down because Radio Rwanda had 
aired  report^."^ 

Credibility of Fti't~tesses 

683. Thomas Kamilindi, an expencnced journalist, gave his evidence with great carc, 
in the Chamber's view. He made clcar, for example, that he was told that Nahimana was 
dismissed as a result of public opinion and that it was not something he knew himself. 
He was careful to say what hc knew and did not know. He was unable to specify the 
exact date of the fax from Nairobi, but was able to place it in time in reference to other 
evcnts. The Chamber notes that Gaspard Gahigi attempted to rccruit Kamilindi for 
RTLM. Kamilindi showed no personal animosity against Nahimana, and no significant 
challenge to his credibility arose as a result of cross-examination. For these reasons, thc 

0 Chamber finds the testimony of Kamilindi to be credible. 

684. The Chamber has found the testimony of Prosecution Witnesses Franqois-Xavier 
Nsanzuwera and Philippe Dahinden to be credible in paragraphs 545 and 546. The 
testimony of Ferdinand Nahimana is discussed in section 5.4. 

Discussion of Evidence 

685. The evidcnce indicates that a series of political events in Bugesera, culminating in 
a PL meeting on 1 March 1992, sparked a killing spree over the course of the fbllowing 
days that took the lives of hundreds of Tutsi civilians. The Chamber has considered thc 
role of Radio Rwanda in the events that transpired, and more specifically the role of 
Ferdinand Nahimana, as the Director of ORINFOR, the state information agency of 
which Radio Rwanda was a part. Approximately five broadcasts were madc by Radio 
Rwanda during the course of 3 and 4 March of a communique andior an editorial about a 
con1rnuniqu6 that was received from a domestic Rwandan human rights organization, 
based on a f a  sent to this organization Iron1 an organization in Nairobi. The 

e communique stated that the PL, which i t described a s  the internal branch o f  the RPF, 
would be implementing a plan to assassinate a number of Hutu leaders, who were named. 
The communique did not mention Bugesera. The fax from Nairobi, on which the 
communiqu6 was based, was subsequently established through forensic. means, to have 
been a forgery. Neithcr the organization from which it purportedly was sent nor thc 
signatory of the fax could be located. 

686. The Chamber has reviewed a document reprintcd in the book Les crisespolifiqz~es 
au Burundi et LILI Rwnndn, by Andre Guichaoua, introduced into evidcnce by Counsel for 
~ahimana.'" Sevcral Prosecution witnesses statcd in their testimony that they recognized 
some part of the broadcast in this exhibit. The text is not itself a c ommunique but it 
refers to the organization in Rwanda having acted upon the information it received from 
the organization in Nairobi, and it summarizes the content thereof. The Chamber accepts 

"' Ihid 
"' Exhibit ID37 
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Nahinlana's evidence that Radio Rwanda did not broadcast the communiqui itself, notmg 
that it did nevertheless broadcast the contents of the communique as well as its specific 
source. 

687. The testimony of Thomas Kamilindi is particularly important, in the Chamber's 
view, as he was present in the internal discussions of Radio Rwanda I-egarding thc 
broadcast. His testimony that there was opposition in the editorial meeting to using thc 
fax or communique was grudgingly affirmed by Nahimana, who in response to 
questioning from the Chambcr acknowledged that some thought it was not genuine and 
noted that it was not read on the air. Nahimana did not in his testimony defend the 
authenticity of thc document. Rather he tricd to minimize its importance. His suggestion 
that the journalists had other sources of information for the broadcast is not supportcd by 
the evidence of the broadcast itself, which cites these sources exclusively, or by the 
evidence of Kamilindi. According to Kamilindi, a decision was made based on the 

0 unreliability of these sources not to broadcast the information. This decision was reversed 
at the direction of Nahimana and a pre-recorded tape was broadcast at least four times. 

688. The iinpact of the Radio Rwanda broadcasts was tangible, as evidenced by the 
witness testimonies. Nsanzuwera's recollection of his own encounter with elderly people 
in the region, staying at home afraid of a Tutsi attack, and his dcscription of the frenzied 
"intoxication" of those Hutu who thought they had to defend themselves or they would be 
massacred by the Tutsi, are telling of the fear that was generated by the radio. The 
Chamber notes thc evidence that the international investi8ation did not focus on the radio, 
and that Nsanzuwera, despite thcse dramatic descriptions, in his own book did not 
mention the role oSRadio Rwanda in the massacres. In the Chamber's view this does not 
mean the radio did not play a role in spreading fear and escalating violence. Nahimana 
denies any causal relationship of these events with the media, stating that the political 
events of 1 March 1992 were responsible for wkat transpired, and government officials 
werc responsible for not stepping in to stop the violence. The Chamber accepts that these 
were both causcs of what happened but notes that they do not preclude the radio as an 
additional factor in the causation of the killings. Nsanzuwera testified that the number of 
killings would not have been significant but for the effect of the media. This impact was 
recognized at the time in the report on thc killings done by five Rwandan human rights 
organizations, which held the dissemination of false information "co-responsible". The 
fact that Bugesera was not mentioned in the fax does not negate the fact that its target 
was the PL, which was engaged in a political stand-off at the time in Bugesera. In these 
circumstances, the Chamber considers that the iinpact of the broadcast was not lcssened 
by the absence of an explicit association with Bugesera. The implication is evident. 

689. With regard to Nahimana's role in what happcned at Radio Rwanda, the Chamber 
notes that his own testimony indicates that he was actively involved in the process. His 
defence is not that he had nothing to do with what happened. To this day, he maintains 
that there was nothing wrong with what happened. He affirmed the role of the radio in 
bringing to public attention the threat faced by the country posed by the RPF, and he 
noted the snbscquent affiliation between the RPF and the PL. The broadcast itself 
described the role of thc radio as such and called on the population to be vigilant. 
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Nahimana told Dahinden in a subsequent interview that the radio had done its duty to 
warn people by broadcasting the communiqui:. As Director of ORINFOR. Nahimana was 
responsible for this decision, which was made against editorial advice and is 
incompatible with the ethical standards of journalism subsequently adopted in Rwanda. 
When asked he said he did not check the information and added that he did not think it 
was important to do so. His comment that the editorial discussion was not about whether 
the document was true or false but whether or not to use it is another indicator that to 
Nahimana the truth was of secoudary importance. His testimony suggests that he would 
make the same decision again. 

690. The Prosecution maintains and has introduced evidence to support their 
contention that Nahimana was dismissed as Director of ORINFOR as a consequence of 
his decision to broadcast the contents of the communiqui: from Nairobi and thc harm that 
ensued from this decision. Nahimana contests that this was the reason for his dcparture 

a from ORINFOR. The Chamber does not find it necessary to make a factual 
determination on this matter. 

Factual Findings 

691. The Chamber finds that Ferdinand Nahimana, as Director of ORINFOR, ordered 
the broadcast on Radio Rwanda of the contents of a communiqui: based on a fax from 
Nairobi, a false document stating that the PL was the internal arm of the RPF and was 
planning to assassinate Hutu leaders. This broadcast took place within a few days of a PL 
meeting in Bugesera on 1 March 1992, resulting in the killing of hundreds of Tutsi 
civilians. It was repeated four or five times over the course of 3 and 4 March 1992. As 
Director of ORINFOR, Nahimana reversed a decision of the editorial team not to 
broadcast the communiqu6 because of their inability to confirm its authenticity. 
Nahimana did not make an effort to ascertain the accuracy of the Radio Rwanda 
broadcast, which spread fear and provoked violence against the Tutsi population by Hutu 
who were falsely led to believe that they faced imminent attack. 

5.4 Evaluation of Nahimana's Testimony 

692. The Chamber has cousidered Nahimana's testimony and linds a number of 
pattcms in his response to questioning. Nahimana is a man of words, and he manipulates 
words to suit the circumstances. Whcn discussing various RTLM broadcasts of concern 
that were put to him in cross-examination, Nahimana often prevaricated, first looking for 
some textual response or defence and if that was not convincing then partially 
acknowledging the concern while leaving room for further mmoeuvrc. When asked about 
the broadcast of December 1993, for example, in which Kantano Habimana said about 
the Tutsi that "they are the ones who have all the money", iuitially Nahimana omitted any 
reference to the phrase. Then he challenged the translation when this omission was 
brought to his attention, and then he challenged the meaning of the phrase in context. 
Finally. he said that that he would not have used such language but that he would have 
expressed the same reality in a different way. Similarly, when asked about the RTLM 
broadcast on 3 April 1994 charging the Medical Director of Cyangugu with having 
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organized an RPF meeting, Nahimana first noted that RPF brigades existed. He suggested 
that it was possible the doctor organized this meeting, but acknowledged that it was 
speculation. When it was put to him that the broadcast made reference to a "small group 
of Tutsis" and not the RPF, he said he would not have allowed the piece to be aired but 
that in the context it could have been an RPF brigade. Nahimana's testimony is marked 
by purposeful ambiguity. 

693. In his testimony, Nahimana distanced himself from broadcasts after 6 April 1994, 
saying he was revolted by those which left listeners with the impression that Tutsis 
generally were to be killed, although he was also careful to say that he did not believe 
that RTLM had systematically called for people to be murdered. He offered a global 
condemnation of such broadcasts and said he was shocked to learn of them in detention 
when he received the recordings and for the first timc had a chance to review them. The 
Chamber does not accept that Nahimana first learned of these broadcasts in detcntion. In 

0 a Radio Rwanda interview on 25 April 1994, he said: "I am very happy because I have 
understood that RTLM is instrumental in awakening the majority people", at the height of 
the killing frenzy in Rwanda. Nahimana also knew of Dahinden's statement in May 1994 
to the United Nations condemning RTLM broadcasts; Dahinden discussed it with him 
when they met in June 1994. 

6 9  Another pattern noted by the Chamber in Nahimana's testimony was his tcndency 
to deny that hc held positions of authority despite evidence to thc contrary, and then to 
retrcat to a formalistic intcrpretation that minimized his own role. Nahimana denied that 
he was appointed "conseillcr advisor" to President Sindikubwabo. When confronted with 
his signature in an Associated Press reporter's book as "conseiller advisor" to the 
President, he testified that he only used this title to get an audience with French 
government officials, maintaining that he was not really holding the position in the 
administrative sense. Similarly, Nahimana repeatedly stressed the distinction between 
RTLM S.A. or RTLM Limited, the corporation, and RTLM the radio station, a distinction 
the Chamber finds artificial as RTLM radio was thc sole projcct of, as well as wholly 
owned and controlled by, the RTLM company. I n  light of the overwhelming evidence 
that Nahimana was often d e n - e d  to publicly as a Director of RTLM, the Chamber cannot 
accept Xahimana's denial that this was the case. 

695. With great sophistrj: Nahimana often pursued many lines of argument 
sequentially or even simultaneously in his testimony. Asked about the ORINFOR 
communique relating to Bugesera and confronted with Kamilindi's testimony that all thc 
journalists felt they should not use the unknown document they had receivcd, he said thc 
discussion was not whether tlie document was true or false, it was to know whether it 
should be used, to be read or not. Nahimana said the document was not used; it was not 
read. The Chambcr notes that although it was not thc fax itself, what was read on 
Nahimana's ordcr precisely conveyed the contents of the fax. After much cvasion with 
regard to Kamilindi's testimony that tlie journalists in ORINFOR were against using the 
document, Nahimana finally acknowledged when asked by the Chamber that everyone in 
the meeting asked questions about the document. He said some thought it was genuinc 
and others thought it was not. He again noted that the document was not read on air, that 
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only thc editorial was read. Nahimana said repeatedly that thc document itself was not 
that important. When asked why if it was not important it was broadcast five times, hc 
said it was not the document that was broadcast but the editorial. Again. the Chamber 
notes that what was read precisely conveyed the contents of the document. 

696. Nahimana was not forthcoming in his testimony. While he was not entirely 
untruthful, i n  the view of the Chamber, he was evasive and manipulative, and there were 
many credibility gaps in his testimony. For this reason, the Chamber has been cautious in 
its evaluation of Nahimana's testimony on particular matters of fact, and does not 
gcnerally accept Nahimana's version of events. 

6. Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza 

6.1 Meetings, Demonstrations and Roadblocks 

@ 697. A number of Prosecution witnesses testified to Barayapiza's presence and 
participation in CDR meetings, demonstrations and roadblock activities. As discussed 
above, Barayagwiza was a founding member of the CDR and one of its leaders. The 
killing of Tutsi was promoted by the CDR, as evidenced by the chanting of 
"tuhutsembu~semhe" or "let's exterminate them" by C DR members in the presence of 
Barayagwiza and by Barayagwi~a himself. 

698. Witness AGK, a Hutu man who worked in the building that housed the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs, recounted in his testimony a CDR demonstration that took place in 
May 1993. The demonstrators, some of whom were wearing CDR caps or CDR clothing, 
surrounded thc Ministry of Foreign Affairs, raised the CDR flag and lockcd the workers 
in the building. The demonstrators werc armed with sticks, clubs and stones. Thcy said 
that they were not going to release those in the building, who would spend the night at the 
Ministry. There were about 800 demonstrators, and they were chanting songs such as 
"Tubmtsembutsembe" and dancing. The witness explained that "Tubutsembutsembe" 
meant "extenninate the Tutsis", and they meant exterminate all the Tutsi and all those 

a who did not speak the same language as they did. The dcmonstrators arrived at the 
Ministry at 3 p.m. At 5 p.m., when it was time to go home, they prevented those inside 
from leaving. Barayagwiza, however, was able to leave, which he did at 5.15 p.m. 
Witness AGK, who saw him through the window, said he stayed with those outside and 
spoke to the demonstrators for 15 minutes bcfore he left. Othcr Ministry officials, 
including the Chief of Staff and Director of General Services, were lockcd up by the 
demonstrators in the building and prevented from leaving. The demonstration lasted from 
3 p.m. to 1 a.m., when UNAMIR soldiers dispersed the crowd by using teargas afier the 
demonstrators threw grenades at the soldiers. UNAMIR rescued those in the Ministry and 
drove them away."' 

699. Witness AGK tcstified that Barayagwiza was a member of the CDR and occupied 
a position of importance. He did not know what position Barayagwiza held but he knew 
that it was an important one because Barayagwiza gave orders, he distributed CDR 

"'". 21 Junc 2001, pp. 94.101 
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berets. and many CDR members used to visit him. The witness was posted at the entrance 
to the building and therefore was in a position to know who was coming and where they 
were going. Witness AGK testified that Barayagwiza practised regional and ethnic 
discrimination at work, recalling an incident in May 1993 when Barayagwiza called him 
to his office to give him a letter to give to someone. Barayagwiza asked Witness AGK 
where he was from. and when he replied that he was from Kibuye, Barayagwiza told him 
to leave because he did not work with Banyend~ga who worked with the Inyenzi- 
Inkotatlyi. Barayagwiza then called another person to deliver that letter. The witness said 
that Barayagwiza used to ask people who worked at the Ministry their origin. Tf anyone 
wanted t o  see B arayagwiza a t  the Ministry, they had t o  g o  through his secretary who 
would ask who they werc and where they came from, and what they did. If lhey were 
from a region that was unacceptable, then Barayagwiza would not receive them.h87 
Witness AGK testified that he heard Barayagwiza say that they had to fight the Inkotanyi 
to keep the Tutsi from gaining power. He heard this stalement when Barayagwiza was * standing in front of the Ministry which was about five metres away from the entrance 
into the building, talking to two people, Colonel Baransaritse and Jean de Marchel 
~ u n ~ a d a n u t s a . ~ ~ ~  

700. Witness AHI, an Itnpuzamzrgamhi from Gisenyi. testified that he first saw 
Barayagwiza in 1992. H e knew him from a videotape he had seen inMarch 1992 at 
Kgeze's house of the constituent assembly of CDR. Towards the end of August 1992, he 
saw Barayagwiza at the Gisenyi prefecture's office accompanied by Hassan Nge~e:  
Colonel Anatole Nsengiyumva, and others. They had gathered for an important meeting 
to resolve an urgent problem, which was the corpses of Tutsi who had been killed by 
members of the CDR and MRND in Mutura commune. The bodies were loaded into a 
yellow Daihatsu pick-up and taken to the prefecture, where Witness AH1 saw them. He 
knew the drivcr of the Daihatsu, who told him that the Bagogwe, who were Tutsi, had 
been killed in Kabare by the Intpzrzamugambi of the CDR. Witness AH1 explained that at 
that time fighting was limited to Ruhengeri prefecturc. No Inkotunyi had attacked Gisenyi 
or stepped foot in any of three communes, including Mutura. The bodies from Mutura 
were purported to be the bodies oC Inkotanyi who had attempted to attack Gisenyi. 

a Witness AH1 said that was not true, as they were the bodies of members of the population 
who had been killed. The drivcr of the pick-up uncovered the dead bodies. There were 
more than thirty. The witness saw that there were older people and younger people, 
civilians who had been killed with spears, clubs and machetes. There was no sign of any 
guns and there was no military gear. The bodies werc not at the Gisenyi prefecture office 
for long. They were transferred to the town, but when the owner of the vehicle saw the 
dead bodies, he refused to take the vehicle and sent the driver to take the bodies back to 
the prefecture, which he did. Witness AH1 and others followed him. Thereafter, Witness 
AH1 did not know what happened and could not say how these dead bodies were finally 
buried."" 

""bid., pp. 50-66. 128. 
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701. Witness AAM: an Abagogwe Tutsi farmer from Gisenyi, testified that in 1991, 
after the killing of Bagogwe Tutsi and while they were still mourning the dead, 
Barayagwiza came, together with the sous-prefet at that time, Raphael Bikimibi. They 
summoned a meeting in Mutura commune, to which everyone went. At the meeting, 
Barayagwiza said that all the Hutu should stay on one side and the Tutsi on thc other side. 
The people danced to welcome Barayagwiza and Bikimbi. Barayagwiza then requested 
that thc Tutsi dance for him, and they did a dance called Ikinyemercr. According to 
Witness .4AM, Barayagwiza then said. "You are saying that you are dead - a lot of 
people have been killed from among you but I can see that you arc many. There are many 
of you? whereas you are saying that a lot of people arc being killed from among you. Wc 
heard that on radio, but if we hear that once again, we are going to kill you, because 
killing you is not a difficult task for 

702. Witness AAM testified that towards the end of 1992, demonstrations were carried 
out by thc CDR and MRND in Gisenyi toun, not far from where Witness AAM lived. He 
said they did a lot of bad things including blocking roads, looting Tutsi who livcd nearby 
and beating up Hutu who did not speak the same language as they did. This lasted for hvo 
weeks, towards the end of which the witness saw Barayagwiza wearing a CDR cap and 
accompanied by Inzpzrzamugambi, They were shouting and singing Tzrzatsembafsemhe or 
"let's extenninate them", meaning the Tutsi. Hc said the demonstrators were wearing 
red, yellow and black, and they were carry cudgels and terrorising people. Asked who 
else was present: hc named a few people he recognized including Hassan Ngeze. In 1993, 
ncar the end of the year, there was a CDR rally and people were told to go to the stadium 
in Gisenyi for the rally. Witness .4AM said that when they got there, Barayagwiza said 
that all those who were not members of CDR should not attend. He also said that if therc 
was any Hutu with Tutsi blood in his veins he did not need him. The witness went home 
so he did not see what happened at thc meeting, but some time later CDR members who 
were there went on a rampage against Tutsi. He particularly recalled Ruhura, the younger 
brother of Barayagwiza in this rampage. Witness AAM testified that he also saw Hassan 
Ngeze at this meeting.691 

703. Witness AAM testified in cross-examination that beforc joining the CDR, 
Barayagwiza had Tutsi fi-iends. He providcd the names of four such pcople."2 0 m a -  
Serushago testified that Barayagwiza had two wives and that his principal wife, the 
mother of his eldest children, was a ~ u t s i . ~ "  Witness X testified that Barayagwiza had a 
Tutsi mistress, with whom he had had children, and to show that the CDR had to be one 
hundred percent Hutu, Barayagwiza got rid of this mistress. Witncss ABE testified that 
he knew Barayagwiza's wife, who was the mother of three children by Barayagwiza. She 
told him that Barayagwiza sent her away when hc found out that she was Tutsi, which he 
had not known, telling her this \+:as the reason she had to leave.""? 

6'10 T. 12 k b .  2001, pp. 94-95. 
"'" [hid., pp. 101-105. 
"9' T. 15 Fcb. 2001. wv. 26-3 1 
m 3  T. 20 Nov. 2001','pp. 64-65. 
6911 T. 26 Fcb. 2001, pp. 39-44, 138-141 
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704. Witness AFX, a Tutsi man from Gisenyi. testified that Barayagwiza, who was 
CDR President at the prefecture level, had the power to call meetings and lo order the 
erection of roadblocks. The witness said he attended three meetings called by 
Barayagwiza in Kgororero, in Mutura and at Umuganda stadium. The Ngororero meeting 
took place in 1993, and many CDR members were present. Barayagwiza told thc people 
at the meeting that it was high time the Hutu knew who their enemies were and knew 
how to behave themselves, and find ways and means of fighting the enemy. He said the 
people must understand that CDR represented the people in the majority. The meeting in 
Mutura commune took place three weeks later and was attended by CDR officials 
including Barayagwiza. At the meeting, Barayagwiza asked that the Bagogwe dance their 
traditional dance known as Ikinyemera. Witness AFX was standing close to Barayagwiza. 
After t hc Bagogwe had danced, he said, "lt i s  said that the B agogve w erc k illcd, b ut 
where are these ones coming from, and what are they doing?" The third meeting attended 
by Witness AFX took place between July and August 1993 at Uniuganda stadium. 

a Barayagwiza and Hassan Kgeze were present. During the meeting it was said that it was 
high time that the Hutu knew in what times they were living and consequently they 
should fight their enemics who were the Tutsi. A few days after this meeting, roadblocks 
started being ere~ted .~"  

705. Witness AAJ, a young man of Tutsi ethnicity from Giscnyi, testified that he knew 
Barayagwiza, his neighhour: as a very important personality who worked in Kigali, and 
said hc was higher in rank than a national official of CDR. He first saw Barayagwiza in 
1992 when Barayagwiza was holding a rally during the day at the Kabari Centre with 
more than 150 people present. Barayagwiza said at this meeting that no Tutsi was to he 
admitted to participate because they were accomplices of the Inkotnnyi. After the 
meeting, the Tutsi in that region were in a difficult situation because of this statement. 
Witness AAJ recounted that some of the Impuzc~mugamhi who were used by 
Barayagwiza took away a factory worker named Gafashi and a teacher named Kabogi, 
both Tutsi, and they never came He said Barayagwiza supplied all the weapons 
that were used in the region by the Impuzamugnmhi, and Barayagwiza instructed them in 
everything that they did.697 Fui-themore, Barayagwiza participated in all the meetings 
and he was the one who was the most important person with respect to CDR propaganda 
in their Witness AAJ saw B arayagwiza again at a second rally in thc same 
place whcrc the first rally was held. This time Tutsi were prcsent. Barayagwiza separated 
the Hutu from the Tutsi and made them sit on different sides. He asked the Tutsi to dancc 
for them, and then said: "the people say that the Tutsis are dying. but then who arc these 
people who have just stood up and danced for me.""%itness AAJ saw Barayagwira in 
the beginning of 1993 at his home: in the company of Ruhura, Biyigomba and 
Aminadabu. On that day he saw Ruhura in CDR clothing, and Aminadabu and 
Biyigomba had firearms that they had taken from Barayagwiza's house.700 

c 
'" '1'. 3 May 2001, pp. 6-15. 
'" T, 221 Mar. 2001. pp. 8-15. 30-32; T. 22 Mar. 2001, pp. 7-8, 11-17, 28-30, 33-37,41-47 
697 T. 21 Mar. 2001. pp. 29-30. 
6,1P Ihid, p. 30. 
<,',9 T. 21 Mar. 2001, pp. 17,201 T. 22 Mar. 2001, pp. 67-73 
i 0 d  T. 21 Mar. 2001 pp. 22-23; T. 22 \4ar. 2001, pp. 89-92. 
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706. Witncss AAJ testified that on 7 April 1994, some lmpuzamugumhi came to their 
area in vehicles, carrying clubs, fircarms and grenades, and thcy started burning thc 
houses of Tutsi who livcd in their region. Thc witness fled with other Tutsi. When thcy 
reached a roadblock, the soldiers there told them that their safety would be guaranteed. 
They were gathered together and put in one of the buildings of a milk plant. The 
I~npuzun~ugamhi and the Interaharnwe then arrived with the soldiers who had put them in 
the room. They began to shoot and throw grenades into the room, shouting, "let's 

rr  501 exterminate them . Witness AAJ and some others climbed a metallic ramp and hid in 
the ceiling. From there they saw the Irnpuzamugcnnbi and the Interuhumwe come in with 
knives to finish off those who were not dead. From the ceiling, the witness saw lragana 
and Ruhura, who were Barayagwiza's lmpuzcmzugumbi. In thc room therc was a woman 
who was pregnant but not yet dead. Ruhura said "go and bring a knife so that we can cut 
open this woman's stomach and remove the baby, and after that we will put her together 
with the others in the pit". The witness testified that he knew that they were cutting the * woman open when he heard her scream. When they came down from the ceiling after 
nightfall, they saw a lot of blood and traces of blood from the bodics that had been 
dragged up to the pit. They also saw bodies in the pit.'02 

707. Witness ABC, a Hutu from Kigali, testified that somctime in the middlc of April 
1994 he saw Barayagwiza at the road below Kiyovu hotel leading to the French school. 
where there was a roadblock that was manned by Impuzainugumbi. Barayagwiza was in a 
white Pajero vehicle with a soldier from the Presidential Guard, who was his bodyguard, 
and he was speaking to the linpuznmugcrmbi. Witness ABC was about 2 to 3 metres 
away rrom Barayagwiza and heard him tell them not to allow Tutsi or persons from 
Nduga to pass the roadblock unless these individuals showed that they had CDR and 
MDR party cards; otherwise: they were to be killed. The witness explained that Niluga 
referred to the region of Gitarama and ~utare."' He said there were about 15 people 
manning the roadblock, carrying machetes, grenades and firearms, with a radio set tuned 
to RTLM, which was encouraging them to pursue Tutsi. The witness was at the 
roadblock because his eniploycr was in hiding and had sent him to buy a drink. Hc was 
there for about fivc minutes. Barayagwiza was there before the witness arrived and left * before thc witness left. Witness ABC was allowed through the roadblock because his 
identity card stated h e  was a H utu, and because the witness was employed and was a 
rcfugee. He said that there were threc roadblocks on that road at estimated intervals of 
one ki~ometre.'"~ The witness said that the roadblocks were manned by the 
Impuzcu~zugan~bi and members of CDR, and Barayagwiza supervised h e  roadblocks in 
that location. After this incident, Witness ABC would see Barayagwiza passing by in his 
vehicle, supervising the roadblocks. He deduced that he was supervising the roadblocks 
as they were manncd by CDR members and Barayagwiza was the CDR boss in that 
district. He said his observation that Barayagwiza monitored the work being done, to see 
if Tutsi were being killed, was confirmed by the ~ ~ ~ z ~ u z a i ~ ~ u ~ a m h i , ~ ~ ~  

'" T. 21 Mar. 2001, pp. 24-25; T. 22 Mar. 2001, pp. 114-1 19 
7 .  

''-T. 21 Mar. 2001, pp. 26-27. 
703 . r. 28 Aug. 2001. pp. 3,21-22; 1'. 29 Aug. 2001, p. 43. 
'"T 28 h g .  2001, pp. 23-24. 
7 0 s  T. 28 Aug 2001, pp. 24-26. 
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708. Prosccution Witness AFB, a Hutu businessman, testified that Barayagwiza used 
the tern?, "tuhatseinhasernhe", or "we shall exterminate them", in mectings. At a CDR 
meeting Witness AFB attended in 1993 at Umuganda stadium, where Barayagwiza 
spoke, the Inzpuzamugarnhi were singing this.7u6 Witness X testified that in eithcr 
February or March 1992, he attended a CDR rally in Xyamirambo stadium, during which 
Barayagwiza spoke and used the term "gu~seinbatsetrrhn," which he said meant "kill the 
Tutsi".70' Nahimana, who was also at this rally, testified that there was no mention of 
"tuhr~tsemhntsernbe~~ during this rally, but he affirmed in his testimony that there wcrc 
complaints against CDR in the cnd of 1993 and beginning of 1994 for singing a song 

9,  709 using the word "tuhatsernhatsemhe . 

Cwdibility o f  Witnesses 

a 709. The Chamber has found the testimony of Witness AHI, Witness ABC, Witness X, 
and Witness ABE to be credible, as set forth in paragraphs 775, 331, 547 and 332 
respectively. The Chamber has also considered the evidence of Omar Serushago and 
accepted his cvidence with caution, relying on it only to the extcnt that it is corroborated, 
as set forth in paragraph 8 16. 

710. Witness AGK was cross-examined by Counscl for N g e ~ e  on the location of 
Barayagwiza's office, which he said was on the first floor of Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
building, and the location of the witness, which he said was on the ground floor at 
reception. He was asked how hc knew that visitors were going to Barayagwiza's office. 
The witness said he was at the entry and would tell pcople where to go when they arrived. 
He acknowledged that people from other political parties, and from the RPF, also came to 
the building, but he said that most of the people coming to see Barayagwiza were from 
the CDR."' Counsel for Barayagwiza questioned AGK on several details relating to his 
job within the office and the number of others who worked with him. He was questioned 
with regard t o the occasion o n  which A GK said h e  had been called t o  Barayagwiza's 
oSfice to deliver a letter: and whether that was part of his responsibilities. The witness 
said he could not refuse to go to Barayagwiza's office when he was called."' He was also 
questioned as to how he heard the remarks he reported Barayagwiza to have made 
regarding the Inkotmyi, and he responded that this took place outside and he was able to 
hear as he was at the entrance of the building. The witness was askcd why Barayabyiza 
would havc made these remarks? and when he said he did not know, it was pointed out to 
him that in his statement he referred to the RPF having reached Mulindi. He 
acknowledged his statement and explained that this reference was a marker in time he 
had used, not an explanation for Barayagwiza's remarks."' Witness AGK provided 

704  

- 7  

T. 6 Mar. 2001_ pp. 17-21, 31. 
j O '  T. IS Fcb. 2002, pp. 71-75. 
708 Tuhatsemhaoemhe means "let's kill the Tutsi" and gui.sembntsemba "kill the Tutsi" in the imperative 
. . . . . . . 

"'" T. 19 Scpt. 2002, p. 108. 
710 T. 21 June 2001, pp. 130-134. 
": T. 25 Junc2001. oo. 8-11. 
i f ?  /bid.. pp. 1 1-16. 
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futther details in cross-examination on the distribution of CDR caps by Barayagwiza - 
where the caps were stored and how they were distributed.'" The witness was qucstioned 
on his testimony regarding the demonstration, and he affirmed the details of his evidence 
and his testimony that Barayagwiza was the only person able to leave the building at that 
time. He said he did not know the reason for the demonstration. He was also qucstioned 
on the date of the demonstration and affirmed that May 1993 was his recollection of the 
date. The Chamber found Witness AGK's testimony to be clear and coherent. He 
responded to questions directly, and his evidence was not effectively challenged in cross- 
examination. For these rcasons thc Chamber finds the testimony of Witness AGK to be 
credible. 

71 1. Witness AAM was cross-examined as to how well he knew Barayagwiza and 
how many times he had seen him. He was also questioned about Ngcze and the 
circumstances in which he saw Ngeze at thc demonstration he recounted in his testimony. 
The witness answered the questions put to him adequately and provided further details. It 
was suggestcd to him that he had mistakenly identified Ngeze rather than one of Ngezc's 
brothcrs. Witncss AAM replied that he knew two of Ngeze's brothers, and he affirmed 
his testimony that it was Ngeze he saw.'" He was questioned on his statements. in 
particular the fact that Ngeze is not mentioned in his statements dated 11 April 1996 and 
18 November 1997. He explained that he was not asked about Ngezc on those 
occa~ions."~ The Chamber notes that he did mention Ngeze in his two other statements. 
Witness AAM was questioned on political evcnts in Rwanda both before and after 1994. 
He denied that he was a menibcr of the RPF. He was questioned on his knowledge of and 
views regarding the RPF and its activities. The witness characterized thc RPF as soldiers 
fighting for their rights and their o u n  cause, and he questioned the attacks on the civilian 
population in retaliation for the RPF attack on 1 October 1990.~'"e affirmed his 
testimony that he did not know at the time that the attack on 1 October 1990 was 
launched by the RPF, and not Ugandan foreigners, which he was told at the time and 
believed."' Witness AAM stated that he was not biased against the Hutu, despite his 
experiences of killings of Tutsi by Hutu, and stated that there was intermamage within 
his family.71Y The witness also affirmed that he was not testifying out of fear of his 

e government or to please his government."' He acknowledged that he had an afliliation 
with ibuka. Witness A AM responded adequately t o  the questions put t o  him i n  cross- 
examination, none of which effectively challenged his evidence. For these reasons, the 

I 
I 
I 

Chamber finds the testimony of Witness AAM to be credible. 

712. Witness AFX maintained on cross-examination that he had attended three CDR 
mcetings despite the fact that he was of Tutsi ethnicity. He said nobody was excluded 
from attending at the timc, and he was personally interested in the meetings. The witness 
denied that he was a member of the RPF or an RPF sympathiser. In cross-examination by 

"'lbid., pp. 18-21. 
""l. 12 Feb. 2001, pp. 131-149. 
"' T. 13 Feb. 2001,pp. 14-52. 
' I h  T. 12 Feb. 2001, pp. 155.155. 
711 T. I1 Feb. 2001, pp. 67-71; T. 15 Feb. 2001. pp. 48-52 
"". 13 I'eb. 2001, pp. 52-58. 
719 T. I5 Peb. 2001. pp. 53-54. 
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Counsel for Barayapviza he said that he did not hear of RPF military or political 
activities in 1993 and early 1994.i'0 Howevcr, in cross-examination by Counscl for 
Nahimana, the witness acknowledged that he knew about RPF attacks from October 
1 9 9 0 . ~ ~ '  Hc had testified that before the genocide he was working as a secretary without 
pay in a civil service capacity. although his boss paid him from time to time. He denied 
that this payment was compensation for spying."' Witness AFX was questioned on his 
testimony that he saw weapons in Ngeze's house. He explained that Ngeze showed him 
the weapons because Ngeze was his relative and hid nothing from him. The witness 
described the layout of thc house, the location of the weapons in the room, thc time he 
saw the weapons and the light condition prevailing at that time. When asked how many 
rooms were in the house, he said that he was not sure of the exact number, and that he 
knew of four rooins because those were the rooms he had been in."' Witness AFX said 
this incident was not mentioned in his statement of 24 September 1999 because he was 
not asked about it at the time. It is mentioned in his statement of 20 April 2001 bccause 

a the i nvestigators on that o ccasion had asked him about his  visits t o  Ngeze's 11 ouse."' 
Having testified that he particularly rcmembered Kangura No. 35, the witness explained. 
when questioned about his memory of this issue and its number, that he found the content 
regarding Habyarimana's praise of himself interesting. He said hc remembered the issue 
number as he had read it many times. Counsel put to the witness that he had w~ongly 
identified the man seated in the top row on thc far right of a photograph in that issue as 
Barayagwi7a. The witness maintained his testimony. The Chamber notes that while the 
person identilied is not Barayagwiza, the witness said several times when he made the 
identitication that the photograph was not clear.725 Witness AFX was asked about several 
discrepaacies relating to his statements. He explained that in his statement of 20 April 
2001, he described himself as "pensioned" although he was not drawing a pension, 
meaning that he had stopped working at the beginning of the killings. Asked why in this 
2001 statement and another statement dated 24 September 1999 his mothcr was recordcd 
as having hvo different names, he said he had only given one name for both 
s t a t e m e n t s . " ~ i l n e s s  AFX testified to his association with Ihuka. The Chamber 
considers that Witness .4FX gave reasonable responses t o  the questions put to him in 
cross-examination, In his testimony, Hassan Ngeze alleged that this witness was 

C motivated to testify by a dcsire to remove Ngeze from and take over his house. This 
allegation, which does not directly relate to his testimony concerning Barayagwiza, was 
not put to the witness and for this reason will not be considcred. The Chamber finds thc 
testimony of Witncss .4FX to bc credible. 

713 Witness AAJ first stated that he heard about Barayagwi~a from Barayagwwa's 
younger brothers He then said that it was the children of thcse brothers hc talked to about 
Barayagwlza. and later he s a ~ d  that hc also heard the wives of these brothers talk about 

''O T. 7 May 2001, pp. 15-16,28-31 
'" T. 8 May 2001. pp. 10-12. 
- 7  

'-'T. 7 May 2001_ pp. 43-45 (Closed Session). 
"' T. 7 May 2001, pp. 62-66. 71-77, 79-82 (Closed Session); T. 8 May 2001. pp. 37-42 (Closcd Session). 
-> '-9. 7 May 2001; pp. 78-79 (Closed Session). 
"' T. 8 May 2001; pp. 16-27> 32; 50.51 (Closed Session). 
"" 7 .  7 May 2001, pp. 45-47 (Closed Session). 
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Barayagwiza, clarifying subscquently that he was refening to only one brother's 
The h n e s s  stated in direct examination that he was 15 years old in 1990. On cross- 
examination he said that he was 15 in 1991. Hc was unable to state the date of his birth or 
even the month, only that he was born in early 1976. He said his date of birth was on his 
documents but he did not remember itS2' Initially, hc testified that be was surprised that 
Tutsi were excluded from the rally since they wcrc all Rwandans, but later he said that i~ 
was announced beforehand by Aminadabu that Tutsi werc not allowed to attend the rally. 
Subsequently, he said that it was not announced beforehand, that two Tutsi had gone to 
the meeting and been turned away and that it was after that that othcr Tutsi in the area 
were warned against attending. Asked by the Chamber how he recognized Barayagwiza 
during this first meeting if hc had never met him nor seen his photograph, the witness 
explained that after the meeting he was identified by Aniinadabu. The witness clarified 
that he had not known at thc time he heard the speech that it was Barayagwiza speaking. 
However, he added that he knew the rally was organized by Barayagwiza and that such 

0 an organizer would be standing in front of the audience which was where he was. He then 
said that he had heard that he was the organizer of the meeting because he had never seen 
him in the area before. The witness had testified that after the first meeting Tutsi could 
not leave their homes because of the insecurity, but then later said that it was after the 
second meeting that the Tutsi could not leave their homes. He explained that they felt 
insecure from the first meeting and the second mccting reinforced those feelings, and 
clarified that the insecurity following the first meeting lasted for one or two days.729 The 
Chamber has considered the evidence of Witness AAJ in light of the frequent alteration 
orhis testimony in his responses to the questions put to him in cross-examination and his 
inability to recall events with accuracy. His evidcnce is inconsistent and unrcaliable. 
Therefore, the Chamber finds the testimony of Witness AAJ not credible. 

Discussion of Evidence 

714. The Chamber notes from the testimony of Witness AGK that Barayagwiza 
walked freely out of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs after work at 5.15 p.m., in the midst 
of a CDR siege of the building in May 1993, during which no one else was able to leave 
from 3 p.m. to 1 a.m. He stopped outsidc and spoke with the demonstrators, who chanted 
"Tuhatsembutsernhe" or "lct's extenninate them" outside the building. If not in some way 
a participant in the planning of this event, this evidcnce indicates that he was nevertheless 
in a position of coordination with or control over the demonstrators such that he could 
leave the building. That he was a participant in the planning of the demonstration could 
be inferred from the evidence o f  his leadership role in the CDR. Witness AGK said 
Barayagwiza received many CDR visitors in his office, distributed CDR bcrets, and gave 
orders. 

715. Witness AH1 and Witness AAM testified to Barayapvim's activities at the time 
of the killing of Bagogwe Tutsi in 1991 and 1992. Witness AH1 saw the dead bodies of 
thirty Tutsi civilians outside the Giscnyi prefecture's office, and a meeting was taking 

"' T. 22 Mar. 2001;pp. 15-17,22-23. 
729T. 21 htar. 2001, p. 8; T. 22 Mar. 2001. pp. 18-21. 
" 9 . 2 2  Mar. 2001, pp. 28-34.35-37, 85-87. 133-134. 
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place thcre, attended by Barayagwiza and Ngeze among others, which the witness said 
was about the corpses. When asked how hc knew that this was the agenda for the 
meeting, Witness AH1 said that a problem arose between the members of the population 
and the army, making it necessary to determine who had killcd these Bagogwe. He said 
the mattel- was never clarified."' From this response it remains unclear how the witncss 
knew that the mecting was related to the corpses. While this might be inferred from the 
circumstances as described by the witness, it is nevertheless the case that he did not 
convey in his testimony what, if anything, happened at the meeting. Any role 
Barayawiza may have had in these killings, or in their aftermath, has not been 
established by the evidence, which indicates only that Barayagwiza and Ngeze wcrc 
present at a meeting that may have discussed the killings. 

716. Witness AAM recounted a public meeting following the killing of Bagogwe 
Tutsi, which was convened by Barayagwiza and the sous-prefet in Mutura commune in 
1991. At this mceting, Barayagwiza ordered the separation of the Hutu and Tutsi present 
at the mecting. He asked the Tutsi to dance, and they did a dance called Ikinyerr~era, after 
which he told them that they should stop saying that they were bcing killed, which he had 
heard on the radio. He said. "if we hear that once again, we are going to kill you, because 
killing you is not a difficult task for us." Witness AFX was at another meeting at which 
Barayagwiza told the Tutsi present to dance thc Ikinyemera: which he explained was their 
traditional dance. At this meeting, which took place in 1993, also in Mutura commune. he 
asked where these B agogwe were coming from, as it had been said that the Bagogwe 
were killed. Couched in Barayagwiza's separation of Tutsi from Hutu and his request 
that the Bagogwc Tutsi dance in a public display oftheir tradition is the intent to demean 
and humiliate the Tutsi, which was each time followed by an intimidating reSerence to 
killing them. In the meeting rccounted by Witness AAM, Barayagwiza explicitly 
threatened to kill them. 

71 7. Witness AAM recalled another statement made by Barayagwiza at a stadium rally 
in 1993, that if there was any Hutu with Tutsi blood in his veins he did not need him. 
Witness AFX testified that at a meeting in Ngororcro in 1993, Barayagwiza said it was 

a high timc the Hutu knew who their enemies were and found ways and means of fighting 
them. He also said it was high time the Hutu knew how to behave themselves. The 
Chamber notes the testimony of the witness that Barayagwiza had Tutsi friends before he 
joined the CDR, and the testimony of Witness X and Witness ABE that Barayagwiza sent 
away his wife, the mother of three children by him, when he learned that she was of Tutsi 
ethnicity. Barayagwiza was himself following the Ten Commandments of the Hutu, and 
according to Witness X trying to set an example for others. 

718. Witness AAM also saw Baraya-wiza at demonstrations in 1992, wearing a CDR 
cap and accompanied by Inzpuzanzu~panzbi who were carrying cudgels and terrorizing 
people. They were shouting and singing Tuicrtsembutsen~be or "let's exterminate thcm", 
which the witness understood to mean the Inyemi and the Tutsi. Witness AFX testified 
that Barayagwiza had the power to call meetings and order the erection of roadblocks. 

72" 7 . 4  Sept. 2001, pp. 81-93 
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Witncss ABC testified that he saw Barayagwiza at a roadblock, telling the 
Impuzamugambi to kill Tutsi or Ndugtr trying to pass unless they had CDR and MDR 
party cards. The wiiness said Barayagwiza supervised the three roadblocks in this 
location, and that his role in ensuring that the Tutsi were being killed was confirmed to 
the witness by Impuzumugambi. 

Factual Findines 

71 9. Jean Bosco Barayagwiza convened CDR meetings and spoke at these meetings, 
ordering the separation of Hutu and Tutsi present at a meeting in Mutura commune in 
1991, and asking Bagogwe Tutsi to do their traditional dance at this meeting and at 
another meeting in Mutura commune in 1993, publicly humiliating and intimidating them 
and threatening to kill them. Barayagwiza supenised roadblocks manned by the 
Impuznmugtrmhi, established to stop and kill Tutsi. He was present at and participated in 

0 demonstrations where CDR demonstrators armed with cudgels chanted 
"T~~batsemhatsei~zbe" or "lets' exterminate them", and the reference to "them" was 
understood to mean thc Tutsi. Barayagwiza himself said "tubntsemhatsemhe" or "let's 
exterminate them" at CDR meetings. 

6.2 Distribution of Weapons 

720. Witness AHB, a Hutu farmer, testified that he saw Barayagwiza in 1994 in 
Gisenyi, one week after the planc crash. Barayagu8iza arrived at around noon in a red 
vehicle, together with another vehicle, a white Daihatsu, and parked in f1-ont of 
Ntamaherezo's house. Ntamaherezo, who was the MRhTD President in the commune. 
distributed weapons in 1994. That morning Ntamaherezo had told them that Barayagwiza 
would be arriving with tools to kill the Tutsi. When he arrived, Barayagwiza got out of 
the car. Impuzam~~,ynmhi wearing CDR caps got out of the Daihatsu and oftloaded 
firearms and machetes into Ntamaherezo's house. Witness AHB knew these 
Impuzclmugambi and named them as Sinamgu and Nzabandora, both cellule officials. 
During this time Barayagwi~a was talking to Ntamaherezo, and Witness AHB was 

a hventy steps away from them. Barayagwiza and some of the Impuznmugamhi left after 
ten minutes. Other Impuzanzugamhi and others who were waiting took the weapons away 
and used them to kill. On that same day, Witness AHB saw Sinanrugu and Nzabandora 
kill thirty people, including children and older people. He named eight of these people 
who werc killed, together with their families and many other people, all ol' whom were 
Tutsi. The victims werc not amled, and Sinanrugu and Nzabandora killed them with 
guns and 

721. On cross-examination, Witness AHB provided additional detail on the distribution 
of the weapons that Barayagwiza brought. Hc said the vehicle with the weapons was a 
pick-up: and he named those who offloaded thc weapons as Sinanrugu, h%abandora, 
Mbarushimana, and Kinoti. He heard them say that they left some weapons in the vchicle 
to distribute to other individuals. They came to the group in which Witness AHB was 
standing and told them that those who wanted weapons should go and fetch them, and 

I '" T. 27 Nov. 2001. pp. 118.139; T. 28 Nov. 2001 p. 112. 
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that the other weapons would be taken to Kabari for distribution to other people. Witness 
AHB testified that there were many people with him in the group, and that the 
populations of three sectors had assembled there to collect the tools in ordcr to go and kill 
the Tutsi. He said on that morning: at around 8 a.m., the CDR and MRND leaders had 
announced by word of mouth that peoplc were to meet at Ntamaherezo's house to collect 
weapons. Asked who made this announcement, Witnc~s AHB named thc I~~teruhumwe as 
Barahwiriza and Semagori, and the Impuzcmztrgczmbi as Mbarushimana and Kinoti. 
Mbarushimana was the onc who c amc t o  his h ouse t o  tell him. Witness A HB I eft his 
home with a group of thirty people from his cellule. They were all Hutu. He said hc went 
in order to see whether the people he had hidden wcrc going to be killed. Askcd to name 
the thirty rrom his cellule, Witness AHB gave seven names and said he could not recall 
all of them. He testified that he did not himself collect weapons because he had decided 
to protect the people he was hiding.'" 

a 722. On cross-examination, Witness AHB was also questioned on the location and 
other details of Mizingo, which was where Ntamaherezo's house was. He described 
Mizingo as a park between Giscnyi and Ruhengeri, and as a centre where people stop and 
meet to look for work. There were bars there, and pcoplc would bring produce there. The 
door of Ntamaherezo's house overlooked the tarmac road and the centre. When 
Barayagwiza amved, Witness AHB was near thc road, on the side where the house was, 
twenty steps away from Barayagwiza. In response to a question about his statement, 
Witness AHB said that some of the weapons brought by Barayagwiza were left at 
Ntamaherezo's house and the other weapons, which stayed in the vehicle, were taken to 
Aminadab in Kabara and to Ruhura, Barayawiza's polunger brother who was the CDR 
Chairman in Kanzcnze sector. He noted that Sinanrugu and Nzabandora had admitted 
that they got weapons, had pleaded guilty and were currently in prison. The witness said 
peoplc who came and took the weapons at Ntamaherezo's house were also in prison. He 
also mentioned that Ruhura launched an attack against his home because he was hiding 
Tutsi there. He said this was the only time in 1994 that he saw Barayagwiza delivering 
weapons. Witness AHB was asked what he meant when he said in his statement that 
Barayagwiza had sparked the killings in Mutura commune. He said that the Tutsi who 

0 had managed to survive the killings that took place on 7 April would have survived i f  
Barayagwiza had not distributed weapons to bc used to kill them. That is why many 
massacres took place in Mutura, and Tutsi w ho had managed t o  s ave their 1 ives were 
killed 

723. Omar Serushago, an Interahnmwe leader, testified that in 1992 and 1993, as well 
as between January and April 1 994, h e  saw B arayagwiza and Ngeze together a t  CDR 
meetings, which he also attended, at Regina Hotel and St. Fidel Institute. These meetings, 
which were chaired by Barayagwiza, collccted funds for the purchase of weapons."?t 
was said during the meetings that these weapons were to fight the enemy, thc hyenzi, 
meaning the Tutsi. Serushago testified that Barayagwiza and Ngeze made financial 

'I2 1 . 2 8  Nov. 2001, pp. 11-39. 
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contributions for the purchase of weapons. He further testified that weapons were in fact 
purchased."5 

Credibilify of Witness 

724. Witness AHB was asked in cross-examination why Barayagwiza, a CDR official, 
would deliver weapons for the impuzcmmugamhi to the house of the MRND chairman. He 
replied that CDR and MhVD collaborated and were doing the same thing. He was 
questioned on a statement he made in June 2000, in which he said that Barayagwiza had 
deposited weapons at the houses of Ruhura, Aminadab, Sinanrugu and Nzabandora, as 
well as the house of Ntamaherczo. He confirmed his statement and provided much 
additional detail, including a report of the conversation he overheard that day among 
those offloading the weapons. On request he PI-ovidcd many names including the names 
of the CDR and MRND leaders who announced the distribution of weapons on that day, 

a the name of the person who came to his house to tell him about it, and the names of seven 
people from his cellule who werc in the group that went to collect weapons. He was 
asked whether in stating that there were thirty members from his cellule in this group he 
was confusing the number with the thirty people he said were killed that day. He denied 
that this was the case and reaffirmed his testimony. When asked why he had mentioned 
the Interahamwe i n  his  testimony but not i n  his statement, Witness AHB said that no  
question had been put to him in that regard."" 

725. Witness AHB was also questioned on the details of his statement regarding the 
killing of Tutsi on 7 April 1994, where they were killed and how many were killed. He 
named a number of churches - Bweramana, Nyamirango, Cyambara - where Tutsi were 
killed and estimated that 30,000 were killed on that day. He clarified that he only 
witnessed the killings that took place in his area, at Cyamhara church. When asked how 
he knew about the 7 April attack on the church, Witness AHB explained that his house 
was near the church. He heard the people attacked crying out, and he saw people 
attacking them with machetes.'" The witness was asked if he was one of the killers and 
replied that if he were he would not have hidden the people he mentioned and would not 
have been elected to a leadership position in his ~omniunity."~ He named eleven persons 
killed before him while he was standing in front of his house, guarding people he had 
hidden. He also named several Tutsi he had saved."%itness AHB was questioned aboul 
Ruhura's attack on him and his statements to the Rwandan authorities in 2000 about 
Ruhura's activities. He explained why he had not reported Ruhura earlier, and why he 
had not included Ruhura's attack on him in his statement.''' Witness AHB was also 
questioned about an occasion in 1993 on which he saw Barayagwiza when he came to 
Muhe for the installation of the RTLM antenna. He described the location from which he 
saw Barayagwiza and his proximity to the vehiclc in which Barayagwiza was travelling. 
It was put to him that the RTLM antenna was installed in 1991 and that Barayagwiza was 

'" T. 15 Nov. 2001. pp. 93.108. 
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not present, but MJitness AHB affirmed his testimony, insisting that he was speaking 
about things h e  saw.'" H e  was also questioned o n  the testimony he gave regarding a 
CDR meeting in 1991. He a f h n e d  that the meeting was in 1991 and that the CDR 
existed, at least in his region, in 1991 .i42 

726. The Chamber has considered the extensive cross-examination of Witness AHB by 
Counsel for Barayagwiza and Counsel for Ngezc. U7ith regard to the statement made by 
the witness that some wcapons were offloaded and some remained on the vehicle for 
delivery to individuals other than Ntamaherezo, the Chamber notes that hc readily 
affinned in his testimony what he had said in his statement and provided additional 
details on thc matter. The Chamber also notcs that in his direct examination, Witness 
AHB did not say that all the weapons were offloaded. His testimony that weapons were 
offloaded at Ntamaherezo's house does not preclude the possibility that some weapons 
remained in the vehicle, and he did say in direct examination that the vehicle left with * Barayagwiza and some Inzpuzamzgambi, while other Iwpuzamugamhi remained. For this 
reason, the Chamber considers that the statement of the witness is not inconsistent with 
his testimony. Witness AHB answered the many questions put to him with additional 
detail and clarification as requested. His answers were rcsponsive and clear, and 
consistent with his prior testimony. He provided names, locations, distances and other 
specific information with precision, and his answers on cross-examination greatly 
elaborated his testimony in direct examination. With regard to his account of having seen 
Barayagwiza from the roadside in 1993, when an RTLM antenna was installed, the 
Chamber notes that although the witness was challenged on the date of this event and 
Barayagwiza's presence for it, no evidence was adduced by the Defence that the antenna 
was not installed in 1993 or that Barayagwiza was not present. With regard to the CDR 
meeting in 1991, the Chamber notcs the testimony of Witness AHB that the meeting was 
focused on recruitment of members and his strong affirmation that the mccting took place 
in 1991. As Barayagwiza was from this prefecture, the Chamber considers it possible 
that a preliminary meeting of the party for recruitment purposes took place prior to its 
official launch. For these reasons, the Chamber finds the testimony o f  Witness 4 HB 
credible. 

Discussion of Evidence 

727. The Chamber accepts the clear account of Witness AHB that Barayagwiza came 
to Giscnyi with a truckload of arms for distribution. Barayagwiza accompanied the pick- 
up in a separate vehicle, and Witncss AHB described him talking to Ntarnaherezo, whose 
house was the central point of distribution, while others, Impuznmugambi, unloaded the 
arms. This evidence suggests that Barayagwiza was supervising the operation, which is 
supported by the evidence of Barayagwiza's leadership role in the CDR. The call to three 
sectors earlier that morning with instructions to the population to assemble at 
Ntamaherezo's house to collect tools with which to kill the Tutsi, indicate a high level of 
planning for and coordination of killing, in which this arms distribution played a 
significant role. Thirty people were killed with these arms in the presence of Witness 

' I '  .I' 28 Nov. 2001, pp. 64-75. 
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AHB. All the victims were Tutsi. The eight he named were killcd with thcir families, and 
among those killed wcrc children and older people. The victims were not armed. 

728. The Chamber notes the comment made by Witness AHB in his statement that 
Barayawiza "sparked the killings" in Mulura commune and his explanation of what he 
meant. Thc commune had sustained a massive attack against Tutsi on 7 April. Witness 
AHB spoke o f  3 0,000 killed on  that onc day. The Tutsi who managed t o  survive this 
onslaught were attacked again a week later with the weapons brought to the commune by 
Barayagwira. That morning an Impuzmrnugambi named Mban~shimana, one of those he 
mentions as also having offloaded the weapons, camc to Witness AHB's house to tell 
him to come and collect thc arms to kill Tutsi. This door to door recruitment of killers, 
cellule by cellule, telling them whcrc to go and handing them anns, sparked the killings 
that would not have happened otherwise, in Witness AHB's view. 

729. With regard to  the evidcnce that Barayagwiza raised funds for the purchase o f  
weapons, the Chamber notes that thc testimony of Omar Serushago is not corroborated. 
Serushago's cvidcnce alone is not enough to sustain a finding that Barayagwiza raised 
funds for the purchase of wcapons. 

Factual Findines 

730. The Chamber finds that Barayagwiza came to Gisenyi in April 1994, one week 
after the shooting of the plane on 6 April, with a truckload of weapons for distribution to 
the local population. The weapons were to be used to kill Tutsi civilians, and outreach to 
threc cellules was coordinated in advance, Lo recruit attackers from among the residents 
of these cellules and bring them together to collect the weapons. That same day at least 
thirty Tutsi civilians were killcd, including children and older people, with the weapons 
brought by Barayagwiza. Barayagwiza played a leadership role in the distribution of 
these weapons. 

6.3 Killings and the Death Squad 

73 1. Prosecution Witness 0 mar S erushago s aid h c l earned from 11 is sister, u: ho was 
working at the CDR secretariat in Kigali, that Barayagwiza belonged to the death squad 
(Esqzrrrdron cle la movt) and financed groups of young men, including Katumba and 
Mutombo, who were killing Tutsi. Serushago was often in the company of Mutombo and 
others who came from Gisenyi. He himself attended many meetings of the death squad, 
which he said was an organisation set up in the 1990s to fight the learned and rich Tutsi. 
Serushago recalled hvo of these meetings, one in 1993 and the othcr in early 1994, which 
were also attended by Barayagwiza and which took place in Kiyovu in Kigali, a 
neighbourhood inhabited by Ministers and other high ranking officers and authorities in 
I-labyarimana's regime. Among the high ranking officers who attended the death squad 
meetings, Serushago named Colonel Rwendeye and Colonel Burcgeye. At the meeting, 
he said it was known that the enemy was the Tutsi. Barayagwiza was among those who 
addressed the meeting, and hc said that there was a single objective, to raise funds to be 
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able to kill the Tutsi. Serushago said that he was not a dlrect member of the death squad 
but was close lo thc death squad.i43 

732. Serushago testified that Colonel Elie Sagatwa was the head of the death squad. In 
cross-examination he clarified that Lieutenant Bizumerenye, whom he had named in a 
statement as responsible for the death squad, was known throughout the country. 
particularly in Kigali, as the one who rounded up and killcd the Tutsi. He said that 
Barayagwiza was a member of the death squad but was not involvcd in this rounding up. 
Barayagwiza's people, Katumba and Mutombo, carried out the killings. They killed in 
collaboration with Lt. Bizumerenyc but Barayagwiza gave the orders, just like 
~agatwa.?~" rcsponse to questions from the Chamber, Serushago testified that he knew 
Barayagwiza had given Katumba and Mutombo orders to kill because he discussed this 
with them at length and they told him so. He mentioned the names of three Tutsi who 
were killed in 1993 on the orders of Barayagwiza. He said he did not hear Barayagwiza 

0 givc orders to kill to Katumba and Mutombo. In response to further questioning, he said 
these names were mentioned at the meetings in 1993 and 1994, and that he heard 
Baryagwiza givc the order for them to be killcd at both  meeting^.'^' 

733. Omar Serushago testified that after Bucyana was killed in February 1994, he saw 
a fax sent by Barayagwiza when he was in front 01 Ngeze's kiosk in Gisenyi. The fax 
was addressed to the Youth Wing of the CDR Party and the MRND Party, and it stated 
that now that the Inyenzi had killed the CDR President, all Hutu were requested to be 
vigilant to closely follow up the Tutsi wherever they were hiding. It said that even if they 
were in churches, they should be pursued and killed.'" Serushago testified that from 
April to June 1994, CDR and Inteuclhmzwe groups held meetings every evening to report 
on the number of Tutsi killed. These meetings were attended by the leaders, including 
Barayagwiza and ~geze."" 

734. Serushago saw Barayagwiza in Gisenyi in June 1994 in a meeting at the Hotel 
Meridien, attended by Ministers, military officers and businessmen, which lasted the 
whole day. There was a list from Kigali, which Serushago saw, of Tutsi and Hutu who 

0 intended to go through Kigali and flee to Zaire. The one most sought after was a 
moderate Hutu called Stanislas Simbizi, who was the director of a school printing press, 
said to bc coo erating with the RPF and printing identity cards for Tutsi who wanted to 
pass as  hut^.^^^ Serushago clarilied that he was not rckmng to Stanislas Simbizi, a CDR 
member whom hc knew and who was on the ICTR list of wanted persons, and in cross- 
examination it was further clarified that the name of the school director was Stanislas 
~inihagwe.'~' At the meeting Barayagwiza named this director, whom Serushago 
subsequently arrested at the end of June at the La Comiche border post. He heard a 
description of the man on RTLM, and Zigiranyirazo, Habyarimana's brother in law, 

'" T. 15 Nov. 2001, pp. 140-1 57. 
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identified him near the Immigration Office at La Corniche, Serushago handed him over to 
the Inter-uharnue who took him to Commune Rouge and killed him.750 

Discussion of Evidence 

735. Serushago was cross-examined extensively on his evidence relating to these 
meetings and the activities of the death squad. He said he did not hear Barayagwira order 
Icatumba and Mutombo to kill, but learned it from Katuniba and Mutombo. He also said 
that he heard Baryagwiza give orders to kill at the meetings. He named three people 
Barayagwiza ordered t o  b e  killed a t  the meetings i n  1 993 and 1 994, and when i t  was 
pointed out to him that these people had already been killed by 1994, he said the 1994 
meeting had other victims.'" He also named Colonel Rwendeye as having been present 
at these meetings, and when presented with an issue of Kangura from 1990 reporting the 
death of Rwendeye, he said that Rwendeye died in 1992, and then subsequently stated 

0 that the hvo meetings may have occurred in 1992 and 1993, rather than 1993 and 1994.~'' 
As discussed in more detail in paragraph 816, Scrushago's testimony is confused and the 
Chamber will not rely on it except to the extent that it is corroborated. His evidence that 
Barayagwiza was a member of the death squad, that he ordered Katumba and Mutombo 
to kill people at hvo meetings in 1993 and 1994, that he sent a fax to the CDR and 
MRND youth wings ordering than to kill Tutsi, and that he ordcred that the director of a 
school printing press be killed at a meeting in June 1994, is not corroborated. Thc 
Chamber cannot make a factual findins on these allegations based solely on the 
testimony of Omar Serushago. 

6.4 Le Sang Hutu est-il Rouge? 

736. The Chamber has reviewed Barayagwiza's book, Le Sung HUTU est-il rouge? (Is 
Hutu Blood Red?). The Chamber's intention is to gain understanding of the perspective 
of the Accused on issues relevant to the trial. The book, which was filed as an exhibit by 
Counsel for Barayagwiza, is not a substitute for the testimony of the Accused, and the 
Chamber does not consider it as such. 

737. In his book, Barayagwiza maintained that the RPF was responsible for the 
downing of the plane and that its main objective was to take conlplete power by force, 
stopping the republican movement in the process and provoking reprisals against thc 
Tutsi. H e  noted that 1 housands o f H utu civilians were murdered b y the RPF invaders, 
who were filled with the spirit of vengeance and wanted to achieve the dream of the Tutsi 
minority of reducing the number of Hutu to the number of Tutsi or even lower. The RPF 
claimed that their war was a war of liberation, but it was actually a war to put the Tutsi 
back in power. Barayagviza accused the RPF of committing crimes of unlau~ful 
aggression in violation of the UN Charter, the International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights, and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. He listed acts of 
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violence committed by the RPF against the Hutu, which he termed as genocide, and noted 
a report by Amnesty International criticizing the RPF for the killings.753 

738. Barayagwiza challenged the findings and conclusions of the report of the UK 
Special Rapporteur for failing to examine the intentions of the RPF and conclude that 
there was a genocide of Hutu. He wrote that of' the 1.5 million killed at the time of the 
report. 1.2 million were Hutu. The Tutsi, he said, were responsible for the massacres of' 
the Hutu, but when the Hutu killcd Tutsi it was either in self-defence or an immediate 
unplanned reprisal. Barayagwiza distinguished between RPF Tutsi, their accomplices and 
civilian Tutsi. He maintained that there was no intcntion to destroy the Tutsi group: 
therefore thcrc was no genocide. The Rwandan authorities committed no crime in 
distributing arms to the population in the combat zones or to youth involved in dcfcnding 
the country, given that self defence is legitimate with respect to international law. 
Mobilizing thc population is the right and duty of every Statc that is attacked. However, 
he deplored the abusive usc of these weapons by some people. The armcd agents and 
accomplices of the RPF were combatants, not innocent civilians. Barayagwiza deplored 
the massacres of innocent Hutu and Tutsi and cl~ildren."~ 

739. Barayagwiza asked who would face trial before the Tribunal after the RPF had 
executed all the "genocidclires", who would be left for reconciliation. 1n reality, the 
United Nations was manipulated by powers sponsored by the RPF. Next to Tutsi blood, 
Hutu blood is not red. It is black. Therelore it can bc spilt without serious conscquences. 
Every person who is guilty of a crime during the war that started on 1 October 1990, the 
interethnic massacres, must be handed over to the law."' 

740. Barayagwiza wrote that national scntiment excludes etlmicity and regionalism, 
which have been the plagues or  Rwandan society in recent times, but this must not be 
conhsed with the noble feeling of belonging to a particular ethnic group or region. This 
sentimcnt only becomes bad when it serves as a pretext to deny the rights of those who 
do not belong to your group and to take socio-political advantages. The noble sentiment 
of bclonging to an ethnic group or region can lcgitimately encourage the defcncc of the 

0 interests of that group when they are ignored or flouted. No true democracy can be built 
without respect for human rights as defined in international  instrument^.^'^ 

741. Barayagwiza decided to get involved in the creation of a political party, the CDR, 
out oTa desire to serve his country and people. In the face of the coalition of parties allied 
to the RPF, the CDR decidcd to cooperate with the MRND and others. which led to the 
conclusion of a collaboration agcement in November 1992, called the Alliance foi- thc 
Revival of Democracy (ARD). The CDR was neithcr from the MRND nor attached to it. 
Neither its leaders nor its members were linked, although many members of CDR 
belonged to various political parties such as MRND before CDR was created. When the 
M R h 9  acccpted the Arusha Accords on 30 October 1992, the CDR had no choice but to 

7 5 3  Exhibit 2D35, pp. 16-35, 59, 75. 
" ' Ih id ,  pp. 83-84, 89-90. 100, 143, 148, 
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quit ARD, which it did officially in March 1993. The CDR is a pacifist party attached to 
the principles of a liberal, open and pluralist democracy. It is a national and nationalist 
party, involved in the battle against ethnic or political minority dictatorship. Barayagwiza 
wrote that hc was among the founding members of CDR and that he was proud of this: "I, 
therefore would not blush to be the ideologist of the CDR, no more than I feel in any way 
guilty of being called as such". Barayagwiza asscrted that the CDR was not extremist as 
it excluded the use of force and violence as a means to take powcr. The CDR neither 
advocated nor practiced a policy of violence.75i 

742. Barayagwiza was a founder of RTLM. He wrote that freedom of the press is an 
essential means of fulfilling democracy. Those in powcr had taken the national radio and 
television under their control. RTLM was the fruit of an ingenious idea which developed 
in the republican goup ,  bringing together different political sympathies concerned with 
finding a way to correctly inform the Rwandan public on the stakes of the war provoked 
by the RPF and on the benefits of a republican democracy. RTLM was not created to 
prepare massacres.75x 

7. Hassan Ngeze 

7.1 Radio Interviews on Radio Rwanda and RTLM 

743. The Indictment alleges that in radio broadcasts Hassan Ngeze called for the 
extermination of the Tutsi and Hutu political opponents, and that he defended the 
extremist Hutu ideology of the CDR. The Chamber has reviewed these broadcasts and 
considered Ngeze's explanations of them. 

Radio Rwanda 

744. On 12 June 1994, Ngezc was interviewed on Radio Rwanda by Charles 
Semivumba. Eight extracts of this interview have been introduced into cvidcnce, in 
which Ngeze discussed what was happening at roadblocks. He said that as Ruhengcri 

0 and Byumba were occupied by the Inkotcinyi, soldiers considered people from these 
regions to be accomplices, and "you find that our men at the 1-oadblocks arrest their 
people and kill them as ac~om~lices" . '~ '  This was a trap laid by the RPF, to help kill 
those that they had not been able to kill. Those at the roadblocks checking identity cards 
should scrutinize with care those who come from these regions and take them to the 
authorities. Kgeze warned listeners: 

. . .y ou find these last few days that therc are roadblocks where you arrive, you 
are thin, you have a sn~all nose, you were born that way, and thcy say you are a 
Tutsi, even if you have an identity card showing that you are Hutu. Or they say 
that you are an acconlplice. Then if you are a Hutu bom thin with a small nose.. . 
he sho\vs you his identity card that he is Hutu, he tells you his commune and you 
refuse saying: "it is not possible, there is no Hutu like you." You take him and 

"'Ibid.,  pp. 132, 208-213.230. 235. 
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kill him; remember that there are Hutus with big noses, such as Kanyarengve 
and Bizimungu who became accon~plices.760 

745. Ngcze noted that sometimes a soldicr leaves without permission and said, "do not 
take him and burn him alive or kill him, because by killing him you give assistance to the 
enemy". Rather he should be arrested and taken to the authorities, who could take him to 
the nearest military camp whcrc they could see i f  such a soldicr was an enemy. "By 
killing him you wipe out traces", said Ngcze. Therefore. the soldier should be arrested 
and taken to the authorities. Some people at the roadblocks might be enemies: "The time 
will come when wc will keat them like the others."76' Those at the roadblocks "should 
not be in a hurry to kill soldiers who descrt; that is not the solution to the problem". Such 
killing might provoke revenge: and he asked what would have bcen achieved if that 
happened. "If thcy arrest people whose identity cards bear the mark 'RPF' on the back. 
they should not kill them."762 

0 746. In thc 12 June interview, Semivumbi asked h'geze to say something encouraging 
10 the soldiers. Ngeze replied that the armed forces supported him and said they should 
keep up thcir morale. Even if there were accomplices among them, they were very few. 
"We are going to neutralize the accomplices." he said. "Let us fight for the country, let us 
fight for our mothers, our fathers, our younger brothers, let us fight for our land.. . we are 

,1763 with them, the courage of Kangura is always there, we are going to work for them.. . 
When asked about Kibungo, Ngeze responded that the civil defence there should be given 
anns and soldiers. Noting that the RPF used fcw soldiers but was able to destabilize, he 
suggcsted that 20 soldiers should he taken to Kivyue, not 500 and "observe for us what is 
happening there.. . ,9764 

747. Whcn Semivumbi asked Ngeze about h e  situation in Gisenyi, he said that some 
acts should be condemned and that there were peoplc at the roadblocks who were 
working for the enemy, without the enemy have asked than to do so. "Who are these 
people?" he asked. "It is those that I spoke to you about who are in a hurry to kill people 
who rcsernble ~utsis." '~'  Using a vehicle loaded with potatoes as an example, N g e ~ e  * explained that from Kigali to Gisenyi via Gitarama there were 713 roadblocks and that if 
the vehicle had to empty and omoad the potatoes at each roadblock, it would take thirty 
days lo reach Kigali. This would be discouraging to the potato seller. Controls should be 
reasonable, and those at h e  roadblock should remember that thcir purpose was to look 
for the enemy and enemy accon~plices. He said: 

You have to understand that tllc enemy bas many tricks. Ibc enemy does not go 
tbrou_eh the roadblock, The encmy, once he finds you at the roadblock, passes by 
the side. I take this opportunity to tell all those who are at the roadblock that they 
should not wail for the enemy at the roadblock, at the roadblock only. They must 

"'"Exhibit P105/4F. 
Exhibit P105!41. 
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also look for him on footpaths near the roadblock, since once the enemy reaches 
the roadblock he conies down from the vehicle and crosses through other paths 
so that he can reach Gisenyi without going through any roadblock. I ren~en~ber 
this moniing we arrested an Inyenzi, a young hyenzi. We are the ones who 
arrested the child that you heard on Radio KrLM this morning. Rut he is a small 
child that you cannot suspect of being an Inyenzi. He had all the rcquircd 
papers.'hh 

748. On cross-examination, Ngeze was asked whether his reference to "our men at the 
roadblocks'' in this broadcast tvas not a reference to the Inter-ahamwe and 
It~~puzamugczmhi. He explained that the RPF had captured R~hengeri and Byumba. They 
took the identity cards of those they had captured and wrote "RPF" on them in order to 
ensure control over them. Some of these people decided to leave and when they got to 
the government-controlled zone they were killed at the roadblocks because their identity 
cards had "RPF" written on them. Ngeze was trying to explain to those at the roadblocks 

m that these were innocent people, mostly Hutui who were fleeing the RPF. Ngeze said he 
raised this concern with the Minister of Defense: who said he was aware of the problem, 
but he was doing nothing about it. Ngeze therefore decided to go on the air to tell those at 
the roadblocks lo stop killing these people; and that it was an RPF trick. When he referred 
to "our men", Ngeze said he was referring to the people of Rwanda, as opposed to the 

767 RPF, and pointed out that he did not say "militia . 

749. Asked why he was congratulating those at the roadblock, Ngeze explained that he 
had gone to Kigali on 22, and found a number of Tutsi refugees in his house. He secured 
fake Hutu identity cards for these people, but he was concerned that they would bc 
recognized as Tutsi and killed at the roadblocks. For this reason he went on the radio to 
say that a person should not be killed just because he looks like a Tutsi. He should be 
taken to the authorities. Ngeze would then be able to explain to the authorities that they 
did not have the right to kill people just because they were Tutsi. He congratulated those 
who were stationed where he was planning to pass with the Tutsi refugees, and he 
reminded them that Kanyarengwe and Bizimungu, who came from that region, were 
Hutu. When he came to the roadblock, he said they greeted him there and had heard his 
radio broadcast. Again he told them not to kill anyone but rather to take them to the 
a~thori t ies .~~'  

750. Ngere also explained that soldiers without travel permits were being killed at the 
roadblocks. He wanted to let people at the roadblocks know that they were killing their 
own and helping the RPF, and that they should take soldiers without travel pernlits to the 
authorities. Ngeze said some people who were Hutu had destroyed their identity cards 
because their region of origin was suspect. Ngeze wanted to stop those at the roadblocks 
from killing these people. He said that he believed what he did saved the lives of innocent 
people. Asked whether hc was not threatening punishment for people at the roadblock in 

"' /bid - - 
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saying that "The time will come when we will treat them like the others"; Ngeze affirmed 
that he was warning them that they would be punished if they wrongly killed people.'6" 

751. Regarding his comment in the broadcast on civil defence, Ngezc affirmed that he 
was advocating civil defence to regain the prefecture of Kibungu, which had been taken 
by the RPF. He noted that civil defence was under the control of the govemment. He did 
not know much about the civil defence initiative but that the govemment had decided to 
establish it, just in Ruhengeri and Byurnba, in 1990. Ngeze said civil defence should not 
be confused with the "stupid people" who were killing at the roadblocks. His intention 
was to see the government use civil defence rather than people at the roadb~ocks."~ To 
clarify what he had said about looking for the RPF off the main road, Ngcze explained 
that the RPF had managed to enter Kigali at night without passing through the 
roadblocks. A young commando, a seventeen year-old, had decided to go and destroy 
Radio Rwanda. Ngcze saw him at thc Ministry of Defence, where he had been arrested 

a but he thereafter escaped. Ngeze recalled that the RPF had bombed RTLM, and said that 
avoiding the main roads, the FS'F had managed to bring 1,000 people to ~ i ~ a l i . ' "  

R TLM 

752. On 14 June 1994, in an interview on RTLM by its Editor-in-Chief Gaspard 
Gahigi, Ngeze said: 

There is another problem on thc roads ... it is said that all the persons.. . with a 
nice pliysioguomy are Tutsis. They have to chase this idea from their heads. This 
does not mean that all the people with a small nose are necessarily Tutsis. It 
happens that sonleoue is arrested at the customs and shows his ID card with the 
inscription "Hutu". However, because of his small uose or light skin. hc is 
considered as a Tutsi and is accused of coniplicity and assaulted. 

Therefore Galiigi, once in fi-ont of the microphone, please explain to the 
population manniug roadblocks that all those having a small nose, slender, with a 
light skm are not necessarily Tutsis. Othenvise, you will find that we, thc Hutus, 
are killing other Ilutus mistaking tliern for Tutsis, for Irzyrwi. Wlme would we a go like this'? You arrest someone and ask him his ID card. You find that he is a 
Hutu. If you do not understand, go and see the Conseiller and ask him, go and see 
the ho~irgrnestre and ask him, In nly view, this must be a priority and he 
absolutely respected on  roadblock^."^ 

753. Asked about this broadcast. Ngeze explained again that after it captured 
Ruhcngeri and Byumba, the RPF was writing "RPF" on identity cards of Hutu, who were 
fleeing to the government-controlled zone and getting killed at the roadblocks because of 
the writing on these iden~ity cards. He also recalled that Hutu from the south were getting 
killed at the roadblocks because they were from the south and looked like the Tutsi. 
Ngeze was asking those at the roadblocks not to kill these innocent people. When it was 

''9 ihid. pp. 88-90. 101-109, 
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put to Ngeze that he was equating the Tutsi with the Inyenzi in this broadcast, he recalled 
his effort to save sixteen Tutsi with false identity cards, and he said he wanted suspects 
brought to the authorities so that they could decide who should be killed and would be 
accountable Tor those decisions. An cxcetpt from the RTLM broadcast was put to Ngcze 
in which he had denied that he was saving Tutsi. Ngeze explained that after he helped 
some j oumalists escape to Congo, Radio Muhabura, the RPF radio, had c ongratulated 
him on the air for saving innocent pcople and told people to go to his house for 
assistance. Ngeze was afraid for his life because he had been named in this way. For this 
reason he had made the statement on RTLM, that this was a cunning runlour on the part 
of the RPF, to dispel suspicion."3 

Discnssion of Evidence 

753. The Chamber considers that through the Radio Rwanda and RTLM broadcasts, 

a Kgcze was trying t o  send a message, o r  several messages, to those a t  the roaclblocks. 
Onc clear message was: do not kill the wrong people, meaning innocent Hutu who might 
be mistaken for Tutsi because they had Tutsi features: or because they did not have 
identification, or because they had identification marked "RPF". In the broadcasts is also 
the message that there were cnemies among the Hutu as well, even some at the 
roadblocks. In mentioning Kanyarengwe, the Hutu RPF leader, Ngeze reminded listeners 
that the enemy could be Hutu as well as Tutsi. This is not the same as saying that the 
Tutsi i s  not the enemy and should not b e killed. Tn the broadcasts, Ngeze did n ot tell 
those at the roadblocks not to kill the Tutsi. The message was to be careful and bring 
suspects t o  the authorities, a s  much to ensure that the enemy does not mistakenly get 
through the roadblock as to ensure that the wrong people, meaning innocent Hutu, are not 
killed. In his testimony, Ngeze provided many explanations for what he said, describing 
various scenarios, including one to suggest he was trying to trick those at the roadblock 
into letting him pass with Tutsi refugees carrying false Hutu identity cards. Nevertheless, 
in the Chamber's view, hgeze also made it clear in his testimony that his message was 
not to kill Hutu by mistakc. 

e 755. The Chamber is of the view that in telling those at the roadblock not to kill Hutu 
by mistake, Ngeze was also sending a message that there was no problem with the killing 
of Tutsi at the roadblock. Such a message was implicit in the broadcasts, which 
repeatedly urged that suspects not be killed but rather be brought to the authorities. In 
these convoluted circumstances, the Chamber does not find that these broadcasts 
constituted a call to kill as alleged. 

7.2 Killing of Modeste Tabaro 

756. Prosecution Witness AAY. a Hutu taxi driver from Giscnyi, testified that he knew 
both Modeste Tabaro and Hassan Ngeze very wcll, and that he was a witness to the 
killing of Modeste ~ a b a r o . " ~  Hc said that Modeste Tabaro, a friend of his for at least ten 
years and his neighbour, was a Tutsi and a member of the PL party, and that for this 

"' 1'. 4 April 2003. pp. 1-1 2. 
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reason he was being sought following the death of President Habyarimana. On 21 April 
1994, at 4 a.m., the witness heard shouting and wen1 outside. The first person he met told 
him that Modeste Tabaro had been found. Witness AAY went to the place where Tabaro 
had been hiding and found Hassan Ngeze there, in military uniform, asking Tabaro who 
had brought him the hot chips he had. The witness said that Hassan Ngeze was carrying 
a gun in his right hand but that it was pointed to the ground. Modeste Tabaro was lying 
on the ground, and his leg was bleeding. Witness AAY was the one who had earlier 
brought the food to Tabaro, and he was conccrned that Tabaro might tell Ngcze. Tabaro 
asked Ngeze not to kill him with a machete but to kill him with a gun. Witness AAY said 
that he saw Kananura, a policeman whom he described as Ngeze's bodyguard. pointing a 
gun at Modcste Tabaro. As Witness AAY took three or four steps back he heard a shot. 
The witness fled and heard later in the morning that Modcste Tabaro's body had been put 
in a vehicle by Ngeze and others and brought to the cemetery. After the death of 
Modestc Taharo, Witness AAY said he helped Tabaro's wife cross the border to ~a i r e . ' ~ '  

757. Witness AAY said that he was unable to see Hassan Ngeze at the time he heard 
the shooting but that he thought Kananura shot hlodeste Tabaro on a signal from Ngeze, 
as Ngeze was asking the questions and as Tabaro asked Ngeze that he not be killed by a 
rna~hete."~ On cross-examination, Wimess AAY said that he knew Kananura Lo be 
Ngeze's bodyguard from 7 April 1994 when the killings started because he was always 
with Ngeze in the rear part of the pickup, wearing either a military or police uniform. The 
witness clarified that he did not hear Hassan Ngeze order the shooting of Tabaro. He 
insisted that Kananura was Ngeze's subordinate and would not have acted 

Witness AA\' was not able to see where Tabaro was hit by the bullet, 
but he said that he was able to see the sparks fly from the muzzle of Kananura's gun.77S 

758. Prosecution Witness AHI. a member of the Irzpuzcrmugrrmhi from Gisenyi and a 
neighbour of Hassan Ngere, testified that he saw thc killing of Modeste Tabaro and 
described the c i r c m ~ t a n c e s . ~ ~ ~  One night, towards the end of April, at 3 a.m. he heard 
,wfire, lots of shooting, which he said he imagined was more than 10,000 bullets. He 
said they were shooting in the air, to scare Tutsi out of their hiding places, and that is how 

0 they found Modeste Tabaro. When he went to see what was happening, he found Hassan 
Ngeze, whom he knew very well, and his bodyguards. Modeste Tabaro was hidden not 
far from there, behi:een two houses. He said that Ngeze's house was about 300 meters 
from the road, and that Tabaro was killed between the house and the road.78" That is 
where the witness saw Modeste Tabaro, about twenty meters from the road. Tabaro's 
body had been riddled by bullets.781 He had been shot with more than 15 bullets all over 
his body, including his arms, chest, head, legs, stomach and back. Thc wimess testified 
that when Tabaro was about to dic, Hassan Ngere took a rifle and placed it on his body. 
He named a number of individuals who shot the body, including Ngeze, whom he called 

'" T .  I!, Mar. 2001, pp. 36-50; T .  20 Mar. 2001, pp. 28-33 
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their "leader" and who was the first he saw to shoot. Ngeze then said they should look 
for other Inkotnnyi who might still be on the street. Witness AH1 was asked whcthcr 
Modeste Tabaro was already dead when hc first saw him. The witness said that because 
they were still shooting the body, that meant he was still alive. He subsequently stated 
that the body was still moving. Witness Atll said he later saw Colonel Anatolc with eight 
soldiers. When Colonel Anatole saw Modeste Tabaro's body he went to Hassan Ngeze's 
house and asked him what was happening, as they had heard the gunshots. Ngcze replied 
that they had seen an Inkotunyi trying to shoot and had shot and killed him, and showed 
him the body of Tabaro. The coloncl then confiscated the weapons that Ngeze and his 
bodyguard had, but when Ngeze protested, he gave back the weapons and then left. 
Witness AH1 testified that Witness AAY was not hiding Modeste Tabaro hut was 
bringing food to him. Hc said that he did not see Witness AAY at the scene oSTabaro's 
death.782 

a 759. Prosecution Witness AGX, a Tutsi member of the PL party in Gisenyi, testified 
that he heard Ngeze say in a radio interview sometime behveen 7 and 29 April, that the 
small numbers oSInyenri who were arrested in Gisenyi, including Modeste Tabaro, had 
been killed. The witness said he did not know the circumstances in  which Tabaro, whom 
he knew, died. Hc was in hiding at the time, but others who could go out and come back 
told him that Modeste Tabaro had died because Ngeze had given instructions lo kill 
him.'83 

760. Prosecution Witness AFB. a moneychanger who lived in Gisenyi in 1994, 
testified that he had heard about the killing of Modeste Tabaro but did not see it. During 
the night he hcard many shots being fired. In the morning, people were saying that 
Hassan Ngeze had exchanged fire with other people and that Modeste Tabaro, a Tulsi 
who had been hiding across the street from Hassan Ngeze's house, had been killcd. When 
asked directly whether he was saying that Hassan Ngeze killed Modeste Tabaro, he said 
that he could not confirm something he had not witnessed, and that he did not k u o ~ . ~ ' ~  

761. Prosecution Witness DM, a Tutsi man from Gisenyi, testified that Modeste 
Tabaro was gunned down by a soldier called Jeff. He said this took place between 5 a.m. 
and 6 a.m., on 10 or 11 April, or between 10 and 12 April, just after thc beginning of the 
killing. Hc affirmed these details on cross-examination and said that he had been called 
to transport thc body. When he arrived Jeffwas still there with his weapon, and the body 
was on the road. The witness said that since the neighhourhood was Ngeze's, people 
thought that Kgeze had killed him, but that it was actually Jeff who had done it and that 
Jeff was saying so himself. Hassan Ngeze had nothing to do with thc death of Modeste 
Tabaro, and Ngeze had also been attacked by soldiers who wanted to kill him because of 
his efSorts to protect children he had brought from Kigali to their father, Ilabib Musalimu. 
Witness DM further testified that Hassan xgeze knew where Modeste Tabaro's wife and 
children were and could have just as well killed them if he had killcd ~ a b a r o . ~ "  
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762. Defence Witness RM14 testified that hc had interpreted an interview for 
investigators of the Office of the Prosecutor with an eyewitness to the killing. He said 
this person told the investigators, who asked him whether Hassan Ngeze had killed 
Modeste Tabaro, that on the night he was killed Xgeze's house was attacked and that 
Tabaro was killed by the two soldiers, Jeff and Regis. Other people told the witness that 
Modcste Tabaro was killed by Jeff and Regis and mentioned a young man who said he 
had been an eycwimess. Witness RM14 testified that hc had been told by investigators to 
say in his written statement of 1997 that Hassan Ngeze's uncle killed Modcste ~abaro . '~"  

763. Defence Witness BAZl testified that he did not witness the killing of Modeste 
Tabaro. There was an attack on Hassan Ngeze's compound on 21 April. The following 
day the body of Modeste Tabaro was found near a garbage dump about 30 meters from 
the road. The witness did not know who was responsible for the killing. Hassan Ngczc 

8 was not present when he saw the body, which had bullet wounds and was lying on its 
back. The witness was there when the body was taken away, at around 7 a.m. He said 
that during this time people described as Inkotnnyi were being killed, and that all those 
who were mcmbers of the PL party, including Modeste Tabaro, were characterized as 
~nkotanv i . '~~  

764. Defence Witness BAZ9 testified that on 20 or 21 April, she heard the sound or  
bullets and went to see what happened. Modeste Tabaro had been killed by two soldiers 
named JefI and Regis. who were living at the house of Kayonga, a neighbour. They were 
standing there boasting that they had found this "In.venzi", and she heard them say that 
they killed him. The witness did not see the shooting. She saw Tabaro's body, with 
blood on it, and did not approach. The body was taken away in a vehicle by Hassan 
Bagogwe, but she did not rcmember whether the body was facing up or down. On cross- 
examination, Witness BAZ9 was confronted with her written statement of 2000, '~~  in 
which she said that Modestc Tabaro had come out from hiding, shooting with his gun, 
and was killed by people in charge of security. The witness said she was not there when 
it happened. Shc heard the gunshots and learned everything in the morning. She did not 

8 mention the names of the soldiers in her statement because she lacked confidence and did 
not want t o  denounce them, o r  say anything prejudicial against them. Wimcss BAZ9 
described Modeste Tabaro as a Tutsi who belonged to the PL party. She said in Rwanda, 
if you were a Tutsi and belonged to the PL party, many people would describe you as an 
Inyenzi. 789 

765. Defencc Witness RM19 tcstified that she and her husband passed a crowd of 
people on the way to work on the morning of 21 April. In the crowd was one of thcir 
employees, who told them that the authorities had gone to look for peoplc in hiding. that 
Modeste Tabaro had come out of his hiding place. and that the soldiers Jeff and Regis, 
who were staying at the house of Kayonga, shot Tabaro and ordered Hassan Bagoyc to go 
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and bury him. In response to questions fiom the bench as to how the employee knew the 
circumstances of Tabaro's death, thc witness indicated that her employee livcd nearby 
and saw what happened. Witness RM19 also testified that Kananura was one of the 
policemen who had been assigned to protect her shop and her home, and that on 21 April, 
he had spent the night protecting her residence. She said subsequently that he spent 20 
and 21 April at their shop, and that he had nothing to do with the death of Modeste 
~abaro.'"" 

766. Defence Witness RM112 testified that he woke up to the sound of gunfire and 
came to the scene around 5.30 a.m. He saw the body of Modeste Tabaro, whom he did 
not know. When the witness arrived at the scene there wcre many people there, many 
soldiers who lived on that street, and they were boasting that they had killed aninkotanyi. 
They were happy and drinking beer. He named Jeffand Regis as two soldiers boasting of 
the killing. They wanted to give the body to a man callcd Bagoye to go and bury it. The 
body was lying on its stomach, and he saw bullet wounds in the back,791 

767. Defence Witness IN1 13 testified that the soldiers Jeff and Regis killed Modeste 
Tabaro on the day Hassari Ngeze's house was attacked. She said they heard gunfire, her 
husband went to see what happened, came back and told her Tabaro had been killed. He 
did not see the killing, but heard about it, like everyone 

768. Defence Witness RM115 testified that on the night of 20 April, the 
neighbourhood was attacked. At around 6 a.m., she went to chcck on her shop and saw 
two soldiers named Jeff and Regis. who said they had killed an 1~1.yenri. They were 
boasting about it and drinking beer. There was a crowd around. The witness did not look 
at the dead body but continued on to her shop.'"' 

769. Defence Witness BAZ5 testificd that on the night or  21 April, Hassan Ngeze's 
house was attacked. She went to see what had happened and saw the body of Modeste 
Tabaro, whom she recognized. Many were there, including Jeff and Regis, kicking the 
body. A vehicle came, and Hassan Bagoyi took the body away. The witness testified that 

e Jeff and Regis killed Tab;uo, and that Hassan Ngeze was not there. She went to Ngeze's 
house at around 8.00 or 9.00 a.m. The windows were shattered. Kgere arrived and 
seemed very su-prised. He did not stay long.74J 

770. Defence Witness BAZ6 testified that he saw the body of Modeste Tabaro, with 
bullet wounds, but said 11 e had no idea who killed him. Later on he heard it said that 
Michel had killed Tabaro. H e  said Michel was a Tutsi, the son o f  Gasaka, and was a 
soldier in the government  force^.'^' 
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771. Dcfence Witness RM5 testified that on the night of 20 April, soldiers attacked the 
house of Hassan Ngeze becausc he was hiding Tutsis. He said that he went to the mosque 
and did not see Ngeze at morning prayers. H e  went to see i f  N geze had survived thc 
attack. On the way, between 5.30 and 6.00 a.m., hc found the dead body of Modeste 
Tabaro, with Jeff and Regis beside it; drunk and boasting that they had killed this Inycnzi. 
The body was lying on its back, riddled with bullets, and blood was flowing. Hassan 
Bagoyi was being asked to take the body away to Commune Rouge, and the witness saw 
the body taken away. Witness RM5 knew Modeste Tabaro and testified that hc was a 
Tutsi, a member of the PL pa~ty ,  and the PL representative in Gisenyi. She aCfirmed in 
cross-examination that he was killed for these reasons.'96 

772. Witness RM117 testified that she saw the body of Modeste Tabaro at around 6 
a.m. She was told that Tabaro had been killed by two men, Jeff and Regis. The body was 
drenched in blood, lying on its back. The witness was not an eyewitness to the killing. 

a She knew it was Jeff and Regis who had done the killing because everyone said so and 
because they were still there in military unifornls, carrying weapons. She said they were 
quite sober and conscious of what they were doing. They wcrc not drunk. The body was 
taken away by Hassan ~agoyi."' 

773. The Accused Hassan Ngeze testified that he did not spend the night of 20 April at 
his house because he knew it would be attacked. The next morning he told Witness 
BAZ15 to check on his house. At around 7.30 to 8.00 a.m., Witness BAZ15 came back 
and told him that Modeste Tabaro had been killed by the soldiers Jeff and Regis, and his 
body taken by Hassan Bagoyi. At around 10 a.m. Ngeze met Hassan Bagoyi and asked 
him what had happened. Bagoyi said he was asked by Jeff and Regis to take the body. 
At around noon Ngeze went and met Witncss RM14, who asked Ngeze to help get the 
wife and children of Modcstc Tabaro across thc border, which he did.'"" 

Credibilitj- of Witnesses 

774. Witness AAY conceded on cross-examination that he did not like Hassan Ngeze. 
It was put to him that among the reasons was that Ngczc had written had things about 
him in Knngzm. The witness insisted that he was testifying to cvcnts that happened. Hc 
explained many details on cross-examination that effectively respondcd to the questions 
of how he could see at night. whcre he was standing, and why he did not know or 
remember certain dctails. The Chamber finds the testimony of Witness AAY to be 
credible. 

775. Witness AH1 is currently imprisoned in Gisenyi, convicted of genocide and 
sentenced to death. His case is on appeal. The witness pleadcd guilty as a co-offender in 
crimes committed when he was an Ii?zp~~zcrmugrrr7zhi of the CDR. He admitted to having 
killed three people. Witness AH1 denied in cross-examination that he was testifying to 
save his life, stating when he first spoke to ICTR investigators, his case bad not yet 
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started.'" He was extensively questioned on the circnmstances in which he witnessed the 
killings of Modeste Tabaro and o t h c r ~ . ~ ~ ~  His estimate that 10,000 bullcts were fired was 
questioned, and he confirmed that he heard a lot of gunfire. He said that it was not pitch 
black because there was dawn light, and said il was about 4 am. Hc was asked if he had 
mistaken Ngeze for other Hassans in Gisenyi, and he replied that hc had not, and that he 
knew Ngeze very The witness was also questioned about a notebook he had 
compiled in October 2000, which contained notcs he took from the Rwandan 
prosecutor's file of allegations against himself and of the names of other allcgcd 
perpetrators of crimes. The events hc testified to concerning Ngeze were not rccordcd in 
this notebook.802 The Chamber recalls that thc notebook is a record made by the witness 
of the Rwandan prosecutor's file. It is not his own statement and cannot be uscd in this 
w-ay to impeach the credibility oS his testimony. The Chamber finds the testimony oS 
Witness AH1 to be credible. 

776. Witness DM testificd that he heard the soldier Jeff say that he killed Modeste 
Tabaro, which is what the Defence maintains. The Chamber considers that this witness, 
who also testified that Hassan Ngeze had nothing to do with the killing, turned hostile to 
the Prosecution. Because he was not so declared, however, he was not effectively cross- 
examincd on his evidence. His cross-examination was used to elicit further details of his 
testimony that undermine the Prosecution's case. The Chamber notes that Witncss DM 
dates the killing of Modcste Tabaro on 10 or 11 April, which is inconsistent with all other 
tcstimony on the date of this incident. He was not an eyewitness to the killing. In light of 
the questionable circumstances surrounding the testimony of this witness on behalf of the 
Prosecution, the Chamber considers his evidence unreliable. 

Discussion of Evidence 

777. Of the four Prosecution \vitnesses, only two testified to having witnessed the 
killing of Modeste Tabaro - Witness AAY and Witness AHI. Witness AFB only heard 
about the killing and said he could not confirm what he had not witnessed. Witncss AGX 
also only heard about the killing and said he did not know the circumstances of Tabaro's 

a death. Witness DM reported what he was told after the killing. 

778. The Chamber notes that Witness AAY did not actually see but rather heard the 
shooting of Modeste Tabaro. It was when he heard a shot, as he was stepping back Srom 
thc crowd, that the witness looked and saw sparks flying from Kananura's gun. He did 
not hear Ngeze order Kananura to shoot. Hc was only prcsent at the scene for a period of 
a few minutes, and his narration o f  these events, including what Modeste Tabaro and 
Hassan Ngeze said, is not corroborated by any other witness. 

779. Witness AHI, also an eyewitness, testified that when he arrived. he saw Modeste 
Tabaro's body riddled with more than fifteen bullets: but he said Tabaro was still alive. 
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He saw Ngeze place a rifle on his chest. He named a number of individuals who shot 
Tabaro, including Ngeze, whom he described as their leader. Ngeze was the first person 
he saw shooting Tabaro, although it is clear that Taharo had already been shot many 
times before Witness AH1 arrived on the scene. The witness's description of the shooting 
that took place that night, with 10,000 bullets fired, was challenged by the Defencc, and 
does seem a likely exaggeration. However, he responded to the challenge by stating that 
he heard a lot of gunfire. Witness AH1 testified that he came to the scene because hc 
heard this gunfire. Witness AAY did not say he heard the sound of gunfire. He said that 
he heard shouting. When he arrived, Modeste Taharo had been shot in the kg ,  but he 
heard Tabaro speak, and he left after he heard a shot. The account given by Witness AH1 
indicates that Tabaro was virtually dead when the witness arrived. In fact, he was asked 
on cross-examination how he knew Tabaro \vas still alive. Considering this evidence, the 
Chamber considers it possible that Witness AH1 arrived on the scene after Witness AAY 
left, which accounts for the details in their testimony that would othenv~sc seem 
inconsistent 

780. While the testimony of the  only two Prosecution eyewitnesses to the killing of 
Tabaro is not necessarily inconsistent, the two witnesses presented two different accounts 
of the killing that do not corroborate each other. Witness AAY testified that Kananura 
shot Taharo on the order of Ngeze. However, he did not hear Ngeze give the order to 
shoot. This evidence is insufficient, in thc Chamber's view, to support a finding that 
Ngeze ordered the shooting of Tabaro. Witness AH1 testified that Ngeze shot Tabaro. Hc 
did not mention Kananura in his testimony, and he said that Witness AAY was not there. 
The evidence presented does not convey a clear and comprehensible account of what 
happened. In 1 ight o f  these circumstanccs, the Chamber cannot detenninc who killed 
Modeste Taharo. 

781. Many of the Defence witnesses testified that they heard the soldiers Jeff and 
Regis boasting that they had killed Modeste Tabaro, although none of these witnesses 
personally witnessed the killing. Many of the Defence wimesses testified that they saw 
the body of Modeste Tabaro. The testimony of these numerous witnesses is not entirely 

a consistent with regard to whether the body was face up or face down, or with regard to 
whether Jeff and Regis were drunk or sober. Nevertheless, because the Prosecution has 
not met its burden o f  proof, the Chamber need not examine inconsistcncies among o r  
make a finding on the credibility of the Defence witnesses in respect of the allegation that 
Hassan Ngcze ordered the killing of Modeste Tabaro. The Chamber notes that in Ngeze's 
letter to Omar Serushago, which he received at thc UNDF asking him not to testify 
against Ngeze, the names Jef and Regis are mentioned. 

Factual Findings 

782. The Chamber finds that Modeste Tabaro, a Tutsi who was in hiding, was found 
and killed by gunshot on or about 21 April 1991 near Hassan Ngeze's house because hc 
was a Tutsi and a member of the PL party. The Chamber is unable to determine thc 
circ~unstances of Modcstc Taharo's death and finds that the allegation that Hassan Ngeze 
shot or ordered the shooting of Modeste Tabaro has not becn established. 
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7.3 Distribution of Weapons, Demonstrations, Roadblocks and Killings in 
Gisenyi and at the Commurte Rouge 

783. Prosccution Witness AHA. who worked for Knnguru and lived in Ngeze's house 
in Kigali, testified that between April and July 1994 there was no publication of KanLpra 
and that Ngeze got involved with a militia and was moving around. He recalled sccing 
himin mi l i t asyuni formandsa idhewasnolongera  journalistatthattime. Incross- 
examination, Witness AHA testified that Ngeze was not incarcerated at any time in 1994. 
In response to questioning from the Chamber, he said that he spoke to Ngeze by 
telephone within a few days of 6 -4pril 1994.~"' 

784. Prosecution Witness Omar Serushago, an Tntemhamwe leader from Gisenyi, 
testified that he has known Hassan Ngeze since childhood. They wcrc born in the same 

0 town and grew up together. Ngeze's father was a great friend of Serushago's father: and 
their younger brothers were friends as Serushago testfied that Ngeze was an 
active member of the MRND like himself When the CDR was set up, Ngeze became an 
influential member of that party; he was the coordinator of CDR activities in Kigali and 
Gisenyi  region^.^" Serushago became a member of ihe Internlznnlwe in 1991. He 
described the activities of the Interahamwe between 1991 and 1993 as raising funds to 
buy weapons. He also said that they looted and threatened the Tutsi, and that people like 
Ngeze and Barayagwiza worked with them in carrying out these activities. Ngeze took 
active part in threats and the looting of Tutsi property. He also participated in killing and 
eating the cows of the Tutsi. The Internhamwe and Imp~~za~nugamhi participated jointly 
in these activities, and in the distribution of weapons, which he said were in preparation 
for the genocide. Weapons were distributed by N g e ~ e  and Barayagwira. Training 
sessions were also arranged during these years on the use of these weapons. Serushago 
saw weapons at Gisenyi Camp, and he said that Ngeze and Barayagwiza were involved in 
bringing them, and that they were destined for members of the CDR. He knew that they 
were distributed to the youth because the youth who received these weapons showed 
them to him. Weapons were distributed between 1993 and 1994, and more in 1994 within 
the framework of the preparation of the genocide.x06 

785. At the time of the death of Bucyana in February 1994, Serushago saw a [ax sent 
by Barayagwiza when he was in front of Ngeze's kiosk in Gisenyi. Barnab6 Samwra 
had the fax and showed it to others. The fax was addressed to the Youth Wing of the 
CDR Party and the MRND Party, and it stated that now that the Inyeizzi had killed the 
CDR President, all Hutu were requested to  b e  vigilant t o  closely follow up the Tutsis 
wherever they were hiding. It said that even if they were in churches, they should be 
pursued and killed. Ngeze then went around the town in his Toyota Hilux, on which hc 
had mounted a megaphone, saying that that was it for the Tutsi. Semshago himself was 
amongst those who were threatening the Tutsi and he said that hc warned some of his 
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Tutsi friends to leave town. Ngeze extorted money from Tutsi individuals, whom the 
witness named.s07 From April to June 1994, CDR and Interahamwe groups held meetings 
every evening to report on the number of Tutsi These meetings were attended 
by the leaders, including Barayagwiza and Ngeze. 

786. Serushago testilied that he was the leader of thc Interahamwe in Giscnyi town and 
in charge of roadblocks. Hc was responsible for thc roadblock at La Corniche, an 
important roadblock at the intersection between Goma and Gisenyi. There were six 
groups ~Slnterahamwe and Inzpuzamugantbi. Ngeze and his brother Juma were members 
of CDR and their b~oup  consistcd mostly of reservists of CDR and MRND Interah~mzwe. 
The CDR and Interahanwe leadcrs met every evening during April, May and June 1994 
to report on the killings of Tutsi to leaders, including Barayagwiza, who were there aftcr 
the Interim Government came to Gisenyi. Ngeze came on many occasions to these daily 
meetings.H0' At the border post, Serushago said he himself had selected Tutsi who were 

0 trying to flee to Zaire, by their identity cards. He said onc could easily tell a Tutsi from a 
Hutu. Serushago testified that Ngeze and Juma were moving around Gisenyi town 
selccting Tutsi at roadblocks and directing them to Gisenyi Cemetery, which was known 
as thc "Commune Rouge", to kill them. Serushago's brother worked with them, and 
Serushago personally saw Ngezc selecting Tutsi at roadblocks several times. Ngeze's 
brother-in-law transported bodies and worked with Ngeze and ~erushago.~"  

787. Serushago testified that at 7 a.m. on the morning of 7 April, after the death of the 
President, from the upper floor of his home, he saw Ngeze transporting weapons, 
including guns, grenades and machetes, in a red Hilux vehiclc. He subsequently 
corrected his testimony and said  hat the time was 10 am. ,  not 7 a.m. Serushago's house 
was next to the road and the distance between them was live to ten metres. He did not 
speak to Ngeze but saw him. On cross-examination by Counsel for Ngeze, it was put to 
Serushago that Ngeze was in custody from 6 to 9 April. Serushago said Ngeze was never 
imprisoned, that he had a great deal of power in Gisenyi and no one could arrest him. He 
said the proof that Ngeze was not arrested was that Ngeze passed by his house that 
morning. 81 1 

@ 788. Serushago saw Ngeze again between 13 and 20 April, in front of his uuclc's 
house. The same Hilux vehicle was parked at this location and contained weapons, 
including guns, grenades and machctes. Ngeze himself was carrying a pistol on his left 
hip. Serushago testified that later that day together they went to Hassan Gitoki's house at 
the Commune Rouge, where thcy found live Tutsi standing in front of the house. 
According to Serushago, Ngeze askcd why the Tutsi were being kept waiting, why they 
had not been killed immediately. Hc said he would givc an example to show how 
Inyenzis dic, and then he took his pistol and shot one of the five Tutsi in the head. Thc 
Tutsi, a man, died on the spot. Serushago knew him to be a Tutsi but did not know his 
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name. Ngeze told the Interuham~ve and members of the CDR to do likewise for h e  
remaining Tutsi. Senlshago said hc was present and witnessed butchers who cut up the 
bodies of the Tutsi into pieces, and removed women's clothing before killing them. Some 
people were attacking with bladed weapons and others were disrobing the people bcfore 
they were killed. The Tutsi were not armed but hoes were given to some of than so that 
they could dig their graves before they were killed. He said on that day five Tutsi were 
killed in his and Ngeze's presence. Serushago testified that he and the others, including 
Ngeze, remained there for about two hours and left together. Between the months of 
April and June 1994, he could not say exactly how many times he saw Ngeze at the 
Coinmune Rouge but that he must havc gone there on several occasions, whether during 
the day or at night, and that operations there werc ongoing. Serushago testified that he 
himself killed four ~utsi."' 

759. Witness EB, a Tutsi teacher from Gisenyi, testified that he knew Ngcze, who had 

a been his neighbour. He said that Kgeze was the coordinator of the activities of the 
Interahamwe and the I~npzrsamugamhi from 1 992 t o  1 993. O n  the morning o f  7 April 
1994, at around 7 am, Witness EB saw Ngeze in a red taxi on which a loudspeaker had 
been set up. He was alone and went towards the house of Barnabe Samvura, who was the 
Chief' of CDR in that commune. The witness saw many Interuhrcmwe go into the 
compound of Samvura's house and fetch nail-studded clubs, rifles and grenades. He 
hcard Kgeze speak through his loudspeaker, telling the Interrrhamwe to kill the Tutsi and 
that somc of them should go to the Commune Rouge lo dig holes. Witness EB said they 
werc then attackcd. His parents went into their house, and he and his little sister went into 
another house. His other sister went to a neighbour's house. The attackers went into the 
kitchen, where his little brother and four nephews were. They killed his younger brother 
and took his body t o  the side of the road, where the bodies were placed before being 
taken to the Commune Rouge. From where he was, Witness EB could see the road and 
Samvura's house. He saw the body of his younger sister, and hc saw two women, one of 
whom was Hassan Nge~e ' s  mother, thrusting the metal rods from an umbrella in between 
his sister's thighs. She was pregnant at the time. There wcre many bodies, which wcre 
loaded on a vehicle and taken to the Comnzune Rouge for buriaLS" - 

790. Witness EB testitied that two hours later, at noon, the attackers returned and 
looted his parents' home. The attackers returned again at 6 p.m., and when they saw his 
mother, thcy said, "You, old woman, why are you still here? Why haven't you been 
killed yet?" Just as she was saying to them, "But, my children, I know you. I know your 
parents. U'e have lived together with them. Why do you want to do this to me?" the 
I~zler~ahamwe hit her on the forehead with a nail-studded club. Witness EB's mother cried 
out to him for help, which alerted them to wherc he was. The Ititercrhum~.e then threw a 
grenade into the house and the house caught on fire. Witness EB was seriously wounded 
on his left leg. Hc fled and first hid in a banana plantation and then dragged himself to 
the house of a neighbour. The witness was helped to the Majengo mosque, where for the 
first two days, he hid in a casket. He took shelter in the mosque for three weeks and 
thereafter went to Goma. In Goma, his cousin told him that he had been at Commune 
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Rouge where many people were killed. His cousin saw Hassan Ngcze there, inspecting 
dead bodies and finishing off those who were not completely dcad. In all, Witness EB 
said that therc were eight victims of these attacks in his fami~y.~'"n cross-examination, 
it was put to him that he could not have seen Ngcze on 7 April, as Ngeze had been 
arrested on 6 April. Witness EB affirmed his testimony that Kgeze was there and that hc 
had seen him himself. It was suggested to him that he might have mistaken Hassan 
Bagoyi for Hassan Ngeze. Witness EB replied that he knew Ngeze vcry well and could 
not have mistaken his person."5 

791. Witness AHI, a Hutu taxi driver lrom Gisenyi who was recruited to the CDR by 
Ngeze and who became an Impuzunurganzhi, testified that he saw Ngeze on 7 April 1994, 
very early in the morning at 7 a.m. Ngeze was in military gear with an officer's hat. He 
was carrying a nine millimeter gun and had four body guards whom hc named. He said 
two of the four were soldiers but on that day they were in plainclothes. Weapons were 

0 delivered that day by Colonel Anatole Nsenigyumva through the bowgrnestre of Rubavu 
commune, who forwarded them to the conseiller of the town, but thcy realized that the 
weapons were inadequate. A meeting of MRND and CDR officials was held the next day 
at 2 p.m., at the scout ccntre in the neighbourhood called Gacuba, with several military 
officers and soldiers participating. Ngeze was present and spoke at the meeting, saying 
the interahamwe had obtained weapons and the Inzpuzamugamhi also needed weapons. 
The officcrs promised to supply more weapons. That evening the weapons were 
delivered, Kalashnikovs, R4s and grenades. Ngeze and Serushago were among those who 
obtained wcapons. There were eighty weapons, and Ngezc was one of those who 
distributed them. Witness AH1 testified that Tutsi were killed by the Impuzamugatnbi and 
the interalzamwe with these weapons, and he named a nwnbcr of individuals who were 
killed, including thrcc 

792. Witness AH1 said that on 7 April, Ngeze had changed vehicles and from that day 
was driving his brother's vehicle, a double-cabin Hilux from MININTER, the ministry 
where his brothcr worked. He had bodyguards in this vehicle. Witness AHl said he saw 
Ngcze at roadblocks in Gisenyi in 1994 and that Ngeze manncd a roadblock that was set 

a up near a place known as Chez Kagemana. Ngezc also manncd or monitorcd a roadblock 
that was near the main custom's office, near Lu Corniche, where Serushago manned a 
roadblock. He would also be found at a smaller roadblock on the road to Goma, which 
was manncd by cellule officials and peoplc who lived in the cellulc. Witness AH1 
recalled the instructions that were given by Hassan Ngeze and others to be Iollowed at 
the roadblocks. Those at the roadblocks were to stop and search any vehicle which came 
through, to ask for identity cards from those in the vehicles and to set aside those persons 
whose cards mentioned Tutsi ethnicity. These Tutsi were then transported in vehicles 
assigned to this task by individuals the witness named, who were directed by Colonel 
Nsengiyumva and taken to Conzmune Rouge. Allegedly they were transported so that 
their lives could be saved, but in fact this was as a cemetery and that is where they were 
buried. Witness AH1 tcstified that roadblocks had been set up by the government hut in 
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1994 other roadblocks were added. He named Ngeze as among those who set up these 
additional roadblocks."" 

793. Witness AGX. a Tutsi man from Gisenyi. was in the Kigali Central Prison 
together with Hassan Ngeze in 1990. Ngeze told him he was in prison for having written 
an article predicting that an amled group from outside w ould attack Rwanda. Witness 
AGX was iniprisoncd on charges relating to embezzlement. Ngeze was released just after 
the war began in October 1990. and Witness AGX was released in November 1990 after 
an investigation established that he was not the one who had embezzled the money. After 
his release when he returned to Gisenyi, the witness found that Ngeze had become a very 
important person. In his newspaper he would denounce people as ihyitso, or accomplices, 
and these people would end up in prison. He gave himself as an example, as well as a taxi 
driver and the driver's younger brother. In 1991: after having been named as an 
accomplice, Witness AGX spent two months in prison. On cross-examination, Witness 

e AGX clarified that he was not named in Kangura, that Ngeze had otherwise denounced 
him and used to address him as an accomplice when thcy met. He explained that the term 
for accomplice, icyitso, meant Tutsi, as did the word "enen~y", because the Hutu had been 
taught to know that their enemy was the ~utsi.~'"he witness testified that Ngeze played 
videotapes in the kiosk in Gisenyi market where he sold his newspapers. In the one video 
he saw, in 1993, people were killing other people using traditional weapons. Ngeze 
commented that these were Tutsi killing Hutu in Burundi. After that, Witness AGX said 
the Hutu began to look at the Tutsi as if they wanted to beat 

794. On the morning of 7 .4pril 1994: at around 10 a.m., Colonel Xsengiyumva spoke 
in Gisenyi saying that the President had been killed by enemies and thcy were there 
without weapons, and these enemies might kill them as well. About two hundred people 
werc there, including Witness AGX. By 1 p.m. that day, he said the town of Gisenyi had 
completely changed. There were men carrying traditional weapons, armed with panga 
and clubs, and some were carrying guns. That afternoon, at around 2 p.m., Witness AGX 
went to his friend's house. From there, at around 2.30 p.m., he saw Ngeze passing by on 
the road in a vehicle with internhunwe and impz~zmz~gambi of the CDR aboard, armed 

a with different kinds of weapons. Through a megaphone mounted on the vehicle Bikindi 
songs were playing. Ngeze also spoke through the megaphone, saying that the enemy had 
killed the Head of State and therefore it was necessary to flush out the enemy and his 
accomplices. When it was put to the witness in cross-examination that he could not have 
seen Ngeze on that day because Ngcze was in prison, he aflirmcd his testimony that he 
saw Ngeze that day.820 

795. Witness AGX described another incident, some time before 15 April, in which 
Ngeze came to his friend's house and asked him if he was hiding accomplices, which the 
friend denied. Ngeze then said, "It's we, the Impuirrmugrzrnhi, the ftrte~crhamwe, who are 
working. We have the right of life and death." Witness AGX was in another room and did 

":' /bid., pp. 69-74. 
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not see Ngezc but heard him and recognized his voice. While at his friend's house, the 
witness also 11 eard Ngeze i nterviewed o n  thc radio sometime b ctween 7 and 2 9 April. 
either on the national radio station or RTLM, and asked about the news in Gisenyi. He 
said that the work of looking for iizyemi and their accomplices was finished. and that the 
small numbers of Irzyenzi who were arrested, including Modeste Tabaro, had been killed. 
Witness AGX said he left his hiding place twice and from outside, he could see two 
roadblocks on the road to Zairc. One time, he saw Ngcze going back and forth between 
these roadblocks. He was with Anatole Nsengiyumva, and when asked what he was 
doing. the witness said he believedygeze was giving orders.82' 

796. Witness 4FX, a Tutsi man from Gisenyi, testified that he saw Ngeze twice after 6 
April 1994. The first Lime was on a Friday in April. when the witness was going to pray. 
The second time was on a Wednesday in May. Bcfore the killings in April 1994, he saw 
the weapons latcr used, g~ms  and genades, at Ngeze's house. He said Ngeze showed him * the room in which the guns were, and he estimated that there were at least fifty guns.x22 

797. Witness AAM, a Tutsi farmer from Gisenyi, testified that towards the end of 
1992, demonstrations were carried out by the CDR and MRND in Gisenyi town, not far 
from where he lived. Witness AAM said they did a lot of bad things including blocking 
roads, looting Tutsi who lived nearby and beating up Hutu who did not speak the same 
language as they did. This lasted for two weeks, towards the end of which the witness 
saw Barayagwiza wearing a CDR cap and accompanied by inzpz~zumugambi. They were 
shouting and singing Tuzatsenzhatsetnhe or "let's exterminate them". Among othcrs 
present, he named Hassan Ngeze, who was transporting the lmpuzamugambi in a pick-up 
vehicle and had a megaphone that he used. He was wearing a military uniform and 
can-ying a gun. Witness AAM also saw Ngeze at a CDR rally in 1993, near the end ofthe 
year, after which CDR members who were there went on a rampage, maltreating Tutsi. 
Thereafter, also in 1993, he saw Ngeze driving the inzpzrzumugambi in a pick-up truck, 
taking them somewhere to be trained. Witness A.4M saw Ngeze in early 1994 in the 
company of soldiers. It was in the evening, and he was carrying a weapon.823 

0 798. Witness AEU testified that starting in 1992 and 1993, and continuing, Hassan 
Ngeze used to come to the shop where she worked in Gisenyi, seeking contributions for 
CDR from the people she worked for. He did this with all the merchants and was raising 
funds to buy weapons to bc used for the killings, as well as uniforms. She described 
Ngezc as the "leader" and said he organized meetings, sometimes at the stadium and 
other times at the prefecture meeting room. The object or  these meetings was to teach 
how pcoplc were going to be killed within the framework of the CDR. On cross- 
examination, Witness AEU clarified that the shop she worked in was on the main road, so 
she could see pcoplc going to the meetings. She would see Ngeze at the front o f  thc 
convoy speaking into a megaphone, while many others would sing and bang on their 
vehicles, going to the CDR meeting. She saw this on many occasions. Ngeze was the one 
speaking into thc mcgaphone, bragging about what he had done. He was saying that he 

''I T. I I June 2001, pp. 35-36,39, 41 -33,49-50 
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was going to kill and exteminatc, as had happened, and that he was going to do this to all 
the Ir~.venzi. Hc would be speaking from a vehicle, being driven as if he were the head oS 
the country. On one occasion she heard Ngeze singing as he was going by, saying that 
they had killed people, Inkofan,vi. On cross-examination; Witness AEU was questioned as 
to the tcrm "extermination" and to whom it referred. She insisted that it was a reference 
to the Tutsi and not the Iizyenzi or Inkotanyi. If they had talked about fighting the Ir~~vetzzi, 
she said, "they would go find them where they were and not hold their meetings where 
we were and should not kill ordinary citizens who had nothing to do with politics; but to 
go and find Jnyenzis wherever thcy were and kill them". Witness AEU is Tutsi but 
obtained a Hutu identity card in 1982 to help her secure employnlent.8'4 

799. Witness ABE, a Tutsi man from Kigali, testified that he would see Hassan Ngeze 
sometimes calling members of the CDR using a megaphone, telling thcy should gather 
together to go and attend a meeting."' 

a 800. Witness LAG, a Hutu from Gisenyi who attcnded the funeral of Martin Bucyana, 
testified that Ngczc was at the funeral with his camera, photographing the event. He said 
Ngeze was there as a journalist and in the crowd, when Witness LAG heard him say, 
"Our President has just died, but if Habyarimana were also to die. we would not bc able 
to spare the Tutsi." The witness said he heard Ngeze's voice behind him and tuned 
around and saw him while he was speaking.826 

801. Witness AFB, a Hutu money changer, saw Ngeze in a blue Hilux vehicle w-ith 
bodyguards who were Iinpusumugamhi and Interahamwe. He saw Ngeze near the place 
where he worked. which was right next to the office of Katzpru. The witness met Ngeze 
about three times, and Ngeze said '.How is it going h~yenzi?"~" 

802. In his testimony, Hassan Ngeze asserted repeatedly that Serushago was a liar, 
noting contradictions in his testimony. Ngeze introduced into cvidence a photograph of 
Scrushago's residence and stated that the distance from that house to thc road was at least 
25 mctres, so that Serushago could not have seen someone driving a car from his 

8 house.s2s He also repeated his assertion that he was in jail during this time. On cross- 
examination, another photograph was put to Ngeze oS the residence of Serushago 
indicating a clear view from the building to thc highway. Ngeze confirmed that it looked 
like the residence of Serushago but maintained that it was 25 to 35 metres from the house 
to the. road."' Ngeze also stated that Serushago could not have seen him on the morning 
of 7 April 1994 because he was in jail from 6 to 9 April 1994. He said that Serushago 
could not have seen him bctween 13 and 18 April 1994 because he uTas in jail during this 
period also.g3" 
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803. Ngeze testified that around 10 p.m. on 6 April 1994, after the President was killed 
in the planc crash, he was arrested and taken to Gisenyi prison where he remained until 9 
April 1994 because of his prediction in Kangurcz of Habyarimana's death."' Ngeze 
produced a letter, not previously disclosed by the Defence pursuant to Rule 73ter, which 
he said he wrote at mid-day on 10 April 1994, after his release from prison on 9 April. 
The letter, dated 10 April 1994, was addressed to Colonel Anatole Xscngiyumva. It 
described his arrest as follows: 

The day before yesterday, April 6 1994 at about 10 p.m., 5 soldiers conling from 
the military camp that's under your direction, among who a certain sub-lieutenant 
Dusabeyezu Eustache, have done [imption] at my home with a lot of anger 
sayng that they had received from you the order to catch me and to lead me alive 
or dead before you.8" 

804. In cross-examination, it was put to Ngeze that the referencc in the letter to 6 April 
1994 as "the day before yesterday" would indicate that the letter was written on 8 April 
1994: when he claimed h e  was still in dctention and could not therefore have typed a 
letter on that date. Ngeze responded, "My arrest was during the night 6 to 7. That means 
that we have one day on 7" and two days on gth. On 9'h I was released, in the evening 
when I wrote this letter."x33 The letter itself states in the enultimate paragraph: "I have 
been released yesterday in the afternoon April 91h 1994."83 

Y 

805. Ngeze was also questioned in cross-examination on his website, which mentions 
that he was often arrested in April but does not mention the arrest from 6 to 9 April 1994. 
Ngeze replied that the website was run by a friend and that the materials for it did not 
come from him. Whcn it was put to him that the website address was on all his 
correspondencc with the Tribunal, he explained that he used it as a header merely 
because it promoted his trial. When asked by the Chamber how the structured outline of 
his testimony, which he himself prepared and distributed to the court, had come to bc on 
the website, he said he did not know.'35 

* 806. The Chamber requested Ngeze to furnish the dates of his various arrests from 
1990 to 1994, together with the reasons for arrest, any charges that were brought, and the 
date of release. In response, Ngere provided a document in which he wrote, inter uliu, 
that he was arrested eight times from April to July 1994, without speciSyin the dates of 

$3 6 arrest or providing the other information requested by the Chamber. In cross- 
examination, Ngeze was asked to read a document printed from his website, which said: 
"In that very month of April, I was many times carried to the military camp wherc thcy 
locked me in until the moming to be released." In this document he further indicated that 
he had been kept in custody six times in April 1994; taken by night and sent back in the 
following morning. Sometimes they would come in the morning to arrest him and thcn 

"' T. 31 Mar. 2003, pp. 31-33,48 
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hc was released the following day. In May he was locked in eight times, all in Gisenyi 
military camp. In June he was taken i n  three times. Ngeze reconciled the information in 
this document with the information in the document he had provided to the Chamber by 
differentiating "custody", which was being locked up, sometimes just for a few hours, 

5 ,  837 from "arrest . 

807. Ngeze said that sometimes he was questioned when arrested, always by Colonel 
Nsengiyumva or others under his supervision. He testified that when he was arrested, on 
the night of 6 April 1994, he was questioned by a lieutenant who wanted to know how he 
knew that Habyarimana would be killed.838 Ngeze was questioned in cross-examination 
about a letter he wrote to Colonel Nsengiyumva, dated 10 May 1994, in which he 
rcminded Nscngiyumva that he had not asked Ngeze how Kangzrrtr was able to predict 
the President's death. It was put to him that this letter showed that hc was not in 
Nsengiyumva's custody from 6 to 9 April 1994 and was not questioned about this 

e prediction. Ngezc explained t h a ~  he was inviting Nscngiyumva in the letter to ask him 
how he knew what would happen rather than to kill him."' Ngeze testified that 
Prosecution witnesses lied when they said they saw him in military attire. He stated that 
he wore Muslim attire when in ~ w a n d a . ~ ~ '  

808. A number of Defence witnesses testified to the date ofNgcze's arrest in April 
1994. Witness B A Z ~ ' ~ ' ,  Witness RM~"', Witness R M ~ ' ~ ~ ,  Witness B A Z ~ ' ~ "  Witness 
~ ~ 1 9 ~ ~ ' ,  Witness BAZ~"' and Witness B A Z ~ ~ ~ "  testified that Ngeze was arrested on 6 
April 1994. Witnesses ~ ~ 1 3 ~ ' '  and Witness ~ ~ 2 3 ' "  testified that N g e ~ e  was arrested 
just arter Habyarimana's dcath. Witness RM2 testified that Ngeze was arrested on 6-7 
April 1994.'" Witness BAZl testified that Ngeze was arrested the day bcfore 6 April 
1994 and was detained for three days.85' Witness RM117 testified that Ngcze was 
arrested on 7 April 1 9 9 4 . ~ ' ~  Witness RM112 testified that he found out on 7 April 1994 
that Ngeze had been a~rested.'~?4s to the dale of Ngcze's release from prison, Witness 
RMS'" and Witness RM~'" testified that Ngezc was released on 9 April 1994. Witness 
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B A Z ~ ~ " ,  Witness RM112'" and Witness RM~''' testified that Ngeze was released on 10 
April 1994. Witness BAZ15 testified that Ngeze was released after about six days in 
cu~tody."~ Witness BAZ9 testified that she saw Ngeze on 10 April 1994.'60 Witness 
BAZ31 testified that Ngeze wcnt into hiding from 6 April 1994.'" All of these witnesses 
learned of Ngeze's arrest from other people. Witness ~ ~ 1 1 2 % " '  Witness ~ ~ 1 9 ' ~ '  and 
Witness BAZ~S'" testified that they heard about the arrest from Ngeze himself. T h e  
other witnesses heard about the arrest from people on the street or other Muslims, or 
knew of it as a matter of common knowledge. 

809. Defence Witnesses RMI~'"', R M ~ o ' ~ ~ ,  B A Z ~ ~ ~ ' ~ :  B A Z I ' ~ ~ ,  B A Z ~ ~ ~ ' ,  BAZ~'~'', 
BAZ~'", B A Z ~ ~ " ~ ,  BAZIO"', R M I ~ " ~ ,  B A Z ~ ~ ' ~ ' ,  

RM58763RM1 1~877, 12878, 

RM113X7', RM1148So, R M I I ~ ~ ~ ' ,  RMll jYg2,  F W O O ~ ~ ~ :  RM~'", F m S S S :  RM~oo' '~,  
B A Z ~ " ~ ,  BAZ~'", B A Z ~ " ~ .  B A Z S ' ~ ~  and BAzllX" testified that Ngeze wore Muslim 
or civilian attire, not military uniform: and that he was not armed. 
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810. Defence Witnesses BAZ~~ ' " ' ,  RM5893 , RMI'~', ~ ~ 1 1 5 ' ~  and ~ ~ 1 1 7 " ' ~  said 
that neither Ngeze's Peugeot nor his Hilux was ever equipped with a megaphone. 
Witness BAZlS said that Hassan Gitoki had an old Peugeot with a megaphone and that 
Gitoki used this to praise the Itzterahamwr. He said that Gahutu had a yellow Toyota 
Starlet and that Gahutu and Gitoki took tuns  with the megaphone."~efence Witnesses 
~ ~ 5 ' ~ " n d  R M ~ ~ "  confirmed this and said that Hassan Sibon~ana had a vehicle with a 
mcgaphone which he used to call people to MRND meetings. RMI also said that Hassan 
Bagoye had a microphone in his vehicle. He testified that Hassan Ngeze was neither a 
mcmber of the CDR nor a member of the MRND and so he could not have had 
microphones and loudspeakers in his vehicle. RMI inlbmed the Courl that Gisimba had 
mistaken Hassan Ngeze for Hassan Gahutu and that Gisniba had never said it was Ngeze, 
he had just said Hassan. '0° Both Defence Witness ~ ~ 2 0 0 ~ " '  and RM1 13'02 testified that 
Hassan Gitoki had a vchicle with a megaphone. 

Cvedibility of Witnesses 

811. The Chamber has found the testimony of Witness AHA, Witness AHI, Witness 
AFX, Witness AAM, and Witness LAG to be credible in paragraphs 132, 775, 712, 711 
and 333 respectively. The credibility of Hassan Nge7e's testimony is discussed in section 
7.6. 

812. Witness EB was cross-examined with regard to three written statements hc had 
made. He was asked why liassan Ngeze was mcntioned in only one of the thrce 
statcments. He explained that the other statements were about other individuals. The 
witness was asked why he had not mentioned incidents such as the looting of his parents' 
home and the insertion of mctal rods into the body ofhis pregnant sister in his statements. 
He replied that he had only answered questions that were put to him, and at that time, 
becausc of thc horrors they had lived through, he had not yet returned to a state that 
would have allowed him to make normal responses. In his statement o f  8 December 
1997, Witness EB did refer to the torture and mutilation of Tutsi victims before finishing 
them off "by driving urnbrclla stems into their genitals".9" He confirmed that they did 
this to his sister's body after she was killed and said it was known that they did it to other 

904 persons. Witness EB was questioned on the sequence or evcnts following his injury 
and leading to his escape to Goma, as reflected in his statement of 2 August 1997 and his 
testimony. The Chamber found his explanations to these and other questions reasonable 
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and adequate. Witness EB was clcar in his account of events, and the Chamber notes that 
he was careful to distinguish what he did and saw from what he was reporting, in the 
context of information he learnt from his cousin about what happened at the Con~inune 
Rouge. For these reasons, the Chamber finds the testimony of Witness EB credible. 

813. Witness AGX was cross-examined extensively. He affirmed that he saw Ngeze in 
Gisenyi in Deccmber 1990 and January 1991 when it was put to him that Ngeze was in 
Kigali at that time. and he affirmed that he saw Ngeze on the afternoon of 7 April 1994 
when it was put to him that Ngeze was in prison.905 He rejected the suggestion by 
Counsel that the videotape 11 e watched i n  N geze's kiosk w as a BBC broadcast o n  the 
murder of President Ndadaye. noting that the programme stated that it was a tape 
showing how the Hutu in Burundi were being killcd by the ~uts i . '~%e was asked about 
the conditions and physical circumstances in which he watched this video, and he stated 
that he could see Ngeze, who had a micropllone, and that he could hear the telcvision * clearly."" Witness AGX acknowledged that when he saw Ngeze speak to Nsengiyumva, 
he could not hear what was being said, conceding that it was possible that Ngeze was 
interviewing him.908 In response to the suggestion by Counsel that Ngeze could also have 
been interviewing people at the roadblocks in his capacity as an investigative journalist. 
the witness said that his acts and his words regarding the Ii~teruhamwe and their killings 
showed that Ngeze was not interviewing p e ~ ~ l c . ~ ~ ~ ~ \ . : t n c s s  -4GX was vigorously cross- 
examined on the location of the house in which he sought shelter; and the view he had 
from his location when he saw Ugeze at the roadblock. He could not remember certain 
details such as the cxact date and what shoes Ngeze was wearing, but he demonstrated 
that he had a full and unobstructed view and affirmed that it was Ngeze that he saw at the 
roadblock."' UTlien asked whether he supported thc armed invasion by the RPF, Wimcss 
AGX replied that he supporled them in their efforts to return to their country and 
acknowledged that he was an RPF sympathizer."' Hc denied that he was arrested for this 

I reason in February 1991. saying that while some were arrested for this reason, other 
ordinary citizens were arrested because they were Tutsi and therefore considered to be 
~ h ~ i t s o . " ' ~  Witness AGX was questioned on his political views. which he stated."' He 
was also questioned on the information in his statement about his wifc and children. He 

0 explained inconsistencies. such as date references, adequately.914 The witness stated that 
he was a member of Tbuka. The testimony of Witness AGX was clear and consistent. in 
the Chamber's view, and it was not effectively challenged in cross-examination. For this 
reason, the Chamber linds the testimony of Witness AGX to be credible. 
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814. Witness AEU acknowledgcd on cross-examination that she did not go to CDR 
meelings but said that it was obvious that Ngeze was a leader because shc saw that he 
was the onc in front and everyone elsc followed him. She was questioned cxlensively on 
the identity of her employer and the location oS her place of employment in 1994. 
Although not rcadily cooperativc in her responses, shc linally stated that there was no 
wall between her shop and the road. Witness AEU was questioned by thc Chamber as to 
how she knew money collected by Ngeze from her employer was for weapons. Whcn 
iirst asked, she gave a number of answers, none of which was directly responsive to the 
question. When asked again later, she said that Ngcze was secking contributions for the 
CDR and to her it was obvious that the money was for purchase oS wcapons. It was put to 
Witness AEU that in her March 1999 statcment she said that Hassan Gitoki told her hc 
had made a deal with her boss for one thousand dollars, and she did not mention Ngeze in 
this account of what happened. She explained that Ngeze had sent Gitoki to see her, and 
that Gitoki was Ngeze's subordinate and would not do anything without consulting 

@ Ngeze. The Chamber notes that in her statement, after mentioning that Gitoki came to 
find her andjust  prior t o  mentioning the deal for one thousand dollars, Witness AEU 
described Gitoki as an Interrrhamive chief appointed by Ngeze. Asked why she m:ent 
\villingly with Gitoki when he came to her house, whereas she did not take up the offer of 
protection made by the woman she knew, sent by Ngeze, she explained that when Gitoki 

with Interuhairzwe, if she had not opened thc door they would have demolished it. 
She thought they had come to kill her. Witness AEU testified that Hassan Ngeze had a 
scar on his nose. She acknowledged in cross-examination that no such scar was visible 
and suggested that hc might have used some product that led to its disappearance. The 
witness was not well when she testified and complained of headaches and dizziness, 
referring several times to thc head wounds she had sustained. She was asked whether 
problems with her memory would alfect the reliability of her testimony, and she replied 
that what she did not remember she would not speak of. recalling that she made a solemn 
declaration to speak the truth."' She tcstified that she was a member of Ibuka. The 
Chamber notes that Witness AEU was not particularly helpful in responding to questions 
in cross-examination. Nevertheless, she established that she was able to see the events 
she had described and that the contents of her statement were not inconsistent with her * testimony. For these reasons, the Chamber finds the testimony of Witness AEU to bc 
credible. 

815. Witness AFB was questioned in cross-examination by Counsel for Barayagwim 
with regard to his tcstimony on thc CDR. Counsel suggested that the CDR was like any 
other party seeking votes and asked him what was wrong with people who have 
sorncthing to say about Hutu doctrine. Basing his answer on events in Rwanda, thc 
witness said these were basically bad ideals and people were being killed. The witness 
was asked if he was a magician, or on what basis he could say that Barayagwiza and his 
friends planned the genocide. Witness AFB repeated his evidence that Barayagwiza had 
said at the rally, "we shall exterminate you", which the Interahantwe and 
Inzpuzumugumbi youth groups started to chant, and this led to a ~ t i o n s . ~ ' ~ o u n s e l  for 
Ngezc questioned Witness AFB on some details in his statement, and the witncss 

912 T 27 June 2001, pp. 4-6, 15,28 June 2001, pp. 13-25. 35-36,69,78, 82. 
"" T. 6 Mar. 2001, pp. 59-62. 
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corrected the dates on which he left and retuned to Rwanda in 1994. He also specified 
the dates for several incidents he described relating to his identity  document^."^ Witness 
.4FB was asked about his relationship with Ngcze and statements he had made about 
Ngeze's role in Kangura, which he clarified."'" He idcntified photographs of Ngeze and 
his brother and said h e  could distinguish between Counsel suggested that the 
name given as Witness AFB's surname in his statemcnts was not his true name and 
sought to inspect his identity documents and passport, submitting that he came under a 
false name. The witness clarified that he had madc changes to his name for religious 
reasons. He said he had not been paid to testify, as suggestcd by Counsel, and that such 
a thing would be incompatiblc with his religion."' The Chamber notes that Witness 
AFB's testimony was not effectively challenged in cross-examination. No inconsistencies 
or contradictions of any significance were demonstrated. For these reasons, the Chamber 
finds the testimony of Witness AFB to be credible. 

a 816. Omar Serushago, an inter-ahamwe leader from Gisenyi, pleaded and was found 
guilty of genocide and crimes against humanity o n  5 February 1999 and sentenccd t o  
fifteen years' imprisonment. His appeal against this sentence was dismissed on 6 April 
2000, and he is currently serving his sentence. According to his plea, Serushago 
personally killed four Tutsi, and 33 other people were killed by militiamen under his 
authority. He testified that he pleaded guilty after becoming aware that he was accused of 
committing crimes in Rwanda and was being sought by the Tribunal. The witness statcd 
that he did so without any promises being made to him or any threats. He bccame an 
informant for the Office of the Prosecutor to assist the Tribunal to arrest the killers and 
make public what happened in Rwanda. Serusllago participated in the arrcst of Hassan 
Ngerc."' Serushago is a ~utu." '  His mother and wife are ~ u t s i . " ~  

817. Scrushago was extensively cross-examined, and a number of significant 
inconsistencies and contradictions in his testimony were raised. On cross-examination by 
Counsel for Barayagwiza, Serushago said that it was at 10 a.m. on 7 ,4pril that he saw 
Ngeze in the Hilux transporting guns, machetes, and grenades, and that he had gone to 
the shop to fetch his gun before he saw Ngeze. Having initially testified that he saw 

e Ngeze at 7 a.m. on 7 April, when asked to explain the difference in the t h e ,  Serushago 
said it was a small confusion and that there was not much difference between 7 a.m. and 
10 a.m."' Serushago testified that Colonel Rwendeye attended two death squad meetings 
in 1993 and early 1994. Confronted with evidence that Colonel Rwendeye died in 1990, 
he challenged the evidence and replied that Colonel Rwendeye had died at the end of 
1992. When it was pointed out to him that this reply did no1 make sense, Serushago tried 
to deny his testimony, saying he had said the meetings took place at the end of 1992 and 

'ili Ib id ,  p p .  69-73, 
" I S  Ilid., pp. 95-302 
')"' T .  7 Mar. 2001, p. 38. 

923 Ihid., p p .  9 ,  12, 22; T. 22 Nov. 2001, p p .  96-97 
''' T. 22 Nov. 2001, pp. 63-66. 
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1993 rather than the end of 1993 and 1994.'~' Serushago mentioned in his testimony the 
names of three Tutsi who were killed in 1993 on the orders of Barayapviza. Yet he said 
the names of the victims were mentioned at the 1994 meeting as well as the 1993 
meeting. When he was asked how this was possible since by 1994 they had already been 
killed, he said they were killed in 1993 but that in the 1994 meeting other victims were 
named."' Serushago testified both that he heard Baryagwiza give his men these orders to 
kill, and that he did not hear B arayagwiza say this but rather learned it from the men 
themselves, who told him about it. These inconsistencies and others relating to 
Serushago's testimony on the death squads are discussed in more detail in paragraph 816. 

818. Serushago was also cross-examined regarding inconsistencies between his 
testimony and his written statements. Tn his statement of 10 March 1998, he said that he 
did not know whether the person he saw Ngeze shoot was a woman or a boy. He testified 
that \vlicn the bodies were buried, having been undressed for burial? he realiled it was a 

a man. He did not explain why in his 1998 statement he said he did not know the sex of 
the person killed, when in fact he knew that the person killed was a man from the day he 
was killed. He simply maintained that it was a man who had been killed. In subsequent 
questioning by the Chamber about his recollection, Serushago said that when he thinks 
about the pile of bodies at the Commune Rouge, it might bring him to tears, but that when 
he had thought about it later he realized it was a man. At the time of the killing, lie was 
close to the man and there was no obstruction in his view. In subsequent further 
questioning by the Chanlber as to why he did not specify the sex of the person killed, he 
said that even though he had himself killed, the sight of blood was terrible. He said he 
took precautions in his interview, telling himself that he might forget or make a mistake. 
He again made reference to all the blood he had seen.92' 

819. In cross-examination, Serushago was questioned about his statement or  3 
February 1998, which mentioned neither Ngeze nor the Commme Rouge. He said that 
from 13 to 20 April 1994, there was no incident at La Corniche roadblock and that they 
did not participate i n  the operations.928 He was asked how he could have been at the 
Conzinune Rouge as he said he was at Lu Corniche roadblock during this same time. 

a Serushago replied that the distance between the roadblock and the Cominune Rouge was 
not far, about three kilometers, and that h e  c ould g o  b ack and forth. H e  affirmed that 
nothing happened during this period at the roadblock."' On cross-examination, 
Serushago was confronted with a statement in which he mentioned only five militia 
groups in Gisenyi, rather than six, and did not mention Ngeze. The statement records 
Serushago's answer to a follow-up question about Ngeze's brother, in which Serushago 
affirmed that Ngere's brother was the leader of another group and part of the CDR. 
Serushago reaffirmed his testimony that there were six groups and said that although he 
had not mentioned the sixth group in his statement, it was made up ofNgeze and his 

'"'T. 21 Nov. 2001. pp. 122-126, 
I" T. 27 Kov. 2001, pp. 74-82. 
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br~ther.'~' The Chamber notes that in the statement, which recorded questions and 
ansu ers, Serushago u as not asked about Ngcze's role in that group 

820. There are many other inconsistencies behveen Serushago's testimony and his 
statements that relate to his evidence regarding Barayagw:wiza. These inconsistencies, 
which are detailed in paragraph 816 include a statement made by Serushago in February 
1998 that he only knew of one meeting at the St. Fidel lnstitute, and that he did not 
participate in it but rather received an account of it from Kiguru, the child of his older 
brother. Serushago said that he had been speaking "half baked French" without an 
interpreter and mistakes might have been made. On re-examination, Serushago affirmed 
his testimony that both he and Kiguru had attended these meetings."" In his testimony, 
Serushago recounted an incident at the Meridien Hotel in June 1994 involving the killing 
of a Hutu nun at the Cornmzme Rouge, in which Barayagwiza and others played a role in 
resolving a conflict that arose in the aftermath of the killing. Yet in his statement he did 

0 not mention Barayagwiza as having played a role in this incident, only the others. 
Serushago reaffimled his testimony and said he must have made a mi~take.'~' In cross- 
examination, many such omissions were highlighted. 

821. The Chamber found Serushago to be confused and at times incomprehensible in 
his testimony. He did not narrate events clearly and had difficulty answering questions 
clearly. In many instances the Chamber was eventually able to understand and make 
sense of his testimony, with the assistance of further examination. Gaps remain, however, 
and Serushago's responses to questions on cross-examination often did not make sense. 
For example, he was questioned extensively on what evidence he had of the existence of 
the death squad. The proof, he answered, was that the members of the death squad 
prepared the genocide and he said he was speaking of Barayagwiza, Ngeze, Kang~lrrz and 
RTLM."' The Chamber noted that he often added more details that were incriminating to 
the Accused than were in his statements, mentioning for the first time in his testimony 
their presence at meetings or their role in training of Intercrhum~ve or distribution of 
weapons. In his statements, Serushago also tended to minimize his own participation in 
the events recounted. In some cases, the Chamber notes that there are explanations for 

0 these omissions. Serushago was not asked about Ngeze's role in the CDR militia, for 
example, when he only mentioned Ngeze's brother. He was specifically asked only 
about Ngeze's brother in the question put to him. 

822. The Chamber made a repeated effort, as did Counsel, to clarify Serushago's 
lestimony on the killing of a Tutsi man at the Com?nme Rouge. Scrushago's explanation 
that he only identified the scx of the victim subsequent to the killing does not explain 
why he did not know several years later in an interview with investigators whether the 
victim was a woman or a boy. Serushago was unable to address this question clearly. 
What the Chamber understood from his several responses is that the killings at Conznnme 
Rouge were traumatic for him and that he is still haunted by memories of all the blood he 

""I T, I9 Nov. 2001, pp. 116-120. 
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saw there. He said hc was concerned when questioned by investigators that he would 
forget or make a mistake, and he answered cautiously, subsequently recalling that it was a 
man who had been killed. Thc Chamber notes that Serushago testified that he did not 
know the sex of the Tutsi killed at the time of the killing, but he discovered it later that 
day before the body was buried. While it is not impossiblc that recalling the moment of 
execution, Serushago might as a result of trauma have failed to remember the scx of the 
victim at that moment. this failure in any event diminishes the reliability of his evidence. 

823. Several substantial contradictions arose during the course of Serushago's 
testimony. such as the fact that Colonel Rwendeyc could not have been present at a 
meeting in 1993 or 1994, as he was reported to have died in 1990. Evcn if he died in 
1992 as Serushago maintained, he still could not have attended meetings in 1993 or early 
1994, as Serushago had testified hc did. His subsequent alteration of the meeting dates, 
while not credible, similarly could, in the view of the Chamber, reflect an effort by the 

a witness t o  make sense o f  h is scattered recollection. Nevertheless, errors of this nature 
directly affect the reliability of Serushago's evidence regarding the presence of others, 
including Barayagwiza and Ngezc, at these and other meetings. 

824. Counsel for Ngeze suggested that Serushago had been paid by the Office of the 
Prosecutor to testify. Serushago replied that the money he had received, a proximately ,P, $5.000, was to pay for taxis and assist the Prosecution in arrests. Serushago 
acknowledged that he did not mention Ngeze in his guilty plea agreement, and the 
Chamber notes this ~mission."~ The Chamber accepts that the money paid to Sen~shago 
was for his expenses incurred over the extended period of time in which he was 
cooperating with the Prosecutor in investigations. Recognizing that Serushago is an 
accomplice and in light of the confusion and inconsistency of his testimony, although the 
Chamber accepts many of the clarifications and explanations offered by Scrushago, it 
considers that his testimony is not consistently reliable and accepts his evidence with 
caution, relying on it only to the extent that it is corroborated. 

I Discrrssion of Evidence 

a 825, Serushago's evidence that Hassan Ngeze was transporting arms in a red Hilux 
vehicle on the morning of 7 April 1994 is corroborated by the evidence of Witness EB 
that hc saw Ngeze on the morning of 7 April in a red taxi with a loudspeaker. Witness 
AH1 saw Ngeze early in the morning, in military gear, carrying a gun. Witness AGX also 
saw Ngezc on 7 April at around 2.30 p.m., passing by on the road in a vehicle with 
Intcraham~.e and Impzrzamugambi, armed with different kinds of weapons and speaking 
through a megaphone, calling on the public to flush out the enemy and enemy 
accomnplices. Witness EB gave a clear and detailed account 01 an attack that day against 
the Tutsi population in Gisenyi by the Ir~teuahnnn~e, an attack in which he and his family 
were targeted as victims. He saw his brother killed, the body of his pregnant sister 
sexually violated, and his mother attacked with a nail studded club and killed. He himself 
was severely injured. Although there is no evidence that he was present during these 

934 r, I9 Nov. 2001, pp. 20-27; 1;xliihit 3D73 
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killings, this attack was ordered by Hassan Ngeze, communicated through a loudspeaker 
from his vehicle. Ngeze ordered the Interaham>ve to kill the Tutsi and ordered some of 
them to go to Commune Rouge to dig graves. The bodies, and there were many 
according to U'itncss EB, were subsequently taken to Commune Rouge and buried. The 
description of the attack suggests that it was planned systen~atically. Weapons were 
distributed from a central location, Samvura's house. where Witness EB saw the 
Interalznnzue picking them up. Graves were dug in advance, and vehicles were organized 
to transport the bodies. The brief dialogue recounted between the I~zteralzanzwe and 
Witness EB's mother, before she was clubbed in the head, indicates that the attackers and 
their victims knew each other. The attackers were wondering why she was still alive, 
signifying that the Inteuuhanzue intended to kill all iheir Tutsi neighbours. 

826. N g e ~ e  has raised the defence of alibi for 7 April 1994. The Chamber has 
considered his evidence and the evidence of Defence witnesses, all of which is riddled 
with inconsistencies. Ngeze testified that he was arrested on the evening of 6 April and 
released on 9 April. The letter to Colonel Nscngiyumva, which has language suggesting 
it was written on 8 April, caused Ngeze to change his testimony to say that he had written 
it on the evening of 9 April, rather than on 10 April, as the letter states and as he initially 
testified. In counting the hvo days from 6 April, in an apparent effort to stretch to 9 April, 
Ngeze also mentioned 7 April as an arrest date. The Alibi Notice filed by Counsel for 
Ngeze states that Ngeze was incarcerated by the military on 7 April 1994."' Similarly, 
the response by Defence Counsel on Admission of Facts states that N eze was 
incarcerated on 7 April 1994, as does the Closing Brief of Counsel fbr NgeieX In light 
of ihe last minute and irregular introduction of this letter into evidence: and t l ~ e  questions 
it raises, the Chamber notes and shares the suspicion expressed by the Prosecution 
regarding the authenticity of this document. 

827. Despite a specific request from the Chamber, Ngeze was unable to provide simple 
information relating to the alibi, namely the dates 01 and reasons for his arrests. He 
merely stated that he had been arrested eight times from April to June 1994. This 
response does not i n  any way substantiate the alibi. M oreover, i t  differs significantly 
from the information on the internet website bearing Ngeze's name, which describes a 
number of short overnight arrests in April and does not mention his arrest from 6-9 April 
1994. The evidence indicates that Ngcze controls this website, as there is information on 
it that could only have come from him and as he lists the address of the website on all his 
correspondence. The Chamber notes that Counsel for Kgeze expressed concern in 
December 2002 that Ngcre was putting confidential information on the internet.'38 

828. The Defence witnesses are also thoroughly inconsistent with regard to dates on 
which Ngcze was arrested and released in April 1994. While a number of witnesses 
testified that he was arrested on 6 April, one witness said he was arrested on 5 April, one 

"?" Notice of Alibi filed 20 January 2003. pursuant to Rule 67(a)ii of [lie Rules of Procedure and Evidence. 
ICTR Ref No. 30653-30651 
''' Rule 73bis response filed by Defencc Counsel on Admission of Facts on 16 October 2000 (ICTR. 3786- 
37371, p. 36. para. 5.30; Defence Closing Brief, p. 125, para. 600. 
"" T. 4 Dec. 2002, p. 9. 
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witness stated h e  was arrested on 7 April, and one witness testified that he went into 
hiding on 6 April, not that hc was arrested at all. Several witnesses testified that Ngeze 
was released on 9 April and several testified that it was on 10 April. Most importantly. 
nonc of the Defence witnesses had evidence other than hearsay that Ngeze was arrested at 
all. Their sources of information werc vague, with the exception of three witnesses who 
learned of the arrest from Ygeze himself. 

829. In light of the inconsistencies in Ngeze's own testimony, as well as among thc 
Defence witnesses, and the unreliable nature and source of the information to which they 
testified, the Chamber finds that the defence of alibi is not credible (sce paragraph 99). 
Four Prosecution witnesses saw Ngeze on 7 April 1994. Their eyewitness testimony 
under oath is not shaken by the hearsay of thc Defence witnesses or the contradictory 
testimony of Ngeze himself. Morcover, thc Chambcr notes that even if Ngezc had been 
arrested on 6 or 7 April. depending on the time of his arrest and the length of his 
detention, which could have becn a Sew hours, he would not have been precluded from 
participation in the events described by the Prosecution witnesses. 

830. Serushago testified to another scene of slaughter a week later, some time between 
13 and 20 April at the Comrnztne Rouge. Serushago said he saw Ngezc shoot a Tutsi man 
after asking why he had been kept waiting and not killed immediately. The shooting was 
to be an example for others of how to kill. Therc is no corroboration of Serusliago's 
testimony, and thc Chambcr cannot rcly solely on his testimony to substantiate this 
charge against h-geze. The Chamber notes the evidence of Witness EB, that his cousin 
told him that be had been at Corninune Rouge and saw Ngezc there, inspecting dead 
bodies and finishing off those who were not completely dead. Although the Chambcr 
considers Witness EB reliable, this evidence is hearsay and in no way connected to the 
killing of the Tutsi man referred to by Serushago. In the view of the Chambcr, it cannot 
be relicd on without further corroboration to sustain a finding of grave consequence to the 
Accused. 

83 1. Witness AH1 testified that Ngeze took part in the distribution of weapons on the 
evening of 8 April 1994, following a meeting that day in which he made representations 
on behalf of thc Impuzarnugamhi regarding their need for additional weapons. Witness 
AFX saw at least tifty guns in Ngeze's housc, which Ngeze himsclf showed the witness. 
Omar Serushago testified that he saw Ngeze on the morning of 7 April transporting 
weapons, including guns, grenadcs and machetes. He saw him again between 13 and 20 
-4pril with the same vehicle, parked and containing guns, grenades and machetes. 
Serushago said that Ngeze and his brother were members of a group that met every 
evening from April to June 1994 to report on the killings of Tutsi, and that Xgeze camc 
often to these meetings. The Chamber accepts the evidence of Witness AH1 and Witness 
AFX that Ngeze stored and distributed weapons, and played a role in securing weapons 
for the I?npuzamugambi. This evidence corroboratcs the testimony of Serushago that he 
saw Ngeze with weapons in his vchicle. 

832. A number of Prosecution witnesses saw Ngezc dressed in military attire and 
carrying a gun. Ngeze maintains that these witnesscs are lying, and a number of Defence 
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witnesscs testified that he wore Muslim or civilian attire, not military attire, and that he 
did not carry a gun. The Chamber accepts the evidence of thc DeIence witnesses that 
they saw Ngeze in Muslim or civilian attire, unarmed. This does not preclude the 
possibility that therc were other occasions on which he dressed in military attire and was 
armed. The Chamber notes that in cross-examination, Witness RM 13 was shown a 
picture of Ngeze in Kungurcr drcssed in military attire. The witncss stated that he had 
never seen Ngeze dressed in that manner, illustrating that the testimony of thesc Defence 
witnesses is not necessarily inconsistent with the testimony of thc Prosecution witnesses 
on this point. 

833. Witness AH1 saw Ngeze at roadblocks in Gisenyi in 1994 and named him as 
among thosc who had set up additional roadblocks in 1994. He testified that Ngeze 
manned or monitored a roadblock and gave instructions to others at the roadblocks: to 
stop and search vehicles, to check identity cards, and to "set aside" persons of Tutsi 

(L ethnicity. These Tutsi were lransported to and killed at the Commune Rouge. Omar 
Sernshago testified that Ngeze was moving around Gisenyi town selecting Tutsi at 
roadblocks and directing them to the Commune Rouge to kill them. He said he personally 
saw Ngcze selecting Tutsi at roadblocks several times. The Chamber notes that the 
testimony of Witncss AH1 corroborates the testimony of Serushago that Ngcze played an 
active and supervisory role in the identification and targeting of Tutsi at roadblocks, who 
were subsequently killed at the Cominzrne Rouge. 

834. Many Prosecution witnesses testified that they saw Ngezc in a vehicle with a 
megaphone. Omar Serushago testified that in February 1994, following the death of 
Bucyana, Ngeze drove around in his vehicle, which had a megaphone mounted on it, 
saying that this was it for the Tutsi, after receiving a fax from Barayagviza. Witncss 
ABE saw Ngezc calling CDR members to meetings. Witness AAM saw him transporting 
Imuzamz~gurnbi in a pick-up truck with a megaphone at a CDR demonstration in Gisenyi, 
where Tuzatsembutserizbe, or "let's exterminate them", was chanted. Witness AEU would 
see him at the front of the convoy on the way to CDR meetings, speaking into the 
megaphone and saying h e  was going to kill and e xterminatc the I nyenii, meaning the 

0 Tutsi. A number o f  D efence witnesses testified that N geze did not have, o r  c ould not 
have had, a megaphone in his vehicle. although several did mention other pcople named 
Hassan who had megaphones and might have been confused with Ngeze. Again the 
Chamber notes that this evidence does not preclude the possibility that Prosecution 
witnesses did see Ngeze with a megaphone. The testimony of the Prosecution witnesses 
indicates that Ngeze frequently used a megaphone in conjunction with his vehicle to 
drive around and mobilize CDR members and others against the lnyenzi, who were 
understood to be the Tutsi. 

535. Witness AGX testified that Ngeze personally denounced him and others as enemy 
accornpliccs and would address him as icyitso, or accon~plice, when they met. Wimcss 
AFB said Ngeze regularly addressed him as Inyenzi. Witness LAG heard and saw Ngczc 
say at the funeral of Bucyana that if Habyarimana were to die "wc would not be able to 
spare the Tutsi". These conlments arc a further and clear indication that Ngeze was 
determined to target the Tutsi population and that he was vocal and active in this effort. 
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Factual Findings 

836. The Chamber finds that Hassan Xgeze ordered the Inter-ahamwe in Gisenyi on the 
morning of 7 April 1994 to kill Tutsi civilians and prepare for their burial at the 
Commune Rouge. Many were killcd in the subsequent attacks that happened immediately 
thereaftcr and later on the same day. Among those killed were Witness EB's mother, 
brother and pregnant sister. Two women, one of whom was Ngeze's mother, inserted the 
metal rods of an umbrella into her body. The attack that resulted in these and other 
killings was planned systematically, \vitb weapons distributed in advance, and 
arrangements made for the transport and burial of those to be killed. 

837. The Chanlber finds that Ngeze helped secure and distribute, stored, and 
transported weapons to be used against the Tutsi population. He set up, manned and 

0 supervised roadblocks in Giscnyi in 1994 that identified targetcd Tutsi civilians who were 
subsequently taken to and killcd at the Commune Rouge. Ngezc often drove around with 
a megaphone in his vehicle. rnobiling the population to come to CDR meetings and 
spreading the message that the lnyenzi would be exterminated, Inyenzi meaning, and 
being understood to mean, the Tutsi ethnic minority. At Bucyana's funeral in February 
1994, Ngeze said that if President Habyarimana were to die, the Tutsi would not bc 
spared. 

7.4 Saving Tutsi 

838. Prosecution Witness AEU testified that on 12 April 1994, a woman she knew 
came to see her in her employer's house where she had taken refuge, and the woman told 
her that Hassan Ngeze had brought together a number of women and was helping them. 
Witness AEU declined her invitation to join them and asked her not to tell anyone that 
shc had seen her or where she was. When they came back from exile at the end of the 
war, this woman came to apologize to Witness AEU and told her that Ngeze had given up 
the women she had mentioned to the Interahamwe in the sector, who had killed them. She 

e said it was Ngeze who gave instructions to all the women and had asked the woman lo 
come. The woman was also a Muslim and for this reason thought she could call Witness 
i\EU. In cross-examination, Witness AEU clarified that when Ngeze took these women 
he pretended that he was protecting them but later on he allowed the Interahamwe to kill 
them. All Muslim women who could leave left, but thc non-Muslims including Catholics 
as herself could not leave. She said that Ngeze protected people from his own re~igion."~ 

839. Witness AEU said that on 29 April 1994, Hassan Gitoki came to her employer's 
house with Interahamwe looking for her. She asked him if they had come to kill her, and 
he told her that Hassan Ngeze had sent them lo save her and her children. Ngeze had 
written to her employer asking him for $1000 to save her children and had said that if the 
money was not given to him they were going to kill thcm. For the three children who had 
large noses: he had asked for $300 and for Witness AEU and the other child, who had 
long noses, he had asked for $700. Her employer paid the money and Hassan Gitoki 

91'1 T 26 June 2001 pp 46-46, T 28 June 2001, p 35 
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helped the three children cross the border. Because there were two people manning the 
roadblock who were considered particularly difficult, she was taken to get a laissez- 
passer, which she did, from the pref;it. She said that Gitoki had to ask Ngeze whether he 
could seek a laissez-passer for her because she had a long nose. They were taken to thc 
border in  Ngeze's car. Witness AEU testified that they did not go through the border 
post. but that Gitoki handed her over to an Infer-ahamwe to help her pass through a 
banana plantation. She said they realized that she was a Tutsi and she was taken to the 
Commune Rouge. Before taking her there, they beat her on the head, lcaving her with two 
scars, and tried to strangle her."'" 

840. At the Coinmune Rouge. Witness AEU was taken to a very deep hole that had 
been dug. She saw people being killed, and she saw other people being buried alive. She 
said she was taken to the edge of the hole four times and became tired or  seeing people 
being killed. Eventually she told them that she had lied, that she was not Hutu but Tutsi 
and asked them to kill her but let her child, who was Hutu, live. They beat her up and shc 
was covered in blood. When they wcrc going to kill her they looked at her identity card 
and the laissez-passer i s u e d  b y thcpvefet. They discussed whether shc and her child 
should be killed and decided to let them live. After looking at these documents, they told 
her to g o  back to where she lived. She wcnt back to hcr housc, and at 6 p.m. Hassan 
Gitoki came. He was glad that she had not mentioned his or Ngeze's name and took her 
to his house as she was bleeding. She stayed at his house for three days, during which 
time Gitoki's wife took her jcwclry, threatening her with a grenade not to tell anyone she 
had taken the jewelry. Witness AEU gave her child to a Hutu woman for wbom she had 
done a favour in the past, and eventually she crossed the border in Ngeze's vehicle with 
Gitoki driving. Ngeze came to Gitoki's house while she was there and entered the room 
she was in, but she covered herself to hide from him as she was afraid. She recognized 
his uoice."" 

841. Prosecution Witness AHA testified that N geze savcd onc Tutsi family o f three 
women and two boys and allowed them to lodge in his house. He said it often happened 
that some Hutu sheltered Tutsi friends while at the same time they committed crimes * against other ~ u t s i . ~ ~ '  

842. Hassan Ngeze testified that some Muslim Tutsi had sought refuge in his house 
while he was in prison and he returned to find them there. Ngeze decided that the only 
way to save these people was to takc them to Congo, and he realized that it would be 
possible to transport people across the border in oil drums. He would say that he was 
going to bring gasoline back, which he did. The people he saved in this way included two 
families, ihe family of an old Tutsi man named Gatama, Witness RM19 and his brother- 
in-law. Ngeze taught others how to hide in the drums so that he could pick them up from 
their homes to take them across the border. He also traincd six people in this method of 
saving Tutsi: and these six used the method suc~essful l~.~ '"  He enlisted the help of 

94" T. 26 June 2001, pp. 68-69. 
941 T. 30 Aug. 2001, p. 52; T. 26 June 2001, pp. 71-81. 

T 7 NOY. 2000, pp. 19-21. 119. 
""'I'. ?I Mar. 2003, pp. 34.37.40-43. 
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Witness BAZ15, who was well-known, to help ensure their security."l" Ngcze testified 
that he could save 20 Tutsi per day, and that in total he saved more than 400 Tutsi in 
Gisenyi from April to .July 1994. If one included thc other Tutsi people he took from thcir 
homes in Kigali to Hotel des Milles Collines or to UNAMIR, the total would be more 
than 1,000."~ 1n cross-examination, Ngeze said he did not take money fi-om those he 
savcd. He used the sum of $50,000 from the US Govc~mlent, which was personally 
delivered to him by the Cultural Affairs Officer of the American Embassy betwccn 20 
and 22 March 1994, to help him do his newspaper business.'4h 

843. Defence Witness B AZ15 testified that Kgeze 11 id T utsi in 11 is house and wmte 
down the names of four people and two families who were saved by ~ g e z e . ~ ' "  Ngeze 
used barrels to transport them to Zaire from where he would bring oil back to Rwanda. 
Witness BAZl5 testified that Tutsi and mixed ArabiTutsi hid in Ngeze's house and 
named three such people and a family.'" He said Ngeze helped people across to Congo 

m about twenty  time^.'^" 

844. Dcfence Witness RM19 testified that she lent Ngeze a vehiclc with which to 
transport Tutsi across the border. The witness named some Tutsi savcd by Ngezc: 
Gatama's family (including a child whose name she wrote down"'), Habib Saleem's 
family, Caritas and her younger sister, and Antoine ~bayiha." '  

845. Defcnce Witness RMIO, whose husband is Tutsi, testified that Ngeze saved her 
child and took him to Congo, and also helped Gatama's family and others."" Witness 
RM116, a Tutsi. testified that she, her younger sister and her baby, amongst others, hid in 
Kgcze's house before he took them across to Zaire in a barrel on a ~oyota."" Witness 
RMl13 testified that N geze saved her and others, H utu and Tutsi, b y  putting them i n 
barrels and driving them into Congo. She wrote down the names of seven saved that she 
could remembcr."j4 She also testilied that she heard Radio Muhabura commend Ngeze 
for saving ~utsi."" Witness RMt l4  testified that she hid in Ngeze's house together with 
more than 20 other peoplc, of whom she named five ~ u t s i . " ~  ~ e f e n c e  Witness RM200 
testified that Ngeze helped her and her children across the border in petrol barrels.9s7 

,946 
, > 

T. 4 Apr. 2003, pp. 18-20. 
947 Exhibit 3D176. 
'48 Exhibit 3D178 
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846. Defencc Witness BAZ31 testified that his friend Rashid told him that Ngefe 
helped a Tutsi child named Jan and others to cross into Zaire from Gisenyi."'"~itness 
BAZ2 testificd that Ngeze saved Tutsi such as the wife of Kajanja, Ali Kagoyirc. Dative, 
Caritas and the daughters of Charles."'" 

847. Defencc Witness RM5 testified that Ngeze hid Tutsi including Caritas and family, 
Antoine M ba iha, G atama and family, H abibu Musaliyama, and the children o f  Lucic 
and C klestin.YhO Witness B AZ13 testified that a s oldicr, o n  his  way to  search N geze's 
house, had told him that Ngeze hid Iizkotanyi in his house whcre he also kept many 
weapons.'" Defence Witness RM112 tcstified that many peoplc had taken refuge in 
Ngeze's house. Ngeze paid the witness S250 to help them, who included both Hutu and 
Tutsi, across the border into Zaire in drums. He named Devota, Caritas, Mbayiha, Habib 
Muselyama, Gatama's family, Mbarara and Mbaraga and many o t h c r ~ . ~ ~ ~  Defence 
Witncss RMI 18 testified that Ngezc helped Tutsi and named Habib and fanlily, Gatama 

0 and family, Caritas and her sister Devota. He said some people sought refuge in Ngeze's 
house and he helpcd them cross the b ~ r d e r . ~ "  Defence Witness RM115 testified that 
Hutu and Tutsi sought refuge in Ngeze's house. The witness stated that Ngezc hclpcd 
people cross the border to Zaire and he named amongst thesc people Gatama and his 
children, and Musariyama and his family,964 

848. Defence Witness RMl testified that Ngeze saved the lives of Tutsi, including 
Barara, Gatama, Antoine Mbayiha, Devota, Musiama Habibe and family, Mbarasoro and 
~aritas."' Defence Witness Rh12 testificd that he saw ten women in Ngeze's house 
waiting to be hclped across the border by Ngeze. The witness heard from Caritas later 
that Ngeze had helped her across the border."' Defence Witness BAZIO testified that 
Ngeze save a Tutsi named ~hacl la . '~ '  Defence Wimess BAZ33 testified that Ngeze saved 
Tutsi but could not recall any names.'" Defence Witness RM300, a Tutsi, testified that 
Ngere hid a lot of Tutsi and assisted them to cross the border, including her children. She 
herself was helped across the border by Ngeze's friend.969 ~ e f e n c e  Witness BAZ3 
testified that she heard from p cople a cross the border that N geze saved Tutsi, n aming 
Caritas and family and her sister Devota, the family of Agnes and Mbarard and Babbe, 

a Yusuf s wife ~de l ine . '~"  Delence Witness BAZ5 testificd that Ngeze saved Tulsi, 
including Caritas, her mother and her sister Devota, and Daniel Ruhumuliza's three 
children."' Defence Witness B M 6  testified that Ngeze saved Tutsi such as Caritas. 

95s T. 27 Jan. 2003. pp. 8-9. 
,IS'> T. 29 Jan. 2003. pp. 5-6. 
060 7 .  21 Mar. 2001, pp. 4-5 
'"' T. 28 Jan. 2003. p. 2. 
"" T. 13 Mar. 2003, pp. 3-5. 
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Devota, his uncle's wife, Kajanja's wife, and Muganda and his ~hildren."~ Witness 
BAZ8 testified that Ngeze saved Tutsi and helped them cross the border into 

Credihiliq of Witnesses 

849. The Chamber has found the testimony of Witness AEU to be credible, as set Sorth 
in paragraph 814. The tcstimony of Hassan Ngeze is discussed in section 7.6. The 
Chamber notcs that most of the Defence witnesses cited above testified very briefly and 
on a limited range of issues. In some cases their testimony was completed in less than one 
hour. Cross-examination of these witnesses was very limited. Several of the witnesses 
were not cross-examined at all. The Prosecution, in declining to cross-examine, cited the 
repetitive and cumulative testimony of witnesses testifying that Ngeze saved Tutsi, the 
late notice and inability to investigate, and the legal argument that Ngeze having saved a 
few Tutsi did not exonerate him from other acts he committed."' In light of these 

e circumstances, the Chamber simply accepts the evidence of these witnesses to the extent 
that they testified regarding Ngeze's having saved Tutsi. 

Discussion of Evidence 

850. The Chamber accepts that Ngeze saved Tutsi and notes that a number of 
individuals he savcd have been named by him and other Defence witnesses. There is 
much overlap in the names that havc been given and a number of names of close relatives 
of Ngeze, which leads the Chamber to conclude that a small circle of individuals were 
savcd by his intervention, in particular Tutsi of the Muslim faith and Tutsi close relatives. 
Based on this evidence, the Chamber considers it highly improbable that Ngeze saved 
over 1,000 Tutsi individuals, as he claimed. The experience of Witncss AEU in crossing 
the border with assistance from Ngeze is an indication or how difficult and precarious it 
was to proceed without detection. Thc Chamber also notes that in saving Witness AEL 
and her children, Ngeze extorted her employer, extracting the price of $1,000 for their 
lives. Moreover, Witness AEU testified that those who joined in another initiative of 
Ngeze, presented to them as a humanitarian intervention, were in the end lured to their 

a death by Ngeze rather than saved by him. The Chamber notes that Ngeze's innovative 
method oS saving Tutsi through transporl by barrel also involved lucrative trading in 
much needed fuel that he brought back to Rwanda in the barrels. At the time of his arrest, 
by his own admission Ngeze had a bank balance in the region of $ 900,000. 

7.5 lbuka 

851. The Defence contends that a number of Prosecution witnesses were improperly 
influenced in their testimony by the Rwandan non-governmental organization (NGO) 
Ibuka. A number of Prosecution witnesses were questioned in cross-examination as to 
whcther they had been asked to testify by Ihuka. The answers of those Prosecution 

"" Ibid,  p. 26. 
"' 7'. 15 Mar. 2003, p. 59. 
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witnesses who replied that they knew of or had been in contact with lbuka prior to their 
testimony is s imlar ized below. 

852. Witness AHA and Witness ABH testified that they were familiar with the 
organization Ibuka but had not been contacted by it."' Witness MK had heard of Ibuka 
but affirmed that her testimony had not been prepared with the assistance of anyone from 
~buka."~ Witness AHB was asked if he was a member of Ibuka. He said that only Tutsi 
survivors could be members, but he knew of it because he had heard people talking about 
it. He did not attempt to become a member.'" 

853. Witness EB was asked if he knew the organization Ibuka. H e  said he did and 
described it as an organization of survivors with the goal of keeping the memory alive, 
but it was open for membership to anyone, even foreigners. He had heard of its existence 
from the radio, and knew that its headquarters were in Kigali. Hc had never met with any 
of its representatives.978 

854. Witness ABC testified that he did not know that his employer was a high-ranking 
member of Ibuka. He said his employer did not know he was testifying before the ICTR 
and he had not discussed this with him, although he had discussed the events of 1994 
with him."' 

855. Witness FS testified that he was a member of LIDER, an organization which 
came under lbuka as a coordinating body. LIDER had the support of the government and 
paid for the education of children. Tbuka's objective was to help genocide survivors, both 
Hutu and Tutsi, widows and chi~dren."~ Witness FS was questioned about and affirmed 
his testimony that assistance was given without ethnic  consideration^.^^^ 

856. Asked if he was a member of Ibuka, Witness AAM replied that when Ibuka was 
created: everyone became a mcmbcr but stated that he is not an office-holder in Ibuka. He 
said that he was not sent by Ibuka to testify and did not tell anyonc from lbuka that he 
was coming to testify or discuss the content of his testimony. He used his friend's address 
c!o Ibuka so that he could be contacted since the ICTR staff did not know where he lives. 
His friend is the communal President of lbuka."' Witness AAM said that as a membcr of 
lbuka he did not pay any dues or have a membership card, noting that it was an 
association, not a political party. He said they would meet to assist orphans. widows and 

9" T. 6 No,:. 2000, p. 71: T. I4 Nov. 2001 (Closed Session). p. 31 
'" T. 8 Mar. 2001, pp. 45-46. 
"' T, 28 No\:. 2001. on. 62-63. . . 
9'?T. 16 May 2001, pp. 53-51. 
971 1. 29 Aug. 2001. pp. 20-22. The 1:rench statement reflects that his employer's name is listed as the 
prefecture in which the witness lives, whilst the English statement shows his employer's name as the 
cellule and sector in which the witness currently lives. 
990 T. 7 Feb. 2001, pp. 89-92; T. 8 Feb. 2001 ( ~ l o s c d  Session), pp. 124-139, 
'"T. 7Feb.2001,pp. 101-108. 
"'T. 12 Feb. 2001, pp. 119-123. 
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dlsabled pcople He himself did not recelve assistance from Ibuka as he was ablc to 

857. Witness AFX provided the office address of Ibuka as his contact address in one of 
his statements. He explained that there was a time when he was working at Ibuka's office 
helping survivors. Hc later clarified that hc was not working directly for Ibuka but was 
rather a volunteer workcr for a fund that assisted survivors, in the same building as 
Ibuka's office. He describcd Ibuka as an organization that defends survivors' rights but 
was not ablc to provide any further details. He denied that Ibuka prepared witnesses who 
testified at the TCTR and denied that he was recruited by Tbuka to be a witncss in the 
present case. He stated that he had no connection with Ibuka and did not inform anyone 
in Ibuka that lie was going to testify in the ICTR.'~" Hc said he had not been paid or 

985 promised money in exchangc for his testimony. 

* 858. Witness AGX was a membcr of Ibuka from 1998 but did not hold a position in the 
organization. Once, lbuka paid for his child's tuition fces for one term wlicn he was 
separated from his child for six months. The witness said hc did not discuss his testimony 
with any Ibuka members and no one from Ibuka knew he was testifying in Arusha. He 
gave Sbuka as his contact point in Gisenyi because Ibuka knew how to find his named 
contact person. The witness denied that Ibuka paid him to testify in Arusha."' He 
explained that Ibuka meant "rememnber" and that the organization assisted persons 
without a livelihood after the war.'" The witness was not promised any form of 
assistance Sor te~tifying.'~' Hc said he did not have any link with ~ b u k a . ~ ' ~  

859. Witness AEU testified that she was a member of Tb~ka."~ she joined when thc 
organization was formed and it is specified in her statement as hcr contact point. She said 
she joined Ibuka as it reminded her of the people who had died."" She participated in 
Tbuka meetings, but could not say how often. She received medication and food and 
assistancc at the hospital from Ibuka. The association also helped pay children's school 
fees."' ~ i m e s s  AEU said that lbuka did not know that shc had come to Arusha to 
testify.993 

8 860. Witness BU was asked about Ibuka, which he described as an association fonned 
to help genocide survivors, orphans, students and the physically and mentally 
handicapped. In the course of his voluntary work at the university, the witness dealt with 
Tbuka and other associations. Within Ibuka's fiamcwork, schools and communes would 

''' r .  I3 Feb. 2001, pp. 95-98, 
484 T. S May 2001_ pp. 36-37 (Closed Session). 
"" T. 7 May 2001, pp. 47-60 (Closed Session). 
9" T. l l Junc 2001. pp. 8-10; 1'. 12 June 2001. pp. 49-53 
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send him, as a specialist in physiology, cases concerning children and adults to follow up 
on and he had been doing this work for two to three 

861. Witness WD was a member 01 lbuka from 1996. He described Ibuka as an 
organization that stands for the rights of survivors, and assists them with their problems, 
c.g. cducation, health and housing. Hc did not know iT it took an active part in the 
prosecution of individuals alleged to have been involved in thc genocide. Ibuka followed 
ongoing trials in Rwanda closely but the witness did not know if it had a similar interest 
in ICTR trials. Ibuka membcrs would have meetings but the fact the witness would be 
giving evidence was not discussed in Ibuka, and he had never seen investigators come 
looking fbr witnesses from the organi~ation."~ 

862. Witncss DM stated that Witness AFX was a member of Ibuka, a group of 
survivors who invented false testimony about refugees outside Rwanda, thinking that 

e they would not return to correct what had been said against them. He testified that all 
witnesses sponsored by lbuka come to Arusha to givc false testimony as they would have 
to report on the testimony they had given when they returned to Rwanda, although he did 
not know to whom they gave their reports, or lbuka's response when they gave their 
reports. The witness said that everyone knew their departure and return dates from 
Arusha. If they did not answer questions as Ibuka wanted, their families would ostracize 
them. Ibuka provided assistance in the form of food for those who came to 

863. The testimonies of Defcncc Witnesses about Ibuka are set out below 

861. Witness F2 testified that Ibuka was a n  extremist organization in that it did not 
work for the reconciliation of the Rwandan people. He said Ibuka meant "remind 
yo~rse lk" .~~ '  Witness RM10, who was arrested in Rwanda in September 1994 and 
detained for a year without charge. said she left Rwanda out of fear of Ibuka, which 
qucstioncd her relcasc. If she left her house, stones would be thrown at her.'" Witness 
RM114 testified that she was approached by a member of Ibuka who asked her to tcstify 
falsely against someone as being the killer of her brothers. The witness refused as she did 
not witness those  event^.'^' 

865. Witness RMlO testified that when she retumed to Rwanda in September 1994, 
she was arrested and detained for over a year without knowing the charges against her. 
Shc later said that she was accused of being an accomplice in the genocide. She was 
raped and beaten while she was dctained. As no evidence against her had bccn found, she 
was released. lbuka asked why she had been released and she had to report every Friday 
to have a document stamped to show she was still in the country. Alter about a year, she 
was again imprisoned and provisionally released after over a year on 13 August 1998. 
She was subsequently finally released in February 2001. Before her imprisonment, on 21 

'""1. 27 .4ug. 2001, p p .  17-20. 
'" T. 6 Feb. 2001, pp.  101-104. 
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April 1997, when she was at home, she was visited by Ibuka or ICTR representatives, 
namely, two whitc men, a Rwandan woman and a soldier named Jeff. They told her what 
to say against Kabuga, Moar and Ngcze. When she said that she did not know Kabuga, 
they showed her his photograph. She said she knew Ngeze though The woman would tell 
her things and she would agree and she would then tell the two men to put thcm into 
writing. She was also told to say that Kabuga and Ngezc worked together to bring 
firearms to kill people. She was offered $2,200 and promised security for her and her 
family if she gave this cvidence, which the witness stated was false. They also promised 
better conditions of detention. She agreed. However, they did not promise her an 
acquittal, as she was subsequently prosecuted and then acquitted. Shc testified that others, 
like Bagoyi and Gershom were asked to provide false testimony as well."'"o The witness 
lest Rwanda on 20 October 2001 solely because she was afraid of Ibuka which would 
protest each time she was relcased and would have her returned back t o  prison, even 
though there was no evidence against her. She could not even leave her house as stones 
would bc thrown at her if shc did so. As a result, she had to stay at home.""' 

866. Witness RMI 13 described lbuka as a tiny group of Tutsi responsible for bringing 
false accusations against people. She wrote down two names of people who had given 
rake tcstimony, Witness RM 14_ whom she said was asked to givc false testimony 
regarding Modeste Tabaro but refused and testified to the truth, and Witness AFX, who 
testified falsely that Ngeze was a killer. She denied that Ibuka represented sunivors, and 
asserted thal it gave false testimony as a rule.'"'" 

867. Witness RM200 named five Prosecution witnesses who she said were paid by 
Ibuka to give false tcstimony. She said that she was told by Witness EB that hc had come 
to Arusha to testify falsely against Ngeze, to "cut the bead of Ngeze" and that Ibuka had 
given him money to do this. She said that Witness AFB had boasted about having been 
paid by Ibuka to give false testimony, also characterized as cutting off Ngczc's head. 
According to her, Witness AFX also said hc had given false testimony about Ngeze being 
a killer. Witncss RM 200 said another witness, Witncss AGX, also told her hc received 
money from Ibuka to say that Ngeze was a kil~er. '"~'  Ln cross-examination it was 

e revealed that RM200 did not have direct conversations with thc persons she had named 
but overheard the conversation they were having during ablutions prior to prayer at the 
house o f  Witness DM. I n rcdirect examination, she mentioned a second conversation 
with one of the witnesses on her list, in front of his house. 

868. Witness RM14 testified that he \vas told by Witness AFX, a member of lbuka, to 
make a false statement, which was his statement dated 14 January 1997. Witness AFX 
told him to lie about the death of Modcste Tabaro, to say that Ngeze's uncle killed 
Tabaro, who was really killed by hvo soldiers, one of whom was ~eff. ' ' '~ The witness 
stated that he never con~plained about thc ICTR investigators as they were accompanied 
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by a Rwandan and he did not know who this person was. As they were consulting with 
Ibuka, he could not trust them. He described Ibuka as a powerful organization capable of 
destabilizing the government. He said Hutu could not be members of ~ b u k a . ' ~ ~ ~  Witness 
RM14 named four people who had given false testimony at the T C T R . ' ~ ~ ~  One of these 
names corresponds to one of the names provided by RM113. Three of these names, 
including the one mentioned by both RM113 and RM14, correspond to three of the 
names provided by RM200. 

869. Witness RM200 initially testified that five Prosecution witnesses spoke t o  her 
about having been paid by Ibuka to give false testimony. These Prosecution witnesscs, 
when asked in cross-examination about Ibuka, testified that they had not received any 
money or been influenced in any way by the organization in connection with their 

a testimony. On cross-examination, Witness RM200 disclosed that she in fact had not 
spoken personally to the five Prosecution wi~nesses but had overheard them talking. 
Although it was established subsequently that she did have one conversation with one of 
the five witnesses, the fact remains that in her testimony she distorted the nature of the 
communication she had with thc Prosecution witnesscs. The Chamber notes the close 
personal relationship of the witness to the Accused and her zeal in supporting all of his 
defences. The Chamber believes that her evidence was contrived. For these reasons it 
finds her testimony not credible. 

870. Witness RM14 was originally a Prosecution witness who informed the 
Prosecution that his statement of 14 January 1997 was not accurate and subsequently 
testified a s  a Defence witness. H c claimed that Prosecution Witncss AFX, who was a 
member oSIbuka, told him to make a false statement against Ngeze, to say that Ngezc's 
uncle killed Modeste Tabaro. M'itness RM 14 in his testimony recanted his statement and 
accused four Prosecution witnesses of having given false testimony against Ngeze. 
Witness RM14 claimed that he inadc the statement under duress, in fear of his life. The 
Chambcr notes that what Witness RM 14 says he was told to testify, that Ngeze's uncle 

0 had killed Modeste T abaro, i s  inconsistent with the evidence o f  P rosecution w itnesses 
who testified about this killing. If the evidence had been concocted by Ibuka with the aim 
of incriminating Ngeze, as Witness RM14 alleges, then he would h a w  been told to testify 
consistent with thc other Prosecution evidence. Moreover, what Witness RM14 said in 
his statement was that according to some rumor the uncle who was living with Hassan 
Ngczc killed Tabaro. A statement made under duress to incriminate Ngeze would, in the 
Chamber's view, have been more incriminating than this report of a vague rumor. 
Initially, when the Prosecution made thc witness available to the Defence, while he was 
still in Arusha, Witness Rh114 rcfused to see Defence Counsel. He testified that hc had 
been threatened by the Head of the Witness and Victims Serviccs Section of the ICTR 
with the loss of protective measures if he did meet with Dcfence Counsel. He did not 
report any sucb threat at the time, to Defence Counsel or to the Chamber. The Chamber 
does not believe that Witness RM 14 is telling the truth and notes that he has close family 

I"". T. 17 Jan. 2003, p. 12. 
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ties to Ngeze. For these reasons, the Chamber does not find thc testimony of Witness RM 
14 to be credib~e.""~ 

Discussion of Evidence 

871. ,4part from Witness DM, who turned hostile and has been found by thc Chamber 
not to be crediblc, all thc Prosecution witnesses whose testimony is summarized above 
were cross-examined o n  their connection t o  Ibuka and whether they had been told b y  
lbuka what to say in their tcstimony. Several witnesses acknowledged their membership 
in Tbuka but said that the organization was one which assisted survivors and that they did 
not discuss their testimony with anyone in Ibuka. Many of them said that the fact that 
they were going to testify before the ICTR was not even known to Ibuka. 

872. The Chambcr has reviewed the testimony of the Defence witnesses, particularly 
those who named Prosecution witnesses a s  h aving been influenced b y  Ibuka. None o f  
these Prosecution witnesses, when asked about Ibuka, said they were paid or otherwise 
influenced to testify falsely. Some said they were members of Ibuka, and somc said they 
were not members of Ibuka. The Chamber notes that the Defence witnesses, apart from 
reciting their belief that Prosccution witnesses gave false testimony, providcd no 
specifics, such a s  i n  what rcspect t hcse witnesses had 1 ied. Witness R M  2 00, a close 
relative of Ngeze, acknowledged that she had not had direct conversations with the 
persons she named. Rather she overheard them talking. In light of her relationship to 
Ngeze and the manncr in which she testified, the Chamber believes her evidence to be 

The Chamber has found the testimony of Witness RM 14 to be not credible, as 
set forth in paragraph 870. 

873. Prosecution witnesses were thoroughly cross-examined on their affiliations with 
lbuka and any possible influence the organization might have had on their testimony. The 
Chamber is satisfied by their responses and their demeanor that they were testifying to 
events they witnessed. The testimony under oath of the Prosccution witnesses has far 
morc weight than the untested hearsay of those same witnesses as reported by others. - * Factual Findings 

574. The Chamber finds that although several Prosecution witnesses are members or 
Ibuka or otherwise have links with the organization, none of these witnesses was 
intluenced in their testimony by Ibuka, which is a non-governmental organization 
assisting survivors of both Hutu and Tutsi ethnicity in the aftermath of the killings that 
took place in 1994. 

7.6 Evaluation of Ngeze's Testimony 

875. In addressing the charges against him, Ngeze evidenced 1 ittle awareness o f t h e  
lack of consistency in his testimony, often altering or contradicting what he had said 
within minutes of saying it. When cross-examined, for example, on the publication of 
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Modeste Tabaro's name in Kangura, initially Ngeze stated that it could have been 
another Modeste as the last name was not listed. When questioned by thc Chamber, he 
then acknowledged that he knew that it was Modeste Tabaro. With regard to his alibi for 
7 April 1994, Ngeze gave different accounts of his arrest, and of the letter that he wrote 
to Colonel Nsengiyumva, dated 10 April 1991 but with internally inconsistent references 
to dates relating to his arrest. The Prosecution maintained that this letter was forged by 
Ngeze to support his alibi, a possibility accepted by the Chamber. The Chamber 
considers Ngeze's tcstimony that the photograph on the back page of Ktmpi-a No. 35, in 
which many of those pictured are wearing CDR T-shirts or caps, was a photograph of' a 
football match to be obviously untrue. The photograph was acknowledged to be a CDR 
meeting by Nahimana, who is himself pictured in the photograph. 

876. Ngeze wavered back and forth in his testimony on fundamental issues, as well as 
virtually every detail of his evidence. Hc stated several times that he was responsible for 

S Kangura as its founder, owner and editor, but in response to particular questions about 
the contents of Kanpra ,  Ngeze often stated that he had not seen the article before it was 
published, that someone else wrote it, or that he was in prison when it was published. 
Witness AHA, who worked for Kanpra ,  lived in Ngeze's house in Kigali, and described 
himself as a close friend of Ngezc - like a brother - testified that there was a meeting to 
discuss each issue of Kcmguua and that Ngeze had the last word on editorial decisions. 
The Chamber finds this to be the case. Ngeze denied having any connection to the 
website bearing his name, although it has information on it that could only have come 
from him and although he himself includes the website on his letterhead in his 
correspondence with the Tribunal. In his testimony, he first denied and later conceded 
that bank docun~ents shown to him were his account. 

877. Finally, the Chamber notes that during the course of the trial, Hassan Ngeze 
engaged in various conduct relating to the proceedings that had an impact on his 
credibility. Prosecution Witness Omar Serushago produced a copy of a typed anonymous 
letter in Kinyanvanda, which had been given to him by the Imam at the UNDF who said 
that it was from Ngeze. The letter is a threatening one. It says, "I am writing to you this 
letter to remind you that our life on this earth is very short", subsequently making 

1004 refcrcnce to his children. The lcttcr continues, noting "during my entire life there has 
never been any problem bchveen you and me and behveen my family and yours". The 
author recalled in the letter that in Kairobi he had given Serushago one of his best suits to 
wear and Serushago's wife $200 to live on, which Serushago testified Ngeze had donc. 
He asked Serushago not to testify against him and mentioned the names of Kayonga, as 
well as Jef and Rejis. He asked whether it was not true that he had had no discussions 
with Serushago from 6 April 1994.1°U9 Ngezc denied having written this letter, a denial 
that seems absurd especially as it is written in the first person. 

878. Ngeze uses, distorts and fabricates information freely, marshalling it for other 
ends. In his testimony, as well as his other conduct during thc proceedings, N g e ~ e  

'""xhibit P72. 
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demonstrated a thorough d~sregard for the truth, and for the solemnity of h ~ s  declaration 
to testlfy truthfully. 

8. Interactions Among the Accused 

8.1 Personal Meetings and  Public Presentations 

879. Witness AHA, a journalist who worked for Kangura, described himselr as a very 
close friend of Hassan Ngeze, in fact like a "brother". He described Nahimana as a friend 
also. The witness testified that he did not know Barayagwiza well. He met him several 
times when he was with Ngeze, who went to meet Barayagwiza in his office in the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and at his home in Kivoyu. Me described these meetings with 
Barayagwiza as follows: 

0 And the first time we went to see him, we talked about the setting up of the CDR, 
the Conmitree for the Defence of the Republic and when we went to his home 
we talked about politics about the struggle we were engaged in within Kangura 
and RTLM, the struggle of the Hutu against any ove~t  threats by the Tutsis and so 
we talked about the ways and means of properly conducting the struggle.'""' 

According to Witness AHA, these ways and means were firstly to set up a party in which 
the Hutu would be sure that there was no infiltration by the Tutsi. 

880. Kangtwu No. 42, published in May 1993, included an article entitled "Who will 
stund up to the Inyenzi 1vhel1 they enter in the country". One paragraph in the article talks 
about Ngeze and Barayagwiza as follows: 

Who is going to stand up to them? It is clear that it is FIassan Ngeze who will 
continue to stand up to the Inyen-i in the area of information - in the field of 
infor~natiou. He will defy thern when it conies to explaining the rules of 
democracy as well as in the defence of the interest of the Hutus. And, in 
particular; he will uncover - unveil the wickedness of the inyenzi. On his part. 
Barayagwi7a is awaiting the opportunity to actually implement the competencies. 
that even the Tutsis know that he possesses in order to stand up to the Inyi.nzir, 
by explaining to the Inymzis, that the plan consistiug of lalli~~gs will not have a 
place. He will also explain to them that even if they killed him, they will never 
be able to exterminate the Ilutus. Barayapiza will bc powerful in an 

l o l l  extraordinary way. 

881. In Kangura No.  5 5 ,  published in January 1994, H assan Ngeze wrote a n  anicle 
reporting on an incident involving Barayagwiza and the assistance he received through 
RTLM. Thc article, entitled Belgian ingeniousness almost elimincrted Jean Bosco 
Burayagwiza, described an altercation behveen Barayagwiza and UNL4MIR, i n  which 
Barayagwiza telephoned RTLM. As a consequence of this call, the majority people (the 
rubando nvunzwinsh~ rushed to his house in order to assist him. Thc last part of the 

T. 2 Nov. 2000, pp 159-1 60. 
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article, recounted by Prosecution Expert Witness Marcel Kabanda, compared the 
situation of UNAMIR to that of US troops in Somalia, constituting a threat by analogy to 
the killing of American marines in Mogadishu.""' 

882. Witness AHA testified in cross-examination that Kungum on occasion criticized 
Nahimana, attributing this to a personal quarrel between Nahimana and Ngeze which was 
subsequently settled. He said that Ngeze was angry because Nahimana had suspended all 
advertisement of Kangura on Radio Rwanda when he was the Director of OR IN FOR.'^^-' 
In his testimony, commenting generally on Kangura, Nahimana described some of the 
articles as very good and characterized some as "cxtremist" and "rcv~lt ing". '"~~ Ngeze 
testified to having been unable to get an appointment uith Nahimana when Nahimana 
was Director of ORNFOR. He described purchasing a red Peugeot 504, the same car that 
ORINFOR had, and he wrote in Kangura on the car, just to disturb ~ a h i m a n a . ' " ~  

0 883. Witness AGK, a Hutu man who worked in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, named 
Katumba, Mntombo and Hassan Ngeze as CDR members who visited Baraya~vi la  at the 
Ministry during 1992 and 1993. He said Ngeze came twice to visit Barayagwiza in March 
1993. He also said he would see Ferdinand Nahimana when he came to visit Barayagwiza 
in 1990, 1992 and 1993. Hc said he saw Nahimana twice in 1993.""" 

884. Witness MK, a Tutsi civil servant, testified that many clandestine meetings were 
held by the CDR and MRND parties, which she said were a single party, in the offices of 
the Minister of Transport. They were attended by government orficials of several 
ministries including the Director of ONTRACOM, the national office of public 
transportation, as well as Nahimana, the Director of RTLM, and Barayagwiza. The 
meetin s would be held on Mondays, Wednesdays and Thursdays afier working 
boui-~."~~ in cross-examination, Witness MK clarified that she did not herself participate 
in the meetings to which she testified but rather heard about them from her friend who 
was the personal secretary of a top ministry ~ f f i c i i a . ' ~ '  She acknowledged that her friend 
did not participate in thesc meetings either, explaining that she had an office just adjacent 
which allowed her to see who was coming and going. Also, as a personal secretary she 
had access to information. Witness MK said that although ONATRACOM was a separate 
agency from the Ministry of Transport, if the Minister asked the Director of 
ONATRACOM, a government appointee, for something, he would have to comply. The 
two were on good terms and belonged to the same political parties. On request from the 
Minister, ONTRACOM buses were used to transport It~terahamwe to MRND meetings in 
1993 and 1994.'01y Authority was also given to RTLhl to use the Ministry's vehicles, 

1111: T. 14 \Jay 2002, pp. 1491 52 
I"' 7 .  7 Nov. 2000. pp. 84-86. 
1011 T. 14 Oct. 2002. o. 70. 
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pursuant to a letter requesting such authori~ation written by the Director of RTLM, 
Nahimana. 'o"' 

Credibility of F"%nesses 

885. The testimony of Witness AHA and Witness AGK has been found credible by thc 
Chamber in paragraph 132 and paragaph 710, respectively. 

886. Witness MK was questioned about her workplace, the people who worked there 
and her ability to read confidential mail. She provided clear answers and explained that 
she knew things because she would overhear telcphonc calls i n  he,- friend's office.102' 
The witness had not mcntioncd her friend's name in her lirst statement in 1996. She said 
that she was afraid but was forced to mention it by investigators the second time around 
in 1998. She acknowledged that she had not mentioned Nahimana and Barayagwiza in 

a her first statement. The witness remembered their names when she was giving hcr second 
statement. Asked if she was forced to mention Nahimana's name the second time she was 
interviewed, she denied this and said that no one told her to put names into her statement; 
she remembered the names as she was giving hcr statement. She maintained that she had 
seen these things herself and livcd through them.'022 Witness MK stated that she was 

1023 neither working for the inkoturzyi~ nol- a sympathizer of them. Confronted with 
mistakes in hcr statements, she attributed these mistakes to the persons who had recordcd 

She explained that she had refused to sign her statements out of fcar for her 
safety.'"' During cross-examination, the witness asked Counscl at times not to ask her 
the questions they did. She asked them why they were trying to hurt her or would tell 
them not to say a name that had been put to Sometimes the witness failed to  
answer a question directly, preferring argumentative responses or long responses that 
avoided a straightforward answer. The Chamber notes that Witness MK was not 
cooperative, although she did eventually answer most questions put to her. The mistakes 
referred to in her written statement were minor in nature. such as the year in which she 
started her job. The Chambcr notes that thc witness is an indircct source of information 
regarding much of her testimony but this goes to the weight accorded hcr evidence, rather 

a than its credibility. For these reasons the Chamber finds the testimony of Witness MK to 
be credible. 

Discussion of Evidence 

887. The Chamber notes that several witnesses testified to having seen various of the 
Accused together at meetings. Witness MK testified that Nahimana and Barayagwiza 
participated in clandestine meetings at the Ministry of Transport. Witness AGK testified 
that both Ngeze and Nahimana came to visit Barayagwiza at his office. In the view of the 

" " O T  8 Mar. 2001. p. 114. 
lo" Ibid., pp. 66-70, 104. 
' " 2 fb id_  pp. 128-13 1 
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Chamber, the fact that these men met does not have particular significance absent 
information as to the content of their meetings. In this regard, the meeting of Ngeze and 
Barayagwira described by Witness .4HA, who was present, is significant. .4ccording to 
Witness AHA, Barayagwiza and Ngeze discussed the CDR, Kung~trcl and RTLM all in 
the context of the Hutu struggle against the Tutsi. The content of this meeting indicates 
that Ngeze and Barayagwiza viewed and talked of CDR, Kanpra  and RTLM as each 
having a role to play in this struggle. 

888. Nahimana and Barayagwiza worked very closely together in the management of 
RTLM. Barayagwiza and Ngeze worked very closely together in the CDR. The Chamber 
notes that Nahimana and Ngeze were not seen together as much as they were each seen 
with Barayagwiza. Nevertheless, as evidenced by the conversation between Ngeze and 
B a r a y a ~ i z a ,  an institutional link among them all was pcrceivcd. At a personal level, the 
point of connection for the three Accused was Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza. 

Factual Findings 

889. Ferdinand Nahimana and Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza worked closely together in the 
management of RTLM, and Barayagwiza worked closely together with Hassan Ngeze in 
the CDR. Baraya,wiza and Ngeze discussed CDR, Kangur-a and RTLM as all playing a 
role in the Hutu struggle against the Tutsi. 

8.2 1993 MRND  meeting 

890. Witness FS, a Tutsi trader Crom Gisenyi, testtied that he wcnt to an MRND Powcr 
mceting with his brother sometime in 1993, in Kigali at Nyamirambo stadium. He could 
not recall the date or even the month of the meeting. It was after his brother moved to 
Kigali, which was in early 1993, and he said it was just afier RTLM had begun 
broadcasting, which was in July 1993. Subsequently, he clarified that RTLM had already 
been created when the meeting took place, and it was sometime after this but in the 
course orthe same year. Witness FS heard the meeting announced on RTLM, as well as 

a Radio Rwanda. When he arrived at the stadium entrance, at around 9.30 am. ,  people 
were selling clothes and insignia of the MRND and CDR partics including CDR caps and 
audiocassettes of the music of the singer Simon Bikindi, with songs in praise of MRND. 

I 
The witness already had a Bikindi cassette, and one of the songs on it was playing at the 
stadium with people singing along.lo2' 

891. The witness testified that Mathieu Nginimpatse, the President of MRND, opened 
the meeting. Standing at the podium, he thanked the participants and expressed happiness 
that they had come to join in the fight against the Ilzyenzi. He then introduced important 
personalities in the Hutu Power movement, including Nahimana, Barayagwiza, Fblicien 

d lmana Kabuga and RTLM journalists, as well as Ngeze and the Kangur-a journalists. U. h' 
was additionally introduced as the Director of RTLM. Also present at the meeting were 
Frodouald Karamira of the MDR party and Justin Mugenzi o f  the PL Party. Kabuga 
spokc next, thanking the members of Hutu Power who were present and saying that he 

I I"': 1'. 7 Feb. 2001, pp. 10-18;T. 8 Feb. 2001, pp. 56-58.64-66. 89. 
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would make a lot of funds available for RTLM, which was to be used to disseminate the 
ideas o f  H utu Power. He asked people to support RTLM, which was their radio, the 
radio of tbe members of Hutu Power, and said that Radio Rwanda was collaborating with 
the ~ ~ e n z i . ' ~ ~ ~  

892. Witness FS testified that Nahimana spoke after Kabuga at the meeting. He said 
Nahimana was publicly known at the time as Director of ORINFOR, before he was 
appointed Director of RTLM. On cross-examination, he affirmed that it was Ferdinand 
Nahimana and not another Nahimana, noting that there was only one Nahimana who was 
Director of RTLM. At the meeting, Nahimana said that the people had just received their 
radio station, which belonged to Hutu Power and should be used to disseminate the ideas 
of Hutu Power. He added that the radio was having financial difficulties and requested 
that the people help by contributing to it. Nahimana repeated an account number that had 
been mentioned by Kabuga in his speech, to which monies were to be paid. Some pcople 

e present at the meeting contributed money. Barayagwiza spoke next and said that Hutu 
Power should collaborate with the CDR and work togethcr to fight the hyenz i .  He spoke 
of using RTLM to fight against the Inyenzi and said that the lnyenzi werc not far away. 
and were even there among them. A t  that point, around midday, Witness F S  and his 
brother left the meeting.'0'" 

893. According to Witness FS, the crowd responded enthusiastically to Nahimana's 
and Barayagviza's speeches. He said thcre were 15,000 people at the meeting. They had 
bcen transported there by official buses from ONATRACOM, the government-run public 
transportation company. Interahamwe and Impuzamugaixbi were at the meeting, having 
been transported by thesc buses. The witness said that lrnpuzamugc~mbi refcrred to the 
Inteualzcm~rw acting together with CDR members and that the word meant "to rally 
together for a predetermined objective". Following the meeting, Witness FS said there 
was an atmosphere of tension anlong Rwandans and that one's Hutu neighhour changed 
because of this meeting and because of RTLM, which reported on the meeting and 
broadcast Nahimana's speech. After hearing about the meeting, people became angry and 
distrustful and started to hate the moderate ~ u t u . ' ~ ~ "  * 894. Witness FS said that he could not be a member of the Hutu Power movement as 
they referred to all Tutsi as I~zyerzzi. He was not a sympathizer with the movement as hc 
was opposed to their murderous activities. He attended the meeting to listen to the ideas 
being discussed. This was the only Hutu Power meeting he attended. On eross- 
examination, Witness FS was asked why he attended an MRND rally as he said he was 
not interested in politics, and why he said he read Kangzrua as it disseminated ideas hc 
opposcd. He explained that when one is aware that he is not likcd by another, it is good to 
hear what that person has to say. He also clarified that he was in Kigali and happened to 
hear of the meeting on RTLM when he had time in his schedule. He did not comc to 
Kigali for the meeting.103' 

1028 T. 7 Feb. 2001, pp. 20-26. 
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895. On cross-examination, Witness FS testified to his arfiliation with Ihuka and the 
work of that organization. The witncss drew a distinction between "genocide", referring 
to thc killing 01 Tutsi, and "massacres". referring to the killing of Hutu opponents to 
MRND and CDR. H e said that T utsi who j oined the Interuhamwe tried t o  hide t licir 
identity. He also said that he did not consider Tutsi who joined thc Interuhamwe to be 
Tutsi, citing Robert Kajuga as an example. Witness FS testified that after RTLM 
broadcast his brother's name on the day after President Habyarimana's plane was shot 
down, his brother was killed together with his wife and seven children.'022 He also 
testified that while he was in hiding during this time, his wire and child were killed. The 
witness testified that neither he nor his brother was a member of the RPF. '~ '~  

896. Witness ABE testified that he attended an MRND meeting in 1993 at 
Nyamiramho stadium, which was chaircd by the MRND President, Mathew 

m Ngirumpatse. Present also at the meeting were Felicien Kabuga, the Prcsident of the 
Board and main financier of RTLM, as well as Barayagwiza and Nahimana. Nahimana 
was introduced as the Director of RTLM. Ngirumpatse spoke first and explained that he 
had called the mceting to announce that he had just acquired another radio station, which 
was different from Radio Rwanda. He told them that they should no longer listcn to the 
Inq,enzi/Inkotan~.~i radio, referring to Radio Rwanda, and he encouraged them to listen to 
RTLM. Witness ABE said that as he was not happy wit11 this message, he lert 
immediately after Ngirumpatse spoke. Other pcople spoke at the meeting, and thc 
majority of the speeches were broadcast on RTLM, but he did not hear them. It was well 
known, he said. that Barayagwiza and Nahimana also spoke at the 

897. In cross-examination, Witness ABE was questioned as to the date of the meeting, 
and he affimed that it took place in 1993. He said the reason for the meeting was that 
RTLM had just been established and they wanted to introduce the radio station. When 
asked what month it was, he said sometime between April and Deccmber, subsequently 
stating that he thought it was a fcw months after the creation of RTLM. The witness 
could not recall whether the meeting took place before or after the killing of Burundian * President Ndaydaye in October 1993, or before or after the signing of thc Arusha 
Accords in August 1993. He could not estimate the number of people at the meeting but 
said it was a large crowd. The mceting took place in the morning, during thc weekend. 
He did not recall whether Kanpru  had reported on the meeting or whether it was 
reported in any other newspaper, but h e  repeated that speeches from the meeting had 
been broadcast on RTLM.'"" Asked by the Chamber whether any mention was made at 
the meeting of Hutu Power, Witness ABE recalled that he left early but said he had not 
hcard any such mention in thc introductory speech. He said he did not see Karamira at the 

1036 meeting. 

'"'T. 7 Feb. 2001, pp. 67-68, 94-108. 
'03'T. 8 Feb. 2001, p. 113; T. 7 Feb. 2001, pp. 109.1 10. 
'"' T, 23 Feb. 2001, pp. 55-60. 
lo" T.  27 Feb. 2001, pp. 109-125. 
'''' T, 28 Feb. 2001 pp. 9-10. 
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898. Nahimana testified that the tern1 "Hutu Power" was launched by Karamira at the 
October 1993 meeting, ackno\vledging that the Hutu Power movemenl was evolving 
from July to November 1993. When askcd to rcspond to thc allegation that he had 
participated in a Hutu Power rally at Nyamirambo Stadium in 1993, Nahimana tcstilied 
that hc had never participated in any mceting or rally organized by Hutu Power. On 
cross-examination, he said he could not have been introduced at an MRNDlHutu 
PowedRTLM meeting, as Witness FS testified, because no such meeting would have 
been held before October 1993. It was put to him that Witness FS could not recall the 
month in which the meeting was held, and he commented on the testimony of Witness FS 
on this point.'"3' 

899. Ngeze testified initially in response to the testimony of Witness FS that he never 
attended any meeting as a member of Hutu Power and that he was never introduced in 
any meeting. He said that the witness was a liar and did not see him because he was not at 

a that mecting or any meeting. Ngere thcn said he used to cover meetings as a journalist 
and report on them, with his camera, but that nobody ever introduced him. He said hc did 
not see how the President of MRND could have introduced him as he was not a member 
of the MRND party. When asked by the Chamber whether he was present at the meeting 
as a journalist, Ngeze replied that he could not say whether he was there or not because 
as a journalist one covers different events every day. He said if he was there he was there 
as a journalist because he could not see how he could be a member O ~ M R N D . " ' ~ ~  

Credibility of Witnesses 

900. The Chamber has found the testimony of Witness ABE to bc credible, as set forth 
in paragaph 332. 

901. Witness FS was questioned by Dcfence Counsel on the likelihood of his having 
attended the MRND Power meeting in light of the fact that he was not interested in 
politics and opposed the views or  the party holding the meeting. The Chamber accepts 
that thc witness attended the meeting and was interested in hearing what those who were 

a against people like him had to say, which is also his explanation for reading Kanguva. 
Witness FS happened to be in Kigali and heard about the meeting when he had time in 
his schedule. The Chamber notes that he Icft the meeting before it ended, whilc 
Barayagwiza was speaking and because of what he was saying. Defence Counsel also 
challenged the testimony of Witness FS on a number of procedural grounds, including the 
fact that he did not retum to complete his cross-examination by Counsel for Ngeze and 
that no Counsel for Barayagwiza was present during his testimony. These mattcrs have 
already been rulcd upon by the Chamber, as is the claim that the witness is a member of 
an organization related lo Ibuka. Counsel for Ngeze suggested in cross-examination that 
the witness might be lying about the death of his wifc and child but presented no 
evidence in support of this allegation. He submits that the witness was unable to name 
his brother's seven children who were killed. Thc Chamber notes that the witness was 
not asked to name his brother's scven children. He was asked to write down the names of 

'03' T. I9 Sept. 2002_ pp. 109-1 13; 1'. 14 Oct. 2002, pp. 48-49. 
10.3% T. I Apr. 2003, pp. 14-16. 
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his deceased wife and children, which he did.'''' The Chamber observes that Witness FS 
was consistent in his testimony. Hc answered questions clearly and patiently, despite the 
provocative nature of some of the questions put to him. For these reasons, the Chamber 
finds the testimony of Witness FS to be credible. 

Discrission of Evidence 

902. Defcncc Counsel challenged the testimony of Witness FS with regard to the 
MRND meeting on the grounds that the witness said the term Hutu Power was used at the 
meeting, yet placed the meeting in the early part of 1993 before the term was first 
publicly used by Froduald Karamira at a rally in October 1993. In her testimony, 
Prosecution Expert Witness Alison Des Forges noted that the term was first announced at 
a meeting in Gitarama; but that it drew widespread support at the October 1993 rally.'040 
She dated the meetinz in Gitarama as a month before the October r a l l ~ . ' ~ ~ '  In his ~ u 

a testimony, Nahimana acknowledged that the Hutu Power movement was evolving fiom 
July to November 1993. 

903. The Chamber questioned Witness FS on these dates in an efrort to clarify the 
reference points used by him to place the meeting in time. The witness said that he knew 
the meeting was after his brother moved to Kigali, which was in early 1993, but he did 
not say that the meeting was in early 1993. He also said that the meeting took place just 
after RTLM was created but clarified in this questioning that it was after the creation of 
RTLM but in the course of the same year. 

904. The Chamber is of the view that the MRND meeting in 1993 at Nyamirambo 
stadium attended by Witness ABE was the same MRND meeting as attended by Witness 
FS. They both placed the meeting after the creation of RTLM and sometime during the 
course of 1993. They both described the meeting as a meeting primarily about RTLM. 
related to its creation, with Kabuga, Nahimana and Barayagwiza in attendance. Witness 
FS testified that Kabuga and Nahimana solicited funds for RTLM and that the RTLM 
journalists were introduced. Their accounts of the introductory speech by Ngirumpatse 

a are consistent in reporting that he asked people to support RTLM and oppose the I~zyenzi. 
They both testified that speeches made at the meeting were broadcast subsequently on 
RTLM. 

905. Witness FS testified that the term "Hutu Power" was used at the meeting, and he 
quotes the tern1 as having been said many times. Witness ABE testified that he did not 
hear this term used but noted that he left after the introductory speech by Ngirumpatse. 
According to Witness FS, Ngirunlpatse used the term when he askcd pcoplc to support 
RTLM, which was their radio, the radio of the members of Hutu Power. Nahimana was 
also quoted by Witness FS as having said the people had their radio station, which 
belonged to Hutu Power and sho~lld be used to disseminate the idea of Hutu Power. The 
Chamber notes that Witness FS repeatedly interposed the term Hutu Power in his account 

In'' Exhibit 3D128. 
lo" Exhibit Pl58A, p. 31 (28124) 
lo" 1 .  22 May 2002, p. 85 .  
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of what was said at the meeting, almost belaboring it and casting some doubt on the 
accuracy of his account that the term was used as frequently as he stated. As the term 
Hutu Power was used prior to October 1993, although perhaps not widely, and a s  the 
witnesses do not maintain that the meeting was necessarily prior to October 1993, the 
Chamber considers that it is possible that thc term Hutu Power was used at the meeting. It 
is also possiblc that the term was not used precisely in the manncr reported by Witness 
FS but that he labeled as Hutu Power what he hcard as a strong message with the same 
content, although the term was not in use at the time. 

906. When asked about the mceting to which Witness FS testificd: Nahimana replied 
that he never participated in any meeting or rally organized by Hutu Power. According to 
Witness FS, the meeting was organized by MRND and opened by the President of 
MRND. In the view of the Chamber, Kahimana's answer does not preclude his presencc 
at this meeting. The credibility of Nahimana's testimony is discussed in more detail in 

e section 5.4. With regard to Nge~e ' s  testimony, the Chamber notes that he first said hc 
was not at this meeting and ended by explaining that if he was there, it was there as a 
journalist, after saying that he never attended any meeting. He mentioncd several times 
the fact that he was not an MRND member as a reason for why he could not have been at, 
or introduced at, the mecting. The Chamber docs not find this a colnpelling argument as 
it  is clear from the testimony of Witness FS that the meeting was not for MRND 
members only. The credibility of Ngeze's testimony is discussed in more detail in 
section 7.6. 

Factual Findings 

907. The Chamber finds that Nahimana, Barayagwiza and Ngcze participated in an 
MRND meeting in 1993 at Nyamiranlbo Stadium in Kigali. The meeting was attcnded 
by about 15,000 people, including Inrerahamwe and Impuzamugambi, who wcrc 
transported to the mecting by ONATRACOM govcmment-run buses. Nahimana, 
Barayagwiza and Ngezc were introduced, as were Felicien Kabuga, RTLM and Kangrcrcr 
journalists. The President of MRND, Ngirumpatse, spoke first and referred lo RTLM as a 

0 radio they had acquired. He urged the crowd to listcn to RTLM rather than Radio 
Rwanda, which hc rcferred to as an lnyenzi radio. When he spoke to the crowd. Kabuga 
also introduced RTLM as their radio, and asked them to support it. Nahimana spoke at 
the meeting. He said RTLM should bc used to disseminate their ideas rclating to Hutu 
empowerment, and he requested that people support RTLM with financial contributions. 
Barayagwiza spoke about collaboration with the CDR and working together to fight the 
Inyenzi. He also spoke of using RTLM to fight against the Inyeizzi. He said the hi-venzi 
were not far, and were even there among them. RTLM reported on the meeting and 
broadcast many of the speeches, including Nahimana's. The meeting and the RTLM 
report of it had an impact on people, generating an atmosphere of tension and hostility 
among Rwandans. 
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8.3 Meetings at  Hotel des Milles Collines and Hotel Diplomat 

908. Witness WD testificd that as a bartender and waiter at Hotel des Milles Collincs 
in Kigali in 1993, he would often see BarayaWiza and Nahimana. He described 
Nahimana as the Director 01 ORINFOR and a member of MRND, and Barayagwi~a as a 
Director in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and mcmbcr of MRND, later CDR. Sometime 
in September 1993, around 5 p.m., when hc served the m o ,  he overheard them talking 
about the war. According to Wimcss WD, Nahimana said that if the Tutsi were killed, 
there would bc an outcry from the international co~nmunity but the outcry would stop as 
it did in the cases of Bugcscra and Kibuye. Barayagwira's reply was that Rwanda 
belonged to the Hutu as they were in the majorit): not to the Tutsi n~inor i ty ." '~~  

909. Witness WD testified that in 1994 he was wor-king at Hotel Diplomat as a waiter. 
On 7 .4pril 1994: Colonel Bagosora met with Mugenzi, Barayagwiza, Nzirorera and 

e Colonel Bizimungu at the hotel at 2 p.m. The witness did not know what was discussed. 
In the cvening around 8 p.m., Bagosora returned to the hotel and met with Mugenzi, 
Niyitegeka, Barayagwiza, Munsenya, Archbishop Nsengiyumva and others."'43 At this 
time, the witness heard Bagosora say that "our parent", President Habyarimana, had been 
killed by the Inyenzi or the ~utsi,"" and it was necessary to start "that task" 
immediately. Bagosora said roadblocks were to be set up everywhere in the country, 
beginning with Mulindi, Byumba and Gabiro. He added that if there were no more Tutsi 
in Rwanda, there would be no problems in Rwanda. The u~itness testified that 
Barayagwiza said that Rwanda belonged to the Hutu majority, not the Tutsi minority, a 
phrase he enjoyed saying. During the conversation, the word "Gutsemhn" was used, 
meaning t o  eradicate a 1 iving thing. Prior t o  7 April 1994, this word was used b y  thc 
Intevnhnmwe in thcir songs.'o45 

910. On 9 April 1994, according to Witness WD, a meeting of the Interim Government 
was held at the Hotel Diplomat around midnight, which was attended by Bagosora, 
Mugenzi, Nahimana and Karamira. At this meeting, Bagosora said that thcy had to 
exterminate the Tutsi and their Hutu accomplices. The witness testified that he saw 

a Barayagwiza cvery day at the hotel from 7 April 1994 until the Interim Government left 
the hotel on the morning of 12 April 1994. Witness WD saw Nahimana three times, once 
in the company of ~agosora . ' "~"  

91 1. Nahimana testified that he and his family were at the French Embassy from 7 
April to 12 April 1994, when they were evacuated to Bujumbura. During that period, he 
left the embassy once on 8 April 1994 to accompany his wife to her shop for food, after 
having received authorization from the embassy to ~eave . '~"  His wife, Defence Witness 
Laurcnce Nyirabagenzi, also testified that they were at the embassy from 7 to 12 April 

, 0 4 2  T. 5 Feb. 2001, pp. 42-43, 50-61 
1013 /bid.. oo. 66-70. . . 
iOJl  Tlie witness testified chat the tcrm "Inyenri" referred to the RPF opposition but he heard people say that 
it covered all Tutsi. The consequence of being called an inyenzi was dcath (T.  5 Feb. 2001. pp. 95-96). 

T. 5 Feb. 2001, pp. 74-79: T. 6 Feb. 2001, p. 40. 
'OJ" T. 5 Feb. 2001, pp. 86-90. 
I047 T. 24 Sept. 2002, pp. 12-19. i 
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1994. They left the embassy once, on 8 or 9 April 1994, to get food rrom hcr shop, after 
obtaining authorization from the embassy. Apart from that one occasion, she did not 
think that Nahimana left the embassy bcfol-e 12 

912. Witness W D  testified to having overheard snippets of convcrsation of an 
incriminating nature when he happened to be serving Barayagwiza, Nahimana and others. 
Nahimana spoke of the killing of Tutsi and said that the outcry from the international 
community would be short-lived; Bagosora announced plans to exterminate the Tutsi on 
two occasions, and twice recited his favourite phrase "Rwanda belongs to the Hutu 
majority, not the Tutsi minority". Witness WD's presence, and within earshot, on three 
separate occasions at two different venues in September 1993, and 7 and 9 April 1994, 
happening to hear only thcse few words, would be an extraordinary coincidence in the 
view of the Chamber. The Chamber notes that Witness WD by his own admission was a 
member of the RPF from 1993.1°4' He paid dues and attended meetings with six other 
RPF members in his cellule once a week during Septembcr 1993. In his statement, the 
witness affirmed his loyalty to the RPF.1050 He said his Tutsi ethnicity and RPF leanings 
were suspected by his colleagues, and were known to Bagosora's brother-in-law, Alloys 
Ngirabatware, the Chief of the Inlerahamwe of ~ e i n e r a . ' ~ ~ '  The Chamber considers that 
these circumstances make it even more unlikely that the witness, as a known RPF 
member, would have been able to serve Bagosora, as well as the Accused and others. 
whilc they were talking about extcrrninating the Tutsi on 7 and 9 April 1994.1052 The 
evidence of Witness WD is not cot~oborated. In light of these circumstances, the 
Chamber finds the testimony of Witncss WD not credible. 

Discussion of Evidence 

913. Witness WD was the sole witness to the 'onversations about which he testified. 
The Chamber cannot rely on his evidence, for the reasons cited above, and is therefore 
unable to make a factual finding with regard to the allegations concerning these meetings 
at thc Hotel des Milles Collines and the Hotel Diplomat. 

8.4 Kangura and CDR 

914. Prosecution Expert Witness Marcel Kabanda testified that from November 1991, 
with the publication of Kungum No. 25, the newspaper began advertising for a party 
known as the PDR, inviting readers who wanted to join this party to get infol-mation from 
thc editorial officc of Kanguuu. The PDR was also advetlised in Kangura No. 26 and 
Ktrizgura No. 27. In 1992, when the CDR was established, Kcmg~~r t~  dedicated a special 
unnumbered issue to the birth of the party. Kabanda noted that Kangurrr did not do this 

10'"l,. 30 Oct. 2002, pp. 21-24. 
i 049 T. 6 Feb. 2001, pp. 42-44. 
,050 h i d .  pp. 101-103. 
"" T. 5 Feb. 2001,pp. 121-129; T. 6 Feb. 2001, p. 50. 
'"'Defence Closing Bricf (Nahimana). pp. 112-1 13. 
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for any other party. An editorial in the special issue. signed by Hassan Ngere, informed 
readers that the CDR was the party previously spoken of in Knnguru as the PDR. Hc said 
the "P" had becn replaced with "C" because of another party that had been fomcd with 
practically the same acronym. A lthough thc letter had changed, t he  i deology had not 
changed. Kabanda testified that Kungztr-u considered the CDR as t he  first step toward 
unification of the Hutu and practically called on the other parties to join the C D R . " ~ ~  

915. The special issue, which printed the CDR insignia on its front cover and a full 
page photo of CDR President Martin Bucyana on its back cover, contained the CDR 
Statute and the speeches of its President, as well as a Manifesto setting forth the party's 
political programme and a provisional enrollment form for CDR members. Thc headlines 
on the cover of the issuc read, "Let Us Acquaint Ourselvcs with the Manifestos and 
Statutes of the Majority People's Parties", "Where Will the In.yenzi and thcir 
Accomplices Seek Refuge Since the Hutu Party is Officially Born'?", and "The Tutsi 

m Should Know Henceforth that Their Rights End Where Those of the Hutu Majority 
Begin". In the Kmgura editorial, Ngeze welcomed the CDR as coming at the right timc 
to defend the interests of the Hutu, just as the PL was defending the interests of the Tutsi. 
The MRND and the MDR had deserted the Hutu, he said, and were vying with each other 
in breaking their promises. The  editorial closed b y  telling readers, "Dear Hutu, this is 
therefore your party". 

916. In an article entitled "Grab Your Oars Hutu", signed by Kang~~ra  and publishcd in 
May 1992 in Knrzgul-a No. International Version 10, the CDR was dubbed thc "mental 
Revolution Island" and Hutu readers were encouraged to join this revolution: 

Nothing; really, nothing in nature can move the Tutsi who has a desiccated heart 
where the Nazi worm nibbles in tranquility. In spite of this illness, the ideal thing 
to do would be to calm him. Calm him through a mental revolution similar to 
yours. And through what other means'? 

Hums, henceforth, a chasm threatens. On one side you havc the abyss which you 
dare not look into because its depths will make you dizzy. The chasm is 
"controlled" by thc Libel-al Party, which is now joining the government .... The 
abyss that you dare not look at is of course the Rwaudan Patriotic Front for it has 
just obtained new power by joining the govemmcnt through the Liberal Parry. 
However, do not give up. Help is on its way. Call your brothers, all of you, board 
a boat and sail towards the mental Revolution Island. 

The island is none other than the C DR. So now grab your oars, Hutus. Your 
disenlbarkment would no doubt be synonynous with vigilauce and you will 
never again experience mental, adrninistrativc and economic don~ination.'"~' 

917. An article in Kangum International Version No. 9, ent~tled "CDR: the only hope 
for the Hutus in the face or the Tutsi threat", said about the CDR: 

1053 T. 14 May 2002, pp. 135.139. 
1054 Exhibit PI 16B, p. 33 or25124, citing Knng~lrn No. 10 (International Version), pp. KA021215-1234. 
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There is still hope, sublime hope for improvement in  the near future and there are 
already signs of that with the bilth of the political Messiah, that is thc CDR, the 
grassroots party for the defence of the Republic and the reinforcement of the 
inalienable accomplishments of the  evolution.'"^ 

9 8  In Kangura No. 47, published in August 1993, an article on the Arusha Accords 
set forth ten concerns about what would happen under the Arusha Accords - the Hutu 
would have to relinquish their property, pay taxes to the Inyenzi, surrender their weapons, 
and give up their government posts. After each concern was set forth, the refrain "That 
does not concern me, I am C D R  was repeated. The article was signed by Hassan 
~ g c z e . ' ~ ' "  

919. Kabanda testified that Kanguru would publish announcements or communiquQ 
of the CDR.""~ He stated that Stanislas Simbizi, a member of the  CDR Informalion 

a Committee, was on the editorial board of Knngu~u.  Shyirambere Barahinyura published 
many articles in Kar~guru in support of the CDR, signing some articles as tlie 
represcntativc 01 the CDR in ~ermany.""~  Kabanda pointed out a photograph on the last 
page of Kunguru No. 41, published in March 1993, of three men on a platform, one 
spcaking into a micro hone. with the caption "J.B. Barayagwiza, H. Ygeze and Perezida 
Bucyana of CDR"."'5rHe also introduced into evidence a documcnt, dated 24 Septcmber 
1992, addressed to the Council of Ministcrs from Stanislas Mbonampeka, who according 
to Kabanda was the Minister of Justice in 1992. The subject line of the document reads: 
"Authorisation for the suspension on the one hand of the publication of the written press 
Kangura, and on the other, the political formation known as CDR." The document refers 
to a lctter from thc Prosecutor dated 10 August 1991 conceming various offences of 
Ku~zgurcz's Editor-in-Chicf, Hassan Ngeze and says the following about Ngeze. CDR and 
Kun,o~tr-cz: 

As for charges against Hassan Ngeze who is an ideologist of the CDR party and 
director of the Kangura written press publication - the position of the Minister of 
Defence, in his letter - in his aforementioned letter of 15th August 1992, in 
which reference is made to the provocation of Burundi by Kangrrra newspaper 
allegedly was corroborated by various facts, including those mentioned in  our 
previous letters. Furthennore; the Kangurii newspaper allegedly served as a 
relay to the CI)R message, for which it  has just been proven that it contributed to 
the disintegration of the national conununity, and to the negotiation or the 
Rrvandan nation. No. 5:  We. therefore, solicit from the cabinet -- the 
government's cabinet that it requests the Minister for the Interior to utilise Atticle 
26 of the Laws No. 28/91 of 18th June 1991; regarding political parties and 
conceming CDR party, with regard ta K u n p r a  newspaper and anthorise its 

lo" Exhibit PI16 B, p. 63 or 25093, citing Kangura No. 9 (International Version), p. l I ;  Exhibit P I  18, p. 
K4022112. l'hc title in French reads: "Le Hutu face Q la menace Tursi un seul espoir, le CDR". 
''" Exhibit PI 16 B, p. 71 or 25086. 
' " T .  14 May 2002, pp. 135-139. 
1018 Ibid . ,pp 11-12. 63. 
'"59 Exhibit P 119; 7 .  14 May 2002, p. 140 
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suspension whilc awaiting the con~pletion of the criminal proceedings which are 
under way against Hassan Ngeze, its editor.'ooo 

920. Hassan Ngeze testified that he published CDR conlmuniques in Kungurn because 
he wanted the money they paid for the advertising.1u61 It was put to him that he himself 
had signcd CDR communiques in Kcrngura, and one such instance on page 8 of Kulzg2~ru 
No. 39 was cited as an example. Ngezc testified that this was an articlc under uhich his 
name appeared, and not a CDR communiquC. Above his name were written the words 
"CDR, wc are vigilant". Hc explained that that was CDR's motto and as he was writing 
about CDR policy: he had included the phrase in the article. He maintained that it did not 
indicate that he stood ibr the CDR position and disagreed that that would be the 
impression conveyed to  readers. With regard t o  what was put  t o  him a s  another C DR 
communique on page 2 of the same issue, Ngeze stated that this was not a communique 
but rather a letter from him to President Habyarirnana. He called himself CDR adviser 
but said he was not writing on behalf of the On the back page of K a ~ t p r o  No. 
41 is written that Ngeze was a counsellor of CDR. Ngeze repeated that the title 
"counsellor" or "adviser" was given to thosc who had helped to establish the In 
Knnguru No. 54, on page 3 Karzgura was said to enjoy the support of the CDR.'"~ 

921. Ngeze was questioned in cross-examination about a photogaph on the back page 
of Kungui-n No. 35 of a group of people wearing CDR T-shirts, among them Ngeze's 
mother. Three people in the photogaph are wearjng CDR T-shirts, while others are 
wearing CDR caps. Ferdinand Nahimana is present, wearing neither a CDR T-shirt nor 
cap. Counsel for the Prosecution asked Ngeze what was the occasion that brought these 
people together. Ngeze answered that it was a football match attended by thcse people as 
supporters. In his testimony, Nahimana acknowledged that thc photograph was taken at a 
CDR mcetiug. Underneath the photograph is a caption written by Ngeze which read: 
"The party of the people, CDR, condemns the government made up of accomplices. For 
instance, Minister Ngurinzira who is thc Minister of Foreign Affairs, in two months this 

,31065 government must resign. Ngeze denied that he was expressing the view of the people 
in the photograph, since Nahimana was not a CDR member, but a MRND member. He 

a said another person present in the photogaph, an Emmanuel, was an RPF member. 
However, he acknowledged that the caption represented CDR's position as he understood 
it from CDR communiques. Ngeze stated that the journalists of Kangzrrn published 
photogaphs o f  C DR t o  demonstrate to the H abyarimana authorities that N geze was a 
founder of CDR, and not a member of the RPF or Inkolnnyi, as he was being arrested at 
the time under these suspicions.106~J 

,060 Exhibit P107142; T. 16 \4ay 2002, pp. 58-04. 
'"9. I Apr. 2003, p. 88. 
"I" ?bid.; pp. 89-92. 
1063 /bid;  pp. 77-78. 
1061 Ihid,  pp. 95-96. 
1061 The original Kinyarx,anda reads: "lsiryakn R y  H~rbanda CDK Rirnmagunm Guverinoma /@me 
N'lhj,irso, Byagamgarij'e Kuri Minislri :Vzilrinzi~a Lh-himwe Uhuhanyi h!'.Amnhanga. Mil . I k i  Abiri 
Igomha Kubn Yeguye." 
1066 T. 8 Apr. 2003, pp. 46-47. 
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922. Defence Witness B3, a CDR member, was asked in cross-examination about an 
article in Kungui-a No. 38, signed by student members of the CDR. Thc article, which 
was read out in its entirety, was entitled "Are w e  going to allow the Tutsis to rule us 
again and to put us back in chains?" I t  was explicitly addressed to "Hutu men, Hutu 
womcn, wherever you may be", and after reminding readers of the centuries of Tutsi rule: 
under which the Hutu livcd in chains, and the overthrow of Tutsi rulers in 1959, it 
addressed the threat of a retum of the Tutsi regime. "Are we again going to allow them 
to takc over 50 per ccnt of the positions - reSer to the CDR communique of 21 July 1992 - 
whereas they do not account for more than 10 pcr cent?", it asked, suggesting that if the 
Inyenzi became part of the government 100% of the civil service posts would be occupied 
by Tutsi. The danger of this future to readers and the role of the CDR, with a call to 
support it, read as follows: 

Well: it will be 100 per ceut because they would haw overthrown you, and do 
not forget that they do not forgive. They will not only limit themselves to taking 
over your positions, they will strangle you, you and all your children. Above all, 
do not think that when thcy would have restored our place to us in chains, thcy 
will start with the ordiimry people. F ar from it. Y ou will be  the first target. 
However, if you thought wisely, you would free the masses, and in so doing you 
would be frccing yourselves. There is one surprising thing, namely, that there are 
Hut~ls collaborating with Tutsis in order to fight against the CDR party. There is 
a fact which is implicit in the following statement: The death or what will causc 
the death of the dog staits with selling its nose. That is why. Hutu men, Hutu 
women, you who have a forum or a place where you can express yourself, we are 
aslang you to openly support the CDR and to support it with all your strength. It 
is the only party that provides an objective analysis of the problems of 
~ ~ ~ a n d a . ' ~ "  

923. Witness B3 acknowledged that this article could he considered extremist in 
I068 nature. It was  p ut t o  h i m  that CDR was engaged in falsc propaganda b y  passing a 

judgment that Tutsi had all the money, and hc rcplied that he did not have the relevant 
information to concludc whether Tutsi had all the wealth in Rwanda in 1992 and 
1 9 9 3 . ' ~ ~ ~  ~ u r i n g  re-examination, the witness stated that he had not read thc article, nor 
discussed its contents with the authors, before its p~blication. '~ '~ ' '  Witness B3 denied that 
Kangur-u was the mouthpiece of CDR. He said that K u n p r u  was an independent 

1071 newspaper, not under the influence of any party. 

924. Ngeze testified in cross-examination that some of his employees from Knngura 
joined CDR. He said that his deputy Editor-in-Chief, Issa Nyabyenda, had signed on to 
CDR at its establishment but, like himself, was not a card-carrying member of CDR 
although he may have been a CDR synqmthi~er. '~" Ngeze's own role in CDR is 
discussed elsewhere. 

"'" T,  3 Dec. 2002. pp. 76-79. 
I"' Ihid., p. 81 
'"" /bid.; pp. 98- 100. 
' " 9 . 4  Dec. 2002, p. 42. 
1071 T. 3 Dec 2002, pp. 46-47. 
."'T. 3 Apr. 2003, pp. 51-53. 
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Discussion of Evidence 

925. The Chamber notes that there are various indicators of the close relationship 
between Kangura and the CDR. Ngeze maintained in his testimony that he was paid for 
the publication of CDR communiques, but even if true, this does not explain thc 
publication of an entire issue to commemorate the creation of C DR, with an editorial 
welcoming the birth of the party and claiming it as a long-standing K u n p r n  initiative 
undcr the name of PDR. A cover title urged readers to become acquainted with the CDR 
and a provisional membership form in the special issue provided an opportunity lor 
Kar~gura readers to join the party. 

926. The Chamber considers that the publication in Kangura No. 38 of a letter signed 
by CDR members, urging readers to support the party, is not in itself evidencc of an 
affiliation between Kangurn and the authors of the letter. However, the Chamber cannot 
accept Ngeze's contention that the words "CDR, we are vigilant", written just above his 
name, would not he taken by rcaders as an indication that he stood for the CDR position. 
Similarly his article about thc Arusha Accords, with the refrain "1 am CDR" is an explicit 
identification, as are the photographs in Kangura of Ngeze wearing a CDR tie. His 
explanation that the photographs of him wearing the CDR tie was an indication that hc 
was in jail, is not convincing. Signing letters with the title of CDR adviser and otherwisc 
noting this affiliation of his to the party in Kangura, would have further conveycd to 
readers that Ngeze represented thc CDR. Ngeze himself testified that Kangura published 
CDR photographs to demonstrate to the authorities that he was a founder of CDR, 
indicating that he not only recognized the message conveyed but that in fact it was 
intentional. Thc Chamber rejects as clearly untrue, Ngeze's contcntion that the 
photograph published in Knitguru No. 35 was a photograph of a football match rather 
than a CDR rally, as Nahimana testified it was and as the caption of the photograph 
clearly indicates. 

927. With regard to the staff of Kangui-a, the Chamber considers that thc party 
affiliation of journalists working for the publication is not in itself an indication of the 
publication's connection to thc party, except to the extent that such journalists used 
Kangura to promote the party. N g e ~ e  was a founding member of and ac~ive in the CDR, 
and held the title of adviser, identifying himself as such in Kangura. 

Factual Findines 

930. Kangura supported the CDR, claiming the party as its own, publishing a special 
issue on the occasion of its crcation, with a membership application form, and urging its 
readers to join the party. In Kanguru, Hassan Ngczc publicly acknowledged his formal 
role as an adviser to the CDR, and through editorials, photographs, and the publication of 
letters and communiques, Kai7gura endorsed and actively promoted the CDR. 
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8.5 RTLM and Kangura 

931. When RTLM began broadcasting in July 1993, Hassan Ngezc welcomed the ncm 
radlo station in Kangzrra In an article entitled RTLM. ATo Chance for the Tzdsl, published 
In Kangura No. 46 in July 1993, Ngcze wrote the following: 

Unity is strength. Thc IIutus' dream is finally coining true, for they have becn 
able to set up a fiec radio and television station wl~ose creation was announced 
more than a year ago. Many wcre wondering why it was only the lnyeiizi who 
had that nlonopoly. As such, we, the Hutu majority quickly cxamined the 
possibilities of setting up a free radio and tclevision station. As the days went by, 
we saw various small groups of people advocating for the speedy creation of the 
station. 

The small groups became very many, brought their ideas together and decidcd on 
one thing: the setting u p  of a radio and television station.. . Rich Hutus o f  all 
political persuasions and natives of all the regions of the country ... bought 
sevcral shares in this company named RTLM. 

The country's intellectuals and top-ranlung authorities from all over the country 
and members of all the political parties also bought shares. Surprisingly, 
however, no single Tutsi has bought shares in RTLM. But that is understandable. 
At thc general meeting held at Amalioro Hotel in Rernera on 11 July 1993, even 
though thc participants continued to insist on the commercial aspect of RTLM, it 
was only a matter of words . . . [illegible]. . .the parf cipants were worried that not 
only did the Inyen5 have their own radio station, Radio Muhabura, but they and 
their acconrplices had infiltrated Radio Rwanda. It was obvious that all the 
shareholders agreed on one thing: that this radio and television station be a 
synibol of solidarity for the Hutus. It was, moreover, this venture that madc then1 
agree for the first time and work as a tcani. 

So; that is the situation with regard to a radio and television station that will help 
K a n p r a  further the Hutu objectives. On the frontline, the Rwandan Anned 
Forces have scorcd successes, Kungura has won in the written media and now 
our radio and television station has just won. This station is also referred to as the 
station for the people fighting for the defence of the Republic.. . Let RTLM be 
for us a symbol of solidarity, let it be a voice to arouse awareness in the majority 
of the population and protect their iiitere~ts.'~" 

932. On the cover of this issue of Kangtrz is  a cartoon in which Nahimana, 
Barayagwiza and Ngeze were sitting at a table marked "RTLM" in front of microphones, 
together with RTLM journalist Noel Hitimana. Witness AHA, who helped crcatc thc 
cartoon, clarified that it was situated in a televisiou studio and was not intended to be a 
depiction of the founding meeting of RTLM, although he described the figures in it as 
Sounding members of RTLM. In the cartoon, Ngeze says that RTLM should be the way 
to protect the people in its fight with those who did not accept the Republic. Barayagwiza 

' O n  Exhibit P6, KO151 189-90 
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says that RTLM should be the banner of collaboration between the Hutu. Nahimana says 
lhat RTLM should be a forum for Hutu intellectuals who are working for the masses.'"" 

933. Witness AFB heard Kanguru advertisements on both Radio Rwanda and 
~ ~ ~ ~ . ' ~ ' % c c o r d i n g  to Prosecution Witness GO, Kangura was advertised in RTLM in 
such a manner that pcople would know what each issue contained. Asked whether it was 
not just advertising, he replied that it was not advertising to increase sales. Every single 
issue oSKangur-a was commented on by RTLM journalists, who would say that this was 
the newspaper of the majority people. In particular the comments he recalled related to 
the role of the newspaper in helping to vanquish the enemy and its accomplices. Thc goal 

1, 1076 was not only sales, hc said, "they wcre seeking to mobilize . 

934. On 21 January 1994, Noel Hitimana broadcast the following description of 
K a n p r a  on RTLM: 

Now read Kangura No. 54. . . Number 54 of Kangura would sl~ow you how your 
newspaper -- how the newspaper, Knnprn,  won the fight to unite the Hutus. 
Today the Hutus speak the same language and on all issues. . . The content of 
Kanpra 54, is a reminder for all Rwandans who saw how the war started, and 
how it cndcd with thc dcfcat of thc Inyenzi. We find numbcr 54 of Kangura 
across the whole country. and it cost only a hundred francs. Read, and get people 
to read Kangura, and you will kuo~:  how they said Yusuf, alias Kiwani was 
going to kill Mugenzi Justen. This is the content of the Kangzira newspaper. Wc 
see Ngeze naked. He is seated. All his clothes arc taken off, and thcy say, "We 
have got you." "You dog, ha." He had just been told that if ever a Hutu is killed 
in ...[ illcgible]. . . if a Hutu dies in the demonstrations, he was also going to die. I 
see a lot of cartoon in Kanguru, Ya. Twagiramungu Faustin alias Rukokoma is 
dancing. I dont h o w .  But with whom is he dancing, ah. I see. He has been able 
to lay hands on a girl, (he is surprised). It's really inconlpreheilsible. It's a 
scandal. Thcrc are things that are surprising and you really need to look at this 
Kangura, this issue or Kmgura, because I realised that things are serious. They 
are grotesque images. You, Karrgura, is really Kangura. It is a real 

935. Several witnesses described hearing RTLM broadcast information that was 
published in Kangura. Witness AGX, a Tutsi man from Gisenyi, testified that he listcncd 
to RTLM in 1993 and read Kangura, and that the information broadcast by the radio was 
basically the same as what was published in the newspaper. He cited as an example an 
RTLM broadcast he heard saying that the general who headed LTNAMIR was seen at the 
Chez Lando hotel, surrounded by women, who were referred to as Ibizurengezi. 
Subsequently, in Ngeze's newspaper, he saw a picture of the general, said to be at Chcz 
Lando, surrounded by women showing him their breasts and putting their breasts into his 
mo~~th.'~'%itness ABE, a Tutsi man from Kigali, noted in his testimony that RTLM and 

,074 Exhibit P6; T. 2 Nou. 2000, p. 145. 
1071 r. 6 Mar. 2001, p. 23. 
1076 T. 6 Junc 2001, pp. 121.122. 
'O'''T. I 1  Apr. 2001. pp. 36-37. 
"78 T. I 1  June 2001, pp. 53-54. 
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Kunguru were running the same propaganda campaign to define the inyenzulnkotanyi as 
the Tutsi. lo'' 

936. Prosecution Witncss .4HA, a journalist who worked for K n n g w u ,  testified that 
there were no direct relations behvecn RTLM and Ktmguru. He noted that colleagues 
from the two media were friends but said there was  not exchange of information. He 
described the relationship of K ~ z n g ~ ~ r - n  and RTLM as complementary, both being in the 
same group that was working for the Hutu and for the regime in the fight to avoid Tutsi 
domination. Witness AHA said they had separate editorial teams, and there were no 
common meetings for preparation of articles, but that thcir work was in the same 
direction. "It was sort of like a coalition", he said, noting that there was a coalition among 
Tutsi on the one hand and Hutu on the o t h ~ r . ' ~ ~ '  

937. In Knngura No. 54, published in January of 1994, Hassan N g e ~ e  signed an article 

0 reading as follows: 

Kangura has been supported by CDR and then RTLM radio station was 
established. The Intcraharnwe.~, the lmpuzamugnmhis, the Inkuba of the M DR 
also stated that we are ready in order to fight for our country. The entire IIutu 
youth now have been taught how the Hutu youth can confront the 1nyerzzi.r the 
day the Inyenzis raise their head, unless before that time the Inyenzis come to 
tenns with the fact Uiat they will not succeed, Kang tua  has done everything 
possible: Kiingurn has said evcr>.thing. Only history will actually reward us for 
our efforts. We have just finished the first phase --that is, to prevent the Inyenzis 
from enslavin~ us. We are now embarlung on thc second phase, and this one is 
to ask all Hutus to share all the achievcn~eiits brought about by the revolution. 
Should we acccpt that Hutus slmuld share death and misery and that the benefits, 
the achievements, be accuiiiulatcd by a tiny group of people whose names we do 
not want to n~enrion'? He has been warned, but hc who refuses to listen will have 
to face the consequences of his refusal to listen. We of the Kungum team have 
demonstrated our courage and history will reward us as we 

938. Kabanda testified that this issue Kangnru was advertised on RTLM and listeners 
were asked to buy it '08' 

939. In March 1994, K a n p r a  undertook a competition, in conjunction with RTLM, as 
discussed in section 2.3. 

Discussion of Evidence 

940. The Chamber notes that both K u n p r n  and RTLM referred to each other in a 
manner conveying their sense o r  joint purpose. Karzg~~rm welcomed RTLhl as an 
initiative it had been part of establishing. The Chamber recalls that Kanguru 
institutionally owned one share of RTLM, perhaps in a show of symbolic support and 

lnin 7 .  28 Feb. 2002, p. 27. 
,080 T. 2 iiou. p.168; T. 6 Nov 2000, p. 21. 
I"': T. 16Mav2002. DU. 175-176. 
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unity. The word "solidarity" is used repeatedly by Kanguru and it is explicitly a Hutu 
solidarity that precludes Tutsi participation, as evidence by the title of the article "RTLM: 
\lo Chance for the Tutsi" and the comment made in it that there were, not surprisingly, no 
Tutsi shareholders of RTLM. This article goes beyond the traditional scope of news and 
commentary, in the view of the Chamber. Kungura publicly identified itself with RTLM 
in this manner and, as illustrated by the cartoon on the cover of K u ~ z p r a  No. 46, Xgeze 
projected the image that hc was part of the common effort to create a framework for Hutu 
collaboration. The cartoon on this cover depicts all three Accused together in a television 
studio. discussing the creation of RTLM, indicating the existence or creation of a public 
perception that the Accused were collaborators in a cormnon initiative. 

941. Similarly, RTLM promoted K u n p r a  in a manner that went beyond traditional 
forms of media interaction, in the Chamber's view. The 21 January 1994 RTLM 
broadcast by Noel Hitimana is not in the form of an advertisement by Kangzrra. It is an 

8 advertisement by RTLM for Kanguua, in which RTLM. in its own voice, urged listeners 
repeatedly to buy Kangum. The Kangzlra competition i n  March 1994 was similarly 
promoted by RTLM, and in other ways also constituted a joint venture. 

942. Thc Chamber notes the testimony of Witness AHA that Kanguru and RTLM did 
not exchange information or have joint editorial meetings. He described the relationship 
as complementary and expressed his sense that Kuwguru and RTLM were part of a 
coalition. The Chamber considers this to be an accurate characterization of the 
relationship behvcen Kangura and RTLM, which is affirmed by the evidence cited above. 
In the article published in January 1994, in Kangura No. 54; Ngeze placed CDR in this 
coalition as w ell. His sense o f p regression i s  captured b y  the sentence: "Kangura h as 
been supported by CDR and then RTLM radio station was established." That this 
coalition had fulfilled its purpose is evidenced by the sentence, "The entire Hutu youth 
now have been taught how the Hutu youth can confront the Inyenzis.. ." The purpose, a 
joint purpose, was to mobilizc the Hutu against the enemy, repeatedly stated and 
understood to bc the Tutsi population. 

Factual Findings 

943. Kangura and RTLM functioned as partners in a Hutu coalition, of which CDR 
was also a part. Kangurcr and RTLM presented a common media front, publicly 
interacting and promoting each other through articles, broadcasts, and the joint initiative 
represented by the Kangura competition in March 1994. K a r ~ p r a  portrayed all three of 
the Accused in a common undertaking relating to RTLM. The purpose of the coalition 
was to mobilize the Hutu population against the Tutsi ethnic minority. 
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CHAPTER IV 

LEGAL FlNDINGS 

1. Introduction 

944. A United Nations General Assembly Resolution adopted in 1946 declares that 
freedom of information, a fundamental human right, "requires as an indispensable 
element the willingness and capacity to employ its privileges without abuse. It requires as 
a basic discipline the moral obligation to see the facts without prejudice and to spread 

11 11183 knowledge without malicious intent . 

945. This case raises important principles concerning the role of the media, which have 

m not been addressed a t  the I eve1 o f i ntemational criminal j ustice since N nremberg. The 
power of the mcdia to creatc and destroy fundamental human values comes with great 
responsibility. Those who control such media are accountable for its consequences. 

2. Genocide 

946. Count 2 of the Indictments charge the Accused with genocide pursuant to 
-4rticle 2(3)(a) of the Statute, in that they are responsible for the killing and causing of 
serious bodily or mental harm to members of the Tutsi population with the intent to 
destroy, in wholc or in part, an cthnic or racial group as such. 

947. Article 2(3) of the Statute defines genoc~de as any of the followmg acts 
committed with intcnt to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or 
religious group, as such 

(a) Killing members ofthe group: 
(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members ofthe group; 
(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring 

about its physical destruction in whole or in  pat; 
(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the goup; 
(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group. 

948. The Trial Chamber in .4kayesu interpreted "as such" to mean that the act must be 
committed against an individual because the individual was a member of a specific group 
and specifically because he belonged to this group. so that the victim is the group itself, 
not merely the individual.lm""he individual is the personification of the group. Thc 
Chamber considers that acts committed against Hutu opponents wcrc committed on 
account of their support of the Tutsi ethnic group and in furtherance of the intent to 
destroy the Tutsi ethnic group. 

iOR3 UN Cieneral Assembly Resoiulion 59 (1) (1916). 
11181 

Aknjsecu (TC) para. 552 ,I 
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RTLM 

949. The Chamber found. as set forth in paragraph 486, that RTLM broadcasts 
cngagcd in cthnic stereotyping in a manner that promotcd contcmpt and hatred for thc 
Tutsi population and called on listeners to seek out and take up arms against the enemy. 
The enemy was defined to be the Tutsi ethnic group. These broadcasts callcd explicitly 
for thc cxtcnnination of the Tutsi cthnic group. In 1994, both before and aster 6 April, 
RTLM broadcast the names of Tutsi individuals and their families, as well as Hutu 
political opponents who supported the Tutsi ethnic group. In some cases these persons 
were subsequently killed. A specific causal connection between the R TLM broadcasts 
and the killing of these individuals - either by publicly naming them or by manipulating 
their movements and directing that they, as a group, be killed - has been established (see 
paragraph 487). 

950. The Chamber found, as set forth in paragraphs 245 and 246, that The Appeal to 
the Conscience of the  Hutu and The Ten Conzmcmdments: published in K a n p r a  No. 6 in 
December 1990, conveyed contempt and hatred for the Tuki ethnic group, and for Tutsi 
women in particular as enemy agents, and called on readers to take all necessary 
measures to stop the enemy, defined to be thc Tutsi population. Other editorials and 
articles published in Kangum echoed the contempt and hatred for Tutsi found in The Ten 
Comman(hents and were clearly intended to fan the flames of ethnic hatred, resentment 
and fear against the Tutsi population and Hutn political opponents who supported the 
Tutsi ethnic group. The covcr of Kangurcr No. 26 promoted violence by conveying the 
message that the machete should be used to eliminate the Tutsi, once and Sor all. This 
was a call for the destruction of the Tutsi ethnic group as such. Through fear-mongering 
and hate propaganda, Kangum paved the way for genocide in Rwanda, whipping thc 
Hutu population into a killing frenzy. 

CDR 

951. The Hutu Power movcmcnt, spearheaded by CDR, created a political framework 
for the killing of Tutsi and Hutu political opponents. The CDR and its youth wing, the 
Inzpuzamugc~mbi, convened meetings and demonstrations, established roadblocks, 
distributed wcapons, and systematically organized and carried out the killing of Tutsi 
civilians. The genocidal cry of "tubatsemhntsetnhe" or "let's exterminate thcm", referring 
to the Tutsi population, was chanted consistently at CDR meetings and demonstrations. 
As well as orchestrating particular acts of killing. thc CDR promoted a Hutu mindset in 
which ethnic hatred was normalized a s  a political ideology. The division o SHutu and 
Tutsi entrcnched fear and suspicion of the Tutsi and fabricated the perception t h a ~  the 
Tutsi population had to b e  destroyed in order to safeguard the political gains that had 
been made by the Hutu majority. 
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Causation 

952. The nature of media is such that causation of killing and other acts of genocide 
will necessarily be effected by an immediately proximate cause in addition to the 
communication itsclf. In the Chamber's view, this does not diminish the causation to be 
attnbutcd to the media, or the criminal accountability of those responsible for the 
communication. 

953. Thc Defence contends that the downing of the President's plane and the death of 
President Habyanmana precipitated the killing of innocent Tutsi civilians. The Chamber 
accepts that this moment in time served as a trigger for the events that followed. That is 
evident. But if the downing of the plane was the trigger, then RTLM, Kangura and C D R  
were the bullets in the gun. The trigger had such a deadly impact because the gun was 
loaded. The Chamber thercforc considers the killing of Tutsi civilians can be said to have 
resulted, at least in part, from the message of cthnic targeting for death that was clearly 
and effectively disseminated through RTLM, Kclnguva and CDR; before and after 6 April 
1994. 

Acts of Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza 

954. As found in paragraph 730, Barayagwiza came to Gisenyi, one week after 6 April, 
with a truckload of weapons that were distributed to the local population and used to kill 
individuals of Tutsi ethnicity. Barayagwiza played a leadership role in the distribution of 
these weapons, which formed part of a predefined and structured plan to kill Tutsi 
civilians. From Barayagwira's critical role in this plan, orchestrating the dclivery of the 
weapons to be used for destruction, the Chamber finds that Barayagwira was involved in 
planning this killing. As set rorth in paragraph 719, Barayagwiza supervised roadblocks 
manned by the 1mpuzclmugrzmhi, established to stop and kill T ~ ~ t s i .  

Acts of Hassan Ngeze 

955. As found in paragraph 836, Hassan Nyezc on the morning of' 7 April 1994 
ordered the interalzomwe in Gisenyi to kill Tutsi civilians. Many were killed in the 
attacks that happened immediately thereafter and later on the same day. among whom 
were Witness EB's mother, brother and pregnant sister, whose body was sexually 
violated with an umbrella rod. On the basis of these acts, the Chamber finds that K g e ~ e  
ordered the killing of Tutsi civilians. 

956. As found in paragraph 837, Hassan Ngeze hclped secure and distribute, stored, 
and transported weapons to be used against the Tutsi population. He set up, manned and 
supcrviscd roadblocks in Gisenyi in 1994 that identified targeted Tutsi civilians who were 
subsequently taken to and killed at the Comrn~me Rouge. On the basis of these acts, the 
Chamber finds that Ngeze aidcd and abetted the killing of Tutsi civilians. 
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Genocidal Intent 

957. In asccrtamng thc intcnt of the Accused, the Chamber has cons~dcrcd theu 
indiwdual statements and acts, as well as the message they conveyed through the rned~a 
they controlled. 

958. On 15 May 1994, the Editor-~n-Chief of RTLM, Gaspard Gahig~, told Iistcners: 

... they say the Tutsi are being exterminated, they are being decimated by the 
Hutu; and other things. I would like to tell you, dear listeners of RTLM, that the 
war we are waging is actually between these two ethnic g-oups, the Hutu and the 
~ u t s i . ' ~ ~ ~  

959 The RTLM broadcast on 4 June 1994 is anothcr compcllmg ~llustrat~on of 

a genocidal intent 

They should all stand up so that we kill the Inkotnnyi and extem~inate them.. .the 
reason we will exterminate them is that they belong to one ethnic group. Look at 
the person's height and his physical appearance. Just look at his small nose and 
then break it.1u86 

960. Even before 6 April 1994, RTLM was cquating the Tutsi with the enemy, as 
evidenced by its broadcast of 6 January 1994, with Kantano Habimana asking, "Why 
should I hate the Tutsi? Why should I hate the Inko tq i?"  

961. In an article published by Knngzira in January 1994, Hassan Ngeze wrote: 

Let's hope the Invenzi will have the courage to understand what is going to 
happen and realize that i l  they make a small mistake, they will be exterminated: 
if they make the mistake of attackmg again, there will be none of them lei? in 
Kwanda, nor even a single accomplice. -411 the Hutus are united.. .lox' 

962. In perhaps its most graphic expression of genocidal intent, the cover of Kungurcr 
No. 26 answered the question "What Weapons Shall We Use To Conquer The Inyenzi 
Once And For All?" with the depiction of a machete. That the Tutsi ethnic group was the 
target of the machete was clear from another question on the same cover: "How about rc- 
launching the 1959 Bahutu revolution so that we can conquer the Inyenzi-;litutsi." The 
same cover also bore the headline "The Batutsi, God's Race! , r lOSX 

963. Kcrngurn and RTLM explicitly and repeatedly, in fact relentlessly, targeted the 
Tutsi population for destruction. Demonizing the Tutsi as having inherently evil qualities, 
equating the ethnic group with "the enemy" and portraying its women as scductive 

I"' See paragraph 392. 
'Os6 See paragraph 396. 
1087 See paragraph 21 5. 
'088 See parag~aph 160. 
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enemy agents, the media called for thc extermination of the Tutsi ethnic group as a 
response to the political threat that they associated with Tutsi ethnicity. 

964. The genocidal intent in the activities of the CDR was expressed through the 
phrasc "iuhaisenzhaseinhe" or "let's exterminate them", a slogan chanted repeatedly at 
CDRrallies and dcmonstrations. At a policy level. CDR communiques callcd on the Hutu 
population to "neutralize by all means possible" the enemy, defined to be the Tutsi cthnic 
group. 

965. The editorial policies as evidenced by the writings of Kunguru and the broadcasts 
of RTLM constitute, in thc Chamber's view, conclusive evidence of genocidal intent. 
Individually, each of the Accused made statements that further evidence his genocidal 
intent. 

a 966. Ferdinand Nahimana. in a Radio Rwanda broadcast on 25 April 1994, said he was 
happy that RTLM had been instrumental in awakening the majority people, meaning the 
Hutu population, and that the population had stood up with a view to halting the enemy. 
At this point in time, mass k i l l i n g  in which RTLM broadcasts were playing a significant 
part - had bcen ongoing for almost three weeks. Nahimana associated the enemy with the 
Tutsi ethnic group. His article Current Problem und Solutions, published in February 
1993 and recirculated in March 1994, referred repeatedly to what he termed as the "Tutsi 
league", a veiled reference to the Tutsi population as a whole, and associated this group 
with the enemy of democracy in Rwanda. As the mastermind of RTLM, Nahimana set in 
motion the communications wcaponry that fought the "war of media, words, newspapers 
and radio stations" he described in his Radio Rwanda broadcast of 25 April as a 
complement t o  bullets. Kahimana also expressed his intent through R TLM, whcre t hc 
words broadcast were intended to kill on the basis of ethnicity, and that is what they did. 

967. Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza said in public meetings, "let's exterminate them" with 
"thcm" bcing understood by those who heard it as a reference to the Tutsi population. 
After separating the Tutsi from tbc Hutu and humiliating the Tutsi by forcing them Lo 
perform the Iliinyemeru, their traditional dance, at several public meetings, Barayagwira 
threatened to kill them and said it would not be difficult. From his words and deeds. 
Barayagwiza's ruthlcss commirmcnt to the destruction of the Tutsi population as a means 
by which to protcct the political gains secured by the Hutu majority from 1959 is evident. 

968. Hassan Ngeze wrote many articles and editorials, and made many statements that 
openly evidence his genocidal intent. In one such article he stated that the Tutsi "no 

I ,  liIX9 longer conceal the fact that this war pits the Hutus against the Tutsis . His Radio 
Rwanda broadcast of 12 June 1994 called on listeners not to mistakenly kill Hutu rather 
than Tutsi. Crass references to the physical and personal traits of Tutsi ethnicity permeate 
Kurzgur-cz and his OWTI writings in Kunguru. Ngeze harpcd on the broad nose of the Hutu 
as contrasted with the aquiline nose of the Tutsi, and he incessantly described the Tutsi as 
evil. His role in saving Tutsi individuals whom he knew does not, in the Chamber's vicw, 
negate his intent to destroy the ethnic group as such. Witness LAG heard him say. "[Ilf 

IUP') 
See paragraph 1 8 1 
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Habyarimana were also to die, we would not be able to sparc the Tutsi." Witness AEU 
heard Ngeze on a megaphone, saying that he was going to kill and exterminate all the 
Ii~ycizzi, by which he meant the Tutsi, and as set forth above, Ngeze himself ordered an 
attack on Tutsi civilians in Gisenyi. evidencing his intent to destroy thc Tutsi population. 

969. Based on the evidence set forth above, the Chamber finds beyond a reasonablc 
doubt that Ferdinand Naliimana: Jcan-Bosco Barayagwiza and Hassan Ngeze acted with 
intent to destroy, in whole or in part, the Tutsi ethnic group. The Chamber considers that 
the association of the Tutsi cthnic group with a political agenda, effectively merging 
ethnic and political identity, does not negate the genocidal animus that motivated the 
Accused. To the contrary, the identification of Tutsi individuals as cnemies of thc state 
associated with political opposition, simply by virtue of their Tutsi ethnicity, underscores 
the fact that their mcmbership in the ethnic. group. as such, was the sole basis on which 
they were targcted. 

Individual Crimirtal Responsibili@ 

970. The Chamber has considered the individual criminal responsibility of Ferdinand 
Nahimana and Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza for RTLM broadcasts, by virtue of their 
respective roles in thc creation and control of RTLM. As found in paragraph 567, 
Nahimana and Barayagviza were, respectively, "number one" and "number hvo" in the 
top management of thc radio. They represented the radio at the highest level in meetings 
with the Ministry of Information; they controlled thc finances of the company; and they 
were boil1 mcmbers o r  the Stcering Committee, which functioned in effcct as a board of 
directors for RTLM. Nahunana chaired thc Program Committee of this board, and 
Barayagwiza chaired its Legal Committee. While the Chamber rccognizes that Nahimana 
and Barayagwiza did not make decisions in the first instance with regard to each 
particular broadcast of RTLM, these decisions reflected an editorial policy for which they 
were responsible. Phocas Habimana, Gaspard Gahigi and all the RTLM broadcasters 
down thc chain of command were ultimately accountable to the Steering Committee, 
which functioned as a board of directors for RTLM. Nahimana's contention that thc 

a board did not intervene directly at the level of journalists has no legal relevance to his and 
Barayagwiza's exercise of authority at the highest decision-making level. Thcy 
intervencd at a higher managerial level. 

971. The broadcasts collectively conveyed a message of elhnic hatred and a call for 
violence against the Tutsi population, This message was heard around the world. "Stop 
that radio" was the cry Alison Des Forges heard from Rwanda during the killings, and it 
was the cry conveyed to the United Nations by Reporters Without Borders in May 1993. 
As board members responsible for RTLM, including its programming. Nahimana and 
Barayagwiza were responsible for this messagc and knew it was causing concern, even 
before 6 April 1994 and as early as October 1993 when they received a letter from the 
Rwandan Minister of Information. Their supervisory role in RTLM was ackllowledged 
and exercised by them in their defence of the radio at meetings in 1993 and 1994 with the 
Minister. In the face of his concern, both Barayagviza and Nahimana knew that RTLM 
programming was generating concern defended the programming in their meetings with 
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him. To thc extent that thcy acknowledged there was a problem and tried to address it, 
thcy demonstrated their own sensc of responsibility for RTLM PI-ogramming. Ultimately, 
the concern was not addressed and RTLM programming followed its trajectory, steadily 
increasing in vehemence and reaching a pitched frenzy after 6 April. 

972. After 6 April 1994, although the evidencc does not establish the same level of 
active support, it is nevertheless clear that Nahimana and Barayagwiza knew what w8as 
happening at RTLM and failcd to exercise thc authority vestcd in them as office-holding 
members of the governing body of RTLM, to prevent the genocidal h a m  that was caused 
by RTLM programming. That thcy had the de facto authority to prevent this harm is 
evidenced by the one docunlented and successful intervention of Nahimana to stop 
RTLM attacks on UNAMIR and General Dallairc. Kahimana and Barayagwiza informed 
Dahinden when they m et h im i n  June 1994 that RTLM was being moved to  Gisenyi. 
Together with Barayagwiza's jovially compctitive remark about Dahinden's radio * initiative, this conversation indicates the sense of continuing connection with RTLM that 
Nahimana and Barayagwiza maintained at that time. 

973. For these reasons, thc Chamber finds that Nahimana and Barayagwi7.a had 
superior responsibility for the broadcasts of RTLM. The Chamber notes that Nahimana 
has not been charged for genocide pursuant to Article 6(3) of its Statute. Only 
Barayagwiza is so charged. For his active engagement in the management of RTLM prior 
to 6 April, and his failure to take necessary and reasonable measures to prevent the killing 
of Tutsi civilians instigated by RTLM, the Chamber finds Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza guilty 
of gcnocide pursuant to Article 6(3) of its Statute. 

974. The Chamber notes Nahimana's particular role as the founder and principal 
ideologist o f  R TLM. R TLM was a creation that sprang rrom N ahimana's vision more 
than anyone else. It was his initiative and his design, which grew out of his experience as 
Dircctor of ORINFOR and his understanding of the power of the media. The evidence 
indicates that Nahimana was satisfied with his work. In a broadcast on Radio Rwanda on 
25 April 1994, hc said, "I am very happy because I have understood that RTLM is 

e instrumental in awakening the majority people." His communications with Dahinden in 
June 1994 do not indicate that he and Barayagwiza felt otherwise. Although Nahimana 
disclaimed responsibility for RTLM broadcasting after 6 April, the Chamber considers 
this disclaimer too facile. Nahimana's interview on Radio Rwanda took place while the 
genocide was underway; the massacre of the Tutsi population was ongoing. Nahimana 
was lcss actively involved in the daily affairs of RTLM after 6 April 1994, but RTLM did 
not deviate from thc course he had set for it before 6 April 1994. As found in paragraph 
486, the broadcasts intensified after 6 April and called explicitly for the extermination of 
the Tutsi population. The programming of RTLM after 6 April built on the foundations 
crcatcd for it before 6 April. RTLhf did what Nahimana wanted it to do. It was 
"instrumental in awakening the majority population" and in mobilizing the population to 
stand up against the Tutsi enemy. RTLM was Nahimana's weapon of choice, which he 
used to instigate the killing of Tutsi civilians. For this reason the Chamber finds 
Nahimana guilty of genocide pursuant to Article 6(1) of its statute. 
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975. As found in paragraphs 276, 301, 339-341, lean Bosco Barayagwiza was one of 
the principal rounders of CDR and played a leading role in its formation and 
development. He was a dccision-maker for the party. The CDR had a youth wing, called 
the Impmamugnmhi, which undertook acts of violence, often together with thc 
Intcralzamwe, the MRND youth wing, against the Tutsi population. The killing of Tutsi 
civilians was promoted by the CDR, as evidenced by the chanting of "tubacsenzhatseinhe" 
or "let's exterminate them" by Barayagwiza himself and by CDR members in his 
presence at public meetings and demonstrations. The reference to "them" was 
understood to mean the Tutsi population. Barayagwiza supervised roadblocks manned by 
the Impuzamugainhi, established to stop and kill Tutsi. The Chamber notcs the direct 
involvement of Barayagwiza in the expression of genocidal intent and in genocidal acts 
undertaken by members of the CDR and its impuznm~rgambi. Barayagwiza was at the 
organizational helm. He was also on site at the meetings, demonstrations and roadblocks 
that created an infrastructure lor and caused the killing of Tutsi civilians. For this reason, 

0 the Chamber finds Jean-Bosco Barayagwim guilty of instigating acts of genocide 
committed by CDR members and impzamugambi, pursuant to -4rticle 6(1) of its Statutc. 

976. The Chamber notes that in Musemn, the Tribunal found that superior 
responsibility extended to non-military settings, in that case to the owner of a tea 
f ac t~ ry . '~"  The Chambcr has considered the extent to which Barayagwiza, as leader of 
the CDR, a political party, can be held responsible pursuant to Article 6(3) of its Statute 
for acts committed by CDR party members and impuamugambi. The Chamber 
recognizes that a political party and its leadership cannot be held accountable for all acts 
committed by party members or others affiliated to the party. A political party is unlikc a 
government, military or corporate structure in that its members are not bound through 
professional affiliation or in an employment capacity to be governed by the decision- 
making body of the party. Neverthcless, the Chamber considers that to the extent that 
members of a political party act in accordance with the dictates of that party, or othenvisc 
under i ts instruction, those i ssuing such dictates or  instruction can and should b e  held 
accountable for their implementation. In this case, CDR party members and 
Impuzumzigarnhi were following the lead of the parly, and or  Barayagwiza himself, who 
was at meetings, at demonstrations, and at roadblocks, where CDR mernbcrs and 
Impuzainrgambi were marshaled into action by party officials, including Barayagwiza or 
under his authority as leader of the palty. In these circumstances, the Chamber holds that 
Barayagwiza was responsible for the activities of CDR members and Impzizamugrrmhi, to 
the extent that such activities were initiated by or undertaken in accordance with his 
direction as leader of the CDR party. 

977. The Chamber finds that Barayagwiza had superior responsibility over members of' 
the CDR and its militia, the impuzamuguinbi, as President of CDR at Gisenyi Prefecture 
and horn February 1994 as President of CDR at the national levcl. He promoted the 
policy of CDR for the extermination of the Tutsi population and supervised his 
subordinates, the CDR members and impuzamugamhi militia, in carrying out the killings 
and other violent acts. For his active engagement in CDR, and his failure to take 
necessary and reasonable measures to prevent the killing of Tutsi civilians by CDR 

1 iFJ0 
A4r~wrnti (TC), paras. 148 and 905 
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members and Impuzanugamhi, the Chamber finds Barayagwiza guilty o r  genocide 
pursuant to Article 6(3) of its Statute. 

977A. As rounder, owner and editor of Kcznpru, a publication that instigated the killing 
of Tutsi civilians, and for his individual acts in ordering and aiding and abetting the 
killing of Tutsi civilians, the Chamber finds Hassan Ngeze guilty of genocidc, pursuant to 
Article 6(1) of its Statute. 

3. Direct and Public Incitement to Commit Genocide 

Jurisprudence 

978. The Tribunal first considered the elements of the crime of direct and public 
incitement to commit genocide in the case of Akayesu, noting that at the time the 
Convention on Genocide was adopted, this crime was included "in particular, because of 
its critical role in the planning of a genocide". The Akayesu judgement cited the 
explanatory remarks of the delegate from the USSR, who described this role as essential, 
stating, "It was impossible that hundreds of thousands of people should commit so many 
crimes unless they had been incited to do so." He asked "how in these circumstances, the 
inciters and organizers of the crime should be allowed to esca e punishment, when they 
were the ones really responsible for the atrocities committed. ,,I81 

979. The present c ase squarely addresses the role o f  the m cdia i n  the genocidc that 
took place in Rwanda in 1994 and thc related legal question of what constitutes 
individual criminal responsibility for direct and public incitement to commit genocide. 
Unlike Akayesu and others found by the Tribunal to have engaged in incitement through 
their own speech, the Accused in this case used the print and radio media systematically, 
not only for their own words but for the words of many others, for the collective 
conununication of ideas and for the mobilization of the population on a grand scale. In 
considering the role of mass media, the Chamber must consider not only the contents of 
particular broadcasts and articles, but also the broader application of these principles to 
media programming, as wcll as the responsibilities inherent in ownership and institutional 
control over thc media. 

980. To this end, a rcview o r  international law and jurisprudence on incitcment to 
discrimination and violence is helpful as a guide to the assessment of criminal 
accountability for direct and public incitement to genocide. in light 01 the fundamcntal 
right of freedom of expression. 

The International Military Tribunal at Nnremberg 

Streicher 

981. Characterized by the Tribunal in its Akayesu judgment as the "n~ost famous 
conviction for incitement" and noted in the Tribunal's Ri~ggiu judgment as "particularly 

"'"' Akiije.su (TC) para. 551 
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relevant" is the case of Julius Streicher, who was sentenced to death by the International 
Military Tribunal at Xuremberg for the anti-Semitic articles that he published in his 
weekly newspaper Der Sturnler. Known widely as "Jew-Baitcr Number One", Julius 
Streicher was the publisher of Der Sturmer from 1923 to 1945 and servcd as its editor 
until 1933. In its judgement, the Nuremberg Tribunal quoted Streicher's own writing, 
articles he published, and a letter he published from one of the newspaper's readers, all 
calling for the extermination of Jews. The Nuremberg judgement found that although in 
his testimony at trial, Streicher denied any knowledge of mass executions of Jews, in Sact 
he continually received information on the deportation and killing of Jews in Eastern 
Europe. However, the judgment does not explicitly note a direct c ausal 1 ink between 
Streicher's publication and any specific acts of murder. Rather it characterizes his work 
as a poison "injected in t o  the minds o f t housands o f G ermans which caused them to  

n 1092 follow the National Socialists' policy of Jcwish persecution and extermination . 
Although Streicher was found by the Nuremberg Tribunal not to have been within 
Hiller's inner circle of advisers or even connected to thc formulation of policy, he was 
convicted of crimes against humanity for his incitement to murder and extermination of 
Jews, which was found to have constituted the crime of "persecution" as defined by the 
Charter of the International Military Tribunal. 

Fritzsche 

982. Also charged with incitement as a crimc against humanity, Hans Fritzsche was 
acquittcd by the lnternational Military Tribunal. Head o r  the Radio Section or  the 
Propaganda Millistry during the war, Fritzsche was well-known for his weekly 
broadcasts. In his defense, Fritzsche asserted that he had refused requests from Gocbbcls 
to incite antagonism and arouse hatred, and that lie had never voiced the theory of the 
"master race". In fact, he had expressly prohibited the te rn  from being used by German 
press and radio that he controlled. Hc also testified that IIC had expressed his concern 
over the content of the newspaper Der Stiirmer, published by Julius Streicher, and that he 
had tried twice to ban it. In its judgement for acquittal, the Tribunal found that Frit7sche 
had not had control over the formulation of propaganda policies, that he had merely been 

a a conduit to the press of directives passed down to him. With regard to the charge that 
had incited thc commission of war crimes by deliberately falsifyiug news to arouse 
passions in the German people? the Tribunal found that although he had sometimes 
spread false news, it had not been established that he knew it to be false. 

United Nations Conventions 

983. International law protccts both the right to be free from discrimination and the 
right to freedom of expression. The Universal Declaration oS Human Rights provides in 
Article 7 that "All are entitled t o  equal protection against any discrimination . . . and 
against any incitement to such discrimination." Article 19 states: "Everyone has the right 
to freedom of opinion and exprcssion." Both of these principles are elaborated in 

1092 
Sazi Conspiracy and Aggession, Opinior and Judgment (October 1 ,  1946), OFFICEOF T11r IJ.S. CHIEF 

OF COCNSEL FOKPKOSECUTION OF 4x15 ClllMlNALSSY 56 (1947). 
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international and regional treaties, as is thc relation between these two fundamental 
rights, which in certain contexts may hc seen to conflict, requiring some mediation. 

984. The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) provides in 
Article 19(2) that "Evcryone shall have the right to freedom of expression," while noting 
in Article 19(3) that the exercise of this right "canics with it special duties and 
responsibilities" and may thereforc be subject to certain necessary restrictions: "for 
respect of the rights or reputations of others", and "for the protection of national security 
or of public order (ordre public), or of public health or morals". In its interpretation or 
this language, in a General Comment on Article 19, the United Nations Human Rights 
Committee has stated, "It is the interplay between the principle of freedom of expression 
and such limitations and restrictions which determines the actual scope of the individual's 
right,n1093 The Committee also notcd in its General Co~nment that permissible restrictions 
on the right to fieedom of expression "may relate either to the interests of other persons 

r r  I094 or to those of the community as a whole 

985. By virtue of Article 20 o f  the ICCPR, certain speech not only may but in fact 
must be restricted. Article 20(2) provides that "Any advocacy of national, racial or 
religious hatred that constitutes incitement to discl-hination, hostility or violence shall be 
prohibited by law." Similarly, Articlc 4(a) of the International Convention on the 
Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD) requires States Parties to 
declare as an offence punishable by law "all dissemination of ideas based on racial 
superiority or hatred, incitement to racial discrimination, as well as all acts of violencc or 
incitement to such acts against any race or group of pcrsons of another colour or ethnic 
origin, and also the provision of any assistance to racist activities, including the financing 
thereof." Article 4(b) of CERD further requires the prohibition of organizations and all 
other organized propaganda activities that "promote and incite racial discrimination", and 
the recognition of participation in such organizalions or activities as an offence 
punishable by law. 

986. The jurisprudence on Article 19 of the ICCPR affirms the duty to restrict freedom 

a of expression for the protection of other rights. In Ross v. Cuizntlcr, the Human Rights 
Committee upheld the disciplinary action taken against a school tcacher in Canada for 
statements he made that were found to have "denigrated the faith and beliefs of Jews and 
called upon true Christians to not merely question the validity of Jewish beliefs and 
teachings but to hold those of the Jcwish faith and ancestry in contempt as undermining 
freedom, democracy and Christian beliefs and values".'095 The Human Rights Committee 
noted in its views the finding of the Canadian Supreme Court that "it was reasonable to 
anticipate that there was a causal link between the expressions of the author and the 

n 1096 poisoned atmospherc . 

1091 
Human Rights Committee, General Comment 10, para. 3. 
Ibid.; para. 4. 

1095 
Ross v. Canado (73631997, views adopted October 2000), para. 11.5. 

I096 Ibid., para. 11.6. 
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987. Another case from Canada, J R T  and the WG.  Party v. Canada, a complaint 
alleging a violation of the right to 6eedom of expression under Article 19, was declared 
inadmissible by the Human Rights Committee. The authors of the complaint had been 
precluded from using public telephone services a fter using them t o  circulate messages 
warning of the dangers of international Jewry leading the world into wars, unemployment 
and inflation and the collapse of world values and principles. The Human Rights 
Committee determined that the opinions being disseminated "clearly constitute the 
advocacy of racial or religious hatred which there is an obligation under art 20(2) to 
prohibit."""7 In effect, it found that there was no scope to consider the complaint under 
the Article 19 right of a state to restrict freedom of expression because in this case the 
restriction was required under Article 20 of the ICCPR. 

988. In Robert Faurisson v. France, the Human Rights Connnittee considered the 
meaning of the tern1 "incitement" in Article 20(2) of the ICCPR. The author of the 

a complaint challenged as a violation of his right to freedom of expression under Article 
19 of the ICCPR his conviction in France for publishing his view doubting the existence 
of gas chambers for extermination purposes at Auschwitz and other Kazi concentration 
camps. The French government took the position that "by challenging the reality of the 
extermination o f  Jews during the Second World War, the author incites his  readers to  
anti-semitic behaviour", arguing morc generally that "racism did not constitute an 
opinion but an aggression, and that every time racism was allowed to express itself 
publicly, the public order was immediately and severely threatened". The Committee 
hcld in the case that the restriction on publication of thcsc views did not violate the right 
to freedom of expression in Article 19 and in fact that the restriction was necessary under 
Art 19(3).10"8 

989. A concurring opinion in the Fawisson case highlighted evidence that the 
motivating purpose of the author of the complaint was not an interest in historical 
research, as he claimed, and it expressed the view that it was important to "link liability 

9,  1099 with the intent of the author . The opinion noted thc "tendency oS the publication to 
incite to anti-scmitism", relying on this tendency to distinguish the author's work rrom 

0 hotza fide historical research that should be protected against restriction "even when it 
challenges accepted historical truths and by so doing offends people". Citing the 
language of the author, such as his references to "particularly Jewish historians" or the 
"magic gas chamber" and the context, i.e. a challenge to well-documented historical facts 
with the implication "under the guise of impartial academic research that the victims of 
Nazism were guilty of dishonest fabrication", to support its finding of anti-semitic 
purpose, the opinion concluded: "The restrictions placed on the author did not curb the 
corc of his right to freedom of expression, nor did they in any way affect his [reedom of 
rcscarch; thcy were intimately linked to the value they were meant to protect - the right to 
be free from inciterncnt to racism or anti-semitisin." 

1097 J R T  nndthe V7C. Purr?; v. Curzariu. Case No. 104!1981 (declared inadmissible 6 April 1983) 
'OVH Robert Fuuri.s.ron v. Frunce, CCPR!Ci58!D!55Oil993 (1996). 
"''''' /hid., Concuning Opinion by Elizabeth Evatt and David Krctznier, joined by Echart Klein. 
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990. While endorsing the state's right to restrict rreedom of cxpression in this case 
under Article 19(3) as necessary for the respect o f  the rights of others, the concurring 
opinion noted that the crime for which the complainant was convicted did not expressly 
include thc element of incitement, and the statements for which hc was convicted did not 
"fall clearly within the boundaries of incitement, which the State party was bound to 
prohibit" under Article 20(2) of the ICCPR. Nevertheless. the opinion suggested: 

However, there may be circulnstances in which the right of a person to be free 
from incitement to discrimination on grounds of race, religion or national origins 
cannot be fully protected by a narrow, explicit law on incitement that falls 
precisely within the boundaries of article 20, paragap11 2. This is the case where, 
in a particular social and historical context, statements that do not meet the strict 
legal criteria of incitement can be shown to constitute part of a patlem of 
iucitement against a given racial, religious or national gsoup, or where thosc 

a interested in spreading hostility and hatred adopt sophisticated forms of specch 
that are not punishable under the law against racial incitement, even though their 
effect may be as pernicious as explicit incitement, if not more so.'1oo 

The Euvopeart Converttion on Human Rights 

991. At the regional level, the European Convention on Human Rights has given rise to 
extensive jurisprudence on the proper balancing of the right to freedom of expression, 
guarantecd by Article lO(1) of the Convention, and the right to restrict such freedom inter 
ulia "in the interests of national security" and "for the protection of the reputation or 
rights of others", pursuant to Article lO(2) of the Convention. The approach to this 
balancing test, much like the one used for the ICCPR, review (i) whether the restrictions 
are prescribed by law; (ii) whether their aim is legitimate; and (iii) whethcr they can be 
considered necessary in a den~ocratic socicty, taken to imply the existence of a "pressing 
social need" and an intervention "proportionate to thc legitimate aims pursued. While 
the language of Article 10 of the European Convention is comparable to the lanwage of 
Article 19 of the ICCPR, the European Convention has no provision comparable to 
Article 20 of the ICCPR, prohibiting incitement of discrimination, hostility or violence 
based on national, racial or religious grounds. Kevertheless, many of the cases that have 
been adjudicated by the European Court of Human Rights under Article 10 arise in 
connection with national laws that prohibit such incitement. 

992. A number of the European Court cases address the role of journalists, as well as 
editors and publishers, and their responsibility for the dissemination of views promoting 
discrimination. In Jersikt v.  enm murk"^', the Court overturned the conviction of a 
journalist for the Danish Broadcasting Corporation, based on his interview of three 
"Greenjackets", members of a racist youth group in Denmark. The interview was 
broadcast on Sunday A'ews Magazine, described by the Court as a "serious television 
programme intended for a well-informed audience, dealing with a wide range of social 
and political issues: including xenophobia, immigration and refugees". In the intenricw, 
the Greenjackcts identified themselves as racist and made cxtrernely offensive remarks 

,100 /hid., para. 4. 

"'" Jersild 1,. Denmark, European Court of Humar Rights (ECHR), Judgment of 22 August 1994 
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about black people and immigrants. Together with them, the joumalist who in~erviewcd 
them was convicted by Denmark under its law prohibiting "dissemination of ideas based 
on racial superiority or hatrcd, incitement to racial discrimination, as well as acts of 
violencc or incitement to such acts against any race or group of persons of another colour 
or ethnic origin ..." In thc interview, the joumalist had asked one or two questions 
suggesting that there were very accomplished black people and in the introduction the 
youth had been clearly identified as racist. The program was presented as an cxploration 
of their thinking and background, but there was no explicit condemnation of thcm. 

993. In the decision of the Court holding that the journalist's conviction violated 
Article 10 of the European Convcntion, the program's introduction was a critical factor. 
The Court stated, "an important factor in the Court's evaluation will be whether the item 
in question, when considered as a whole, appeared from an objective point of view to 
have had as its purpose thc propagation of racist views and ideas." The Court citcd the 

a introduction and expressed the view that with regard to the journalist the program 
"clearly disassociated him from the persons interviewed", noting that hc described them 
as "extremist youths" and that he rebutted some of their statements. Using the same 
analytical framework, two dissenting opinions expressed the view that the conviction of 
the journalist should be upheld, as not enough was said in the program to condemn the 
racist views of the youth. While the majority decision affirmed that it was "undisputed 
that the purpose of the applicant in compiling the broadcast in question was not racist", 
the decisive issue in the case was how much he distanced himself from the racist views 
and condcrnned them. One dissenting opinion stated, "Neither the written text of the 
interview ... nor the video film we have seen makes it clear that the remarks of the 
Greenjackets are intolerable in a society based on respect for human rights."'lo' The other 
dissent concluded that the statements made "without any significant reaction on the part 
of the conlmentator, did indecd amount to incitement to contempt. .. While appreciating 
that some j udges attach particular importance t o  freedom o f  e xpression, . . . w e  c annot 
accept that this freedom should extend to encouraging racial hatrcd, contempt for races 
other than the one to which we belong, and defending violence against those who belong 
to the races in cluestion. ~ 1 1 0 3  

a 
994. The Eurooean Court of Human Rights has also considercd extensiuclv in its - 
jurisprudence thc extent to which national security concerns justify restrictions on the 
right to freedom of expression. In a series of cases from Turkey, the Court has explored 
the exlent to which Article 10 of the European Convention protects the right to express 
support for, and to disseminate expression of support for, political goals that are 
identified with violent means used in an effort to attain them. In Zclnn v. ~ u r k e ~ ' l O ~ ,  the 
Court considered the "fair balance" between an individual's right to freedom of 
expression and a democratic society's right to protect itself from the activities of terrorist 
organizations. The court upheld the conviction of the applicant, a former mayor of 
Diyarbakir in south-east Turkcy, an area under emergency rule where violent clashes 
were raging bctween security forces and the members of the Workers' Party of Kurdistan 

"Oz /bid., Dissent of Judges Ryssdal, Bernhardt, Spiclmann and Loizou. 
1 I03 /bid., Dissent of Judges Golcuklu, Russo and Valticos. 
I "I4 Zrina v. T~rkey,  ECHK, Judgment of 25 Uovernher 1997. 
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(PKK). From prison Zana made the following statement: "I support the PKK national 
liberation movement, on thc other hand, I am not in favour of massacres. Anyone can 
make mistakes, and the PKK kill women and children by mistake", which was published 
in the national daily newspaper and coincided with the killing of civilians by PKK 
militants. The Court noted that Zana's words were contradictory and ambiguous in 
simultaneously supporting the PKK, a terrorist organization, and opposing massacres, 
and in disapproving the massacre of women and children while at the same time 
suggesting that these are mistakes anyone could make. The Court took into account in its 
decision the fact that Zana was a former mayor quoted in a major national daily 
newspaper, coinciding with attacks. In these circumstances, the Court concluded that the 
statement "had to he regarded as likely to exacerhatc an already explosive situation in 
that region". 

9 .  In Inca1 v. ~ u r - k e ~ " ~ ~ ,  the European Court upheld the publication of a People's * Labour Party leaflet, complaining of hostility towards citizens of Kurdish origin in h n i r  
and suggcsting that certain measures that had been taken ostensibly to clean up the city 
and ease traffic congestion, such as operations against street traders, were directcd against 
them in particular, to forcc them to leave the city. The applicant argued that the opinions 
expressed in the leaflet were based on actual events and were limited to "criticism of the 
discriminatory administrative and cconoinic pressure brought to bcar on citizens of 
Kurdish origin". The Government argued that its operations had no purpose other than 
prevention o f d isorder and that the "racial perspective o f t  hc l eaflet", presenting these 
operations as targeting Kurdish people, was "likely to incite citizens of 'Kurdish' origin 
to belicve that they suffercd from discrimination and that, as victims of a 'spccial war', 
they were justified in acting in self-defence against the authorities by setting up 
'neighbourhood committees"'. The Court acknowlcdged the phrases urging people of 
Kurdish origin "to band together to raise certain political demands", and while 
characterizing the reference to "neighbourhood committces" as "unclear", it determined 
that these appeals could not, "if read in context, b c  taken as incitement to the use of 
violence, hostility or hatred hehveen citizens". The Court noted that in other 
circumstanc.cs, one cannot rule out the possibility that "such a text may conceal 

e objectives and intentions different from the ones it proclaims", but it found no evidence 
in the case "of any concrete action which might belie the sincerity of the aim declared by 
thc Icaflet's authors" and therefore no reason to doubt it. As wcll as highlighting the 
particular importance of protecting the freedom of expression of political partics, and the 
need for "the closest scrutiny" in cases involving opposition parties, the Court noted that 
criticism of the government should be given additional latitude. 

996. The European Court funher explored thesc issues in a series of cases from Turkey 
decided in July 1999, which clarify the standards of revicw applicable to the reporting of 
news relating to armed insurrection. In Arsltrn v. ~ u r k e ~ " ~ ~ :  the Court considered the 
contents of a book entitled History in Mourning, 33 hzrllets, for which its author had been 
convicted of disseminating separatist propaganda. The applicant argued that his book 
related to events that pre-dated the conflict in south-east Turkey and the creation of thc 

1105 
Inca1 v. Turkey, IXHR, Judgment of 9 June 1998. 

' I a 6  Ar.~lon 1,. Turkey, ECHR, Judgment of 8 July 1999 
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PKK, and that no link could bc established between his book and that conflict, that his 
writings did not promote secessionism, did not contain opinion tinged by hate and was 
not likely to arouse people against the government. The Government argued that the 
applicant had described the Turkish state as an aggressor, had incitcd readers of Kurdish 
origin to take up arms, and had publicly defended a terrorist organization. Noting that the 
book was written in the form of a "literary historical narrative," the Con~t  Sound it 
"obvious that this was not a 'neutral' description of historical facts" and was intended to 
criticize the actions of Turkish authorities. Nevertheless, the Court again noted that there 
is little scopc for restrictions on political speech or on debate on questions of public 
interest and that criticism of the Government must be given more latitudc. While 
recalling that where statements incite to violence, there is a "widcr margin of 
appreciation" for interference with freedom of expression, the Court held that with regard 
to the book, although cer~ain passages were "particularly acerbic" and "paint an 
extremely negative picture of the population of Turkish origin", they did not constitute 

0 incitement to violence, armed resistance or uprising, which the Court characterized as "a 
factor which it is essential to take into consideration". The Court also distinguished the 
book as a literary work rather than mass media, as a factor limiting the potential impact 
on national security and public order. 

997. In Siirek and iizdemir v. ~urke?;'~~', the European Court nphcld the right of a 
weekly review to publish an interview with the leader of the PKK, explaining the goals of 
the organization, the reasons it had turned to violent means in pursing its objectives, and 
proclaiming its determination to continue fighting. The review also published a joint 
statement of several organizations, representing a call "to unite forces" against state 
terrorism, repression of Kurdish peoplc, unemployment, sex discrimination, etc. Siirck, a 
major shareholder of the weekly review, and Ozdemir, i ts Editor-in-Chief, maintained 
that neither they nor the review had any links with the PKK. They did not praise the 
organization or commcnt favorably on it, and asserted that the review was written with 
objectivity and in accordance with the principles ofjournalism, to inform the public about 
the PKK. They asserted that the interview did not promote terrorism or threaten public 
order. Siirek also pleaded that as owner of the review he had no editorial responsibility 

e for its content. In its decision, the Court characterized statements from the interview such 
as "The war will go on until there is only one single individual left on our side" as a 
reflection of the resolve of the PKK to pursue its goals and commented: "Seen in this 
vein, the interviews had a newsworthy content which allowed the public both to have an 
insight into the psychology of those who are thc driving force behind the opposition to 
official policy in south-east Turkey and to assess the stakes involved in the conflict." 
Noting the delicate balance of rights and responsibilities in situations of conflict and 
tension, the Court expressed the following view: 

Particular caution is called for when consideration is being given to the 
publication of the views of representatives of organisations which resort to 
violence against the State lest the media become a vehicle for the dissemination 
of hate speech and the promotion or violence. At the same time, where such 
views cannot be categorised as such: Contracting States cannot with reference to 

I107 Siireknnd Ozilemir v. Turke,?. ECHR,  iudgmcnt of 8 July 1999 
1 
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the protection of territorial inleg-ity or ~lational security' or thc prevention of 
crime or disorder restrict the right of the public to be informed of them by 
brin%ing the wcight of the criminal law to bear on the media.""' 

998. In a concurring opinion, five judges of the Court suggested that less attention 
should be given to the form of the words used and more attention to the general context 
in which the words were used and their likely inipact. The key questions put forward by 
the concurring opinion were, "Was the language intended to inflame or incitc to 
violence?" and "Was there a real and genuine risk that it might actually do so?" 

999. In contrast, in Siirek v. Turkey (~o.l) '"",  the European Court of Human Rights 
upheld the conviction of Siirek for the publication in his weckly review of two letters 
from readers, vehemently condemning the military actions of the authorities in south-east 
Turkey and accusing them of brutal suppression of Kurdish people. One letter entitled 
"Weapons cannot win against freedom" referred to two massacres that the writer claimed 
were intentionally committed by the authorities as part of a strategic campaign to 
eradicate the Kurds and concluded by reaffirming the Kurds' determination to win their 
freedom. The second letter, entitled "It is our fault" alleged that the Turkish aulhoritics 
connived in imprisonment, torture and killing of dissidents in the name of the protection 
of denlocracy and the Republic. In its judgment in this case, the Court found a clear intent 
to stigmatise thc authorities through use of labels such as "the fascist Turkish am~y", the 
"TC murder gang" and "the hired killers of imperialism", and determined that strong 
language in the letters such as "massacres", "brutalities", and "slaughter" amounted to 
"an appeal to bloody revenge by stirring up base emotions and hardening already 
embedded prejudices which have manifested themselves in deadly violence". Noting that 
onc of the letters "identified persons by name, stirred up hatred for them and exposed 
them to the possible risk of physical violence", the Court reitcrated that while the mere 
fact that information or ideas offcnd, shock or disturb does not justily restriction on 
freedom of expression, at issue in the case was "hatc speech and the glorification of 
violence". The Court addressed the question of shareholder responsibility as well, 
holding: 

Whilc it is true that the applicant did not personally associate himself with the 
vicws contained in the letters, hc nevertheless provided their writers with an 
outlet for stirring up violence ar~d hatred. The Court does not accept his argument 
that he should be exonerated from any criminal liability for the content oS the 
letters on account of the fact that he only has a commercial and not an editorial 
relationship with the review. He was an owncr and a s  such had the power to 
shape thc editorial direction of the review. For that reason, he was vicariously 
subject to the "duties and responsibilities" which the review's editorial and 
journalistic staff undertake in the collection and dissemiimtion of infonnation to 
the public and which assume an even greater importance in situations of conflict 
and t e ~ ~ s i o n . ' ~ ' ~  

I10Z 
Ibid. 

' ' O Y  Siirek v. Tur1k.y (No. I). ECIIR. Judgment of 8 July 1999 
I l l 0  
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Discussion of General Principles 

1000. A numbcr of central principles emerge from thc international jurisprudence on 
incitement to discrimination and violence that serve as a useful guide to the factors to be 
considered in defining elements of "direct and public incitement to genocide" as applied 
to mass mcdia. 

Purpose 

1001. Editors and publishers have generally been held responsible for the media they 
control. In determining the scope of this responsibility, the importance of intent, that is 
the purpose of the communications they channel, emerges from the jurispmdence .- 

whether or not the purpose in publicly transmitting the material was of a bonufide nature 
(e.g. historical research, the dissemination of news and information, the public 

1) accountability o f  government authorities). T he actual 1 anguage used in the media has 
often been cited as an indicator of intent. For example, in the Faurisson case, the term 
"magic gas chamber" was seen by the UN Human Rights Committee as suggesting that 
the author was motivated by anti-Semitism rather than pursuit of historical truth In the 
Jersild case, the comments of the interviewer distancing himself from the racist remarks 
made by his subject were a critical factor for the European Court of Human Rights in 
determining that the purpose of the television program was the dissemination of news 
rather than propagation of racist views. 

1002. In the Turkish cases on national security concerns, the European Court of Human 
Rights carefully distinguishes behveen language that explains the motivation for terrorist 
activities and language that promotes terrorist activities. Again, the actual language uscd 
is critical to this determination. In Siirek (No. l ) ,  the Court held a weekly review 
responsible for the publication of letters from readers critical of the Government, citing 
the strong language in these leiiers, which led the Court to view the letters as "an appeal 
to bloody rcvenge by stirring up base emotions and hardening already embedded 
prejudices.. ." In contrast, in Siirek nnd b d e m i r  the European Court upheld the right of * the same weekly review to publish an interview with a PKK leader, in which hc arlirmed 
his determination to pursue his objective by violent means on thc grounds that the text as 
a whole should be considered newsworthy rather than as "hate speech and the 
glorification of violence". The sensitivity of the Court to volatile language gocs to the 
determination of intent, as evidenced by one of the questions put forward in a concurring 
opinion in this case: "Was the language intended to inflame or incite to violence?" 

1003. In determining the scope of liability for editors and publishers, the content of a 
text is taken to be more important than its author. In Sijrek j;\io.l), even letters from 
readers are treated without distinction as subject to liability. Moreover, publishers and 
editors are regarded as equally responsible on the grounds that thcy are providing a forum 
and that owners have "the power to shape the editorial direction.. ." A critical distance 
was identified as the key factor in evaluating the purpose of the publication. 
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Context 

1004. The jurisprudence on incitement highlights the importance or  taking context into 
account when considcriug the potential impact of cxpression. In Fawisson, the Human 
Righls Committee noted that, in context, the impact of challenging the existence of gas 
chambers, a well-documented historical fact, would promote anti-Semitism. Similarly in 
the Zancr case, the European Court of Human Rights consider-ed the general slatement 
made about massacres by the former mayor of Diyarbakir in the context of the fact that 
massacres were taking place at that time, which in the Court's view made the statement 
"likely to exacerbate an already explosive situation.. . 7 ,  

1005. In several cases, as in the Incnl decision of the European Court: it is noted that a 
text may "conceal objectives and intentions difrerent from the ones it proclaims". In that 
case, whcre distribution of a leaflet highlighting the particular impact on Kurdish people 

a of regulatory measures taken by the authorities was at issue, the Court found no evidence 
on which to challenge the sincerity of the author. Nevertheless, the Court acknowledged 
the theoretical possibility that such expression might in fact be intended to inflame 
terrorist activity taking place elsewhere in furtherance of the aims of Kurdish 
independence. It is a question of evidence and judicial determination of the actual intent 
orthe expression, taking the context into account. 

1006. Other factors relating to context that emerge from the jurisprudence, particularly 
that of the European Court, include the importance of protecting political cxpression, 
particularly the expression of opposition views and criticism of the government. On the 
other hand, in cases whcre thcre are issues of national security and where statements 
incite to violence, a "wider margin of appreciation" is given to the discretion of 
authorities to restrict freedom of expression. The context is taken into account in 
determining the potential impact on national security and public order. In  .4rsltm, for 
example, the Court distinguished the publication of a book from mass media, suggesting 
that a literary work would have less of an impact. 

Causation 

1007. In considering whether particular expression constitutes a form of incitement on 
which restrictions would be justified, the international jurisprudence does not include any 
specific causation requirement linking the expression at issue with the demonstration of a 
direct effect. In the Str-eicher case, there was no allegation that the publication Der 
S~iinner was tied to any particular violence. Much more generally, it was found to havc 
"injected in to the minds of thousands of Germans" a "poison" that caused them to 
support the National Socialist policy of .Jewish persecution and extermination. In the 
Turkish cases considered by ihe European Court of Human Rights, no specific acts of 
violence are cited as having been caused by the applicant's cxpression. Rather, the 
question considered is what the likely impact might be, recognizing that causation in this 
context might be relatively indirect. 
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1008. The Chamber notes that intemational standards restricting hate speech and the 
protection of freedom of expression have evolved largely in the context of national 
initiatives to control the danger and harm represented by various forms of prejudiced 
communication. The protection of fi-ee expression of political views has historically been 
balanced in the jurisprudence against the interest in national security. The dangers of 
censorship have often been associated in particular with the suppression of political or 
other minorities, or opposition to the government. The special protections developed by 
the jurisprudence for speech of this kind, in intemational law and more particularly in the 
American legal tradition of free speech, recognize the power dynamic inherent in the 
circumstancrs that make minority groups and political opposition vulnerable to the 
exercise of power by the majority or by the government. Thesc circumstances do not 
arise in the present case, where at issue is the speech of the so-called "majority 
population", in support of the government. The special protections for this kind of speech 
should accordingly be adapted, in the Chamber's view, so that ethnically specific * expression would bc more rather than less carefully scrutinized to ensure that minorities 
without equal means of defence are not cndangcred. 

1009. Similarly, the Chamber considers that the "widcr margin of appreciation" givcn in 
European Court cases to govcmment discretion in its restriction of expression that 
constitutes incitemcnt to violence should be adapted to the circumstance of this case. At 
issue is not a challenged restriction of expression but the expression itself. Moreover, thc 
expression charged as incitement to violence was situated, in fact and at the time by its 
speakers, not as a threat to national security but rather in defence of national security, 
aligning it with state power rather than in opposition to it. Thus there is justification for 
adaptation of the application of international standards, which have evolved to protect the 
right of the govemment to defend itself from incitemcnt to violence by others against it, 
rathcr than incitement to violence on its behalf against others, particularly as in this case 
when the others are members of a minority group. 

1010. Counsel for Nyeze has argued that United Stales law, as thc most speech- 
protective, should be used as a standard, to ensure the universal acceptance and 
legitimacy of the Tribunal's jurisprudence. The Chamber considers international law, 
which has been well developed in the areas of freedom from discrimination and freedom 
of expression, to be the point of reference for its consideration of these issues, noting that 
domestic law varies widely whilc intemational law codifies evolving universal standards. 
The Chamber notes that the jurisprudence of the United States also accepts ihc 
fmdamental principles set forth in international law and has recognized in its domestic 
law that incitement to violence, threats, libel, false advertising, obscenity, and child 
pornography are among those forms of expression that fall outside the scope of heedom 
of speech protection."" In Vi'irginic~ v. Black, the United States Supreme Court recently 

1 1 1 1  
B m r l e n h ~ r r ~  v. Ohio, 395 I!.S. 444, 437 (1969); Chaplinsl~y v. New Han~p.~hire, 315 L S ,  568, 572 

(1941); Watts v. C'nifed States. 394 U.S. 705 (1969): Miller v. Califomin. 413 C.S. 15 (1973); Gwiz v. 
Roberr Welch, Jnr., 41 8 U.S. 323 (I 974); Virginia State B o n d  of Pharmar7; v. Vjyyinia Citizens Consumer 
Council. Inc., 425 U.S. 745, 771.73 & n. 24 (1976); Po,sarlar de Puerfo Rico dssoc.~. v. To~rrism Co., 478 
L;.S. 329 (1 986); ,'vrLRB I, Gi.sselPfirking Cu., 395 U.S. 575, 618 (1969); New Yovk Y. Fcrher, 458 U.S. 747 
(1982); F C C .  v. Pacifica Fou~rn'ution, 438 US. 726 (1978); Bearrharnais v. lllinoi.~; 343 I!.S. 250, 251 
(1952). 
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interpreted the free speech guarantee of the First Amendment of the Constitution to 
peimit a ban o 11 cross b wning with i ntcnt to  i ntirnidate. The h islorical terrorization o f 
African Americans by the Ku Klux Klan through cross burnings, in the Court's view, 
made the burning of a cross, as a recognized symbol of hate and a "true threat", 
unprotected as symbolic expression. Intimidation was held to be constitulionally 
proscribable "where a speaker directs a threat to a person or group of persons with the 

r ,  1112  intent of placing the victim in fear of bodily harm or death . In the immigration 
context, adherents of National Socialism have been stripped of citizenship and deported 
from the United States on the basis of their anti-semitic  writing^.'^" 

~ ICTR Jurisprudence 

101 1. The ICTR jurisprudence provides the only direct precedent for the interpretation 
of "direct and public incitement to genocide". In Akayesu, the Tribunal reviewed the 

e meaning of each term constituting "direct and public incitement". With regard to 
"incilement", the Tribunal observed that in both common law and civil law systems. 
"incitement", or "provocation" as it is called under civil law, is defined as encouragement 
or provocation to commit an offence. The Tribunal cited the International Law 
Commission as having characterized "public" incitc~nent as "a call for criminal action to 
a number of individuals in a public place or to members of the general public. at large by 

x 1114 such means as the mass media, for example, radio or television . While 
1 acknowledging the implication that "direct" incitement would be "more than mere vague 

or indirect suggestion", the Tribunal nevertheless recognized the necd to interpret the 

I term "direct" in the context of Rwandan culturc and language, noting as follows: 

. . .[T]he Chamber is of the opinion that the direct element of incitemeut should 
bc viewed in the light of its cultural and linguistic content. Indeed, a particular 
speech may be perceived as 'direct' in one country, and not so in another, 
depending on the audience. The Chamber further recalls that incitement may be 
direct, and nonetheless implicit.. . . 

9 
The Chamber will therefore consider on a case-by-case basis whether, in light of 
the culture of Rwanda and the spcciiic circumstances of the instant case; acts of 
incitement can be viewed as direct or not, by focusing mainly on the issue of 
whether the persons for whom the message was intended immediately grasped 
the inlplicalion thcreofl"' 

1012. In Akajzsu, the Tribunal defined the mens ren of the crime as follows: 

The mens rerr required for the crime of direct and public incitement to commit 
cenocide lies in thc intent to directly prompt or provoke anothcr to con~rnit 
genocide. It implies a desire on the part of the perperrator to crcate by his actious 

1112 
C'i~ginin 1c Black, 123 S. Ct. 1536 (20031. 

1113 LrnitedSta1es v. Sokolov, 814 F.2d 864 (1987); United Siales v. Ferenc Koreh, aff.. 59 F.3d 431 (2d 
Cir., 1995). 
' ' I 4  Akgycsu (TC) footnote 126. 
I l l 5  

Aknye.su (TC) paras. 557-558. 
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a particular state of mind necessary to commit such a crime in the minds of the 
person(s) he is s o  engaging. That i s  to say that the person who i s  inciting to 
conunit genocide must have himself the specific intent to commit genocide, 
namely, to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious 

1116 group, as such. 

1013. The Akayesu judgement also considered whether the crime of direct and public 
incitement to co~nrnit genocide can be punished even where such incitement was 
unsuccessfU1 and concluded that the crime should be considered as an inchoate offence 
under common law. or an infi-cccfionforr~~elle under civil law, i.e. punishable as such. The 
Tribunal highligllted the fact that "such acts are in themselves particularly dangerous 
because of the high risk they carry for society, even if they fail to produce rcsults" and 
held that "genocide clearly falls within the category of crimes so serious that direct and 
public incitement to commit such a crime must be punished as such, even where such * incitement failed to produce the result expected by ihc perpetl-ator"." I' 

1014. In determining more precisely the contours of the crime of direct and public 
incitement to commit genocide, the Trial Chamber notes the factual findings of the 
Tribunal in Akayesu that the crowd addressed by the accused, who urged them to unite 
and eliminate the enemy, the accomplices of the Inkotanyi, understood his call as a call to 
kill the Tutsi, that the accused was aware that what he said would be so understood, and 
that there was a causal relationship between his words and subsequent widespread 
massacres of Tutsi in the community. 

1015. In Akayesu, the Tribunal considered in its legal findings on the charge of direct 
and public incitement to genocide that "there was a causal relationship between the 
Defendant's speech to [the] crowd and UIC ensuing widespread massacres of Tutsis in the 
comnunity". The Chamber notes that this causal relationship is not requisite to a finding 
of incitement. It is the potential of the communication to cause genocide that makes it 
incitement. As set forth in the Legal Findings on Genocide, when this potential is 
realized, a crime of genocide as well as incitement to genocide has occurred. 

Charges Aeainst the Accused 

1016. Count 3 of the Nahimana Indictment and Count 4 of the Barayagwiza and Ngezc 
Indictments charge the Accused with direct and public incitement to commit genocide 
pursuant to Article 2(3)(c) of the Statute, in that they are responsible for direct and public 
incitement to kill and cause serious bodily or mental harm to members of the Tutsi 
population with the intent to destroy, in whole o r  in part, an ethnic or racial group a s  
such. 

1017. The Chamber notes, as discussed in paragraphs 100-104, that the crime of direct 
and public incitement to commit genocide, like conspiracy, is an inchoate offence that 
continucs in time until the completion of the acts contemplated. The Chamber 

'll?biii.; para. 560. 
1!17 / h id ,  para. 562. 
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accordingly considers that thc publication of Kmgzrm, from its first issue in May 1990 
through its March 1994 issue, the alleged impact of which culminated in events that took 
place in 1994, falls within the temporal jurisdiction of the Tribunal to the extent that the 
publication is deemed to constitute direct and public incitement to genocide. Similarly, 
ihc Chamber considers that the entirety of RTLPI4 broadcasting, from July 1993 through 
July 1994, the alleged impact of \vhich culminated in events that took place in 1994, falls 
within the temporal jurisdiction of the Tribunal to the extent that the broadcasts arc 
deemed to constitute direct and public. incitement to genocide. 

1018. The Chamber further notes, as found in paragraph 257, that the compelition 
published in Kangura hvice in March 1994 was intended to direct the attention ofrcaders 
to back issues of the publication and effectively brought back these back issues into 
circulation in Rwanda in March 1991. 

1019. In its review of Kcmgura and RTLM, the Chamber notes that some of the articles 
and broadcasts highlighted by the Prosecution convey historical information, political 
analysis, or advocacy of an ethnic consciousness regarding the inequitable distribution of 
privilege in Rwanda. Barayagwiza's RTLM broadcast of 12 December 1993, for 
elample. i s  a moving p ersonal account o f his experience o f  discrimination a s  a H utu. 
Prosecution Expert Witness Alison Dcs Forges, in cross-examination, would not 
comment on the propriety of this particular broadcast, citing as her concern the repeated 
emphasis and priority given to cthnicitx rather than any single broadcast. She stated her 
view that undue emphasis on cthnicity and presentation of all issues in ethnic tenns 
exacerbated ethnic tensions."ls 

1020. The Chamber considers that it is critical to distinguish between the discussion of 
ethnic consciousness and the promotion of ethnic hatred. This broadcast by Barayagwiza 
is the the former but not the latter. While the impact of these words, which are powerful, 
may well have been to move listeners to want to lake action to remedy the discrimination 
recounted, such impact would be the result, in the Chamber's view, of the reality 
conveyed by the words rather than the words themselves. A communication such as this * broadcast does not constitute incitenlent. In fact, it falls squarely within the scope of 
speech that is protected by the right to freedom of expression. Similarly, public 
discussion of the merits of the Arusha Accords, however critical, constitutes a protected 
exercise of free speech. 

1021. The Chamber considers that speech constituting ethnic hatred rcsults from the 
stereotyping of ethnicity combined with its denigration. The Accused have maintained in 
their defence that certain communications made by them about the Tutsi population were 
simply true, for example the broadcast stating that 70% of the taxis in Rwanda were 
owned by people of Tutsi ethnicity. The accuracy of this statement was not established 
one way or the other by the evidence presented, but the statement is informational in 
nature. Its impact, if true, might well be to generate resentment over the inequitable 
distribution of wealth in Rwanda. However, this impact, in the Chamber's view, would 
be a result of the inequitable distribution of wealth in Rwanda, the information conveyed 

"" T. 27 May 2002, pp. 28-29. 
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by the statement rather than the statement itself. If it were not true: the inaccuracy of the 
statement might then be an indicator that the intent of the statement was not to convey 
inSormation but rather to promote unfounded resentment and inflame ethnic tensions. 
The RTLM broadcast stating about thc Tutsi that "they are the ones who have all the 
money" differs from thc statement about taxi ownership in that it is a generalization that 
has been extendcd to the Tutsi population as a whole. The tone of the broadcast is 
diffcrent and conveys the hostility and resentment of the journalist, Kantano Hahimana. 
While this broadcast, which does not call on listeners to take action of any kind. does not 
constitute direct incitement, it demonstrates the progression from ethnic consciousness to 
harmful cthnic stereotyping. 

1022. On cross-examination. Ferdinand Nahimana said he could not judge a statement 
made in Nazi Germany that the Jews have all the money, suggesting that his judgement 
would depend on the facts and accordingly the accuracy of the statement. In the 

9 Chamber's view, the accuracy of the statement is only one factor to be considered in the 
deterniination of whether a statement is intended to provoke rather than to educate those 
who receive it. The tone of the statement is as relevant to this determination as is its 
content. That Nahimana was aware of the relevance of tone to culpability was evidenced 
by his reluctance to acknowledge the text of the broadcast, "they are the ones who have 
all the money", when he was questioncd on it. Eventually, he said about it that he would 
not have used such language but would have expressed the same reality in a different 
way. The Chamber also considers the context in which the statement is made to bc 
imporlant. A statement of ethnic generalization provoking resentment against members oS 
that ethnicity would have a heightened impact in the context oTa genocidal environment. 
It would be more likely to lead to violcnce. At the same time the cnvironmcnt would be 
an indicator that incitement to violence was the intent of the statement. 

1023. Even-handedness was presented in defence of both Kungura and RTLM. That 
Kangura reprinted the 19 Commandments of the Tutsi and that RTLM broadcast an 
interview with an RPF leader were cited by Defcnce as distancing the channel of 
communication from the harmful effects attributed to it. The Chamber notes that in both 

(I) of these cases, the examples citcd do not in fact establish the wen-handedness suggested, 
largely due to the tone and manner in which they were prescnted. As  published, the I9 
Commantlments and The Ten Commundments are greatly differentiated; Kangura's 
rejection of the former is as apparent as its support of the latter. The clear intent of the 
publication is through the 19 Commanclments to spread the fear that the Tutsi endanger 
the Huh], and then in The Ten Commandments to tell the Hutu how to protect themselves 
from that danger. The message, and the denigration of the Tutsi population, is the same. 
Similarly. the manner in which RTLM joumalist Kantano I-Iabimana presented the RPF, 
with derogatory references to the tall, milk-drinking Tutsi, hardly suggests even- 
handedness. The journalist cxudes scom and contempt for the Tutsi while boasting that 
"even" the I~zlkotunyi can speak on RTLM. Kangut-a and RTLM wcre not opcn or neutral 
fora. They had a well-defined perspective for which they were known. 

1024. The Chamber recognizes that some media are advocacy-oriented and considers 
that the issue of Importance to its findings is not whether the media played an advocacy 
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rolc but rather the content of what it was actually advocating. In cases where the media 
disseminates views that constitute ethnic hatred and calls to violence for informative or 
cducational purposes, a clear distancing from these is necessary to avoid conveying an 
endorsement of the message and in fact to convey a counter-message to ensure that no 
ham results from the broadcast. The positioning of the media with regard to the message 
indicates the real intent of the mcssage, and to some degree the real message itself. The 
editor of Kunguru and the journalists who broadcast on RTLM did not distance 
themselves from the message of cthnic hatred. Rather they purveyed the message. 

1025. The Accused have also cited in their defence the need for vigilance against thc 
enemy, the enemy being defined as armed and dangerous RPF forces who attacked the 
Hutu population and were lighting to destroy democracy and reconquer power in 
Rwanda. T he Chamber accepts that the media has a role t o  play in the protection o f  
democracy and where necessary the mobilization of civil defence for the protection of a 
nation and its people. What distinguishes both Kangurn and RTLM from an initiative to * this end is the consistent identification made by the publication and the radio broadcasts 
of the encmy as the Tutsi population. Readers and listeners were not directed against 
individuals who were clearly defined to be armed and dangerous. Instead, Tutsi civilians 
and in fact the Tutsi population as a whole were targeted as the threat. 

1026. Both Kurrgur-u and RTLM. as well as CDR in its communiques, named and listed 
individuals suspected of being RPF or RPF accomplices. In their defence, the Accused 
stated that these individuals were, at least in some cases, RPF members. Nahimana 
pointed out that the RTLM broadcast of 14 March 1994 included reading from a letter 
explicitly addressed to an RPF brigade. The letter does indicate, as he noted, that RPF 
brigades existed. This is not contested. In this broadcast, it was the naming of family 
members: who were subsequently killed, that was at issue, and even Nahimana conceded 
that he did not like the practicc of broadcasting names, especially when it might bring 
about their death. Ngeze established with regard to some of the lists published in 
Karzgum that the names came from government sources and were therefore official 
suspects. The Chamber accepts that the publication of official information is a legitimate 

e function of the media. Not all lists and names p~lblished or broadcasts came Srom such 
sources, however. T o  the contrary, the evidence reviewed by the Chamber indicates a 
pattern o f  naming people o n  vague suspicion, without articulated grounds, o r  in  those 
cases where the grounds were articulated they were highly speculative or in some cases 
entirely unfounded. In these cases, the only common element is the Tutsi ethnicity oSthc 
persons named, and the evidence in some cases clearly indicates that their ethnicity was 
in fact the reason they were named. 

1027. Both Nahimana and Ngeze professed a commitment to the truth and defended 
their communications on that basis. The Chamber questions this commitment and notes 
the testimony of Nahimana regarding the false RTLM report of the death of 
Kanyarengwe and Bizimungu. "When there is war, there is war", he said, "and 
propaganda is part of it". Ngeze's relationship to the truth is reviewed in detail by the 
Chamber in its discussion of his testimony in paragraphs 875-878. The Chamber 
considers that the Accused understood their media initiative in the context of war 
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propaganda, and the truth was subservient to their objective of protecting the population 
from thc RPF through the destruction of the Tutsi ethnic group. 

1028. The names published and broadcast were generally done so in the context of a 
threat that varied in explicitness. An official list of 123 names of suspects was published 
in Kungum No. 40 with an express warning to readers that the government was not 
effectively protecting them from these people and that they needed to organizc their own 
self-defence to prevent their own extermination. This mcssage classically illustrates the 
incitement of Kanguru readers to violence: by instilling fear in them, giving them names 
to associate with this fcar, and mobilizing them to take independent, proactive measures 
in an effort to protect themselves. In some instanccs, names were mentioned by Kunprtr  
without such an explicit call to action. The message was nevertheless direct. That it was 
clearly understood is overwhelmingly evidenced by the testimony of witnesses that being 
named in Kungz~ru would bring dire consequences. Frangois-Xavier Nsanzuwera called 
K~rrzguru "the bell of death" (see paragraph 237). Similarly, RTLM broadcast a message 
of fcar, provided listeners with names, and encouraged them to defend and protect 
themselves, incessantly telling them to "be vigilant", which became a coded term for 
aggression in the guise of self-defence. 

1029. With regard to causation, the Chamber recalls that incitement is a crime 
regardless of whether it has the effect i t  intends to have. In determining whether 
communications represent an intent to cause genocide and thereby constitute incitemcnt, 
the Chamber considers it significant that in fact genocide occurred. That the media 
intended to have this effect is evidenced in part by the fact that it did have this effect. 

1030. The lCTR Appeals Chamber has affirmed that distinct crimes may justify 
multiple convictions, provided that each statutory provision that forms the basis for a 
conviction has a materially distinct clement not contained in the other."" With regard to 
incitement, the Chamber notcs that instigation as an act of commission of genocide. 
pursuant t o  Article 6(1) o f t  hc Statute, does not n ecessarily r equire the existence o f a 
public call to commit genocide, an element at the core of the crime of public and direct 
incitemcnt to genocide. 

RTLM 

1031. RTLM broadcasting was a drumbeat, calling on listeners to take action against thc 
encmy and encmy accomplices, equated with the Tutsi population. The phase "heating 
up heads" captures the process of incitement systematically engaged in by RTLM, which 
after 6 April 1994 was also known as "Radio Machete". The nature of radio transmission 
made RTLM particularly dangerous and harmful. as did the breadth of its reach. Unlike 
print media, radio is immcdiately present and activc. The power of thc human voice; 
heard by the Chamber when the broadcast tapes were playcd in Kinyanvanda, adds a 
quality and dimension beyond words to the message conveyed. In this setting, radio 
heightened the sense of fear, the sense of danger and the scnse of urgency giving rise to 
thc need for action by listeners. The denigration of Tutsi ethnicity was augmented by the 

"'' M~rsemn (AC) paras. 361-363. 
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visccl-a1 scorn coming out of the ainvaves - the ridiculing laugh and the nasty sneer. 
These elements greatly amplified the impact of RTLM broadcasts. 

1032. ln particular, the Chamber notes the broadcast of 4 June 1994, by Kantano 
Habimana, as illustrative of the incitement engaged in by RTLM. Calling on listeners to 
exterminate the inkofun~?, who would be known by height and physical appearance, 
Habimana told his followers, "Just look at his small nose and then break it". The 
identification of thc enemy by his nose and the longing to break it vividly symbolize the 
intent to destroy the Tutsi ethnic group. 

1033. The Chamber has found beyond a reasonable doubt that Ferdinand Nahimana 
acted with genocidal intent, as set forth in paragraph 969. It has found beyond a 
reasonable doubt that Nahimana was responsible for RTLM programming pursuant to 
Article 6(1) and established a basis for his responsibility under Article 6(3) of the Statutc. * as set forth in paragraphs 970-972. Accordingly, the Chamber finds Ferdinand Nahimana 
guilty of direct and public incitement to genocide under Article 2(3)(c), pursuant to 
Articlc 6(1) and Article 6(3) of the Statute. 

1034. The Chamber has found beyond a reasonablc doubt that Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza 
actcd with genocidal intent, as set forth in paragraph 969. It has found beyond a 
reasonable doubt that Barayagwiza was responsible for RTLM programming pursuant to 
Article 6(3) of the Statute of the Tribunal, as set forth in paragraph 977. Accordingly, thc 
Chamber finds Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza guilty of direct and public incitement to 
genocide under Article 2(3)(c), pursuant to Article 6(3) of its Statute. 

CDR 

1035. As found in paragraph 276, Jean-Bosco Barayagwira was one of the principal 
founders of CDR and played a leading role in its Sonnation and development. He was a 
decision-maker for the party. The killing of Tutsi civilians was promoted by the CDR, as 
evidenced by the chanting of "tubatscmbatsembe" or "let's exterminate them", by 
Barayagyiza himself and by CDR members and Imp~mzmugainhi in his presence at 
public meetings and demonstrations. The reference to "them" was understood to mcan 
the Tutsi population. The killing of Tutsi civilians was also promoted by the CDR 
through the publication of communiques and other writings that called for the 
extcrmination of the enemy and defined the enemy as the Tutsi population. The Charnbcr 
notes the direct involvement of Barayagwiza in this call for genocide. Barayagwiza was 
at the organizational helm of CDR. He was also on site at the meetings, demonstrations 
and roadblocks that created an infrastn~cture for the killing of Tutsi civilians. For these 
acts, the Chamber finds Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza guilty of direct and public incitement to 
genocide under Article 2(3)(c) of its Statute, pursuant to Article 6(1) of its Statute. The 
Chamber found in paragraph 977 above that Barayagwiza had superior responsibility 
over members o f  CDR and the Iinpu~arnugarnbi. For his failure t o  taken ecessary and 
reasonable measures to prevent the acts of direct and public incitement to commit 
genocide caused by CDR members, the Chamber finds Barayagwiza guilty of direct and - 
public incitement to commit genocide pursuant to Article 6(3) of its Statute. 
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I Kangura 

1036. Many of the writings published in Krrngura combined ethnic hatred and fear- 
mongering with a call to violence to be directed against the Tutsi population, who werc 
characterized as the enemy or enemy accomplices. The Apperd to the Conscience of the 
Htrru and the cover of K a n p r n  Xo. 26 are two notable examples in which thc message 
clearly conveyed to the readers of Kangurc~ was that the Hutu population should "wake 
up" and take the measures necessary to deter the Tutsi enemy from decimating the Hutu. 
The Chamber notes that the name Kangwa itself means "to wake up others". What it 
intended to wake the Hutu up to is evidenced by its content, a litany of ethnic denigration 
presenting the Tutsi population as inherently evil and calling for the extermination of the 
Tutsi as a preventive measure. The Chamber notes the increased attention in 1994 issues 
of Kungurtr to the fear of an RPF attack and the threat that killing of innocent Tutsi 
civilians that would follow as a consequence. 

1037. The Chamber notes that not all of the writings published in Kcrnz~(ra and 
highlighted by the Prosecution constitute direct incitement. A Cockroach Cannot Give 
Bir-tlz to a Butterjy, for example, is an article brimming with ethnic hatred but did not 
call on readers to take action against the Tutsi population. 

1038. As founder, owner and editor of Kunguru, Hassan Ngeze directly controlled the 
publication and all of its contents, for which he has largely acknowledged responsibility. 
The Chamber has found that Ngeze acted with genocidal intent, as set forth in paragraph 
969. Ngeze used the publication to instill hatred. promote fear, and incite genocide. It is 
evident that Knngurcz played a significant role, and was seen to have played a significant 
role, in creating the conditions that led to acts of genocide. Accordingly, the Chamber 
finds Hassan Ngeze guilty of direct and public incitement to genocide, under Article 
2(3)(c) and in accordance with Article 6(I) of the Statute. 

Acts of" Hassun Ngeze * 
1030. As set forth in paragraph 837, Hassan Ngezc often drovc around with a 
megaphone in l ~ i s  vehicle, mobilizing the Hutu population to come to CDR meetings and 
spreading the message that the Inyenzi ivould be exterminated, Inyenzi meaning, and 
being understood to mean, the Tutsi ethnic minority. For lhese acts, which called for the 
extermination of the Tutsi population, the Chamber finds Hassan Ngeze guilty of direct 
and public incitement to genocide, under Article 2(3)(c) and in accordance with Article 
6(1) of the Statute. 

4. Conspiracy to Commit Genocide 

1040. Count 1 of the Indictments charge the Accused with conspiracy to commit 
genocide pursuant to Article 2(3)(b) of the Statute, in that they conspired with each other, 
and others, to kill and cause serious bodily or mental harm to members of the Tutsi 
population with the intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a racial or ethnic group as such. 
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1041. In Musemu, the Tribunal rcvicwed the history of the inclusion of the crimc of 
conspiracy in ihe Convention fbr the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of 
Genocide, noting that in view of the serious nature of the crime of genocide, it was felt 
that the mere agreement to commit gcnocide should be punishable even if no preparatory 
act had taken place. After considering the civil law and common law definitions of 
conspiracy, the M~lseinu judgement defined conspiracy to commit genocide as an 
agreement between hvo or more persons to commit the crime of genocide.'120 

1042. The requ~site intent for the crime of consp~racy lo commit genoc~de is the same 
mtent requ~red for the crime of genocide.1121 That the three Accused had this mtent has 
been found beyond a reasonable doubt and is sct forth in paragraph 969. 

1043. The Appeals Chamber in hhsemu has affirmed that distinct crimes may justify 

4 multiple convictions, provided that each statntory provision that forms the basis for a 
conviction has a materially distinct element not contained in the other."22 The Chamber 
notes that planning is an act of commission of genocide, pursuant to Article 6(1) of the 
Statute. The offence of conspiracy requires the existence of an agreement, which is the 
defining element of the crime of conspiracy. Accordingly, the Chamber cousiders that 
thc Accused can be hcld crinlinally responsible for both the act of c onspiracy and the 
substantive offence of genocide that is the object of the conspiracy. 

1044. The Chamber notes that as set forth in paragraphs 100-104 conspiracy is an 
inchoate ofknce, and as such has a continuing nature that culminates in the commission 
of the acts contemplated by the conspiracy. For this reason, acts of conspiracy prior to 
1994 that resulted in the commission of genocide in 1994 fall within the temporal 
jurisdiction of the Tribunal. 

1045. The essence of the charge of conspiracy is thE agreement among those charged. It 
is a well established principle of the Anglo-American jurisprudence on conspiracy that 
the existence of a formal or express agreement is not needed to prove the charge of 

agreement can be inferred from concerted or coordinated action on 
the part of the group of individuals. A tacit understanding of the criminal purpose is 
sufficient. ' I z 4  

3046. In Ar&itegekn, the Tribunal inferred the existence of a conspiracy to commit 
genocide based on circumstantial evidence. including various actions of the Accused, 
such as his participation and attendance at meetings to discuss the killing of Tutsi, his 
planning of attacks against Tutsi, his promise and distribution of weapons to attackers to 

1 1 2 0  ,blusenm (TC) paras. 185-191. 
1121 Ihid., para. 192. 
1122 hl~iserna (AC) paras. 361-363. 
1123 See Stole v. Bond, 39 Conn. App. 183, 195-96 (1998); Slate v. Chnnner. 28 Conn. App. 161, 168-69 
(1992). 
1121 See Slate v. Cnvaniiugh, 23 Conn. App. 667. 671 (1991); Stofe v. Grrrllon, 212 Conu. 195, 199 (1989). 
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be used in attacks against Tutsi, and his leadership role in conducting and speaking at thc 
meetings. ' "" 
1047. The Chamber considers that conspiracy to commit genocide can be inferred from 
coordinatcd actions by individuals who have a common purpose and are acting within a 
unified tianiework. A coalition, even an informal coalition, can constitute such a 
framework so long as those acting within the coalition are aware of its existence, their 
participation in it, and its rolc in furtherance of their common purpose. 

1048. The Chamber further considers that conspiracy to commit genocide can be 
comprised of individuals acting in an institutional capacity as well as or even 
independently of their personal links with each other. Tnstitutional coordination can form 
the basis of a conspiracy among those individuals who control the institutions that are 

a engagcd in coordinated action. The Chamber considers the act of coordination to be the 
ccntl-a1 element that distinguishes conspiracy Com "conscious parallelism", the concept 
put forward by the Defence to explain the evidence in this case. 

1049. Nahimana and Barayagwiza collaborated closely as the two most active members 
of the Steering Committee (Cornite d '  Irzitiutive), or provisional board, of RTLM. They 
were together in meetings at which they represented RTLM, and they were the hvo 
officials signing checks ibr the organization. They both attended clandestine meetings at 
the Ministry of Transport. In June 1994. they wer-e together in Geneva and met with 
Prosecution Witness Dahinden, a Swiss journalist, to talk about RTLM. Barayagwiza also 
collaborated closely with Ngcze in the CDR. They were together at CDR meetings and 
demonstrations, as documented not only by the evidence of witnesses but also by various 
photographs of Barayagviza and Ngezc together on podiums at CDR functions. 

1050. The Chamber finds that Barayagawiza was the lynchpin among the three 
Accused, collaborating closely with both Nahimana and Ngeze. Nahimana and h'geze 
met with Barayagwiza at his office in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and Ngeze also * met Barayagwiza at his home. They discussed RTLM, CDR and Kurzg~~ru as all playing a 
rolc in the struggle of the Hutu against the Tutsi. All three participated together in an 
MRND rally in  Nyamirambo Stadium in 1 993 where they w ere introduced w ithin the 
framework o f t h e  emerging H utu solidarity m ovement called "Hutu P ower". All three 
were dcpicted by Ngeze on the cover of Kungur-a in connection with the creation of 
RTLM in a cartoon which showed the three .4ccused as representing the new radio 
initiative within the framework of advancing a common Hutu agenda. 

1051. Institutionally also, there were many links that connected the Accused to each 
other. Krzngwa was a shareholder. albeit limited one, of RTLM, and the newspaper and 
radio closely collaborated. Kungc~ra welcomed the creation of RTLM as an initiative in 
which Karzgura had a role. RTLM promoted issues of Kangurcr to its listeners. Kcmgura 
and RTLM undertook a joint initiative in March 1993, a competition to make readers and 
listeners familiar with the contents of past issues of Kurzguru and to survey readers and 

I I25 !Viyiregeka (TC)  paas .  427-428 
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hstencrs on their wews regarding RTLM broadcasters. One of the prizes offered was for 
CDR members only. 

1052. Kunguru also worked together with CDR, welcoming its creation with a special 
issue devoted to it. The newspaper urged its readers to join CDR, and it publicly 
identified Ngcze with CDR, through editorials, photographs, and the publication of letters 
and conlmuniques. .4n article signed by Kaizguru in  May 1992 told readers "The island is 
none other than the CDR. So now grab your oars, Hutus." It called for a mental 
revolution among the Hutu, to deal with the intractable Tutsi "who has a desiccated heart 
where the Nazi worm nibbles in tranquility". 

1053. There were several triangular links as well among the three institutions effectively 
controlled by the three Accused. Kungurrr interacted extensively with both RTLM and 
CDR. Although RTLM was primarily m adc u p  of MRND shareholders, the few C DR 

a shareholders involved in RTLM were key officials in both RTLM and CDR. In addition 
to Barayagwiza, who had a controlling role in both RTLM and CDR, Stanislas Simbizi, a 
lncmber of the CDR Executive Committee, became a member of the RTLM Steering 
Committee following the General Assembly of RTLM on 11 July 1993. Simbizi was 
also a member of the editorial board of Kunguru. An article signed by Ngezc and 
published in Ku~lgurcr in January 1994 links all three entities: "Kunguru has been 
supported by CDR and then RTLM radio station was established . . .  The entire Hutu 
youth now have been taught how the Hutu youth can confront the Inyenzis ..." As a 
political institution CDR provided an ideological framework for genocide, and the two 
media institutions formed part 01 the coalition that disseminated the message of CDR that 
the destruction of the Tutsi was essential to the survival of the Hutu. 

1054. This evidence establishes, beyond a reasonable doubt, that Nahimana, 
Barayagwiza and Ngeze consciously interacted with each other, using the institutions 
they controlled to promote a joint agenda, which was the targeting of the Tutsi population 
for destruction. There was public presentation of this shared purpose and coordination of 
efforts to realize their common eoal. u * 1055. The Chamber finds that Nahimana, Ngeze and Barayagwiza. through personal 
collaboration as well as interaction among institutions within their control. namely 
RTLM, Kangw-u and CDR, are guilty of conspiracy to commit genocide under Article 
2(3)(b) and pursuant to Article 6(1) of the Statute. 

5. Complicity in Genocide 

1056. Count 4 of the Nahimana Indictment, Count 3 of the Barayagwiza Indictment and 
Count 3 of the Ngeze Indictment charge the Accused ~vith complicity in genocide, in that 
they are complicit in the killing and causing of serious bodily or mental harm to members 
of the Tutsi population with the intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a racial or ethnic 
group as such. The Chamber considers that the crime of complicity in genocide and the 
crime of genocide are mutually exclusive, as one cannot be guilty as a principal 
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perpetrator and as an accomplice with respect to the same offen~e."~"n light of the 
finding in relation to the count of genocide, the Chamber finds the Accused not guilty of 
the count of complicity in genocide. 

6 .  Crimes Against Humanity (Extermination) 

1057. Count 6 of the Nahimana Indictment, Count 5 of the Barayagwiza lndictmcnt and 
Count 7 of the Ngezc Indictment charge the .4ccused with extem~ination pursuant to 
Arlicle 3(b) of the Statute of the Tribunal, in that they are responsible for the 
extermination of the Tutsi, as part of a widespread or systematic attack against a civilian 
population on political, racial or ethnic grounds. 

1058. The Chamber notes that some RTLM broadcasts, as well as the publication of 
Kunguucr through March 1994, preceded the widespread and systematic attack that 

a occurred following the assassination of President Habyarimana on 6 April 1994 (see 
paragraph 121). As set forth in paragraph 120, the Chamber has found that systematic 
attacks against the Tutsi population also took place prior to 6 April 1994. The Chamber 
considers that the broadcasting of RTLM and thc publication of Kangurcr prior to the 
attack that conxnenced on 6 April 1994 formed an integral part of this widespread and 
systematic attack, as well as the preceding systematic attacks against the Tutsi 
population. Similarly, the activities of the CDR that took place prior to 6 April 1994 
formed an integral part o f  the widespread and systematic attack that commenced on 6 
April, as well as the preceding systematic attacks against the Tutsi population. 

1059. The Chamber notes that the temporal jurisdiction of the Tribunal for crimes 
against humanity is limited to RTLM broadcasts in 1994. With regard to Kunpru ,  as 
found in paragraph 257, the competition published twice in March 1994 was intended to 
direct the attention of readers to back issues of the publication and effectively brought 
these back issues into circulation in Rwanda in March 1994. Accordingly, they fall within 
the scope of the temporal jurisdiction of the Tribunal. 

1060. As noted in paragraph 952, the nature of media is such that causation of killing 
will necessarily bc effected by an immediately proximate cause in addition to the 
communication itself. In the Chamber's view, this does not diminish the causation to be 
attributed to the media, or the criminal accountability of those responsible for the 
communication. 

1061. The Chamber recalls that in Akayesu the Tribunal distinguished the crime of 
extermination from the crime of murder by saying, "Extermination is a crime which by 
its very nature is directed against a group of individuals. Extermination differs from 
murder in that it requircs an element of mass destruction which is not required for 
murder. ,,I 127 In Bngilishemu, the Tribunal affim~ed this distinction, holding that 
extermination is "unlawful killing on a large scalc" and that "large scale" does not 

1126 
Aknye.51< (TC) para. 512. 

1 I ? ?  
Akaycsu (TC) para. 591. 
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suggest a numerical minimunl.'12* In Ntcrkirutinznrzu, the Chamber cited Vasi1je1.k which 
held that extermination would be found where the Accused were responsible for the 
deaths of a large u m b e r  of individuals, even if their part therein was remote or indirect: 

r r  1129 and that extermination "supposes the taking of a large number of lives . The Chamber 
in N+itegeka adopted the same approach, citing Akayesu and Vusiljevic with 
approval.113u In Semanra, the Chamber held that the "material element of cxtermination is 
the mass killing o f  a substantial number o f  civilian^".'^^' The Chamber agrees that in 
order to be guilty of thc cnmc of extermination, the Accused must have been involved in 
killings of civilians on a large scale but considers that the distinction is not entirely 
related to  numbers. The distinction b etween extermination and m urder is a conceptual 
one that relates to the victims of the crime and the manner in which they were targeted. 

1062. Both Kunguru and RTLM instigated killings on a large-scale. The nature of 
media, particularly radio, is such that the impact of the communication has a broad reach, * which greatly magnifies the harm that it causes. The activities of the CDR and its 
Impu~amugamhi, being by nature group rampages of violence, also caused killing on a 
large-scale, often following meetings and demonstrations. 

Individual Cvitninal Responsibility 

1063. The role of RTLM in killing Tutsi civilians is set forth above in paragraph 949. 
The individual criminal responsibility of Ferdinand Nahimana for RTLM broadcasts is 
set forth above in paragraphs 970-974. The Chamber notes that hrahimana is not charged 
for extermination in relation to his superior responsibility lor RTLM pursuant to Article 
6(3) of its Statute. For RTLM broadcasts in 1994 that caused thc killing of Tutsi civilians, 
the Charnbcr finds Nahimana guilty of crimes against humanity (extermination) under 
A~iicle 3(b), pursuant to Article 6(1) of the Statute of the Tribunal. 

1064. The responsibility of Jean-Bosco Barayapviza for RTLM broadcasts is forth 
above in paragraph 973. For RTLhl broadcasts in 1994 that caused the killing of Tutsi 
civilians, the Chamber finds Barayagwiza guilty of cnmcs against humanity 

a (extermination) under Article 3(b), pursuant to Article 6(3) of the Statute of thc Tribunal. 

1065. The responsibility of Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza for the activities of CDR is set 
forth in paragraph 975. For the killing of Tutsi civilians by CDR mcmbers and the 
Impuzanzugumbi at thc direction of Barayagwiza as leader of the CDR, the Chambcr finds 
Barayagwiza guilty of crimes against humanity (extermination) under Article 3(b), 
pursuant to Article 6(1) of the Statute. 

1066. The Chamber found in paragaph 977 above that Barayapviza had superior 
responsibility over CDR mcmbers and thc Impuznmugarnbi. For his failure to take 
necessary and reasonable measures to prevent the killing of Tutsi civilians by CDR 

112s Bagiii.shemn (TC) para. 87. 
112') lVfakinrtirnnna (TC) para. 813 
I ! i O  ,Viyilegekn (TC) para. 450. 
11-31 Sen~anza (TC) para. 463. 
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members and Impuzanzugamhi,  thc Chamber finds Barayagwiza guilty of crimes against 
humanity (extermination) pursuant to Article 6(3) of its Statute. 

1067. For his acts in planning the killing of Tutsi civilians, as set forth in paragraph 954, 
the Chambcr finds Jean-Rosco Barayakpiza guilty of crimes against humanity 
(exte~mination) under Article 3(b). pursuant to Article 6(1) of its Statute. 

1068. For his acts in ordering and aiding and abetting the killing of Tutsi civilians, as set 
forth in paragraph 954, the Chamber finds Hassan Ngere guilty of crimes against 
humanity (extermination) under Article 3(b), pursuant to Article 6(1) of its Statutc. 

7. Crimes Against Humanity (Persecution) 

1069. Count 5 of the Nahimana Indictment and Count 7 of the Barayagwiza and Ngeze 

a Indictments charge the Accused with crimes against humanity (persecution) on political 
or racial grounds pursuant to Article 3(h) of the Statute, in that they are responsible for 
persecution on political or racial grounds, as part of a widespread or systematic attack 
against a civilian population, on political, ethnic or racial grounds. 

1070. The Chamber's findings o n  the existence o f  w idesprcad and systematic attacks 
against the Tutsi ethnic minority are set forth in paragraphs 120-121. The Chamber's 
findings that RTLM broadcasts, the publication of Kangur-a,  and activities of the CDR 
prior to 6 April 1994 formed part of these attacks are sct forth in paragraph 1058. 

1071. Unlikc the other acts of crimes against humanity enumerated in the Statute of the 
Tribunal, the crime of persecution specifically requires a finding of discriminatory intent 
on racial, religious or political grounds. The Chamber notcs that this requirement has 
been broadly interpreted by the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former 
Yugoslavia (ICTY) to include discriminatory acts against all those who do not belong to 
a particular group, i.e, non-~erbs.'"' As the evidence indicates. in Rwanda the targets of 
attack were the Tutsi ethnic group and the so-called "moderate" Hulu political opponents 

0 who s upported the T utsi ethnic group. T he C hambcr c onsiders that the group a gainst 
which discriminatory attacks were perpetrated can be defined by its political component 
as well as its ethnic component. At times the political component predominated, as 
evidenced by the comment of Witness FS, citing the Tutsi leader of the In te rahamwe,  
Robert Kajuga as an example, that lie did not consider Tutsi who joined the I n t e r a h a m w e  
to be Tutsi."" RTLM, Karzg~rm and CDR, as has been shown by the cxidence, 
essentially merged political and ethnic. identity, defining their political target on the basis 
of ethnicity and political positions relating to ethnicity. In these circumslances, thc 

I132 Tadic (TC) para. 652. Tndic (AC) para. 249. Prosecurur. v. Slevan Tudorovic. IT-95-9/1, Sentencing 
Judgment, para. 12 (Trial Chamber 1, 31 July 2001), para. 236. In Krnojelm (AC) para. 187, the ICTY 
Appeals Chamber stated that the accused "had sufficient information to alert him to the risk that inhumane 
acts and cruel treatment were being committed agains the non-Serb detainees because of their political or 
religious affiliation". 
1133 Para. 895. .') 
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Chamber considers that the discriminatory intent of the Accused falls within the scope o l  
the crime against humanity of persecution on political grounds of an ethnic character. 

1072. In Ruggizt, its first decision regarding persecution as a crime against humanity, thc 
ICTR applied the elements of persecution outlined by the TCTY Trial Chamber in  the 
Kupreskic casc.'I3"n these cases the crime of persecution was held to require "a gross or 
blatant denial of a fundamental right reaching the same level of gravity" as the other acts 
enumerated as crimes against humanity under the ~tatute."" '~ The Chamber considers it 
evident that hate speech targeting a population on the basis of ethnicity, or other 
discriminatory grounds, reaches this 1 eve1 o f  gravity and constitutes persecution under 
Article 3(h) of its Statute. In Ruggiu, the Tribunal so held, finding that the radio 
broadcasts oSRTLM, in singling out and attacking the Tutsi ethnic minority, constituted a 
deprivation of "the fundamental rights to life, liberty and basic humanity enjoyed by 
members of the wider society."'"%ate speech is a discriminatory fomi of aggression 

a that destroys the dignity of those in the group under attack. It creates a lesser status not 
only in the eyes of the group members themselves but also in the eyes of others who 
perceive and treat them as less than human. The denigration of persons on the basis of 
their ethnic identity or other group membership in and 01 itself, as well as in its other 
consequences, can be an irreversible harm. 

1073. Unlike the crime of incitement, which is defined in terms of intent, the crimc of 
persecution is defined also in terms of impact. It is not a provocation to cause harm. It is 
itself the harm. Accordingly, there need not be a call to action in communications that 
constitule persecution. For the same reason, there need be no link between persecution 
and acts of violence. The Chamber notes that Julius Streicher was convicted by the 
Intcmational Military Tribunal at Kuremberg of persecution as a crime against humanity 
fol- anti-semitic writings that significantly predated the extermination of Jews in the 
1940s. Yet they were understood to be like a poison that infected the minds of the 
German people and conditioned them to follow the lead of the National Socialists in 
persecuting the Jewish people. In Rwanda, the virulent writings of Kung~cru and the 
incendiary broadcasts of RTLM functioned in the same way, conditioning the Hutu * population and creating a climate of harm, as evidenced in part by the extennination and 
genocide that followed. Similarly, the activities of thc CDR, a Hutu political party that 
demonized the Tutsi population as the enemy, gcneratcd fcar and hatred that crcated the 
conditions Tor extermination and genocide in Rwanda. 

1074. The Chamber notes that freedom of expression and freedom from discrimination 
are not incompatible principles of law. Hate speech is not protected speech under 
international law. In fact, governments have an obligation under the International 
Covenant o n  Civil and Political Rights to prohibit any advocacy of national, racial o r  
religious hatred that constitutes incitement to discrimination, hostility or vio~ence."~' 
Similarly, the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination 

1 1 3 1  
Ru,~,qiu ( T C )  para. 2 1 
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1116 Ruggir, (TC)  para. 22. 
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requires the prohibition of propaganda activities that promote and incite racial 
discrimination.1138 

1075. A great number of countries around the world, including Rwanda, have domestic 
laws that ban advocacy of discriminatory hate, in reco&ion of the danger it represents 
and the harm it causes. Theses countries include the following: The Criminal Codc of 
Germany prohibits incitement to hatred and violence against segments of the population, 
including the dissemination of publications or broadcasts that attack human dignity.1139 
A press law in Vietnam prohibits the sowing of enmity among nations and 
The Russian Criminal Code prohibits incitement of hatred by attacking human dignity, 

1111 insulting, or maliciously degrading se,pents of the population. The Criminal Code of 
Finland prohibits racist propaganda that threatens, denigrates or humiliates a group of 
persons.'14' In lreland it is an offence to publish threatening, abusive or insulting material 
likely t o  stir up hatred.'l4' A I aw in Ukraine prohibits propaganda for cruelty and the 
broadcast of pornography and other material that causes the demeaning of human honour 
and dignity.''" The Criminal Code of Iceland prohibits racial hatred, including mockery, 
insults, threats and defamation."" Press that arouses scorn or hatred of some inhabitants 
for others is prohibited in ~ o n a ~ o . " ~ '  The Criminal Code of Slovenia prohibits 
incitement of inequality and into1eran~e.l'~' China prohibits broadcasts that incite hatr-ed 

1118 on account of color, race, sex, religion, nationality or ethnic or national origin. 

1076. The Chamber considers, in light of well-established principles of international and 
domcstic law, and the jurisprudence of the Streiclzer case in 1946 and the many European 
Court and domestic cascs since then, that hate speech that expresses ethnic and other 
forms of discrimination violates the norm of customary international law prohibiting 
discrimination. Within this norm of customary law, the prohibition of advocacy of 
discrimination and incitement to violcnce is increasingly important as the power of thc 
media to harm is increasingly acknowledged. 

1077. The Chamber has reviewed the broadcasts o f  RTLM, the writings in Kaizgura, 
and the activities of CDR in its Legal Findings on Direct and Public Incitement to 

@ 1138 
CERD, Art. l ( a )  

1139 
Aiticle 130. Criminal Code, European Commission Against Racism and Intolerance (website). 

l l * O  . Second penodic report of Vietnam to the Iluman Rights Committee, 05!14;2001 
1141 

Article 282. Russian Criminal Code, European Commission Against Racism and Intolerance 
(website). 
I142 

Alticle 8, Chapter I I ,  Finnish Criminal Code European Commission Against Racism and Intolerance 
(website). 
I 113 

Prohibition of Incitment to Hatred Act of 1989, Subpara. 2(l)(a) European Commission Against 
Kacism and intolerance (wbsite) .  
114' Fifth periodic report of Ukraine to the Human Rights Committee, 1 Ii16/2000; web-site of the buropean 
Commission Against Racism and intolerance. 
I145 

Kational Climinal Code, European Commission Against Racism and Intolerance (website). 
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Genocide (see paragraphs 1019-1037). Having established that all colnnlunications 
constituting direct and public incitement to genocide were madc with genocidal intent, 
the Chamber notes that the lesser iutent requircmeut of persecution, the intent to 
discriminate, has been met with regard to these communications. Having also found that 
these communications were part of a widespread or systematic attack. the Chamber finds 
that thesc exprcssions of ethnic hatred constitute the crime against humanity of 
persecution, as well as the crime of direct and public incitement to genocide. 

1078. The Chamber notes that persecution is broader than direct and public incitement, 
including advocacy ol'ethnic hatred in other forms. For example, the K a n p r a  article, A 
Coekrouch Cannot Give Birth lo a ButterJy, and The Ten Connzur~~linents, independently 
of its placement within the Appeul to the Conscience ofthe Hzrlu, constitute persecution. 
The RTLM interview broadcast on June 1994, in which Simbona, interviewed by 
Gaspard Gahigi, talkcd of the cunning and trickery of thc Tutsi, also constitutes 

a persecution. As described by Witncss ABE. the propaganda of Krrngurn contaminated the 
minds of people. As described by Witness GO, RTLM "spread petrol throughout the 
country little by little, so that one day it would be able to set fire to the whole country". 
This is the poison described in the Streicher judgement. 

1079. The Chamber notes that Tutsi women, in particular, were targcted for persecution. 
The portrayal of the Tutsi woman as afemniefitale, and thc message that Tutsi women 
were seductive agents of the enemy was conveyed repeatedly by RTLM and Kangitra 
The Ten Commuizdments, broadcast on RTLM and published i n  K u n p r a ,  vilified and 
endangered Tutsi women, as evidenced by Witness AHl's testimony that a Tulsi woman 
was killed by CDR members who spared her husband's life and told him "Do not worry, 
we are going to find another wife, a Hutu for you"."" By defining the Tutsi woman as 
an enemy in this way, RTLM and Knngur-a articulated a framework that made the sexual 
attack of Tutsi women a foreseeable consequence of the role attributed to them. 

1080. The Chamber notes that persecution when it takes the form of killings is a lesser 
included offence of extermination. The nature of broadcasts, writings, and the activities 
of CDR is such, however, that the same communication would have caused harm of 
varying degrecs to different individuals. An RTLM broadcast, Kangurn article, or CDR 
demonstration that led to the extermination of certain Tutsi civilians inflicted lesser [oms 
of harm on others, constituting persecution. The Chamber considers that these actions by 
the Accused therefore constitute multiple and different crimes; for which they can be held 
separately accountable. 

1081. The responsibility of Ferdinand Nahimana for the broadcasts of RTLM is set forth 
above in paragraphs 970-974. For RTLM broadcasts in 1994 advocating ethnic. hatred or 
inciting violence against the Tutsi population, the Chambcr finds Nahimana guilty of 
crimes against h umanity (persecution) under Article 3 (h), pursuant t o  Article 6 (1 )  and 
Article 6(3) of the Statute. 

I lVJ  
Para. 234. 
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1082. The responsibility of Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza for the broadcasts of RTLM is set 
forth above in paragaph 973. For RTLM broadcasts in 1994 advocating ethnic hatred or 
inciting violence against the Tutsi population. the Chamber finds Barayagwiza guilty of 
crimes against humanity (persecution) under Article 3(h), pursuant to Article 6(3) of the 
Statute of the Tribunal. 

1083. The responsibility of Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza for the actions of the CDR is set 
forth in paragraph 975. For his own acts and Sor the activities of CDR that avocatcd 
ethnic hatred or incited violence against the Tutsi population, the Chamber finds 
Barayagwiza guilty of crimes against humanity (persecution) under Article 3(h), pursuant 
to Article 6(1) of the Statute. The Chamber found in paragraph 977 above that 
Barayagwiza had superior responsibility over CDR members and the Impuzumz~gumbi. 
For his failure to take necessary and reasonable measures to prevent the advocacy of 
ethnic hatred or incitement of violence against the Tutsi population by CDR members 

a and Impuzumugambi, the Chamber finds Barayagwiza guilty of crimes against humanity 
(persecution) pursuant to Article 6(3) of its Statute. 

1084. The responsibility of Hassan Ngeze for the content of Kungum is set forth above 
in paragraphs 977 and 978. For the contents of this publication that advocated ethnic 
hatred o r  incited violence, a s  well a s  for h is own acts that advocated ethnic hatred o r  
incited violence against the Tutsi population, as set forth in paragraph 1039. The 
Chamber finds Ngeze guilty of crimes against humanity (pcrsecution) under Article 3(h), 
pursuant to Aflicle 6(1) of the Statute of the Tribunal. 

8. Crimes Against Humanity (Murder) 

1085. Count 7 of the Xahimana Indictment, Count 6 of the Barayagwiza Indictment and 
Count 5 of the Ngeze Indictment charge the Accused with crimes against humanity 
(murder), in that they are responsible for the murder of persons as part of a widespread or 
systematic attack against a civilian population, on political, ethnic or racial grounds. 
Pursuant to the Prosecution's concession that no evidence was presented of these crimes 
with respect to Nahimana and Barayagwiza, the Chamber, in its decision dated 25 
September 2002, acquitted Nahimana and Barayagwiza of crimes against humanity 
(murder). Therefore, only Nge7e remains charged of this crime. 

1086 The Prosecut~on alleges that Kgeze is guilty of murder under Art~clcs 6(1) and 
6(3) of the Statute. Paragraphs 7.6. 7.8 and 7.9 of the Ind~ctment refer to killings 
committed by or ordered by Ngeze. 

1087. The Prosecution conceded during its Closing Arguments that it was not pursuing 
the allegation of thc shooting of the Tutsi girl (paragraph. 7.8).115" The Chamber found 
that the Prosecution failed to prove that Ngeze ordered the killing of or killed Modeste 

1150 T. 19 Aug. 2003, p. 86. 
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Tabaro (paragraph 7.9). The Prosecution also failed to prove that Ngeze k~lled the man in 
the Commzme Rouge (paragraph 7.6). 

1088. The Chamber therefore finds that Ngeze is not guilty of murder as a crime against 
humanity pursuant to Article 6(1) or 6(3) of the Statute. 

9. Cumulative Charges and Convictions 

1089. Cumulative charging is generally permissible, as it is not possible to dctcrminc 
which charges will be proven against an Acc~~sed prior to the prescntation of the 
evidence."" 

1090. Cumulative convictions are permissible only if the crimes involved comprise 
materially distinct In this case, the three Accused are guilty of conspiracy to 

e commit genocide., genocide, direct and public incitement to commit genocide and crimes 
against humanity (persecution and extermination). As these offences comprise materially 
distinct elements, discussed above i n  this chapter, convictions o n  these counts will be  
entered against the three Accused. 

1151 See eg. Musemu (AC) paras. 346-370. 
'I5' ,$fztlrr.remn (AC) paras. 336-370; Delnlic (AC) para. 100. 
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CHAPTER V 

VERDICT 

1091. FOR THE FOREGOING REASONS, hawng cons~dered all of the endence 
and thc arguments: 

1092. THE CHAMBER unanimously finds Ferdinand Nahmana: 

Count 1: Guilty of Conspiracy to Commit Genocide 

Count 2: Guilty of Genocide 

Count 3: Guilty of Direct and Public Incitement to Commit Genocide 

Count 4: Not Guilty of Complicity in Genocide 

Count 5: Guilty of Crimes Against Humanity (Persecution) 

Count 6: Guilty of Crimes Against Humanity (Extermination) 

Count 7: Not Guilty of Crimes Against Humanity (Murder) 

1093. THE CHAMBER unanimously finds Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza: 

Count 1: Guilty of Conspiracy to Conlmit Genocide 

Count 2: Guilty of Genocide 

Count 3: Not Guilty of Complicity in Genocide 

Count 4: Guilty of Direct and Public Incitement to Commit Genocide 

Count 5: Guilty of Crimes Against Humanity (Extermination) 

Count 6: Not Guilty of Crimes Against Humanity (Murder) 

Count 7: Guilty of Crimes Against Humanity (Persecution) 

Count 8: Not Guilty of Serious Violations of Article 3 Common to the Geneva 

Conventions and of Additional Protocol I1 

Count 9: Not Guilty of Serious Violations of Article 3 Common to the Geneva 

Conventions and of .4dditional Protocol 11 

Judgement and Scntcnce 3 December 2001 



1094. THE CHAMBER unanimously finds Hassan Ngeze: 

Count 1: Guilty of Conspiracy to Connnit Genocide 

Count 2: Guilty of Genocide 

Count 3: Not Guilty oSComplicity in Genocide 

Count 4: Guilty of Direct and Public Incitement to Commit Genocide 

Count 5: Not Guilty of Crimes Against Humanity (Murder') 

Count 6: Guilty of Crimes Against Humanity (Persecution) 

Count 7: Guilty of Crimes Against Humanity (Extennination) 

ludgetncnt and Sentence 3 Dccember 2003 
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CHAPTER VI 

SENTENCE 

1095. Having found the three Accused guilty, the Chamber now addresses the issue of 
sentencing: pursuant to Article 22 of the Statute. The Chamber considers that sentencing 
serves the goals of retribution, deterrence, rehabilitation, and protection of society. In 
accordance with Article 23 ol' the Statute, the Chamber will consider the general prison 
sentencing practice in Rwanda, the gavity of the offences and the individual 
circumstances of the Accused. Thc Chamber will also take into account any other 
aggravating or mitigating circumstances pursuant to Rule 101 of the Rules. 

1096. The Accused h ave b cen convicted o f  g cnocide, direct and public incitement t o  

a commit genocide, conspiracy to commit genocide. and extermination and persecution as 
crimes against humanity. These are extremcly grave crimes, which shock the conscience 
ofhumanity and threaten the foundations of society. 

1097. The Prosecution has recomrnendcd life imprisonment Tor each count on which the 
.4ccused are con~ic ted . ' "~  Rule 101 of the Rules statcs that upon conviction, an Accused 
may be sentcnced to imprisonment for a fixed term or the remainder oS his life. The 
Chanlber considers that life imprisonmcnt, being the highest penalty pernissible at thc 
Tribunal. should bc reserved for the most serious offenders, and the principle of gradation 
in sentencing allows the Chamber to distinguish between crimes, based on their 
gravity."'4  he Chamber is mindful that it has an "overriding obligation to individualize 
[the] penalty", with the aim that the sentence be proportional to the gravity oS the offcnce 
and the degree of responsibility of ihe offender.''" The Chamber has also considered the 
provisions of the Rwandan Penal Code and Rw-andan Organic Law relating to sentencing, 
and the sentencing practices in both ad-hoc Tribunals. 

Individual Circumstances of the Accused and Agg~avating arzd Mitigating 

0 Circumstances 

1098. All the three Accused occupicd positions of leadership and public trust. 

1099. Ferdinand Nahimana was a renowned academic. Hc was Professor of History at 
the National University of Rwanda. Hc was Director of ORINFOR and founded RTLM 
radio station as an independent private r adio. He was Political Adviser to thc Interim 
Government swom in after 6 April 1994 under President Sindikubwabo. He was fully 
aware of the power of words, and he used the radio t h e  medium of communication with 
the widest public reach - to disseminate hatred and violence. Hc was motivated by his 
scnse o f  patriotism and the need h e  p erceivcd for equity for the H utu population. B ut 
instead of following legitimate avenues of recoursc, he chose a path of genocidc. In doing 

1153 
Prosecution Closing Bricf, p. 323. 

I154 
:Vrakinrlimunr~ (TC) para. 884 ; :Vi),iregeha (TC) para. 486. 

1155 
Drlnlic (AC)  para. 71 7 ;  Kurrihiwrh ('IT) para. 58. 
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so, he betrayed the trust placed in him as an intellectual and a leader. Without a firearm, 
machete or any physical weapon, he caused the deaths of thousands of innocent civilians. 
No representations were made on his behalf on sentencing. The Chamber notes the 
rcpresentations made by Defence witnesses as to his good character and high standing in 
society but in the Chamber's view, these circumstances are not mitigating. They 
underscore his betrayal of public trust. 

1100. Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza was Director of Political Affairs in the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs and a founder of RTLM. He was also the founder or  CDR and its 
President in Gisenyi Prefecture, later National President of CDR. He is a lawyer by 
training and in his book professes a commitment to intemational human rights standards. 
Yet he deviated from these standards and violated the most fimdamental human right, the 
right to  life. H e did s o  b 0th through the institutions h e  created, and through his own 
personal acts of panicipation in the genocide. He was the lynchpin of the conspiracy, 

e collaborating closely with both Nahimana and Ngcze. His Counsel have made 
representations on mitigation of ~entence."~'  The Chamber can find no mitigating 
circumstanccs in his case. 

1101. Hassan Xgere, as owner and editor of a well-known newspaper in Rwanda, was 
in a position to inform the public and shape public opinion towards achieving democracy 
and peace for all Rwandans. Instead of using the media to promote human rights, he used 
it to attack and destroy human rights. He has had significant media networking skills and 
attracted support earlier in his career from international human rights organizations who 
perceived his commitment to fiecdom of expression. However, Ngeze did not respect the 
responsibility that comes with that freedom. He abused the trust of the public by using his 
newspaper to instigate genocide. No representations as to sentence were made on his 
behalf by his Counsel. The Chamber notes that Ngezc saved Tutsi civilians from death by 
transponing them across the border out of Rwanda. His power to save was more than 
matched by his power to kill. Hc poisoned the minds of his readers, and by words and 
deeds caused the death of thousands of innocent civilians. 

0 1102. Thc Chamber considers that all three Accused were involved in the planning of 
these criminal activities and were disposed t o  acting i n  a manner contrary to the duty 
imposed upon them by their respective positions. The Chamber has considered the way 
the crimes were executed, in particular the cruelty as testified to by Witnesses AEU and 
EB, the attacks on churches and mosques and the preparation of mass graves for victims. 

1103. Havmg regard to the nature of the olfences, and the role and the degree of 
participation of the Accused, the Chamber considers that the three Accused fall into the 
category of the most serious offenders. 

1104. The Chamber notes that in the case of an Accused convicted of multiple crimes, 
as in the present case, the Chamber may. in its discretion, impose a single sentence or one 
sentence for each of the crimes. The imposition of a single sentence will usually be 

1156 Defence Closing Bricf (Barayagwi~a), p. 119 
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appropriate in cases in which the offences may be recognized as belonging to a single 
1157 criminal transaction. 

Fevdiizand Nahitnana 

1105. Having considered all the relevant factors, the Chamber sentences Ferdinand 
Xahimana in respect of all the counts on which he has been convicted to imprisonmcnt 
[or the remainder of his life.. 

Jean-Boscn Barayagwiza 

1106. Having considered all the rclevant factors, the Chamber considers that the 
appropriate sentcnce for Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza in respect of all thc counts on which he 
has been convicted is imprisonment for the remainder of his life. However, in its decision 

@ dated 31 March 2000, the Appeals Chamber dccided: 

[l']liat for the \:iolation of his rights the Appellant is entitled to a remedy. to be 
fixed at the time ofjudgement at first instancc, as follows: 

a) If the Appellant is found not guilty, he shall rcceive financial compensation; 
b) If the Appellant is found guilty. his sentence shall bc reduced to take account 

of the violation of his 

1107. The Chamber considers that a term of years, being by its nature a reduced 
sentence from that of life imprisomncnt, is the only way in which it can implement the 
Appeals Chamber decision. Taking into account the violation of his rights, the Chamber 
sentences Barayagwiza in respect of all the counts on which he has bcen convicted to 35 
years' imprisonment. Pursuant to Rulc 101(D) of the Rules, Barayagwiza is furthcr 
entitled to credit for time served, to be calculated fr-om the date of his initial arrest in 
Cameroon, on 26 March 1996."5" Credit for time served has been calculated as seven 
years, eight months and nine days. Therefore. Barayagwiza will serve twcnty-seven 

0 
years, three months and hvcnty-one days, being the remainder of his sentence, as of 3 
December 2003. 

' Ulii~kic (TC) para. 807: Krstir (TC) para. 725. 
l l 5 8  Decision on the Prosecutor's Request for Review or Reconsideration (4C), 31 hlarch 2000, p. 28. 
i 1 5 9  The Prosecutor's Closing Brief at p. 4, and Prosecution Motion to Revien AC Decision dated 3!11/99, 
state that Barayagwiza was arrested on 28 hlarch 1996; the Motion Based on Lack of Jurisdiction dated 19 
July 2000 cites his arrest date as 26 March 1996; the Defence Memorial in Support of the Accuscd Person's 
Appeal of thc Decision of Trial Chamber I1 on the Extremely i!rgent Motion by the Defence for Orders to 
Review andlor Uullifv the Arrest and Provisional Detention of thc Suspect states that he  was arrested on 2? 
hlarch 1996; the Appeals Chamber Decision dated 3 November 1999 states that he was arrested on 15 
April 1996. The Chamber has t a k a  as the date of arrest that most favourable to the Accused, that is, 26 
March 1996. 
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Hassan Ngeze 

1108. Having considered all the relcuant factors, the Chamber sentences Hassan Ngeze 
in respect of all the counts on which he has been convicted to imprisonment for the 
remainder of his life. 

1 0 9  Pursuant to Rules 102 (A) and 103, the three Accused shall remain in the custody 
of the Tribunal pending transfer to the State where they will senre their sentences. 

11 10. Done in English and French, thc English text being authoritative. 

Arusha. 3 December 2003 

, . , . . , i ,  
.~~ ~ ~. 

Erik Mme ~ s b k a  de ~ o y a  Gunawardana 
Presiding,Judp. Judge Judge 

i, 

(Seal ofthe Tribunno 

Judgement and Sentence 3 December 2003 
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UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UMES 

International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda 
Tribunal p&al international pour le Rwanda 

THE PROSECUTOR 

AGAINST 

FERDINAND N - W N A  

AMENDED INDICTMENT 

Pursuant to the decision of Trial Chamber I dated 5 Novemver 1999 
allowing the Prosecutor to amend the indictment 

e 
The Prosecutor of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, 
pursuant to the authority stipulated in Article 17 of the Statute of the 
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (the Statute of the Tribunal) 
charges: 

FERDINAND NAHIMANA 

with CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT G ~ O C T D E ,  GENOCIDE, DIRECT AND 
PUBLIC INCITEMENT TO CO&T GENOCIDE, COMPLICITY IN 
GENOCIDE -4ND CRIMES AGATNST HUMAYTTY, all offences stipulated 
A,'DRAFTDE doc 
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34567 
in Articles 2, and 3 of the Statute of the Tribunal, and as set forth below: 

HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

The revolution of 1959 marked the beginning of a period of ethnic 
clashes between the Hutu and the Tutsi in Rwanda, causing 
hundreds of Tutsis to die and thousands more to flee the country in 
the years immediately following. The revolution resulted in the 
abolition of the Tutsi monarchy and the proclamation of the First 
Republic in early 1961, confirmed in a referendum held in the same 
year. Legislative elections held in September 1961 confirmed the 
dominant position of the MDR-PARMEHUTU (Mozivement 
Dimocmtique Ripublicain - Parti du Mouvement d'Emancipation Hutu), 
led by Gregoire Kayibanda, who was subsequentIy elected President 
of the Republic by the Legislative Assembly on 26 October 1961. 

The early years of the First Republic, which were under the 
domination of the Hutus of central and southern Rwanda, were again 
marked by ethnic violence. The victims were predominantly Tutsi, 
the fonner ruling elite, and those related to them, who were killed, 
driven to other regions of Rwanda or forced to flee the country. The 
gradual elimination of the opposition parties in those early years 
confirmed the MDR-PARMEHUTU as the single party, the only party 
to present candidates in the elections of 1965. 

The early part of 1973 in Rwanda was again marked by ethnic 
confrontations between the Hutus and Tutsis, prompting another 
exodus of the Tutsi minority from the country, as had occurred 
between 1959 and 1963. This new outburst of ethnic and political 
tension between the North and South resulted in a military coup by 
General Juvenal Habyarimana on 5 July 1973, shifting power from 
civilian to military hands and from theHutus of central Rwanda to 
Hutus of the northern pre'fectures of Gisenyi (Habyarimana's native 
region) and Ruhengeri. 

In 1975, President Habyarimana founded the Mouvement 
Xivolutiunnaire National pour le Dkveloppement (MXND), a single party, 
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and assumed the position of party chairman. The administrative and 
party hierarchies were indistinguishable in this single party state 
from .the level of the Pr6fet to the bourgmestves, and down to that of 
the conseilkrs de seckur and responsables de cellule. 

From 1973 to 1994, the government of PresidentHabyarimana used 
a system of ethnic and regional quotas which was supposed to 
provide educational and employment opportunities for all but which 
was used increasingly to discriminate against both Tutsis and Hutus 
from regions outside the northwest. In fact, by the late 1980s, persons 
from Gisenyi and Ruhengeri occupied many of the most important 
positions in the military, political, economic and administrative 
sectors of Rwandan society. Among the privileged elite, an inner 
circle of relatives and close associates of PresidentHabyarimana and 
his wife, Agathe Kanziga, known as the A m ,  enjoyed great power. 
This select group, almost exclusively Hub, was supplemented by 
individuals who shared its extremist Hutu ideology, and who came 
mainly from the native region of the President and his wife. 

In 1990, the President of the Republic, Juvenal Habyarimana, and his 
partv, the MRND, were facing mounting opposition from, among 
othek, Hutus. 

On 1 October 1990, the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF), made up 
mainly of Tutsi refugees, attacked Rwanda. Within days the 
government began arresting thousands of people, presumed to be 
opponents of Habyarimana and suspected of being RPF accomplices. 
Although the Tutsi were the main target, Hutu political opponents 
were also arrested. 

Following pressure from the internal opposition and the international 
community, and the XFF attack of 1 October 1990, President 
Habyarimana permitted the introduction of multiple political partres 
and the adoption of a new constitution on 10 June 1991. The 
Mouvemenf Xivolutionnaire National pour le DPueloppernent (?VlRNL)) 
was renamed Mouvmenf R&pblicain National pour la Dhnocratie et 2e 
Dhelopemenf (MRND). The first transitional government was made 
up almost exclusively of MXND members, following the refusal of 
the main opposition parties to take part. With the second transitional 
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government in April 1992, the MRND became a minority party for 
the first time in its history, with 9 ministerial por,rtfolios out of 19. Qn 
the other hand, the MXND retained its domination over the local 
administration. 

1.9 The new government then entered into negotiations with the RPF, 
which resulted in the signing of the Arusha Accords on 4 August 
1993. The Accords provided for a new system of sharing military and 
civilian power between the RPF, the opposition parties and the 
MRND. 

0 1.10 By the terms of the Arusha Accords, which provided for the 
integration of both sides' armed forces, the new national armv was to 
be limited to 13,000 men, 60% FAR (Forces Amzees Xwandaises) and 
40% RFF. The posts of command were to be shared equally (50%- 
50%) between the two sides, with the post of Chief of Staff of the 
Army assigned to the FAR. 

The Gendarmerie was to be limited to 6,000 men, 60% FAR and 
40% RPF, with the posts of command shared equally (50%-50%) 
between the two sides and the post of Chief of Staff of the 
Gendarmerie assigned to the WF. 

1.11 As regards representation within the government, the Arusha 
Accords limited the number of ministerial portfolios to be held by the 
MRND to five, plus the Presidency. The other portfolios were to be 
shared as follows: RPF, five; MDR (Mouvement Dhzocmtique 
Rkpublicain), four (including the post of Prime Minister); PSD (Parti 
Social-Dimocyate), three; PL (Parti Libiral), three; and the PDC (Parti 
D6mocrafe-Chretien), one. 

1.12 In addition, the parties to the Arusha Accords agreed to reject and 
fight any political ideology based on ethnic differences. Thus, the 
political forces that were to participate in the transitional institutiom 
agreed to abstain from all sorts of violence and inciting violence by 
written or verbal communication, or by any other means, and to fight 
all political ideologies aimed at fostering any form of ethnic 
discrimination. 
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1.13 For the men and women close to President Habyarimana, including 
the members of the Akazu, who held positions of prominence in the 
various sectors of Rwandan society, this new power-sharing plan, as 
demanded by the political opposition and as stipulated in t h e h s h a  
Accords, meant a relinquishment of power and the loss of numerous 
privileges and benefits. 24t the same time, many of the military were 
facing massive demobilisation with the implementation of the Arusha 
Accords. Lastly, the constitutional statute of the Accords jeopardized 
the existence of the media which advocated an ideology of ethnic 
division. 

1.14 From 1990, Habyarimana and several of his close associates devised 
a strategy of inciting hatred and fear of theTutsi minority as a way 
of rebuilding solidarity among Hutu and keeping themselves in 
power. They strongly opposed any form of power sharing, including 
that envisaged by the Arusha Accords. 

1.15 Determined to avoid the power sharing prescribed by the Arusha 
Accords, several prominent civiIian and military figures pursued 
their strategy of ethnic division and incitement to violence. They 
targeted and labelled as RPF accomplices the entireTutsi population, 
and also Hutus opposed to their domination, particularly those from 
regions other than northwestern Rwanda. At the same time, they 
sought to divide Hutu opposition parties, attracting some of their 
members b a d  to the support ofHabyarimana. These efforts to divide 
the Hutu opposition were favored by the assassination of Melchior 
Ndadaye, a  democratic all^ elected Hutu President in neighboring 
Burundi, by Tutsi soldierswof the Burundi army. By late 1993, two of 
the three major parties opposed to the MRND had each split into two 
factions. The faction of each known as the "Power" faction aligned 
itself with fhe MRND. 

1.16 The strategy adopted in the early 1990s, which culminated in the 
widespread massacres of April 1994, comprised several components, 
which were carefully worked out by the various prominent figures 
who shared the extremist Hutu ideology, including the members of 
the Akazu. Added to the incitement to ethnic violence and 
extermination of the Tutsis and their accomplices was the 
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organization and military training of the youth wings of the political 
parties, notably the Interahamwe (youth wing of the MRND), the 
preparation at& broadcasting of lists of people to be eliminated, the 
distribution of weapons to civilians, the assassination of certain 
political opponents and the massacre of many Tutsis in various parts 
of Rwanda between October 1990 and April 1994. 

1.17 The incitement of ethnic hatred took the form of public speeches by 
people sharing the extremist ideology. These political and military 
figures publicly appealed to hatred and fear of the Tutsis and urged 
the H u b  majority to finish off the enemy and its accomplices. A * perfect illustration is the speech made in November 1992 by L6on 
Mugesera, vice-chairman of the MRND forGisenyi pvificture, who at 
the time was already inciting the public to exterminate the Tutsis and 
their accomplices. 

1.18 With the intention of ensuring widespread dissemination of the cans 
to ethnic violence, prominent figures from the President's circle set up 
an effective hate media, which would exercise great influence over 
the Rwandan people. Thus the creation of Radio Te'le'viswn Libre des 
Mille Collines (RTLM) and of the newspaper Kangura was a part of the 
strategy and pursued the same logic. As early as 1993, theTutsis and 
political opponents were targetted, identified by name and 
threatened by these media. Many of them were among the first 
victims of the massacres of April 1994. 

1.19 The creation of the youth wings of the political parties, originally 
intended to encourage or even force adherence to one or another 
party in the newly established multi-party system, provided 
Wabyarimanals circle with a large, devoted and effective workforce 
to implement the adopted strategy. These youth organizations, which 
were affiliated to the political parties, were soon manipulated as part 
of the anti-Tutsi campaign. Some of the members of these 
organizations, notably the Interahamwe (MRND) and the 
Impuzamugambi (CDR), were organized into militia groups, which 
were financed, trained and led by prominent civilians and military 
figures from the President of the Republic's entourage. They were 
issued weapons, with the complicity of certain military and civilian 



authorities. The militia groups were transported to training sites, 
including certain military camps, in public administration vehicles or 
vehicles belonging to companies controI1ed by the President's circle. 

1.20 During the mass arrests of October 1990, the civilian and military 
authorities followed lists that had been drawn up in order to identify 
and locate the presumed accomplices of the RPF, the majority of 
whom were Tutsi. Later, Army, Gendarmerie, local authorities and 
Interahamwe were given orders to prepare new lists or update the 
existing ones, which were subsequently used during the massacres 
of 1994. 

3 21 Towards the end of 1991, certain Rwandan authorities distributed 
weapons to certain civilians in thenorth-eastern region of the country 
as part of a civil selfdefence campaign, in reaction to the RPF attack 
of 1 October 1990. Later, some authorities distributed weapons 
nationwide, notably to the Interahmnwe, lmpuzamugmbi and carefully 
selected individuals, even in regions distant from the war zone. 
Towards the end of 1993, the Bishop of Nyundo criticized the 
distribution of weapons in a public letter and questioned its purpose. 

1.22 The pursuit of the strategy thus described played a catalytic role in 
the political and etlu-iic violence of the time, which climaxed in the 
April 1994 massacres. The early part of the 90s was marked by 
numerous political assassinations and large massacresof the Tutsi 
minority, including the one in Kibilira (1990), that of the Bagogwe 
(1991) and the one in Bugesera (1992). The massacres were instigated 
and organized by local authorities with the complicity of certain 
prominent persons from the President's circle. Therein can be found 
the components of the strategy which culminated in the genocide of 
1994, including the use of wrieen and radio propaganda to incite the 
commission of the massacres. 

1.23 In early 1994, certain prominent people fromHabyarimanals circle 
instigated violent demonstrations in Kigali aimed at preventing the 
implementation of the Arusha Accords. Soldiers in civilian clothes 
and militiamen took part, seeking to provoke confrontations with the 
Belgian UNAMIR soldiers. These incidents were partially the cause 
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of the postponement of the establishment of the institutions 
envisaged by the Arusha Accords. 

1.24 On 6 April 1994, the plane carrying, among other passengers, the 
President of the Republic of Rwanda, Juvenal Habyarimana, was shot 
down on its approach to Kigali airport. 

1.25 In the hours which followed the crash of the President's plane, the 
senior officers of the FAR convened to assess the situation. Those who 
shared the extremist Hutu ideology, generally from the North, 
proposed an army take-over. During a second meeting which took 

0 place on the morning of 7 April, that option was rejected infavour of 
setting up an interim Government. 

1.26 Already on the morning of 7 April and whiIe these discussions were 
taking place, groups of soldiers, lists in hand, proceeded to arrest, 
confine and carry out systematic assassinations of a large number of 
political opponents, both Hutu and Tutsi, including the Prime 
Minister, some of the Ministers in her Government and the President 
of the Constitutional Court At the same time, however, soldiers were 
evacuating prominent members of President Habyarimana's circle, 
including the MRND Ministers, to safe locations. The Belgian 
UNAMIR soldiers sent to protect the Prime Minister were disarmed, 
arrested and taken to Kigali military camp, where they were 
massacred, prompting the withdrawal of the Belgian contingent in * the days that followed. After the withdrawal of the Belgian iroops, 
the UN Security Council drastically reduced the number of UNAMIR 
personnel in Rwanda. 

1.27 The leaders of various political parties not targeted in the 
assassinations assembled at the request of military officers. Other 
than members of the IMLND, most participants were members of the 
"Power" wings of their respective parties. Given the politica1 and 
constitutional void created by the deaths of most national political 
authorities, they set up a government based on the 1991 constitution. 
Composed soIely of Hutus, the government was sworn in on 9 April 
1994. The MRND held 9 ministerial posts, plus the Presidency of the 
Republic, while the remaining 11 posts, inchding that of Prime 
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I Mister ,  went to the "Power" factions of the other parties. 

1.28 In the hours that followed the crash of President Habyarimana's 
pIane, military and miIitiamen set up roadblocks and began 
slaughtering Tutsis and members of the Hutu opposition in Kigali 
and in other parts of Rwanda. At the roadblocks, they checked the 
identity cards of passers-by and killed those or most of those who 
were identified as Tutsi. Military patrols, ofteninvolving militiamen, 
scoured the city, lists in hand, to execute the Tutsis and certain 
political opponents. 

I 1.29 During the entire period of the genocide, FAR soldiers and 
militiamen, notably the Inferahamwe (MRND) and the Impzamugmbi 
(CDR), actively participated in the massacres of Tutsis throughout 
Rwanda. 

I 
1.30 As soon as it was formed, the Interim Government espoused the plan 

of extermination put in place. Throughout the period of the 
massacres, the Government made decisions and issued directives to 
aid and abet in the extermination of the Tutsi population and the 
elimination of the H u b  political opponents. Members of the 
Government incited the population to eliminate the enemy and its 
accomplices, notably through the media, and some of them 
participated directly in the massacres. 

1.31 Local authorities, including pue'fets, bourpestres, conseillers de secteur 
and responsables de cellule applied the Government-issued directives 
in execution of the plan for the extermination of the Tutsi population. 
They incited and ordered their subordinates to perpetrate the 
massacres and took a direct part in them. 

1.32 Starting on 6 April 1994, the incitement of hatred and ethnic violence 
promoted by the media turned into a genuine call to exterminate the 
Tutsis and their accomplices. At the cenwe of this campaign of 
extermination was RTLM, described as "the killer radio station", 
playing a decisive role in the genocide. It became a genuine 
accomplice of the perpetrators of genocide. 



1.33 Having been psychologically and militarily prepared for several 
months, groups of militiamen spearheaded the execution of the 
extermination plan and were directly involved in the massacres of the 
civilian Tutsi population and of moderate Hutus, thus causing the 
deaths of hundreds of thousands of people in less than 100 days. 
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I 2. TERRITORIAL, TEMPORAL AND MATERIAL JURISDICTION 

2.1 The crimes referred to in this indictment were committed in Rwanda 
between 1 January and 31 December 1994. 

2.2 During the events to which reference is made in this indictment, 
Rwanda was divided into 11 prt;fechires: Butare, Byumba, Cyangugu, 
Gikongoro, Gisenyi, Gitarama, Kibungo, Kibuye, Kigali-Ville, Kigali- 
Rural and Ruhengeri. Each pre'ficture was subdivided into communes 
and secteurs. 

2.3 During the events to which reference is made in this indictment, the 
Tutsi, the Hutu and the Twa were identified as racial or ethnic 
groups. The Belgians were a national group. 

2.4 During the events to which reference is made in this indictment, there 
were throughout Rwanda widespread or systematic attacks directed 
against a civilian population on political, ethnic or racial grounds. 

0 

- -- - 
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3. THE POWER STRUCTURE 

The Government; 

According to the Constitution of 10 June 1991, executive power is 
exercised by the President of the republic, assisted by the 
government, composed of the Prime Minister and the ministers. The 
members of the government are appointed by the president of the 
republic upon the proposal of the Prime Minister. The Prime Minister 
directs Government program. The government determines and 
applies national policy. To that effect, it controls the civil service and 
the armed forces. The Prime Minister decides the functions of the 
ministers and officials under the Prime Minister's authority. The 
resignation or termination of tenure of the Prime Minister, for 
whatever reason, causes the government to resign. 

The Ministers implement Government policy, under the direction of 
the Prime Minister, head of government. In c m g  out their duties, 
the Ministers have at their disposal the central and local 
administration. 

The Minister of Mormation is in charge of implementing 
Government policy with regard to information. The Minister 
manages and controls the activities of the services coming under his 
authority, including the public and private press divisions. The 
Rwandan Information Agency (ORINFOR), is under the authority of 
the Minister of Information. 

The Rwandan Armed Forces: 

3.4 The Forces Armies Rwandaises (FAR) were composed of the Annie 
Rwandaise (AR) and the Gendamrie Nationale (Gendarmerie 
Nationale). 

The Political Parties and The Militia: 

3.5 During the events to which reference is made in this indictment, the 
main political parties in Rwanda were the MRND (Mouvement 
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Rtjrublicain National pouv la D6mocratie et  le DheloppemenQ, the CDR 
(Coalifion pour la Di$rzse de la Rt!publique), the MDR (Mouvement 
DLmocvatique Ripublicain), the PSD (Parti Social-Dhocrate) and the PL 
(Parti Libhal). The RPF (Rwandan Patriotic Front) was a politico- 
military opposition organization. 

3.6 The CDR (Coalition pour la Dqense de la Xipublique) was formed on 18 
February 1992 to defend the republican institutions stemming from 
the Social Revolution of 1959. At the national level, the CDR had a 
General Assembly. At the local level were prefectural and communal 
bodies such as the Regional Assembly, which decided on all party 
issues for the pr@chrre and was led by a regional committee, made 
up of four members, including a chairman, a vice-chairman, a 
secretary and a treasurer, who were elected for four-year terms. 

3.7 Most of the political parties had created a youth wing. The members 
of the MRND's youth wing were known as the interahamwe and those 
of the CDR were known as the lmpuzamugmbi .  Most of the MEND 
and CDR youth wing members subsequently received military 
training and were thus transformed from youth movements into 
militias. 

The Press in Rwanda: 

3.8 Between January and July 1994, two radio stations in Rwanda had 
authorization to broadcast throughout the comw,  i.e. Radio Rwanda 
and RTLM. In addition, Radio Muhabura, tke RPF1s radio station, 
could be received in certain regions of Rwanda. 

3.9 Between January and December 1994, several press publications were 
available in Rwanda, including the newspaper Kangura with its 
edition in Kinyarwanda. An International version of Kangura was 
published in French. 

3.10 Pursuant to Law No. 54/91 of 15 November 1991 on the press in 
Rwanda, amone wishing to found or operate a radio broadcasting 
company must sign an agreement of establishment and operation 
with the Rwandan government. 



3.11 This law punished anyone who used the press to commit offences 
against individuals or groups, such as defamation (Article 44) or 
public slander (Article 45), or accomplices to such offences (Article 
46). Further, Article 166 of the Rwandan Penal Code, provided 
punishment for any speech made at public meetings or in public 
places, designed to cause the citizens to rise up against one another. 
lastly, Article 49 of the press law to which reference is made in 
paragraph 3.10 above, determined the persons who may be 
responsible for offences committed through the press. 

3.12 The Rwandan Information Agency (ORINFOR), is a public institution 
with financial and administrative autonomy, responsible for radio 
and television broadcasts, the print media, cinema and photography 
services nationwide. 

4. THE ACCUSED 

4.1 Ferdinand Nahimana was born on June 15, 1950 at Gatonde 
commune, in Ruhengeri Prefecture, Rwanda. 

4.2 At the time of the events to which reference is made in this 
indictment, he was a member of the "Comite d'lnitiative", the 
founding body of "Radio T&vision Libre des Mille Collines", 
(RTLM), s.a. He was a shareholder of the RTLM s.a. and the 
ideologue behind the creation of the RTLM s.a. He became a senior 
official of the RTLM radio station. He was aIso a member of the group 
known as "Hutu Power" and a member of the MRND and later on 
CDR political parties. He was named Minister of Higher Education, 
Scientific Research and Culture under the Peace Accords signed in 
Arusha on 3 August 1993. 

4.3 Ferdinand Nahimana was also a member of thecomite' de Salut, at the 
National University of Ruhengeri, professor in the Kational 
University in Butare, and Director of the Rwandan Information 
Agency ( OXINFOR). 

4.4 Ferdinand Nahimana was an important and influential person, 
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closely associated with the persons in power, such as president 
Kabyarirnana, president Sindikubwabo, Colonel Bagosora, Jean- 
Bosco-Barayagwiza, Robert Kajuga and others. 

5. CONCISE STATEMENT OF THE FACTS: PREPARATION 

5.1 From 1990 until December 1994, Ferdinand Nahimana, Jean-Bosco 
Barayagwiza, Hassan Ngeze and Georges Ruggiu conspired among 
themselves and with others to work out a pIan with the intent to 
exterminate the civilian Tutsi population and eliminate the moderate 
Hutu. The components of this plan consisted of, among other tlungs, 
the broadcasting of messages of ethnic hatred and incitement to 
violence, the training of and distribution of weapons to militiamen, 
as well as the preparation of lists of people to be eliminated and the 
broadcasting of their identities. Jh executing the plan, they 
organized and ordered the massacres perpetrated against theTuksi 
population and moderate Hutu, and at the same time incited, aided 
and participated in them. 

Incitement and Broadcasts: 

5.2 The incitement of ethnic hatred and violence was a fundamental part 
of the plan put in place. It was articulated, before and during the 
genocide, by politicians and businessmen, members of the 
Government and local authorities, and by elements of the FAR. 

5.3 The 1990s saw the development of several publications inRwanda 
which were designed to ensure that the message of ethnic hatred and 
incitement to violence was disseminated. In 1990, individuals in 
President Habyarimana's circle, including Ferdinand Nahimana, 
Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza and Joseph Nzirorera, formed the 
newspaper Kanpra for the purpose of defending the extremist Hutu 
ideology. Ferdinand Nahirnana, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza and Casimir 
Bizimungu took part in editing some articles published in the 

5.4 Hassan Ngeze, a founding member of the CDR and a close 
collaborator of Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, was appointed editor-in- 
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chief of the newspaper Kangura. In December 1990, the newspaper 
published the Ten Commandments of the Bahutus, which was not only 
an outright call to show contempt and habed for the Tutsi minority 
but also to slander and persecute Tutsi women. 

I 5.5 On 4 December 1991, at the conclusion of a meeting chaired by the 
Head of State, Juv6nal Habyarimana, a military commission was 
given the task of finding an answer to the fol1owingquestion:What do 
we need to do in order to defiat the enemy militarily,in the media and 
poliiically? The newspaper W g u r a  wrote approvingly of the 
meeting. * 5.6 The report produced by the commission defined the main enemy as 
follows: The Tutsisfram inside or outside the country, who are extremists 
and nostalgicfor power, who do not recognize and ham never recognized the 
vealities of the Social Revolution oJ1959, and ave seeking to regain powm in 
Rwanda by any means, including taking up arms. The secondary enemy 
was defined as: Anyone providing any kind of assistance to the main 
enemy. The document specified that the enemy was being recruited 
from within cerfain social groups, notably: the Tutsis inside the country, 
Hutus who are dissatisfied with the present regime, foreigners married to 
Tutsi women... Among the activities the enemy was accused of, the 
document mentioned the diversion of national opinion porn the ethnic 
problem to the socio-economic problem between the rich and the poor. 

5.7 On 21 September 1992, an excerpt from the report was circulated 
e among the troops. The following day, the CDR, issued a press 

statement in which it listed the names of individuals described as 
enemies and traitors to the nation. 

5.8 The characterization of theTutsis as the enemy and of members of the 
opposition as their accomplices was echoed by politicians, notably by 
Leon Mugesera, MRND Vice-chairman for Gisenyi pre'fecture. In a 
speech he made on 22 November 1992, broadcaston Radio Rwanda 
and therefore reaching a much larger audience, Leon Mugesera called 
for the extermination of the Tutsi population and their accomplices. 

5.9 The idea of the creation of a radio in order to defend the extremist 
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Hutu ideology and to promote the use of incitement of hatred and 
fear of the Tutsi minority was born after the creation of the Law of 
the Press in 1991, As Director of ORINFOR, Ferdinand Nahimana 
participated in the discussions. In 1992 Ferdinand Nahimana started 
to collect funds in Ruhengeri University, for the establishment of the 
RTLM. 

5.10 On 19 October 1992, before the Statutes of RTLMs.a. had been signed, 
traditional weapons were purchased through a bank account in the 
company's name. 

* 5.11 From F l y  1993 to July 1994, RTLM broadcasts echoed the description 
of the Tutsis as the enemy and the members of the opposition as their 
accomplices, regularly using contemptuous expressions such as 
lnyenzi or Inkotanyi and referring to them as enemies or traitors who 
deserved to die. 

5.12 In addition, RTLM and the newspaper Kangura conducted a campaign 
against the Arusha Accords, which both stipulated power-sharing 
with the Tutsi minority and rejected any ideology based on ethnic 
identity. Kangura's attacks targeted in particular the Government 
representative at the negotiations, Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Boniface Ngulinzira. On 11 April 1994, Boniface Ngulinzira was 
assassinated by the military. RTLM announced the news of his death 
in the following words: "We have exterminated all RPF accomplices. Mr. 

0 Boniface Npl inz ira  will no longer go to Arusha to sell the country to the 
RPF. The peace Accords me  nothing but scraps of paper as our father 
Habyrimana had predicted. I' 

5.13 Between October 1993 and May 1994,Ferdinand Nahirnana took part 
in political debates on RTLM and Radio Rwanda, in which he made 
extremist remarks about the Tutsis and theHutus in the opposition 
and incited the population to fight them. 

5.14 Between May 1993 and July 1994, Ferdinand Nahimana, as head, or 
part of official delegations, took part in political debates, summits 
and press conferences abroad in order to defend the extremist 
policies of the government of president Habyarimana. During the 
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same period, Ferdinand Nahimana organized a campaign, for the 
creation of RTLM. 

5 . 1  In March 1994, Ferdinand Nahimana addressed the population in a 
letter in which he referred to his article of February 1993, entitled " 
Rwanda: Actual Problems and Solutions", calling on the population to 
find a final solution to the problem of Rwanda and inciting the youth 
to organize self defence groups to fight against the RPF. 

5.16 Furthermore, during the same period, Ferdinand Nahimana chaired 
meetings of MRND members in Ruhengeri. The purpose of the 
meetings was to discuss the elimination of theTutsis and moderate 
Hutus. 

5.17 Between 1979 and 1994, Ferdinand Nahimana wrote and published 
articles and books inciting the population against the Tutsis and the 
moderate Hutus, and espoused the superiority of Hutus from the 
north. 

5.18 Between January and July 1994,Ferdimnd Nahimana, together with 
his brother, ~ k y a r n b i b i  Venant, organised meetings with the 
interahamwe in Ruhengeri Prefecture. The purpose of the meetings 
was to establish the future actions of the interahamwe. 

5.19 On 29 March 1994, in Busengo Sub-Prefecture, in Ruhengeri 
Prefecture, Ferdinand Nahimana attended an MRND and interahamwe 
meeting. At this meeting Ferdinand Nahimana gave orders for the 
interahamwe to kill Tutsis from Nyarutovu commune. 

5.20 About 12 April 1994,Ferdinand Nahimana held another meeting with 
the interahamwe and MXND members in Gatonde commune in the 
commune office. After this meeting, the killing of Tutsis started 
immediately in the commune. 

Establishment of Lists: 

3.21 In 1993, Ferdinand Nahimma participated in a meeting in 
Nyamirambo, KigaIi, where the lnterahantwe prepared lists with 
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names of Tutsis to be killed. 

5.22 From January to July 1994, RTLM broadcast lists of people identified 
as "the enemy." From 7 April to late July, military and militiamen 
massacred members of the Tutsi population and moderate Hutus by 
means of pre-estabIished lists and names broadcast on RTLM. 

5.23 From April 1994, Ferdinand Nahimana, participated in secret 
meetings organized by the Interahamwe in the office of Andre 
Ntagerura, Minister of Transport. 

@ Precursors Revealing A Deliberate Course Of Action: 

5.24 The political and ethnic violence of the early 1990s was characterized 
by the use of the elements of the strategy which achieved its finality 
in the genocide of April 1994. The massacres of the Tutsi minority at 
that time, including those in Kibilira (1990), in Bagogwe (1991), and 
those of Bugesera (1992), were instigated, facilitated and organized 
by civilian and military authorities. On each occasion, a campaign of 
incitement of ethnic violence, conducted by locaI authorities, was 
followed by massacres of the Tutsi minority, perpetrated by groups 
of militiamen and civilians, armed and assisted by the same 
authorities and by certain military personnel. On each occasion, these 
crimes remained unpunished and the authorities implicated were 
generally not taken to task. 

5.25 As Director of ORINFOR and University professor, Ferdinand 
Nahimana persecuted Tutsis working under his authority, because of 
their ethnicity. Most of them lost their jobs. 

5.26 In 1992, Ferdinand Nahimana, as Director of ORLNFOR with 
responsibility over Radio Rwanda, ordered the broadcast of a press 
statement which incited the population against €he Tutsis in 
Bugesera. As a result, a Iarge number of Tutsis were killed. With 
pressure from moderate members of government, Ferdinand 
Nahimana was dismissed from the post of Director of ORINFOR. 

Modus Operandi: 
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5.27 By 7 April 1994, throughout Rwanda,Tutsis and certain moderate 
Hutus, began to flee their homes to escape the vioIence to which they 
were victims. They sought refuge in places where they had 
traditionally felt safe, notably churches, hospitals and other public 
buildings such as commune and pri'cture offices. On several 
occasions, gathering places were indicated to them by the local 
authorities, who had promised to proted them. In the initial days, the 
refugees were protected by a few gendarmes and communal police 
in these various locations, but subsequently, the refugees were 
systematically attacked and massacred by rmlitiamen, ofterr assisted 
by the same authorities who had promised to protect the refugees. 

5.28 Furthermore, soldiers, militiamen and gendarmes raped or sexually 
assaulted or committed other crimes of a sexual nature againstTutsi 
women and GIs, sometimes after having first kidnapped them. 
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CONCISE STATEMENT OF THE FACTS: RTLM 

The idea of the creation of RTLM was implemented on 8 April 1993 
with the signing of the statutes by Ferdinand Nahimana, Jean-Bosco 
Barayagwiza, Fklicien Kabuga, And& Ntagerura, Georges 
Rutaganda, Joseph Nzirorera, Simon Bikindi and others.Ferdinand 
Nahimana became a shareholder of RTLMs.a. 

A comite' d'initiative was set up and some of its members, including 
notably Felicien Kabuga, the chairman, Ferdinand Nahimana and 
Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, acted as officials of RTLM. RTLM broadcast 
throughout Rwanda from 8 July 1993 until late July 1994. Hassan 
Ngeze wekorned the creation of the RTLTM in Kazgura, describing it 
as the birth of a partner in the fight for Hutu unification. 

On 30 September 1993, an agreement to establish and operate a radio 
station was signed by the Government of Rwanda and Radio 
Te'lkvisiun libre des MilIe Cullines (RTLM). Article 5(2) of the agreement 
stipulated notably that RTLM agreed not to broadcast programs that 
would incite hatred, violence or any form of division. 

In 1993, at an RTLM fund raising meeting organized by the MRND, 
Felicien Kabuga publicly defined the RTLM's purpose as the defence 
of "Hutu Power". He made these remarks in the presence of 
Ferdinand Nahimana, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, Hassan Ngeze, 
Froduald Kararnira, Justin Magenzi, Mathieu Ngirumpatse and the 
journaIists Kantano Habimana, Valgrie Bemeriki, No21 Hitimana, 
Gaspard Gahigi and others. 

RIZM received logistical support from Radio Rwanda, and also from 
President Habyarimana, as the station was connected to the power 
generators at the President's Office, thus enabling it to continue to 
operate in the event of power failure. 

Content and Impact of RTLM Broadcasts: 

t I 
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R W s  objectives were to promote the extremist Hutu ideology. Its 
strategy of broadcast evolved from music and other popular 
programs in 1993 to the incitement of the extermination of the Tutsis 
and elimination of the Hutus in the opposition in 1994. As from 7 
April 1994, RTLM became a weapon in the execution of the genocide, 
by aiding, abetting and inciting the population and the miMiamen to 
commit massacres. Ferdinand Nahimana was the ideologue and the 
strategist of the RTLM. 

As from April 1994, RTLM broadcast messages inciting the 
population and the militia groups to exterminate a11 the Tutsis and 
eliminate the moderate Hutus and Belgian nationals, by using such 
expressions as: "go work", "go clean" , "to each his own BelgiL7nt1, "the 
graves are not yetfill ", "the revolution of 1959 is not over and must be 
carried through to its conclusion". 

Thus, during this period, Georges Henri Yvon Ruggiu, in his capacity 
as a reporter and employee of RTLM since 1 January 1994, presented 
programs in French that incited the people and the Interahamwe 
miIitiamen "to work" and "complete the revolution of 1959". These 
messages of incitement were designed to bring about the 
extermination of the Tutsi population and the elimination of 
moderate Hutus and certain Belgian nationals. 

Between January and July 1994, other reporters such as Valerie 
Bemeriki, Kantano Habimana, Gaspard Gahigi and Noel Hitimana 
also incited the population and the Interahamwe to exterminate the 
Tutsis and moderate Hutus. The same reporters slandered and 
denigrated Tutsi women over the RTLM airwaves. 

6.10 Thus, on 2 July 1994, the reporter Kantano Habimana incited the 
people to rise up, stand fast and fight the Inkotanyi using stones, 
machetes and spears, while rejoicing that in the end the IlzkDtanyi 
would be exterminated. 

6.11 Also, in June 1994, Valerie Bemeriki incited the people to set up 
roadblocks everywhere in order to monitor the inyenzi-lnkotanyi 
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effectively and expressed satisfaction at the large number of Inyenzi 
killed in the country. 

6.12 Between April and July 1994, RTLM broadcast interviews, messages 
and speeches by political and government figures which incited the 
extermination of the Tutsis and moderate Hutus. 

6.13 In April, May and w e  1994, Hassan Ngeze, co-founder of the CDR, 
along with Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, was interviewed on RTLM and 
Radio Rwanda. During those interviews, Hassan Ngeze called for the 
extermination of the Tutsis and Hutus in the opposition. He also 
defended the extremist Hutu ideology of the CDR. 

6.14 h addition, members of the government and the political parties used 
the media to incite the massacre of the Tutsi populaiion and moderate 
Hutus. On 21 April 1994, in particular, the Prime Minister of the 
Interim Government, Jean Karnbanda, stated that the RTLM 
broadcasts were "a crucial weapon in the fight against the enemy". 

6.15 From the end of 1993 through July 1994, RTLM identified the 
locations where the Tutsis had sought refuge and told the 
Inkrahamwe militiamen to attack those locations. Several of the 
locations were attacked and the Tutsis there were massacred. In 
certain cases, RTLM identified certain individuals who were 
described as accomplices and told the militiamen to find and execute 
them. 

6.16 As from 10 April 1994, RTLM and notably two of its employees, 
Vakie Bemeriki and Noel Hitimana, incited the militiamen to attack 
the Kadafi mosque in Nyamirarnbo. The reporters named certain 
individuals who had sought refuge there and gave orders to 
eliminate them. In the days that followed, Kadafi mosque was 
attacked and several refugees were executed. 

6.17 Between April and July 1994, Georges Ruggiu made broadcasts on 
RTLM that incited the youth and militiamen to commit massacres of 
the civilian Tutsi population. In the broadcasts he called on them to 
continue to "work" and mobilize thernseIves at roadblocks and at 
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night rounds. 

6.18 While the massacres were being carried out, RTLM on several 
occasions encouraged the militiamen, including those manning the 
roadblocks, to exterminate the Tutsis and murder the Hutu 
opponents, and congratulated the killers, praising their vigilance and 
teIling them to continue their "work" with greater vigour. 

6.19 Following the messages and speeches to which reference is made in 
this indictment, many members of the Tutsi population, as well as 
moderate Hutus and certain Belgian nationals, were eliminated. 

Control of the Broadcasts: 

6.20 Between January and July 1994, Ferdinand Nahimana, Jean-Bosco 
Barayagwiza and Felicien Kabuga exercised authority and control 
over RTLM s.a., RTLhI radio reporters, announcers and all other 
employees, like Georges Ruggiu, Valerie Bemeriki , Gahigi Gaspard, 
and others. 

6.21 Ferdinand Nahimana, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza and Felicien Kabuga 
were aware of the content of RTLM broadcasts. On 26 November 
1993 and on 10 February 1994, Ferdinand Nahimana, Jean-Bosco 
Barayagwiza, Felicien Kabuga and Phoca Habimana, in their capacity 
as RTLM officials, were summoned to see the Minister of 
Information, Faustin Rucogoza, and told to stop airing messages 
inciting ethnic hatred a d  violence . The broadcasts were in violation 
of the Arusha Accords, the law of 15 November 1991 governing the 
press and the agreement of establishment signed by RTLM and the 
government. 

6.22 During these two meetings, Ferdinand Nahimana, Jean-Bosco 
Barayagwiza, and FPlicien Kabuga defended the content of the 
broadcasts and their reporters. The broadcasts to which reference was 
made in the two meetings continued. 

6.23 Between January and July 1994,Ferdinand Nahimana knew or had 
reason to know that his subordinates, including the reporters, 
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announcers and all other RTLM employees, were broadcasting 
messages inciting, aiding and abetting the population and the militia 
groups in exterminating the Tutsis and eliminating the moderate 
Huius and Belgian nationals, and did not take the necessary and 
reasonable measures to prevent such acts or to punish the 
perpetrators. 

6.24 In addition, throughout the period of the broadcasts, Ferdinand 
Nahimana knew or had reason to know that the programs, speeches 
or messages broadcast by RTLM resulted in widespread massacres of 
the Tutsi population and the murder of numerous moderateHutus 
and certain Belgian nationals. 

6.25 From April to July 1994, several hundred thousand people were 
massacred throughout Rwanda. The majority of victims died because 
they were Tutsi or appeared to beTutsi. The other victims, nearIy all 
Hutu, were Idled because they were considered to be Tutsi 
accompIices, were linked to the Tutsi through marriage or were 
opposed to the extremist Hutu ideology. 

6.26 The massacres thus perpetrated were the result of a strategy adopted 
and elaborated by political, civil and military authorities in the 
country, including Ferdinand Nahimana, Hassan Ngeze and Jean- 
Bosco Barayagwiza, who agreed to exterminate theTutsi population. 

6.27 Ferdinand Nahimana, in his position of authority, acting in concert 
with notably Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza and Hassan Ngeze, 
participated in the planning, preparation or execution of a common 
scheme, strategy or plan to commit. the crimes set forth above. The 
crimes were co&ni6ed by him personally, by persons he assisted, or 
bv his subordinates, including militiamen and the reporters, " 
A u n c e r s  and all other RTLM employees who acted on !& orders 
or with his knowledge and consent. 

7. CHARGES. 
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CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT GENOCIDE: 

By the acts described in paragraphs 4.1 to 6.27 and more specifically kn 
the paragraphs to which reference is made hereinbelow: 

Ferdinand Nahimana: pursuant to Article 6(1), paragraphs 4.2,4.4, 
5.1,5.2,5.3,5.4,5.5,5.6,5.8,5.9,5.10,5.12, 
5.12,5.13,5.14,5.15,5.16,5.17,5.18,5.19, 
5.20,5.21,5.22,5.23,5.24,5.23,5.26,6.1 and 
6.2; 

conspired together with Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, Hassan Ngeze, 
Georges Rug@ and with others to lull and cause serious bodily or 
mental harm to members of the Tutsi population, with intent to destroy 
in whole or in part, that ethnic or racial group as such, and thereby 
committed Conspiracy to Commit Genocide, stipulated in Article 2(3)@) 
of the Statute as a crime, for which he is individually responsible 
pursuant to Article 6, and which is punishable in reference to Articles 22 
and 23 of the Statute of the Tribunal. 

COUNT 2: 

GENOCIDE: 

9 By the acts described in paragraphs 4.1 to 6.27 and more specifically in 
the paragraphs to which reference is made hereinbelow: 

Ferdinand Nahimana: pursuant to Article 6(1), paragraphs 5.19, 
5.20,5.21,5.22, 6.6, 6.19, 6.24,6.25, 6.26 and 
6.27; 

is responsible for the killing and causing of serious bodily or mental 
harm to members of the Tutsi population with the intent to destroy, in 
whole or in part, that ethnic or racial group as such, and thereby 
committed GENOCIDE, stipulated in Article 2(3)(a) of the Statute as a 
crime, for which he is individually responsible pursuant to Article 6, and 
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which is punishable in reference to Articles 22 and 23 of the Statute of 
the Tribunal. 

COUNT 3: 

DIRECT AND PUBLIC INCITEMENT TO COMMIT GENOCIDE: 

By the acts and omissions described in paragraphs 4.1 to 6.27 and more 
specifically in the paragraphs to which reference is made hereinbelow: 

Ferdinand Nahimana: pursuant to Article 6(1), paragraphs 5.11, 
5.12,5.15,5.16,5.17,5.19,5.22,6.7, 6.13 and 
6.14; 

pursuant to Article 6(3), paragraphs 6.8,6.9, 
6.10,6.11,6.12,6.15,6.16,6.17, 6.18, 6.20, 
6.21,6.22,6.23 and 6.24; 

is responsible for direct and public incitement to kill and cause serious 
bodily or mental harm to members of the Tutsi population, with intent to 
destroy in whole or in part, that ethnic or racial group as such, and 
thereby committed Direct and Public Incitement to Commit Genocide, 
stipulated in Article 2(3)(c) of the Statute as a crime, for which he is 
individually responsible pursuant to Article 6, and which is punishable 
in reference to Articles 22 and 23 of the Statute of the Tribunal. 

COUNT 4: 

COMPLICITY IN GENOCIDE: 

By the acts and omissions described in paragraphs 4.1 to 6.27 and more 
specifically in the paragraphs to which reference is made hereinbelow: 

Ferdinand Nahimana: pursuant to Article 6(1), paragraphs 5.19, 
5.20,5.22,6.6,6.15,6.16, 6.17,6.18,6.19, 
6.24,6.25,6.26 and 6.27; 

is complicit in the killing and causing of serious bodily or mental harm 



to members of the Tutsi population, with intent to destroy, in whole or 
in part, that ethnic or racial group as such, and thereby committed 
Complicity in Genocide, stipulated in Article 2(3)(e) of the Statute as a 
crime, for which he is individually responsible pursuant to Article 6 and 
which is punishable in reference to Articles 22 and 23 of the Stafute of 
the Tribunal. 

COUNT 5 : 

CRIME: AGAINST HUMANITY; PERSECUTION 

By the acts and omissions described in paragraphs 4.1 to 6.27 and more 
specifically in the paragraphs to which reference is made hereinbelow: 

Ferdinand Nahimana: pursuant to Article 6(1), paragraphs 5.11, 
5.12,5.15,5.16,5.17,5.19,5.22,6.7,6.9,6.10, 
6.13, and 6.14; 

pursuant to Article 6(3), paragraphs 5.20, 
6.8,6.9,6.10,6.11,6.12,6.15,6.16,6.17,6.18, 
6.20,6.21,6.22, 6.23 and 6.24; 

is responsible for persecution on political or racial grounds, as part of a 
widespread or systematic attack against a civilian population, on 
political, ethnic or racial grounds, and thereby committed a Crime 
Against Humanity, stipulated in Article 3(h) of the Statute as a crime, for 
which he is individualIy responsible pursuant to Article 6, and which is 
punishable in reference to Articles 22 and 23 of the Statute of the 
Tribunal. 

COUNT 6: 

CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY: EXTERMINATION 

Bv the acts and omissions described in paragraphs 4.1 to 6.27 and more 
specifically in the paragraphs to which reference is made hereinbelow: 

Ferdinand Nahimana: pursuant to Article 6(1), paragraphs 5.19, 
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5.20,5.21,5.22,6.6,6.19,6.25,6.26 and 6.27; 

is responsible for the extermination of the Tutsis, as part of a widespread 
or systematic attack against a civilian population on political, ethnic or 
racial grounds, and thereby committed a Crime Against Humanity, 
stipulated in Article 3(b) of the Statute as a crime, for which he is 
individually responsible pursuant to Article 6 and which is punishable 
in reference to Articles 22 and 23 of the Statute of the Tribunal. 

COUNT 7: 

By the acts and omissions described in paragraphs 4.1 to 6.27 and more 
specifically in the paragraphs to which reference is made hereinbeiow: 

Ferdinand Nahimana: pursuant to Article 6(1), paragraphs 5.19, 
5.20,5.21,5.22,6.6,6.19,6.25,6.26 and 6.27; 

is responsible for the murder of Tutsis and certain Hutus as part of a 
widespread or systematic attack against a civilian population, on 
political, ethnic or racial grounds, and thereby committed a Crime 
Against Humanity stipulated in Article 3(a) of the Statute as a crime, for 
which he is individually responsible pursuant to Article 6, and which is 
punishable in reference to Articles 22 and 23 of the Statute of the 
Tribunal. 

N. Sankara Menon 
Senior Trial Attorney 
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International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda 
Tribunal p h a l  international pour le Rwanda 

Office of The Prosecutor 
Bureau du Procnreur 

THE PROSECUTOR 

AGAINST 

JE-Aii-BOSCO BL-UL4YAGWIZA 

The Prosecutor of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, pursuant 
to the authority stipulared in ArticIe 17 of the Statute of the International 
Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (the Statute of the Tribunal) charges: 

with GENOCLDE, CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT GENOCIDE. DIRECT AYD 
PCBLIC IYCITEMEST TO COMMIT GESOCIDE, COMPLICITY IN 
GEXOCIDE, CRIMES AGAINST HUhIANITY and SERIOUS VIOLATIOKS 
OF ARTICLE 3 COMMON TO THE GENEVA CONVEKTIONS and of 
ADDETIOSAL PROTOCOL 11, all offences st~pulated In Artlcles 2, 3 and of 
the Statute oithe Tribunal. and as set forth below: 



1. HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

1.1 The revolution of 1959 marked the beginning of a period of ethnic clashes 
between the Hutu and the Tutsi in Rwanda, causins hundreds of Tutsis to die and 
thousands more to flee the country in the following years . The revolution 
resulted in the abolition of the Tutsi monarchy and the proclamation of rhe First 
Republic in early 1961, confirmed in a referendum heid in the same year. 
Legislative elections held in September 196 1 confirmed the dominant position of 
the MDR-PARMEHUTU (itiouvemenr Democratique Republicain - Parti du 
Mouvement d'Emanciparion Hutu), led by Grigoire Kayibanda, who was 
subsequently elected President of the Republic by the Legislative Assembly on 26 
October 1961. 

1.2 The early years of the First Republic, which was under the domination of 
@ the Hutus of central and southern Rwanda, were again marked by ethnic violence. 

The victims were predominantly Tutsi, the former mling elite, and those related 
to them, who were killed, dnven to other regions of Rwanda or forced to flee the 
country. The gradual elimination of the opposition parties in those early years 
confirmed the MDR-PARMEHLTTU as the single parry, the only party to present 
candidates in the elections of 1965. 

1.3 The early part of 1973 in Rwanda was again marked by ethnic 
confrontations between the Hutus and Tutsis, prompting another exodus of the 
Tatsi minority from the country, as had occurred between 1959 and 1963. This 
new outburst of ethnic and political tension between the North and South resulted 
in a military coup by General Juvenal Habyarimana on 5 July 1973, shifting power 
from civilian to military hands and from the Hutus of central Rwanda to Hutus of 

1. the northernprefectures of Gisenyi (Habyarimana's native region) and Ruhengeri. 

@ 1.4 In 1975, President Habyarimana founded the Mouvement Revolutionnaire 
National pour le Dkveloppemenf (MRND), a single party, and assumed the 
position of party chairman. The administrative and party herarchies were 
indistinguishable in this single party state from the level of the Prbfet to the 
bourgmestres, and down to that of the conseillers de secteur and responsables de 
cellule. 

1.5 From 1973 to 1994, the government of President Habyarimana used a 
system of ethnic and regional quotas which was supposed to provide educational 
and employment opportunities for all but which was used increasingly to 
discriminate against both Tutsis and Hutus from regions outside the northwest. In 
fact, by the late 1980s, persons from Gisenyi and Ruhengeri occupied many ofthe 



most imporrant positions in the military, poiitical, economic and adminisrative 
sectors of Rwandan sociery. Among the privileged elite, an inner circle of 
relatives and close associates of President Habyarimana and his wife, Agathe 
Kanziga: known as the Akazu, enjoyed great power. This select group, almost 
exciusively Hutu, was supplemented by individuals who shared its extremist Hub 
ideology, and who came mainly from the native region of the President and his 
wife. 

1.6 In 1990, the President of the Republic, Juvknal Habyarimana, and h s  single 
party, the MRND, were facing mounting opposition, including from other Hutus. 

* 1.7 On 1 October 1990, the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF), made up mainly of 
Tutsi refugees, attacked Rwanda. Within days the govemTent began arresting 
thocsands of people, presumed to be opponents of Habyarimana and suspected of 
being RPF accomplices. Although the Tutsi were the main target, Hutu political 
opponents were also arrested. 

1.8 Following pressure from the internal opposition and the international 
community, and the RPF attack of October 1990, President Habyarimana 
permitted the introduction of multiple political parties and the adopnon of a new 
cons~itution on 10 June 1991. The Mouvement R6volutionnaire Nationalpour ie 
Diveioppement (MXBD) was renamed ~Mouvement Republicain ~Vational pour la 
Democratic et le Dkveloppement (MWD). The first transitional government was 
made up aimost exclusively of MRhD members, following the refusal of the nain 

(. 
opposition parties to take part. With the second transitional government in April 

. . 1992, the MRND became a minority party for the first time in its history, with nine 
ministerial portfolios out of 19. On the other hand, the MRND retained its 
domination over the local administration. 

1.9 The new government then entered into negorianons with the WF, which 
resulted in the signing of the Arusha Accords on 4 August 1993. The Accords 
provided for a new system of sharing military and civilian power between k ~ e  
RPF; the opposition parties and the MRND. 

1.10 By the terms of the Arusha Accords, which provided for the integration of 
both sides' armed forces, the new national army was to be limited to 13,000 men, 
60% FAR (Forces Armees Rwandaises) and 40% RPF. The posts of command 
were to be shared equally (50%-50%) between the two sides, with the post of 
Chief of Staff of the Army assigned to the F.4R. The Gendarmerie was to be 
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limited to 6,000 men, 60% FAR and 40% RPF? with the posts of command shared 
equally (50%-50%) between the two sides and the ?ost of Chief of Staff of the 
Gendarmerie assigned to the WF.  

1.11 As regards representation within the government, the .&usha Accords 
limited the number of ministerial portfo1ios to be held by the MKND to five, plus 
the Presidency. The other portfolios were to be shared as follows: RPF, five; 
MDR (Mouvernent De'rnocrarique Republicain), four (including the post of Prime 
Minister); PSD (Parri Social-Democrate), three; PL (Parti Libiral), three; and the 
PDC (Parti Dirnocrate-Chretien), one. 

1.12 In addition, the parties to h e  h e s h a  Accords agreed to reject and fight any 
political ideology based on ethnic differences. Thus, the political forces that were 

a to participate in the transitional institutions agreed to abstain from all sorts of 
violence and inciting violence by written or verbal communication, or by any 
other means, and to fight all political ideologies aimed at fostering any form of 
ethnic discrimination. 

1.13 For the men and women close to President Habyarimana, including the 
members of the Akazu, who held positions of prominence in the various sectors of 
Rwandan society, this new power-sharing plan, as demanded by the political 
opposition and as stipulated in the h s h a  Accords, meant a relinquishment of 
power and the loss of numerous privileges m d  benefits: At tne same time, many 
of the military were facing massive demobilisation with the implementation of the 
-4rusha Accords. Lastly, the constitutional sratute of the Accords jeopardized the 

. ~ 

existence of the media which advocated an ideology of chic division. 

a 
1.14 From 1990, Habyarimana and several of his close associates devised a 
strategy of inciting hatred and fear of the Tutsi minority as a way of rebuilding 
solidarity among Hutu and keeping themselves in power. They strongly opposed 
any form of power sharing, including the one envisaged by the Arusha Accords. 

1.15 Determined to avoid the power shanng prescribed by the Arusha Accords, 
several prominent civilian and military figures pursued their strategy of ethnic 
division and incitement to violence. They targeted and labelled as RPF 
"accomplices" the entire Tutsi population, and also Hutus opposed to their 
domination, particularly those from regions other than northwestern Rwanda. At 



the same time, they sought to divide H u h  opposition parties, attracting some of 
their members back to the support of Habyarimana. These efforts to divide the 
Huh  opposition following by the assassination of Melchior Ndadaye, a 
democratically elected Hutu President in neighboring Burundi, by Tutsi soidiers 
of the Burundi army. By late 1993, two of the three major parties opposed to the 
MRND had each split into two factions. The faction of each known as the "Power" 
faction aligned itself with the MRND. 

1.16 The strategy adopted in the early 1990s, which culminated in the 
widespread massacres of April 1994, comprised several components, which were 

I. carefuIly worked out by the various prominent fizures who shared the extremist 
Hutu ideology, including the members of the Akazu. Added to the incitement to 
erhnic violence and extermination of the Tutsis and their "accomplices" was the 
organization and military training of the youth wings of the polirical parties, 
notably the interahamwe (youth wing of the MRND), the preparation and 
broadcasting of lists of people to be eliminated, the distribution of weapons to 
civilians, the assassination of certain political opponents and. the massacre of many 
Tutsis in various parts of Rwanda between October 1990 and April 1994. 

1.17 The incitement to ethnic hatred took the form of public speeches by people 
sharing the extremist ideology. These political and military figures publicly 
appealed to hatred and fear of the Tutsis and urged the Hutu majority to "finish 
off the enemy and its accomplices". A perfect i h t ~ a t i o n  is the speech maae in 
November 1992 by Lkon Mugesera, vice-chairman of the MRND for Gisenyi 

0 prefecture, who at the time was already inciting the public to exterminate the 
Tuzsis and their "accomplices". 

1.18 With the intention of ensuring widespread dissemination of the calls to 
ethnic violence, prominent figures from the President's circle set up an effectif 
hate media, which would exercise gear influence over the Rwandan people. Thus 
the creation of Radio' Telkvision Libve des iMille Coliines (RTLM) and of the 
newspaper Kan,gura was a part of the strategy and pursued the same logic. As 
early as 1993, the Tutsis and political opponents were targerted, identified by 
name and threatened by these media. Many of them were among the first victims 
of the massacres of April 1994. 



1.19 The creation of the youth wings of the political parties, originally intended 
to encourage or even force adherence to one or another party in the newly 
established multi-party system, provided Habyarimana's circle with a large, 
devoted and effective workforce to implement the adopted strategy. These youth 
organizations, which were affiliated to the political parties, were soon manipulated 
as pan: of the anti-Tutsi campaign. Some of the members of these organizations, 
notably the Interahamwe (MRND) and the Impuzamugambi (CDR), were 
organized into militia groups, which were financed, trained and led by prominem 
civilians and military figures from ihe President of the Republic's entourage. They 
were issued weapons, with the complicity of certain military and civilian 
authorities. The militia groups were transported to training sites, including certain 
military camps, in public administration vehicles or vehicles belonging to 
companies controlled by the President's circle. 

1.20 During the mass arrests of October 1990, the civilian and military 
authorities followed lists that had been drawn up in order to identify and locate the 
presumed accomplices of the RPF, the majority of whom were Tutsi. Later, Army, 
Gendarmerie, local authorities and Interahamwe were given orders to prepare new 
lists or update the exisring ones, which were subsequently used during the 
massacres of 1994. 

1.21 Towards the end of 199 1, certain Rwandan authorities distributed weapons 
to certain civilians in the north-eastem region of the country as part of a civil self- 
defence campaign, in reaction to the WF attack of October 1990. Later, some 
authorities distributed weapons nationwide, notably to the Interahamwe, 
Impuzamugambi and carefully selected individuals, even in regions distanr from 
the war zone. Towards the end of 1993, the Bishop of Nyundo cnticized the 
distribution of weapons in a public letter and questioned its purpose. 

1.22 The pursuit of the strategy thus described played a catalytic role in the 
political and ethnic violence of the time, which climaxed in the April 1994 
massacres. The early part of the 90s was marked by numerous political 
assassinations and large massacres of the Tutsi minority, including the one in 
Kibilira (1 990), that of the Bagogwe (1991) and the one in Bugesera (1992). The 
massacres were instigated and organized by local authorities with the complicity 
of certain prominent persons from the President's circle. Tnerein can be found the 
components of the strategy which culminated in the genocide of 1994, including 
the use of written and radio propaganda to incite the commission of the massacres. 



1.23 In early 1994, certain prominent people from Habyarimma's circle 
instigated violent demonsrrations in Kigali aimed at preventing the 
implementation of the Arusha Accords. Soldiers in civilian clothes and militiamen 
took part, seelang to provoke confrontations with the Belgian UNAMIR soldiers. 
These incidents were partially the cause of the posrponement of the establishment 
of the institutions foreseen by the h s h a  Accords. 

1.24 On 6 April 1994, the plane carrying, among other passengers, the President 

3 of the Republic of Rwanda, Juvenal Habyarimana, was shot down on its approach 
EO Kigali airport. 

1.25 In the hours which followed the crash of the President's plane, the senior 
officers of the FAR convened to assess the situation. n o s e  who shared the 
extremist Hutu ideology, generally from the Korth, proposed an Army take-over. 
During a second meeting whxh took place on the morning of 7 April, that option 
was rejected in favour of setting up an interim Government. 

1.26 &ready on the morning of 7 April and while these discussions were taking 
place, groups of military, lists in hand, proceeded to arrest, confine and carry out 
systematic assassinations of a large number of political opponents, both Hutu and 

. . 
i. Tutsi, including the Prime Minister, some of the Ministers in her Govemment and 

.I' 

the President of the Constitutional Court. At the same time, however, the military 
were evacuatingprominent members of the dead President's circle, including the 
MRND Ministers, to safe locations. The Belgian UNAMIR soldiers sent to protect 
the Prime Minister were disarmed, arrested and taken to Kigali military camp, 
where they were massacred, prompting the wirh&awal of the Belgian contingent 
in the days that followed. After rhe withdrawal of the Belgian troops, the 
Security Council drastically reduced the number of UNA,MIR personnel in 
Rwanda. 

1.27 The leaders of various political parties not targeted in the assassinations 
assembled at the request of military officers. Other than members of the MRWD, 
most participants were members of the "Power" wings of their respective parties. 
Given the political and constitutionai void created by the deaths of most national 
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polit.ical authorities, they set up a government based on the 1991 constitution, 
Composed soIely of Hutus, the government was sworn in on 9 April 1994. The 
MRND held nine ministerial posts, plus the Presidency of the Republic, while the 
remaining 11  positions, including that of Prime Minister, went to the "Power" 
factions of the other parties. 

1.58 In the hours that following the crash of President Habyanmana's plane, 
military and militiamen se: up roadblocks and began slaughtering Tutsi and 
members of the Hutu opposition in Kigali and in other parts of Rwanda. At the 
roadblocks, they checked the identiry cards of passers-by and killed those or most 
of those who were identified as Tutsi. Military patrols, often involving 
militiamen, scoured the city, lists in hand, to execute the Tutsis and cerrain 
political opponents. 

1.29 During the entire period of the genocide, F.AR military and militiamen: 
notably the Inrerahamwe (MRND) and the lmpuzamugamhi (CDR), actively 
participated in the massacres of Tutsis throughout Rwanda. 

1.30 As soon as it was formed, the Interim Government espoused the plan for 
extermination put in place. Throughout the period of the massacres, the 
Government made decisions and issued directives to aid and abet in the 
extermination of the Tutsi population and the elimination of the Hutu political 
opponents. Members of the Government incited the population to eliminate the 
enemy and its "accomplices", notably through the media, and some of them 
participated directly in the massacres. 

1.31 Local authorities, including prifets? bourgmestres, conseillers de secteur 
and responsables de cellule applied the Government-issued directives in execution 
of the plan for the extermination of the Tutsi population. They incited and ordered 
their subordinates to perpetrate the massacres and took a duect part in them. 

1.32 Starring on 6 April, the incitement to hatred and ethnic violence conveyed 
by the media turned inro a genuine call to exterminate the Tutsis and their 
accomplices. At the centre of this campaign of extermination was RTLM, which 
became known as "the killer radio station", which played a decisive role in the 
genocide and became a genuine accomplice of its perpetrators. 



1.33 Having been psychologically and militarily prepared for several months, the 
groups of zilitiamen spearheaded the execution of the extermination plan and 
were dlrectly involved in the massacres of the civiiian Tutsi population and of 
moderate Hutus, thus causing the deaths of hundreds of thousands of people in less 
than 100 days. 
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2. TERRITORIAL, TE-MPORAL AND MATERIAL JURISDICTIOR 

2.1 The crimes referred to in this indictment took place in Rwanda between I 
January and 3 1 December 1994. 

2.2 During the events referred to in this indictment, Rwanda was divided into 
1 1  preyectures: Butare, Byumba, Cyangugu, Gikongoro, Gisenyi. Gitarama, 
Kibungo, Gbuye, Kigali-Ville, Kigali-Rural and Ruhengen. Eachprej'ecture was 
subdivided into communes and secrmrs. 

2.3 During the events referred to in this indictment, the Tutsi, the Hutu and the 

a Twa were identified as racial or ethnic groups. The Belgians were considered to 
be a national group. 

- 

2.4 During the events referred to in this indictment, there were throughout 
Rwanda widespread or systematic attacks directed against a civilian population on 
political, ethnic or racial grounds. 

2.5 During the events referred to in t h~s  indictment, a state of non-international 
armed conflict existed in Rwanda. The victims referred to in t h s  indictrne~t were 
protected persons, according to the provisions of Article 3 cormon to the Geneva 
Conventions and of Additional Protocol 11. 

I 

a 3. THE POWER STRUCTb-RE 

The Government 

3.1 According to the Constitution of 10 June 1991, executive power is exercised 
by the President of the Republic, assisted by the Govemment, composed of the 
Pnme Minister and the ministers. The members of rhe Government are appointed 
by the President of the Republic spon the proposal of the Pnme Minister. The 
Prime Minister directs the Government's program. The Govemment determines 
and applies national policy. To that effect, it controls the civil service and the 
armed forces. The Prime Minister decides the functions of the minisrers and 



officials under the Prime Minister's authoriry. The resignation or termination of 
tenure of the Prime Minister, for whatever reason, causes the Government to 
resign. 

3.2 The Ministers implement the Government's policy, as defined by the Prime 
Minister. They are answerable to the Head of the Government for doing so. In 
carrying out their duties, they have at their disposal the government and locai 
administration corresponding to their functions. 

3.3 The Minister of Information is in charge of irqlementino, the 

i Government's policy with regard to information.The Minister manages and e controls the activities of the services coming under his authority, including the 
public and private press d i v i s i o n s . O ~ O R  is under the autority of the Minister 
of Information. 

The Forces Armies Rwandaises 

3.4 The Forces Armees Rwandaises (FAR) were composed of rhe Armee 
Rwandaise (AR) and the Gendarmerie Nationale (Gendarmerie Nationale). 

The Political Parties and The Militia 

3.5 During the events referred to in this indictment, the main political parties 

i in Rwanda were the iMRND (Mouvement Republicain flational pour la 
Democrarie et le Dkveloppement), the CDR (Coalition pour la Dgfense de la 

a Republique), the MDR (Mouvement Dirnocratique Republicain), the PSD (Parti 
Social-D4mocrate) and the PL (Parri Liberal). The WF (Rwandan Patriotic 
Front) was a politico-military opposition organization. 

3.6 The CDR (Coalition pour la Defense de la Republique) was formed on 18 
February kg92 to defend the republican institutions stemming from the Social 
Revolution of 1959. At the national level, the CDR had a General AssembIy. At 
the locai !eve1 were prefectural and communal bodies such as the Regional 
Assembly, which decided on all party issues for the prefecture and was led by a 
regional committee, made up of four members, including a chairman, a vice- 
chairman, a secretary and a treasurer, who were elected for four-year terms. 
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3.7 Most of the political parties had created a youth wing. Tne members of the 
M R W ' s  youth wing were known as the "Interahamwe" and those of the CDR 
were known as the "lmpuzamugambi", Most of the MRND and CDR youth 
wings' members subsequently received military training and were thus t*anibmed 
fi-om youth movements into militias. 

The Press in Rwanda 

3.8 Between January and July 1994, two radio stations in Rwanda had 
authorization to broadcast throughout the country, i.e. Radio Rwanda and RTLM. 
In addition, Radio Muhabura, the RPF's radio station, could be picked up in 
certain regiom of Rwanda. 

3.9 Between January and December 1994, several writren press publications 
were available in Rwanda, including the newspaper Kangura with his edition in 
kynlarwanda. The International version of Kangura was in french. 

3.10 Pursuant to Law No. j4i9 1 of 15 November 1 99 1 on the press in Rwanda, 
anyone wishing to found or operate a radio broadcasting company must to sign m 
agreement of establishmeat and operation with the Rwandan government. 

3.11 Furthermore, this law punishes anyone who uses the press to commit 
offences against individuals or groups, such as defamation (Article 44) or mblic 
slander (Article 45), or who is an accomplice to such offences (Article 46). 
Further, Article 166 of the Rwandan Penal Code, the penalties of which apply to 
Arhcle 46 above, punishes any speech made at public meetings or in public places 
which is designed to cause the citizens to nse up against one another. Lastly, 
Article 49 of this law determines the individuals who are responsible for offences 
committed through the press. 

3.12 The Ofice Rwandais de I 'Information (O~TOR) , (Rwandan  lnibnnation 
Agency) is. a public institution with financial and administrative auroritv, 
responsible for radio and television broadcasts, print media, cinema and 
photography services nationwide. 
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4. THE ACCUSED 

4.1 Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza was born in 1950 in Mutara commune, Gisenyi 
prkfecture, Rwanda. 

4.2 At the time of the events referred to in this indictment, Jean-Bosco 
Barayagwiza, a founding member of the Co~li t ion pour la Dqense de la 
Rkpublique (CDR) parry, was the chairman of the CDR regional committee for 
Gisenyi preyecture. In addition, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza was a member of thz 
comitk d'initiative for the private company Radio T&levision Libre des ilfille 
Collines (RTLM) s.a., and a senior official at irs radio station, RTL,M. Jean- 
Bosco Barayagwiza had previously been a member of the lvlRND and political 
director in the 1Minisu-y of Foreiw Affairs. 

4.3 Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza was an imporrant md influenria1 person, cIosely 
associated with the persons in power, such as colonel Bagosora, the president 
Sindikubwabo and others. 

4.4. As an official in the CDR and a former member of the h R T ,  Jean-Bosco 
Barayagwiza exercised authority over the members of the CDR and the 
Impuzamugambi (CDR) and Interahamwe (MRND) militiamen. In addition, as a 
senior official at the radio station RTLM, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza exercised 
authority and had control over RTLM and i n  employees, including the 
announcers, broadcasters and reporters. 



5. CONCISE STATElMENT OF THE FACTS: PREPAR4TION a526 

5.1 From 1990 until December 1994, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, Ferdinand 
Nahimana, Felicien Kabuga, Hassan Ngeze and Georges Ruggiu conspired among 
themselves and with others to work out a plan with the intent to exreminare the 
civi!ian Tutsi popuiation and eliminate members of the opposition. The 
components of this plan consisted of, among other things, the broadcasting of 
messages of ethnic hatred and incitemenr to violence, the training of and 
distribution of weapons to militiamen, as well as the preparation of lists of people 
to be eliminated and the broadcasting of their identities. In executing the plan, 
they organized and ordered the massacres perpetrated against the Tutsi popuiation 
and moderate Hutu, and at the same rime incited, aided and participated in them. 

0 
B r o w  

5.2 The incitement to ethnic hatred and violence was a hndamental part of the 
plan put in place. It was articulated, before and during the genocide, by poliricians 
and businessmen, members of the Government and local authorities, and by 
elements of the FAR. 

5.3 The 1990s saw the development of several publications in Rwanda which 
were designed to ensure that the message of ethnic hatred and inc~temen~ to 
violence was disseminated. In 1990, individuals in President Habyarimana's 
circle, including Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, Ferdinand Nahimana and Joseph 
Nzirorera, formed the newspaper Kangura for the purpose of defending the 

( extremist Hutu ideology. 

5.4 Hassan Ngeze, a founding member of the CDR and a close collaborator of 
Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, was appointed editor-in-chief of the newspaper 
Kangura. In December 1990, the newspaper published the "Ten Commandmenrs 
of the Bahutus", which was not only an outright call to show contempt and hatred 
for the Tutsi minority but also to slander and persecute Tutsi women. 

5.5 On 4 Decembe~: 1991? at the concIusion of a meeting chaired by the Head 
of State, JuvQal Habyarimana, a military commission was given the task of 
finding an answer to the following question: "What do we need to do in order to 
defeat the enemy *,in the & . . ?" The newspaper 
Kanpura wrote approvingly of the meeting. 



5.6 The report produced by the commission defined the main enemy as follows: 
"The Tutsisfrom inside or outside the counrry, who are extremists and nostalgic 
for power, who do not recognize and have never recognized the realities of the 
Social Revolution of 1959, and are seeking to regain power in Rwanda by any 
means, including taking up arms." The secondary enemy was defined as: "Anyone 
providing any kind ofassistance to the main enemy". The document specified that 
the enemy was being recruited from within cerrain social groups, notably: "the 
Tulsis inside the countv,  Hutus who are dissatisfied with the present regime, 
foreigners married to Tutsi women...". Among the activities the enemy was 
accused of, the document mentioned "[he diversion of national opinion from the 
ethnic problem to the socio-economic problem between the rich and the poor". 

d 
5.7 On 21 September 1992, an excerpt from the repori was circulated among 
the troops. The following day, the CDR, issued a press communique in which 
listed the names of individuals described as enemies and traitors to the nation. 

5.8 The characterization of the Tutsis as the enemy and of members of the 
opposition as their accomplices was echoed by politicians, notably by Leon 
Mugesera, MRND Vice-chairman for Gisenyi prkfecture, in a speech he made on 
22 November 1992, broadcasted on rlne Radio Rwanda and therefore reaching a 
much larger audience, Leon Mugesera's speech already at that time was an 
incitement to exterminate the Tutsi population and their "accomplices". 

I 

5.9 In 1993, in order to defend the extremist Hutu ideology and promote the use 
of incitement to hatred and f e z  of the Tutsi minority, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, 
Ferdinand Nahimana, Fdicien Kabuga, Andre Ntagerura, Joseph Nzirorera, 
Georges Rutaganda, Joseph Serugendo and Simon Bikindi agreed among 
themselves and with others to form a limited company called RTLM s.a., notably 
in order to operate a radio station, RTLM. -4 statute was signed on 8 April 1993 
and the radio station began broadcasting on 8 July 1993. 

5.10 From July 1993 to April 1994, RTLM's broadcasts echoed the description 
of the Tutsis as the enemy and the members of the opposition as their accomplices, 
regularly using contemptuous expressions such as "Inyenzi" or "Inkoranyi" and 
referring to them as "enemies" or "traitors" who deserved to die. 
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5.11 In addition, RTLM and the newspaper Kangura conducted a campaign 
against the Arusha Accords, which both stipulated power-sharing with the Tutsi 
minority and rejected any ideology based on ethnic identity. Kangzrra's attacks 
targetted in particular the Government representative at the negotiations, Minister 
of Foreign Affairs Boniface Ngulinzira. On 1 1 Apni 1994, Boniface Ngulinzira 
was assassinated by the military. RTLM anrIounced the news ofhis death in the 
following words: "We have exterminated all RPF accomplices. Mr. Bonface 
!\blinzira will no longer go to Arusha to sell the country to the RPF The peace 
Accords are nothing but scraps of paper as our fither Habyrimana had 
predicted." 

5.12 Afier the signing ofthe Arusha Accords, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, Hassan 
Ngeze and other CDR members orsanized dernonstrat:ons in Glsenyi ;o protest 
against the Accords. 

5.13 In late 1993 and in 1994, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza took part in political 
debates on RTLM, Radio Rwanda and television, in which he made extremist 
remarks about the Tutsis, describing them as inyenzi and Inkozanyi and refemng 
to the Hums in the opposition as accomplices. 

5.14 InFebruary 1994, Jean-Bosco Barayagvriza sent a fax to Gisenyi in which 
he called on the CDR youth wing to k11l ail the Tutsis, even the chldren, when the 
time came. The fax was distributed to the Interahamwe leaders by a CDR official 
in Gisenyi, Barnabe S a n w a .  Furthermore, during the same period, Jean-Bosco 
Barayagwiza chaired a meeting of all CDR members in Gisenyi; the purpose of 
the meeting was to discuss the elimination of the Tutsis and moderate Hufis. 

. .  . 
( .  

ns to th&l&u Croups 

5.15 In order to ensure that, when the time came, the extermination of the enemy 
and its "accomplices" would be carried out swiftly and effectively, it was 
necessary to create a militia that was structured, armed and complementary to the 
Armed Forces. As from 1993, and even before that date, the leaders of the MWD, 
in collaboration with officers of the F.4R, decided to provide military training to 
those members most devoted to their extremist cause and to other idle youths. 
Funhermore, weapons were distributed to them. 

5.16 On 19 October 1992, before the Statutes of RTLM s.a. had even been 
signed, traditional weapons were purchased through a bank account in the 
company's name. 



5.17 Between June 1993 and July 1994, in Gisenyipreecture, the Inferahamwe 
and the CDR militiamen, the impuzamugambi, underwent military iraining and 
received weapons from Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza and Wassan Ngeze, an 
lnterahamwe leader . 

5.18 Towards the end of 1993, in an open letter broadcast on national radio, the 
Bishop of the diocese of isyundo, in Gisenyi prefecture, denounced the 
distribution of weapons in that prkfecmre. 

5.19 Having identified the Tutsis as the main enemy and the members of the 
opposition as their accomplices, civ111an authonties, political figures and 
militiamen established lists of people to be executed. In 1993, at the instigztion 
of Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, the bour,mestres and conseillers de secfeur in 
Gisenyipreficture drew up lists beanng the names of Tutsis and moderate Hutus 
to be eliminated. 

5.20 From January and July 1994, RTLM broadcast lists of people ident~fied as 
the enemy. From 7 April to late July, rrditary and militiamen massacred members 
of the Tutsi population and moderate Hutus by means of pre-established lists and 
names broadcast on RTLM, among other thlngs. 

5.21 The political and ethnic violence of the early 1990s was characterized by the 
use of the elements of the strategy which achieved its finality in the genocide of 
April 1994. The massacres of the Tutsi minority at that time, including those in 
Kibilira (1990), in Bagogwe (1991), and those of Bugesera (1992). were 
instigated, facilitated and organized by civilian and military authorities. On each 
occasion, a campaign of incitement to ethnic violence, conducted by local 
authorities, was followed by massacres of the Tutsi minority, perpetrated by 
groups ofmilitiamen and civilians, m e d  and assisted by the same authorities and 
by certain military personnel. On each occasion, these crimes remained 
unpunished and the authorities implicated were generally not taken to task. 

5.22 In 1991, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, in collaboration with Hassan Ngeze and 
others, planned the killings of the Bagogwe Tutsis in Mutura commune, Gisenyi 
preyecture, and in Bugesera. They distributed weapons and money to the 
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lnterahamwe and Impuzamugambi militlamen who committed the massacres. 

5.23 During the same period, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza chaired meetings at 
which he incited the militia groups and the civilian population to kill the Tutsis. 
Following tose meetings, Tutsis were attacked and killed. 

5.24 Finally, as of 7 April 1994, throughout Rwanda, Tutsis and certain moderate 
Hums, began to flee their homes to escape the violence to which they were 
victims on their hills and to seek refuge in places where they had traditionally felt 
safe, notably churches, hospitals and other public buildings such as commune and 

d prefecture offices. On several occasions, gathering places were indicated to them 
by the local authorities, who had promised to protect them. For the initial days, 
the refugees were protected by a few gendarmes and communal police in these 
various locations, but subsequently, the refugees were systematically attacked and 
massacred by militiamen, often assisted by the same authorities who had promised 
to protect the refugees. 

5.25 Furthermore, soldiers, militiamen and gendarmes raped or sexually 
assaulted or committed other crimes of a sexual nature against Tuai women and 
girls, sometimes after having first kidnapped them. 

6. COYCISE STATEMENT OF THE FACTS: RTLM 

6.1 The idea of creation of RTLM was conceived on, or about 13 July 1992 and 

1: implemenred on 8 April 1993 with the signing of the statutes by Jean-Bosco 

m' Barayagwiza, Felicien Kabuga, Ferdinand Xahirnana, Andre Ntagerura, Geornes - 
Rutaganda, Joseph Nzirorera, Simon Bikindi and others. 

6.2 A cornit6 d 'initiative was set up and some of its members, including notably 
Felicien Kabuga, the chairman, Ferdinand Nahimana and Jean-Bosco 
Barayagwiza, continued to act as officials of RTLM. RTLM broadcasted 
throughout Rwanda from 8 July 1993 until late July 1994. Hassan Ngeze 
welcomed the formation of RTLM in Kangura, describing it as the birth of a 
partner in the fight for Hutu unification. 

6.3 Thereafter, on 30 September 1993, an agreement to establish and operate a 
radio station was signed by the Government of Rwanda and Radio Tilevision des 
Mille Collines (RTLM). Article 5(2) of the agreement stipulated notably that 



RTLM agreed not to broadcast programs that would incite to hatred, violence or 
any form of division. In addition, RTLM agreed to abide by the provisions of the 
narional and international instruments government relecommunications. 

6.4 1993, at an RTLM fundraising meeting organized by the MRhD, Felicien 
Kabuga publicly defined the RTLMvs purpose as the defence of 'Hutu Power'. He 
made these remarks in the presence of Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, Ferdi~and 
Xahimana, Hassan Ngeze, Froduald Karamira, Justin Magenzi, Ylathieu 
Xgrumpatse and the reporters Kantano Habimana, Valirie Bemenki, Yo21 
Hitimana, Gaspard Gahigi and others. 

9 6.5 RTLM received logistical support from Radio Rwanda, and also from 
President Habyarimana, as the station was connected LO the power generators at 
the President's Office, thus enabling it to continue operation in case of power 
failure. 

Content and Impact of RTLM's Broadcasts 

6.6 RTLM's objectives were to promote the extremist Hutu ideology. Its 
strategy of broadcast evolved iiom music and other popular programs in 1993 to 
incite extermination of the Tutsis and elimination of the Hutus ir? the opposition 
in 1994. As from 7 April 1994, RTLM became an weapon in &e execution of the 
genocide, by aiding, abetting and inciting the general public and the militiamen 
ro commit massacres. 

I 

a 6.7 As from April 1991, RTLM broadcast messages inciting the general public 
and the militia groups to exterminate all the Tutsis and eliminate the moderate 
Hutus and Belgian nationals, by using such expressions as: "go work", "go clean", 
"to each his own Belgian", "the graves are not yetfull", "the revoluiion of 19.59 
is not over and must be carried through to its conclusion". 

6.8 Thus, during this period, Georges Henri Yvon Ruggiu, in his capacity as a 
reporter,broadcaster or announcer and employee of RTLM since 1 January 1994, 
presented programs in French that incited the people and the Interahamwe 
militiamen to "work and complete the revolution of 59". These messages of 
incitement were designed to bring about the extermination of the Tutsi population 
and the eIimination of moderate Hutus and certain Belgian nationals. 
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6.9 Between January and July 1994, other reporters,broadcasters or announcers, 
such as Valerie Bemeriki, Kantano Habimana, Gaspard Gahigi and Noel Hitimana 
also incited the general public and the Interahamwe to exterminate the Tutsis and 
moderate Hutus. The same reporters slandered and denigrared Tutsi women over 
the RTLM airwaves. 

6.10 Thus, on 2 July 1994, the reporter Kantano Habimana incited the people to 
rise up, stand fast and fight the Inkoranyi using stones, machetes and spears, whiie 
rejoicing that in the end :he inkotanyi would be exxerminated. 

6.11 Also, in June 1994, Valirie Bemeriki incited the people to set up roadblocks 
everywhere in order to monitor the Inyenzi-Inkotanyi effectively and expressed 
satisfaction at the large number of Inyenzi killed in the counrry. 

d 6.12 Between April and July 1994, RTLM broadcast interviews, messages and 
speeches by political and government figures which incited the extermination of 
the Tutsis and moderate Hutus. 

6.13 In April, May and June 1994, Hassan Ngeze, co-founder of the CDR, along 
with Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, was interviewed on RTLlM and Radio Rwanda. 
During those interviews, he called for the extermination of the Tutsis and Hutus 
in the opposition. He also defended the extremist Hutu ideology of the CDR. 

6.14 In addition, members of the govemmenr and rhe political parties used the 
media to incite the massacre of the Tutsi population and moderate Hutus. On 21 
April 1994, in particular, the Prime Minister of the Interim Government, Jean 
Kambanda, stated that the RTLM broadcasts were "a crucial weapon in the fight 

i. . against the enemy". 

a 6.15 From end of 1993 through July 1994, RTLM identified the locations where 
the Tutsis had sought refuge for their own protecrion and told the Interahamwe 
militiamen to attack those locations. Several of rhe locations were attacked and 
the Tutsis there were massacred. In certain cases, RTLM identified cenain 
individuals who were described as accomplices and told the militiamen to find and 
execute them. 

6.16 As from 10 April 1994, RTLhl and notably two of its employees, Valirie 
Bemeriki and Noel Hitirnana, incited the militiamen to attack the Kadafi mosque 
in Nyamirambo. The reporters named certain individuals who had sought refuge 
there and gave orders to eliminate them. In the days that followed, Kadafi mosque 
was in fact attacked and several refugees killed. 



6.17 On 18 June 1994, Georges Ruggiu made an announceinent on R'TLM that 
the Tutsis at Gitwe had not yet been killed. He also asked that the roadblocks be 
strengthened so rhat no one could flee. Following rhat broadcast, on 20 June 1994, 
the Interahamwe went to Gitwe hill, in ~Mutara comrnzme, in the company of 
Bourgmestre Rutaganda, and killed the members of more than 70 famiiies, 
primarily Tutsis. 

6.18 While the massacres were being carried out, RTLM on several occasions 
encouraged the militiamen, including those manning the roadblocks, ro 
exterminate the Tutsis and murder the H u h  opponents, and congatiulated the 

t killers, praismg their vigilance and telling them to continue their work with greater *' vigour. 

6.19 Following the messages and speeches referred ro in paragraphs 6.1 to 6 .  i 7 
above, whch incited and encouraged violence and ethnic hatred, many members 
of rhe Tutsi population, as well as moderate Hutus and certain Belgian nationals, 
were eliminated. 

Control of the Broadcasts 

6.20 Between January and July 1994, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, Felicien 
Kabuga and FerdinandNahimana exercised authority and control over RTLM s.a., 
RTLM radio reporters, announcers and all other employees, like Georges Ruggiu, 

(.. Valerie Bemeriki and others. 

a 
6.21 Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, Fklicien Kabuga and Ferdinand Xahimana were 
aware of the content of RTLAM's broadcasts. On 26 November 1993 and on 10 
February 1994, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, Ferdinand Nahimana, Fklicien Kabuga 
and Phoca Habimana, in their capacity as RTLAM officials, were summoned to see 
the Minister of Information, Faustin Rucogoza, and told to stop airing messages 
inciting ethnic violence and hatred. The broadcasts were in violation of the 
Arusha Accords, the law of 15 Piovember 1991 governing the press and the 
agreement of establishment signed by RTLM and the government. 

6.22 During these two meetings, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, Ferdinand 
Nahimana, and Fklicien Kabuga defended the content of the broadcasts and their 
reporters. Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, Ferdinand Nahimana and Filicien Kabuga 
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subsequently allowed the broadcasts and their reporters to continue spreading their 
message inciting violence and ethnic hatred. 

6.23 Between January and July 1994, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza knew or had 
reason to h o w  that his subordinates, including the reporters, announcers and all 
other RTLM employees, were broadcasting messages inciting, aiding and abetting 
the general public and the militia groups in exterminzting ail the Tutsis and 
eliminating the moderate Hutus and Belgian nationals, and did not tale reasonable 
steps to prevent or punish the perpetrators. 

6.24 In addition, during the period referred to in this indictment, Jean-30x0 
Barayagwiza knew or had reason to h o w  that the programs, speeches or 
messages broadcast by RTLM resulted in widespread massacres of the Tursi 
population and the murder of numerous moderate Hutus and certain Belgian 
nationals. 

7. COKCISE STATEMENT OF THE FACTS: OTHER VIOLATIONS 
OF IYTERNATIONAL HUMAWTARIAN LAW 

7.1 As f?om 7 April 1994, massacres of the Tutsi population and the murder of 
numerous political opponents were perpetrated throughout the territory of 
Rwanda. These crimes, which had been plamed and prepared for a long time by 
prominent civilian and military figures who shared the extremist Hutu ideology, 
were camed out by militiamen, military persomei and gendarmes on the orders 
and directives of some of these authorities, including Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza. 

7.2 As of the night of 6 to 7 April, in the capital, elements of the Presidential 
Guard and the Para-Commando battalion set up roadblocks, reinforced with 
armored vehicles, on the major roads, controlling people's novements. 
Militiamen subsequently joined them or set up roadblocks of their own. At these 
places, Tutsis or those identified as such were summarily executed. 

7.3 After 6 April 1994, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza supervised the roadblocks 
located between Kiyovu hotel and the Cercle Sport$ de Kigali, in the 
neighbourhood in which he resided. He supervised these roadblocks along with 
a member of the Presidential Guard. Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza instructed the 
CDR militiamen and members who were manning the roadblocks to eliminate all 
the Tutsis and Hutu opponents. 



7.4 Dunng the same period, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza ordered the CDR 
militiamen and members to search houses in the Kiyow neighbourhood m order 
to search out and eliminate Tutsis. 

Gisenyi 

7.5 Gisenyi, the prkfecture of origin of the deceased President, Juvenal 
Habyarimana, is located in northwestern Rwanda. From the time of the coup 
d'etat in 1973, Gisenyi was the bastion of the Mouvement Rkpublicain ;Vatzonal 
pour la De'mocratie et le Dkveloppement ( M R N D )  and the Coalition pour la 
Defense de la Republique (CDR). Several prominent civil and military figures 

a who had espoused the extremist Hutu ideology were fiom this prefecture. After 
1990, the prefecture was the theatre for much inter-ethnic tension and violence, 
causing the death of many Tutsis. This was the case with the Bagogwe in 199 1 .  
In early June 1994, the Interim Government moved to Gisenyi. 

7.6 After his election as chairman of the CDR regional committee for Gisenyi 
on 6 February 1994, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza worked to plzn, prepare and 
organize the massacres of the Tutsi population of Gisenyi. Before April 1994, 
Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza held meetings and issued directives to his subordinates, 
including Barnabe Sanvura, a CDR leader in Gisenyi, to prepare lists of Tutsis to 
be eliminated and to incite the militiamen to kill the Tutsis when the time came. 
Hassan Ngeze and Barnabe Sanwra passed those directives on to those in charge 
of the Interahamwe (MRND) and the Impuzamugambi (CDR). 

1. 

a 7.7 Starting on 7 April 1994, in Gisenyi, members of the CDR, inciudins 
Hassan Ngeze, militiamen and military personnel gave orders to set up roadblocks; 
they also bstributed weapons and incited, aided and abetted the people in 
exterminating the Tutsis and eliminaring the moderate Hutus. 

7.8 Between April and July 1994, roadblocks were set up by the militiamen in 
Gisenyi prifecture, in order to identify the Tursi and their "accomplices" and kill 
them on the spot or take them to Commune Rouge to execute them there. In 
certain cases, the Tutsis at Commune Rouge were forced to undress before being 
killed. Hassan Ngeze was present at this time. 

7.9 Between April and July 1994, the most active groups of militiamen in 
Gisenyi prefecture, led by CDR officials, including Hassan Ngeze and Mabuye 
Twagirayezu, and MRND officials, including Bernard Munyagishari and Ornar 
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Serushago, hunted down, abducted and killed several members of the Tutsi 
population and moderate Hutus in Gisenyi. In addition, many houses belonging 
to Tutsis were looted, destroyed or burned down by the Interahamwe. 

7.10 During the entire period of April to July 1994, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza 
knew or had reason to know that his subordinates, notabiy the CDR and MRND 
militiamen, had committed widespread massacres of the Tutsi popuiation and 
numerous moderate Hutus. 

Responsibility 

7.11 From April to July 1994, several hundred thousand people were massacred 
throughout Rwanda. The majority of the vicdms were killed solely because they 

i were Tutsi or appeared to be Tutsi. The other victims, nearly all Hum, were killed 
because they were considered Tutsi accomplices, were linked to them through 
mamage or were opposed to the exrremist Hutu ideology. 

7.12 The massacres thus perpetrated were the result of a strategy adopted and 
elaborated by political, civil and military authorities in the country, such as Jean- 
Bosco Birayagwiza, Ferdinand Nahimanal Hassan Ngeze and Georges Ruggiu, 
who conspired to exterminate the Tutsi population. 

7.13 Jean-Bosco Barayagcviza, in his position of authority, acting in concert 
with, notably Ferdinand Nahimana, Hassan Ngeze, Georges Ruggiu, Omar 
Serushago, Bernard h~unya~ishari ,  Mabuye Twagirayezu and Barnabe Sanvura, 
participated in the planning, preparation or execution of a common scheme, 
strategy or plan, to commit the atrocities set forth above. The crimes were 
committed by him personally, by persons he assisted, or by his subordinates, 

a including militiamen and the reporters, announcers and all other RTLM 
employees, who acted under his orders and with his howledge or consent. 



8. CObTTS 

COUNT I:  

By the acts or omissions described in paragaphs 5.1 to 7.13 a d  more specifically 
in the paragraphs referred to below: 

JEAN-BOSCO BARAYAGWIZA: -pursuant to Article 6(1), according ro 
paragraphs: 5.1,5.2,5.3,5.4,5.5,5.7,5.10, 
5.12,5.13:5.14,6.1,6.2,6.3,6.4,6.5, 7.1, 
7.2,7.3. 7.9, ?':lo, 7.1 1, 7.12, 7.13 

conspired with Ferdinand Nahimana, Hassan Ngeze, Barnabe Sanwra, Joseph 
Nzirorera, Georges Ruggiu, Bernard Munyagishari, Omar Serushago and others 
to hl l  and cause serious bodily or mental harm to members of the Tutsi population 
wirh the intent to desuoy, in whole or in pan, a racial or ethnic group, and thereby 
committed CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT GEXOCIDE, a crime stipulated in 
Article 2(3)(b) of the Statute of the Tribunal, for which he is individually 
responsible pursuant to h c l e  6(1) and which is punishable in reference to 
Articles 22 and 23 of the Statute 

COUNT 2: 

By the acts or omissions described in paragraphs 5.1 to 7.1 3 and more specifically 
in the paragraphs referred to below: 

JEAN-BOSCO BARAYAGWIZA: -pursuant to Article 6(1), according to 
paragraphs: 5.1, 5.12, 5.14, 5.18, 

6.18,7.1,7.2,7.4,7.5,7.11:7.12,7.13 

-pursuant to Article 6(3), according to 
paragraphs: 6.15,6.16, 6.20,6.21,6.22, 
6.23,7.7,7.8,7.9,7.10,7.11,7.12,7.13 

is responsible for killing and causing serious bodily or mental harm to members 
of the Tutsi population with the intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a racial or 
ethnic group, and thereby committed GENOCIDE, a crime stipulated in Article 
2(3)(a) of the Statute of the Tribunal, for which they are individually responsible 
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pursuant to Article 6 and which is punishable in reference to Articles 22 and 23 
of the Statute. 

COUNT 3: 

By the acts or omissions described in paragraphs 5.1 to 7.13 and more specifically 
in the paragraphs referred to below: 

JEAN-BOSCO BARAYAGWIZA: - pursuant to Article 6(1), according to 
paragraphs:j.1,5.12,5.14,5.18,6.18,7.1, 
7.2,7.3,7.5,7.7,7.8,7.11,7.12,7.13 

-pursuant ro Article 6(3), according to 
paragraphs: 6.15, 6.16, 6.20, 6.21, 6.22, 
6.23,7.7,7.8,7.9,7.10,7.11,7.12,7.13 

is responsible for killing and causing serious bodily or mental harm to members 
of the Tutsi population with the intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a racial or 
ethmc group, and thereby committed COMPLICITY IN GEKOCIDE, a crime 
stipulated in Article 2(3)(e) of the Statute of the Tribunal, for which rhey are 
individually responsible pursuant to Article 6 and which is punishable in reference 
to Articles 22 and 23 of the Statute. 

COUNT 4: 

By the acts or omissions described in paragraphs 5.1 to 7.13 and more specifically 
in the paragraphs referred to below: 

JEAN-BOSCO BARAYAGWIZA: -pursuant to Article 6(1), according to 
paragaphs:5.1,5.2,5.7,5.8,5.9,5.11,5.12, 
6.1, 6.2,6.3,6.4,6.5,6.6, 6.7,6.8,6.9,6.10. 
6.11, 6.12,6.13, 6.15 to6.23, 7.11,7.12, 
7.13 

-pursuant to Article 6(3), according to 
paragraphs: 6.6, 6.7, 6.8,.6.9, 6.10, 6.11, 
6.12, 6.1jt6.19, 6.20,6.21,6.22,6.23,7.11, 
7.12, 7.13 
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is responsible for direct and pubIic incitenent to kill and cause serious bodily or 
mental harm to members of the Tursi population with the intent to destroy, in 
whole or in part, a racial or ethnic group, and thereby committed DIRECT AiUD 
PUBLIC INCITEMENT TO COMMIT GENOCIDE, a crime stipulated in 
.4rticle 2(3)(c) of the Statute of the Tribunal, for which he is individually 
responsible pursuant to Article 6 of the Statute and which is punishable in 
reference to Articles 22 and 23 of the Statute. 

COUNT 5: 

By the acts or omissions described in paragraphs 5.1 to 7.13 and more specificaily 

6 in the paragraphs referred to below: 

JEAN-BOSCO BARAYAGWIZA: -pursuant to Article 6(1), according to 
paragraphs:5.1,5.5,5.12,5.16, 5.18,5.19, 
7.1,7.2,7.4,7.5,7.11,7.12,7.13 

-pursuant to Article 6(3), according to 
paragraphs: 5.1,5.16,5.18,5.19, 6.10,6.14, 
6.15,6.16,6.17,6.18,6.19,6.20,6.21,6.22, 
6.23,7.4,7.5,7.7,7.8,7.9,7.10,7.11,7.12, 
7.13 

is responsible for the extermination of persons as part of a widespread and 
systematic attack against a civilian population on political, ethnic or racial 

( grounds, and thereby corni t red a CRIiME AGAINST HUMANITY, a crime 

a stipulated in Article 3(b) of the Statute of Tribunal, for which they are individually 
responsible pursuant to M c l e  6 of rhe Statute and which is punishable in 
reference to Articles 22 and 23 of the Statute. 

By the acts or omissions described in paragraphs 5.1 to 7.13 and more specificzlly 
in the paragraphs referred to below: 

JEAN-BOSCO BARAYAGWIZA: -pursuant to Article 6(1), according ro 
paragraphs: 5.1,5.5,5.12,5.16,5.18,5.19: - 
/.1,7.2,7.4,7.5,7.11,7.12,7.13 



-pursuant to Article 6(3), according to 
paragaphs:5.1,5.16,5.18,5.19,6.10,6.14, 
6.15.6.16,6.17,6.18,6.19,6.20,6.21.6.22, 
6.23,7.4,7.5,7.7,7.8,7.9,7.10, 7.11,7.12, 
7.13 

is responsible for the murder of persons as part of 2 widespread and systematic 
attack against a civilian population on political, ethnic or racial grounds, and 
thereby committed a CRIME AGAINST HUMANTY, a crime stipulated in 
Article 3(a) of the Statute ofTribuna1, for which he is individually responsibIe 
pursuant to Article 6 of the Statute and which is punishable in reference to Articles 
22 and 23 of the Statute. 

By the acts or omissions described in paragraphs 5.1 to 7.13 and more specifically 
in the paragraphs referred to below: 

JEAN-BOSCO BARAYAGWIZA: -pursuant to Article 6(1), according to 
paragraphs: 5.1,5.2,5.7,5.8, 5.9: 5.10,5.11, 
6.1,6.2,6.3, 6.4,6.5,6.6, 6.7,6.8, 6.9, 6.10, 

-pursuant to Article 6(3), according to 
paragraphs: 6.6,6.7, 6.8,6.9,6.10,6.11, 
6.12,6.15,6.19,6.20,6.21,6.22,6.23,7.11, 
7.12,7.13 

is responsible for persecution on polirical, racial or religious grounds, as part of 
a widespread and systematic attack against a civilian population on politicaI, 
ethnic or racial grounds, and thereby committed a CRIME AGAINST 
HUMANITY, a crixe stipulated in Article 3(h) of Statute of the Tribunal, for 
which he is individually responsible pursuant to Article 6 of the Statute and which 
is punishable in reference to Articles 22 and 23 of the Statute. 

COUNT 8: 



By the acts or omissions described in paragraphs 5.1 to 7.13 and more specifically 
in the paragraphs referred to below: 

JEAN-BOSCO BAR4YAGWIZA: -pursuant to Article 6(3), according to 
paragraphs:5.1,5.2,5.3,5.4,5.5,5.16,5.20, 
5.21,5.23,5.24,6.8,6.13,6.17,6.18,6.19~ 
6.20,6.21, 6.22, 6.23,7.8, 7.9, 7.10, 7.11, 
7.12. 7.13 

is responsibIe for outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and 
... degrading treatment, as part of an armed internal conflict, and thereby committed 

a: SERIOUS VIOLATIOXS OF ARTICLE 3 COMMON TO THE GENEVA 
CONVENTIONS AW OF ADDITIONAL PROTOCOL 11, a crime stipulated 
in Article 4 (e) of the Statute of the Tribunal, for which he is individually 
responsible pursuant to Article 6 of the Statute and which is punishable in 
reference to Articles 22 and 23 of the Statute. 

By the acts or omissions described in paragraphs 5.1 to 7.13 and more specifically 
in the paragraphs referred to below: 

JEAN-BOSCO BARAYAGWIZA: -pursuant to Arhcle 6(3), according to 
paragraphs: 5.1,5.2,5.4,5.5,5.6,5.14,5.20, 

! 
5.21,5.23,7.1,7.6,7.8,7.10,7.11,7.12, 
7.13 

a 
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is responsible for pillage, as part of an armed internal conflict, and thereby 
committed SERIOUS VIOLATIONS OF ARTICLE 3 COMMON TO 
THE GENEVA CONVENTlONS AND ADDITIONAL PROTOCOL 11, 
a crime stipulated in Article 4 (f) of the Statute of the Tribunal, for which he 
is individualIy responsible pursuant to Article 6 of the Statute and which is 
punishable in reference to Articles 22 and 23 of the Statute. 

13 April 2000 
Kigali 

For the Prosecutor 

Chief of Prosecutions 
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AMENDED IXDICTMENT 

In conformity with the decision of 5 November 1999. of Trial Chamber I 
authorizing the Prosecutor to amend the indictment. 

The Prosecutor of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, pursuant to the 
authority stipulated in Article 17 of the Statute of the International Criminal Tribunal 
for Rwanda (the Statute of the Tribunal) charges: 

HASSAN NGEZE 

with CONSPIRACY TO COMhllT GENOCIDE. GENOCIDE, COMPLICITY 
IN GENOCIDE , DIRECT AND PUBLIC IUCITEMENT TO COMMIT 
GENOCIDE, and CRIMES AGAINST HUMAUITY all offences stipulated in 
Articles 2. 3 and 4 of the Statute of the Tribunal, and as set forth below: 

1. HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

1.1 The revolution of 1959 marked the beginning of a pcriod of ethnic clashes 
between the Hutu and the Tutsi in Rwanda. causing hundreds of Tutsis to die - 
and thousands more to flee the country in the years immediately following. The 
revolution rcsulted in the abolition of the Tutsi monarchy and the proclamation 
of the First Republic in early 1961. confirmed in a referendum held in the same 
year. Legislative elections held in September 1961 confirmed the dominant 
position of the MDR-PARMEHUTU (Mouvement l)kmocrcrtique R4pzrhlicain 
- Purli nZ1 Mozrvement d'Ernuncipatiot7 IIzrtu), led by Gregoirc Kayibanda. who 
was subsequently clcctcd President of the Republic by the Legislative Assembly 
on 26 October 1961. 
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The carly years of the First Republic, which was under the domination of the 
Hutus of central and southern Rwanda, were again marked by cthnic violence. 
The victims were predominantly Tutsil the former ruling elite. and those related 
to them. who were killed. driven to other regions of Rwanda or forced to flee 
the country. The gradual elimination of thc opposition parties in those early 
years confirmed the MDR-PARMEHUTU as the single party, the only party to 
present candidates in thc elections of 1965. 

The early part of 1973 in Rwanda was again marked by cthnic confrontations 
between the Hutus and Tutsis, prompting another exodus of thc Tutsi minority 
from the country. as had occurred between 1959 and 1963. This new outburst 
of ethnic and political tension between the North and South rcsulted in a 
military coup by General Juvinal Habyarimana on 5 July 1973, shifting power 
from civilian to military hands and from the Hutus of central Rwanda to Hutus 
of the northern preficttrres of Gisenyi (Habyarimana's native rcgion) and 
Ruhcngeri. 

In 1975, President Habyarimana founded the Mouvement R6volutionncrire 
N~~.'crlioncrl pour le D61:elopponcnt (MRND), a single party, and assumed the 
position of party chairman. The administrative and party hierarchics were 
indistinguishable in this single party statc from the level of the PriIJet to the 
hourgmestres, and down to that of the conseiilers de .secteur and r-esponsubles 
LIP cell&. 

From 1973 to 1993, the government of President Habyarimana used a system 
of ethnic and rcgional quotas which was supposed to provide educational and 
employment opportunities for all but which was used increasingly to 
discriminate against both Tutsis and Hutus from regions outside the northwest. 
In fact. by the late 1980s. persons from Giscnyi and Ruhengeri occupied many 
of the most important positions in the military. political. economic and 
administrative sectors of Rwandan society. Among the privileged elite, an inner 
circle of relatives and close associatcs of President Habyarimana and his wife, 
Agathe Kanziga, known as the Akuzu, enjoyed great power. This select group, 
almost exclusively Hutu, was supplemented by individuals who shared its 
extremist Hutu ideology. and who came mainly from the native region of the 
President and his wife. 

In 1990. the President of thc Republic. Juv6nal Habyarimana, and his single 
party, the MRND, were facing mounting opposition, including from other 
Hutus. 

Onginal English version - 
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1.7 On 1 October 1990, the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF), made up mainly of 

Tutsi refugees, attacked Rwanda. Within days thc government began arresting 
thousands of pcople. presumed to be opponents of Habyarimana and suspected 
of bcing RF'F accomplices. Although the Tutsi were the main target, Hutu 
political opponents wcrc also arrested. 

1.8 Following pressure from the internal opposition and the international 
community, and the RPF attack of October 1990, President Hahparimana 
pennittcd the introduction of multiple political parties and the adoption of a new 
constitution on 10 June 199 1. The ~lilouve~nerzt Xivolurionnaire Nntioplrxlpour 
le L)dveloppemeni (MRND) was renamcd Mouvenzer~t Rkpzrblicain National 
pour Ir D~nzocratie et Ie DPi~eloppemerzt (MRND). The first transitional * government was made up almost exclusively of MRND members, following the 
refusal of the main opposition parties to takc part. With the second transitional 
government in April 1992. the MRND became a minority party for the first 
time in its history. with nine ministerial portfolios out of 19. On the other hand, 
the MRND retained its domination over the local administration. 

1.9 The new government then entered into negotiations with the RPF. which 
resultcd in the signing of thc Arusha Accords on 4 August 1993. The Accords 
provided for a new system of sharing military and civilian powcr between the 
W F ,  the opposition parties and the MRND. 

1.10 By the terms of the Arusha Accords, which provided for the integration of 
armed forces of both sides, the new national amly was to he limited to 13,000 
men, 60% FAR (Forces Arrn4es Rvt~andaises) and 40% RPF. The posts of 
command were to be shared equally (50%-50%) between the two sides, with 
the post of Chief of Staff of the Anny assigned to the FAR. The Gendarmerie * was to be limited to 6,000 men, 60% FAR and 40% W F ,  with the posts of 
command shared equally (50%-50%) between the two sides and the post of 
Chief of Staff of the Gendanncric assigned to thc RPF. 

1.11 As regards representation within the government, the Arusha Accords limited 
thc number of ministerial portfolios to be held by the MRND to five. plus the 
Presidency. The other portfolios were to be shared as follows: RPF, five; MDR 
(Mouvement L)Pnzocratiqzre Ripzhlicain); four (including the post. of Prime 
Minister); PSD (Parfi  Social-D&ocrate), three; P L  (Parti Libiral), three; and 
the PDC (Parti Dimocrute-CJlritien), one. 

1.12 In addition. the prties to the Anlsha Accords agreed to rcjcct and fight any 

-. 
Onglnal English wrsion 
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political ideo1o.q based on ethnic differences. Thus, the political forces t at . 

were to participate in the transitional institutions agreed to abstain from all sorts 
of violence and inciting violence by written or verbal communication, or by any 
other means, and to fight all political ideologies aimed at fostering any form of 
ethnic discrimination. 

1.13 For the men and women close to President Habyarin~ana, including the 
members of the Akazu. who held positions of prominence in the various sectors 
of Rwandan socicty, this ncw power-sharing plan, as demanded by thc political 
opposition and as stipulated in the Arusha Accords, meant a relinquishment of 
powcr and thc loss of numerous privileges and benefits. At the samc time, 
many of the military were facing massive demobilisation with tlrc 
implementation of the Arusha Accords. Lastly, the constitutional statute of the 

0 
Accords jeopardized the existence of the media that advocated an ideology of 
ethnic division. 

1.14 From 1990, Habyarimana and several of his closc associates devised a strategy 
of inciting hatred and fcar of thc Tutsi minority as a way of rebuilding solidarity 
among Hutu and keeping themselves in powcr. They strongly opposed any 
form of power sharing, including thc onc cnvisagcd by the Arusha Accords. 

1.15 Detennined to avoid the power sharing prescribed by the Arusha Accords, 
several prominent civilian and military figures pursued their strategy of ethnic 
division and incitement to violence. They targeted and labclcd as RPF 
accomplices the entire Tutsi population. and also Hutus opposed to their 
domination, particularly those from regions other than northwcstcrn Rwanda. 
At the same time, they sought to dividc Hutu opposition parties, attracting some 
of their members back to the support of Habyarimana. These efforts to divide 

e the Hutu opposition were favored by the assassination of Melchior Ndadaye, a 
den~ocratically elected Hutu President in neighboring Burundi, by Tutsi soldiers 
of the Burundi army. By late 1993, two of the three major parties opposed to 
thc MRND had each split into two factions. The faction of each known as the 
'Power' faction aligned itself with the MRND. 

1.16 The strategy adopted in the early 1990s, which culminated in thc widcsprcad 
massacres of April 1994. comprised several componcnts, which were carefully 
worked out by the various prominent figures that sharcd the extremist Hutu 
ideology, including the members of the A ~ U Z Z I .  Added to the incitement to 
ethnic violence and extermination ofthe Tutsis and their 'accomplices' was the 
organization and military training of the youth wings of the political parties. 
notably the Interuha?nwe (youth wing of the MRND), thc preparation and 
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broadcasting of lists of people to be eliminated, the distribution of weapons to 
civilians, the assassination of certain political opponents and thc massacre of 
many Tutsis in various parts of Rwanda between October 1990 and April 1993. 

1 . I7  The incitement to ethnic hatred took the form of public speeches by people 
sharing thc extremist ideology. These political and military figures publicly 
appealed to hatred and fear of the Tutsis and urged the Hutu majority to 'finish 
off the enemy and its accomplices'. A perfect illustration is the speech made in 
Novcmbcr 1992 by Lbon Mugcsera, vice-chairman of the MRND for Gisenyi 
prefectwe, who at the time was already inciting the public to exterminate the 
Tutsis and their 'accomplices'. 

1.18 With the intention of ensuring widespread dissemination of the calls to ethnic 
violence, prominent figures from thc President's circle set up true hate media. 
which would exercise great influence ovcr thc Rwandan people. Thus the 
creation of Radio Tdivision I-ibre des Mille Collines (RTLM) and of the 
newspaper Kungzrm was a part of the strategy and pursued the same logic. As 
early as 1993; the Tutsis and political opponcnts were targeted, identified by 
name and threatened by thcsc media. Many of them were among the first 
victims of the massacres of April 1994. 

1.19 The creation of the youth wings of the political parties. originally intended to 
encourage or even force adherence to one or anothcr party in the newly 
established multi-party system, provided Habyarimana's circle with a large, 
devoted and effective workforce to implement the adopted stratcgy. These 
youth organizations, which were affiliated to thc political parties, were soon 
manipulated as part of the anttTutsi campaign. Some of the members of thcsc 
organizations, notably the Inrercdmnwe (MRND) and the impuzamugambi 

e (CDR)? were organized into militia groups, which were financed, trained and led 
by prominent civilians and military figures from the President of the Republic's 
entouragc. They were issued weapons, with the complicity of certain military 
and civilian authorities. The militia groups were transported to training sites, 
including certain military camps, in public administration vehicles or vehicles 
belonging to companies controlled by the President's circle. 

1.20 During the mass arrests of October 1990. the civilian and military authorities 
followed lists that had been drawn up in order to identify and locate the 
presumed accomplices of the RPF, the majority of whom were Tutsi. Later, 
Anny, Gendarmerie, local authorities and Interahanzwe werc givcn ordcrs to 
prepare new lists or update the existing onesl which were subsequently used 
during the massacres of 1994. 

Original English version 5 
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1.21 Towards the end of 1991, certain Rwandan authorities distributed weapons to 

certain civilians in the northeastern region of the country as part of a civil self- 
defence campaign, in reaction to the RPF attack of October 1990. Later, some 
authorities distributed weapons nationwide, notably to the infer-uhunzwe, 
Ifi~puzumugumbi and carefully sclcctcd individuals, even in regions distant from 
the war zone. Towards the end of 1993, the Bishop of Nyundo criticizcd the 
distribution of weapons in a public letter and questioned its purpose. 

1.22 The pursuit of the strategy thus dcscribcd played a catalytic role in the political 
and ethnic violence of the time, which climaxed in thc April 1994 massacres. 
The early part of the 90s was marked by numerous political assassinations and 
large massacres of the Tutsi minority. including the one in Kibilira ( 1  990): that 
of the Bagogwe (1991) and the one in Bugesera (1992). The massacres were 
instigated and organized by local authorities with the complicity of ccrtain 
prominent persons from the President's circle. Therein can be found the 
components of the strategy. which culminated in the genocide of 1994, 
including the use of. written and radio propaganda to incite the commission of 
thc massacres. 

1.23 In early 1994. ccrtain prominent people from Habyarimana's circle instigated 
violent demonstrations in Kigali aimed at preventing the implcnientation of the 
Arusha Accords. Soldiers in civilian clothes and militiamen took part, seeking to 
provoke confrontations with the Belgian UNAMIR soldiers. These incidents 
were partially the cause of the postponement of the establishrncnt of thc 
institutions foreseen by the Arusha Accords. 

1.24 On 6 April 1994, the plane carrying. among other passengers, the President of 

e the Republic of Rwanda, Juvenal Habyarimana, was shot down on its approach 
to Kigali airport. 

1.25 In the hours that followed the crash of the President's plane. the senior officers 
of the FAR convened to assess the situation. Those who shared the extremist 
Hutu ideology, generally from the North. proposed an Army take-over. During 
a second meeting, mhich took place on the morning of 7 April, that option was 
rejected in favour of setting up an intcrim Govcrnmcnt. 

1.26 Already on the morning of 7 April and while thcsc discussions were taking 
place, groups of military. lists in hand, proceeded to arrest, confine and cany 
out systematic assassinations of a large number of political opponents, both 
Hutu and Tutsi, including the Prime Minister, some of the Ministers in hcr 
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Government and the President of the Constitutional Court. At the same time. 
however, the military were evacuating prominent members of thc dead 
President's circle, including the MRND Ministers, to safe loca~ioris. The 
Bclgian UNAMIR soldiers sent to protect the Prime Minister were disarn~ed, 
arrested and taken to Kigali military camp. where they were massacred. 
prompting the withdrawal of the Belgian contingent in the days that followed. 
After the withdrawal of the Belgian troops, the UN Security Council drastically 
reduced the number of UNAMIR personnel in Rwanda. 

The leaders of various political parties not targeted in the assassinations 
assembled at the request of military officers. Other than mcmbers of the 
MRND: most participants were members of the 'Power' wings of their 
respective parties. Givcn the political and constitutional void created by the 
deaths of most national political authorities, they set up a government based on 
the 1991 constitution. Composed solely of Hutus. the government was sworn in 
on 9 April 1994. The MFWD held nine rninistcrial posts, plus the Presidency of 
thc Republic. while the remaining 11 positions, including that of Primc Minister, 
went to the 'Power' factions of thc other parties. 

In the hours that following thc crash of President Habyarimana's plane, military 
and militiamen set up roadblocks and began slaughtering Tutsi and members of 
the H u h  opposition in Kigali and in other parts of Rwanda. At the roadblocks. 
they checked the identity cards of passers-by and killed those or most of those 
who were identified as Tutsi. Military patrols, often involving militiamen, 
scoured the city, lists in hand, to execute the Tutsis and certain political 
opponents. 

During the entire period of the genocide. FAR military and militiamen. notably 
the Interuhumlve (MRND) and thc impuzamugumbi (CDR), actively 
part~cipated in the massacres of Tutsis throughout Rwanda. 

As soon as it was formed, the Interim Government espoused the plan for 
cxtcrmination put in place. Throughout the period of the massacres, the 
Government made decisions and issued directives to aid and abet in the 
extermination of the Tutsi population and the elimination of the Hutu political 
opponents. Members of the Government incitcd the population to eliminate the 
enemy and its 'acco~npliccs', notably through the media, and some of them 
participated directly in the massacres. 

Local authorities, including prefits, hourgmesrl-es: con.seillen\s de .sectezw and 
responsahles de cellule applied the Government-issued directives in execution 
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of the plan for the extcrmination of the Tutsi population. They incited and 
ordcred their subordinatcs to perpetrate the massacres and took a direct part in 
them. 

Starting on 6 April, the incitement to hatred and ethnic violence conveyed by 
the media turned into a genuine call to extenninatc the Tutsis and their 
accomplices. At the centre of this campaign of extermination was RTLM. 
described as 'the killer radio station', which played a dccisive role in the 
genocide and bccaine a genuine accomplice of its perpetrators. 

Having been psychologically and militarily prepared for several months* the 
groups of militiamen spearheaded the execution of the cxtermination plan and 
wcrc directly involved in thc massacres of the civilian Tutsi population and of 
moderate Hutus, thus causing the deaths of hundreds of thousands of people in 
less than 100 days. 

TERRITORIAL, TEMPOR4L AND MATERIAL JURISDICTION 

The crimes rcfcrred to in this indictment took placc in Rwanda between 1 
January and 3 1 December 1994. 

During the events referred to in this indictment, Rwanda was divided into 11 
prefectures: Butare, Byumba, Cyangugu, Gikongoro, Ciisenyi, Gitarama, 

echire \vas Kibungo, Kibuye, Kigali-Ville. Kigali-Rural and Ruhengeri. Eachprif' 
subdivided into cominutzes and secteuvs. 

During the events referrcd to in this indictment, the Tutsi, the Hutu and the 
Twa were identified as racial or ethnic groups. The Belgians werc considered to 
be a national group. 

During the events referred to in this indictment, there werc throughout Rwanda 
widespread or systematic attacks directed against a civilian population on 
political, cthnic or racial grounds. 

THE POWER STRUCTURE 

The Government 

3.1 According to the Constitution of I0  June 1991, executive powcr is exercised by 
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the President of the Republic, assisted by the Government, composcd of the 
Prime Minister and the ministers. The members of the Government are 
appointed by the President of the Republic upon the proposal of the Prime 
Minister. The Prime Minister directs the Government's program. The 
Government determines and applies national policy. To that cffect, it controls 
the civil service and the armed forces. The Primc Minister decides the functions 
of the ministers and officials under the Prime Minister's authority. The 
resignation or termination of tenure of the Prime Minister, for whatever rcason, 
causcs thc Government to resign. 

3.2 The Ministers implement the Governnlent's policy, as defined by the Prime 
Minister. They are answerable to the Head of the Government for doing so. In 
carrying out their duties, they have at their disposal the government and local 
administration corresponding to their functions. 

3.3 The Minister of Infonnation is in charge of implementing the Government's 
policy with regard to information. Thc Minister managcs and controls the 
activities of the scrvices coming under his authority, including thc public and 
private press divisions. ORINTOR is under the authority of the Minister of 
Information. 

The Forces Armies Rwntrdaises 

3.4 The Forces .4rmies Rwcindaires (F.4R) were composed of the Arm& 
Rwunduise (AR) and the Gendarnzerie ~Vationcrle (Gcndarmcric Nationalc). 

The Political Parties and The Militia 

.i 
3.5 During the events referred to in this indictment, the main political parties in 

Rwanda were the MRND (~Vtouvement Ripichlicain National pour la 
Dimocratie et le Diveloppementj. the CDR (Coalition pour la Difense de la 
R&xcbliqice)l the MDR (Motevenlent Dinzocratique ~ ipubl ica in) ,  the PSD 
(Parti Social-Dimocrcrte) and the PL (Parii LibPral). The RPF (Rwandan 
Patriotic Front) was a politico-military opposition organization. 

3.6 The CDR (Coalition p o w  la Defense de la R6pzlhlique) was formed on 18 
February 1992 to dcfcnd the republican institutions stemming from the Social 
Revolution of 1959. At the national level, the CDR had a General Assembly. At 
the local level werc prcfectural and communal bodies such as the Regional 
Assembly, which decided on all party issues for thepref@cture and was led by a 
regional committee, made up of four mcmbers, including a chairman. a vice- 
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chairman, a secretary and a treasurer, who were elected for four-year tenns. 

3.7 Most of the political parties had crcated a youth wing. The members of the 
MRND's youth wing were known as thc 'Interahnmrve' and those of the CLIR 
were known as the 'I~npzrzunugamhi'. Most of the MRND and CDR youth 
wings' members subsequently received military training and were thus 
transformed from youth movements into militias. 

The Press in Rwanda 

Between January and July 1994. two radlo stations in Rwanda had 
authorization to broadcast throughout thc country, i.e. Radio Rwanda and 
RTLM. In addition, Radio Muhabura, the RPF's radio station. could be picked 
up in certain regions of Rwanda. 

Between January and December 1994. several written press publications were 
available in Rwanda, including the newspaper K a n ~ a r a  with its edition in 
kynianvanda. The International version of Kangura was in French. 

Pursuant to Law No. 54/91 of 15 November 1991 on thc press in Rwanda, 
anyone wishing to found or operate a radio broadcasting company must to sign 
an agreement of cstablishment and opcration with the Rwandan government. 
Pursuant to article 9 of the same law; before launching a new written press 
publication, the Director of the publication must submit a declaration to the 
Prosecutor's office for the Prefecturc (Parquet de la Xephlique;). 

Furthermore, this law punishes anyone who uses the press to commit offences 
against individuals or groups. such as defamation (Article 44) or public slander 
(Article 45?, or who is an accomplice to such offenccs (Article 46). Further. 
Article 166 of the Rwandan Penal Code, the penalties of which apply to Article 
46 above. punishes any speech made at public meetings or in public places 
which is designed to cause the citizens to rise up against one another. L,astly, 
Article 49 of this law determines the individuals who arc responsible for 
offences committed through the press. 

The office Rwandais de I'lnformation (ORINFOR). Rwandan Information 
Agency. is a public institution with financial and administrative authority, 
responsiblc for the radio and television broadcasts, print media, cinema and 
photography services nationwide. 



4. THE ACCUSED 

HASSAN KGEZE 3+47? 

4.1 Hassan Ngeze was born in 1962 in Nyakabungo cellule. Gisenyi secteur, 
Rubavu commune, Gisenyi prifecture, Rwanda. 

4.2 At the time of the evcnts referred to in this indictment, Hassan Ngeze was 
editor-in-chief of the newspaper Kungura. One of the founding members of the 
Coulitionpozrr lu iXfense de lu Ripubliqzre (CUR) party. Hassan Ngeze was 
an influential member of the CDR party and an militia leader in Gisenyi 
pr(fecture. Hassan Ngeze had previously been a member of the Mozwement 
Ri~'olutionnuire Nutionul pour le Diveloppement (MRND). 

(r 4.3 As editor-in-chief of the newspaper Kcrrzguvn, Hassan Ngeze had authority and 
control over his editorial staff. including the reporters. In addition, as an 
influential member of the CDR. fonncr member of the MRND, and onc of the 
militia leaders in Gisenyi, Hassan Ygeze cxerciscd authority over the 
Interuhnnlwe (MRND) and Impzrzun7ugnnzbi (CDR) militiamen. 

5. CONCISE STATEMENT OF THE FACTS: PREPARATIOY 

5.1 From 1990 until December 1994. Hassan Ngeze. Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza. 
Ferdinand Nahimana, and Georges Ruggiu conspired among themselves and 
with others to work out a plan with the intent to exterminate the civilian Tutsi 
population and eliminate members of the opposition. The components of this 
plan consisted of, among other things. the broadcasting of messages of ethnic 

(I) hatred and incitement to violence, the training of and distribution of weapons to 
militiamen, as well as the preparation of lists of people to be eliminated and the 
broadcasting of their identities. In executing the plan, they organized. ordered 
and executed the massacres perpetrated against the Tutsi population and 
moderate Hutu, and at the same time incited, aided and participated in them. 

~ Incitement and Broadcasts 

5.2 The incitement to ethnic hatred and violence \vas a fundamental part of the plan 
put in place. It was articulated, before and during the widespread of massacres 
in 1994. by politicians and businessmen, members of the Govcrnment and local 
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authorities, and by elements of the FAR. 

5.3 The 1990s saw the dcvclopment of several publications in liwmda, which were 
designed to ensure that the message of ethnic hatred and incitement to violence 
was disseminated. In 1990. individuals in President Habyarimana's circle, 
including Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, Ferdinand Nahi~nana and Joseph Nzirorera. 
formed the newspaper Kangura for the purpose of defending the extremist 
H u h  ideology. Hassan Ngeze, became editor-in-chief of the newspaper 
Kang~lru. 

5.4 In one of its first issues. published in December 1990, Kangiwa published the 
'Ten Commandnmzts vf'the Bcrhuti~s'. which was not only an outright call to 
show contempt and hatred for the Tutsi minority but also to slander and 
persecute Tutsi ~ v o n ~ e n .  

5.5 Between May 1990 and Decembcr 1994? Kungura echoed the description of 
thc Tutsis as the enemy and the members of the opposition as their 
accomplices, regularly using contemptuous expressions such as 'Inyenzi' or 
'Itikotanyi' and referring to them as 'enemies' or 'traitors' who deserved to die. 
In addition, Kangura stated that 'the social and political revolution of 1959 is 
not over; it is irrevcrsiblc', which constitutes a call to eliminate thc Tutsis. 

5.6 On 4 December 199 I ,  at the conclusion of a meeting chaired by the Hcad of 
State. Judnal  Habyarimana, a military con~n~ission was given the task of 
finding an answer to the following question: ' What do ~ v e  needto do in order to 
defeat the enemy nditurilv. in the media und politicallv?' The newspaper 
Kangura wrote approvingly of the meeting. 

'The report produced by the commission defincd the main enemy as follows: 
'The Tutsis from inside or outside the couniry, who are extremists and 
nostalgic ,for povt:el; who do not recognize and have never recognized the 
realities of the Social Revolution of ' lYjY,  and are seeking to reguin power in 
Rwcinch by any means, including taking up arms.' The secondary enemy was 
defined as 'Anyoneproviding arzy kind ufussistunce to the muin etiemy'. The 
document specified that the enemy was being recruited from within certain 
social groups, notably: 'the Tzrtsis inside the countn3, H U ~ L I S  ~ ~ h o  are 
dissatisfied with the present regime, foreigners man-ied to Tzrtsi women...'. 
Among the activities the enemy was accused of, the document mentioned ' the  
diversion of'ncitional opinion fiom the ethnic prohleni to the socio-economic 
prohleni between the rich und the poor'. On 2 1 September 1992, an excerpt 
from the report was circulated among the troops. The following day, the CDR, 
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which was founded by Hassan Ngeze, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza andbthers 
issued a press communique in which it listed the names of individuals dcscribcd 
as enemies and traitors to the nation 

5.8 The characterization of the Tutsis as thc cncmy and of members of the 
opposition as their accomplices was echoed by politicians; notably by Leon 
Mugesera, MRND Vice-Chairman for Gisenyi p r $ x t ~ ~ ~ - e ,  in a speech he made 
on 22 November 1992. Broadcast on the Radio Rwanda and therefore reaching 
a much larger audience. Leon Mugesera's speech already at that time was an 
incitement to exterminate the Tutsi population and their 'accon~plices'. 

5.9 In 1993, i n  order to defend thc cxtrcmist Hutu ideology and promote the use of 
incitement to hatred and fear of the Tutsi minority. Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza: * Ferdinand Nahimana. FClicicn Kabuga, Andre Ntagerura, Joseph Nzirorera; 
Joscph Serugcndo and Simon Bikindi agreed among themselves and with others 
to form a limited company called RTLM s.a., notably in order to operate a 
radio station. RTLM. As Editor-in-chief of Krrngzwn, Hassan Ngeze welco~ncd 
the formation of RTLM in the newspaper, describing it as the birth of a partner 
in the fight for Hutu unification. Hassan Ngeze and Kangwa newspaper 
became shareholders in RTLM. 

5.10 From the moment it was formed, RTLM and Kungum newspaper collaborated 
closely in inciting ethnic hatred and in preparing lists of names of members of 
the Tutsi population and moderate Hutus who were to be exterminated. The 
editor-in-chief ofKangzwa, Hassan Ngeze, send information from Gisenyi, for 
RTLM, while Noel Hitimana, originally a Kangul-a reporter, became one of 
RTLM's most vigilant reporters. Certain RTLM reporters published articles in 
Kangz~ra newspaper inciting to ethnic hatred and violence. RTLM made an 
announcement on air whenever an issue of Krmgzu-a was published. 

5.11 In addition, in 1993, Hassan Ngeze took part in a meeting organized by the 
MRND in Nyamirambo to raise funds on behalf of RTLM. At the mccting, 
Felicien Kabuga, in the presence of Jean-Bosco Barayagwi~a~ Ferdinand 
Nahimana, Froduald Karamira, Justin Mugcnzi. Mathieu Ngirumpatse and the 
reporters Kantano Habimana, Valerie Benieriki, Noel Hitimana, Gaspard Gahigi 
and others, publicly defined the purpose of RTLM as being the defence of 
'Hutu Power'. By not disagreed with this meeting hc rendered his support of 
'Hutu Power'. 

5.12 The newspaper Kangura and RTLM conducted a campaign against the Arusha 
Accords. which stipulated power sharing with the Tutsi minority and rejected 
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any ideology based on ethnic identity. Kungura's attacks targeted in particular 
the Government representative at the negotiations, Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Boniface Ngulinzira. In one of its articles, the newspaper Kmgura said that 
what Ngulinzira called thc 'Arusha Accords' was nothing other than complicity 
with the enemy. On 11 April 1994. Boniface Ngulinzira was assassinated by the 
military. RTLM announced the news of his death in the following words: ' We 
have exterminured ull KPF uccoti~plices. Mr. Boniface Ngulinzira will no 
longer go ro Armha to sell the country to ihe RPI' The peace Accords ure 
nothing but scl-ups of paper as ozrrfuther Habyarimana hurl predicted.' The 
extremist press had 'been announcing that Boniface Ngulinzira had sold the 
country out. 

5.13 Between late 1993 and early 1994. Hassan Ngeze, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza 
and other CDR members organized demonstrations 111 Gisenyi to protest against 
the Accords. 

5.14 In April, May and June 1994. Hassan Ngeze was interviewed on RTLM and 
Radio Rwanda. During those interviews, he called for the extermination of the 
Tutsis and the Hutus in the opposition. He also defended the extremist Hutu 
ideology of the CDR. 

5.15 In addition, members of the government and the political parties used the media 
to incite the massacre of the Tutsi population and moderate Hutus. On 21 April 
1994, in particular. the Prime Minister of thc Interim Government, Jean 
Kanibanda, stated that thc RTLM broadcasts were 'a w e q o n  in thefight 
against ihe enenty'. 

5.16 Between January and April 1994, Hassan Ngeze distributed tracts in Giscnyi * prtifecture threatening the Tutsi population and referring to them as hyenzi .  
Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza. president of the CDR regional committce for Gisenyi 
prhfecture, sent some of thc tracts. 

5.17 During the same period, Hassan Ngeze spread ethnically biased propaganda 
and incited the youth mcmbers of thc CDR to eliminate the Tutsi population. 

Training and Distribution of Weapons to the 3lilitia Groups 

5.18 In order to ensure that, when the timc came, the extennlnation of the enemy 
and its 'accoinplices' would be camed out swiftly and effectively. it was 
necessary to create a militia that was structured, arn~ed and conlplementary to 
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the Armed Forces. As from 1993, and even before that date, the leaders of the 
MRND, in collaboration with officers of the FAR. dccided to provide military 
training to those members most devoted to their extremist cause. Furthermore, 
weapons were distributed to them. 

5.19 Between June 1993 and July 1994. in Gisenyi p~-kficrure the militiamen 
underwent milibdry training and received weapons from Hassan Ngeze and 
Jean-Bosco Barayagu-iza. 

5.20 Thus. shortly before the President's plane crash, Hassan Xgeze used his own 
vehicle to distribute arms in Gisenyi p&fecture. 

5.21 Towards the end of 1993, in an opcn lcttcr broadcast on national radio, the 
Bishop of the diocese of Nyundo. in Gisenyi preftcture, denounced the 
distribution of weapons in that prefecttire. 

Establishment and Distribution of Lists 

5.22 H a ~ ~ i n g  identified the Tutsis as the main cncmy and the members of the 
opposition as their accomplices, civilian authorities, political fipues and 
militiamen established lists of people to be executed. In 1993, at the instigation 
of Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, the bo~rrgnzestres and conseillers de secteur in 
Giscnyi prefectwe drew up lists bearing the names of Tutsis and moderate 
Hutus to bc eliminated. 

5.23 Hassan Ngeze took part in distributing those lists in Gisenyi yreftcture and 
knew thc names of the Tutsis marked for death. 

I) 5.24 Between January and July 1994, RTLM broadcast the names of pcoplc 
identified as the enemy. As an RTLM informer in Gisenyi, Hassan Ngeze sent 
the name of an individual from Gisenyi to RTLM. which broadcast the 
individual's name in April 1994. 

5.26 From 7 April to late July 1994, military and militiamen massacred members of 
the Tutsi population and moderate Hutus by means of pre-established lists and 
names broadcast on RTLM and published in Krrngwa newspaper. 



Precursors Revealing A Deliberate Course of Action 

5.27 The political and ethnic violcnce of the early 1990s was characterized by the 
use of the elemcnts of the strategy, which achieved its finality in the genocide of 
April 1994. The massacres of the Tutsi minority at that time, including those in 
Kibilira (1990). in Bugesera (1992). and of Bagogwe (1991), were instigated 
facilitated and organized by civilian and military authorities. On each occasion, a 
campaign of incitement to ethnic violence. conducted by local authorities, was 
followed by massacres of the Tutsi minority, perpetrated by groups of 
militiamen and civilians, armed and assisted by the same authorities and by 
certain military personnel. On each occasion. these crimes remained unpunished 

e and the authorities implicated wcre generally not taken to task. 

5.28 In 1991, Hassan Ngeze, in collaboration with Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza and 
others, planned the killings of the Bagogwe Tntsis in Mutura cunzrirune, Gisenyi 
pr{fectzwe. They distributed weapons and money to the interuhumwe and 
Inzpz~zumugumhi militiamen who committed the massacres. 

5.29 During the same period, Hassan Ngeze took part in meetings chaircd by Jean- 
Bosco Barayagwiza. at which the latter incited the militia groups and the civilian 
population to kill the Tutsis. Following those meetings, Tutsis wcre attacked 
and killed. 

Modus Operandi 

* 5.30 Finally, as of 7 April 1994. throughout Rwanda: Tutsis and certain moderate 
Hutus, began to flee their homes to escapc the violence to which they were 
victims on their hills and to seek refuge in places where they had traditionally 
felt safe, notably churches, hospitals and other public buildings such as 
cotntnzrne and prefecture officcs. On several occasions, gathering places wcre 
indicated to them by the local authorities, which had promiscd to protect them. 
For the initial days. a few gendarmes and communal police in these various 
locations protected the refugees. but subsequently, the refugees were 
systematically attacked and massacred by militiamen, often assistcd by the 
same authorities who had promised to protect the refugees. 

5.31 Furthermore, soldiers, militiamen and gendarmes raped or sexually assaulted or 
committed other crimes of a sexual nature against Tutsi women and girls. 
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sometimes after baving first kidnapped them. 

34'rt"iS 
CONCISE STATEMENT OF THE FACTS: KANGURA NEWSPAPER 

The newspaper Kunguru was established in 1990 to defend and promote the 
extremist Hutu ideology and unite all Hutus in order to 'heal' Rwanda. The 
founders were people from President Habyarimana's circle. including Jean- 
Bosco Barayagwiza, Ferdinand Nahimana. Joseph Nzirorera, certain military 
personncl such as Anatole Nsengiyumva, and others. Hassan Ngeze became 
editor-in-chief of the newspaper. 

Before he became editor-in-chief ofKungz~ru, Hassan Ngeze was the Gisenyi 
correspondent and distributor of another newspaper, called Kungukn. Kutzguku 
was a satirical newspaper which exprcssed anti-ethnic ideas and criticized the 
regime. notably the military. Its editor-in-chicf was arrested and imprisoned. 

Kunguru bcgan publishing in May 1990. The first issue was financed in entirety 
by the intelligence service in thc Office of the Prcsident. The ncwspapcrs were 
distributed throughout Rwanda and particularly in the intellectual centers of the 
country, Kigali and Butare, until at lcast Deccinber 1994. In many conznzunes, 
the military. the bourgmestrcs and thc conseillers de secteur distributed the 
newspaper. Thc newspaper was published in Kinyarwanda, with some French 
excerpts. The international version was published cntirely in French. 

The newspaper Kungz~ru was printed at the national printing press (Imprinzerie 
Nutionale dzr K+vunda) and was financcd in large part by certain merchants in 
Gisenyi as well as the President's Office. 

Content and Impact of Kanguru Publications 

6.5 Kangzrru newspaper published articles and cartoons designed to creatc division. 
callcd for ethnic hatred and published the names and photographs of supposed 
acconiplices of the enemy. Some of these articles bore the signature of Hassan 
Ngeze, Noel Hitimana and other journalists. 

6.6 As editor-in-chief of Kmzguru, Hassan Ngeze worked in close collaboration 
with Ferdinand Nahiniana and Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza in preparing the articles 
published in the newspaper. The editorial for the first issue was given by 
military personncl such as Anatole Nsengi~\umva and bore thc signature of 
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Hassan Ngeze. 

In December 1990, Kungura published the 'Appeal to the Conscience of'the 
Bahutus', including the 'Ten Commandnzetzts', which was not only an outright 
call to show contcmpt and hatred for the Tutsi minority but also to slander and 
persecute Tutsi women. The Ten Commandments stipulated for example that 
'Every Mzrhutu nz~rst know that the utn~~tutsikazi (Tusi ~vornan), wherever she 
may be is working on behalf of' her Tzrtsi ethnic group. Therefore, any 
Muhutlr who n~arrirs u Mututsikazi or 11~1s u mistress n'ho is Mututsikuzi is a 
trailor" 

In December 19901 Kungura expressed satisfaction at the extremist direction 
taken by Radio Rwanda's broadcasts under the leadership of Ferdinand 
Nahimana, the new director of ORINFOR. In the opinion ofKangural the rddio 
station had become 'the wire  of tllepeople ~r'hicll tells the truth and instills 
fear into llze Inkotanyi and their uccomplices.' 

Further, before December 1994, the newspaper published articles inciting the 
people and militia groups to ethnic hatred and violence, by attacking the Tutsi 
population and the CDR's political opponents, notably the moderate Hutus, and 
by using expressions such as 'erase the enemy ~ ' i t h in ' ,  'prevent the Inyenzi 
fi-orn returning us to the nzonurchist regime', 'the minority is tneat,for the 
CYOl4JS ' . 

From its first issues, Kanguru published lists bearing the names of members of 
the Tutsi population and moderate Hutus. These names were later broadcast by 
RTLM, to incite the population against them. 

In December 1990, Kangura No7 published a letter signed by the Prefet of 
Kigali, Tharcisse Renzaho: and sent to the President of the Republic, which 
contained the names and addresses of the Tutsi merchants who were to be 
persecuted, as well as the members of their families. being collaborators of 
'Inyenzi'. 

In February 1993. Kanguru published a list of names of thc young people in 
Cyangugu who had joined the 'Inkotanyi', as well as the names of their 
relatives, and incited the people to defend themselves against them using guns 
and to supplement the list with other names. 

6.13 In addition, Kangzrru incited the people against Belgian nationals and the UN 
representatives in the country, as well as against the Arusha Accords. which 
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'jzlstiJied' their presence in the country. 3 4 4w 
6.14 From its establishment until Dccembcr 1994, Kunguru published interviews, 

messages and speeches by political and government figures which incited to 
exterminate the Tutsis and moderatc Hutus. 

6.15 Between 1990 and 1994 tiungur-a published the names, the home comnzunes 
and pr+ctwc.s of Tutsi and encouraged the people to exterminate them. In 
fact, several of these locations were attackcd and the Tutsis who were there 
were massacred. In some cases. Kunguru identify certain people who were 
termed accomplices and asked thc militiamen to find and cxecutc them. 

1 6.16 Following the messages and speeches of incitement and encouragement to 

e cthnic violence and hatred rcferred to in paragraphs 6.1 to 6.16 above, 
numerous members of the Tutsi population, as well as moderate Hutus and 
certain Belgian nationals. were eliminated. 

I Control of the Publications 

6.17 Betwcen January and Decenibcr 1994, Hassan Ngeze. as editor-in-chief. was 
responsible for the contents of Kunguru newspaper. 

6.18 Further, between January and December 1994, Hassan Kgeze knew or had 
reason to know that the articles published in tiungzwu were inciting, aiding and 
abetting the local population and the militia groups to exterminate all the Tutsis, 
the moderate Hutus and Belgian nationals, and failed to take the necessary and 
rcasonablc measurcs to prevent such acts or to punish his subordinates such as 
Noel HITIMANA, Nabantu SIBOMANA. Simbisi STANISLAS, and other 

@ journalists 

6.19 Further, between January and December 1994, Hassan Ngeze knew or had 
reason to know that the articles, speechcs or interviews published in Kungura 
resulted in widespread massacres of the Tutsi population and the murder of 
numerous moderate Hutus and certain Bclgian nationals. 

7 .  CONCISE STATEMENT OF THE FACTS: OTHER VIOLATIONS OF 
1NTERNATIONAL HUhlANITARIAN LAW 

7.1 As from 7 April 1994, massacres of the Tutsi population and the murder of 
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numerous moderate Hutu wcre perpetrated throughout thc territory of Rwanda. 
These crimes, which had been planned and prepared for a long tiim by 
prominent civilian and military figures who shared the extremist Hutu idcolo~y, 
were carried out by militiamen, military personnel and gendarmes on the orders 
and directives of some of these authorities, including Hassan Ngeze. 

7.2 Gisenyi, the pr4fhcture of origin of the deceased President, Juvhal  
Habyarimana, is l'ocatcd in northwestern Rwanda. From the time of the coup 
d'Ctat in 1973> Gisenyi was the bastion of thc Mo~rvement Ripzlblicczifl 
Nationalpour la D&nzocratie et le D&veloppement (MRND) and the Coalition 
pour 1u D&jense de lu R&,vzrbliy~~e (CDR). Several prominent civil and military 
figures that had espoused the extremist Hutu ideology were from this 
prgfecture. After 1990, the prC;fecture was thc theatre for much inter-ethnic 

e tension and violence, causing the dcath of many Tutsis. This was the casc with 
the Aagogve in 1991. In early June 1994, the Intcrim Government moved to 
Giscnyi. 

7.3 Before April 1994, in the company of Hassan Ngeze, Jean-Bosco Barayapiza 
held meetings and issued directives to his subordinatcs to prepare lists of Tutsis 
to be eliminated and to incite the militiamen to kill the Tutsis when the timc 
came. Hassan Ngeze and Barnabe Sanvura passed those directives on to those 
in charge of the Ittteral~umwe (MRND) and the Inzptlzanzuganzhi (CDR). 

7.4 Starting on 7 April 1994, in Gisenyi. members of the CDR. including Hassan 
Ngeze, militiamen and military personnel gave orders to set up roadblocks: they 
also distributed weapons and incited. aided and abetted the people in 
exterminating the Tutsis and eliminating the modcrate Hutus. 

7.5 Following these events, the militiamen in Gisenyi prefecture set up roadblocks. 
@ As leader of thc Interahum~c;e, Hassan Ygeze traveled around in his car 

inspecting the roadblocks in order to identify the Tutsi and their 'accomplices' 
and kill them on the spot or take them to Conlnzzrne Rouge to execute them 
there. Thc Interahamwe and Hassan Ngeze transported most of the Tutsis to 
that location. Many of these Tutsis at Conlrnune Rouge were forced to undress 
before being killed. Hassan Ngeze was present at this time. 

7.6 Hassan Ngeze took part in killing of Tutsi at Con~nzune Rouge. He supervised 
the mass graves. commended the Intemlzanzwe on their 'good ~vork' and 
encouraged them to continue the kllling. 

1 7.7 In addition, in Way 1994. Hassan Kgeze. along with Well as Banz~ and 
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Mathias Nyagasaza. held a meetmg with the local population and the 
Interuhum~\v at Gisenyi stadium to collect funds to purchase weapons and 
ammunition for the Int~ralzamwz and the soldiers, in accordance with the 
instructions given by Felicien Kabuga at a meetrng held at the Meridien hotel. 

On 10 April 1994. Hassan Ngeze shot a Tutsi girl in thc side. The Interahamwe 
who were accompanying him and for whom he was responsible then stoned the 
girl to death. Afterwards, Hassan Ngeze ordered the Interahamwe to begin 
conducting searches for other Inyenzi. 

On 21 April 1994, in Gisenyi town, Hassan Ngere ordered the 1nteru-allanz~r.e to 
kill Modcste Tabaro, a Tutsi and a member of an opposition political party. 

Between April and July 1994, Hassan IVgeze, one of interzrlzuni~~e lcaders in 
Gisenyi. incited the ~nilitiamcn to commit rape and sexual assault against Tutsi 
women and girls in Giscnyi prefecture. 

Between April and July 1994, the most active groups of militiamen in Gisenyi 
pvkjecturr, led by CDR officials. including Hassan Ngeze and Mabuyc 
Twagirayezu: and MRND officials, including Bernard Munyagishari and Omar 
Serushago: huntcd down, abducted and killed sveral members of the Tutsi 
population and moderate Hutus in Gisenyi. In addition. many houses belonging 
to Tutsis were looted, destroyed or burned down by the lnterulzamwe. 

During the entire period of April to July 1994, Hassan Ngeze knew or had 
reason to know that his subordinates. notably the CDR and MRND militiamen, 
had committed widespread massacres of the Tutsi population and numerous 
moderate Hutus, and failed to take the necessary and reasonable measures to 
prevent them from doing so or to punish them for their acts. 

Responsibility 

7.13 From April to July 1994. several hundred thousand people were massacred 
throughout Rwanda. The majority of thc victims were killed solely becausc they 
were Tutsi or appeared to be Tutsi. The other victims, nearly all Hutu. were 
killed because they were considered Tutsi accomplices, were linked to them 
through marriage or were opposed to the extremist Hutu ideology. 

7.14 The massacres thus pcrpetratcd were the result of a strategy adopted and 
elaborated by political, civil and military authorities in the country. such as 
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Hassan Ngeze, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza. and Fcrdinand Nahimana, who - 

conspired to exterminate the Tutsi population. 

7.15 Hassan Ngeze, in his position of authority, acting in concert with, notably Jean- 
Bosco Barayagwiza, Ferdinand Nahimana, Omar Serushago: Bernard 
Munyagishari, Mabuye Twagirayezu and Bamabe Sanvura, participated in the 
planning, preparation or execution of a common scheme. strategy or plan. to 
commit the atrocities set forth above. He committed thc crimes personally, by 
persons he assisted, or by his subordinates. including militiamen and the 
reporters, announcers and all other Kangura en~ployees. who acted under his 
orders and with his knowledge or consent. 

8. THE CHARGES 

COUNT 1: 

By the acts or omissions described in paragraphs 5.1 to 7.15 and more specifically in 
the paragraphs referred to below: 

HASSAN NGEZE: -pursuant to Art~cle 6(1). according to paragraphs: 
5.1,5.2, 5.3,5.4,5.5,5.6. 5.7. 5.9. 5.10, 5.11,5.12, 5.13.5.16,5.18,6.1,6.3,6.5, 
6.6,7.1.7.3,7.4,7.13, 7.14, 7.15 

conspired with Ferdinand Nahimana. Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, Barnab6 Sanvura, 
AndIC Ntagerura, Joseph Nzirorera, Froduald Karamira, Bernard Munyagishari, Omar 
Semshago and others to kill and cause serious bodily or mental harm to members of 
the Tutsi population with the intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a racial or ethnic 

@ 
group, and thereby committed CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT GENOCIDE, a c h e  
stipulated in ,4rticlc 2(3)(b) of the Statute of the Tribunal, for which he is individually 
responsible pursuant to Article h(1) and which is punishable in reference to Articles 22 
and 23 of the Statute 

COUNT 2: 

By the acts or omissions described in paragraphs 5.1 to 7.15 and more specifically in 
the paragraphs referred to below: 

HASSAN NGEZE: -pursuant to Article 6(1). according to paragraphs: 5.1, 
5.18, 5.19,5.20, 5.21,5.22, 5.23.5.24, 5.25. 5.26, 5.30, 7.1, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, 7.8. 7.9. 
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-pursuant to Article 6(3). according to paragraphs: 7 3.7.4, 

7.5,7.6,7.8,7.9,7.12,7.13,7.14,7.15 

is responsible for killing and causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the 
Tutsi population with the intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a racial or ethnic group, 
and thereby committed GENOCIDE, a crime stipulated in Article 2(3)(a) of the 
Statute of the Tribunal, for which they are individually rcsponsiblc pursuant to Article 
6 and which is punishable in reference to Articles 22 and 23 of the Statute. 

COUNT 3: 

0 
By the acts or omissions described in paragraphs 5.1 to 7.15 and more specifically in 
the paragraphs referred to below: 

HASSAN NGEZE: - pursuant to Article 6(1), according to paragraphs: 5 1,5.7, 
5.9,5.10,5.11.5.16,5.19,5.23,6.15,6.16,7.1,7.7, 7.8,7.12,7.13,7.14,'7.15 

-pursuant to Article 6(3). according to paragraphs: 7.1,7,3, 
7.4,7.5.7.6.7.11,7.12,7.13. 7.14. 7.15 

is responsible for killing and causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the 
Tutsi population with the intent to destroy. in wholc or in part. a racial or ethnic group, 
and thereby committed COMPLICITY IN GENOCIDE, a crime stipulated in Article 
2(3)(e) of the Statute of thc Tribunal, for which they are individually responsible 
pursuant to the Stattdc and which is punishable in reference to Articles 22 and 23 of 
the Statute. 

m 
COUNT 4: 

By the acts or omissions described in paragraphs 5.1 to 7.15 and more specifically in 
the paragraphs referred to below: 

HASSAN KGEZE: -pursuant to Article 6(1), according to paragraphs: 5.1. 
5.10, 5.12.5.13,5.14.5.17.5.29,6.1.6.5,6.6,6.9.6.10. 6.13,6.14,6.15,7.10 

-pursuant to Article 6(3). according to paragraphs: 5.2,5.5, 
6.5,6.7,6.8,6.9,6.l0,6.11,6.12,6.13,6.14,6.15,6.17,6.18.6.l9 
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is responsible for direct and public incitement to kill and cause scrious bodily or mental 
harm to members of the Tutsi population with the intent to destroy, in whole or in 
part, a racial or ethnic group, and thereby committed DIRECT AND PUBLIC 
INCITEMEKT TO COMMIT GENOCIDE, a crime stipulated in Article 2(3)(c) of 
the Statute of the Tribunal, for which he is individually responsible pursuant to Article 
6 of the Statutc and which is punishable in reference to Articles 22 and 23 of the 
Statute. 

COUNT 5: 

By the acts or omissions describcd in paragraphs 5.1 to 7.15 and more specifically in 
the paragraphs referred to below: 

8 HASSAN NCEZE: - pursuant to Article 6(1). according to paragraphs: 
5.l,5.23.5.26.76.7.7.7.8,7.9,7.11,7.13.7.14,7.15 

-pursuant to Article 6(3). according to paragraphs: 
5.1,6.15. 6.17,6.18,6.19,7.6,7.7. 7.8, 7.9,7.11,7.13,7.14,7.15 

is responsible for the murder of persons as part of a widespread and systematic attack 
against a civilian population on political, ethnic or racial grounds. and thereby 
committed a CRIME AGAIKST HUMANITY, a crime stipulated in Articlc 3(a) of 
the Statute of Tribunal, for which they are individually responsible pursuant to Article 
6 of the Statute and which is punishable in reference to Articles 22 and 23 of the 
Statute. 

COUNT 6: 

a By thc acts or omissions described in paragraphs 5.1 to 7.1 5 and more specifically in 
the paragraphs rcfened to below: 

HASSAN NGEZE: -pursuant to Article 6(1), according to paragraphs: 
5.23,5.24,5.25,5.26.6.11,6.17,6.18,6.19,7.13.7.14,7.15 

-pursuant to Article 6(3), according to paragraphs: 5.1. 
5.22, 5.23, 5.24, 5.25, 6.7. 6.8. 6.9. 6.10, 6.11, 6.17, 6.18, 6.19, 7.13. 7.14, 7.15 

is responsible for the persecution of persons as part of a widespread and systematic 
attack against a civilian population on political. ethnic or racial grounds, and thereby 
comrnittcd a CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY, a crime stipulated in Article 3(h) of 
thc Statute of Tribunal. for which hc is individually responsible pursuant to Article 6 of 
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the Statute and which is punishable in reference to Articles 22 and 23 of thc Statute. 

COUNT 7: 

By the acts or omissions described in paragraphs 5.1 to 7.15 and more specifically in 
the paragraphs refcrred to below: 

HASSAN XGEZE: -pursuant to Article 6(1). according to paragraphs: 5.1, 
5.23, 5.25. 5.26. 6.16, 7.1, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.8, 7.11, 7.13, 

7.14, 7.15 

-pursuant to Article 6(3), according to paragraphs: 5.1 : 

0 
5.25,6.15~6.17.6.18,6.19,7.1.7.3,7.4,7.5.7.6.7.8,7.10,7.11.7.12,7.13,7.14, 
7.15 

is responsible for extermination on political, racial or religious grounds, as part of a 
widespread and systematic attack against a civilian population on political, cthnic or 
racial grounds, and thercby committed a CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY. a crime 
stipulated in Article 3(b) of Statute of the Tribunal, for which he is individually 
responsible pursuant to Article 6 of the Statute and which is punishable in reference to 
Articles 22 and 23 of the Statute. 

10 November 1999 
IQgali 
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For the Prosecutor 
(signed) 

N. Sankara Menon 
Senior Trial Attorney 
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Chamber I, Judgement, 3 March 2000 
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lnternational Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda 
Tribunal Penal lnternational pour le Rwanda 

, . . . 
UV~TFD~*:I~,N, Arusha International Conference Centre 
V,YWINS~ . Y L ~  POBox 6016. Arusha. Tanzania - R.P. 6016. Arusha, Tanzanie 

Tel- a 7  5047117-1 1 5n43R7-77 or 1 717 963 78% Fax 755 17 .alMLXC437.1 nr 1 71 7 qfi3284Ri44 , , 

PROOF OF SERVICE TO DETAlNEES 
PREUVE DE NOTIFICATION D'ACTES AUX DETENUS 

Upon signature of the detainee, please return this sheet to the originator as proof of service. 
Fonrrularrc ri Ztre rmrm'l 2 l'explditlileur dLirrzenf sigrrlpor le dllerzrr. 

Case No /Affaire No: I C T R - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - T  

Date: 08-12-2003 

To: 
A: 

C a s e  N a m e  /Affa;re: The Prosecu to r  vs. - Ferdinand NAHIMANA 
- Hassan NGEZE 
- Jean-Bosco BARAYAGWIZA 

I 

Name of detalnee I nom d u  detenu 

Via: 

From: 
De : 

- 
Sub-ject 

Objet: 
- 

NGEZE 

Security Officer 

Commanding Officer, UNDF 

! ,  
3 J ~ P .  FomBtB (Chief. CMS) bj. [ 

, .. 

i .  3 F. A. Taion (Appeals) . ! * 

TO BE FILLED IN BY THE DETAINEE 
A COMPLETER PAR LE DETENU 

I confirm reception of the Signature Dale, Time / Heure 
document(s) listed below. 

Je confirme reception du/des 
documents mentionnejs) ci- 
dessous. 

P r i ~ t  harne I nom I Signature I Date , Time / Heure 

loJTC1) R Kouarnbo (TC2) C Hometowu (TC3) 

.l.r,. . ........... " 
S. Guindo 

i .  ; i :  -. 
LI Other 1 Auire . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

(indly find attached the fouowing documents / Veuillez trouver en annexe les documents suivants. 

. .& ?..... 

/- 

Ilocu~nenls name I frfre ilu duc~r~ncrir 

JUDGEMENT AND SENTENCE 

.................. 

Dalc Filed I /)rite rnregrsirie Pages 

05-12-2003 454 



lnternational ~;irnina'l Tribunal for Rwanda 
Tribunal Penal International pour le Rwanda 

L NIIWNAT,N>YS Arusha International Conference Centre 
h.4 1 ~ W Y E  :XFY P.O.Box 601 6. Arusha. Tanzania - B.P. 6016, Arusha. Tanzanie 

To1 755 57 5174907.1 1 5n4367-Z2 or 1 717 W F a x 4 5 7 5  or 1 71 I' o6.3 m4Rl44 , ~ . .  

PROOF OF SERVICE TO DETAINEES 
PREUVE DE NOTIFICATlON D'ACTES AUX DETENUS 

Upon signature of the detainee, please return this sheet to the originator as proof of service 
Formulaire i2 Brre renvny! 2 I'exp4drtezrr d i h e n t  i i gn ipar  le difenu. 

To: 
A: 

Via: 

From: 
De : 

Subject 
Ohjrt: 

Case Name /Affaire: The Prosecutor vs. - Ferdinand NAHIMANA 
- Hassan NGEZE 
- Jean-Bosco BARAYAGWIZA 

Case No /Affaire No: ICTR-99-52-T 

Name of detainee I nom d u  detenu 

NAHIMANA 

Security Officer 

Commanding Officer, UNDF 

TO BE FILLED IN BY THE DETAINEE 
A COMPLETER PAR LE DETENU 

I confirm reception of the Siqnature Date, Time 1 Heure 
docurnent(s) 11sted below. 

- 

Je conhrme recept~on du/des 
documents mentionne(s) ci- 

r e l . r * b s  
dessous. 

a-,46 44'3- 

~ r i e r n e  1 nom Signature 1 Date , Time,/ H e m  

. ".' D.. . . . . . . .  d 
S. Guindo 

0 
J P Fornete (Chief CMS) @ ~ . + i a i l o ( ~ ~ l )  R Kauarnbo (TC2) C Hornetowu (TC3) 

3 F. A. Talon (Appeals) , , . i , ,- ~.. 
, ' j . j _  Other 1 Aufre 

Kindly find attached the fdlowing documents 1 Veuillez trouver en annexe les documents suivants. 
/ 

Document\ ndmc I trtre r111 docirmu~ri 

JUDGEMENT AND SENTENCE 

Oats Fi lcd 1 Duie cnrr,qistrr:e P a p  

05-12-2003 454 
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~ : ~ I ~ D N A T I , N \  Arusha International Conference Centre 
> A I I Z , W Y  L~WM P.O.Box 6016, Arusha. Tanzania - B.P. 6016. Arusha, Tanzanie 

Tel 755 57 504707-1 1 504367.77 or 1 71 7 qfi-43777 nr 1 7 1 2 S l Z U U 3 . . -  

PROOF OF SERVICE TO DETAINEES 
PREUVE DE NOTIFICATION D'ACTES AUX DETENUS 

Upon signature of the detainee, please return this sheet to the originator as proof of service. 
Forrrrrrlnire d itre rrrrvow! a I'expPdifrrrr drirnent signdpar le ddfnru. 

- - -- 

Date. 08-12-2003 Case Name /Affa~re The Prosecutor vs. - Ferdinand NAHIMANA 
- Hassan NGEZE 

Via: 

From: 
I k :  

~ ~ ~ ~ p ~ p  

Subject 
Ohjet: 

- Jean-Bosco BARAYAGWIZA 

Case No /Af fa~re No: ICTR-99-52-T 

I document(s) listed below. 
BARAYAGWIZA 

Je confirme reception du/des 

1 

I documents mentionneis) ci- 

Name of detainee 1 nom du detenu 

I dessous. 

TO BE FILLED IN BY THE DETAINEE 
A COMPLETER PAR LE DETENU 

I confirm rece~tion of the Sionature Date, Time 1 Heure 

~. . , 

J.-P. FomBt@ (Chief. CMS) N.giallo (TCI) R. ~ o u h b o  (TCZ) C. Hornetowu (TC3) 

.> 

F. A. Talon (Appeals) '! , ., -. ,j _,_ : y t ' \  -, ... L3 Other1 Auhe ..................... 

Security Officer 

Commanding Officer, UNDF 

&. 

Kindly find attached the following documents I Veuillez trouver en annexe les documents suivants. 

Documcnls namc I fitw i l i f  ~/orrr~neni 

JUDGEMENT AND SENTENCE 

D;w Filcd I Dore enregisrrie Pages 

05-12-2003 454 

Date , Time 1 Heure 

. . . . . . . . . .  

Print name 1 nom 

..... 1. L.. 
S. Guindo 

Signature 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

4 . . . . . . . . . . .  
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